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General Information 
PURPOSES 
We believe that the University must structure a community of 
students, teachers, and administrators in wh,ch all elements 
function for the sake of scholarship and m wh,ch no one 
element serves only itself. 
We believe that the University must develop an environment in 
which knowledge may be discovered and integrated for civic, 
regional, na tional, and international concerns of social 
significance-or even tor no reason at all except the excitement 
of free inquiry. 
We believe that the University must provide opportunity for 
the individual student to recognize his potentialities and to 
acquire self-discipline necessary for their realization. 
We believe that the interaction of students commined to 
meaningful learning with a faculty committed to excellence of 
teaching must promote an atmosphere in which the student 
will be challenged to encounter the values, Ideas, and tangible 
aspects of the universe. 
We believe that the University has a special obligation to serve 
the people of Eastern Kentucky and a general obligation to 
serve all of the citizens of the Commonwealth. 
We belteve that to achieve its purposes, the University must 
respond flexibly to the needs of the present without spuming 
the achievements and values of the past or o verlooking the 
promises of the future. 
HISTORY 
A long tradition of service to the people of the Common· 
wealth of Kentucky runs t hrough the history of Morehead 
State University. A study of educational needs in the state led 
to the establishment of Morehead State Normal School, whose 
doors opened for the first time as a public institution in 
September of 1923. The campus was one which had been 
occupied for 35 years by a private institution bearing the name 
of Morehead Normal School. The tradition of education that 
had been established by this predecessor provided strong 
suppon in the region for the new publtc undenaking. 
In 1926. the General Assembly changed the name to Morehead 
State Normal School and Teachers College, and the growing 
college was admitted to membership ,n the Kentucky 
Association of Colleges. Morehead State Normal School and 
Teachers College became Morehead State Teachers College in 
1930, graduating 11 seniors trom a student body of 256, with 
a faculty of 22. 
The college entered a decade of sustained growth durrng which 
the size of the student body and the faculty more than 
doubled. Four major buildings and Jayne Memorial Stadium 
were built during this decade. In 1941, the college admitted its 
fir\t foreign student and the next year became the site of an 
electrical training school for the United States Navy. 
After the war, offerings and services were broadened, and m 
1948 the General Assembly changed the name to Morehead 
State College-a harbinger of what came to be known as the 
"Breakthrough" period of the 1950's. 
During the 1950's, enrollment tripled, the campus acquired its 
first major structure in 17 years as a huge expansion of 
physical faciliues exceeding $50,000,000 was undertaken and 
educational programs were greatly strengthened and expanded. 
T he sound philosophy of service to the region was greatly 
strengthened during this period and Morehead State College 
became the center of regional act1v1ties for diverse groups. 
Continued growth in the 1960's brought one more change in 
name-Morehead State University, a reflection ot the changing 
needs of the people of the Commonwealth for 'higher 
education. With that change in status in 1966, Morehead State 
University reached another level rn its tradition of service that 
now has lengthened to more than five decades. The private 
normal school, turned state normal school with the job of 
tra1n1ng elementary teachers, has beco me something its first 
president, Dr. Frank C. Button, would not have dreamed-a 
renowned regional university whose offer ings reach a broad 
spectrum of people from all walks of life. 
M EMBERSHIPS 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES FOR 
T EACHER EDUCATION 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES 
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
CONFERENCE OF SOUTHERN GRADUATE 
SCHOOLS 
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION 
SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD 
ACCREDITATION 
NATIONA L ASSOCIATION Of= SCHOOLS OF 
MUSIC 
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE ACCREDITATION 
OF TEACHER EDUCATION 
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION 
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND 
SCHOOLS 
DEGREES 
The Associate of Applied Science Degree In: 
Agricultural Business Machine Tool Technology 
Technology Medical Assisting 
Construction Technology 
Drafting and Design 
Technology 
Electrical Technology 
Electronics Technology 
Engineering Science 
Technology 
Farm Production 
Technology 
Fashion Merchandising 
Food Service Technology 
Graphic Arts Technology 
Interior Decorating and 
Design 
Laboratory Technology 
Mining Technology 
Nursing 
Ornamental 
Horticulture 
Power & Fluids 
Technology 
Radiologic 
Technology 
Reclamation 
Technology 
Veterinary Technology 
Vocational Industrial 
Teacher Education 
Welding Technology 
The Associate of Applied Arts Degree in: 
Bro~cast Technology 
Corrections 
Journalism 
Music 
Radio-Television 
Recreation Aide 
Social Work 
Teacher Aide 
The Associate of Applied Business Degree in: 
Applied Business Secretarial Studies 
Data Processing 
Office Management 
Real Estate 
T he Associate of Arts Degree in: 
Humanities 
University Studies 
The Associate of Science Degree. 
Bachelor of Arts 
Small Business 
Management 
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree 
Bachelor of Music Degree 
Bachelor of Music Education Degree 
Bachelor of Science Degree 
Bachelor of University Studies 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Master of Arts with emphases in Art, English, History, 
Psychology, Physical Educa tion, Sociology, and Communi-
cations 
Master of Science with a major in Bio logy. Mathematics, 
Industrial or Vocational Education 
Master of Music 
Master of Business AdministratJon 
Master of Business Education 
Master of Arts in Adult and Cont inuing Education 
Master of Arts in Education with emphases in Elementary 
Teaching, Secondary Teaching, Guidance and Counseling, 
Library Science, Special Education, and Reading 
Master of Higher Education 
Specialist in Education Degree 
A joint doctoral program with the Uninrsity of Kentucky 
Other Programs: 
A certificate indicating successful completion of the one-ye11 
Secretarial or Clerical Studies Program. 
Maeting the entrance requirements of professional schools. 
Programs designed to qualify public school personnel tor 
Ranks I and 11 on the Kentucky Salary Schedule. 
THE CAMPUS 
At the northeast edge of the City of Morehead lies the campus 
of Morehead State University, its gently-sloping, wooded 
grounds covering nearly 500 acres. 
Campus buildings combine the traditional and the contem-
porary in an imposing array of modern physical facilities set 
against the natural backdrop of the Daniel Boone National 
Forest. The campus skyline resembles a city with its high•rise 
buildings and tree-lined streets. 
The University's physical plant represents an investment 
upwards of $80 million In prize-winning and eye•pleasing 
architecture. 
ACADEMIC-ADMINISTRATIV E 
Sixteen separate structures comprise the academic administra-
tive group which extends along University Boulevard from 
Marn Street (U.S. 60) on the east to Tippett Avenue on the 
west end of the campus. 
The hub of activity is the Jerry Howell-Cloyd McDowell 
Administration Building. located appropriately in the center of 
campus. Completed rn l963, this three-story. air-conditioned 
facility contains offices of the President, Vice President for 
Fiscal Affairs, and Vice President for Student Affairs. The 
building front features the Great Seals of the University and 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Housed on the first floor are 
school relations and public information. The second floor 
incorporates the President's office. business office, registrar's 
office, dean of institutional services and non-academic 
personnel. Located on the third floor are data processing. 
admissions, and Student Affairs which includes housing, 
financial aid, traffic, dean of students, as5_ooiate deans of 
students and campus security. The structure was named for 
two p1ominent members of the Board of Regents. 
Starting from the east end of the boulevard, the first academic 
structure is the Laughlin Health Building, an air-conditioned 
two-story classroom and office structure with 97,000 square 
feet of floor space. It contains the Division of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation and the offices of intercollegiate 
and intramural athletics. Opened In 1967, It features a 
multi•purpose room encompassrng four regulation·size basket• 
ball courts, an eight-lane bowling alley, handball courts, 
gymnastics and wrestling rooms, a mirrored dance studio. 
dressing rooms and sauna bath. The building was named in 
honor of Robert G. Laughlin, former director ot athletics and 
head basketball coach who served the University for 38 years. 
At the east corner of University Boulevard and Clements Lane 
is Baird Music Hall. Constructed in 1953 and expanded In 
1963 and again in 1968, this three-story, air-conditioned 
facility houses the ottlces of the dean of the School of 
Humanities, the head of the Department of Music and the 
director of bands. Also enclosed are faculty studios and 
offices, classrooms. tndividual practice and ensemble rooms, a 
1.000~at rehearsal hall and a 300-seat recital hall. The second 
addition received a design award from the Kentucky Society 
of Architects. The building was named for William Jes:se Baird, 
the University's fifth president. 
On the opposite corner is University Breckinridge School, a 
laboratory school ranging from kindergarten through high 
school which is open to a limited number or students on a 
tuition basis. Built in 1931 and enlarged in 1966, the facility 
includes a television production studio. The building was 
named for Robert J. Breckinridge, Kentucky_'s sixth 
superintendent of public Instruction. 
Diagonally across from UBS on the corner of University and 
Elizabeth streets is Palmer House, a homemaking laboratory 
for students enrolled in vocational home economics. The 
modern residence was purchased in 1964 and named for its 
former owner, John Palmer. 
The first academic structure on the south side of the boulevard 
is the Claypool-Young Art Building, another award-winning 
design selected by the Kentucky Society of Architects. 
Completed in 1968, the three-story facility is the only 
structure on a Kentucky public university campus devoted 
exclusively to the teaching of art and art education. It features 
a tri-level gallery, two outdoor sculpture courts, rooftop 
sketching deck, 150-seat lecture room and skylighted studios. 
The building was named in honor of Mrs. Naomi Claypool, 
head of the an faculty for 40 years, and Thomas Young, who 
taught in the department for 28 years. 
.. 
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Across from the art building is Rader Hall, the oldest campus 
building. Opened in 1926, it was renovated and enlargeo in 
1970 to become an ultra-modern air-conditioned classroom 
and office facility housing the entire School of Social Sciences. 
Originally used as the administration building, it was named 
for Clifford Rader, a member of the history faculty for 17 
years. The building has been cited for design excellence by the 
Kentucky Society of Architects. 
Behind and above Rader is Lyman V. Ginger Hall, home of the 
School of Education, offices of the Vice President for 
Research and Development. Vice President ' for Academic 
Affairs, Personal Development lnst.itute, Center for Telecom-
munications, and the TRIO Center. Constructed In 1968, the 
structure is comprised of a nine-story office tower and a 
six-story classroom wing. Its facilities include a television 
production studio, reading center, psychology laboratories, 
seminar rooms and additional audio-visual areas. It was named 
for Dr. Lyman V. Ginger, former Kentucky superintendent of 
public instruction and former chairman of the MSU Board of 
Regents. 
Immediately west of Ginger Hall is Altfe Young Hall, a former 
women's residence which is being renovated to house a new 
student health center, central printing facility, offices and 
classrooms of the journalism program, placement center and 
other faculty ottices. Built in 1926, the building was named in 
honor of Judge Allie W. Young, a former state legislator who is 
credited with the selection of Morehead as the site of the 
University. 
At the base of the hill overlooking the main campus area is the 
Johnson Camden library. Built in 1931 and more than 
doubled In size in 1965, It houses nearly 300,000 volumes and 
includes conference rooms. study carrels, single des-ks, the 
Kentucky Room, ERIC documents, a microfiche collection 
numbering In the thousands, Oberlin College Collection of 
Anti•Slavery Propaganda on microcards, a materials center 
with a wide assortment of phonorecords, filmstrips and other 
teaching aids and specialized equipment consisting of micro-
film readers, microcard readers, microfiche reader-printer and 
coin-operated photocopy machines. Of special interest is an 
honors seminar room which houses memorabilia of the 
University's seven presidents. The building was named for 
Johnson Camden, former U.S. Senator from Kentucky. 
Construction will start this year on a six-story addition to be 
known as the Julian M. Carroll library Tower. 
Near the boulevard's west terminus is the Button Bulleting, 
headquarters of the Department of MIiitary Science and 
location of the 1,500-seat Button Auditorium which 1s used 
for student convocations, theatrical productions, motion 
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pictures, lectures and other programs. Completed in 1929 as a 
combrned auditorium-gymnasium, it was remodeled in 1968 
and the gymnasium area was converted into two floors of 
offices and classrooms and a prac tice room for the University's 
voluntary Army ROTC program. The building was named for 
Frank C. Button, the University's first president. 
Clustered with three other academic buildings at the west end 
of the campus is Lappin Hall, the four-$tOry home of the 
School of Sciences and Mathematics. Constructed in 1937 and 
expanded in 1968, the structure contains offices and 
modernly-equipped classrooms and laboratories. The building 
was named for Warren C. Lappin, former dean of the faculty 
and vice president for academic affairs who served 48 years at 
the University. 
At the corner of Battson Avenue and Third Street is the 
four-story Bert Combs Building, another completely 
air-conditioned structure. Its tenants include the dean of the 
School of Business and Economics; the Divisions of languages 
and Literature and Communications:<the Department of 
Philosophy; offices of The Trail Blazer, MSU's weekly student 
newspaper; studios and offices of WMKY. the University's 
50,000-wan stereo FM radio station; the Sam Kibbey Theatre; 
the dial-access information retrieval system and the language 
laboratory. The building was completed in 1961 and later 
named for Bert T. Combs, the 54th governor of Kentucky. 
Next door to the Combs Building is the □oyd Cassity Building, 
a three-story classroom, laboratory and ottice structure which 
houses part of the School of Applied Sciences and Tech-
nology. The building was opened in 1962. It was named for 
Lloyd Cassity. vice chairman of the Board of Regents and 
former president of the Alumni Association. 
Connected to the Cassity Building from behind is B. F. Reed 
Hall, which houses most of the University's technical programs 
and the dean of the School of Applied Sciences and 
Technology. The live-story structure includes four floors of 
classrooms and offices for the School of Applied Sciences and 
Technology and one level of enclosed parking. It was named 
for B. F. Reed, long-time member ot the Board of Regents. 
The University's largest learning laboratory-a 212-acre 
experimental farm-is not contiguous to the main campus. It is 
located on Ky. 377, about six miles north of Morehead in rural 
Rowan County. A five-year development has added new 
tacilit1es for agronomy, horticulture, horsemanship, animal 
science and agricultural economics. Acquired ln 1968 and 
under constant improvement srnce, the Charles M. Derrickson 
Agricultural Complex also is used by local agriculture organiza-
tions for various outings. It was named for a former chairman 
of the Department of Agriculture. 
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RESIDENTIAL 
The University's on-campus residential facilities consist of 27 
multi-story structures for single and married students, 
one-floor units for married students and faculty and staff 
members and the official residence of the president. 
The President's Home, a three-story brick structure at the 
corner of University Boulevard and Battson Avenue, has served 
each of MSU's $1!ven presidents. Built in 1929. the President's 
Home stands on a terraced lawn and is furnished in keeping 
with the importance and dignity of such a structure. 
Sixteen modem residence halls function as homes away from 
home for the bulk of the University's student body. All 
contain study rooms on each floor with a director's apartment 
on the lobby level. Starting at the east end of the campus, the 
first campus address is Downing Hall, a trHevel structure on 
the hillside overlooking Breathitt Sports Center and Playforth 
Place. Occupied in 1967, lt is used exclusively by the 
University's unmarried scholarship athletes. Featuring 31 
modern, four-man carpeted suites, the building was named for 
George 0 . Downing, the University's first varsity coach and 
athletic director. 
Butler Hall, a three-story men's residence, is located on 
Vaughan Drive near the boulevard and is connected by a 
passageway to Mays Hall. Butler contains 102 student 
bedrooms and was completed in 1961. It was named for 
Wendell P. Butler, three-term superintendent of public instruc• 
tion in Kentucky end former chairman of the MSU Board of 
Regents. 
Mays Hall, built 1n 1937 and extensively redecorated in recent 
years, contains 91 bedrooms. The four-story structure was 
named for Jesse T. Mays, a 35-year faculty member and 
former director of the hall. 
The tallest campus building and the largest residence facility is 
William H. Cartmell Hall, a 19-story tower which has 240 
air-conditioned bedrooms. Completed in 1969. the building 
features a divided lobby with a formal lounge and television 
viewing area. It towers above the intersection of University 
Boulevard and Vaughan Drive. The building was named for Dr. 
William H. Cartmell, chairman of the Board of Regents. 
• Breckinridge School is Thompson Hall, a three-story building 
with 80 bedrooms. Occupied in 1927, it was named for J. H. 
Thompson, speaker of the Kentucky Hou5e of Representatives 
when MSU was established in 1922. Located near the Button 
Building is Fields Hall, a three-story structure with 80 
bedrooms. A 20-bed infirmary is housed on the ground floor. 
Completed in 1927, the hall was named for Mrs. William J. 
Fields, wife of a Kentucky governor and the first woman 
appointed to the MSU Board of Regents. 
Ten of the University's residence halls are situated east and 
west of Clements Lane between the boulevard and the 
University Lake. Dominating the north side of the campus is 
the magnificent Mignon Complex, a U-shaped grouping of four 
air-conditioned residence halls which houses 976 women. The 
project was completed in 1967 with the occupancy of 16-story 
Mignon Tower. built for 292 coeds. The complex also consists 
of six-story Mignon Hall, opened in 1963 with space for 296 
women; West Mignon Hall, a five-story facility completed in 
1964 to accommodate 196 women; and East Mignon Hall , a 
six-story building finished in 1966 with quarters for 192 
others. Each hall consists of four-person suites with a study 
room, bedroom and private bath. The compfex was named for 
Mrs. Mignon Doran, wife of the University's 51!Venth president 
and founder and director of the Personal Development 
Institute. 
Spanning Woodland Terrace near the Mignon Complex is Nunn 
Hall, a 10-story residence hall which houses 392 women in 98 
air-conditioned suites. Occupied In 1969, the building was 
named in honor of Mrs. Beula C. Nunn, wife of the 56th 
governor of Kentucky. 
In front of Nunn Hall is Waterfield Hall , a four-story women's 
residence hall with 196 bedrooms. For 10 years after Its 
completion in 1960 the hall was used by male students. 
However, It was renovated in 1970 for occupancy by women. 
The building was named for Harry Lee Waterfield, two-time 
lieutenant governor of Kentucky. 
A high-ri51! structure and three smaller buildings form a 
quadrangle of men's air-conditioned residence halls on the east 
side of Clements Lane along A. B. Chandler Place. 
has a seating capacity of 500 including a formal dining area. 
The tower was named in honor of the University's nearly 
20,000 graduates. 
On the tower's south side is Cooper Hall. a four-story structure 
completed in 1966 and occupied by 202 men. It bea~ the 
name of John Sherman Cooper, former U.S. Senator from 
Kentucky and ambassador to India and East Germany. 
Two nearly identical four-story men's halls- Regents and 
Wilson-stand behind Alumni Tower. Each houses 202 men. 
Regents Hall, finished in 1963. was named for all of the 
persons who have served on the Morehead State University 
Board of Regents. Wilson Hall, opened in 1962, was named in 
honor of Roger L. Wilson, the University's vice president for 
student affairs. 
Located east of Regents and Wilson are Normal Hall, a 
four-story, 40-unit apartment bulldin!I, and Riceville, a cluster 
of 20 two-bedroom, unfurnished dwellings. Both projects 
house married students. Normal Hall , occupied in 1967, was 
named for Mrs. Phoebe Phelps Button and her associates who 
founded the Morehead Normal School in 1887. 
South of University Lake is Lakewood Terrace. a gathering of 
10 two-story buildings containing 84 studio apartments and 40 
one-bedroom units and five duplexes housing 10 faculty 
families. Open mainly to married students, the buildings were 
completed in 1960. Eight were named for the University's 
original faculty-Charles 0. Lewis, Henry C. Haggan, Charles 
0. Peratt, D. M. Holbrook, Inez Faith Humphrey, Evelyn 
Royalty. Emma Shader and Ruby Vi!nsant. The others were 
named In honor of U.S. Rep. Carl 0. Perkins of Kentucky's 
7th Congressional District and Miss Anna Carter. who 51!rved as 
5ecretary to all $1!Ven MSU presidents. Other permanent 
faculty housing is located on Ward Oates Drive, Russell 
McClure Circle and Morrow Street. 
University-owned and supervised mobile home housing 
facilities are maintained at three off-campus locations. Parking 
pads for 12 privately-owned units, l ive three-bedroom homes 
for faculty and staff members and 14 one-bedroom units for 
married students are available three miles east of the campus 
on U. S. 60. The University has 125 one-bedroom mobile 
homes on Ky. 32 about two miles from campus and 10 
Two women's residence halls face the boulevard in the Alumni Tower, a 10-story home for 382 men, was completed one-bedroom units on Piedmonl Avenue adjoining Breathitt 
.mid-,mpus area. Situated next door to University in 1967. It also houses the University's second cafeteria which 1Sports Center. 
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AUXILIARY 
Six main structures and areas make up the University's 
auxiliary facilities. Moving from east to west, the first 
operation is the MSU Golf Course, four miles east of campus 
on U. S. 60. Acquired in 1967, the nine-hole, 3,000-yard 
layout 1s used by golf classes, the golf team, students, faculty 
and staff families and the general public. 
At the ea.stern edge of the campus is Breathitt Sports Center, a 
JO.acre athletic complex incorporating 10,000-Seat Jayne 
Stadium for football and track, the eight-lane A. L. Dawson 
Trade: with a synthetic surface. 1,200-seat Allen Field for 
baseball, 14 lighted tennis courts, soccer field, intramural 
fields and football and band practice fields. Jayne Stadium's 
west grandstand includes the track and football coaching 
offices and dressing rooms for football, track and soccer. Allen 
Field's grandstand houses dressing rooms and baseball 
coaching offices. Jayne Stadium, successor to the 2,500-seat 
Jayne Memorial Stadium, bears the name of W. L Jayne, a 
former faculty member who served early in the University's 
history. Allen Field was named for John E. (Sonny) Allen, 
former baseball coach who serves as assistant athletic director. 
Completed in 1964 and expanded in 1972, the complex was 
named for Edward T. Breathitt Jr., Kentucky's 55th governor. 
The University's largest indoor seating area is Lawrence W. 
Wetherby Gymnasium, located on Main Street near the east 
end of University Boulevard. The 5,000-seat arena also 
oontains the basketball coaching offices and is used for 
basketball games, wrestling matches, commencement exercises, 
entertainment programs, regional meetings and many student 
convocations. It was opened in 1957 and is scheduled for 
expansion during the 1976-77 school year. The building was 
named for Lawrence W. Wetherby, Kentucky's 52nd governor. 
Directly behind Wetherby Gymnasium is the W. H. Rice 
Service Building, headquarters of the Department of Build ings 
and Grounds. Built in 1965 and expanded In 1976, it contains 
storage and work space for maintenance operations and for 
shipping and receiving of materials. The University's vehicles 
are stored in the building and its enclosed parking lots. The 
structure was named for W, H. Rice, the department's 
superintendent for 32 years. 
The University's indoor swimming pool is housed in Senff 
Natatonum on the west side of the Button Building. The 
00-foot by 30-foot pool Includes a spectators' gallery and 
dressing rooms. Used mainly for swimming classes and swim 
meets, it was opened in 1932 and named for Judge Earl Senff, 
a former member of the Board of Regents. 
Busiest of a ll campus buildings is the Adron Doran University 
Center at the corner of University Boulevard and Battson 
Avenue, Originally opened In 1957 and renovated and enlarged 
in 1969, the three-story structure houses a myriad of activities. 
The first floor contains the University Post Office, University 
Store, a game room, information desk, director's office and 
television lounge. On the second floor are offices o t the MSU 
Student Government Association, Panhellenic and lnterfra-
ternity councils, a 600-seat cafeteria, 230-seat grill, a women's 
commuter lounge and East and West meeting rooms. The third 
floor includes the Buford Crager Room, (seating 1,000 for 
banquets and Pf'ivatedining In the Eagle Room (70 seats), Red 
Room (100 seats) and Presidential Suite (60 seats). On the 
same level Is the Anna Riggle Room, meeting place of the 
University Senate and the executive, ludicial and legislative 
branches of the Student Government Association. The 
building bears the name of Adron Doran, the University's 
seventh president. Displayed on the third floor is a mounted 
American Bald Eagle which is on permanent loan to MSU from 
the U.S. Government. 
Situated near the campus are student centers of the Baptist, 
Catholic, Methodist, Episcopal, and Christian churches, and 
the United Campus Ministry. 
Next door to the Baptist Student Center on University Street 
is the MSU Alumni Center, a two-story facility constructed In 
1974 to house offices and meeting and reception rooms of the 
University's Alumni Association. Financed entirely by alumni 
contributions. the structure is also used for other University 
functions. 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
General Education Requirements 
One of the fundamental beliefs of Morehead State 
University is that every university student should have a 
well-coordinated general education. This is the education 
that prepares for living, regardless of one's vocational or 
professional interests; it should develop a logical and 
discriminating method of thinking, lead to an appreciation 
of the fine arts, good literature, and the things in life that 
have lasting value, give an understanding of the social and 
economic forces that affect our lives, and provide an insight 
into the way in which each of the fields of learning has 
something to contribute to the fullness of life. 
Accordingly. the selection of certain academic areas has 
been made from which courses are taken by all students. 
This selection includes 46 hours of work, most of which 
should be completed in the first two years of study, 
thereby leaving the last two years for concentrated atten• 
tion to the individual student's field or fields of major 
interest. 
The following GENERAL EDUCATION requirements will 
obtain for-all bachelors' degrees: 
1. COMMUNICATIONS AND 
HUMANITIES 18 hours 
A. A total of 9 hours in Composition and Literature 
(course sequence determined by English placement 
tests) 
B. A total of 9 hours to be selected from at least 2 of 
the following 5 fields: 
( 1) Communication 
Arts 
(al Theatre 
(bl 
(cl 
(di 
Journalism 
Radio and Television 
Speech 
(2) Fine Arts 
(al Art 
(bl F ine Arts 
(c) Music 
(3) Foreign Languages 
(41 Literature (limited to 3 hours) 
(6) Philosophy 
II. SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS 12 hours 
A. 3 hours in Physical Science (Chemistry, Geosciences, 
Phvsics, o r related courses) 
B. 3 hours in a Biological Science (Bio logy or related 
courses) 
C. 3 hours in Mathematics 
D. 3 hours of elective credit from Science or 
Mathematics 
Ill. SOCIAL SCIENCES AND 
ECONOMICS 12 hours 
A total of 12 hours from at least 2 of the following 
fields: 
(This means that no more than 6 hours in any one field 
will apply to the General Education requirement) 
(1 I Economics 
(21 Geography 
(3) History 
(4) Political Science 
(5) Sociology 
IV. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 4 hours 
A. 2 hours in Health 
B. 2 hours in Physical Education activity courses 
General Degree Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree 
Candidates for the bachelor's degree must meet the 
following general requirements: · 
1. A minimum of 128 semester hours of prescribed and 
elective college credit. 
2. An average standing of "C", or higher, on all work 
completed at this University. 
3. Completion of an a.rea of concentration of not less 
than 48 hours; o r a major of not less than 30 hours 
and a minor of not less than 21 hours. 
4. An average standing of "C", or higher, on the area of 
concentration, the majors, and minors completed as 
partial requirements for degree. 
5. At least three-fourths of the credit in residence in 
some standard college; at least one year in residence 
and one semester immediately preceding graduation 
in this institution. (One year in residence is inter· 
preted as being two semesters, during which a 
minimum of 32 hours of credit will have been 
earned.) 
6. Not less than 43 semester hours of work offered for 
the degree must have been earned in courses 
numbered 300 and above. 
Specific Degree Requirements for the Bachelor of Science 
Degree 
To qualify for the Bachelor of Science degree the student 
must earn credit for a minimum of 60 semester hours in a 
combination of the following areas: agriculture, biology, 
business, chemistry, economics, geoscience, home 
economics, industrial education, library science, mathe-
matics, military science, and physics. 
Specif ic Degree Requirements for the Bachelor of Univer-
sity Studies Degree 
1. A minimum of 128 semester hours credit with a 
cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or better. 
2. Forty-six hours of general education courses as 
specified for all degrees offered by Morehead State 
University. 
3. Forty-three hours of upper division (300 - 500 level) 
courses are required within the 128 semester hours 
total. 
4. At least one year's residence (32 semester hours) and 
one semester Immediately preceding graduation must 
be completed at Morehead State University. 
Check Sheets 
The check sheet is the approved program of required 
courses which a student must complete in order to satisfy 
graduation requirements. 
Not later than the end of the sophomore year, all 
undergraduate students must have a check sheet on file in 
the Registrar's Office. The procedure for completing a 
check sheet is as follows: 
1. Student secures the necessary blank area/major-minor 
forms and an unofficial transcript of his record from 
the Registrar's Office. 
2. Student presents these forms to his advisor who will 
take the necessary action and forward them to the 
appropriate department head. 
3. After they have been approved by the necessary 
department heads and school deans, the forms will be 
returned to the Registrar's Office. 
4. Upon receipt of the forms, the Registrar's Office will 
complete an official check sheet for the student and 
mail it to him. 
Applying for Graduation 
Every student is expected to file an application for degree 
with the Registrar's Office at least one semester prior to the 
semester in which he plans to complete his graduation 
requirements. After the application has been filed, an 
evaluation to determine the student's eligibility will be 
made by the Registrar's Office. No student will be 
considered for graduation until he has filed an application: 
A student must file an application for degree no later than 
three weeks prior to the end of the term in which he is to 
graduate in order to be considered for graduation. 
Commencement 
Morehead State University observes commencement 
exercises twice each year- at the end of the spring semester 
and at the end of the summer term. Students completing 
their degree requirements during either the fall semester or 
the spring semester have their degrees conferred during the 
spring graduation. Students completing their degree require· 
ments during either the intersession or summer terms are 
awarded their degrees during the summer graduation. 
Graduating students who are unable to attend the 
commencement exercises must file a request to graduate in 
absentia with the Dean of Academic Programs for approval 
at least two weeks prior to graduation. 
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Work Tenure 
Students in Cooperative and Field Career Experiences may 
receive progressive experiences through several off-campus 
assignments enabling them to become increasingly proficient 
in their intended careers. In some cases this progressive 
experience is provided by placement with more than one 
employer, while in other cases students will return to the same 
location. 
Academic Credit 
Evaluation procedures utilizing input from field personnel and 
faculty visitations are used to assign students a letter grade for 
each work assignment. For each work assignment successfully 
completed with a passing mark, academic credit is earned. 
CDoperatlve Education 
Cooperative study courses follow a uniform structure across 
campus and are University cross-referenced utilizing the 
format illustrated. Requirements may vary slightly depending 
upon uniqueness of academic areas; however, each course is 
basically as described below: 
139 Cooperative Study I; Four (4) Hours, 1, ll , Ill. 
One semester of full-time work experience in a field 
relevant to st.udent's career objectives. 
239 Cooperative Study II; Four (4) Hours, I, II, Ill . 
One semester of full-time work experience with an 
extension of exposures gained in 139. 
339 Cooperative Study Ill ; Four (4) Hours, I, II, Ill. 
One semester of full-time work experience with a 
continuation of in-<lepth exposure representative of 
nudent's academic level and experience. 
439 Cooperative St.udy IV; Four (4) Hours, I, 11, Ill. 
One semester of full -time work expenence with a 
continuation of in-depth exposure representative of 
student's academic level and experience. 
639 Cooperative Study V; Four (4) Hours, I , 11 , Ill. 
One semester of full-time work experience providing 
advanced, specialized exposure In a career related 
position. Avallable to upper divi,ion undergraduate 
and graduate students. 
Project Ahead 
The University has joined the U.S. Armed Services in a 
cooperative program for military enlistee$ called "Project 
Ahead," which will pem1it individuals to be admined to 
Morehead State University at the time of enlistment in the 
Armed Services. Academic records of work completed at 
colleges and universities whlle serving in the Armed Services 
will be kept on file for these mdiv,duals in the Univenity's 
Office of Veterans Affairs. Such students have the opportunity 
to resume study at Morehead State University following 
discharge from the Armed Services. 
Scholastic Probation 
Any student making a standing of 1.5 or lower on a semester's , 
work is placed on probation for the next semester in residence 
and his parents will be notified of his unsatisfactory work. The 
student will be dropped from school if he makes less than a 
1.7 grade-point average during his next semester in residence. 
An exception may be ma<ie to this general rule if the student is 
placed on probation at the close of the first semester and fails 
to make a standing of 1. 7 the following semester. In this 
instance, he may apply for permission to attend the following 
summer term. If this permission is granted, the student's 
schedule of classes for the summer term must indude those 
courses in which he made low marks during the academic year. 
If the student's total standing on work taken during the 
academic year and the summer term is 1.7 or better he will be 
removed from probation. If the student's total standing on 
work taken during the academic year and the summer tem1 is 
less than 1.7 he will be dropped from school. 
A student who is placed on probation at the end of the spring 
semester may remove himself from probation by earning a 
2.00 grade-point average as a full-time student in the following 
regular summer session. 
A student who has been dropped for poor scholarship may 
apply for readmission after the lapse of one semester. Should 
the student be readmitted he shall be readmitted on 
probationary status and be required to earn a 2.0 grade-point 
average as a full time student during the semester In which he 
enrolls. After being dropped for poor scholarship the second 
time he is not eligible for readmission. 
Exceptions for Freshmen 
A freshman who makes a standing of 1.5 or lower on his first 
semester's work is placed on probation for the next semester 
in residence. During this second semester the student is 
required to indude in his schedule of classes those general 
education courses in which he made low marks during the first 
semester. If at the end of the second semester the student has 
earned a standing of 1. 7 or above on the work of the semester 
he will be removed from probation. 
- I' 
If at the end of the second semester the student has not earn 
a standing of 1. 7 or above on the work of the semester and h 
not accumulated a total of 27 hours of credit during t 
academic year he may apply for permission to attend th 
following summer tem1. If this permission is granted, t 
student's schedule of classes for the summer term must 
made up of those courses in which he has made low mar 
during the academic year. At the end of the summer term, i 
the student's total standing on the work of the academic yea, 
and the summer term is 1. 7 or better he will be removed from I 
probation. If at the end of the summer term his standing is not 
1. 7 but the student has accumulated 27 hours of credit, he 
may be given a third semester. If a minimum standing of 1.7 is -
not earned on the work of this third semester the student will 
be dropped. 
At.ences 
Oassabsences seriously hinder scholarship and the cooperation 
of parents Is requested in reducing absences to a minimum. 
Parents are, therefore, urged to refrain from asking pem1issioo 
for students to be absent preceding or following a holiday 
or to take frequent trips over the weekends. 
Students are required to be prompt and regular in class 
attendance and deliberate "cuts" are not excused. However, 
absences are excused• for the following reasons: 
1. Health. If the absence has bei!n caused by Illness or 
accident, the student is expected to present to the 
instructor an excuse signed by the University nurse or a 
physician. 
2. Representin!I the University. If the absence has occurred 
because the student was representing the University in a 
recognized activity-music, athletics, etc.- lists of such 
students are se01 to the instructors by the Dean of 
Academic Programs. 
3. Authorized Field Trips. Lists of students participating In 
authorized field trips are sent to the instructors by the 
Dean of Academic Programs. 
4. Instructors are authorized to exercise their discretion In 
excusing absences for other causes. If the individual 
teacher feels that the absence is justified, the excuse is 
granted, otherwise the absence is considered as 
unexcused. 
Cases of extended or repeated absence are reported to the 
Dean of the School in which the student is enrolled. 
• If the absence is excused the student is permitted to make up 
any work that the instructor considers essential. This 
consideration is not given if the absence is unexcused. 
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ADMISSIONS 
Admission to the Freshman Class 
Without Examination. Graduates of high schoolsaccredlted by 
1
, the Kentucky State Board of Education are admitted without 
1, examination, provided that 15 ot the units used for graduation 
are acceptable to the Universi ty. No spec1fic courses are 
required for entrance, but not more than four of the 15 I~ , acceptable units may have been earned in one subject field. 
An out-of-state student who is a graduate of an accred ited high 
, school may be granted admission to Morl!head State Univers ity 
if his high school transcript shows that he has been graduated 
in the upper one-halt of the senior class and has been 
recommended by a responsible school official a& having 
educational promise. 
An out-of-state student who has been a marginal high school 
performer may file an application for admission to Morehead 
State University. Based upon the student's past academic 
record. his scores on standardized tests, and his recommenda-
tions from high school offlcic1ls, the student may be accepted 
for the Special Summer Program. Students admitted for this 
program must enroll in the regular summer term. take six 
hours of-academic work which has been approved by the Asso-
ciate Dean of Academic Programs (Undergraduate). make not 
Jrt less than "C" in each course, and maintain an acceptable pat• 
tern of behavior. The student will then be considered for admis-
sion at the beginning of the fall semester. This program will 
b;;·provide an opportuniW for the low achieving student to prove 
6' his abi lity to suacessfUlly cope with university level work. 
(!;>, 
Admission as a T ransfer Student 
Students entering Morehead from other institutions must 
present a sta!ement of honorable dismissal from the college or 
university attended previously and must satisfy the entrance 
requirements here. Official transcripts of college and high 
school credits mus, be on file in the Office of Admissions prior 
to t he time of registration. 
A student who is ineligible to return to \he college or 
university from which he desires to transter may be considered 
for admission on probation as a transfer provided his academic 
standing on the work done at the other institution is equal to 
or above the academic stand1ng required ot a student to 
remain at Morehead State University, provided, however, he 1s 
recommended for admission by the academic dean of the 
college or universitY from which he transfers and provldl!d, 
further, that he is approved for admission by the Director 
of Admissions of Morehead State University on the basis of a 
personal interview with the student on campus. The student's 
parent or parents may be requested to accompany the student. 
Any student who is accepted as a transfer to Morehead State 
University on probationary status, w ith three or more 
semesters in residence. must achieve an academic standing of 
2.0 or above -as a tu ll-time student and maintain an acceptable 
pattern of behavior to be eligible to enrotl for the suq:eeding 
semester. 
Transfer of Credits 
Morehead State University will accept, by transfer, the credits 
earned by students trom accredited colleges. However, before 
receiving any degree. the transfer student must meet all of 
Morehead's requirements for this degree. 
Special Admission 
Marginal students often will be reque5ted to schedule an Admission procedures for students interested In Continuing 
interview In the Office of Admissions to discuss 1heir program Education may be obtained by conta~ting the Director of 
with admission counselors of Morehead State University prior Admissions. 
to re~ fcrthc su111111e1 ceiiil. -
By examination. High school students who have outstanding 
records and are within one unit of graduation may tie admitted 
to the freshman class upon recommendation of-the high school 
principal and successful completion of an entrance examina-
tion. 
By High School Equivalency. A Kentucky resident who has 
not graduated from high school may be admitted to the 
freshman class of Morehead State University by presenting a 
High School Equivalency Dlploma. Local boards of education 
issue such diplomas·. on the basis of General Educational 
Development Tests to service personnel, veterans, and 
nonveteran adults. Additional information may be obtained by 
contacting the local board of education, the State Department 
of Education, or the Office of Admissions. 
Admission of High School Juniors 
High school students who have completed six semesters of 
high school or finisheq -their junior year may apply for the 
high school Junior program. This program allows exceptional 
high school juniors to enroll for freshman level courses in 
addition to their high school program and not in lieu of their 
senior year of high school. A maximum of six semester hours 
will be allowed in any regu lar summer term and a maximum of 
three semester hours in any semester in which the student is 
enrol led in high school. To qualify for the high school junior 
program the following regulations must be met: ( 1) applicant 
must have completed six semesters of high school; (2) 
applicant must be recommended by a responsible school 
official as being capable of competing at the college level and 
as being capable of adjusting to the college campus; and 
(3) applicant must have a B {3.00) standing. 
Admission as a Special Studen1 
Kentucky residents who do not meet entrance requirements to 
the University may be admitted to colle!;le classes as special 
students. These special students may be considered as candi-
d~tes for any degree or certificate when they have fulfilled 
college entrance requirement~ or completed satisfactorily alil 
approved number of hours in residence as determined by the 
~dmissions Committee. 
NOTE: The following programs of study require additional 
admission procedures: nursing, veterinary technology, and 
radiologic technology. 
NOTE: Studenl1i who have attempted work at 1he college level 
must declare that work. Classes taken at The college level must 
be used in the admissions evaluation. 
NOTE: All students desiring admission must have their credits 
certffied by presenting official transcripts. These transcripts 
should be mailed directly to the Director of Admissions by the 
person certifying them and must be on file at the time of 
registration. 
Admission as an Auditor 
An individual who wishes to audit a class must apply to the 
Director of Admissions. No credit will be given for this work, 
nor'wlll the student be permitted to take an examination for 
cred it. 
Readmission 
Any student ot Morehead State University Who stays out for 
one regular semester must submit an application and be 
readmitted before enrolling. • 
~9 
Admission of International Students 
A person who is a dtiten or permanent residen·t of a country 
other than the United States is classified for educational 
purposes as an International Student. His admission procedure 
is essentially the- same as that for entering freshmen or 
graduate students. 
All applicants who are not citizens of the United States are 
required to submit acceptable scores on the Test of English as 
a Foreign Language (TOEFL}. This regulation is waived if t he 
person holds a diploma or a degree from a recognized 
secondary school or university in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Canada (exclUd'ing Quebec). Australia or New 
Zealand. The examination is given at various times of the year 
and in many centers throughout the world. Information on 
how and when to take the TOEFL examination may be 
secured by writing to TOEFL, Educational Testing Services, 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540. 
Prospective foreign students are advised to write to the 
Director of Admissions at least six (6) months in advance of 
proposed enrollment. The first letter should include date of 
birth, educational background, including dates and names of 
degrees earned, schools attended, examinations taken and their 
results, ,he semester of proposed enrollment, the desired field 
of study and the degree objective. 
When appropriate, an application for admission will be 
forwarded by the Office of Admissions. An admitted foreign 
student is sent by air mail an admissTon letter, arrival 
information and the Certificate of Eligibi lity (Immigration 
form 1-20 or DSP-66). They are forms required by U.S. 
consulates to grant visas to enter the U.S. 
International students should make all arrangements for their 
financial obligations to Morehead State University and for 
their entire stay 1n the U.S.A. before leaving their countries. 
For details regarding expense, please write to the Director of 
Admissions for estimates of expenses. International students 
should have assured financial resources of not less than $3,500 
for each year as a student at the University. This includes 
tuition, maintenance, room ren't, food, fees and deposits, 
hospitalization, books and supplies, recreation and travel. 
Morehead State UniveFsity cannot offer financial assistance to 
· international students. Loans to international students are not 
available. 
All international students must submit a housing application 
indicating their intended place ot residence before admission is 
final. The applicant will also be required to furnish 
documentary evidence that he is financially able to support 
himself for ttie entire· period of stay in the U.S.A. while 
pursuing a full course of study. 
Physical Examination 
Each student entering Morehead for the fi rst time is required 
to have a medical examination by his local or family physician 
prior to admission. Each student sends the report of this 
examination, on a form supplied by the University, to the 
Director of Admissions prior to entrance. 
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TUITION AND FEES 
Expenses for One Semester Kentucky 
Undergrai.Juate students Re~idents 
Tuition Full-11me ................ $210.00 
Tuition - Pan-time (less than 12 hours) per hour ........ 18.00 
Room rent (refer to rent schedule) . . . . . . .. . $145.00-155.00 
Laundry service . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
University post office box . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . • . 1.00 
Special events fee . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 10.00 
Telephone centrex fee (if applicable) ....... • .... ...... 12.00 
Graduate students 
Tuition - Full•time . . . . . ... . .. ...... . .. , . ... ..... 236.00 
Tuition - Part-time (less than 9 hours) per hour .. .. ...•. 27.00 
Expenses for Regular Summer Session 
Undergraduate students 
Tuition - Full-time . ...... .. .. ........... . . ... •. .. 105.00 
Tuition - Part-time (less th.an 6 hours) per hour .. ... .. . . 18.00 
Room rent . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 .50 
Post Office Box fee . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Laundry .... ...• . , .... , .. .... .... . . •.. . , ... , . . . . 3.00 
Telephone centrex fee (if Applicable) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 
Graduate Students 
Tuition - Full-time . •. , ..... ........ ..... . . . . .. .. . 118.00 
Tuition - Part-time (less than 5 hours) per hour . . . . . . . . . 27 .00 
Expenses for Intersession and Post Session 
Tuition - Undergraduate, per hour . . .... . , ..... . .... 18.00 
Tuition - Graduate, per hour .... .... , , . , • , , . . .... . 27.00 
Room Rent (per week) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.50 
Dormitory Housing 
Women's Residence Halls 
Fields Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Thompson Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Mignon Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
West Mignon Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • per semester 
East Mignon Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Mignon Tower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Palmer House ... ... . ....... ... .... per half semester 
Waterfield Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Nunn Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Men's Residence Halls 
Butler Hall . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
WIison Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . per semester 
Regents Hall .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . per semester 
Alumni Tower ... ... . . . ......... . , . . . . per semester 
Cooper Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Downing Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Cartmell Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per semester 
Rent Schedule 
Apartments for Married Students 
$145.00 
145.00 
155.00 
155.00 
155.00 
155.00 
77.50 
145.00 
155.00 
$145.00 
165.00 
156.00 
155.00 
155.00 
145.00 
155.00 
Studio ...... . ..... ... . per month, includes utilities 
One-bedroom .. . ....... per month, includes utiht1es 
Normal Hall . . . . . . . . . . per month. includes utilities 
$70.00 
80.00 
85.00 
Riceville 
Two-bedroom . . . • . . . . . . . . . per month, plus utilities 
Trailers ............... per month, includes utilities 
Trailer Pad . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... per month 
40.00 
85.00 
30.00 
Out-of-Seate 
Students 
$475.00 
40.00 
$145.00-155.00 
5.00 
1.00 
10.00 
12.00 
600.00 
66.00 
238.00 
40.00 
77.50 
.50 
3.00 
6.00 
250.00 
56.00 
40.00 
56.00 
9.50 
EXPENSES 
Terms of Payment 
Fee~ and room rent are payahlc al lhl! tirne of re91strat1 
Chuck~ should bl:-. m.idl' payable to Morehead Stal• Universi 
Sat1~factory linancial a1 rnnguments must be marlr. bef 
reg,srrat 1011 is complute. 
No degree, diploma, or transcript of credits will be lum,sh 
to students until all financial obligations to the University ha1 
bt!en paid. All previously incurred expenses to the Un1versi 
must be paid rn full before a student may re-enter a t t i 
beginning of any semester. 
Full-Time Fees 
Tuition for full-time students (undergraduates raking 12 hou 
or more during fall and spring terms and graduates taking,1 
hours or more rn the spring and fall terms); 
Tuition - Resident Undergraduate 
Tuition - Resident Graduate 
Tuition - Non-Resident Undergraduate 
Tuition - Non-Re.sident Graduate 
s210.oo: 
235.00. 
475.00 
500.00 
• All full-time students are entitled to the use of the studen 
health services and receive the Trail Blazer. In addition, the 
are admitted to the athletic events and the Concert and; 
Lecture Serles. 
Part-Time Fees 
Tuition for part-time students (fall and spring terms-
undergraduates taking less than 12 hours and graduates taking 
less than 9 hours): 
The registration fee for undergraduate students who are 
residents of Kentucky and enrolled for less than twelve 
hours of work is $18.00 per semester hour. This fee for 
non-resident students is $40.00 per semester hour. 
- --1 -
The registration fee for graduate students who are residents 
of Kentucky and enrolled for less than nine hours of work 
is $27.00 per semester hour. This fee tor non-resident 
students is $56.00 per semester hour. 
Laundry Fee 
Each dormitory student Is charged a laundry fee of $5.00 a 
semester which is payable at the time of registration. This fee 
covers the rental charge on sheets, pillowcases, and bedspreads 
furnished by the University and provides laundry services for 
them. 
Special Events Fee 
This $10.00 fee Is collected from each foll-time undergraduate 
student each semester and the proceeds are used by the 
Student Govemment for the services and programs it provides 
for the students of the University. The fee, is optional for 
part-time and graduate students. 
Post Office Box 
A fee of $1.00 1s charged each semester for rental of a box in 
the Universitv Post Office or residence hall. 
Student Insurance (Optional) 
Morehead State University has an arrangement to offer 
students accident and medical insurance. Students may 
purchase accident Insurance or accident and medical insurance 
when registering for each term. A student will not be eligible 
for medical insurance unless the accident insurance has been 
purchased. 
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Auto Registration 
An automobile registration fee of $5.00 is charged each 
semester for the registration of an automobile with the 
Unlversi ty. 
Housing Deposit 
Anyone des iring to room in one of the.· University residence 
halls must apply to the Director oi Housing and enclose a 
twenty-five dollar deposit to secure a room reservation. The 
deposi t of twenty-five dollars 1s a housing deposit and will be 
refunded at the time the student officially terminates (by 
graduation. withdrawal, etc. ) his residence In University 
houS'ing, providing no damage has been done to the room or 
furnishings and room key has been returned. 
Art Fees 
Ceramics .. . . ...... .. , . . ..... ..•..... ... . . . ... $5.00 
Crafts .... .. . ..... . .... ..... . ....... . ... ...... 5.00 
Photographic Design .. . ... . .. . . .. . ..... . ...... . .. 3.00 
Photographic Design Camera Rental .. .... . • . . . . . ... . 5.00 
Printmaking ..... ............. .... . . .. . . . .. . .. . 5.00 
Sculpture ......... . . . . ............. . ........ .. 5.00 
Music Fe_es 
One half-hour private lesson per week 
per semester .... . .. . .. ... . .... .......... . .. $20.00 
Each additional halt-hour private lesson 
per week, per semester .. ... ... .. . . ............ 20.00 
1~ractice room and organ fee ... . . . .. . .... .... . ..... 5.00 
lnsrrumerrt rental fe-e .. .... . . , . . . . .. . .. . . ... . .... 3.00 
Junior recital ... . . . . ......... . .. .. . .... .. • .. . . 20.00 
Senior recital (one hour credit) ... . .. . . . . .... .. . . .. 20.00 
Senior recital (two hour credit ) ... . . .. . . . ... . • .... 40.00 
Graduate recft;jl .. • . . .... . . . .... ... . ..... : . . . . 40.00 
Under certain conditions, beginning students in applied music 
may be assigned to an undergraduate assistant for instruction. 
Ir, this event, the lesson fee is one-half that charged for lessons 
wlth members of the music faculty. 
Centrex 
A charge of $1200 per semester for the use of the phone for 
the fall and spring terms and $6.00 for the summer term will 
be assessed by the telephone company through the business 
office to residents of dormitories with Centrex service. 
Other Expenses 
The University maintains two modem cafeterias and a grill 
where food may be purchased at reasonable rates. 
Books and necessary supplies may be secured at the University 
Store. Prices on these items are held at a minimum. 
Special fees tor late entrance and for change in schedule are 
explained separately in this catalog. Consult the index tor page 
references. 
Credit 
No degree, diploma, or transcript of credits will be furnished a 
student until all financial obliga·tions to the University have 
been paid. 
All previously incurred expenses at the University must be 
paid in full before a student may re-enter at the beginning of 
any semester. 
Refunds 
Refunds of fees will be made as follows: 
A student withdrawing for justifiable cause during the first 
week of school each semester will be refunded 75% of his fees, 
and within the second or third weeks will be refunded 50% of 
his fees, provided however, that the student Is nor a recipient 
of a loan, grant, or scholarship. in which case the refund will 
be made according to the provisions of the particular financial 
ald program. 
No refund of feeJ; will be made after the first three weeks from 
the beginning of classes. 
All fees are subjec:t to change without notice by action of the 
Kentucky Council on Public Higher Education and/or 
Morehead State University Board of Regents. 
Residency for Fee Assessment Purposes 
The Council on Public Higher Education for the Common-
wealth of Kantucky. 1n accordance with Section 164.02013). 
of the Kentucky Re.v ised Statutes, has adopted the policy by 
Which residency for fee assessment purposes is defined and 
determined. The policy is applied to determine a student's 
eligibility for fees assessed Kentucky residents who enroll at 
any state-supported Institution ot higher learning in the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky. This determination is made at 
the initial time of enrollment. 
Every student who is not a resident of Kentucky as defined by 
the policy enacted by The Council on Higher Education ls 
required to pay non-resident registration and/or en'trance tees. 
Any student or prospective student in doubt concerning his 
residency status must bear the responsibility for securing a 
ruling by completing an Application for Student Residency 
Reclassifieation for Fee Assessment Purposes and returning it 
to the Non-Resident Fee Committee, c/o Director of 
Admissions, Morehead State University. The student who 
becomes e ligible for a change in residence classification, 
whether from out-of-state to in-state, or the reverse, has the 
responsib lillty of immediately informing the Office of 
Admissions oi the circumstance in writing. 
Procedure for Determination 
of Student Residency Status 
for Fee-Assessment Purposes 
(1) The decision whe:ther a student is classified as a resident or 
non-resident student for fee assessment purposes will be 
made initially by the Director of Admissions in accordance 
with the policy adopted by the Council on Public Higher 
Education on April 12, 1975, entitled Policy on Classific11-
tion of Students fo.r Fee Assessment Purposes at State-Sup-
ported Institutions of Higher Education. In cases where the 
Director of Admissions desires, he may seek counsel from 
the Admissions Committee. The student will be notified of 
the decision regarding his/ her residency status by the 
Dir.ector of Admissions. 
(2) If the student wishes to appeal the decision of the 
Director of Admissions and/or the Admissions Committee, 
he may do so by completing the Applic;nion for Student 
Residency Reclassif ication for Fee Assessment Purposes 
and submitting this application -through the Director of 
Admissions to the Non-Resident Fee Appeals Committee. 
Once the Appeals Committee has made a final decision 
regarding the residency status of the appealing student, the 
student shall be notified of this decision in writing by t he 
Director of Admissions. 
(3) If the applicant tor a change in residence status is 
dissatisfied with t he decision of the Appeals Committee, 
the applicant may requert that his case be submitted by the 
Director of Admissions to the Executive Director of the 
Council on Public Higher Education for referral to the State 
Board of Review. 
., ., 
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FINANCIAL AID 
Morehead State University presents a broad program of 
financial aid; namely, scholarships. grants. loans. college 
workstudy, and others. A fundamental prerequisite for and 
eligibility is acceptance for admission to the University. S_ince 
it is impossible for fhe University to supply the needs of all, 
S'tudents are urged to investigate the possibilitv of employment 
in the local cornrnunity. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Students at Morehead State University who are in need of 
financial assistance and who have the ability to satisfactorily 
pursue a college curriculum ar,e e ligible for a scholarship. 
However, first consideration goes to those students who are 
graduated in the top 10 per cent of-their high school classes. 
Pre-Honors Scholarships 
Entering fteshmen who demonstrate unusual "ability through 
scores made on tests and high school transcripts may be 
accepted for the Pre-Honors Program during their first and 
second years of study at Morehead. 
Pre-Honors students will be granted academic scholarships in 
the amount of $200.00 each year to ba applied to their fees at 
the rate of $100.00 each semester provided the student makes 
satisfactory academic and social prograss. 
Students who have participated in the Pre-Honors Program on 
scholarships and are admitted to the Honors Program as 
juniors will be continued- on scholarships in the amount of 
$200.00 each year to be applied to their fees at the rate of 
$100.00 each semester at registration provided they make 
satisfactory progress. 
Alumni Scholarships 
A number of scholarships are -awarded each year to out-
stan.dmg bigh school seniors and MSU upperclassmen who 
need financial assistance in order to attend Morehead State 
University. To apply for one of these scholarships an applicant 
must file a report of his high school record with the Office of 
Alumni Affairs by March 30 along with a scholarship 
application form which will be furnished upon request by the 
Director of Alumni Affairs. 
Music Scholarships 
A number of scholarships are offered in the field of music, and 
these are awarded to students who show proficiency in music. 
The amount of the stipend varies, depending on need, 
proficiency, and intereS't. These scholarships are administered 
by the Department of Music and applications should be made 
directly to the Head of the Department of Music, Morehead 
State University, Morehead, Kentucky. 
-
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Katherine Perlita Schmidt Memorial Band Scholarship Fund 
The Katherine Perlita Schmidt Memorial Band Scholarship 
Fund was established by Mr. and Mrs. Glen Schmidt of 
Gypsum, Colorado, in memory of their daughter, Katherine. 
Immediately prior to her accidental death in 1967, Katherine 
Schmidt was a member of the Western State College Band. 
conducted by Dr. Robert Hawkins. Monies from thidund are 
used for scholarships to Morehead State University band 
members. 
Debate, General Speech, Theatre, and Radio-TV Scholarships 
Scholarships in the Division of Communications-are given In 
debate, general speech, theatre, and radio-TV. These 
scholarships provide $100.00 per semester. All scholarships 
require the recipient to maintain not less than a mark of "B" 
in the major field and not less than a "C" general average. The 
offer of these scholarships Is predicated upon the expectation 
that recipients will participate actively in the programs in 
which the scholarships are offered. 
Athletic Scholarships 
A number of scholarships are offered to athletes. These awards 
are given strictly in compliance with the Constitu tion and 
By-Laws of the Ohio Valley Conference, National Collegiate 
Athletic Association, and Association for Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women. All applications for athletic scholarsh ips 
should be made directly to the head coach of the sport in 
which the applicant is interested. 
Army ROTC Scholarships 
The U.S. Army Scholarship Program provides financial 
assistance to highly qualified and motivated young men and 
women. Scholarships are awarded for periods ranging from one 
to four years and pay for tuition, textbooks, laboratory fees 
and other specified educational expenses. In addition, the 
student receives a tax-free subsistence allowance of $100 per 
school month. 
Other Scholarships 
Butron Memorial Scholarships- The Alumni of the Morehead 
Normal School. the forerunner of Morehead State University, 
provide for two scholarships which pay the regular registration 
fees for two worthy students of their own choice. These 
scholarships were established in memory of Frank C. Button 
who served as president of both institutions. 
Fenton T. West Scholarship Award-This award was 
established in memory of Dr. Fenton T . West, Chairman of the 
Division of Sciences & Mathematics from 1949 until his death 
In 1958. The award is presented each year by the faculty of 
the School of Sciences & Mathematics to science or 
mathematics majors who have excelled in scholastic achieve-
ment. 
The Morehead Art Students League Scholarship-This scholar-
ship is provided by the students and faculty in the Department 
of Art. The number of scholarships varies from year to year, as 
does the amount. Application should be made by art students 
who have completed at least one semester of work at 
Morehead State University. Applications and portfolios o f the 
student's work are to be presented to the department. 
Agriculture Club Scholarships-The Morehead State University 
Agriculture Club has established two scholarships to be 
awarded each year to outstanding prospects in the field o f 
agriculture. The scholarships wlll pay the student's registration 
and incidental fees each semester. Application fonns may be 
secured from the Agriculture Department, Morehead State 
University, Morehead, Kentucky. Applications should be on 
file by April 30 of each year. 
Ross C Anderson Scholarship-The Ross C. Anderson 
Scholarship is awarded to an outstanding business student at 
the beginning of the senior year. The scholarship is given in 
memory of Ross C. Anderson, who was a member o f t he 
business faculcy from 1938 until his death in 1961 . The 
recipient, who is selected by the business faculty on the basis 
of scholarship and financial need, receives $50.00 a semester 
for two semesters. The money for the scholarship is furnished 
by the Kappa Zeta Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda and other 
donations. 
Rowan County MediCDI Society Scholarship- This organization 
provides a $250.00 ($125.00 each semester) scholarship to a 
deserving pre· medical student from Eastern Kentucky; 
preferably a junior or senior who has academic standards likely 
acceptable for admission to medical school. Application forms 
may be secured from the Office of Financial Aid, Morehead 
State University, Morehead, Kentucky, 40351 ; and applica· 
tions should be on file by April 30 of each year. 
Commonwealth Life Insurance Company Scholarship- A 
number of scholarships are awarded each year to students who 
show evidence of need for financial assistance and who are 
residents of either Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee, or Ohio; and 
who have been officially admitted or enrolled in Morehead 
State University. No student on an athletic grant-in-aid shall be 
eligible for this award. 
A freshman recipient must show evidence of acceptable 
scholastic ability as indicated by h tS high school record and 
recommendations from the high school principal. An 
upperclassman must show evidence of successful academic 
achievement as indicated by his grades and attendance at the 
University. 
These awards are for $100.00 per semester and are subject to 
renewal on the basis of an acceptable academic Stiinding. 
Applicat ions may be obtained by writing the Financial Aid 
Office at Morehead State University. 
Tom Young Memorial Scholarship-The Alumni Association 
initiated a scholarship in honor of Tom Young, an associate 
professor of art on the Morehead State University faculty from 
1936 until his retirement In 1964. The scholarship is awarded 
to a high school senior who has a "B" or better average and 
has demonstrated an Interest in art and wishes to continue in 
this field of study while attending Morehead State University. 
This award is in the amount of $200, payable at the rate of 
$100 for each semester for four years with the provision that 
the recipient maintain an academic standing of 2.5. Applica-
tions should be sent to the Director of Alumni Affairs by 
March 30. 
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Agriculture Club Scholarship-The Morehead State University 
Agriculture Club has established a scholarship to be awarded 
each year to an entering freshman planning to major in 
agriculture. The scholarship is awarded in the amount of 
$240.00, payable at the rate of $120.00 for each semester of 
the freshman year. Application fonns may be secured from the 
Head of the Agriculture Department, Morehead State 
University, Morehead, Kentucky, and applications should be 
on file by April 30 of each year. 
MSU Student Home Economics Association Scholarship- The 
Morehearl State University Student Home Economio. 
Association grants two or more scholarships of $100 each year 
to outstllnding students in the field of home economics. Active 
membership in the Association for one or more semesters is a 
requirement for application. 
Patti Bolfn Scholarship-Established in 1971 by graduates of 
the Home Economics Department, faculty, and friends to 
honor Patti Bolin upon her retirement. It is conferred upon a 
junior in Home Economics Education each year. The recipient 
is chosen by the scholarship committee and sponsors of the 
MSU Student Home Economics Association after a minimum 
of one year of active membership. 
The Tamzene Shay Dow Memorial Scholarship-ls given by 
David H. Dow in memory of his wife who was a home 
economics graduate of Morehead State University. Each year 
an award of $100.00 is made to one junior and one senlo(' 
student who is enrolled In the Vocational Home Economics 
area of concentration. 
Regional Science Fair Scholarships-Pre•Honors Scholarships 
are awarded to both first and second place winners in the 
Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair competition, which 
amounts to $200 per year to each recipient_ If the students 
meet the academic requirements they will be admitted to the 
Honors Program. 
The Phi Detra Kappa Scholarship- T his scholarship, establish 
by the University's chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, provides $2 
per school year to a Kentucky resident sturlenl who indlcat, 
the in tention of pursuing a career in the field of educatio 
Applications should be made to the secreta1y of Phi Del 
Kappa, Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentuck 
40351 . 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS 
Basic Program 
The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program provid~, 
direct grants from the government to the undergraduat 
student for educational expenses. These grants may range 1r 
size from $200 to a maximum of $1,400 per year. Undel 
current guidelines, only students who are enteri 
post-secondary education for the first t ime after April 1, 19731 
and who are pursuing a full-time course of study are eligible 
for the BEOG. To apply. the student or his parents may obtai 
a BEOG application form from the University Financial Al 
Office, or from a U.S. Post Office, and send it to the addres 
indicated on the applicat.ion. 
It should be noted that the University does not determine 
whether a student is eligible nor does it have any discretion in 
determining the amount of the grants. The amount of grant 
given to an individual student is based on a schedule provided 
to the University by the federal government. 
Supplemental Program 
The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program is 
designed to assist students who have exceptionally high 
financial need. It provides grants which do not have to be 
repaid. Although the money comes from the federal govern-
ment, the University determines who is eligible and how much 
each grant will be. 
SEOG awards may range in size from $200 to $1,600 and are 
offered only after all other sources of financial aid are 
exhausted. In order to qualify for an SEOG, a student must be 
enrolled and In good standing, or accepted for enrollment at 
the University. Payments are made at the time the student 
registers for classes. Applications for this grant may be 
obtained by writing the University F inancial Aid Offiee. 
KENTUCKY STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE 
GRANTS 
The Kentucky State Student Incentive Grant Ptogram fs 
designed to increase the range of opportunitie.s available to 
Kentucky residents to attend post-secondary education 
Institutions in Kentucky. These awards vary in amounts, 
ranging from $200 to $1,000 per academic year, depending on 
the parent's ability to contribute toward tuition and fee. cost 
at the school the student chooses to attend. The money is 
provided from state and federal funds administered by the 
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority. 
The applicant must be able to show substantial financial need 
tor this assistance as determined by evaluation of his applica-
tion for a Federal Basic Educational Opportunity Grant. 
Applications may be obtained from the University Financial 
Aide Office, h igh schopl guidance offices, or Kentucky Higher 
Education Assistance Authority. 120 Mero Street, Frankfort, 
Kentucky 40601 . 
NURSING PROGRAMS 
Scholarships 
Scholarship awards are avai lable to eligible students ln the 
Department ot Nursing. The purpose of the program is to 
assist students of exceptional financial need, and proven 
academic ability, to pursue a course of study leading to a 
career in nursing. 
Loans 
A student enrolled in the Nursing Program is e ligible to borrow 
up to $1,500.00 per year, at an interest rate of 3 per cent 
annually to help defray the cost of education. This loan 
program provides for students to cancel up to 50 per cent o f 
their loans if they are employed as full-time nurses, and up to 
100 per cent if they are employed in an area which has a 
substantial shonage of nurses. 
LOANS 
Federally Insured Student Loans 
The Federally Insured Student Loan Program, or Guaranteed 
Loan Program as it is sometimes called, provides students from 
middle and upper income families with long-term low interest 
loans for post-secondary educational expenses. Loan funds are 
provided by participating private lending institutions such as 
banks, credit unions, savings and loan associations, and some 
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ot~er private organizations. The federal government guarantees 
repayment of the loan. Federally Insured Student Loans are 
made to the student, not the parents, and the student is 
responsible for repaying the loan to the lender. 
To be eligible, a student must be enrolled and in good 
standing, or accepted for enrollm!nt at an approved 
post-secondary insti tution. Students must carry at least 
one-half of the normal full-time course load while receiving the 
Federally Insured Student Loan. Both undergraduate and 
graduate students may apply. 
National Direct Student Loans 
The National Direct Student Loan Program (formerly called 
the National Defense Student Loan Program) provides needy 
students with long-term low-interest loans for educational 
expenses. Ninety percent of the loan monies come from the 
federal government with the remaining ten percent provided 
by the school, The school determines who is eligible and the 
amount of the loan that will be offered. Interest at the rate of 
3% per year on the unpaid balance &tarts nine months after the 
student ceases at least half-time study, normally nine months 
after graduation. Repayments at a minimum of $30 per month 
start at the same time. The repayment period may be as long 
as ten years depending upon the amount borrowed. IL should 
t>e emphilSized that the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) 
,s a loan to the student. not t11e parerits, and must be repaid by 
the student to the school. 
To qualify for an NDSL, a student must be carrying ar least 
one-half of the normal course load as defined by the school 
attended. Since the NDSL, like the SEOG, is awarded by the 
~hool, normal application procedures (the Family Financial 
Statement plus an institutional financial aid application) must 
be followed. 
WORK-ST UDY PROGRAMS 
Federal 
The Federal College Work·study Program provides funds to 
employ students at the institution and with non-public and 
private agencies. Eighty percent of the student's wages are 
provided by the federal governmen1 and twenty percent by the 
employer. The University determines Who is eligible for 
work-study, how much the student may earn and where the 
student will work. Tt;ie University will make every effort to 
place a student in a job which relates to the student's course of 
study, but no guarantee can be given that this will be the case 
for an individual student. Minimum wage laws apply to 
work-study jobs. 
The amount earned on a work-study job varies with the hourly 
wage paid and the number of hours worked. Normally, $400 
to $700 can be earned during a nine-month academic year by a 
student working on the University campus. 
Institutional 
The University makes l·t possible for a number of students to 
earn e part of their expenses, such as board or room rent, or 
both, by doing various kinds of work. The work opportunities 
available are in the cafeteria, dormitories, offices, bookstore, 
college post office, farm, and various buildings. 
SPECIAL 
Veterans Administration Fund 
Financial assistance under the Veterans Administration 
Program is available to applicants who have been discharged 
from the armed services since January 31, 1955. Also, 
applicants who are dependents of deceased veterans with 
service-connected death or who are dependents of veterans 
rated with 100% service-connected disability should also apply 
for financial assistance. 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Grants-in-aid may be obtained by students with physical 
disability through the Kentucky Bureau of Rehabilitation 
Services, which is supported by federal and state appropria-
tions. 
Local Sources of Employment 
The Commonwealth of Kentucky maintains an Employment 
Service Division of the Department of Economic Security at 
118 Bradley Avenue, Morehead. Kentucky. Students desiring 
local employment should contact that office. 
HOUSING 
All full-time single undergraduate students are required to live 
on campus unless they are granted permission by the Deen of 
Students to live elsewhere. 
Only full-time students arn permitted to live in University 
residence halls: however, part-time students rnay make a 
request to the Director of Student Housing for permission to 
live in a residence hall. 
Reserving Rooms in Residence Halls 
Anyone desiring to room in one of 'the University residence 
halls must apply to the Director of Housing and enclose a 
twenty-five dollar deposit to secure a room reservation. The 
deposit of twenty-five dollars is a "continuing housing 
deposit" and will be refunded at the ,time the student officially 
terminates (by graduation, withdrawal, etc.) his re.sidence in 
University housing, providing no damage has been done to the 
room or furnishings and the room key has been returned. 
Students who have been previously enrol led and have le.ft the 
deposit on tile, and who desire to live in the residence hall for 
any term, should make application to secure a room res~o'Va· 
tion before the start of that term and another deposit is not 
required. 
It is advisable for prospective st.udents to reserve rooms at the 
earliest possible date. 
All assignments to residence halls are made by the Director of 
Housing·, and room assignments are not completed until 
satisfactory arrangements tor all University expenses are made 
with the Office of Rscal Affairs. 
Hall and room assignments are not valid unless final admission 
to Morehead State University is received. 
Residence Halls 
The University endeavors to make it possible for students to 
live in a wholesome atmosphere under good living conditions. 
The University provides pillowcases, pillows, sheets, and 
bedspr1iads and has these laundered. Students must furnish 
their own blankets, toilet articles, and towels. Students living 
in the re.sidence halls are expected to care for their rooms and 
keep them clean and orderly. Each student is directly 
responsible for the room to which he is assigned. Students 
shall occupy only that space assigned by University officials. 
Prnmpt settlement for damages is required. 
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Each student who accepts a room assignment on campus is 
automatically subject to the terms of published or posted rules 
and regulations regarding campus and residence hall conduct. 
University staff personnel will conduct periodic. toom inspec-
tion to insure proper health, sanitation, and maintenance 
standards. Times for these room inspections will be posted. 
When and ii Unfversity offlcials have a "reasonable cause to 
believe" that a student is using the room for a purpose which 
is illegal and/or in violation of University re,gulations, 
University officials will enter the room and, If necessary, 
search the room. 
Opening and Closing of Residence Halls 
Students are B'Xpected to arrive on the campus on or after the 
official opening t ime of the dormitories. If it is necessary to 
arrive before this official opening time, necessary arrangements 
should be made witt, the director of the dormitory involved. 
Official closing time for the residence halls will be" published 
several weeks in advance of holidays, vacations, and at the end 
of each semester. Students who find they must remain on the 
campus after the ofticial closing time should make the 
necessary arrangements with the residence hall director. All 
residence halls will be closed during official vacation periods. 
A student who desires to remain in a residenee hall durir:ig an 
offfcial vacation period must make arrangements, ln advance, 
with the Director of Student Housing. An additional fee will 
be charge-d for this period of time. 
Rules Concerning Students Residing in Private Homes 
All ful I-time single undergraduate students are expected to live 
on the campus unless they are granted permission by the Dean 
of Students to live elsewhere. 
Students not residing in the residence halls are required to 
register their addresses with the Dean of Students prior to the 
day of registration and any student changing his address during 
a term must arrange for the change in advance with the Dean 
of Students and report the change to the Registrar. 
Students living off-campus will make their own fihancial 
arrangements with regard to living expenses. 
Housing For Married Couples 
The University maintains housing for married students. The 
types of housing available are as follows: furnished studio-
efficiency apartments, one-bedroom furnished apartments, 
either air-conditioned or non air-conditioned, two-bedroom 
unfurhished apartments, and one-bedroom furnished mobile 
homes. In addition a number of mobile home parking spaces 
are available. 
Anyone desiring married student housing should make 
application to the Director of Student Housing. 
What to Bring 
Students expectin~ to room in the residence halls should bring 
the following articles: laundry bag, blankets, and necessar,y 
toilet articles, including towels. The University provides pillow 
cases, sheets, and bedspreads and has them laundered. 
Boarding Facilities 
Dining facilities are provided in the University cafeteria and 
grill. Light housekeeping is not permitted in residence hall 
rooms. 
Housing Rules 
Any student violating housing rules and regulations as stated In 
the Student Handbook and/or posted in the residence halls 
may be asked to leave his or her room. If so, no room rent will 
be refunded. 
MOTOR VEHICLES 
Student Automobiles 
Morehead State University has approved the policy of 
permitting any student who is enrolled at the University to 
operate a motor vehicle on campus provided the vehicle is 
properly registered with the Bureau of Student Affairs at 
Morehead State University. 
Registration of motor vehicles will take place during class 
resi.W/J~i_9r,i ,a~• th~•. tnmjqrying. ·p{ , ec1.i:J\ ,tJ!rm, A st1.1dent 
registering a vehicle must have a valid driver's license. No 
student may register a vehicle owned and/or operated by 
another student who is not eligible for vehicle privileges. If a 
student brings a motor vehicle on campus during the semester, 
it must be registered with the traffic office. 
The fee for registering an automobile on campus will be 
collected during registration at the beginning of each term. 
The registration sticker is valid for the term indicated on the 
sticker. · 
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· ·. SERVICES & A CTI VITI ES 
Student Responsibility 
When students enroll at Morehead State University, they enjoy 
social, cultural, and educational opportunities. They also 
assume the role of citizens of the University community and 
agree to abide by the regulations and standards of conduct 
operative in that community. Assuming the role of citizens of 
the University community implies a positive responsibility 
toward the well-being of the entire life of that community. 
The University, through cooperation among students, faculty 
and administrators, has developed the necessary committees to 
aid in the smooth functioning of University procedures and 
regulations. 
The governing body of the Morehead State University Student 
Association is the Student Congress, which serves to help 
students achieve a closer working relationship with other 
elements of the University community. Students appointed by 
the Congress participate on various major University 
committees. These include the Administrative Council, 
Admissions Committee, Student Life Committee, Athletic 
Committee, Public Affairs Committee, Honors Programs 
Committee, Library Committee, and Student Appeals 
Committee. 
Personal Development Institute 
The Personal Development Institute was founded by Mrs. 
Adron Doran In 1969 to enhance the development and total 
image of young people preparing for professional life and to 
take their places ln today's society. 
In response to overwhelming enrollments, Mrs. Don Flatt was 
added to the staff in 1971 and Mrs. Buford Crager in 1975. 
Personal Development Institute is open to all students. Those 
individuals completing the course may receive credit. 
The objectives of the Institute are: 
1. To identify and better understand the forces that affect 
the personal development potential of students and 
adults in today's changing social, economic, and profes· 
s ional climate. 
2. To develop in those who attain knowledge and skills, con-
fidence, poise, personal appearance, and self-assurance. 
3. To assist the student in a realistic assessment of himself 
and his surroundings. 
4. To develop in the student a set of personality traits to 
carry him to the successful completion of any endeavor. 
5. To assist the student in developing attractive voice 
quality, good speech habits and the art of conversation. 
Academic Advisement Program 
The specific purposes of Morehead State University's 
Academic Advisement Program are: 
1. To aid prospective students by informing them of 
academic programs and opportunities offered by 
Morehead State University. 
2. To provide the beginning student an orientation to the 
structure and procedures of the academic area by 
teacher-advisors. 
3. To assist each student in preparing class schedules each 
semester. 
4. To provide the student with career-guidance data, taking 
into account job opportunities as well as the student's 
aptitudes. 
5. To distribute grades and assist in completing necessary 
forms, such as major/minor forms and check sheets. 
6. To establish a friendly relationship with the student by 
showing a personal interest in him and his adjustment to 
university life. 
7. To act as a referral agency to o ther departments or 
services within the University or to outside agencies in 
solving major problems the student may have. 
Academic advising includes the following: 
1. When fTeshmen and transfer students arrive on campus 
for registration, they are given information concerning 
academic advising sessions. 
2. During the student's first semester on campus, a 
permanent academic advisor · is assigned and both the 
student and advisor are so notified. 
Through the student's academic career, there are specified 
times for advisor-advisee contact; however, the student may 
initiate a meeting with his advisor whenever the need arises. 
Specific advisor-advisee contacts should include: 
1. Meetings for two purposes each semester: 
a. Grade distribution periods-mid-term and final grades 
for all students. 
b. Pre-registration conferences with advisors are required 
each semester for freshmen, sophomores and transfer 
students in order to discuss the student's academic 
progress and to plan a trial schedule for t-he next 
registration period. 
2. A conference during the sophomore year is required in 
order to file a check sheet with the Registrar of the 
University. Transfer students must schedule such a 
conference at the end of the sophomore year or at the 
end of one semester of work if t heir classification when 
first enrolled at Morehead State University is above the 
sophomore level. 
In addition, the students may initiate meetings tor other 
purposes including: 
1. Change of program (major, minor, area). 
2. Changes of class schedule involving the drop/add 
procedure (for advising purposes only). 
3. Information concerning vocatiohs, counseling, financial 
aid, etc. The advisor will serve as a referral source for the 
student. 
Once students attain junior standing and have filed an official 
check sheet of their program of study with the Registrar of the 
University. they may elect to participate in academic advising 
on a voluntary basis at Mor~head State University. 
Guidance and Counseling Services 
Morehead State University provides its students with guidance 
and counseling services in the TRIO Center and the Bureau of 
Student Affairs. This is in addition 10 the services provided by 
the Testing Center, the academic Depanment of Adult, 
Counseling and Higher Education, and the Department of 
Psychology and Special Education. Faculty advisers assist with 
scheduling and educat.ional decisions on an individual basis. To 
assist students in their academic and social adjustment to 
university life the services of academic tutoring, career and 
occupational counseling, personal counseling, study skills, a 
writing laboratory and developmental reading are provided 
through the Special Services for Students Program. In coopera· 
lion with the University Testing Center, trained professional 
counselors interpret tests which will assist the student in 
determining career goals. Professional psychologists help with 
the diagnosis and therapy of students having exceptional 
mental health problems. Students with special situations - as 
those from foreign lands, physically handicapped, or those 
having a deficiency in educational opportunity - have 
assistance available at the University. Help with financial 
problems. housing, and day-to-day problems Is available 
through the various offices in the Bureau of Student Affairs. 
Johnson Camden Library 
The library is a service agency of Morehead State University 
that serves to strengthen, supplement, and enrich its teaching, 
learning, and research programs. It represents a vital area of 
the total academic program because strong library services are 
essential to the cultural, social, and educational development 
of students, faculty, and citizens of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky. 
The library attempts to acquire, store, retrieve, and 
disseminate relevant recorded knowledge. It is constantly 
acquiring current informational materia ls; organizing this 
Information; and disseminating it to the total academic 
community. This information is cooperatively selected by 
faculty, staff, and librarians. It is easily accessible to the total 
academic community through open stacks. 
Faculty, staff, and students may borrow materials without 
charge for the length of time approved and stamped on the 
card in the back of the book. If the book is returned late there 
is a fine, and if the book is not returned, a student is required 
to pay for the book. Failure 10 pay a library fine will result in 
the student's being prevented trom registering at the Univer• 
sity, or If he has graduated will result in denial of a transcript 
of his credits. 
Computing Center 
The Educational and Research Computing Center is located in 
Room 430 of Reed Hall and was established to provide 
computing resources for the faculty, staff and students. The 
Center provides training and technical assistance. Equipment 
consists of a Data General Nova 84-0 time-sharing system with 
16 terminals. The University is a member of the Kentucky 
Educational Computing Network which enables faculty and 
students to use larger computers at other institutions. 
Office of Veterans Affairs 
The Office of Veterans Affairs is located in Room 305 of the 
Howell-McDowell Administration Building. The office offers 
individual attention to veteram in areas such as enrollment 
assistance, coordinating advising, and arranging for tutorial 
services. 
ll1e Testing Center 
The University Testing Center is located in Room 501 of 
Lyman Ginger Hall. Modern facilities provide space for 
individual and group testing. Testing services are available to 
students, faculty, and adults on and off campus. Regionally, 
scoring services in achievement tffling are provided for the 
public schools. 
Specific testing programs include the American College Testing 
Program, the College Level Examination Program, the General 
Educational Development Tests, the Graduate Record 
Examinations, the National Teacher Examinations, the Grad· 
uate Test 1n Business, the MIiier Analogies Test and various 
tests in personal-social adjusOTients. 
Testing services are available on request or by referral. 
Qualified personnel assist in test-training sessions for counselor 
education and guidance activities. 
Health Services 
Medical service for the students of Morehead State University 
is provided under the supervision of the Morehead Clinic. 
Medications and treatments are provided by the physicians . 
associated with the Morehead Clinic and by the general l 
practitioners in the area. A physician's assistant is assigned to 
the Infirmary to interview, examine and treat patients in 
consultation with the physicians at the Morehead Clinic: A 
laboratory is maintained in the Infirmary in which a variety of 
diagnostic laboratory tests are performed. 
The University Infirmary has nurses on duty around the clock 
to provide excellent medical service for the students of 
Morehead State University. 
Patients with life-threatening conditions and serious injuries 
are taken directly to the Saint Claire Medical Center, a modem 
and complete hospital. 
Student Health Insurance 
The University, through a sound insurance firm, makes 
available to the students on a voluntary basis, a group 
insurance plan covering accidents and sickness. The student 
may purchase the policy covering only accidents or the policy 
covering accidents and sickness. The policy covers both the 
doctor's fee and hospitalization. It has the usual limits that 
most policies contain. The policy holder is protected at home, 
at school, or while traveling. This insurance may be purchased 
during registration. 
Entertainment and Cultural Events 
Students at Morehead State University can expect during a 
year a variety of entertainment and cultural events to be 
brought to the campus. The primary mechanisms for this are 
the Concert and Lecture Series and the Student Government 
Entertainment Committee. 
The Student Government Entertainment Committee 
administers the Student Government Special Events Fee to 
further the social and cultural enrichment program of profes-
sional entertainment on the Morehead State University 
campus. 
Special Lectures 
During the school year, prominent Kentuckians and eminent 
speakers from various sections of the country are invited to 
the campus to discuss subjects of vital concern to the 
University community. 
Art Exhibitions 
The Art Department sponsors a series of exhibitions through• 
out the year. These exhibitions, which are shown in the 
Claypool-Young Art Gallery, include important traveling 
exhibitions and faculty and student work. 
Planetarium 
A planetarium is located on the second floor of Lappin Hall. 
The 20-foot dome seats 30 and shows all 88 constellations and 
stars to the fifth magnitude. In addition to serving astronomy 
classes, the planetarium has programs regularly scheduled for 
the general public on astronomy and related topics. 
Religious Environment 
Eleven denominations maintain congregations in the city of 
Morehead. These include Baptist, Catholic, Christian, Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormon). Methodist, 
Presbyterian, Church of God, Episcopal, Church of Christ, 
United Pentecostal and Nazarene. In addition, a number of 
faiths maintain separate facilities near the campus for the 
benefit of University students. Many denominations are 
represented on the University faculty, who for the most part 
have their memberships in the Morehead churches. 
Awards and Prins 
During Ape-ii each year, two special programs are held for 
recognition of students who have excelled in the various types 
of college activities. One of these programs is devoted to 
recognizing academic accomplishments and all divisions of the 
college present one or more awards to outstanding students in 
their fields of interest. At the second pr<>gTam recognition is 
given to those individuals and groups who have excelled in 
various phases of the extra-curricular program. 
Television Couna 
The University offers a number of college level courses each 
semester by television for extension credit. Students t aking 
courses for extension credit must satisfy the same admission 
requirements as for courses taken on campus. If extension 
courses are taken for credit, not more than one-fourth of the 
credits presented for an undergraduate degree or certificate 
may be earned by any combination of correspondence and/or 
extension courses. The fee for undergraduate extension 
courses is $18 for each semester hour of credit. The fee for 
graduate extension courses is $27 for each semester hour of 
credit. 
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Correspondence Courses 
Morehead State U11iversl1y also offers u11dergratiuatc co urses 
by correspondence The lee fo r this work is S 18 a semesie1 
t ou1 Enrollmrnt regulations and materials m ay be secured by 
writing rhe Correspondence Sec ion, Bureau of Academic 
Affairs. 
Transcripts 
All transcripts, o ff ,cial and unofficial, of a student's record a t 
Morehead State Universi ty are Issued thro ugh the Registrar's 
Office. Each offic ial transcript bears 1he seal of the University 
and 1he signature of the Registrar. Uno fficial transcripts d o 
not bear the seal or signature and are stamped "Unofficial". A 
fee of twenty-five cents will be assessed for each unofficial 
transcript issued and unofficial transcripts will not be sent 
through the mail. Upon enrollment at Morehead State 
University, each student will be eligible for one official 
transcript at no charge. A fee of $1 .00 will be assessed for each 
additional official transcript issued to the student after he has 
recetVed the initial free one. A student will be eligible for a 
setond official transcript of his undergraduate record at no 
charge after he has completed a baccalaureate degree at 
Morehead State University. A student will be eligible for one, 
official transcript of his graduete record a~ no c harge upon 
a,mpletion of requiremenU for a master's degree at the 
University. 
...,.... Rithts ifl Aocasl to "--ds 
This information is provided to notify all students of 
Morehead State University of the rights and restrictions 
regarding inspection and release of student records contained 
In the Family Educational and Privacy Act of 1974 (Public 
Law 93-380) as amended. 
DtJfinitions: 
1. " Eligible student" means a student who has attained 18 
years of age, or is attending an institution of post-
secondary education. 
2. " Institutions o f postsecondary education" means an 
i~titution which provides education to students beyond 
the secondary school level; "secondary school level" 
means the educational level (not beyond grade 12) at 
which secondary education is provided, as determined 
under state law. 
I. STUDENTS' RIGHT S TO INSPECTION OF RECORDS 
AND REVIEW THEREOF: 
~·•, t., 
1. Any student or former student of Morehead State 
University has the right to inspect and review any and all 
"official records. tiles, and data directly related to" the 
st udent. The terms "official records, files, and data" are 
defined as including, but not limited to: 
A. Identifying data 
B. Academic work completed 
C. Level of achievement (grades, standardized achieve-
ment test scores) 
0 . Anendance data 
E. Scores on standardized intelligence. aptitude, and 
psychological tests 
F. Interest inventory results 
G. Family background information 
H. Teacher or counselor ratings and observations 
I. Verified reports of serious or recurrent behavior 
problems 
J . Cumulative record folder 
2. The institution 1s not requ ired to make available to 
students confidential letters of recommendation placed 
in their files before January 1, 1975. 
3. Students do not have the right of access to records 
maintained by the University's law enforcement 
officials. 
4. Students do not have direct access to medical, 
psychiatric, or similar records which are used solely in 
connection with treatment purposes. Students are 
allowed the right to have a doc tor or other qualified 
professional of their choice inspect their medical 
records. 
5. Procedures have been established by the Universlty for 
granting the required access to the records within a 
reasonable time, not to exceed 46 days from the date of 
the request . 
6. The University shall pro vide students an opportunity for 
a hearing to challenge the content of their records to 
insure that the records are not inaccurate, misleading. or 
ot herwise tn violation of the privac y or other rights of 
the student. 
A. Informal Proceedings: Morehead State Univers ity 
mQy attempt to settle a dispute with tho parent of a 
$lUderii or the eligible studeht regarding lh"e content 
of the student's education reco rds through informa l 
meetings and discussions with the parent or el1g1ble 
student. 
B Formal Proceedings: Upon the request of either party 
(the educational institution. the parent, or ~ligible 
student). the right to a hearing 1s required. If a 
student, parent, or educational institution requests a 
hearing, the V,ce President for Stus!ent Affairs shall 
make the necessary ar rangements. The hear ing will be 
established according to the procedures de lineated by 
the Unive1 sity 
II. RESTRICTIONS ON THE RELEASE OF STUDENT 
RECORDS 
Morehead Sta te Univers,t y will not 1elea~e records 
w itho ut written consent o f the studen ts excep t· 
A. To other local ed ucat,onal o rf1c1als, including 
teachers or local educational agencies who have 
legitimate educational interest. 
8 . To officials of other schools or school systems in 
which the student intends to enroll, upon the 
condition that the student be not ified of the transfer 
and receive a copy of the record desired, and have an 
opportunity to challenge the contents of the records; 
C. To authorized representatives of the Comptroller 
General of the United States, the Secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, or an administrative head ot 
an education agency, in connection with a n auditor 
evaluation of federally supported programs; o r 
D. To parents of dependent students. 
2. Morehead State University will not furnish personal 
school records to anyone other than the described above 
unless: 
A. Written consent of the student is secured. s.pecifying 
the records to be released, the reasons for the release, 
identifying the recipient of the records, and 
furnishing copies of the materials to be released to 
the student; or 
B. The infOfmation 1s furnished in compliance with a 
judicial order or pursuant to a subpoena, upon 
condition that the student is notified o f all such 
orders or subpoenas in advance of compliance there-
with. 
Ill. PROVISIONS FOR STUDENTS REQUESTING ACCESS 
TO RECORDS 
1. The st udent or former student must file a certified and 
officia l request in writing t o the Registrar of the 
University for each review. 
IV. PROVISIONS FOR AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL 
REQUESTING ACCESS TO RECORDS 
1. Authorized personnel must provide positive idenflica-
tlon and indicate reasons for each request for examina• 
tion. 
2. Authorized personnel who have legitimate ed1.1Cl!tion11I 
interests may re:view students' records, showing cause. 
3 . Other persons must have specific approval in writ ing 
from the student for release of information. This 
approval must specify the limits (if any) of the request. 
Placement Service 
Morehead State University maintains placement services for 
graduates and alumni. All candidates for a degree from 
Morehead State University are urged to utiliie the services, 
which include permanent credential files, job vacancy listings, 
and on-campus interviews, as well as general information on 
various careers and employers. 
Alumni Association 
The Alumni Association is an organizalfon composed of 
graduates and friends of the University and 1s designed to 
stimulate interest in the University and her welfare. Active 
membership in the Association is available to a II graduates of 
the University and forme r students who have attended 
Morehead State University for two years and make a minimum 
scholarship contribution. Associate membership 1s available to 
parents of students and friends of the Unive rsity which is 
awarded following a gift to the alumni scho larship fund. All 
members receive subscriptions to Contacr. The Alumni 
Association is c urrently involved in a concentrated program to 
provide funds for deserving and capable students needing 
financial assistance through its sc ho larship program The MSU 
Contact, a newsle tter issued quarterly by the office o f Alumni 
Re lations, is a publication of general interest to alumni and 
other individuals interested in Morehead State University. Its 
purpose is to keep the general public info rmed o f happenings 
at the University Subscrip tions to this publtcation are 
awarded to all active and associate members of the A lumni 
Association. 
Publications , 
All publications pro duced by students with facul ty o r admin is-
trative advisers fo r consumption by students a nd others are 
Und ei 
1
the sL\>ervisi6n o l the Commlttee _on Student 
Co mmunicattons Media. 
Editorial staffs a re selec ted, subjec t to the approva l of the 
Committee on Student Communications Media. from among 
students who have shown a sense o f responsib ility in the tr 
academ ic and extra-curricular ac tivit ies. Wheneve1 practical, 
student e di tors are ro tated or replaced each year to a rford the 
widest po ssible student experience in such areas. 
is 
Unapproved student publications intended for stud en t 
consun,pllon will br subject to lrwestigatio n by the Committee 
on St udent Commu mcations Media and to subsequent action 
as the committee recomme nds 
Athletics 
Morehead State Umvc1 sity sponsors a fu ll program o f in ter-
collegiate a th letics for men a nd women. In tercollegia te 
competition at MSU is cond uc ted in accord ance with the rules 
and regulations ol 1he Ohio Valley Conference. National 
Collegiate Athle tic Association, Kentucky Women's 
Interco llegiate Conference and the Association for Inter-
collegiate Athletics tor Women. The Committee on Athletics is 
responsible for formulating all policies of the intercollegiate 
athletic program operated by the University. 
The intramural program at Morehead State University has been 
developed around the principle that one's physical well-being 
Is of great importance in the development of a well-rounded 
university experience. Realizing that every student cannot 
participate in the University's intercollegiate athletic programs, 
the Department of Recreation offers competitive intramural 
programs, both team and individual, in 22 sports. 
STUDINT OltOAIIIZA TIONI 
He,-
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Blue Key 
Cardinal Kev 
Delta Tau Alpha 
Gamma Beta Phi Societv 
K- Delta Pi 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
Lambda lotA T■u 
L.nbda Sigma (CWENSJ 
'Phi Alpha Theta 
"Phi Kappa Phi 
"Pi Gamma Mu 
Scabbard end Blede 
Theta Alpha Phi 
Relitlous 
Baptist S tudent Union- Baptist 
Church of Chrlll Student 
Group-Church of Christ 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
!Non-denominational) 
Newman Club-Catholic 
Weslev Foundation- Methodist 
Academic 
Agriculture Club 
Alpha Beta Alpha 
An,crican Guild of Organists 
Art Students League 
Beta Chi Gamma 
Food Se<vice Organization 
Forensic Union 
Gemma Theta Upsilon 
Geologic Society 
Latin Club 
Le Cercle Francals 
Medical Office Assi.nants 
Association 
Medical Technology Society 
Mu Phi 
Phl Belli Lambda 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia 
Phllosophv Club 
Polltlcel Science Club 
Pra&-Medlcorum 
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Club 
Psi Lambda (Psychology Clubt 
Recreation Society 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Sigma Tau Epsilon 
SMENC 
Spanish Club 
s.mc. 
Aaoclatlon of the United s-
Armv 
Blacl< Gospel Ensemble 
Brothemood 
Campus Gold-(Gir1 Scoutsl 
College Young Republicans 
Co,mopolltan Club 
Equestrian Club 
Handball Club 
Judo Club 
Ka,a1e Club 
Mllltary Police Companv 
Pershing R lfles 
Raider Company 
Student Council for Exceptional 
Chlldren 
Student Government Association 
Student NEA 
Veterans Club 
Weight L.iftlng Club 
Young Democrats 
Social 
Women 
Panhellenlc Council (Coordi, 
natlng Bodyl 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Alpha Omicron Pl 
Chi Omoga 
Delta Gamma 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Della Zeta 
Kappa Delta 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Men 
lnterfraternlty Council (Coordi-
nating Bodyl 
Alpha Gemma Rho 
Chi Phi 
Deha Tau Delta 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Omega Psi Phi 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Sigma Alpha Epsi.lon 
Sigma Nu 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Sigma Pl 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Theta Chi 
Student Associa1,on of Social Workers 
Student Correctional Association 
Student Home Economics Association 
Student N ur.es ASSDCiation 
Tubists Univenal Brotherhood 
As.socia·tion 
'Srudent/Facu/ty Organization 
~ 
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School of 
Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Home Economics 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
Department of Nursing and Allied Health 
AGRICULTURE 
The Bachelor of Science degree offered by the Department of 
Agriculture consists of options in: Agriculture Business. 
Agricultural Economics, Agronomy, Animal Science, Horti-
culture, or General Agriculture. An Agricultural Education 
program is provided for students interested in teaching 
Vocational Agriculture in secondary schools. 
An Associate degree is offered for students who may not wish 
to complete a four-year program. The Agriculture Department 
presently offers four technical two-year programs: Agriculture 
Business, Farm Production Technology, Ornamental Horti· 
culture and Veterinary Science Technology. These programs 
allow the student to select the type of production courses for 
the area of his training. 
Requirements for an Area of Concentration 
To receive a bachelor's degree with an Area of Concentration 
in Agriculture, the student must complete a minimum of 54 
semester hours in the field of agriculture. Twenty-six semester 
hours may be selected in a field of specialization such as 
Animal Science, Agronomy, Agriculture Business. Agricultural 
Economics. Of Horticulture. 
Sem. Hrs. 
Requir~ courses in Agriculture: ............. ... •.. . 28 
101 , 133,251 , 180,203, 211.215. 301 , 316, and 471 
Electives In option approved by adviser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Minimum for Area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Additional Requirements: 
Chemistry 101 and 102 . ........ . ........... . ... .. . 8 
A. AGRICULTURE BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS 
Students who select the option in Agriculture Business must 
complete the area core and Principles ol Accounting I plus 23 
hours in Agriculture and Business, including a minimum of 9 
hours in Business. Electives must be selected from at least 
three of the fol lowing groups. 
Ag 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BE 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
Ag 
BA 
Acct 
BA 
302 
252 
323 
360 
364 
363 
311 
301 
350 
450 
451 
455 
461 
561 
303 
282 
387 
408 
Group I 
Sem. Hrs. 
Agricultural Finance .... .... ..• ... . . . 3 
Mathematics of Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Financial Markets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Finance ............... : . . . 3 
Personal Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Group II 
Office Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personnel Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Management .. -,--:, . . . . . . . . 3 
Group Ill 
Salesmanship ................... , . . 3 
Consumer Behavior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Retail Merchandising . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Group IV 
Business Law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Law II ..•........... .. .... 3 
Group V 
Land Economics . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Accounung II ............ 3 
Income Tax Procedure ... • ....•..... 3 
Risk Management. . ...... , .•.•. . .•. 3 
8. AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS REQUIREMENTS 
Students who select this option must complete the area core 
plus 26 hours of requirements and electives in Agriculture and 
Economics. Requirements and electives are listed below. 
Required Courses: Sem. Hrs. 
Econ 202 Principles of Economics 11 . . • . . . •••• . • 3 
Econ 350 Microeconomics . . ..•............. . . 3 
Econ 351 Macroeconomics ... ... ....... ... . . .. 3 
Total 9 
Electives with consent of adviser: 
Econ 301 History of Economic Thought . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ag 302 Agriculture Finance .... ... ........ . . 3 
Ag 303 Land Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Econ 342 Money and Banking . .... . . .... . ...• . 3 
Econ 343 Investment ........ . . ...... ........ 3 
Math 354 Business Statistics . . . ... ... . ..... ... .. 3 
Ag 503 Agricultural Policy . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Econ 547 Introduction to lnrnrnational Economics . 3 
C. AGRONOMY REQUIREMENTS 
Students who select the option In agronomy must complete 
the area core plus 26 hours of Agriculture approved by their 
advisers. Courses may be selected from the following list with 
the consent of the adviser: 
Sem.Hrs. 
Ag 205 Farm Records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Biol 215 Botany ...... . .... ..... . ......... . 4 
Ag 303 Land Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ag 308 Weed Control ... . .... . ....... . ... . . 3 
Ag 311 Soil Conservation . . ... . ...... . . • .. .. 3 
Ag 312 Soil Fertility and Fertilizers ..•...•... . 3 
Ag 334 Entomology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ag 384 Forage Crops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Biol 513 Plant Physiology ..... ... .... . ...... . 3 
Biol 514 Plant Pathology . . .. . . . .. . .......... 3 
Biol 560 Plant Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
0 . ANIMAL SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS 
Students who select the option m Animal Science must 
complete the area core plus 26 hours of electives in Agricul-
ture approved by their advisers. Courses may be selected from 
the following list. 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Biol 
109 
11 9 
121 
136 
231 
237 
242 
244 
304 
316 
331 
332 
334 
335 
336 
343 
344 
345 
515 
526 
Sem. Hrs. 
Elementary Horsemansh ip . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Intermediate Horsemanship . . .. . . ..... 1 
Equita tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... . 3 
Princlples of Dairying .. . ......... . ... 3 
Livestock Judging . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Poultry Production .. . ..... •. .. ..•... 3 
light Horse Husbandry . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Horse Production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Genetics . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 3 
Feeds & Feeding . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 3 
Advanced Livestock Judging . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Horsemanship . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Entomology . . . . . . . . . . .. ........ 3 
Equita tion Teaching ....... . .. . ... .. . 3 
Dairy Cattle Feeding, Breeding and Mgt . ~ 
Ber.f Product ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Swine Production . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 3 
Sheep Product ion .. . ................ 3 
Animal Nutrition . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 3 
Animal Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
E. GENERAL AGRICULTURE OPTION 
Students following the general agriculture curriculum must 
complete the area core with at least 54 hours In agriculture 
that includes the minimum number of hours in the fields listed 
below: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Agricultural Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Agricultural Mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Animal Science ...... . .... . ... .. ........ . ..... . .• 12 
Plant Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Soil Science ..... . ... . .. . .. .. .... .. ..•..... . ..... 6 
F. HORTICULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
Students who select an option in the field of Horticulture 
must complete the area core plus 26 hours in Agriculture. 
Selections may be made from the following courses with the 
consent of the eclviser. 
Ag 304 
Ag 308 
Ag 212 
Ag 213 
Ag 216 
Ag 312 
Ag 314 
Ag 316 
Ag 320 
Ag 321 
Ag 322 
Ag 325 
Ag 326 
Ag 327 
Ag 334 
Biol 318 
Biol 513 
Biol 514 
Biol 215 
Chem 326 
IE 103 
Sem. Hrs. 
Genetics . . .... .. .... . ........•... . 3 
Weed Control ..... . ..... . • . .. .. . ... 3 
Landscape Plants . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 3 
Landscape Gardening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Floriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Soil Fertility and Fertil izers . .. .. . ... . . 3 
Plant Propagation . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
Fruit Production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Vegetable Production . . . . . . 3 
Greenhouse Production I ... .. . ..... .• 3 
Greenhouse Production II . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Turf Management .. ... . ..... . .• . . .. . 3 
Nursery Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Landscape Design . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Entomology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Local Flora . . .... . ....... . ... .. . . • . 3 
Plant Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Plant Pathology ... ................. 3 
Botany . ......... ...... ... .. .. .. .. 4 
Organic Chemistry . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . 4 
Technical Drawing I ... . ............. 3 
G. VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a student to qualify to teach vocational agriculture in the 
public schools of Kentucky, he must complete an area of 
concentration in Agriculture with a minimum of six hours in 
each of the following fields: 
Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural Mechanics 
Animal Science 
Horticultural and Plant Science 
Soil Science 
Sem. Hrs. 
Additional requirements: 
Ag 580 Methods in Teaching 
Ag 
Ag 
582 
584 
Vocational Agricul ture . . ........... 4 
Adult and Young Farmer Educauon . 3 
Teaching Vocational Agriculture ....... 8 
Agriculture Elective 3 
Total 18 
A student must have an overall standi ng of 2.50 in his major 
before he will be permitted to take Agricultural Education 
courses 
The student must be approved by the Agricultural staff and 
recommended for certification. 
Wit 
Jre 
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9 
9 
12 
9 
6 
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3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
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4 
3 
8 
3 
18 
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Requirements for a Major in Agriculture 
Sem. Hrs. 
Agriculture 101. 133, 180, 203, 2.11, 215, 
251,301,316,and471 .. ......................... 28. 
Electives in Agriculture approved by adviser . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Minimum for a Major 31 
Additional Requirements: Chemistry 101 and 102 .. ..... 8 
Requirements for a Minor in Agriculture 
Agriculture 101, 133, 180, 203, 211, 215, 471 .... . .... 18 
Electives In Agriculture approved by adviser .....• ... ... 3 
Minimum for a Minor 21 
Additional Requirements: Chemistry 101 .. • . . ......... 4 
Requirements for a Minor in Horsemanship 
Agriculture 121. 242, 244. 316 and 332 .. .•.... ... ... 16 
Elect1ves in Agriculture (by approval) ..... .. .. . . .... .. 6 
22 
Two•Year Program in Agriculture Business Technology 
The Agriculture Business Technology Program ls designed for 
students interested in a wide range of jobs in agricultural 
businesses, governmental agencies serving the farmer, sales and 
managerial aspects ot lhe agricullUral Industry. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
Ag 133 
Ag 180 
BE 136 
BE 211 
Eng 101 
Ag 203 
Ag 21 1 
Chem 101 
Sci 105 
Speh 110 
'Ag 205 
'Ag 301 
Ag 305 
BA 200 
BA 350 
Acct 281 
Ag 251 
• Ag 302 
'Ag 303 
BA 252 
Sem. Hrs. 
First Semester 
Fann Livestock Production .. • ...... . . -3 
Elementary Field Crops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Calculations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Beginning Typewriting ............... 3 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Agricultural Economics ... .. .... ..... 3 
Soils ......... .. . ... .. . . . ......... 3 
General Chemistry I • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 4 
Introduction to Biological Sciences ..... 3 
Basic Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Third Semester 
Farm Records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2 
Farm Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Marketing of Farm Products ........... 3 
Introduction to Data Processing . . . . . . . . 3 
Salesmanship ..............•...... . 3 
Principles of Accounting I ••• • ••••• .. • 3 
17 
Fourth Semester 
Introduction to Agriculture Mechanics . . . 3 
Agriculture Fi~ance ... ..... .. ...... . 3 
Land Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematics of Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . ... . ......... .... . ... . . .. 3 
15 
TOTAL 64 
'These courses are to be selected from the desired option. 
Options in Agriculture Business: 
A. Animal Science 
To be selected from Agriculture 237, 316, 336. 
343, 344, or 345 .....•..... . ... .. ...... . ..... 9 
B. Crop Science 
To be selected from Agriculture 215, 311, 312, 3 14, 
320, or 384 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
C. Horticulture 
To be selected from Agriculture 212,213,215.314, 
315,320, 9r 321 .. .. . ... ...............•..... 9 
D. Agriculture Management 
To be selected from Agriculture 205, 301. 
302, or 303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
T wo-Year Program in Farm Production Technology 
The Farm Production Technology Program is designed for 
students primarily interested in such fields as farm production, 
farm management, certain U.S.D.A. services and various other 
positions requiring technical proficiency in agricµlture. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
Sem. Hrs. 
First. Semester 
Ag 101 General Agriculture .. .... ........... 2 
Ag 133 Farm Livestock Production ..........• 3 
'Ag 136 Principles of Dairying . ...... ... . ..... 3 
Ag 180 Elementary Field Crops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Eng 101 Composition I ... ... .... ..... .... .. 3 
'Ag Electlves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Ag 203 Agricultural Economics .... . ......... 3 
"Ag 205 Farm Records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 2 
Ag 211 Soils .......... . ....... .. ......... 3 
•Ag 251 Introduction to Agriculture Mechanics ... 3 
Sci 105 Introduction to Biological Sciences . .... 3 
Speh 110 Basic Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
Third Semester 
Ag 215 Horticulture .. ...... . . ... ... ...... . 3 
'Ag 231 Livestock Judging . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ag 316 Feeds and Feeding .... . . . . . . ... . . ... . 3 
Chem 101 General Chemistry I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
• ,A:g Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
17 
Fourth Semester 
'Ag 237 Poultry Production ............ . . .... 3 
..,Ag 303 Land Economics .. . . .......... ... .. . 3 
• Ag 312 Soil FertllitY and Fertili:zers . . ........ . 3 
*Ag 384 For age Crops . . . . ... .. ... .. , . . . . . . 3 
"Ag Electives . . . . . ... ...... ......... .. 4 
16 
TOTAL 66 
"These courses are to be selected from the desired option. 
Options in Farm Production Technology: 
A. Animal Scie'nce 
To be selected from Agriculture 136, 231 , 237, 
242, 331,334,336,343, 344, 345, or 350 . . ...... 27 
B. Agriculture Management 
To be selected from Agriculture 205, 301, 302, 
303, 305, 403; Accounting 281 , 282; Business 
Adrnin. 252,350,364; or Economics 201 , 202 .... 27 
C. Crop Science 
To be selected from Agriculture 140. 215, 304, 
308, 311, 312, 314, 315, 320. 3-25, 334, 341, 350, 
384; or Biology 215 ......... ...... . . ..... ... 27 
D. Horticulture Science 
To be selected from Agriculture 140,212, 213, 
312,314,315,320,321,322,325,326,327,334, 
341, or 350 ... . .... .............. , .... .. .. . 27 
Two-Year Program in Orna mental Hortiailture 
The Ornamental Horticult ure Program is designed for students 
interested in managing and supervising nurseries, commercial 
greenhouses, parks. golf courses and working with or operating 
their own landscaping firms. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
Eng 
Ag 
Ag 
BE 
Ag 
Ag 
Sci 
IE 
Soc 
Ag 
NJ 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
101 
101 
215 
136 
180 
212 
105 
103 
170 
235 
205 
213 
314 
321 
211 
350 
322 
325 
326 
327 
Sem. Hrs. 
First Semester 
English Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Agriculture .............. ... 2 
Horticulture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Calculations ... . . . .... ..... . 4 
Agriculture Elective ........ . . . . ... .. 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Elementary Field Crops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Landscape Plants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Biological Science .... . ..... . 3 
Technical Drawing I •••••••••••••••• . 3 
Rural Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
Summer 
Supervised Work Experience . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Third Semester 
Farm Records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Landscape Gardening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 
Plant Propagation ... .... . . .. ........ 3 
Greenhouse Prod. I • • • . • • • . . • • . .. • . • • • 3 
Soils ................ . ...... . ... •. 3 
Farm Power & Machinery Mgt .. ...... . . 3 
17 
Fourth Semester 
Greenhouse Prod. II ••..••..••.•. . ..• 3 
Turf Management .... . . .... . ... ... . . 3 
Nursery Manag/lment ............ .... 3 
Advanced Landscape Design . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
Agriculture Elective .... ... .... . .. ... 3 
15 
TOTAL 68 
,. 4 · ·• 
17 
Two-Year Program in Veterinary Science Technology 
The Veterinary Science Technology Program has been 
designed to reflect and complement the existing demand 
which the veterinary profession has for competent technical 
support personnel. Opportuni ties for graduates exist in other 
areas such as public health, meat ani:t food inspection services, 
and environmental programs. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
Eng 101 
Ag 102 
Sci 105 
Math 131 
NAH 101 
Ag 104 
Eng 102 
Ag 206 
Speh 110 
Speh 300 
Chem 101 
Ag 10.7 
Ag 108 
Ag 210 
Ag 208 
Ag 209 
Chem 102 
Ag 333 
Ag 337 
Ag 338 
Biol 217 
BE 211 
Ag 309 
Ag 340 
Ag 342 
Ag 346 
Ag 235 
Sem. Hrs. 
First Semester 
Composition I .-.................... 3 
Introduction to Vet. Sci. Tech. . .. . .... 2 
Introduction to !3iological Sciences . . . . . 3 
General Mat hemati~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Medical Terminology .. . .. ... ... . •... 2 
Large and Small Animal Breeds ........ 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition 11 • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 3 
f>.nat. and Physiol. of Domestic Animals 3 
Basic Speech 
or 
Oral Communications ................ 3 
General Chemistry I . •••... , .•.. . . ..• 4 
Laboratory Techniques I ......... . . . . 2 
Large and Small Animal Care .. .. ...... 2 
17 
Third Semester 
Animal Parasitology .... . ..... , ....... 3 
Laboratory Techniques 11 •• .• ••.•• •.•• 2 
Small Animal Clinic .. . .... ........ .. 2 
General Chemistry 11 •• •. • ....• •••.•• 4 
Communicable Diseases of Animals . . . . . 3 
Clinical Practice and Techniques 
Fourth Semester 
2 
16 
Applied Nutrition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elementary Medical Microbiology ... ... 3 
Beginning Typewritlng ......•....... . 3 
Large Animal Clinic ...... ..... .... .. 2 
Radiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Clinical Office Management ... : ....... 3 
Animal Health & Care ........ . . . .. . . 2 
18 
Summer School 
Supervised Work Experience (40 hrs. per 
week with practicing veterinarian) .... . . 6 
TOTAL 73 
18 ---
- · 
~ -._,.> 
SUGGESTED COURSE SEQUENCES FOR 
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS 
The following programs have been devised to help students in 
selecting their courses and arranging their schedules. These 
suggested programs need not be followed specifically from 
semester to semester, but close adherence to them will aid the 
student in meeting all requirements for !J"aduation. 
Bachelor of Science Degree with an Are■ of 
Concentration in Agriculture (Non-Teaching) 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Sci 
Ag 
Ag 
PE 
Eng 
FA 
Ag 
Math 
Hlth 
Ag 
101 
105 
101 
133 
109 
160 
180 
152 
150 
136 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Biological Sci. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Agriculture ................. 2 
Farm Livestock Production .......... . 3 
Elective ... . ...... .. .............. 3 
Elementary Horsemanship ... ... .•.... 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition. . . . . . .... ............ 3 
Appreciation of Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elem. Field Crops ............ ... .... 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Principles of Dairying .. ....... . ... ... 3 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Soc 170 
Ag 215 
Chem 101 
Math 141 
Ag 231 
PE 119 
Ag 212 
Chem 102 
Speh 110 
Ag 237 
Ag 203 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Eng 
Ag 211 
Ag 251 
Ag 316 
Ag 321 
Ag 301 
Ag 350 
Biol 209 
Biol 215 
Ag 308 
Ag 205 
SENIOR YEAR 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
305 
471 
343 
First Semester 
Rural Sociology . . . .. . ..•... ... .... 3 
Horticulture ....... • ............... 3 
General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Plane T rigonometry ......... ... .... . 3 
Livestock Judging ................... 3 
Intermediate Horsemanship .......... . 
17 
Second Semester 
Landscape Plants . . . ... .... .. , .. . .. 3 
General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Basic Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Poultry Production •... . ....•.. . . .. .. 3 
Agricultural Economics .............. 3 
16 
First Semester 
Literature Elective ...•. . ...... ... ... 3 
Soils . .......... . ............... .. 3 
Intro. to Ag Mechanics . . ............. 3 
Feeds and Feeding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Greenhouse Production I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Farm Management .................. 3 
Farm Power and Machinery .. , . . . . . . . . 3 
Vertebrate Zoology 
or 
Botany .... .. .................. ... 4 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Weed Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Farm Records ............... ,_:--; .. .. 2 
17 
First Semester 
Marketing of Farm Products ........ .. . 3 
Ag. Area Requirements .............. 6 
Seminar .....•............. .. ..... 1 
Beef Production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Science Elective .. ... ... . ...... 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Social Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ag. Area Requirements ........... ... 9 
Elective .......................... 4 
16 
Bachelor of Sc:i-- Degree with • Mai<»' in 
Agriculture (Non·Teac:hingl 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Sci 
Ag 
Ag 
Eng 
Geos 
Ag 
Ag 
Math 
101 
105 
101 
133 
100 
136 
1B0 
152 
~~: 
First Semester 
Composition I • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Biological Sci. .............. 3 
General Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Farm Livestock Prod. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective ... .. ..................... 3 
Activity course . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 1 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physical Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Prin. of Dairying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elem. Field Crops .... ... ......... . .. 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course ...•...•..... . ....•. 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Soc 170 
Ag 215 
Chem 101 
Hlth 150 
Eng 
Ag 
Chem 
Speh 
211 
102 
110 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Ag 203 
Ag 316 
Math 141 
First Semester 
Rural Sociology .. . . 3 
Horticulture .. ... ..... . ........... . 3 
General Chemistry I ... ..• ..... . , .. . . 4 
Personal Health ..... . . .. .. . .... ... . 2 
Social Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective .......... ......... .. . .... 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Literature Elective . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Soils .. .. ... . ....... .. .. .. ........ 3 
General Chemistry 11 • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 4 
Basic Speech . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective ..... . .. .. ... .. ........ .. . 3 
Activity Course .. ..... . .... . ..... . . 1 
17 
First Semester 
Social Science Elective .... . ...... . ... 3 
Agricultural Economics .............. 3 
Feeds and Feeding .................. 4 
Plane T rigonometry .............•... 3 
Elective ............ . .... • .... .. .. 3 
16 
Ag 301 
SENIOR YEAR 
Ag 471 
Second Semester 
Literature Elec:tlve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Farm Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Social Science -Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
15 
First Semester 
Social Science Elective . • ... .......... 3 
Seminar ..•... ... .... ... ...... . ... 1 
Humanities or Comm. Elective . ... ..... 3 
Electives ....... . .................. 8 
15 
Second Semester 
A!P"iculture Elective .... .. ... ... .. . .. 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
15 
Provisional High School Certificate With Area of 
Concentration in Agriculture 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Ag 
Sci 
Ag 
Psy 
Eng 
Math 
Ag 
101 
101 
105 
133 
154 
131 
180 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Agriculture ................ 2 
Intro. to B1olog1cal Science . . . . . . . . 3 
Farm Livestock Production .....•..... 3 
General Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity course . ......•..•.. . ....... 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition .. .. ............ ...... . 3 
General Math I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Agriculture Elective . . . . . . . . ....... 3 
Communications or Humanities Elective . 3 
Elementary Field Crops . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Chem 101 
Ag 251 
Soc 170 
Eng 
Ag 215 
Chem 102 
Econ 201 
Ed 210 
Ag 316 
Hlth 150 
J UNIOR YEAR 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
Ed 
Speh 
Ag 
Ag 
203 
211 
350 
300 
110 
301 
312 
SENIOR YEAR 
PS 141 
Ag 471 
Ag 585 
Ag 
Ag 
Ag 
580 
5B2 
584 
First Semester 
General Chemistry .................. 4 
Introduction to Ag. Mechanics ........ 3 
Rural Sociology . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Literature Elective . . . . ... . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Horticulture ......... · . .............. 3 
16 
Second Semester 
General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Prin. of Economics ..............•... 3 
Human Growth & Development ........ 3 
Feeds and Feeding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
16 
First Semester 
Agricultural Economics ............ .. 3 
Soils ............................. 3 
Farm Power and Machinery . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Student Teaching . . .... ... ... 1 
Basic Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Soc. Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Farm Management ....... . .......... 3 
Soil Fertility & Fertilizers ... ...... . .. 3 
Agriculture Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Communications or Hum. Elective ....•. 3 
15 
First Semester 
Gov't of U.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Seminar ......................... . 
Prin. and Phil. of 
Vocational Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Ag. Electives . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 6 
Advanced Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Methods of Teaching Vocational Ag ..... 4 
Adult and Young Farmer Ed ......... . . 3 
Teaching Vocational Ag. . . . . . ....... 8 
Agriculture Electives .......•........ 3 
18 
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PRE-VETERINARY CURRICULUM 
The state of Kentucky ,s a part1c1pattng member 1n the 
Southern Regional Board's Plan under which legal Kentucky 
restdems may attend the Auburn University School of 
Veterinary Medicine. Students interested in becoming veteri-
narians may enroll In the Department of Agriculture at 
Morehead State Universi ty and complete their requirements 
for admission to veterinary school. Each year Auburn 
Unillersitv accepts 16 students from Kentucky. Kentucky has 
an agreement with the State of Ohio whereby six Kentucky 
students may enter the Ohio State Univ.ersity College of 
Veterinary Medicine each year. Kentucky students may apply 
to the Tuskegee Institute School of Veterinary Medicine where 
one legal Kentucky resident is accepted each year. In all the 
pro!J'arns above, the students accepted to these universities are 
exempt from out-of-state tuition and would pay only the 
in-state tuition of that university. 
A total of 80 semester hours with an average grade point of 
2.25 ls required by Auburn University. In order to apply to 
the Ohio State University. a student must have an overall 
standing of 3.0. A student must have completed all required 
courses before being allowed to submit an application for 
admission to either of the universities. A grade of "D" in 
required courses will not be accepted by either of the 
universities. Selection of all Kentucky students is based on 
requirements completed as. well as grades, with the final 
selection being made by a committee composed of faculty 
members from the Schools of Veterinary Medicine. 
The following curriculum is designed for Auburn and Ohio 
State universities and requires a minimum of three years for 
completion. The italicized courses are required by Ohio State 
University. It Is highly recommended that students work very 
closely with their advisor in making schedules in order to 
assure that all required courses are completed in the minimal 
time required. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 101 
Ol«n 101 
Ag 133 
Biol 208 
NAH 101 
PE 
Eng 
Ol•m 102 ,.,,, 141 
Biol 209 
Ag 231 
PE 
First Semester 
O,mposition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Genen,I Chemistry I " • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Farm Livestock Production . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
lnvertebrats Zoology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Medical Terminology • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
General a-iemlsrry I I • • . . • • • • . • . • • • • • 4 
Plane Trigonometry•• .............•. 3 
Vertebrate Zoology . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
Livestock Judging••• ................ 3 
Activity Course . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Phys 
Hist 
Bi'ol 
Math 
Ag 
Phys 
Hist 
PS 
Ag 
201 
131 
317 
152 
316 
202 
132 
141 
304 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Chem 326 
Ag 237 
Math 175 
Ag 343 
Chem 327 
Ag 515 
Ag 336 
Ag 344 
First Semester 
Elementary Physics I . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 4 
Intro. to Civilization I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Microbiology . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
College Algebra• ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 
Feeds and Feeding . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Elementary Physics II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Intro. to Civilization II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Government of U.S . ....... . ......... 3 
Social Science or Humanities (Elective) .. 3 
Genetics .......................... 3 
16 
First Semester 
Organic Chemistry I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4 
Poultry Production .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Anal. Geom. & Cal. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Social Science or Humanities (Elective) .. 3 
Beef Production• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Organic Chemistry II .. ... ....... . , . . 4 
Animal Nutrition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Dairy Cattle, Feeding, Breeding, Mgt. •• • . 3 
Social Science or Humanities (Elective} . . 3 
Swine Production .. • .... .. .......... 3 
16 
"Six semester hours of modern language may be substituted 
for medical vocabulary. 
••students may by-pass Math 141 & 152 through the 
mathematics placement examination. Chemistry 111 & 112 
may be taken In the place of Chemistry 101 & 102. A course 
in Bio-chemistry is recommended for Ohio State University. 
•• "These courses are not required in the Pre-Veterinary 
curriculum but are highly recommended for those students 
who plan to get a Bachelor of Science Degree from the 
Department of Agriculture. 
19~ 
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PRE-FORESTRY CURRICULUM 
Students interested in a career in forestry may take their f irst 
two years of coursework at Morehead State University and 
then complete their studies at the University of Kentucky. If, 
at t he end of two years, a student does not secure admission to 
the forestry program al the University of Kentllcky or at some 
other university, most o f the credits may be applied toward a 
degree at Morehead State Universi,v. The program may be 
modified to meet entrance requirements a1 any institution 
ottering a forestry program. 
Eng 101 
Sci 105 
Chem 101 
Math 175 
PE 
Eng 192 
Ag 180 
Chem 102 
Math 353 
PE 
Soc 170 
Phys 201 
Biol 215 
CT 102 
Psy 153 
Hist 241 
Speh 110 
Econ 201 
Ag 211 
Eng 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Biological Sciences ........... 3 
General Chemistry I •••••••••. ... •••• 4 
Anal. Geometry and Calculus I ......... 4 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 
Elective .........•................ 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Technical Vocational Composition .. . ... 3 
Field Crop Science ..... ,..__ .......... 3 
General Chemistry 11 • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • . 4 
Sta tis tics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course ................... . 
Elective .......................... 2 
. 16 
Third Semester 
Rural Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 3 
Elementary Physics I • • . . . • . • • . . . • • . . 4 
Botany ........ . ............. . ...• 4 
Surveying I . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
Fourth Semester 
U.S. of America through 1865 . . . • • • . . . 3 
Basic Speech . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Soil Science . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 3 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
II 
1: 
11 
' 
I 
J 
20 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3·0.31 following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours crediL Roman numerals I. 11, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course 1s normally scheduled· I-fall; II-spring; 
II I-summer. 
Agriculture 101 . General Agriculture. (2·0·21; I. 
The importance of agriculture in the community, state, nation. 
and world. 
Agriculture 102. Introduction to Veterinary Science Tech· 
nology. (1-2·21; I. 
An orientation course which introduces the areas of profes· 
sionalism, veterinary professional services. and an elementary 
consideration of veterinary pharamaceutical identification and 
usage. Additionally, the course prepares for later study in 
animal methods by investigating briefly the animal husbandry 
areas of nutrition, growth, genetics, and environmental factors. 
Agriculture 104. Large and Small Animal Breeds. (3·0·3); I. 
The study of common breeds of domestic animals including 
dogs, cats, swine, cattle, horses, sheep, and poultry. 
Agriculture 107. Laboratory Techniques I. (1·2·21; II. 
Fundamental study in the principles and practices of clinical 
pathology as these relate to the responsibilities of veterinary 
technicians. 
Agriculture 108. Large and Small Animal care. (1-2·21; II. 
The proper methods of handling; restraint; techniques 1n 
taking samples of blood, urine, feces; radiology; skin and bone 
scrapings for laboratory analysis; proper administration of 
drugs; care of animal before and after surgery; feeding; 
grooming; and kennel sanitation. 
Agriculture 109. Elementary Horsemanship. (0·2· 11; I. 11. 
Includes riding basics such as leading a horse; checking saddle 
and bridle; mounting and dismounting; s topping, starting, 
turning, and backing the horse; riding the horse a1 different 
gaits. horsemanship safety and ring etiquette; and general 
overall knowledge of horses. 
Agriculture 119. Intermediate Horsemanship. (0·2· 1 ); I, II . 
PrereQu1s1te: Ag11cuhure 109 or equivalent. 
Includes review of Elementary Horsemanship techniques; 
handling horse properly from ground; grooming; tacking•UP 
horse using different bodies and saddles; mounting and 
dismounting at various gaits; diagonals, leads and figure eights; 
detailed study of breeds, gaits. equipment and dress; trail 
riding; showing horses: and preparing horse for transportation. 
Agriculture 121. Equitation. (1-4·3); I. 
Grooming, saddling, bridling, mounting, seal and hands. Basic 
equitation for students with no previous experience. 
Agriculture 133. Farm Livestock Production. (2·2·31; I, 11. 
Fundamental genetics, nutrition, and physiology of beef and 
dairy cattle, swine, and sheep. 
Agriculture 136. Principles of- Dairying. (2·2·3); I, 11. 
General management; general survey of breeds; selection, 
feeds, and care of dairy cattle; testing; compo.sition, quality, 
feed value, and consumption of dairy products. Principles of 
processing and manufacturing dairy products. 
Agriculture 140. Introduction to Forestry. 12·2·31; 11. 
The profession of forestry, its scope and importance In state 
and federal programs; tree growth, forest management 
practices, utilization, and products; identification of forest 
trees and shrubs. 
Agriculture 180. Elementary Field Crops. (2-2-3); 1, 11. 
Prerequisite: Science 106. 
A study of the fundamentals of crop production; current 
practices in grain, pasture, forage, and medicinal ctop produc-
tion; the use of fertilizers, limestone, and chemicals; seed 
production and qualitv; morphology of crops. 
Agriculture 203. A!J'lcultural Economics. (3-0·3); I, II . 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 or consent of the instructor. 
Economic organization of the farm productive unit; concentra• 
tion on principles of production economics, supply and 
demand schedules. 
Agriculture 206. Farm Records. (2·0·2); II. 
Development and application of farm records necessary tor 
farm business analysis including a study of types of inven· 
tories, depreciation schedules, cost determining, and record 
keeping. 
: ~~.' .· \ 1 , ·. :\ 
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Agriculture 206. Anatomy and Physiology of Domestic 
Animals. (2·2·3); 11. 
A study of the structure and functions of canine sysrems, 
including circulation, nervous, digestive, urinary, skeletal, 
respiratory, muscular, endocrine, lymphatic, and reproductive. 
Dissections will be performed ,n the laboratory of some of the 
mofe Important systems and structures. 
Agriculture 207. Land Conservation and Forest Management. 
(2·2·3); 11. 
Principles of land resource conservation. $pedal emphasis on 
land and water conservation by reforestation of areas denuded 
by strip mining. 
Agriculture 208. Laboratory Techniques 11. I 1 ·2·21. I. 
Continua1ion of Agriculture 107. Laborato,1y techniques with 
microscopic and chemical tests of blood, urine and feces. 
Students learn to culture and identify bacteria and fungi. 
Agriculture 209. Small Animal Clinic. (1·2·2·1: I. 
Basic principles relat ing to small animals; humane care, caging, 
nutrition, and husbandry practlce.s. Techniques related to 
• handling, care, and usage of the animals. 
Agriculture 210. Animal Parasi1ology. (2·2·3) ; I. 
A study of the common parasites of domestic animals as to 
classification, life cycle, pathology produced, laboratory 
diagnosis, and control. laboratory diagnosis, control measures, 
sanitation measures, and control of intermediate hosts are 
emphasized. 
Agriculture 211 . Soils. (2·2·31; I, II . 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 111. 
Study of origin, formation, composition, and classification of 
soils; the physical, chemical, and biological properties of the 
soil in relation to plant growth; the principles of soil 
management. conservation, and land use. 
Agriculture 212. Landscape Plants. (2·2·31; 11. 
A study of ornamental trees, shrubs, and vines commonly used 
in landscaping. Emphasis Is placed on identification, character• 
istics, adaptability, and maintenance. 
Agriculture 213. Landscape Gardening. (2·2·3); I. 
An introduction to landscape gardening with emphasis on 
design, construction, planting, and maintenance of the home 
grounds. 
Agriculture 215. Horticulture. (2·2-3); I. 
A study of the basic principles underlying horticultural 
practices in fruit growing, vegetable gardening, landscape 
gardening, and floriculture. 
Agriculture 216. Floriculture. ( 1·2·21; I. 
The elementary principles of selection, identification, culture, 
and use of flowers and decorative plants. 
Agriculture 231. Livestock Judging. (1-4-31; l. 
A study of the types of purebred and commercial beef cattle, 
sheep, and swine. Studies will be made on evaluating both 
market and breeding classes. 
Agriculture 235. SupervisL-d Work Experience. (1·6 his.); Ill 
A supervised work experience program fo1 students planning a 
career in Ornamental Horticulture, upon complet ion of the 
Associate Degree Program. 
Agriculture 237. Poultry Production. (2·2·31, I. 
Principles of poultry production, including breeds and 
development, Incubation, breeding, and genetics; management 
practices, housing, feeding, and nutrition; diseases, their 
prevention and control. 
Agriculture 242. Light Horse Husbandry. (2·2·31; I. 
A study of horse care including first aid, teed1ng, breeding, 
grooming, shoeing, stable vioes, health requirements, and 
building and fence construction. Students will also gain 
practical experience by working at tile barn. 
Agriculture 244. Horse Production. (2·2·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 242. 
A general study of the anatomy and physiology of the horse; 
the relationship of form to function; horse selection; horse 
diseases; diagnosis; prevention and control ; parasite control. 
Agriculture 245. Horseshoeing. (2-2-31; 11. 
The fundamentals of horseshoeing, the basic use of tarrier 
tools; anatomy and physiology of the foot, pastern, and legs. 
Trimming feet, fitting and nailing shoes, normal and corrective 
shoeing. 
Agriculture 251. Introduction to Agriculture Mechanics. 
(2·2·31; I. 
Farm shop organization; shop safety; selection, use and 
maintenance of hand and power tools and equipment for 
construction and maintenance in agriculture; practical 
exercises and projects to develop essential skills. 
Agriculture 301. Farm Management. (J.0·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 203. 
Farm organization. fitting livestock and cropping programs 
into a functioning unit, profit maximization and least cost 
combination of resources for a specified level of production. 
Agriculture 302. Agriculture Finance. (J.0·31; I. 
A study of farm capital structure and needs. The policy and 
practices of institutions offering credit to farmers will be 
analyzed including a study of financing agricultural 
cooperatives. 
Agriculture 303. Land Economics. (2·2·31; II . 
Prerequisites: Agriculture 203 and 211. 
Farm selection and appraisal of land resources; adaprarion of 
land as the basis for farm organization and agricultural 
production; study of land tenure systems; rights of ownership; 
recreational possibilities of nonproductive land. 
Agriculture 304. Genetics. (2-2-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Biology 209 or 215. 
(See Biology 304) 
Agriculture 305. Marketing of Farm Products. (3-0·3): I. 
Development of geographical specializations, demand and 
supply schedules of agricultural products, price equilibrium, 
long and short run cyclical price movements, hedging In 
futures, demand expansion, increasing operational and pricing 
efficiency, specific commoditv marketing. 
Agriculture 308. Weed Control. (2·2·3); II. 
Prerequisites: Agriculture 180, 211, and Chemistry 112. 
Identification and c.lassiflcatlon of weedy species, methods of 
reproduction and growth characteristics. Effects on crop and 
livestock yield. 
Agriculture 309. Large Animal Oinic. I 1·2·21; II. 
Basic principles relating to the maintenance of large animals 
including humane care, nutrition and husbandry practices. 
Techniques relating to handling, care and use of the common 
species of tarm animals, together with training in both clinic,! 
observation and performance of autopsies on large animals. 
Agriculturv 311. Soil Conservation. (2-2·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 21 1. 
Agricultural land resources, capabilities, and uses; extent of 
erosion, causes of erosion and its effect; the soil and Its 
classification; mapping; aims and principles of soil conserva• 
tion; economics of soil conservation; conservation practices 
including contouring, terracing, strip farming, and sodded 
waterways. 
Agriculture 312. Soll Fertility and Fertilizers. (2·2·31; II. 
Prerequisi te: Agriculture 211 . 
The history and technology of fertilizers; sources and methods 
of manufacture of fertilizer materials; profitable use of 
fertilizers and lime in soil management. 
Agriculture 314. Plant Propagation. (2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 215 or consent of instructor. 
A study of the principles and practices of the propagation of 
honrcultural plants. Includes seeding, layering, cutting, 
division, grafting and budding; use of root sti mu I ants. types ot 
facilities and equipment required and other cultural practices. 
Agriculture 315. Fruit Production. (2·2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 215 or consent of instructor. 
Tree fruits, nuts, and small fruits; varieties of fruiting habits, 
sites, soils, pruning, pest control, planting and commercial 
marketing. 
Agriculture 316. Feeds and Feeding. (3·2-3); I. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 112 and Agriculture 133. 
Feeds and basic concepts of rations; fats, carbohydrates, 
proteins, and their metabolfsm; the role of minerals, vitamins, 
and hormones in animal nutrition. 
Agriculture 320. Principles of Vegetable Production. (2·2·3); 
II. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 215. 
Princjples of commercial vegetable production and handling. 
Includes soil, ecological and economic factors which influence 
production; producing for fresh and processing markets; 
varieties, pest control, cultural practices, and mechanization. 
Agriculture 321 . Greenhouse Production I. (2·2·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 215 or permission of the instructor. 
Factors involved in locating, constructing, and equipping a 
greenhouse. Studies soil, soil fertilization, sterilization, 
watering and heating systems and other developm_ents in 
greenhouse mechanization; types of structures, materials and 
methods of construction. 
Agriculture 322. Greenhouse Production 11. (2·2-3); 11. 
Prerequisites: Agriculture 215 and 321 or consent of the 
instructor. 
Continuation of 321 in selection of type of crop; producing, 
harvesting, storing, and marketing of bedding plants, green-
house vegetables, and potted plants; plant growth and repro-
duction. 
Agriculture 325. Turf Managj?ment. [2·2-3); 11. 
Prerequisites: Science 105 and Agriculture 215. 
Turf grass varieties, basic principles of production and their 
practical appltcadon to e~tabhshmerlt, maintenance. renova-
tion and pest control on lawns, playgrounds and similar turf 
areas. 
Agriculture 326. Nursery Management. (2-2-3); It. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 215, 314, or consent of instructor. 
Selection, systems of culture, harvesting and management oi 
ornamental trees, shrubs and vines. 
Agriculture 327. Advanced Landscape Design. (1-4-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 212,213, or consent ot instructor. 
Selection and location of ornamental plants for large 
properties such as schools, playgrounds, estates, apartment 
complexes, and factories. Preparing specifications and bids. 
Agriculture 331 . Advanced Livestock Judging. (2-2-3); II 
Continuation of Agriculture 231. Primarily tor judging team 
candidates. Open only to those students who have made a 
good standing in the prerequisite course. Agriculture 231. 
Agriculture 332. Advanced Horsemanship. (2-2-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 121 or equivalent. 
The skills ot performance equitation. Specific skills needed in 
training of horse.s. Emphasis will be on the horseman's role in 
extracting performance. 
Agriculture 333. Communicable Diseases of Animals. (2·2·3); 
'· lmroduces the student to abnormalities of form and function. 
Survey of specific examples of different types of diseases 
occurring in the animal body. 
Agriculture 334. Entomology. (2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Biology 208. 
(See Biology 334.) 
Agriculture 335. Equitation Teaching. (2-2-3) ; 11. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 332. 
The techniques of horsemanship and methods of equitation 
instruction. 
Agriculture 336. Dairy Cattle Feeding, Breeding and Mgt. 
(2-2-3); on demand. 
Prerequisites: Agriculture 133 and 136. 
Principles of nutrition as applied to dairy cattle, records, 
breeding programs, herd operations, production of quality 
dairy products, and production and distribution costs. 
Agriculture 337. Clinical Practice and Techniques. (0-4-2); I. 
The basic principles of anesthesia and the rote of the 
technician in the operating room. The student wlll receive 
practice in reception of animals (large and small). assist with 
examination and treatment of animals, assist with surgery, 
perform laboratory tests, administer medication under hospital 
sanitation, and assist veterinadans on farm calls. 
Agriculture 338. Applied Nutrition. (2-2-3); 11. 
A broad introductory course which presents the basic 
principles of nutrition for all classes of domestic and research 
animals. 
Agriculture 340. Radiology. (0·4-2); 11. 
Principles concerning techniques in radiology are ,:onfirmed 
through repeated laboratory exercises. Instructional emphasis 
in radiological techniques is placed on the student learning to 
properly position patients, expose film and process exposed 
radiographs of diagnostic value. 
Agriculture 341. Apiculture. (2-2-3); II. 
Establishing and managing honeybee colonies, prevention and 
control otpests, and handling the honey crop. 
Agriculture 342 . Clinical Offiee Management. (3-0-31; 11. 
This course is designed for technical assistants working for 
practicing veterinarians. The course includes emphasis on 
client-patient relationships, records kept in medical practice, 
pharmacy operations, principles of human relations, the 
proper use of the telephone. 
Agriculture 343. Beef Production. (2-2-3); on demand. 
Prerequisites: Agriculture 133 and 316 or approval of the 
department. 
The history. development, and distribution of breeds; sources 
of cattle and carcass beef; production and distribution 
practices in steer feeding; commercial and purebred breeding 
herds. 
Agriculture 344. Swine Production. (2-2-3); on demand. 
Prerequisites: Agriculture 133 and 316 or approval of the 
department. 
History, development, and distribution of types and breeds; 
management practices, including ~utritional problems in 
commercial and purebred herds. 
Agriculture 345. Sheep Production (2·2·3); on demand. 
Prerequisites: Agricult1,ire 133 and 316 or approval of the 
department. 
History, development and distribution of types and breeds; 
selection, breeding, feeding, and management of sheep; 
production and handling of wool. 
Agriculture 346. Animal Health and Care. (1-2·2); II. 
This course is designed to orientate the student with the most 
common diseases of large animals. Sanitation and prevention 
measures will be used along with a good herd health program. 
Laboratory periods will be utilized to demonstrate and to 
Instruct the student in techniques used in dealing with hoof 
care, castrating, de-horning, milk sampling, and management. 
2.1 
Agriculture 360. Farm Power and Machi nery Management. 
(2·2-3); I. 
Selection, operation, maintenance and servicing of agriculture 
power and machinery units. 
Agriculture 384. Forage Crops. (2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisites: Agriculture 180 and 211. 
The distribution of various forage crops and their adaptations 
to soil and climate; .seediAg rates and mixtures; productivity; 
and pest contr.ol. 
Agriculture 471. Seminar. (1·0·1); I, II. 
Prerequisile: Second semester junior standing. 
ldentifieatlon of problems and issues reflected in the current 
professional agricultural literature. 
Agrieulture 476. Special Problems. (One to three hours); I, 11, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing. 
Permits a student to do advanced work as a continuation of an 
earlier experience, or to work in an area of special interest. 
Topic for investigation must be selected and approved by 
adviser prior to re9istration. 
Agriculture 503. Agricultural Policy. (3-3-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 203. 
A history of agricultural pqlicy and policy makers; defining 
the problems and their setting; government participation in 
supply of and demand for agricultural products. 
Agriculture 505. Farm Business Analysis. (2-2-3); 11. 
Prerequlsire: Consent of instructor. 
A basic course in the applicability of farm records to the 
efficiency analysis of whole farms and of specific enterprises. 
Actual university farm enterprises will be used to provide the 
data source for laboratory work. 
Agriculture 512. Conservation Workshop. (2-2-3): on demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent ot Instructor. 
Development of the conservation movement with broad 
trea·tment of the basic natural resources including land, water, 
air, minerals, forests, and wildlife. 
Agriculture 515. Animal Nutri·tion. (3-0-3); 11, 
Prerequisite; AgricultuH1 316. 
Chemistry. metabolism, and physiological functions of 
nutrfents; digestibility, nutrit ional balances, and measures of 
food energy. 
Vocational Education 530. Evaluation Techniques. (3-0-3); II. 
The development and use .of a framework ot measurement and 
evaluation in vocational and industrial education. 
Agriculture 580. Methods of Teaching Vocational Agriculture. 
(4-0..!l); l,II. 
The principles of methods applied to teaching vocational 
agriculture to high school students. Course organization, 
farming programs and Future Farmers of America activities. 
Agriculture 582 Adult ,md Young Farmer E_ducation. (3·0-3); 
I, It. 
The principles and techniques needed in organizing and 
program planning in post high school vocational agriculture 
and conducting young farmer and aduli farmer classes. 
Agriculture 584. Teaching Vocational Agriculture. (8-0-8); I, 
II. 
Supervised teaching in centers selected by the State Agricul-
tural Education Staff and members of the teaching staff. 
Teacher experience with in-school and out-of-school groups. 
Agriculture 585. Principles and Philosophy of Vocational 
Education. (3·0-3); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development, ol:!jectives, principles. philosophy, 
status, and trends of vocational education. 
Agriculture 586. Planning Programs in Vocational Agriculture 
(3-0-3). 
Organization and analysis of the program of vocational 
agriculture. Departmental program of activities, summer 
programs, advisory committees, and Future Farmers of 
America activities. 
Agriculture 588. Curriculum Development and Content 
Selections. (3-0·3): I, II. 
Each student prepares the content for a four-year program in 
vocational agriculture .. 
Agriculture 592. Supervision in Agriculture . (3-0-3); I, 11. 
The principles and techniques needed in individual and group 
supervision of vocational agricultural programs. 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
Areas of concentration include Vocational Home Economics 
to qualify to teach vocational home economics in high schools; 
Clothing and Textiles, which offers three options of emphasis; 
and General Dietetics to qualify as a dietitian. Majors are 
offered in General Home Economics for a broad backgrou11d 
in the various subject matter divisions wit hin the program and 
Food Service Administration to prepare students for business 
related careers. All of the above lead to a Bachelor of Science 
degree and usually require four years to complete. Twe-year 
programs which are referred to as special programs and which 
lead to an Associate of Applied Science degree are offered in 
Fashion Merchandising, Interior Decoration and Design, and 
Food Service Technology. 
SUGGESTED PROGRAMS 
The following programs have been devised to help students in 
selecting their courses and arranging their schedules. These 
suggested programs need not be followed speciffcally from 
semester to semester, but close adherence to t hem will aid the 
student in meeting all requirements for graduation. 
Two-Year Program in Food Service Technology 
The associate degree program in Food Service Technology is 
designed to prepare students for careers in the management 
and supervision of commercial food service aFeas of hotels, 
motels, cafeterias, schools, hospitals, ai rlines, and in 
commercial food processing. Course work and practical 
experience are included in management, superv ision, 
purchasing and quantit y cooking, as well as courses in the 
support ing sciences. 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
Eng 
Psy 
Soc 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
Speh 
BE 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
I-IEc 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
Psy 
Soc 
BA 
130 
132 
232 
101 
154 
101 
131 
231 
434 
110 
136 
320 
330 
331 
334 
335 
337 
220 
353 
354 
311 
FirS\ Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Elementary Foods and Nutrit ion . . .. . . . 3 
Food Management Problems . . ..... . .. 3 
Food Sanitation and Safety . . . . ....... 3 
Composition I .. . ... . .. . ...... . .... 3 
Life Oriented General Psychology 
or 
General Sociology . .... . . . . . . .. .. , , . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Dining Room Procedures .. ... , , .... . . 2 
Family Meal Managemem:+ . . _ . . • . .. . . , 3 
S chool Lunch Seminar• . .. . , , . . . . . .. . 1 
Basic Speech .. . . .. . , . .. , , . , . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Calculations . . .... . . .... . . . . 4 
Electives•• .. . . . . . . ... .. . · ...... .. . . 2 
15 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Education ... . . . . . . ..... . , 4 
Third Semester 
Elements of Nutrition .. . . , , . , . .. , . .. 3 
Quantit y Food Purc!iasing . . , , . . . . . . . . 3 
Organization and Admin. of food Service 3 
Problems in Mgt. & Quantity Cookery . . . 3 
Electives• • . . ..... . , . , . , . . . . . . . .... 3 
15 
Fourth Semester 
Food Service Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Food Production Management . 3 
Nutrition for Nurses• ... . .. .. . .. . .... 3 
Industrial Psychology 
or 
Social Psychology . . . . .. , . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Personnel Management · . . . . 3 
15 
TOTAL 64 
"The courses listed below may be substituted for any of t he 
asterisked courses iisted above, depending on the emphasis of 
the Individual's program. 
*Option A 
HEc 220 Nuvition for Nurses . . .. . , . . •... ... .. 3 
,HEc 231 Family Meal Management .. ,., .... . . .. 3 
HEc 251 Household Equ1pmenr . . .. . . , . . . ... . . 3 
HEc. 303 Healt h of t he Family . .. ....... ' . . 3 
t-!Ec 333 Diet and Disease . . .. . .............. 3 
He e 362 Consumer Education ...... , . . . . . • . . . 3 
HEc 431 Human Nutri tion ... . . ...... . . . . . . .. 3 
HEc 434 School Lunch Seminar . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 3 
HEc 476 Special Problems . . .. . . . . . .• . , .... 1·3 
HF.c 590 Creative Foods .... . .. .... . .. .. . .... 3 
•option B 
BA 160 lmroduction to Business .... ... . , • . , . 3 
BA 200 Introduct ion to Data Processing . . .... . • 3 
BA 281 Principles of Accounting I •• ••• • • • •• • • 3 
BA 282 Principles of Accounting 11 ... , . . . ... . . 3 
BA 301 Principles of Management ... . , . ... .. . . 3 
BA 304 Principles of Marketing .. , . . . .. ...... . 3 
BA 311 Principles of Personnel Management . . . . . 3 
BA 364 Personal Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
BA 461 Business Law .. . .. , . .. . ..... , . .. , . . 3 
BE 221 Business Communications . , . . . . . . . . . . 3 
• "Electives-chosen from Home Economics, Business and/or 
other departments. 
Two-Year Program in Fashion Merchandising 
The two-year associate degree program in Fashion Merchan-
dising prepares students for employment by retail stores and 
manufact urers of clothing and textile products. Career po_sitions 
include buyer, assistant buyer, fashion coordinator, bridal 
consultant, comparison shopper, and fashion consultant. Many 
prefer to operate self-owned businesses 
HEc 
HEc 
Art 
Art 
Eng 
FA 
HEc 
BE 
Econ 
Speh 
HEc 
HEc 
BA 
Jour 
HEc 
HEc 
Jour 
HEc 
HEc 
141 
240 
101 
291 
101 
160 
241 
221 
201 
110 
343 
346 
350 
364 
350 
344 
383 
380 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Clothing Design and Construction . . .. . . 3 
Textiles . . .. , . •. ... . ... .. . . .. . . , . . 3 
Drawing . . ... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . , .. 2 
Color and Design .. , , .. .. . . , .. .•. ·. . . 2 
Composition I .. . .... . . . , . , . • .... , , , 3 
Appreciation of Fine Arts . . . . . . . , , . , . 3 
Personal Development lhstltute . . . . , . . . 1 
17 
Second Semester 
Famlly Clothing Problems .. . .... . . ... 3 
Business Communicat ions .. , . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Economics . . .. . . ...... .. 3 
Basic Speech ... , , . , .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective 3 
15 
Summer Work Experience .. . . . . .. .... 4 
Third Semester 
Household Textiles . .. . . ... , • . , .. . . . . 3 
Fashion Fundamentals .. . . ....... , . , . 3 
Salesmanship ..... . .. .... • . , . , . , . . . 3 
Feature Writing . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . 3 
Merchandise Display and Promotion . . . . 3 
15 
fourth Semester 
Historic Costume ... , .. . . •. , . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advertising . .... . .. . .. . .. . .... .. .. , 3 
Clothing for Consumers . . ...... .. . . .. 3 
Elective . , . . , ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
TOTAL 66 
Two-Year Program in Interior Decoration and Design 
The two-year associate degree program in Interior Decoration 
and Design prepares studen ts for employment as Int erior 
decorators or assistant interior decorators, as consultan ts to 
consumers in furniture. drapery, and houseware departments 
in reta il stores, as consultants t o manufacturers o f home 
furnishings products or to be self-employed. 
HEc 240 
Arr 291 
Eng 101 
IE 103 
Math 132 
Art 245 
Art 264 
.BE 221 
IE 203 
Jour 383 
Speh 110 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Texti les .. , , ... . . , . . .... . .. .... . , . 3 
Color and Design . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 
Composition I . . . .. , .. . . , , , .. . . . .• 3 
Techn ical Drawing . . • . . . . . . ....•.. . 3 
General Math (Technical Math Section) 3 
14 
Second Sllmester 
Ceramics .. . .... .. .. . . . .. . . ... . . ... 2 
1-listory of Paint ing . , , , . .. . . .. , . . . . . . 3 
Business Cornmunicatlons .. .. ..• , . , . 3 
Technical Drawing 11 • . •.•• . • • • • • ••.. 3 
Advertising . . ... . . .. . .. . ... . , . , . . . . 3 
Basic Speech ........ ........... . 3 
Personal Develor ment Ins titute . . ... 
18 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
Jour 
BA 
HEc 
HEc 
Art 
HEc 
IE 
343 
350 
451 
364 
350 
351 
480 
465 
352 
303 
Third Semester 
Household Textiles . ... . . . . , , . , . ..... 3 
Merchandise Display and Promotion .. . . 3 
Home Furnishings ... . . , . . . , . , , . . . , . 3 
Feature Writing . .. ... . . . . . .... . . . . . 3 
Sale.smanship .. . . . .... . . .. . ... . . . . . 3 
Elective 2 
17 
Fourth Seme.ster 
Housing . . ... . . ... . . . . . .. .. . .. .... 3 
Historic Textiles . .... . . . ... .... . . ... 3 
Modern and Contemporary Art . . . . . . . . 3 
Problems in Interior Design . . . . .. . .. , . 3 
Technical Illustration .. . . . .. ...... .. . 3 
Elective .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . , . . , , . . 2 
17 
TOTAL 66 
Provisional High School Certificate with an Area in Vocational 
Home Economics 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Art 
Chem 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
Eng 
HEc 
HEc 
101 
291 
101 
130 
141 
101 
141 
130 
First Semester 
Compositiori I .. .. , . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Color and Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
General Chemistry I . ...... . .... . • . . , 4 
El. Foods and Nutrition 
or 
Cloth, Design and Const. 
Personal and Fam. Living 
Activity Course 
Second Semester 
... .......... 3 
3 
16 
Composition . . . .. .. .. . .. ... • .. . ... 3 
Math Elective . .... , • . . .. .. . , , ... , . . 3 
Science Elective , .. .... . . . , .. , .. . .. .. 4 
Cloth. Desig(l and Const. 
or 
El. Foods and Nutrition , • . . ... . . . .. , 3 
Sociology Elective . . .... , . . , .. .• .. , . 3 
Activity Course .... . . . . . ; , . . . . , . . , , 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Ed 
Sci 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
Eng 
Biol 
Biol 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
209 
105 
231 
240 
362 
232 
317 
241 
251 
303 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Art 241 
Ed 310 
HEc 355 
HEc 351 
HEc 431 
HEc 452 
HEc 471 
HEc 453 
SENIOR YEAR 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
451 
454 
470 
First Sllmester 
Foundations o.f Secpndary Education 2 
Intro. to Biol0gical Science . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Family Meal Management , . . . , .... .. . . 3 
Textiles ... . . . ..... . . , . . . , . . . . . . .. 3 
Consumer Education . . . , ... .. . . . . . , . 3 
Economics Elective • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
&!cond Semester 
Literature Elective . . .. . . ... . .. , . . . . . 3 
Anatomy and Physiology or 
Principles of Microbiology . .. , ..... , . . 4 
Family Clothing Problems .... , .• ... , . 3 
Household Equipment . , . . , . , , , , , . , . . 3 
Health of the Family .... • ... , . .. .. .. 3 
16 
First Semester 
Crafts I (or Substitute) . . . .. . , ... . .. . . 2 
Social Science Elective .... ......... . . 3 
Principles of Adolescent Development for 
Secondary Teachers . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Child Development. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities or Comm. Elective .... .. . .. 3 
Elective .. . . .. . . . .. .... . , . . . ... , . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Housing . , , .. , , . , , .. , , . , . .. , . . . • . . 3 
Human Nutrition • , ... , • • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Home Management , . , . , , . , . • • . .. . 3 
Humanities or Comm. Ele<.'tive . . . . . . . . . 2 
Home Economics Elective 
Seminar (Voe. Section) 
Problems of the Family . 
First Semestllr 
3 
16 
Social Science Elective . . . , , . . . . 3 
Home Furnishings . . . ... . . , . • . . . 
Home Management Hol.lse ... • . , • , •.. 
Met!i. of Teaching H Ee . . . . ... •.... 
Elective 
Second Semester 
3 
3 
4 
3 
16 
Ed 4n Professional Sllmester . . . . ..... .. . . 17 
(The Professional Semester may be 
taken either semester of the senior 
year but must be preceded by HEc 470.J 
17 
I 
p 
n.: 
Area of Concentration in Vocational Home Economics (48 hrs. minimum) 
The area Is designed and approved for students who wish to qualify to teach voca.tional 
home economics in high school. The broad-based program requires a balance in all phases 
of home economics. and supporting courses in art, science, and other gener-al education. 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AREA OF CONCENTHATION IN 
VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS ............ . ... . . ...... . . . ..... . .. 48 
Clothing and Textiles, HEc 141, 240, 241 .•........... .... . . .. . . . . . .... 9 
Family Economics and Home Management, HEc 362, 452, and 454 . . . . .... .. 8 
Family Relations and Child Development, HEc 101 , 355, and 453 ......... .. . 8 
Foods and Nutrition. HEc 130. 231 , and 431 . ..... . . . ....... . . . . .... . . .. . 9 
Health and the Family, HEc 303 ............ . .... , ... .. . . . . .. . . . . . .... 3 
Housing, Home Furnishings and Household Equipment , HEc, 251 , 351, 
and 451 . , . .... , .... , . ...... . . . . . ... .. .. .. .... .. . .... . .... . . . . . .. 9 
Seminar (Vocational Section). HEc 471 ........ . ......... . . .... . ...... . 
Elective in Home Economies ................... , , .... . . . .. ...... ... . . 
IL ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: 
Art 291 .... . ... .. . ... . ............. . ... ... . . . .... . ...... . . . .... . 2 
Art Elective . . . . . .. . ......... , ... . ...... .... .. . . ... . ... ... : . . . . . . . 2 
Science 105 ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . ........... .. ...... .... . .... . . . .. ..... 3 
Chemistry 101 .......... . . . .. . .. . ...... .... ... ......... . . . . . ..... 4 
Approved science electives . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Approved Sociology Elective . . .. . . . . .. . .......• , .. .' ......... . .... ,· . . . 3 
Approved Economics Elective .... . . . . ........................... . , ... 3 
111. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHER 
CERTIFICATION .. . . . . . .... .. . . . .. ........ , ... , ........ . .. . ...... . 26 
Ed 209, 310,300,477, and HEc 470 
Area of Concentration in Clothing and Textiles (50 hr. minimum) 
Individuals preparing to 11nter careers in business or industry such as fashion retailing, 
textile technology, or as designers of clothing, textiles, or interiors, may take a 
curriculum of selected courses from home economics and related fields of study. 
I. REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AREA OF CONCENTRATION IN CLOTHING AND 
TEXTILES 
Home fa:onomics: 130, 141 , 240, 241 , 303, 540, 341 or 342, 362, 
541. 542. 451. 453. 471 , 344 or 480 ... . ............ . . . .... . . . . . .. .... 38-39 
a. Special Option- Selectany 12hoursfromoneoftheoptions: ... . . . ....... .. 12 
( 1 ) Design Option 
Horne Economics 251 , 346,351 , 457 
Approved Art Electiv115 
Approved Industrial Education Electives 
(21 Fashion Retailing Option 
Home Economics 346 
Approved Busin~ss Electives 
Approved Economics Electives 
(3) Textile Technology Option 
Home Economics 343, 544, 543 
Approved Science Electives 
II. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: 
Art 291 . .. . . ..... . .... .. . . .. ..... . .. . . . . . . .. ................. . .. 2 
Sci~nce 105 . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemistry 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Biology 317 plus 4-hour science elective . ..... , .. . .... ·, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Area of Concentration in General Dietetics (87 hrs. minimum) 
Students who complete this curriculum are eligible to apply for dietetic internship or 
traineeship in order to complete their train ing and become Registered Dietitians. 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Requirements for an area of concentration in General Dietetics: 
Foods and Nutrition. HEc 130. 231 . 431, 536. 539 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 15 
Nutrition in Disease, HEc 333 ....... . . . . . . . . ...... . ... . ... . .. . . . . . ..... 3 
Food Service Systems Management, HEc 330, 331 , 
334. 335, 337 .. .. . . ... .. ..... . . . . . ............. . ... . ... , . . . . . . . . . 15 
Chemistry 1'01. 326. 595 ( 102 and 327 recommended 
but not required). ........ . ............... . ....... . . . . . .. . ... . .. .. . 12 
Microbiology, Biol 217 or Biol 317 .....•.............. . .......... . ...... 4 
Human Physiology, Biol 332 .. . . ... . . . . . ... . ......... . ... . ............. 3 
Sociology 101 and choice of one: Soc 170. or 203; or 
304, or 305, or 323, or 354, or HEc 453 ...... . . ... .. ... : .. . .. .. . . ..... 6 
Psychology 154 . ...................... . .... . . . . . .. . . ... .. ... . ... . . . . 3 
Economics 101 or 201 . . . . . .. . . ......................... . ............. 3 
Management Theory and Principles ................ . ... . . . ............... 3 
Writing Eng. 101 and 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Math 131 or 162 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Learning Theory Psychology 589 (Ed 205 recommended 
but not required) and choice of HEc 470, or 476, or 599 ............ . . . . . . 12 
Recommended but not required: 
Data Processing, BA 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Data Evaluation, Math 353 . . .... . ..... .. ...... . .... . . . .•.... . . . . . . . ... 3 
11. Additional Requirements: 
HEc 303 .. . . . ... .... . . . . . ... . ...... . .. . ... ... . . : . . ...... . .. .. . ; . . . 3 
Approved HEc electives .........• . ..... : . . . .. . ...................... . 12 
,Science 105 .. .... . . .. . . . ...... . . .. ... . .. ... . .. . ........ . ... . . . . . . . . .. 3 
Art 291 ...... . .. .. . . . . .. ... . •.. ... .. . . .. . ... ...... . . .... . ..... .. ... 2 
NOTICE: Those students interested in receiving assistance in completing their junior· 
senior year.s and/or A.D.A. internship food service program r'nay contact the various 
armed services in care of their medical specialists corps concerning their student. 
dietitian programs. Men may apply their years of enrollment toward Selective Service 
obligations. 
I. REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN GENERAL HOME ECONOMICS-
NON-VOCATIONAL T EACHING, OR NON TEACHING 
Home Economics 101 or 453, 130. 141. 431. 251, or 351 or 451 , 
355, 362 or 462, and 471 . . . . .. . . . . ............ .. ................... 20 
Approved Electives in Home Economics .. . ..... .. .. . .. .. ... ... . .... . . . 10 
II. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: 
Art2!H . . ... ... .. . . . .... . ....... .. . .................... . ........ 2 
Science 105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ill. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IF APPLYING FOR TEACHER 
CERTIFICATION .................. . . . ... . .. ... . . •...... . . . . . ...... 20 
Ed 209,310, 477 and HEc 470 
IV .REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN HOME.ECONOMICS ... . . . . . ....... . . 21 
Home Economics 130,362,431, and 453, 141 or 380 ............ : . . .... . 15 
Approved Home Economics Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
23 
24 
Area of Concentration in Clothing and Texti les 
(Non-Teaching) 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 101 
Art 291 
Math 
HEc 141 
Sci 105 
Eng 
HEc: 130 
First Semester 
Composition I ...... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Color and Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Mathematics Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Cloth. Design and Const. . .......... . . 3 
Intro. to Biological Science ....... .. ... 3 
Activity course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition .. ........... ...•..... 3 
Social Science Elective ...... ..•.... , .. 3 
General Electives ...... .. ... .... . ... 6 
El. Foods and Nutrition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·1 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Chem 101 
Eng 
HEc 241 
HEc 
HEc 
240 
303 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Biol 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
331 
340 
341 
545 
HEc 362 
HEc 453 
SENIOR YEAR 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
HEc 
344 
480 
541 
451 
471 
542 
First Semester 
General Chemistry I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Literature Electi.ve .. ...... ....... ... 3 
Social Science Elective ..... .......... 3 
Family Clothing Problems .... ..... . .. 3 
Humanities or Comm. Elective ......... 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Textiles .. ...... ......... . . ....... 3 
Home Economies Option . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Health of the Family ... .......... ... 3 
Humanities Elective .. .•.. .......... . 3 
17 
First Semester 
Human Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities or Comm. Ele~tive . ...... . , 3 
Textile Testing . , • ............•... .. 2 
Flat Pattern Design 
or 
Cloth. Design in Draping ..... ........ 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
16 
Second Semester 
Social Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Consumer Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Problems of the Family . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives .......... ... .. . ... . .. .. . , 6 
First Semester 
Historic Costume 
or 
15 
Historic Textiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Tailoring .... , .....•............... 3 
Home Furnishings ............ ..... . 3 
Social Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Home Economics Option .............. 5 
17 
Second Semester 
Seminar ... .... ..... . .. ...... ... . . 
Soc.-Psy. Aspects of Clothing 
and Textiles ........ . . . ... . . ..•. ... 3 
Home Economics Option ..... . ....... 4 
Electives .......................... 9 
17 
Major In Food Service Administration 
HEc 232-Food Sanitation and Safety ...... . . ..... . ... 3 
HEc 130- Elementary Foods and Nutrition ... ... . _ .•.. .. 3 
HEc 320-Elements of Nutrition or 
HEc 431 - Hurnan Nutrition ... .. ... ................. 3 
HEc 330- 0uar,t,ty Food Purchasing .... .... ..... . . ... 3 
HEc 331-0rganization and Administration of Food Service 3 
HEc 334-Problems in Management and Quantity Cookery . 3 
HEc 337-Advanced Food Production Management ... . ... 3 
HEc 335-Food Service Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
HEc 139; or 239; or 339; or 439-Cooperative Education .. 4 
Approved Electives dete_rmined by career choice ......... 2 
Minor in Food Service Administration 
HEc 130-Elernentary Foods and Nutrition . ............ 3 
HEc 232-Food Sanitation and Safety .... . .... . ....... ·3 
HEc 330-0uantity Food Purchasing .................. 3 
HEc 331-Organization and Adminiwation of Food Service 3 
HEc 334-Problerns in Management and Quantity Cookery . 3 
HEc 335 Food Service Equipment ... .. .......... , ... 3 
HEc 337 -Advanced Food Production Management . . . . . . . 3 
DESCRIPT ION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowanoo Indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fa ll; I I-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Home Economics 101 . Personal and Family Living. (3-0-3); I. 
Preparation tor marriage; personal and social adjustment; 
needs, responsibilities, and relationships of family, friends, and 
self. 
Home Economics 130. Elementary Foods and N4tritlon. 
(1-4-3); I, II. 
Study of factors affecting nutrient content; basic preparation 
of food for optimum nutrition, flavor, and appearance. 
Horne Economics 131 . Dining Room Procedures. (1-2-2); I. 
Introduction to various facets of dining room operations; 
essentials of good table service; duties and responsibi lities of 
working with patrons and dining room staff members. 
Home Economics 132. Food Management Problems. (t -4-3); 
II. 
A study of general and unique food management problems for 
the nursing home, hospital, school lunch, college or resident 
hall, cafeteria, restaurant, industrial unit, and food vending 
operations for which students may be responsible. Observation 
of various facilities will supplement laboratory work. 
Home Economics 141 . Clothing Design and Construction. 
(1-4-3); I, II. 
Relationship and manipulation of patterns and fabrics; 
fundamentals of clothing construction; selection, use. and care 
of sewing equipment. 
Home Economics 220. Nutrition for Nurses. (3·0-3); t, II. 
Dynamic approach to basic nutrition; food choices tor meeting 
the needs of individuals throughout the life cycle under 
varying economic, social, and cultural sit.uations; nutrition 
problems related to health and therapeutic use of food; 
educational approach to presenting nutritional facts to others. 
Home Economics 231. Family Meal Management. (2-2-3); I, II. 
Prerequi.site: Home Economics 130 or consent of instructor. 
Application of basic principles of management to buying, 
planning, preparing, and serving meals to meet family needs. 
Home Economics 232. Food Sanitation and Safety. (3·0-3); 11. 
Federal, state, and local regulations regarding sanitary' and 
safety controls as they relate to food service; identifkation of 
sources of food-borne diseases and methods of prevention and 
control; principles of positive health and personal hygiene and 
safety involved in food handling; emphasis is placed on 
practical application in food service institutions. 
Horne Economics 240. Textiles. (3-0-3); I. 11. 
Textiles from raw materials to finished products as related to 
use and care of fabrics. Simple laboratory tests on identifica-
tion and behavior of textiles. 
Horne Economics 241. Family Clothing Problems. (1-4-3); I. 
II. 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 141 . 
Essential factors in consumer selection of clothing for the 
family. Advanced constructlon and simple tailoring. 
Home Economics 251. Household Equipment. (3·0-3); 1, II. 
Principles and practical experience rela'tive to selection, use, 
and care of equipment and appliances tor the home. Principles 
of planning an efficient kitchen. 
Home Economics 303. Health of the Family. (3-0-3); 11. 
Problems in maintenance of individual •and family health; 
principles and techniques applicable to home care of the sick 
and injured. 
Home Economics 320. Elements of Nutrition. (3-0-3); I, t I, 
111. 
(Also Health 320) 
Nutritional health of the individual related to food and 
metabolism; nutrition as a factor in personal and community 
health problems; guides for better nutrition practices. (No 
credit granted to Vocational Home Economics students.) 
Horne Economics 330. 01.!antitv Food Purchasing, (3·0-3) ; I. 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 231. 
Principles of marketing, sanitation, and storage of all food 
commodities for food service institutions. 
Home Economics 331 . Organization and Administration of 
Food Service. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 130 and 231. 
Principles and problems of organization and administration as 
related to quality food service. 
Home Economics 332. Field Experience in Food Service. (One 
to four hours); Ill. 
Field training in institutional food services arranged with 
consent and supervision of the instructor. Student is visited on 
the job. 
Home Economics 333. Diet and Disease. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: a nutrition course. 
Diet In disease; physiological basis for therapeutic diets; 
calculation and planning of diets for various problems. Taught 
alternate years. 
Horne Economics 334. Problems in Management and Quantity 
Cookery. (1-6-3); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 130 and 231 . 
Principles and techniques of quantity food preparation. Use of 
standardized recipes and institutional equipment. Three-hour 
laboratory periods include lunch. 
Horne Economies 335. Food Service Equipment. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 331. 
Selection of equipment, layout, and design for q4antity food 
service. 
Home Economics 337. Advanced Food Production Manage-
ment. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Horne Economics 330, 331, 334, and 33!, or 
concurrently. 
Practical appJicatior, of management principles for meal service 
and special functions. 
r 
Home Economics 340. Textile Testing. (0·4•21; 11. 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 240 and Chemistry 102. 
Study of textlle fiber and fabrie testing procedures. Individual 
research. Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 341. Flat Pattern Design. (0-4-21. 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 241 and Art 291. 
Costume design applied to patt.ern. making and fitting using 
original designs by the students. Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 343. Household Textiles. (2·2-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 240. 
Selection, cost, care, sumdards, and testing of textiles used in 
the home. Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 344. Historic Costume. (3-0-3). 
The development of costume through the ages as an expression 
of social, economic. and cultural life of the time, and as a 
c;ontrlbution to current fashion. Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 346. Fashion Fundamentals. (3-0-3). 
Organization and operation of the fashion world; the influence 
of designers, manufacturers, retailers, and mass media on 
apparel. Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 350. Merchandise Display and Promotion. 
(2-2-3); I. 
Application of principles and practices in arranging and 
displaying merchandise for commercial and educational 
purposes; planning and executing fashion sales promotions. 
Home Economics 351. Housing. (3-0·3); II. 
Historic development of housing in the United Stat-es. Implica-
tions for housing from social and economic changes. Trends in 
the field of housing. 
Home Economics 352. Problems in Interior Design. (2·2-3); II. 
Involves the study and practical experience in selection. 
arrangement and presentation of colors, fabrics, furnishings 
and cost estimates for a client. Lecture, laboratory, field trips. 
Home Economics 355. Child Development. (1-4-3); I, 11. Ill. 
Positive approach to child guidance. Behavioral characteristics 
in growth and development. Directed experiences in observa-
tion and working with pre-school children. 
Home Economics 362. Consumer Education. (3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
(Also Business Education 362-A separate sectlon for business 
and non-home economics majors is organized to meet special 
needs.) 
Appraisal of all segments of consumer goods and services; use 
of credit; legislation and controls affecting all phase$ of living. 
Consumer's role in changing patterns of consumption and the 
economy. Guidfllines ior decision making concerning 
consumer goods and services in family mone-y management. 
Home Economics 380. Clothing for Consumers. (3-0-3). 
Quality, manufacturing techniques, art principles, care. 
consumer services. legislation, labeling, and 
social-psychological implications for the clothing consumer. 
Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 431 . Human Nutrition (3·0·3); I, 11. 
Scientific approach t~ nutrition. Application of nutrition 
principles to children, adults, and the aged. National and world 
nutrition problems. 
Home Economics 434. School Lunch Seminar. (One Hour); 
II!-
Techniques and problems related to the school lunch program. 
Home Econo·mics451. Home Furnishings. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Design principles applied to Interiors; selection of furnishings, 
and making othouse plans. 
Home Economics 452. Home Management. (3-0-3); I. 
Application of management principles as they relate to the 
home and the use of energy, time, and money. 
Home Economics 453. Pfoblerns of the Family. (3-0-3); 11. 
Includes the changing roles of husbands. wives. and parents; 
adjustments needed in marriage; arid the functions of the 
family in society. 
Home Economics 454. Home Management House. (Three 
Hours); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 231 and 452. 
Residence in home management house for one-half semester. 
Opportunities for assuming responsibilities in making 
decisions; management of the house; social experiences ·and 
group activities in home situation. Arrangements for residence 
must be made in advance. 
Home Economics 470. Methods in Teaching Vocational Home 
Economics. (4-0-4); I. II. 
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing in home economics and 
admission to the Teacher Education Program. 
Needs and interests of high school students and their families; 
principles of learning and application through various tech-
niques and types of lessons; planning for the year, the unit, 
and the day. 
Home Economics 471. Seminar. (1·0-1); II. 
Identification of issues reflected in the current technical and 
professional literature; further understandings of the role and 
25· 
function of semi-professional and professional fields in home 
economics. 
471 (Vocational Section) A developmental approach to the 
interdisciplinary study of vocational education; legislation, 
programs, and organizations are included. Team teaching, 
outstanding guest speakers, and student participation provide 
the basic approach. 
Home Economics 476. Speclal Problems. (One-three hours); I, 
11, I I I. 
Supervised sTudy of a problem in some phase of home 
economics chosen by the student on the basis of individual 
need or interest. 
Home Economi~ 480. Historic Textiles. (3·0·31. 
Historic background and characteristics oi textile fibers, 
weaves. motifs, and colors from prehistoric to modern times. 
Taught alternate years. 
Vocational Education 530. Evaluation Techniques. (3-0-3); 11. 
The development and use of a framework of measurement and 
evaluation in vocational and industrial education. 
Home Economics 536. Advanced Nutrition, (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 431 or equivalent. 
Selected topics in nutrition; emphasis on classical and current 
lit erature; practical application of findings. Taught alternate 
years. 
Home Economics 538. Experimental Foods. (1-4,3). 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 231, Chemistry 102. 
Review and evaluation of published research; experimental 
methods applied to food research through Individual and class 
investigation. Taught.alternate years. 
Home Economics 539. Child Growth and Nutrition. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 431 or equivalent. 
Selection. application, and evaluation of nutritional data 
concerned with infancy and child growth. Taugh't alternate 
years. 
Home Economics 541. Tailor ing. (1 -4-3}; I. 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 241 or consent of instructor. 
Fitting and tailoring techniques in the construction of a 
tailored garment based upon individual problems. Required 
construction ota suit or coat. 
Home Economics 542. Social-Psychological Aspects of 
Clothing and Textiles. (3·0-3). 
Prerequisite: Six hours in clothing and textiles. 
Social, psychological, and economic factors in the selection 
and use of clothing. Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 543. Adv.anced Textile Testing. (1-4-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 240. 
Advanced study of textile fibers and fabrics with emphasis on 
trends in wear and end-use testing, Tal,lght alternate years. 
Home Economics 544. Dyes and Finishes. (2-2-3). 
Prerequisite:· Home Economics -340. 
Types of dyes and finishes used currently on fibers and fabrics 
as they affect wear. care, ·and storage. Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 545. Clothing Design in Draping. (0-6·3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 241 . 
Original garments created by draping on the dress form. Dress 
form will be constructed in the course. Taught a.lternate years. 
Home Economics 555. The Child and the Family. (3-0-3). 
Environmental factors favoring family life and family inter-
action; stages of family life and the changing role of members. 
Taught alternate years. 
Home Economics 557. Interior Design. (3·0·3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 451 or equivalent. 
Principles and elements of design related to selection and 
arrangement of furniture; _use of fabrics, accessories, and other 
media used in furnishin.g a home. A study of periods in 
furnishings. Taught alternate years. 
Vocational Education 585. Principles and Philosophy of Voca-
tional Education (3-0-3); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development, objectives, principles, philosop~y. 
status, and trends of vocational education; interpretation of 
legislation affecting vocational education; and organization 
and administration of vocational education at all levels. 
Home Economics 590. Creative Foods. (1-4-3); I, Ill. 
A course designed for the study and preparation of gourmet 
foods. Emphasis on foods from different cultural backgrounds 
and from the geographical regions of the country. 
---
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
The Teacher Education Program prepares teadlers of subjects 
related to industry for secondary schools and post-secondary 
vocational•technical schools. 
At the baccalaureate level, the Industrial Technology Program 
combines a balanced technical program with a sound general 
education and related sciences program to prepare individuals 
with a broad and deep understanding of a technical field. The 
two-year technical programs provide in-depth education and 
training in a technical specialty with the related scientific 
support courses necessary for a.thorough understanding of the 
theory and applications of the technical spec1altv. Both the 
two- and four-year programs prepare for gainful employment 
in business and industry. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For an Area of Concentration in Industrial Ans: 
Core to be taken in the following Industrial Education and 
Technology course content areas: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Drawing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Electricity-Electronics . . . . .. . . ... .. . ..... .. •... . . . . 6 
Graphic Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Woods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Me.tals .. . .. . . ......... . . .. . ... . . .... .. . . ........ 6 
Power & Fluids ......... ... . . .... .. ............... 6 
Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
IE 300, 320, and IE 475 ..... ..... . . ...... .... . . .... 9 
Seminar .... ....... . . . ...... .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .... .. 1 
• Approved Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Minimum hours for the area 52 
• Approved electives. may be selected from any technical area 
within the department. 
Supplementary requirements: 
Professional Education requirements for secondary provisional 
certification. 
Ed 209,310, and 477 . .. . .... . . . .. .. . ... . ......... 22 
Up t.o 20 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 139-539 
by a modified semester plan with approval of adviser. This 
plan enables students to alternate spmesters of on-camP.US 
studies with semesters of work experience in the field of 
study. 
For a Major in Industrial Arts:•• 
Sem. Hrs. 
Drawing .. .... . . .... ... .... • .................... 6 
Metals .............. ... .... . ................ · .. _. 6 
Woods ........ .... . ... .... • ...... . . . ..... .. . ... 6 
Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
t E 300 and IE 475 .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
An additional 11 hours of approved electives to be Sjllected 
from any of the technical areas within the department with a 
maximum of nine hours in.any one area ............... 11 
Minimum hours for the major 36 
Supplementary Requirements: 
Professional education requirements for secondary provisional 
certification. 
Education 209, 310, and 4 n .. ... _ . . ..... . . . . . .. ... 22 
Up to 20 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 139-539 
by a modified semester plan with approval of adviser. Thi~ 
plan enables students to alternate semesters of on-<:ampus 
studies with semesters of work experience in the field of 
study. 
•• Many states !lave special certification requirements that may 
not be reflected in the area of concentration or the major. For 
example, Ohio tequires Crafts (Industrial Education 222) tor 
certification in addition to those indicated above. 
Additional requirements In other fields are the same as those 
listed tor the Area of Concentration. 
NOTE· Studen ts may have introductory courses in industrial 
arts waived, provided they can furn ish satisfactory evidence of 
past experience in the sub1ect-matter field and can pass 
proficiency examinations. 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY (Non-Teaching) 
Industrial technicians are employed in manufacturing, 
production. and managerial posit.ions, which often require a 
combination of general , professional, and technical education 
tor maximum success. Sales tepresentatives also need a 
famllfarity with the technical aspects of industry if they are to 
perform their function satisfactorily. 
For an Area of Concentration in Industrial Technology: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Core Requirements ......... ...... ........... .... . 16 
Industrial Education and Technology 103, 317, 319, 
320,330.472,473 
Industrial Options-Select one ot the following fields .... 18 
Broadcast Technology. Construction Technology, Drafting 
and Design Technology, Electrical Technology, Electronics 
Tectinology, Fire Science Technology, Graphic Arts 
Technology, Machine Tool Technology, Mining 
Technology, Plastics Technology, Power & Fluids 
Technology, Reclamation, Welding Technology, or 
Woods Tedlnology 
Approved Technical or supplementary electives . ... .. .... 3 
Scientific or business emphasis-
One of the following fields .... ... . .. . . ............ . 15 
Scientific Emphasis 
Approved electives in· Science & Math ..... . ... 15 
or 
Business Emphasis 
Approved electives in B_uslness & Economics .. .. 15 
Minirnum hours for-the area .52 
Up to 20 hour.s may be taken in Cooperative Study 139-539 
by a modified semester plan with approval of adviser. This 
plan enables students to alternate semesters of on-campus 
studies with semesters of work experience 1n the field of 
study. 
For a Major in Industrial Technology: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Core Requirements . .. .. ...... .... . . . .... . ... . . ... 14 
Industrial Education and Tech. 103, 317, 319, 320, 
330,473 
Industrial option-Select from one of the following fields . 12 
Broadcast Technology, Construction Technology, Drafting 
and Design Technology, Electrical Technology, Electronics 
Technology, Fire Science Technology, Graphic Arts 
Technology, Machine Tooi Technology, Mining Technology, 
Plastics Technology, Power & Fluids Technology, 
Reclamation. Welding Technology, or Woods Technology 
Approved technical or supplemental electives .... . .. . .. . 4 
Minimum hours for the major 30 
Up to 20 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 139-539 
by a modified semester plan with approval of adviser. This 
plan enables students to alternate semesters of on-campus 
studies with semesters of work experience in the field of 
study. 
For a Minor in Reclamation Technology: 
RT 301. 302, 303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
CT 102 and MT 103 .. . . .. . .... . ... . , . ............ 6 
Approved Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Minimum for a Minor 21 
Electives (By approval) 
To be selected from the following courses: 
Biology 215, 357 
Agriculture 180, 207. 211 
Geoscience 250, 350 
Math 110 
Mining Technology 205 
For an Area in Vocational Industrial Technical Teacher 
Education 
This program is designed for those individuals who have no 
technical competency or who have technical backgrounds and 
desire the bachelor's degree and wish to become teachers of 
vocational industrial education. In addition to other course 
requirements one must also meet one of the following work 
experience requirements: 1. Must have three years of 
successful work experience (which can be validated) in the 
trade in which he proposes to teaGh. 2. or a graduate of an 
approved prograni of an area vocational school, or technical 
institute and 1400 hours of supervised work experience. 3. or 
must earn 2000 hours of supervised work experience to be 
eligible for certification. 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Industrial Education 320, 390, 391, 392 
393. 394,497 (Plus approved electives) ....... . .. . .. 21 
11. Technical Industrial Education . . .. , ..... . ..•... . 48 
Technical laboratory courses in the area in which the 
individual proposes to teach. A maximum of 18 semester 
hours of this requirement may be met by a proficiency 
examinat ion. A maximum of six. semester hours may be 
allowed for supervised work experience. 
111. Requirements in Other Fields 
Communications and Humanities .. . • . ... . .. .. . . . . 18 
English 101, 102 or 192, and 591 . ....•.. , ....... 9 
Speech Elective . ... . _ .... .. .... .. . . . . ........ 3 
Electives in the Humanities . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Science and Mathematics . . . . .. . .. ... ........ . ... 12 
Physical Science . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biological Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Mathematics ................................ 3 
Electives in Science or Mathematics . ... . .. . : . . . . . 3 
Social Sclence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Social Science electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
To be selected from Sociology 101, 
Economics 101, 201, or 302, and Geography 211 ... 6 
Health and Physical Education .................... 4 
Health 150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Two activity courses ......... . . .. .. . . . ...•.... 2 
Electives (By Approval) ............ ; ............ 13 
Minimum for the Degree ......... 128 
For t he Two-Year Program in Vocational Industrial 
Teacher Education 
The individual completing this program and receiving the 
Associate of Applied Science degree must have three years of 
successful work experience (which can be validated) In the 
trade in which he proposes to teach or must earn 1400 hours 
of approved ~nd supervised work experience or present a 
statement of eligibility of certmcation based on prior work 
experience as required in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Industrial .Education 320,390,391, 392, 
393, and 394 (plus approved electives) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
II . Technical Education . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Technical laboratory courses in the area in which the 
individua.l proposes to teach. A maximum of nine hours 
of this requirement may be met by a proficiency 
examination. 
111. Requirements In Other Fields 
Communications ........ -~ ... . ...... . .......... 6 
English 101 . . _ ... ... . .... .... ...... . ....... . 3 
Elective in English or Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
Science and/or Mathematics approved 
by the adviser ...... . ...... ..... . . . . . . .. .... . .. 6 
Social Science and/or Humanities ......• . . . ... , .. . . 3 
Electives (By Approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ..... - .. 10 
Minimum tor the Degree ...... . . . . ... 64 
Two-Vear Program in Broadcast Technology 
The Broadcast Technology Pro.gram 1s designed to prepare the 
individual Who seeks empioyment as a combination announcer 
anL station engineer in the broadcasting im.lustry. Course work 
includes the area o f radio-telev1s1on announcing and also 
includes course work in preparation for F.C.C. licensing 
examinations. 
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Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
IE 103 
IE 240 
R-TV 150 
Eng 101 
R-TV 155 
IE 241 
IE 341 
IE 338 
R0 TV 250 
Meth 152 
Eng 19.2 
•1E 139 
IE 440 
IE 342 
Math 141 
R-TV 340 
Math 110 
IE 244 
IE 
IE 
Phys 
IE 
346 
345 
202 
320 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Technical Drawing I ........... . .. .. . 3 
Basic Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Broadcasting Techniques . . . . . . 2 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
IE Electives (By approval} . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Broadcast Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Basic Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Transistors and Semiconductors . . . . . . . . 3 
FCC License ... . ..... . ... ..... .. . . . 
Audio Production and Direction . . . . . . . 4 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technical Composition ...... . . . .... .. 3 
17 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) . . .. ... .. 4 
Third Semester 
Industrial Electronics .. .. . .. .... .... . 3 
Communications Electronics .......... 3 
Plane Trigonometry . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Video Production and Direction I . ..... 3 
Problem Solving Techniques . . ..... .... 1 
Electrical Drafting and Design . . ... .. .. 3 
16 
Fourth Semester 
Transmitter Electronics . . . . ... ... . ... 4 
Television Electronics . . ...... .. ...• . . 4 
Elementary Physics 11 . • • ..• • •. •• •. • • . 4 
Supervisory Practices .... . .. . . . .... . . 3 
15 
TOTAL 64 
•up to 12 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with the consent of 
ad11iser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies with semesters of work experience in the 
field of study. 
Two·Year Program in Construction Technology 
The Construction Technology curriculum prepares for employ-
ment in either the home building or commercial building 
market. With experience, the construction technician may rise 
to supervisory levels wit h general and subcontracting firms. 
Course Requiremen~ and Suggested Course Sequence: 
CT 101 
CT 102 
Eng 101 
Math 135 
CT 103 
CT 104 
IE 103 
IE 305 
Math 110 
·1E 139 
CT 
CT 
CT 
IE 
Eng 
CT 
CT 
CT 
IE 
IE 
201 
202 
203 
344 
192 
204 
206 
206 
349 
320 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Introduction to Construction Technology 3 
Surveying I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Composition I .•••.• . . . • . ••.••....• 3 
Mathematics for Technical Students .. . .. 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . .. . ........ 4 
16 
Second Semester 
Materials Testing .... . .. . . . . . . ..... . 3 
Surveying 11 . • • . • . • . • • . • . . . • . • . . . • • 3 
Technical Drawing I .. ......... _. . . • . . 3 
Housing .................. . . ... . .. 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Problem Solving Techniques .... . .. . . . . 
16 
Summer Session 
Cooperat ive Study (Optional) . .... . . .. 4 
Third Semester 
Properties of Construction Materials . . . . 3 
Struct ural Design . . . ...... . . . . . ... . . 3 
Construction Methods and Equipment . . . 3 
Residential Wiring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Technical Composition ..... . ... . ... .. 3 
IE Electives (By approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
15 
Fourth Semester 
Codes, Contracts. and Specifications . . .. 3 
Estimating and Construction Costs ..•... 3 
Construction Management . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Industrial Wiring . . . . . ... . .... . .. . . . . . 4 
IE Elective (By approval) . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 
Supervisory Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
TOTAL 64 
• Up to 12 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies with seme_sters of work .experience in the 
field of study. 
Two-Vear Program in Drafth19 and Design Technology 
The Drafting and Design Technology Program prepares 
graduates to enter a wide range of jobs in the drafting and 
design industry. The program develops skills and knowledge in 
such areas as technical drawing, technical illustration, tool 
layout and design, industrial design and machine drawing. The 
student can also select courses which w ill apply this skill and 
knowledge to such areas as electricity, plastics, metal working 
or power and fluid mechanics. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
IE 103 
IE 111 
Eng 101 
Math 152 
Math 110 
IE 203 
IE 160 
IE 186 
IE 317 
Math 141 
Eng 192 
.. IE 139 
IE 286 
IE 204 
IE 301 
IE 305 
CT 202 
IE 404 
IE 330 
IE 303 
IE 319 
IE 403 
IE 320 
First· Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Technical Drawing I . ..•.... . ....... . 3 
Basic Wood Technics .... . ... . ....... 3 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
IE Elective (By approval) ....... ..... . 2 
Problem Solving Techniques . . .. . . .... . 1 
15 
Second Semester 
Technical Drawing II .. . ... . ... . . ...• 3 
Intro. to Power and Fluid Meehan ics . . . . 3 
General Metals I . . ....• . .•• . ...••• . . 3 
Time and Motion Study ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Plane Trigonometry .. ........ . . . ... . 3 
Technical Composition . ..... .. . ...... 3 
17 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) .... . . . .. 4 
Third Semester 
General Metals II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Descriptive Geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Tool Layout and Design ..... ......... 3 
Housing .. ...... . . . . .......... . . .. 3 
Structural Design 1 • • • ••• •••••• • •• • •• • 3 
15 
Fourth Semester 
Architect_ural Drawing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Industrial Design . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 
Technical Illustration ......... . .... . 3 
Quality Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Machine Drawing & Design ...... ...... 3 
Supervisory Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
TOTAL 64 
•up_ to 12 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
advisor. This plan enables- students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies with semesters of work experience in the 
field ot study. 
Two-Year Program In Electrical Technology 
The Electrical Technology Program ls designed for the student 
interested in occupations dealing with industrial and 
commercial electrical components. The program emphasizes 
the use of electricity in residential. commercial, and 
manufacturing situations including cooperative and utility 
companies. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
IE 
IE 
Eng 
Math 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Math 
Math 
Eng 
"IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Phys 
240 
344 
101 
152 
103 
241 
243 
110 
141 
192 
139 
244 
348 
349 
202 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Basic Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Residential Wiring . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 
Composition I ...•.... . ............ 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
IE Electives (By approval) ... . . . . .. . .. 4 
15 
Second Semester 
Technical Drawing I .. ... . . ... .. .... . 3 
Basic Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electric Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Problem Solving Techniques .. .. . ..... . 1 
Plane Trigonometry ................. 3 
Technical Composition ..... .. . .... .. . 3 
16 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) .. . ...... 4 
Third Semester 
Electrical Drafting and Design . . . . . . . . . 3 
Motors and Generat ors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Industrial Wiring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Elementary Physics 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
IE Electives (By approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
IE 
IE 
IE 
340 
347 
472 
27 
Fourth Semester 
Motor Control Devices . . . ... . .... . . .. 4 
Power Transformers and Distribution . ... 4 
Basic Industries Practicum 
IE Electives (By approval) 
... ... .. . ... 2 
6 
16 
TOTAL 64 
•up to 12 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies with semesters of work experience in the 
field of study. 
Two-Year Program in Electronics Technology 
The Electronics Technology Program provides theoretical and 
technical training in the field of electronics in~luding solid 
state circuitry and control devices plus communications 
electronics. Graduates are usually employed at the technical or 
supervisory level rn salaried positions. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Seq·uence: 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Eng 
Math 
IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Eng 
Math 
"IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Math 
IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Phys 
240 
344 
103 
101 
152 
241 
243 
341 
338 
192 
141 
139 
342 
440 
317 
244 
110 
320 
345 
346 
319 
202 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Basic Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Residential Wiring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Technical Drawing I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . .... .•.. ...... 3 
IE Elective.s (By approval) ......... ... 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Basic Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electric Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Transistors and Semiconductors ... . . •.. 3 
FCC License . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Technical Composition ..... . .. . . . ... . 3 
Plane Trigonometry ..... . ... . . ...... 3 
16 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) ....... .. 4 
Third Semester 
Communications Electronics . . .. ...... . 3 
Industrial Electronics ............ ... . 3 
Time and Motion Study .......•.. -. . . . 2 
Electrical Drafting & Design . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Problem Solving Techniques . . .... . ... . 
IE Electives (By approval) ...•. . •...•. 1 
Supervisory Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Fourth Semester 
Television Elect ronics . . ......... ... .. 4 
Transmitter Electronics .............. 4 
Quality Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elementary Physics 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
IE Elect ives (By approval) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 
16 
TOTAL 64 
•up to 12 hours may be taken in Cooperative .Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies witli semesters of work experience in the 
field of study. 
~28 
Two-Year Program in Graphic Arts Technology 
The Graphic Arts Technology Program 1s designed to develop 
technical knowledge and competency in all major duphcatlng, 
printing, and reproduction t"chmques. Graduates may seek 
employment in many types of occupations including job-shop 
situations and technical level entry Into high volume printing 
concerns. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
IE 
IE 
Eng 
Jour 
Math 
IE 
IE 
Art 
Math 
Jour 
Eng 
'IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
BA 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Art 
BA 
IE 
102 
103 
101 
101 
110 
202 
302 
101 
135 
205 
192 
139 
317 
322 
350 
160 
320 
361 
460 
291 
350 
319 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Graphic Arts I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technical Drawing I ... • .... ... . . . .. 3 
Composition I . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . 3 
Intro. 10 Mass Communications .. . . . .. 3 
IE Elective (By approval! . . . . . . ..• ... 3 
Problem Solving Techniques. . .... . . . . 
16 
Second Semester 
Graphic Arts 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 3 
Offset Lithography . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 3 
Drawing .... . . . . .... .. .... . . . .. . 2 
Mathematics for Te.chn1cal Students . . . . . 3 
Typogiaphy and Design . . .... ... .. ... 2 
Technic.il Composition ... . • .... . ..•. . 3 
16 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) .. • .... .. 4 
Third Semester 
Time and Motion Study ... ... . . . ..... 2 
Photography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Machine Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Introduction to Business ... .. .. . ..... 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Supervisory Practices . . ... . . .•.. . . . .. 3 
16 
Fourth Semester 
Graphic Duplic.ition . . .. .. ......... .. 2 
Machine Composition II ... ..... ... .. . 3 
Color and Design . .... . ... . ... .. .... 2 
Salesmanship . ........ . •... .. ... , . . 3 
IE Elective (By approval) ... . . . .. .... . 3 
Quality Control .. . . . ... .. ..... . ... . 3 
16 
TOTAL 64 
• Up to 12 hours may be taken m Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies with semesters ot work experience in the 
field of study. 
Two-Year Program in Machine Tool Technology 
The Machine Tool Technology Program prepares ind1v1duals 
for entry into manufacturing occupational fields at the 
technician's or supervisor's levels. This program includes work 
in drafting-design, electronics, plastics, quality control and 
time and motion. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Eng 
Math 
IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Math 
"IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Eng 
Math 
103 
186 
240 
101 
135 
160 
203 
204 
286 
152 
139 
319 
301 
386 
388 
192 
110 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Technical Drawing I .... .• .... . . . . . . . 3 
General Metals I ...... ... .. ... ..... . 3 
Basic Electricity .. ... .. . . . . .. . .... .. 3 
Composition I ..... . ........ . . . .... 3 
Mathematics for Technical Students . . ... 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Intro. to Power and Fluid Mechanics . .. . 3 
Technical Drawing II ............. .. . 3 
Descriptive Geometry ... .. ... .. .... . . 3 
General Metals 11 . . • . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . • 3 
College Algebra . .. .... . ... ... ... ... 3 
IE Electives (By approval) . .... .. .. .. . 2 
17 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) . . . . . . . . . 4 
Third Semester 
Ouality Control . ... . ... ... . . . ... •. . 3 
Tool Layout and Design . ... .. .. . , .. •. 3 
Welding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Machine Shop I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technical Composition . . . ... ... . ... • . 3 
Problem Solving Techniques ... .• . . .•.. 1 
16 
Fourth Semester 
IE 303 Technical Illustration . .. .... . .... . .. 3 
IE 306 Plastics Mold Design and Consttuc:tion ... 3 
IE 330 Industrial Design .. . ..... . .. ....... 2 
IE 486 Pattern Making dnd Foundry . . . . . . . . . . 2 
IE 488 Machine Shop 11 . • ••• . .. . ..... . .. . . 3 
IE 320 Supervisory Practices .... . .. • .... . 3 
16 
TOTAL 64 
'Up to 12 hours may be taken In Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies with semesters of work experience in the 
field of study. 
Two-Year Program in Mining Technology 
The Mining T@chnology !Jrogram 1s designed to produce a 
technician for entry-level management positions with 
competencies in surveying, mine hydraulics, safety and 
accident prevention, roof and rib control, ventilation, 
electricity, safety codes, the use of mine machinery, and the 
handling of explosives. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
MT 
CT 
IE 
Eng 
Math 
Math 
MT 
MT 
CT 
IE 
IE 
•1E 
MT 
MT 
MT 
Geos 
IE 
MT 
MT 
MT 
Ag 
Eng 
101 
102 
103 
101 
135 
110 
102 
103 
103 
240 
320 
139 
201 
202 
203 
100 
160 
204 
205 
206 
207 
192 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Fund. of Mining and Safety Engineering .• 3 
Surveying I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technical Drawing I .. .. ..... . . . ..... 3 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematics-for Technical Students . . . . . 3 
Problem Solving Techniques ........ .. . 1 
16 
Second Semester 
Mining Surveying . .. . .. . ... . ...... . . 3 
Mining Drafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Materials Testing . . . ................ 3 
Basic Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Supervisory Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) ... . ..... 4 
T hird Semester 
Mining Equip., Controls, and Application . 3 
Mine Design, Ventilation, and Drainage .. 3 
Mine Electrical Systems and Installation . 3 
Physical Geology .......... .. . • .. . .. 3 
Intro. to Power & F luid Mechanics ...... 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . . . • . • . . . . . . . 1 
16 
Fourth Semester 
Coal Preparation and Waste Disposal .... 3 
Mining Laws and Management ......... 3 
Mine Systems Technology ............ 3 
Land Conservation & Forest Mgmt. . . . . . 3 
Technical Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
16 
TOTAL 64 
•up to 12 hours may be taken in Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
on-campus studies with semesters of work experience in the 
field of study. 
Two-Year Program in Radiologic Technology 
The associate degree program in Radiologic Technology is 
designed to prepare skilled technicians with a thorough 
knowledge of radlat1on protection. anatomy and physiology, 
r adiat ion physics. darkroom chemistry radiographic 
positioning, medical terminology, nursing procedures, 
pediatric radiography, topographic anatomy, radiation 
therapy, and nuclear medicine. Students must spend a 
minimum of 1,920 hours In an attiliated clinic or hospital that 
provides extensive radiology treatment. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
RT 
RT 
NAH 
Eng 
Biol 
RT 
RT 
RT 
Biol 
RT 
RT 
RT 
Eng 
IE 
RT 
101 
102 
101 
101 
331 
111 
212 
201 
332 
213 
214 
202 
320 
215 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs . 
Radiologic Tech. I (F irst eight weeks) ... 4 
Radiologic Tech. II (Second eight weeks) . 4 
Medical Terminology . ... .. .... .... 2 
Composition I • . . ... .. . . • . . . . ... .. 3 
Human Anatomy ... . .. . . . -• . . ... .... 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Internship I (First eight weeks) . . . . . . . 4 
Internship II (Second eight wP.eks) ... ... 4 
Electives (By approval) . . . . . . . . .... . 4 
12 
Summer Session 
Radiologic Technology 111 . • •.••. •••• • 4 
Human Physiology .. .. .. . . .. .. ... ... 3 
7 
Third Semester 
Internship 111 ( First eight weeks) . . . . . . 4 
Internship IV (Second eight weeks) . . . . 4 
Electives (By approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
11 
Fourth Semester 
Radiologic Technology IV .... .. . . .... 4 
Composition Elective . . . . . ... .. ... .• 3 
Supervisory Practices . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives (By approval) .. ...• ... . . _ .. • . 6 
16 
Summer Session 
Internship IV . . . . ................ . 4 
TOTAL 66 
Two-Year Program in Reclamation Technology 
The Reclamation Technology Program is designed to prepare 
individuals for employment in mining as well as indusu 1al 
positions where land environmental protection is a major 
consideration. Students develop an unders tanding of legal 
aspects ot reclamation, federal and state hea lth and safety 
requirements, surface mining methods, proper land-use 
concepts, map drafting and report writing, as well as environ• 
mental testing procedures. 
Course Requirements and SUggested Course Sequence: 
Math 
Geos 
IE 
CT 
Math 
Olem 
CT 
MT 
Eng 
Geos 
135 
100 
103 
102 
110 
101 
104 
103 
101 
350 
'RcT 139 
RcT 
IE 
RcT 
Ag 
301 
320 
302 
211 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Mathematics for T eohnic.il Students ..... 3 
Physical Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technical Drawing I . . . .. .. . .. .. .. ... 3 
Surveying I ........ . . . . ... .... ..... 3 
Problem Solving Techniques. . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Technical Elective (By approval) ... . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
General Chemistry I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Surveying II .... .• ......... .. ...... 3 
Mining Drafting (cartography) . . . . . . . . . 3 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Geomorphology .. .. .. .. . . .... .. .... 3 
16 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) .. .. . ... • 4 
Third Semester 
Reclamation Laws & Regulations . . . . . . . 3 
Supervisory Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Reclamation Mgt. & Systems Planning I .. 4 
Soils . .. ... .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . 3 
Technical Elective (By approval) 3 
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1 
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3 
3 
3 
16 
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3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
,11' 
MT 
Eng 
RT 
Ag 
206 
192 
303 
207 
Fourth Semester 
Mining laws & Management .. .. . . . . .. . 3 
Technical Composition .... ... ........ 3 
Reclamation Mgt. & Systems Planning 11 • 4 
Land Conservation & Forest Management 3 
Technical Elective (By approval) ... .. .. 3 
16 
TOTAL 64 
• Up to 12 hours may be ta ken In Cooperative Study 
139-239-339 by a modified semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alternate semesters of 
owcampus studies wlt'1 semesters o f work experience in the 
field of study. 
Two-Vear Program in Welding Technology 
The Welding Technology Program includes a study of 
oxyacetylene weld ing, arc we lding. inert gas welding, we lding 
joint design and testing, we lding metallurgy, welding codes, 
and blueprint reading. Supponing course work is provided in 
general metals, technical drawing, and basic electrici ty. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
WT 
WT 
IE 
IE 
Math 
Math 
WT 
WT 
CT 
IE 
IE 
'IE 
1-l, t:11~ 
IE 
WT 
WT 
WT 
Eng 
IE 
10 1 
101 L 
103 
186 
135 
110 
102 
102L 
103 
240 
319 
139 
201 
201L 
205 
205L 
- -~ 
317 
202 
202L 
204 
192 
320 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Oxyacetylene Welding ...... . . . ...... 3 
Oxyacetylene Welding laboratory ..... . 3 
Technical Drawing I .. . . .. . . . . ..... .. 3 
General Metals I .. .. .... . . . . .. . ..... 3 
Mat hemat ics for Technical Students ..... 3 
Problem Solving Tec hniq ues . ... ...• ... 1 
16 
Second Semester 
Arc Welding .. . . . . . . ....... ... ..... 3 
Arc Welding Laboratory ... . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
Materials Testlng . . .. . . . . ......... . . 3 
Basic Electric ity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Quality Controls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . . . .... .. . .. . 
16 
Summer Session 
Cooperative Study (Optional) . . ..... .. 4 
Third Semester 
Inert Gas Welding ... ... .... ..... . . .. 3 
Inert Gas Welding laboratory . . . .. . .. . 3 
Welding Metallurgy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Welding Metallurgy laboratory . . . . . . . . 1 
r-0mpasition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Time ano 1v1uu u.. • • . _ • •.••• _ 2 
IE Elective ( By approval) ... . . . ..... . . 
16 
Fourth Semester 
Weld Join t Design and T esting .. . .... . . 3 
Weld Join t Des ign and Testing laboratory 3 
Welding Codes and Blueprint Reading .. . 3 
Technical Composition . .. . . . ...... . . . 3 
IE Elective (By approval) . . • . ... . . . .. . 1 
Supervisory Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
TOTAL 64 
• Up to 12 hou rs may be t aken in Coo perative Study 
139-239-339 by a modif ied semester plan with consent of 
adviser. This plan enables students to alt e rnat e semesters of 
on-campus studies with semesters of work experience in t he 
field of study. 
SUGGESTED SEQUENCES FOR BACCALAUREATE 
PROGRAMS 
The followlng programs have been devised to he lp students In 
selecung their courses and mak ing the ir schedules. These 
suggested schedules need not be followed specifically from 
semester to semester, but c lose adherence t o them will aid t he 
student in meeting all requirements. 
Provisional High School Certificate 
with Major in Industrial Arts 
FRESHMAN VEAR 
Eng 101 
IE 103 
IE 102 
Psy 154 
Math 152 
Fi~t Semeste r 
Composition I . . . . . . . ... ..... . . .. . . 3 
Technical Draw ing . . ..• . . .... . .. . . .. 3 
Graphic Arts I . . . . ..•. . .. .... . . •. . . 3 
Life-Oriented Ge n. Psy . . . ... . .. ...... 3 
College Algebra . . . ... .. .... . ... .... 3 
Elective . . . . .. . ..... . . .. ... . .. .... 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Eng Composition Elective . ..... . . ... . . . .. 3 
IE 100 Intro. to Industry •........ .... . . ... . 
IE 111 Basic Wood Technics .. . ... ... .... .. . 3 
Ed 100 Orientation to Ed. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 1 
Sci 105 Intro. to Biological Science ..... . .... . 3 
PE Activit y course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Math 141 Plane Trigono me try . ... . .. ... . . . .. . . 3 
Elect1ve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
IE 
IE 
Phys 
Hl th 
Ed 
IE 
Phys 
591 
203 
186 
201 
150 
210 
240 
202 
JUNIOR YEAR 
IE 320 
Econ 101 
Ed 300 
SENIOR YEAR 
IE 
IE 
IE 
Ed 
471 
475 
477 
F irst Se mester 
Technical Writing . . . .. ... . . . . . . . .. .. 3 
Technica l Drawing 11 •.• .••. . ••• . • • •• 3 
General Metals I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elementary Phys ics .. . . . .... . ...... . 4 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
15 
Second Semester 
Human Growt h & Deve lopment I . ...... 3 
Basic Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elementary Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Approved Minor Elective . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3 
16 
First Semester 
Supervisory Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Major Requlrement .... . ........ . ... 2 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Approved Minor Elective . .. . .. .. . . . . . 3 
Intro . to American Economy . .. .. . ... . 3 
Socfal Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Social Sciences Elective .. . . . . • .... . . . 3 
Humani t ies Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Student Teaching . . . ... . . . ... 1 
Approved Minor Elect ive .. . . . . . .. , .... 6 
Major Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
First Semester 
Seminar for Indus. Arts 
Socia l Sc ie nces Elective 
.. .... .. ...... 1 
3 
Approved Minor Elective . . ... . . . . . .. . 6 
Major Requirement . . . .. . . . .. ..... . . 4 
T each ing Indus. Arts .. .. ............ 3 
~ \.,.- ._, t % ..... ~ -rer 
Professional Semeste r . . . . .. . ••... 
(The Pro fessiona l Semester may 
be taken e1ther semester of t he 
senio r year) 
17 
1 S:, 
16 
Provisional High School Certificate 
with an Area in I ndunrial Arts 
FRESHMAN YEA R 
Eng 
Sci 
Ma th 
IE 
IE 
Eng 
Ed 
Math 
Psy 
IE 
101 
105 
152 
103 
192 
100 
141 
154 
100 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Int ro . to Biological Science .... ... . ... 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . ......... .. .. . 3 
Technica l Drawing . . . • ........... . . . 3 
Area req u irement . ... .. . .. , ...•... . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Technical Composit ion . . . . .. . .... ... . 3 
Orientatio n In Education ....... . , . .. . . 1 
Plane Trigo nometry .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. . 3 
Life-Orien ted Gen. Psy ..... . .. . . . .. .. 3 
Introduct ion to Industry .... ..... .. . . 
Area requirement . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . , . . . .... . . . . . .. ... ~ . ... . 2 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Phys 
Soc 
591 
201 
101 
F irst Semester 
Technical Writ ing . . . . . .. . ...... .. ... 3 
Elementary Physics . .. . · . . . .... . •. . . . 4 
General Socioiogy . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 
Area requ~remen t . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . .... ... . .... . ... 3 
6 
Ed 210 
IE 203 
J UNIOR YEAR 
Econ 101 
Speh 370 
IE 320 
Hlt h 150 
Ed 300 
S ENIO R YEAR 
IE 
IE 
Ed 
471 
475 
477 
29 
Second Semeste r 
Human Growth & Devel. I . . . . . ... . . .. 3 
Technical Drawing ... . . . . .. . ... . .. . . 3 
Area req uirement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
"-t'i11itv course .. • ... . .. •-•.· . . . . .. . .. . 1 
Indust rial optiens . . -~~ . 3 
~ 
First Semester 
Introductio n to American Economy . . .. 3 
Bus. and Prof. Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Supervisory Practices . ...... .. . ... ... 3 
Area requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Industr ial option . .. .... .. .......... 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Intro. to Student Teaching . .. . . .. . ... . 1 
Social Sciences Electfve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Area requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Industrial option .... .... . . .. . ...... 3 
Humanities elective ..... .. . ... . ..... 3 
16 
First Semester 
Social Sciences Elective .... . . .. . .... . 3 
Seminar .. . ... . . .. .... . . , . . . . . . . . . 1 
T eaching I ndustria I Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Area requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Industrial optio n .... .. . . . . .. . ..... . . . 3 
16 
Second Semeste r 
Professio na l Semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
(The Professional Semester may 
be taken either semester of the 
sen ior year) 
15 
,30 
Bachelor of Science Degree with an Area of 
Concentration in Industrial Technology• 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
IE 
Soc-
Sci 
Eng 
IE 
Psy 
Math 
101 
103 
101 
105 
100 
154 
152 
First Semester 
Composition I .. ....... . . . . .. ... .. . 3 
Technical Drawing ... . . ....... . .. . . . 3 
General Sociology . .. . .. ...... • . . . .. 3 
Intro. to Biological Science . .. .. . .. .... 3 
lndusvial option . . .. . . . .. .... • • . . .. 3 
Elective . . . ... , . .. .. .. . . . . . ... . . . . 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . .. . . . ......... . 3 
Intro. to Industry . .. . . . . .. ....... . .. 1 
Life-Oriented General Psy. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Industrial option . . . . ... . .. . . . . ..... 3 
Elect ive ... ...... ~ .,...,.. - -0 .· . ·., •• • ·., •• '/. 
~ --=-"'-~-c..--- ~~--- ==--- 16 ------~ 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Hlt h 150 
Math 141 
Phys 201 
Chem 111 
BA 281 
Econ 201 
FA 160 
Phys 202 
Chem 112 
BA 282 
Eng 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Speh 
IE 
BA 
IE 
IE 
BA 
BA 
IE 
370 
317 
350 
330 
32.0 
200 
404 
319 
First Semester 
Personal Heal th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Plane Trigonometry . . . . . . ..... . . . ... 3 
Elementary Physics 
or 
General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Prin. of Accounting I ........ . . . .. . .. 3 
Prin. of Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Apprec. of the Fine Arts . .. ....... ... 3 
Elementary Physics II 
or 
General Chemistry .. . .. ... -. . .. . ... . . 4 
Prin. of Accounting I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Industrial Option . . .. . . . ... . . ~ . ..... 3 
Literature Elective . . .. ...... . . . ..... 3 
16 
First Semester 
Bus. and Prof. Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . .. .. -.. . . .. . . . . .. 3 
Time and Motion . .... .. , .. . .... .... 3 
Salesmansnip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Industrial Design .. . ...... .. . .. . ... . 2 
Supervisory Practices .. . ....... .. .... 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Intro. to Data Processing . ..... . . a • • •• 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Production Management . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Oualftv Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
English Elective . .• a • . • ,;, • •••• •• • ••. 3 
Industrial Option .. ..._ .. . .. . .... . . .. .. 3 
18 
_--, 
SENIOR YEAR 
First Semester 
IE 472 Basic Industries . .. . . . . ... .... . . .. . . 2 
Soc 376 Industrial Sociology 
or 
Econ 302 Labor Problems ... . . ... . .. • . . . , . . . . 3 
BA 402 Managerial Accounting . . . . ... . . . .... . 3 
Industrial Optton . . . . . • . . .. . . . . .. . .. 3 
.. . ..... ... . 6 Elective • · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17 
Second Semester 
Social Sciences Elective ... • . . .. • , . . . . 3 
Psy 353 Industrial Psychology .... .. .... . .... . 3 
IE 473 Seminar for Indus. Tech .. . . ... ..... . . 1 
BA 301 Principles ot Management .... . . . . , . . . . 3 
Elective . . . ...... .. . ... ... . . . .. . . . 6 
16 
•Program follows the bu~iness emphasis. Can be modified to 
proyide for scientific emphasis. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3·0·3) following course title means 3 hours, class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credlr. Roman numerals I, II, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normatly scheduled: I- fall; I I- spring; 
I II-summer. 
Industrial Education 100. lntrodllctlon to Industry. (1 ·0·1) ; I. 
An introduction to basic concepts of industry. The identi fica-
tion of the major industries and 1.he development of an 
understanding of their impact upon society, 
Industrial Education 102. Graphic Arts I. (1-4-3); I, 11. 
A survey course covering the hroad practices, techniques and 
problems o f the Graphic Arts Industry. Study and experience 
Includes history, design and layou·t, composition methods, 
image reproduction, screen process, and bookcrafts. 
Industrial Education 103. Technical Drawing I. (1-4-3); I, II. 
A study of the principles and techniques of communicating 
ideas by means of graphic representation. 
lndustrlal Education 106. Thermoplast,ic Processing. (2-2-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Educati.on 103. 
Introduction is made ro the materials and techniques 
employed in t he processing of t hermoplastics. 
lndu.i;trial Education 107. Thermosening Plastics Processing. 
(2-2-3); ti. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 103. 
Study is made as to the various ways In which thermosetting 
plastic compounds are processed. 
Industrial Educatioa.1JJ . 13;1~1,. w .. _. T••'"'1cs. 12-2·3); I, II. 
Thi< ;, ... ~- 1. .• ,..,,ning course in Wood Technics, consisting of 
theory and applicat ion with particular emphasis on imfivldual 
and industrial values of wood. 
Industrial Education 160. Introduction to Power and Fluid 
Mechanics. (2·2-3); I. 11. 
Beginning instruction In energy sources and fluid systems. 
Steam engines, steam turbines, diesel engines, spark-ignition 
engines, exhaust emissions are studied. 
Industrial Education 186. General Metals I. (2·2-3); I. II. 
Ferrous and nonferrous metals, basic metallurgy and 
heat-treating, sheet metal, metal spinning and electroplating, 
basic weldlng. 
Industrial Education 202. Graphic Arts 11. (14-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 102 or consent of 
instructor. 
An advanced course for students to apply the principles and 
competencies developed in the initial course. Uhits include 
automatic press operation (letterpress and offset). bindery 
operations, and darkroom procedures for photography and 
photographic screen process applications to the Graphic Arrs 
Industry. 
Industrial Education 203, Technical Drawing II. (1-4-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 103 and sophomore 
standing. 
Breadth and depth is derived from the background of 
principles and techniques devJlloped previously in technical 
drawing. 
Industrial Education 204. Descriptive Geometry. (2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 203. 
The historical and theoretical background tor technical 
drawing and the study of spacial problems. 
Industrial Education 211. Advanced Wood Technics. (2-2-3); I, 
11. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 11 1 or consent of 
instructor. 
This is a continuation of Basic Wood Technlcs. It consists of 
advanced techniques and practices reflecting the wood 
lndustries through the study and use of theory, experlmenta· 
tion end evaluation. 
Industrial Educa1.ion 222. General Crafts. (1-2-2): I, 11. 
A survey ot several craft media, invoiving a study of the 
common tools, skills, processes, and procedures in clay, glass, 
plastics, metal. stone, leather, and wood. lndustrlal applica-
t ions of craft principles and processes will also be investigated. 
Industrial Education 240. Basic Electricity. (2-2-3) : 11, 111. 
Ohms Law, series and parallel circuits, Kirchoffs Laws, 
magnetism, eiectrical measuring instruments. transformers, 
inductance, capacitance, introduction 10 electronics. 
Industrial Education 241 . Basic Electronics. (2·2·3); I. 11. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 240 or consent of 
instructor. 
Impedance, Resonance, Vectors, introduction to semi-con-
ductors, elementary radio. 
Indus trial Education 243. Electric Power. (2·2·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 241 or consent of the 
instructor. 
Theory and operation of ge11erator's, motors, transformers, and 
electrical distribution systems. Emphasis on the selection, 
operation and repair of AC or DC motors and motor controls 
and related electrical dratting. 
Industrial Education 244. Electrical Drafting and Design. 
(2-2-3); I. 
Prerequisites: Industrial Education 240, 241 , and 243 or 
consent of the instructor. 
Electrlcal drafting and desigr, related to the industrial wiring of 
motors, generators, controls, lighting, transformers, and power 
dist ribution. 
Industrial Education 261. Power Mechanics. (2-2-3) ; I. 
Control mechanisms are studied along with rocket engines, 
various forms of jet engines and advanced power systems. 
Industrial Educalfon 262. Fluid Power I. (2-2·3). II. 
Beginning insrruction in rhe area of power transfer devices 
utilizing fluid techniques. Primary emphasis is given to 
hydraulic and pneumatic systems. 
Industrial Education 286. General Metals 11. (2-2·3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 186 or consent of 
Instructor. 
Various metal forming and machining experience.s, emphasis 
on exact tolerances and precise dimensions. Foundry, lathe, 
mill, shaper and grinder experiences . 
lnd~strial Educ_ation 298. Introduction to Technical ::Jduca- ·_, 
tton. ( 2-0-2). I. 
Industrial occupations; technical education services· · f 
relation of t echnical education to other in~trl<> 1 nd -~~• 
.services· the historlr:>I , 1~· ·•' - · • ~,.., tt:nt tus, an tren s 
- -- ~'": .. ca, eC1uC3tfon. 
Industrial Education 300. General Shop Organization. (2·2·3) ; 
II . 
Prerequis_ite: Second semester junior or first semester senior 
standing and admission to teacher education program. 
Students will be introduced to concepts of organ fzation and 
administration of the general shop and identification and 
understanding of major concepts in indu~try which may be 
taught by integrating tools, materials, and processes. 
Industrial Education 301. Tool Layout and Design. (2·2·3) ; I. 
Prerequjsite: Industrial Education 203. 
The layout and design of machine tool jigs and fixtures; simple 
blanking, forming, and piercing dies; and plastics processing 
dies. 
I ndustrlal Education 302. Offset Lithography. ( 1-4-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 202. 
The study of the history and fundamentals of photo offset 
lithography in the graphic arts Industry. Experience is achieved 
in copy preparation (hot or cold type) , darkroom procedures 
(line copy and halftone film developingl. stripping/plate 
making, press operati·on, and other facets relating to the 
industry. 
Industrial Education 303. Technical Illustration. (2·2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 203. 
A study of the principles, practices, and techniques used in 
industry to describe complex mec.hanisms. 
Industrial Education 305. Housing. (2-2·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 103 or consent of 
instructor. 
Instruction centers around the problems, practices, and tech-
niques of the housing industry, including historical 
development. 
Industrial Education 306. Mold Design and Construction 
(2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisites: Consent of t he instructor. (Recommended 
courses 106, 107, 11 1, and 286.) 
Study and experiences evolve around the design of products in 
relationship to the physical characteristics of plastics, n;ioldlng 
techniques, and mold construction methods. 
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Industrial Education 311 . Design and Construction. (1·4·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 21 1. 
Students design, plan, construct and finish an appropriate 
product requiring knowledge of advanced principles and 
techniques in wood technology. 
Industrial Educalfon 317. Time and Motion Study. (2·0-2); I. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing. 
Process charts, analysis of methods, materials, tools and 
equipment of industry for profit improvement. 
Industrial Education 319. Quality Control, (2·2-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing. 
Analytical and statistical inference techniques for process and 
manufacturing product control. Development Of process 
capabilities and derivation of process limit graphs. 
Industrial Education 320. Supervisory Practices. {3·0-3); I, II. 
Development of various direct and indirect supervisory 
techniques commonly used in management positions with 
special emphasis placed on those unique to technical shops. 
l11dustrial Education 322. Photography. (1-2-2); I, 11. • 
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing and consent of 
instructor. 
An introductory cou,se emphasizing the techniques and 
mechanics of photography as they apply to composition and 
darkroom procedures. Students will provide their own equip-
ment and supplies (focusing camera, film, and enlarging 
paper). 
Industrial Education 330. Industrial Design. (1-2-2); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Upper division students of Industrial Education. 
Product design with emphasis upon modu.lar systems. 
consumer reactions, and manufacturing capabilities. Individual 
and group activities using interdisciplinary and systems design 
techniques. 
Industrial Education 338. FCC License. (1-0-1); I, II. 
Theory and practice to aid students in obtaining a Federal 
Communications Commission Third Class Radio Telephone 
License with Broadcast Endorsement. 
Industrial Edueation 340. Motor Control Devices. (3-2-4); 11. 
Prerequisites: Industrial Education 240, 241, and 243 or 
consent of instructor. 
The sludy of both magnetic and static motor control circuits 
and devices with practice in practical applications and trouble· 
shooting. 
Industrial Education 34 l. Transistors and Semi-conductors. 
(2-2·3); I • 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 241 or consent of the 
instructor. 
Diodes, transistors, power .supplies, audjo--amplitier design. 
Industrial EduClltlon 342. Communications Electronics. 
(2-2-3); II . 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 241 or consent of the 
instructor. 
Theory of radio and T.V. receivers and transmitters. Radio and 
T.V. receiver servicing. Vacuum tube-theory af!d practice. 
• 
Industrial Education 344. Residential Wiring. (1 ·2·2); 11. 
Theory and practice of wiring new and old houses or farm 
buildings according ro the National Electric Code. 
Industrial Education 345. Television Electronics. (3-2-4); 11. 
Prerequisites: Industrial Education 342 or consent ot 
instructor. 
Principles of television reception, circuits, and block diagrams. 
Practice in the repair of T.V. receivers Including symptom 
diagnosis. 
Industrial Education 346. Transmitter Electronics. (3·2-4); II. 
Prerequisites: Industrial Education 342 or consent of 
instructor. 
Preparing for passing the First Class Radio-Telephone Federal 
Communications Commission examination. Laboratory 
experiments involving Installation, operation, repair and 
maintenance of transmitters. 
Industrial Education 347. Power Transformers and Distribu-
tion. (3-2-4); II. 
Prerequisites: Industrial Education 240; 241, 243 or consent 
of instructor. 
Advanced study in industrial type transformers and power 
distribution systems. Practi·ce in connecting, testing, trouble-
shooting, Installing, and planning distribution systems and 
network analysis. 
Industrial Education 348. Motors -and Generators. (3·2·4); I. 
Prerequfsites: Industrial Education 240, 241. 243 or consent 
of instructor. 
Advanced study of industrial type electric motors and 
generators with practice in connecting, operating, and repair. 
Industrial Education 349. Industria l Wiring. (3-2-4); I. 
Prerequisites: Industrial Education 240. 344, 243 or consent 
of Instructor. 
The practlcii and theory of ihdustrial wiring including the 
wiring of multifamily dwellings, commercial buildings, 
industrial plants and equipment. 
Industrial Education 350. Machine Composition I. (1-4-3); I, 
II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 202 or consent of 
instructor. 
Designed to jntroduce students to the history and develop-
ment of linecasting machines while acquainting them with 
keyboard operation, mechanical processes, slug casting, 
mechanical adjustments, and maintenance. 
Industrial Education 351. Graphic Duplication. (1·2-2); II. 
Prerequisite: For business majors, consent ot the Instructor; 
for Industrial Education majors, Industrial Education 202. 
A survey of the use of various methods and devices of the 
Graphic Arts currently used in the typical office or in-plant 
reproduction center. Experience will be gained in the prepara-
tion of direct and indirect methods of producing graphic 
images. 
Industrial Education 364. Career and Vocational Guidance. 
(3·0·3); II. 
(See Education 364.) 
Industrial Education 381 . Related Science, Mathematics, and 
Tectmology in Occupations~ otfered only through written 
examination. (0-0-6); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Individual must be eligible for a Vocational 
Industrial Teaching CertiflcaJ.e. 
Courses will be offered only through a scheduled examination. 
(Writ1en, performance and oral examinations in the field of 
specialization that the candidate is preparing to teach.) 
Industrial Education 382. Manipulative Skills in Occupa-
tions-offered only through technical competence examina-
tions. (0-6-6): I, II, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Individual must be eligible for a Vocational 
Industrial Teaching Certificate. 
Courses will be offered only through a scheduled ex.am ination. 
(Written, performance and oral examinations in the field of 
specialization that the candidate is preparing to teach.) 
Industrial Education 383. Knowledge of related subjects in 
occupations-offered only through oral examinations. 
(0-0-6); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Individual must be eligible for a Vocational 
Industrial Training Certificate. 
Courses will be offered only through a scheduled examination. 
(Written, performance and oral examinations in the field of 
specialization that the candidate is preparing to teach.) 
Industrial Education 386. Welding. (2-2-31; I, II. 
Pressure, non-pressure, and brazing processes for material 
fabtication. Arc, oxyacetylene, inert gas and special welding 
techniques. Coupon analysis required for destructive and 
nondestructive testing. 
Industrial Education 388. Machine Shop I. (2-2·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 286 or consent of 
instructor. 
Precision machining methods with related tool theory, 
precision layo!Jt. tool grinding, and speed/feed characteristics. 
Gear development, numerical control, optical measurement, 
and chipless machining. 
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Industrial Education 390. Principles ot·Trade and Industrial 
Education. (2-0_·21; 11. 
The history of vocational education, educational implications, 
types of curricuhims. tv pes of schools, occupational prepara-
tions, and vocational guidance. 
Industrial Education 391. Trade and Technical Analysis 
Techniques. (2·0-2); I. 
The techniques used in analyzing :a trade and Jobs within a 
trade, in discovering the teachable content ;ind the method of 
using scientific analysts in the development of a course outline. 
Industrial Education 392. Instructional Materials. (2·0-2); II. 
Prerequisite· Industrial Education 391. 
This course aids nhe prospective instructor in visualizing the 
1 _overview of the subject or trade he is to teach and how to 
organize the teaching material into a concise and logical 
arrangement for the most ,effective teaching. 
Industrial Educat ion 393. Methods in Vocational Industrial 
Education. (3-0-3); I. " 
Basic principles ot teaching and learning wl·th practical 
applications and procedures used in industrial education 
programs. 
Industrial Education 394. Student Teaching in Vocational 
Industrial Education. (Four to eight hours); I, II, I l l. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 393. 
Directed observation and supervised teaching in an approved 
Area Vocational School or an Extensfon Center in the trade 
and area in which the certificate is desired. 
Candidates for the Associate Degree will comple·te a minimum 
of 45 hours of supervised teaching, 60 hours of directed 
1 observation, and 20 hours of participation. This experience 
carries four hours of credit. 
Candidates for the Bachelor's Degree complete a minimum of 
90 hours of supervised student teaching, 120 hours of directed 
observation, and 40 hours ot participation. This experience 
carries eight hours of credit. 
Industrial Education 395. Special Problems in Vocational 
Industrial Education. (One-three hours); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
lhdlvldual problems dealing with specific areas in the teaching 
field of the student. Opportuni'ty of pursuing a technical 
problem in a laboratory orientation is provided, Conferences 
with the instuctor are scheduled as needed. 
Industrial Education 398. Supervised Field Experience. (One 
to six hours); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: 20 hours in major department and consent of the 
department head. 
An enrichment program which will give experience in an 
occupational area which is not possible to provide in a 
classroom set1lng. Student will work under supervision in an 
approved organization for a period o-f time specified by his 
major department. Credit will be commensurate with the 
amount of time worked. The student will be supervised by 
faculty from his major department. A representative of the 
cooperating organization will be directly responsible for the 
work experience of the student and wlll make a written 
evaluation of the student periodically. 
Industrial Education 403. Machine Drawing and Design. 
(2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 301. 
Mathematical and graphic solutions of problems involving the 
principles of machine elements. A study of motions of 
linkages, velocities and accelerations ot points within a link 
mechanism; layout methods for designing cams, belts, pulleys, 
gears, and gear trains. 
lhdUStrial Education 404. Architectural Drawing. (2·2·3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 305. 
A technical course covering the fundamental principles, 
techniques and practices of residential an-d selected 
commercial arch itecture. 
Industrial Education 411 . Wood Technics. (2-2-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 111, 211. 
A study of the problems and processes of the major wood 
industries in the United States. Various industrial processes, 
application and testing ·are utilized in mass production and 
individual projectS. 
Industrial Education 440. Industrial Electronics. (2·2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Industria l Education 341 or consent of the 
instructor. 
Theory and operation of timers, mUltivibrators. pulse 
generators, diode logic gates, transistor logic gates, electrical 
principles of digital computers, counters, FET, SCR, 
Osei llators. 
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Industrial Education 450. Machine Composition II. (1-4-31; II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 350. 
A follow-up course to Machine Composition I, (IE 350) 
concentrating on the intricate facets of typesetting as 
performed by experiehced operators in commercial shops or 
newspapers to simulate an actual industrial experience in the 
classroom. 
Industrial Education 471. Seminar for Industrial Arts. (1-0-11; 
I, II. 
Prerequisite: ~cond semester Juniqr or senior standing. 
Through informal discussions, participants will be expected to 
develop a further understanding of the underlying concepts of 
the indllstry and education. 
lndustri.al Education 472. Basic Industries Practicum. ( 1-2-21; 
It. 
PreJequisite: Upper d ivision standing in Industrial Education. 
A study of basic f·ndustry through lecture-discussion, reports, 
and field trips. Emphasis will b\l placed on direct contact with 
local industry through a minimum of seven field tr ips. 
Indust rial Education 473. Seminar for Industrial Technology. 
(1 ·0-1); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Senior Industrial Technology major. 
Each student assumes the responsibility for one or more 
programs followed by an informal discussion. Faculty 
presentations enrich the experience by raising real problems 
and issues confronting the industrial technology graduate. 
Industrial Education 475. Teaching Industrial Arts. (3-0-31; I, 
II. 
Prerequisite: Second semester junioT or senior standing. 
(Should be taken just prior to professional semester.I Must be 
admitted to Teacher Education Program. 
A study of the objectives of Industria l arts and related 
behavioral ct,anges; industrial arts curricular patterns and 
trends; selection and organization of subject matter; problem 
selection and the project met hod of teaching; instructional 
materials and teaching a ids; testing and evaluation; and 
professicmal growth. 
Industrial Education 476. Special Problems. (One to three 
hours); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing. 
Designed for the purpose of permitting a student to do 
advanced work as a continuation of an earlier experience or to 
work in an area of special interest. 
Industrial Education 486. Patternmaking and Foundry. 
(1·2·21; 11. 
Casting of hot metals with activities in pattern development, 
sand testing, and mold design. 
Industrial Education 488. Machine Shop II. (1-4-3) ; II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 388. 
Advanced tool and machining. theory, use of carbides with 
emphasis 011 production machining. Turret and progressive 
tooling design. 
Industrial Education 496. Organization and Management of 
the Laboratory. (2-0-21; I. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 393. 
Principles of shop and class organization and management 
including-program planning and development of shops and 
l~boratories; selecting and purchasing equipment and supplies; 
and organizing and administering the instructional program. 
Industrial Education 497. Seminar in Vocational Industrial 
Education. (1-0-1 ); II. 
Current problems, issues and trends in Vocational Industrial 
Education. 
Industrial Education 520. Industrial Arts for the Elementary 
Teacher. (2·2-3); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Formal admission to the Teacher Education 
Program. 
Th is course is designed as a means to develop professional and 
technical competencies of pr!!"service and in-service elementary 
school teachers so they may enrich and strengthen programs of 
instruction by using Industrial arts as bot h method and 
content. 
Vocational Education 530. Evaluation Techniques. (3-0-31: ti. 
The development and use of a framework of measurement and 
evaluation in vocat ional and industrial education. 
Industrial Education 541. Electricity-Electronics Workshop for 
Teachers. 12-2-3); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior Industrial Education Major or experienced 
teacher. 
Designed for teachers at all levels to Improve background in 
electricity-electronics. Laboratory experiments, demonstra-
t ions, demonstration equipment, projects, curriculum, and 
methods of teaching electrical concepts, teaching aids. 
Industrial Education 560. Foundations of Industrial Educa-
tion. (3-0-3); 11. 
Study of the philosophical positions underlying the develop-
ment of Industrial education; leaders, their influence and 
contributions; contemporary educational theories affecting the 
current programs of industrial ed.ucation. 
Vocational Education 585. Principles and Philosophy of 
Vocat ional Education. (3-0-3); I, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development, objective.s, principles, philosophy, 
status and trends of vocational education; interpretation of 
legislation affecting vocational education; and organization 
and administration of vocational education a t all ,levels. 
Industria l Education 588. Machine Shop Ill. (1-4-3); II . 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 388. 
Advanced tool and machining theory, with emphasis on 
production machining, and progressive tooling design for 
numerical control applications. 
Industrial Education 590. Supervised Int ernship. (One to six 
hours); I. 11, 111. 
A To provide work experience in an occupational area. 
Student works under supervision in an approved position. 
Advanced credit commensurate with time worked, type of 
work, variety of work experience and research paper. 
Maximum credit allowed in the internship will be six hours. 
B. A person who chooses to do the internship in administra-
tion will be assigned to work in a secondary, 
post-secondary or higher education Institution or for the 
State Bureau of Vocational Education in an administrative 
capacity approved by his adviser. 
In each case, conditions will be agreed upon by employer, 
student and graduate adviser prior to registration. 
Vocational Education 598, Career and Vocational Guidance. 
(3-0-3). 
Study of the Importance of work; use and selection of tests to 
assist in the vocational choice; methods and techniques to pro-
mote career planning and vocational development. 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
Construction Technology 101. Introduction to Construction 
Technology. (3-0-3); I. 
Discussions of various a.spects of the construction industry 
including typical building methods, cost factors, and personnel 
requirements. Includes residential and commercial building. 
Construction Technology 102. Surveying I. (1-4-3) ; I. II. 
Basic introduction to surveying methods plus introduction to 
surveying equipment. 
Construction Technology 103. Materials Testing. (2-3 -3); II. 
An Investigation of materials science including typical physical 
destructive and nondestruct ive testing procedures. Reviews of 
ASTM and other standards agencies. 
Construction Technology 104. Surveying II. (1-4-3); I, II . 
An extension of Surveying I with more in-depth field 
experience. 
Construction Technology 201. Properties of Construction 
Materials. (2-3-3); I. 
An extension of materials testing with emphasis on 
commercial grades available and control standards and 
properties expected. Development of various joint and seam 
designs with applied resting. 
Construction Technology 202. Structural Design. (2-3-3); I. 
Review of typical structural design methods with applied 
calculation using free body diagrams and ott,er static load 
methods. 
Construction Technology 203. Construction Methods and 
Equipment. (2-3-3-) ; I. 
An investigation of various construction and building 
techniques including traditional and modified methods. 
Laboratory will include model and prototype development. 
Construction Technology 204. Codes, Contracts, and 
Specifications. (3-0-3); 11. 
Exposure t o local and state codes and architectural 
specifications necessary to meet contrac t requirements. 
Int roduction to various code organizations and file systems. 
Construction Technology 205. Estimating and Construction 
Costs. (3-0-3); 11. 
Estimating cost procedures typically used for bid 
specifications. Current and projected material and construc-
tion cost accounting procedures. 
Construction Technology 206. Construction Management. 
(3-0-3); II. 
Supervisory and administrative procedures typical of the 
construction industries. Personnel requirements and labor 
-arrangements necessary for building contractors. 
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MINING TECHNOLOGY 
Mining Technology 101. ' Fundamemals of Mining and Safety 
Engineering. (3-0-3); I, II. 
An overview course of the Basic First.Aid Techniques as well 
as the teclin!cal and safety problems inherent in the produc-
tion of coal. 
Mining Technology 102. Mining Surveying. ( 1-4-3); II. 
The use of transit in above ground and underground surveying. 
Techniques related to location of benchmarks, plotting of 
shafts and passageways, a nd the safety precautions used in 
mine surveying. 
Mining Technology 103. Mining Drafting. (1-4-3); II. 
The adaptation of basic drawing and drafting skills to mine 
layout and design. Emphasis is placed upon accurate pictorial 
interpretation of measuremen1 and layout and Upon the 
development of skills used. 
Mining Technology 201. Mining Equipment, Controls. and 
Applications. (3-0-3) ; I. 
An analysis of various types of mining equipment Including 
design, function, methods of control, applications and safety 
of operation. 
Mining Technology 202. Mine Design, Ventilation, and 
Drainage. (3-0-3); I. 
Analysis of a pproaches to m ine design, methods and purposes 
of ven tilatio n and drainage. Safety factors in design. ventila-
tion and d rainage are stressed throughout. 
Mining Technology 203. Mine Electric-al Systems a nd Installa-
t ion. (3-0-3); I. 
Analysis and function of mine e lectrical syste ms. The design 
and installat ion o f safe systems, preventative maintenance, and 
inspection as safetv measures. 
Mining Technology 204. Coal Preparation and Waste Disposal. 
(3-0-3); 11. 
A study of the process of cleaning, sizing, and mixing coal. 
Analysis o-f methods of safe d isposal of wastes and by-products 
from the preparation of coat. 
Mining Technology 205. Mining Laws and Management. 
(3-0-3); 11. 
A study of mining laws and their relationship to mine 
management and operation. AnalY5is of state and federal 
safety codes, their interpretations, and applications. 
Mining Technology 206. Mine Systems Technology. (3-0-3); II. 
A basic study of the engineering approach to mine systems 
design and operation. Course is designed to enable the mine 
technician to work with and understand the mine engineer in 
the planning, de\/elopment. and installation of safe, effective, 
and efficient mine systems. 
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
Radiologic Technology 101. Radiologic Technology I. (2-8-4); 
I. 
Introduction to medical radiologic techniques in'cludlng 
professional ethics, radiation protection, medical terminology, 
and radiologic physics. 
Radiologic Technology 102. Radiologic Technology 11. 
(2-8-4 ); I. 
Elementary radiographic technique and pos itioning as well as 
Introduction of the prime factors of radiography, Including 
positioning of the abdomen, extremities. and spine. 
Radiologic Technology 111 . Internship I. (0-20-4); 11. 
Clinical experience in an affiliated hospital radiology depart• 
ment under the supervision of a registered technologist with 
emphasis on patient handling, records, and study of 
procedures. 
Radiologic Technology 201. Radiologic Technology 111. 
(2-8-4); 111. 
Advanced radiologic technique, radiographic quality control, 
formulation of techniques, study of generating apparatus, 
pos1tionlng tor the skull and face, and simple special 
procedures. 
Radiologic Technology 202. Radiologic Technology IV. 
(2-8-4) ; II. 
Advanced radiologic technique with emphasis on special 
procedure radiography, radiographic clarity, and body habitus 
technique. 
Radiologic Technolo~y 212. Internship 11. (0-20-4); II. 
Clinical experience in an affiliated hospital radiology depart· 
ment under the supervision of a registered technologist with 
emphasis on positioning tor extremities. 
RadiologicTechnolo.gy 213. Internship Ill. (0-20-4); I. 
Clinical experience in an affiliated hospital radiology 
department under the supervision of a registered technolO\jist 
with emphasis on advanced positioning. 
Radiologic Technology 214. Internship IV. (0-20-4); I. 
Clinical experience in an affiliated hospital radiology 
department under the supervision of a registered technologist 
wit h emphasis on advanced positioning and technique 
development. 
Radiologic Technology 215. Internship V. (0-40-4); 111. 
Clinical experience in an ·attiliated hospital radiology 
department under the supervision of a registered technologist 
with emphasis on special techniques, development of skills in 
all positioning areas, and review of all program training in ski lls 
areas. 
RECLAMATION TECH NO LOGY 
Reclamation Technology 301 . Reclamation Laws and Regula-
tions. (3-0-3); I. 
A study of federal and state regulatory agencies and regula-
tions affecting the reclamation of disturbed land. 
Reclamation Technology 302. Reclamation Management and 
Systems Planning I. (2-4-4); I. 
Studies of current surface mining procedures and reclamation 
methods. Laboratory and field studies devoted to surface 
mining permit ap(illication procedures and site evaluation. 
Reclamation Technology 303. Reclamation Management and 
Systems Planning II. (2-4-4); II. 
Prerequisite: Approval of instructor. 
An emphasis on evolving concepts in surface mining. Labor-
atory and field studies devoted to advanced site evaluation, 
environmental testing procedures and land-use planning. 
WELDING TECHNOLOGY 
Welding Technology 101. O><yacetylene Welding. (3-0-3); I. 
Instruction on equipment, material, and supplies needed for 
oxyacetylene welding. including chemistry of gases, torches, 
regulators and required techniques needed for ferrous and non 
ferrous materials. 
Welding Technology 101 L Oxyacetylene Welding Laboratory. 
(0-9-3); I. 
Application of theory including preparation of equipment and 
welding of different materials in both in-position and 
out-of-position joints. 
Weld ing Tectinology 102. Arc Welding. (3·0·3); 11. 
Principles of stick electrode welding including power suppl les, 
polarities, type electrodes, and techniques required for ferrous 
and nonferrous materials. 
Weld ing Technology 102L Arc Welding laboratory. (0-9·3); 
II. 
Application of theory including weld joint design and fabrica-
tion techniques in the development of several required weld 
joint coupons and other media. 
Welding Technology 201. Inert Gas Welding. (3-0-3); I. 
Basic theory of inert gas consumable and non-consumable 
welding techniques including necessary equipment, power 
supplies, and Inert gases. 
Welding Technology 201 L. Inert Gas Welding Laboratory. 
(0-9-3); I. 
Application of theory through development of welds requiring 
machine set-up for proper techniques and required adjust• 
ments. Students will prepare joints on several types of metals 
using proper techniques. 
Welding Technology 202. Weld Joint Design and Testing. 
(3·0-3); II. 
Basic static and dynamic calculations tor development of 
standard butt, fll let, t-joints and others commonly used in 
industrial fabrication and manufacturing product design. 
Welding Technology 202L Weld Joint Design and Testing 
Laboratory. (0-9-3); II. 
Application of strength characteristics through destructive and 
nondestructive testing of various prepared joint desi~ns. 
Welding Technology 204. Welding Codes and Blueprint 
Read ing. (3-0-3); I I. 
Study of A.W.S. standard welding symbols and A.S. T.M. codes 
normally used in weld design engineering. Common 
engineering graphic techniques associated with weld joint 
design and structural engineering. 
Welding Technology 205. Welding Metallurgy. (3-0-3); I. 
Physical and chemical metallurgical characteristics commonly 
associated with phase changes during and after fusion 
techniques of ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 
Welding Technology 205L Welding Metallurgy Laboratory. 
(0-3-1);1. 
Specimen preparation with macro and micro inspection of 
welds. Physical strength characteristics of welds including 
hardness, tensile, impact, and yield strengths. 
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NURSING AND Al.LIED HEAi.TH 
The Department provides preparatory programs at the 
two-year associate degree level In nursing and other allied 
health fields. A pre-professional program is maintained for 
those students who want to anend Morehead State University 
but desire to continue their health field education in a 
profes.sional preparatory program ln another Institution. The 
Department also offers a teacher education program for 
teachers in health occupations and short-term oomlnuing 
education courses for practitioners ln the health field. 
Two-Year Program for Medical Assistants 
The associate degree program for Medical Assistants prepares 
men and women for careers as medical assistants in physicians' 
office$, clinics and hospitals. These persons will assist physi-
cians and other health care providers with basic health care. 
secretarial duties. admissions, account ing, and office records. 
Students of any age, married or single, are e ligible to apply_ 
Admission to 1:he Uni,versity does not give automatic admission 
to the Medical Assistants program. For additional information. 
contact the head of the Department of Nursing and 'Allied 
Health or write to the director of admissions. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
NAH 
Eng 
Sci 
Psy 
BE 
BE 
BE 
NAH 
NAH 
Eng 
Bio1 
NAH 
HEe 
BE 
NAH 
Biol 
Biol 
NAH 
Biol 
BE. 
NAH 
BE 
Hlth 
Hlth 
POI 
100 
101 
105 
154 
212 
250 
39.9 
205 
202 
102 
331 
301 
320 
262 
306 
332 
333 
303 
218 
290 
308 
332 
303 
203 
100 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Orientation to Allied Health . . . . .... _ .. 1 
Composition I . .. .... _ . . .... ..... .. 3 
Introduction to Biological Sciences . . . . _ 3 
Lite-Otiented General Psychology . . . . . . 3 
Intermediate Typing . ... . . ... .. _ . . .. . 3 
Filing ... , .. . . . . ... . . . _ ... ... . . .. . 
Medical Office Maohines .. ....• - - .. ... 1 
15 
Second Semester 
Medical Assisting I . . _ . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . 3 
Basic Pharmacology ... . . . . . .. ...... . 2 
Composition 11 ..• • ••.• • - •. • - • - • ••.. 3 
Human Anatomy _ ... _ .. ... . . ....... 3 
Medical Terminology . . ...... . . . . .. .. 2 
Nutrition ... .... . i • ••• _ • ••••• , •••• 3 
Machine Transcription (Medical) .... _ - . - 1 
17 
Third Semester 
Medical Assisting 11 .• •••.. ...... : •. • 6 
Physiology ... .. _ • . _ . ............. - 3 
Physiology Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Interpersonal Relationships _ .. _ ... . ... 3 
Elem. Lab. Microbiological Techniques .. 1 
Secretarial Accounting ..... _ .. . . . .. _ . 3 
17 
Fourth Semester 
Medical Assisting 11 1 ..•.•••• • •.•••• • • 6 
Secretarial Practices and Procedures . . . . . 3 
Community Health ... _ . .. . ....... _ . . 3 
Safety and First Aid ..... _ ... .. . • .... 3 
Personal Development .. _ ..•. , . - . . . . . 1 
16 
TOTAL 65 
1
Two-Year Program in Nursing 
The associate degree program in Nursing prepares men and 
women for a career in technical nursing at the registered nurse 
level. Students of any age, married or single, will be eligible to 
apply. 
Admission to the University does not give automatic admission 
to the nursing program. For additional information, contact 
the head of the Department of Nursing and Allied Health or 
write to the direct,,r of admissions at Morehead State 
Uni versitv. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Eng 
_Biol 
NAH 
NAH 
Nurs 
NAH 
Biol 
HEc 
Nurs 
Nurs 
Eng 
Nurs 
Biol 
Biol 
POI 
Psy 
Nurs 
Nurs 
Nurs 
101 
331 
202 
302 
201 
303 
332 
220 
202 
203 
102 
304 
217 
333 
100 
154 
305 
306 
360 
First Semester 
Composition I .......... • ....•. • _ . _ 3 
Human Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Basic Pharmacology ... _ ... . .......•. 2 
Medical Terminology . •.. . . , . . - - ..... 2 
Fundamentals of Nursing ... , . ........ 7 
17 
Second Semester 
Interpersonal Relationships ....... _ .. _ 3 
Human Physiology . .... . _ ... _ ...... .. 3 
Nutrition for Nurses ................ _ 3 
Medical-Surgical Nursing I ............ 8 
17 
lntenession 
Psychiatric Nursing ... _ .... : ......... 3 
Third Semester 
Composition II ...... _ ...... _ . : . . . . . 3 
Medical-Surgical Nursing 11 , •• ••• ••• • • • 8 
Elementary Medical Microbiology ...... 4 
Human Physiology Laboratory . .. ..... . 
Personal Development ... . _ .. _ • . . . . . . 1 
17 
Fourth Semester 
General Psychology ( Life-Oriented) . .... 3 
Pediatric Nursing (½ semester) .... . . .. . 5 
Obstetric Nursing (½ semester) _ ... __ . .. 5 
Nursing Trends . .. ...•.. _ . . . . - . - - . . . 2 
Elective . . . . ...... ........ . ...... . 1 
16 
TOTAL 70 
Pre-Nursing 
Due to limitations on enrollment each semester, not all 
students are accepted into to nursing program upon first 
application. For the benefit of these students and others who 
plan to transfer to a baccalaureate program at another 
institution, a pre-nursing program is offered. Those enrolling in 
the pre-nursing program who maintain a "C" average over all 
and a "C" average in related science courses am given 
preference over new applicants for enrollment in the nursing 
program the next semester_ For those who wish to transfer. a 
program will be planned to accommodate the program 
requirements of the instiwtion of his or her choice. It should 
be understood. however, that admission to the pre-nursing 
program at Morehead State Universily gives no prior commit-
ment lo any specific school of-nursing. The candidate must be 
admitted by the Institution to which he or she is transferrfng. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) to llowing course t itle means 3 hours c lass, no 
laboratory, 3 hours .credit. Roman nume~als I, II, and Ill 
following the credit iilour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is nor mally scheduled: I-fall; II - spring; and 
I I I-summer. 
Nursing 201 . Fundamentals of Nursing. (4-12-7); I, II. 
Prerequisite : Official enro llment in the nursing program. 
A study of basic nursing knowledge and skills imvolved in 
administering nursing care common to all patients. Emphasis 
will be placed on the nursing care required to meet the basic 
needs of patients Including hygiene, rest, comfort, and 
nutrition_ Historical, philosophical , and social factors which 
have affected nursing and nursing education will be Included. 
This content is designed to help the l.Jeglnning nursing student 
to better understand his or her place in the nursing profession 
and on the health team. Ethical and legal responsibflities to the 
patient and.society will be included. 
Nursing 202. Medical-Surgical Nursing I. (5-12-8); II . 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of first semester of the 
nursing program. 
Theory and correlated nursing care of selected medical-surgical 
patients with more common nursing problems. Primary 
emphasis is placed upon the care of the adult during periods of 
Illness requiring hospitalization. The care of the surgical 
patient, the patient with cancer, or disorders of the respiratory 
system. the digestive tract, the genitourinary tract, the 
reproductive system, the endocrine system, and the lntegu-
mentary system are included. It is expected that the scientific 
principles acquired in previous courses will be applied in 
solving these problems. 
Nursing 303. Psychiatric Nursing. (10·30-3); Intersession (3 
weeks). 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Medical-Surgical 
Nursing ·!. 
Theory and correlated nursing care of the mentally ill patient. 
Emphasis will be on mental health principles as they apply to 
"the symptomatology and treatment of mental dysfunction. 
Communication skills and understanding of personal and 
interpersonal relationships will be integrated into the total 
content. 
Nursing 304. Medical-Surgical Nursing II. (5-12-8); I. II . 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of first year of nursing 
program. 
Theory and correlate_d nursing care of medical-surgical patients 
with burns and electrolyte imbalances, and with mobility, 
sensory, and circulatory problems. The special areas of nursing 
. where patients require surgical intervention, int1msive care, 
emergency care, and home health care are included. Practice in 
the use of the nursing process Is continued througho·ut the 
course. 
Nursing 305. Pediatric Nursing. (7-12-?); I, II (½ semester). 
Prerequisite: Succ8$sful completion of the first year of the 
nursing program. 
Assessment and nursing care of children in various degrees of 
healv:i and illness using appropriate growth and development, 
i!nd appropriate scientific principles. 
Nursing 306. Obstetric Nursing. (7·12·5); I, II (½ semester}. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of the first year of the 
nursing program. 
A course in family-centered nursing care; problem.-solvTng 
approach to meeting nursing n.eeds of patients during the 
maternity cycle; including psychological and social changes 
occuring during -this period_ 
Nursing 360. Nursing Trends. (2-0-2); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of the first year of the 
nursing program. 
Consideration of issues in nursing and the relationship of 
nurisng to the social order. The problems, responsibilities, and 
challenges of the registered nurse as a member of the nursing 
profession and the community. 
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ALL_IE.D HEAL TH 
Programs will be initiated as the needs are determined and the 
educational facilities are available. 
Nursing and Allied Health 100. Orientation to Allied Health. 
(1-0-11; I, II. 
A review of the history of the health occupations, the ethics of 
health care and professional conduct. The various health 
careers will be identi-fied, their functions described, and the 
way in which they articulate into the health care team is 
studied. 
Nursing and Allied Health 202. Basic Pharmacology. (2-0-2); I. 
II. 
This course is to assist the student in the health field to 
understand her responsibility in the administration of 
medicine and to appreciate the need for accuracy. The course. 
offers basic information concerning the main effects, uses, and 
doses of the common drugs. The weights, measurements, and 
abbreviations commonly used in medicine will be included. 
Mathematics related to calculating and translation of dosage 
Will be reviewed. 
Nursing and Allied Health 205. Medical Assisting I. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Consent of student's adviser. 
Designed to help the student develop an understanding of 
basic human needs as they relate to the medical assistant. A 
review of the history of the health occupation, the ethics of 
health care and professional conduct. The student learns to 
assist the physician in examining and treatment of the patient, 
accident prevention and basic clinical skills in the office. 
Nursing and Allied Heal,th 301. Seminar. (One to three 
semester hours); 11. 
Lecture and discussion of problems related to major area 
and/or health field. Readings in current literature. 
Nursing and Allied Health 302. Medical Terminology. (2-0-2); 
I, II. 
A word-study course of medical terminology. The vocabulary 
will be taught from a word a~pect; a knowledge of medicine or 
related disciplines Is not necessary. 
Nursing and Allied Health 303. Interpersonal Relations. 
(3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or equivalent. 
This course deal• with the personality formation of oneself 
and the "other person." Verbal and non-verbal communica-
tions; life forces; coping patterns; and values, attitudes, and 
beliefs are examined. Visual methods and therapeutic methods 
of communicating with individuals and groups are studied. 
Some of ·the prevalent barrlers to communication are 
discussed. The emphasis of the course is on the health worker's 
preparation for communication with patients and clients. 
11 J ;,j t (. I ' l ~-'·' ·--., 
Nursing and Allied Health 306. Medical Assisting II. (3-12-6); 
I. 
Prerequisite: NAH 205, NAH 202. 
This course is designed to enable the student to provide an 
environment for the patient that is therapeutically conducive 
to health. Learning experiences In sterilization, care of 
equipment and supplies, preparation of the patient for 
screening test, clinical skills, emergency procedures, dietary 
requirements, medications and pharmacology. The application 
of knowledge, skills and attitudes developed in liberal educa-
tion, previous and concurrent medical assistant courses. 
Interaction with selectecl health services in the community. 
Nursing and Allied Health 308. Medical Assisting II I. (3-12-6); 
II. 
Prerequisite: NAH 306. 
A continuation of Nursing and Allied Health 306. Students 
continue to broaden their concepts and skills of therapeutic 
measures, managerial, secretarial/business aspects of medical 
assisting. The student builds on the knowl.edge, skills and 
attitudes developed in liberal edu_cation and previous medical 
assisting programs. Students have clinical experiences in a 
general hospital and by observational visits to specialized 
clinics, public health, and community agencies. 
Nursing and Allied Health 351. Practicum. (One to three 
semester hours); I, II. 
Corequisite: To be correlated with a course in major area in 
Department of Nursing and Allied Health. 
Supervised clinical learning experience in an appropriate 
agency or facility through which the stJJdents acquire under-
standing and skill in their major or area of concentration. The 
student learns to deal with the patient's physical, mental and 
social problems; accepts responsibility as a participating team 
member; learns to work with other professional and non-
professional personnel. 
Nursing and Allied Health 352. Practicum. (One to three 
semester hours); I, II. 
Corequisite: To be correlated with a course in major area in 
Department of Nursing and Allied Health. 
Supervised clinical learning experience In an approp11ate 
agency or facility through which the students acquire under· 
standing and skill in their major or area of concentration. The 
student learns to deal with the patient's physical, mental, and 
social problems; accepts responsibilities as a participating team 
member; learns to work with other professional and non· 
professional personnel. 
Nursing and Allied Health 363. Practicum. (One to three 
semester hours); I, 11. 
Corequisite: To be correlated with a course in major area in 
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Department of Nursing and Allied Health. 
Supervised clinkal learning experience in an appropriate 
agency or facility through which the students acquire under-
standing and skill in their major or area of concentration. The 
student learns to deal with the patient's ph'ysical, mental, and 
social problems; accepts responsibilities as a participating team 
member; learns to work with other professional and 
non-professional personnel. 
Nursing and Allied Health 375. Student Supervision in the 
Clinical Facility. (3-0-3); 111. 
Study of the basic principles of student supervision in the 
clinical facility of a health agency. Designed to help teachers in 
health occupations education acquire the skills necessary to 
direct the student's clinical experience for the most desirable 
learning. 
Nursing and Allied Health 398. Supervised Field Experience. 
(One to six hours); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Consent of adviser. 
Designed to provide experience in occupational area as student 
works under supervision in an approved position. Credit 
commensurate with time worked., type of work, variety of 
work experiences. Periodic evaluation by major department, 
faculty, and cooperating organization. 
Nursing and Allied Health 461. Legal Trends of Health 
Occupations Education. (3-0·3); 111. 
• A study of the legal development of health occupations 
education under vocational education at the national level and 
in Kentucky. State licensure laws and Federal legislation will 
be included to the extent that it is related to health 
occupations education. Educational trends In the ~ealth field 
will be considered from current literature and legislation. 
Nursing and Allied Health 530. Evaluation Techniques. 
(3·0·3); II. 
The development and use ofa framework of measurement and 
evaluation in vocational and Industrial education. Includes 
developin~ val idity and reliability in measuring instruments 
designed to assess achievement of performance objectiv~s in 
vocational-industrial education; developing and conducting 
studies of regional needs and developing follow-up studies of 
graduates and dropouts. 
Nursing and Allied Health 585. Principles and Philosophy of 
Vocational Education. (3-0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development, objectives, principles, philosophy, 
status. and trends of vocational education; interpretation of 
legislation affecting vocational education; and organization 
and administration of vocational education at all levels. 
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School of 
Business and Economics 
Department of Accountiog 
Department of Business Administration 
Department of Business Education 
Department of Economics 
The programs of the School of Business and Economics are 
designed to prepare students for employment in business and 
government, for teaching in secondary schools, o r -for 
additional study in business or economics a t the graduate level. 
CERTI FICATE PROGRAMS 
Business Education 
Clerical Studies 
Secretariat Studies 
ASSOCIATE DEGREES 
Business Administration 
Data Processing 
Real Estate 
Small-Business Management 
Bu,iness Education 
Office Management 
Secretarial Studies 
BACHELOR DEGREES 
Accounting 
BBA- option 
BS-major 
BS- minor 
Business Administration 
BBA- Data Processing-option 
BSA- Finance-option 
BBA-ManaQ0ment-option 
SBA-Marketing-option 
BS-Business Adminis tration- major 
BS-Marketing-major 
BS-Business Administrat ion- minor 
BS- Business Data Processing-minor • 
BS- Marketing- minor 
Business Education 
BS-Concentration 
BS- Secretariat Studies Teaching Certificate 
BS- General Business Teaching Certificate 
BS-Secretarial Studies- non-teaching-minor 
BS- General Business-non-teaching- minor 
Economics 
BSA-option 
BA-major 
BS-major 
GRADUATE DEGREES 
MBA- Master of Business Administ ration 
MBE-Master of Business Education 
ACCOUNTING 
SPECIFIC DEGREES 
BS Degree-Accounting Major 
Accounting 281 . 282, 384. 385, 387, 390, 483 ... ..... . 21 
Electives in accounting approved by department . . .. . .. . 12 
33 
BS Degre-Accounting Minor 
Accounting 281. 282, 384, 385, 390 .. . .. ... . .... " . . 15 
Electives in accounting approved by department .. . .. .. . . 6 
21 
BS Degree-Accounting Major with Teacher Certification 
Same as BS Degree. (Accounting 281, 282, 384, 385, 
387, 390, 483) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Electives in Accounting approved by department.. . . . . . • 12 
Business Education 471 .. . . . . .. .. . . . .... . . ... . .. ... 1 
34 
BBA Degree-Accounting Option 
Business Administration Core . . .. . ... ... .• . .. . . . .... 34 
Accounting 281. 282 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Business Admin. 200,252,301,304, 360,461, 
472 . • . ... . . . . .. .. .... . . . . . . .......... •. ... 21 
Business Education 221 ...... . .. . ... . . . . . .... . 3 
Economics 350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Accounting Option Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Accounting 384. 385. 387,390. 483 ..... . ..... . 16 
Electiv11s in accounting approved by department . . . . 6 
General Education courses+ Degree requirements ....... 128 
Students selecting the BS Degree-Accounting Major will also 
select an area of minor study or another area of major study to 
complement the accounting major. 
Students selecting the BBA Degree-Accounting Option will 
achieve a minor in accounting plus the six hours of Accounting 
281 and 282, and this degree permits a broad, supporting 
business curriculum in management, marketing, finance, and 
economics. 
Students selecting programs with accounting minors should 
first CcQnsult with advisers in their major areas. Accounting 
Department advisers are always available for assistance, also. 
For student information, suggested outlines of curricula for 
the BS Degree-Accounting Major and the BBA Degree· 
AccQunting Option are shown below. If these general out lines 
are followed .. the student may meet all University, School, and 
Department requirements on a ti mely basis for degree 
completion within four years. Summer school may enable 
earlier completion of the programs. 
SUGGESTED COURSE SEQUENCES FOR BACCALAU· 
REATE PROGRAMS 
The following programs have been devised t o help students in 
selecting their courses and arranging their schedules. These 
suggested programs need not be followed specifically from 
semester to semest er, but close -adherence to them will aid the 
student in meeting all requirements tor graduation. 
Bachelor of Science, Accounting Major 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
'Math 160 
•Eng 101 
Acct 281 
""Sci 
"PE 
BA 252 
"Eng 
Acct 282 
'Sci 
•pe 
First Semester 
Mathematics for Bus. & Econ. • . .. .. . . . 4 
Composit ion I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Accounting I . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physical Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . .. . . ... . .. .. .. . .. 1 
Elective ... .. . . . . . .. .... . . . . .. .•.. 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Mat h. of Finance ... .. ... . ... . . .. ... 3 
Composition Elective . .. . .. . . . ....... . 3 
Principles of Accounting II . .. . . .. . •. .. 3 
Biological Sciences . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course ... .. ... .... .... . . . . 
Elective .... . .... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. 3 
16 
SOP HO MORE YEAR 
•Econ 201 
"Hlth 150 
Acct 384 
'Econ 202 
"Math 354 
Acct 385 
•Eng 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Acct 390 
Acct 387 
•~!'Ch 370 
SENIOR YEAR 
Acct 483 
BA 461 
BA 561 
First Semester 
Principles of Economics I . . .... . . . ... . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Intermediate Accounting I .. . ... ...... 3 
0
Humanities elective . .... . . ... ...... 3 
•Social Sciences elective . . . ....•.. . .. . 3 
Elective . .... . .. .. .... .. .. . ...... . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Principles of Economics 11 .. • . • •. • • • •• 3 
Business Statistics • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intermediate Accounting II . . .. . .. . .. . 3 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . ... ... . . ............. . . . 3 
15 
First Semester 
Cost Accounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Income Tait . ....... ..... ..... . . . . . 3 
Business a,:icl Professional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
•Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . . .. .. . . ... .... ...... . ... . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Accounting Electives . . . . ....... . . . . . 6 
•Humanities Elective . . . . . ... ....... . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 6 
15 
First Semester 
Auditing .. .. .. .. . ... . . •.. . . . .. . ... 3 
Accounting Elective .... . •... . .. . .. . . 3 
Business Law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . 9 
18 
Second Semester 
Account ing Electives . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 6 
Business Law 11 ••••• • • •• • : • • • • • • • • • 3 
Electives . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
15 
Total Hours 128 
.,.o fulfill University general education requirements and/or 
certain requirements of the School of Business and Economics. 
Bachelor of BusineiS Administration, Accounting Option 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
•Math 160 
••BA 201 
•Eng 101 
• • Acct 281 
•pE 
*Sci 
.. BA 252 
"Eng 
• 
0 Acct 282 
"PE 
' Sci 
First Semester 
Mathematics for Bus. and Econ ...... . .. 4 
Intro. to Computers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Composition I . .. . .. . .... ......... . 3 
Principles of Accounting I . . • . . . . . . • . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 
Physical Sciences . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
Second Semeste r 
Math. of Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
"Social Sciences Elect ive . .... ..... .. . 3 
Composit ion Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principle.s of Accounting 11 • • . • . . . • • • . • 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Biological Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3 
, 6 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
17 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
15 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
15 
6 
3 
6 
15 
3 
3 
3 
9 
18 
6 
3 
6 
16 
128 
d/or 
nics. 
.4 
. 3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
17 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
• •BE 221 
•Econ 201 
*Hlth 150 
Acct 384 
' Math 353 
• Econ 202. 
Acct 385 
• Eng 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Acct 390 
Acct 387 
0 Econ 350 
"'BA 360 
*Speh 370 
"'BA 301 
SEN IOR YEAR 
Acct 483 
0 BA 304 
.. BA 461 
.. BA 472 
BA 561 
First Semester 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Economics I . . .. .. .. . . ... 3 
Personal Health ............. . . . .. . . 2 
Intermediate Accounting I ....... . . . . . 3 
• Humanities elective .. . ... . ... . ..... 3 
Elective . . ........... . . . . .. ... .... 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 3 
Principles of Economics 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intermediate Accounting 11 .... . . . .. . . 3 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
• Social Sciences Elective • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
First Semester 
Cost Accounting , .. .. .... . ...... . . .. 3 
Income Tax . ..... . .. ...... ........ 3 
Mi.croeconomics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Finance .. . . . .. .. . ..... . .. . 3 
Business and Professional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Accounting Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Principles of Management .... . ........ 3 
• Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . ... . ••... . ..... . .. . ... .. 3 
16 
First Semester 
Auditing ....... .. .. .. . . . . ......... 3 
Accounting Elective . .. .. ....... . . . .. 3 
Marketing .... ... .. ... . . . . ..... ... . 3 
B_usiness Law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
18 
Second Semester 
Accounting Electives .. , , • • . •• , • , • , , • 6 
Busin~ss Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Law 11 . ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective 3 
15 
Total Hours 128 
•To fulfill University general education requirements and/or 
certain requirements of the School of Business and Economics. 
... To fulfill Bachelor of Business Administration core require-
ments. 
Students planning to sit for a professional examination such as 
the Certified Public Accountant Exam (CPA); tt,e Certifiea 
Management Accountant Exam {CMA); or the Certified 
Internal Auditor Exam (CIA) should select elect ives that will 
assist them ln preparation for such exercises. For example, 
CPA candidates should probably take Tax 11; Cost lt;Theory; 
and addit ional data processing courses. Accounting advisers 
w ill assist students in these selections. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURS ES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following a course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-Fall; II- Spring; 
Il l-Summer. 
Accounting 281. Principles of Accounting I. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill . 
Meaning and purpose of accounting; t he balance sheet; the 
income statement; books of original entry; special journals; 
adjusting and closing entries, controlling accounts; notes; 
interest; inventory; accounts receivable; fixed asset.s. 
Accounting 282. Principles of Accounting 11. (3·0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Acco unting 281. 
Payrolls; corporate accounts. ownership equitv, and earnings; 
financial reporting; manufacturing accounting; funds flow 
analysis; interpretation of financial statements; managerial 
analysis. 
Accounting 384. Intermediate Accounting I. (3-0·3); I, II . 
Prerequisite: Accounting 282. 
Fundamental accounting procedures; the accounting cycle; 
financial position; measurement of costs, revenues, and 
expenses; analysis of cash, temporary investments, receivables, 
inventory, investments, plant and equipment, intangibles, 
liabilities. 
Accounting 385. Intermediate Accaunting II. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Accounting 384; Business Administration 252. 
Accounting theory and practice applicable to corporate net 
worth accounts and liabilities; appropriations and reserves; 
income determination; funds flow analysis; special problems of 
analysis. presentat ion, and interpretation of financial data. 
Accounting 386. Internship In Accounting. (One , o four 
hours); I, II, Ill . 
Pre requisite: Accounting 385 and consent of Department. 
On-t he-job professional experience in accounting provided, by 
arrangement, through cooperating pUblfc accounting firms, 
industrial firms, and governmental agencies. 
Accounting 387. Income Tax. (3·0·3); I, II . 
Prerequisite: Accounting 384 or consent of instructor. 
Income tax legislation, Federal and State; returns for 
Individuals; gross income; basis for gains and losses; capital 
gains and losses; dividends; deductions; wit hholding. Also 
includes brief survey of taxation of partnerships, corporations, 
estates, trusts, and gifts. 
Accounting 390. Cost Accounting I. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Accounting 282. 
Control and classification of manufacturing costs; job order 
and process cost analysis; materials, labor, and overhead 
ana lysis; joint- and by-product costing. 
Accounting 438. Accounting for Business Combinations. 
(3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite or coreguisite: Accounting 385. 
Accounting for acquisitions, consolidations. and mergers; 
purchasing and pooling methods of business combination; 
parent and subsid iary accounting for consolidated balance 
sheets, income statements, statements of changes in finanrial 
position; special problems of consolidations; and international 
operations. 
Accounting 476. Special Problems in Accounting. {One to 
three hours); I, 11 , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior sta-nding in accounting, and permission of 
Head· of. Department. 
Provides in terested and qualified accounting students 
opportunity to complete independent advanced work in an 
area of special interest within the field of major study. 
Accounting 482. Advanced Accounting. (3·0·3) ; I I. 
Prerequisite: Accounting 384. 
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Special accounting problems; partnerships; installment sales; 
consignments; home office and branch accounting. 
Accounting 483. Auditing. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequi&ite: Accounting 385. 
Accounting principles applied to internal control systems; 
audit working papers; detail aud it ; internal audit; special and 
fractiona l audits; audit reports; tests and procedures used in 
auditing; ethical responsibilities of CPAs. 
Accounting 502. Managerial Accounting. (3-0·3); I, II. Il l. 
Prerequisite: Accounting 282. 
Analysis of cost data; manufacturing and cost analysis; 
budgets; manageria l decision-making analysis. 
NOTE: May not be used for accounting major, minor, or 
option requirements, nor for MBA degree requirements; 
prlmarfly for non-account ing majors. 
Accounting 506. Theory of Accounts. (3-0·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Accounting 385. 
Study of development of accounting theory; application of 
theory to income measurement, asset valuation, and equities; 
review of current literatu.re in the field and FASB, CASB, SEC, 
AICPA, and AAA pronouncements affecting theory. 
Accounting 528. Governmental Accounting. (3-0-3) ; II. 
Prerequisite: Accounting 282 or permission of instructor. 
Study of fund accounting techniques for governmental units. 
Top ics include: government accounting terminology and 
budgeting processes; operations of general, revenue and 
expense, capital profect, debt service, trust, intra-government, 
special as.sessment, and enterprise funds analysis of fixed assets 
and liabilities; and basics of hospital and public school fund 
accounting. 
Accounting 570. Research Problems in Accounting. (One to 
t hree hours); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing with minor (or equivalent) in 
accounting. 
Provides an opportunity and challen!je for self directed, 
independent study of accounting problems. Student must 
present a written statement, prior to registration, of an 
approved research problem, 
Accounting 584. C.P.A. Problems. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of accounting and senior standing. 
Application of generally accepted accounting principles to 
CPA examination problems. Covers four sections of exam 
(practice, theory, auditing, and business law) with emphasis on 
problems and theory. 
Accounting 587. Advanced Tax Accounting. (3·0-3); II. 
Prerequisi te: Accounting 387. 
Federal income tax report prepara\jon with emphasis on 
partnership and corporation returns; estate and trusttaxation; 
gift tax; special problems in taxation; tax research. 
Accounting 590. Cost Accounting II. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisites: Accounting 390; Business Administration 252. 
Cost analysis for planning, evaluation, and control. Standard 
costs; direct costing; budgets; cost and profit analysis; a lterna-
tive choice decisions; linear programming; capital budgeting. 
Accounting Course Cycle 
No. Course Fall Spring Summer 
281 Principles of Accounting I 
282. Principles of Accounting 11-
384 Intermed iate Accounting I 
385 Intermediate Account ing II 
;386 Internship in Accounting 
387 Income Tax 
X X X 
390 Cost Accounting I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
438 Business Combinations X 
476 Special Problems in Accounting X 
482 Advanced Accounting X 
483 Auditing X 
502 Managerial Accoun,ing X 
506 Theory of Accounts X 
528 Governmental Accounting 
570 Research Problems in Accounting X 
584 C.P.A. Problems 
587 Advanced Tax Accounting 
590 Cost Accounting 11 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
The Department of Business Administration offers the 
following programs: 
1. A Master of Business Administration 
2. An OPT ION w-i t h Concentrations in Business 
Administration in the following areas in a BBA de.gree: 
a. Datil Processing 
b. Fin•ance 
c. Management 
d. Marketing 
3. A MAJOR in the BS degree in the following areas: 
a. Business Administration 
b. Marketing 
4. A MINOR in the BS degree in the following areas: 
.a. Business Administration 
b. Data Processing 
c. Marketing 
5. Two-year Associate of Applied Business (AAB) degrees 
In the following areas: 
a. Data Processing 
b. Real Estate 
c. Small Business Management 
Requirements for the Bachelor of Business Administration 
Degree-8.B.A. 
The general education and core courses In this program are 
designed to provide the student in business administration 
with a broad base from which to pursue coursework in his 
special area of Interest. Since al l business funct ions are 
intenelated, the potential business manager must be 
acquainted with the basic areas o f finance, marketing, 
accounting, management, business law, economics, aAd · 
communications. The general education and basic core courses 
are listed below; the student (in consul ta tion with his adviser) 
is expected to plan his program so that necessary prerequisites 
are met. 
I. General Education 
(See catalog se~tion on Academic Information for 
University General Education Requirements.) 
Sem. Hrs. 
Communications and Hvmani tles ,,.,,,,,,,,,, • .. ,, 18 
(Must include Speech 370) 
Science and Mathemat ics . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
(Must Include Ma thematics 160 and 354) 
Social Science and Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
(Must include Econ 201 and 202) 
Health and Physical Education .... .. , ..... . ....... 4 
II. Business Administration Core .......... . ... . ..... 33 
Acot 281, 282 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
BA 200•, 252, 301 , 304, 
360,461 , 472 ..............•........ 21 
BE 221 ... . . .. .. .. . . ... . ...... . ... . .... 3 
Econ 350 , ...... • ................ . .. ... . . 3 
•students may substitute BA 201 for BA 200. Students who 
elect the option in Data Processing will take BA 201. 
~ ---
..,. . ' ~· 
Sem. Hrs. 
Ill. Option Requirements . . .. . . . . . .... , . ........... 21 
(a.) Accounting Option-See Department of Accounting 
(b.) Finance Option 
This program of studies is recommended for students 
who wish a background in financial management. 
E)(cellent career opportunities are available in consumer 
finance, banking, insurance, and in financial administra· 
tion at the corporate level. 
Required Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 12 
Acct 384, 385 . ...• .. .•... ... ...•...... •.. 6 
BA 560 .. . . . . .. . .. . · . . . .... . ............ 3 
Econ 342 ... . . . .. ....... , , . . . . . . .. , . . . . . 3 
Electives in Business and Economics approved by 
Department , . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
(c.) Management Option 
The management option is designed to prepare students 
for entrance into managerial careers in personnel, 
production. or general management. Since management 
of business firms involves both human and t echnical 
ski Its, students are provided with maximum breadth in 
the range ot available elective courses. 
Required Courses • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Acct 390 or 502 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
BA 311 , 504 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Econ 302 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives in Business and Economics approved by 
Department . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
_(d.) Marketing Option 
This option is arranged to prepare tor entrance into 
marketing careers. The program is recommended for 
students who plan to work with sales departments of 
distributing and manufacturing concerns, wholesale 
establishments, advertising agencies, and agencies 
engaged in marketing research. It is also recommended 
for individuals who plan to work as specialty salesmen 
of consumer and Industrial goods, and for those who 
plan to enter marketing management. 
Required Courses . .... .. ...... .. . .... ..... .. ... 12 
&A 350, 453,455, 552 
Electives in Business and Economics approved by 
Department . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
{e.) Data Processing Option 
This option is designed to prepare students for positions 
of responsibility in the rapidly developing fields of 
compute(s, data processing. information technology, 
and syste1T1s design. 
Required Courses .. ..... . ....... . .... . . ..... ... 21 
BA 201 • , 202 or 260, 210, 215 
315, 320,405,516. 
•B.A 201 will be taken as part of t he Business Administration 
core. Students who have taken BA 200 as part of the Business 
Administration core will not be required to complete BA 201. 
1 V. General Electives ........ . , .......... , . . . . . . . . 27 
(Selected in consultation with Depar tmental Adviser) 
Minimum for BBA Degree . ...... .. . .... 128 Sem. Hrs. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE PROGRAMS-BS-
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR in Business Administration 
The core for the Bachelor of Business Administration degree, 
consisting of 33 hours of required coursework, serves as the 
major in Business Administration for the Bachelor of Science 
degree. In addition, students completing this major are 
reqllired to Include the tollowing general education ceurses 
in their program: 
Econ 201 , 202 
Math 152, 353 
Speech 370 
MAJOR in Market ing 
The major in l',-larketing is recommended for students who are 
interested in a more specialized training in one of the basic 
functions performed by most business organizations. Career 
opportunities are available with business firms that are 
concerned With the distribution of goods as well as rendering 
services. A primary goal of this program is to prepare students 
to fill positions as managers of the marketing function. 
Students completing t his major are required to include the 
following as general education courses in their program: 
Econ 201 , 202 
Math 353 
Speech 370 
Sem. Hrs. 
Required Courses ..... .... ... . . . . . . . .......... , .. 33 
Acct 281. 282 . . ..... ...... • . .. ........... 6 
BA 200. 304, 305, 350, 351 , 453, 552 ....... 21 
Electives-6 hours to be selected from the following: 
BA 460, 451, 455 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
MINOR in Business Administration 
Sem, Hrs. 
Courses Required . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Acct 281, 282 ... ..... .. . . . ........ . .. .... 6 
BA 200, 252, 301, 360, 461 . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 15 
Elective in Business or Economics approved by 
Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
In addition, students completing this minor are required to 
include Econ 201 and 202 as part of their general education 
courses. 
MINOR in Data Processing 
Courses Required . ........ .. . . . . .. ..... . ... . .... . 24 
BA 201, 202 or 260, 210, 
215,315,320,405,515 
MINOR in Marketing 
Sem. Hrs. 
Required Courses .. . ...... .... . . . .... , . . .... , .... 24 
Acct 281 ... . ..... . ..... ................. 3 
BA 200, 304, 453, 552 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Electives-to be chosen from the following: 
BA305,350,351, 450,451, 4 55 ....... ... ... . . . 9 
In addition, students completing this mi·nor are required to 
include Econ 201 and 202 as part of their general education 
courses. 
ASSOCIAT E DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Associate of Applied Business Degree - A.A.B. - Data 
Processing 
The two-year progr·am in Business Data Processing technology 
is recommended for students interested in acquir ing skills in 
electronic computer operations, business applications of 
computers and programming. The program is designed to meet 
specific needs of business, industry, and professional organiza-
tions for trained programming personnel. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
Eng 
Math 
BA 
BA 
BA 
Eng 
BE 
Acct 
BA 
BA 
Speh 
101 
152 
160 
201 
202 
221 
281 
210 
260 
110 
Acct 282 
Econ 101 
BA 2 15 
BA 320 
BA 315 
BA 252 
BA 405 
First SemeH!!r 
Composition I . . ... . .. . ..... ..•.. ... 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Introduction to Business .. .. . ........ 3 
Introduction to Computers .......... . 3 
Computer Programming BASIC ........ 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . ... ..... . . . . . . . 3 
Business Communications . . .... .. .. .. 3 
Principles of Accounting I .. ... , . . . . . . 3 
Computer Programming Fundamentals .. 3 
FORTRAN ... . .................... 3 
Basic Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
18 
Third Semester 
Principles of Accountir19 II . .... , ...... 3 
Introduction to American Economy . . . , 3 
Business Computer Programming I . .. .. , 3 
Computerized Business Systems ... . ... . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
16 
Fourth Semester 
Business Computer Prog. II ........•.. 3 
Math of Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 3 
Systems Analysis & Design . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . ... . .. . ..... .... . . . ..... . 6 
16 
TOTAL 64 
Assoc.iate of Applied Business Degree-A.A:S.-Real Estate 
The two-year program in Real Estate is recommended for 
students who desire to become real estate salesmen or brokers, 
as well as those who are presently engaged as part or full-time 
real estate persons. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
First Semester 
Eng 101 Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Acct 281 Principles of Accounting I ........ . ... 3 
BA 105 Real Estate Principles I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Soc 101 General Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Econ 201 Principles of Economics I .....•....... 3 
16 
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C 
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3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
Acct 
BA 
BA 
Econ 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BE 
BA 
282 
120 
125 
202 
252 
330 
225 
205 
409 
303 
335 
221 
408 
Second Semester 
Princip les o f Accounting 11 •••.•. . .•••• 3 
Real Estat e Marketing I ' ' ...... 3 
Appraismg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles ot Economics II ... ... .. ' 3 
Math of Finance ..... ......... 3 
15 
Thi rd Semester 
Farm Brokerage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Real Estate Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Real Estate Principles I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Life & Heal th Insurance . . . .. . .. .. ... . 3 
Electives . . .... . .. .... ... .. . ... . ... 6 
18 
Fourth Semester 
Real Estate Marketing II .............. 3 
Real Estate Investment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Risk Mgmt. & Casualty Ins. . . ......... 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
17 
TOTAL 65 
Associate of Applied Business Degree-A.A.B.-Small Business 
Management 
The two-year program in Small Business Management is 
recommended for students who desire to organize o r own a 
small business firm, as well as those who are presently 
employed as managers or who desire to become managers. The 
program is designed 10 meet the specific needs of small 
business organizations and to help students acquire the 
knowledge to ffll these needs. 
Coutse Requirement s -and Suggested Course Sequence: 
Eng 
BA 
Speh 
Econ 
Eng 
BE 
Acct 
BE 
Acct 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BE 
BA 
BA 
101 
200 
110 
101 
136 
281 
221 
282 
304 
461 
310 
252 
363 
311 
305 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Introduction to Data Processing . . . . . . . . 3 
Basic Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to American Economy . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . ....... . .. ............... 4 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective ........ ... ..•.. 3 
Business Calculations ... . ...... . ... .. 4 
Principles of Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective ............ . ............. 3 
16 
Third Semester 
Principles of·Accounting II . ........ . . . 3 
Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
SmaJl Business Organization .. .. ....... 3 
Math of Finance . •....... .. .... . . . .. 3 
Elective .. ............ .... .. . .... .. 2 
17 
Founh Seme.ster 
Office Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personnel Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Purchasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
15 
TOTAL 64 
SUGGESTED COURSE SEQUENCES FOR BACCALAU-
REATE PROGRAMS 
The following programs have been devised to help studems in 
seleding their courses and arranging their schedules. These 
suggested proyrams need no t be followed specifically from 
semester to semester, but c lose adherence to them will -aid the 
Studem 1n meeting all requirements for graduation. 
BBA Degree 
Data Processing Option 
F RESHMAN YEAR 
First. Semester 
Eng 101 Composition I .......... . · · ·· •· ···· 3 
Math 160 Mathematics for Bus. and Econ ... ... ... 4 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PE Activity . . . ............. . ... •... . . 1 
Sci Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
BA 201 Introduction to Computers . ... . .. .... 3 
17 
Eng 
BA 
BA 
Scl 
PE 
Second Semester 
. Composmon Elect ivi, ............. .. . 3 
202 Computer Programming BASIC 
o r 
260 FORTRAN Programming .. ........... 3 
Social Sciences Elective . .. ........ . .. 3 
Humanities Elective . ... .. .. . ........ 3 
Biological Science .............. ... .. 3 
Activity .. . ....... . .... . . .. . ..... , 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
BA 
Acct 
Econ 
Hlth 
BA 
Econ 
Speh 
BE 
Acct 
210 
281 
201 
150 
252 
202 
370 
221 
282 
JUNIOR YEAR 
BA 
BA 
BA 
301 
360 
215 
BA 304 
BA 315 
BA 320 
Math 354 
SENIOR YEAR 
Econ 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
350 
405 
461 
472 
515 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Computer Programming Fundamentals .. 3 
Principles of Accounting I .. .... ...... 3 
Principles of Economics I .... ..•. . . ... 3 
Personal Health . .. .. .. . ......... . .. 2 
Math of Finance . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Principles of Economics 11 •.••....••.• 3 
Business and Professional Speech . . ... • . . 3 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Accounting 11 • • • • • • • . • • • • 3 
Elective ........... .. ............. 3 
15 
First Semester 
Principles of Man09ement. . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Business Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Computer Programming I ... .. . 3 
Humanities Elective .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
17 
Second Semester 
Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Computer Programming 11 • • • • • 3 
Computerized Business Systems . ... .... 3 
Business Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
17 
First Semester 
Microeconomics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Systems Analysis and Design . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives ... ...... . . . ....... .. .. _ .... 6 
15 
Second Semester 
Business Policies and Problems . . . . . . . . 3 
0. P. Field Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
15 
BBA Degree 
Finance Option 
39 
FR ESH MAN YEAR 
Eng 
Math 
Hlth 
PE 
Sci 
Eng 
BA 
BA 
PE 
Sci 
101 
160 
150 
200 
252 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . • . . . . ...... _. .. 3 
Mathematics for Bus. and Econ· .. .. , .... 4 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . : . . . . . • . . . . . 2 
Activity .... . . ... . ..... . .. . . . , . . . . 1 
Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective .. . .. . .... . . .. . .. 3 
Introduction to Data Processing . . .. . . .. 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Math of Finance . .... . ..... .. ...... . 3 
Activity . .. . .. . ... .. .. . ... ....... . 
Biological Science . .. . ... ..... ... . ... 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
BE 
Acct 
Econ 
A.cct 
Econ 
BA 
221 
281 
201 
282 
202 
304 
J UNIOR YEAR 
BA 301 
Econ 350 
Math 354 
Acct 384 
BA 
Acct 
Speh 
360 
385 
370 
SENIOR YEAR 
BA 560 
Econ 342 
BA 461 
BA 472 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Accounting I .. .. ..... ... 3 
Princ iples of Economics I .. . ....... . .. 3 
Humanities Elective .... ..• . . ...... . . 3 
Elective .. . ... . .. ... .... .. .. ... ... 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Principles of Accounting 11 • , . • . • . • • . • • 3 
Principles ot Economics 11 .•• .. ••••.•• 3 
Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
15 
First Semester 
Principles of Management . .. . ...... . . . 3 
Microeconomic T heory .. . ..... . . . . . • . 3 
Business Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intermediate Accounting I ........ . ... 3 
Elective ............... .. ......... 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Business Finance ... . . ...... . ..... . . 3 
Intermediate Accounting 11 ••••••.• , ••• 3 
Business and Profe.ssional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
Electives ...... ..... . .............. 8 
17 
First Semester 
Financial Markets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
SBE Electives* .. . . ... · ....... ....... 3 
Money & Banking . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Law I .... . . .. ............. 3 
Elective ........... ... ......... . . . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Business Policies and Problems .. ..... . . 3 
SBE Electives• .... .. . .... .. .... . . . . 6 
Electives . .. .. . ... . . .•. . .. ... .. . . . . 7 
16 
""Electives may be selected in e ither accounting, business 
administration, or economics. 
BBA Degree 
Management Option 
FRESHMAN YEA R 
Eng 
Math 
Hlth 
PE 
Sci 
Eng 
BA 
BA 
PE 
Sci 
101 
160 
150 
200 
252 
First Semes ter 
Composition I . . • . . . .. . ... . ... . . 3 
Mathematics for Bus. and Econ. . . . . . . . 4 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . .... .. .. ...... . . . 2 
Activity ..•..... . ...•.. ... . . . ... .. 1 
Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . ... . ... ....... . 3 
Introduction to Data Processing . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Math o f Finance ... ..... .. . . .. . .. . . . 3 
Activity .... . ... .. . ... ..... . .... .. 1 
Biological Science . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
16 
40 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Acct 
Econ 
BE 
Acct 
Econ 
BA 
281 
201 
221 
282 
202 
304 
JUNIOR YEAR 
BA 301 
Econ 350 
Econ 302 
Acct 502 
Acct 
Math 
BA 
BA 
390 
354 
360 
SENIOR YEAR 
Speh 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
370 
311 
461 
504 
472 
First Semester 
Literat ure Elective . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Princi pies of Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Economics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Communications .... . . . . . ... 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective ..... . . . .. . . ... . .. ... . . ... 3 
18 
Second Semester 
Principles of Accounting 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Economics 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
15 
First Semester 
Principles of Management ............. 3 
Microeconomic Theory .. . ..... .. . .... ~ 
Labor Econ . . .. . .. . .... . ..... . . .. . . 3 
Humanities Elective .... . . . .. _ .... . ... 3 
Managerial 
or 
Cost Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Elective ......... .. ... . . . . ..... . .. 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Business Statistics .. ..... ... . .. ...... 3 
Business Finance ........ . ... . ...... 3 
Elective . . ...............• ·. . . . . . . . 3 
Electives ....... • . . .... . . ..... ..... 7 
16 
First Semest er 
Business and Professional Speech . . • . . . . 3 
Elective ... ..... ... .... . . ...... -. . . 3 
Personnel Management . .. .... . .. .... . 3 
Business law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective ..............•........... 3 
15 
5!icond Semester 
Production Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Policies and Prob lems . . ..... ,_ . . 3 
Elective ..... . . . ..... .. ..........• 3 
Elect ives . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 7 
16 
BBA Degree 
Marketing Option 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Math 
Hlth 
PE 
Sci 
Eng 
BA 
BA 
PE 
Sci 
101 
160 
150 
200 
252 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematics for Bus. and Econ. . . . . . . . . 4 
Social Sciences Elective . . ............ 3 
Personal Health ... . . . . ......... .. .. 2 
Activity ...... . . ...... . . ........ . . 1 
Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Introduction to Data Processing . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . .. . . .. .,. . . 3 
Math of Finance ..... . ..... . . . . :· .. .. 3 
Activity ........... . .... ... . . . .. .. 1 
Biological Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Acct 
Econ 
BE 
Acct 
Econ 
BA 
281 
201 
221 
282 
202 
350 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Accounting I . . . . . . . . ... . . 3 
Principles of Economics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanit ies Elective ...•. . . . ..•. , . . . . 3 
Elective .... . . . ....... . ... . ....... 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Principles df Account;ing II •. . • .. •••. . . 3_ 
Principles of Economics 11 . . • • . • • • • • • • 3 
Salesmanship . . .. . . .... . . . ... .. . .. . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
15 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Econ 
BA 
BA 
BA 
Math 
Speh 
350 
301 
360 
304 
354 
370 
SENIOR YEAR 
BA 461 
BA 552 
BA 455 
BA 
BA 
BA 
BA 
453 
472 
BS Degree 
First Semester 
Microeconomic Theory ...... . .. . . . . .. 3 
Principles of Management ........... . . 3 
Business Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
16 
Second Semester 
Business Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business & Professional Speech . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . .............. ... .. . : . . . 9 
18 
First Semester 
Business Law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Marketing Research and Analysis . . . . . . . 3 
Advertising Principles & Procedures . . .. . 3 
Elective . . ................... . ... . 3 
Elective . . . ................. . ..... 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Marketing Policies . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Policies and Problems . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 6 
Electives .•... . ... . . .. . . . . . · . • .• . · .... 4 
16 
Business Administration Major 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Math 
Hlth 
PE 
Sci 
Eng 
BA 
PE 
Sci 
101 
160 
150 
200 
First Semester 
Composition I . ...... . ........•.... 3 
Mathematics for Bus. and Econ. . ... . . . 4 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . ..... . . . .. ........ . 2 
Activity ... • ..... . .. . . . . .. ....... .. 1 
Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Introduction to Data Processing . ....... 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity ............ . .... . . ....... 1 
Biological Science . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
BE 
Acct 
Econ 
BA 
221 
281 
201 
252 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Communications ... . .... • . .. 3 
Principles of Accounting I • • . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Principles of Economics I .. . ... . .. . . .. 3 
Math of Finance .... .. ... . . . ..... . .. 3 
Elective ...... .. ... . .. ... . . . .. • ... 2 
17 
Acct 
Econ 
BA 
282 
202 
304 
JUNIOR YEAR 
BA 
Math 
301 
354 
BA 360 
Speh 370 
SENIOR YEAR 
Econ 350 
BA 461 
BA 472 
BS Degree 
Marketing 
Second Semester 
Principles of Accounling II ••..• . •.•• • • 3 
Principles of Economics II .••.. . . . . . .. 3 
Marketing .............. ... : . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective .. ..... . .. .. ....... .. ... . . 3 
15 
First Semester 
Principles of Management .. . . . . ... .. .. 3 
Business Statistics ...... . ... . .. . ... .. 3 
Elect ives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 11 
17 
Second Semester 
Business Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business & Professional Speech . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . .........•.. . .. , . . . . . . . 11 
17 
First Semester 
Price Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
15 
Second Semester 
Business Policies and Problems . ... • .. . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
16 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Math 
Hlth 
PE 
Sci 
Eng 
BA 
PE 
Sci 
101 
150 
200 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . ............ .... . .•..... 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Activity . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Introduction to Data Processing . . . • . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ... ... .. . ..... 3 
Humanities Elective ... .. .... .. . • ... . 3 
Activiw .................... • • • • • • 
Biological Science ......... • .......•. 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Acct 
Econ 
281 
201 
Acct 282 
Econ 202 
BA 304 
JUNIOR YEAR 
BA 350 
Math 354 
BA 305 
BA 351 
Speh 370 
BA 
SENIOR YEAR 
BA 552 
BA 
BA 453 
First Semester 
Lit erat ure Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Accounting I ..... ...... . 3 
Principles of Economics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
17 
Second Semester 
Prinqiples of Accounting II .. , ..... . . .. 3 
Principles of Economics 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Marketing . ... . ............. .. .. ... 3 
Humanities Elective . ... . .. . . . ..... . . 3 
Elective . . .... . .. ... ... .. . .. ...... 3 
15 
First Semester 
Salesmanship ...............•. . . ... 3 
Business Statistics . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Purchasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Sales Management .. ... . .. . .. . . . . _ . . . 3 
Business & Professional Speech . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective ... ... . . .... . . .. .. ... .. . .. 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 8 
17 
First Semester 
Marketing Research and Analysis 3 
............. 3 Elective · · · · · · · · · · . 9 
Electives . • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 15 
Second Semester 
Marketing Policies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . 13 
16 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
7 
3 
3 
7 
3 
3 
B 
5 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
B 
7 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
8 
3 
7 
3 
3 
3 
8 
7 
3 
3 
9 
5 
3 
3 
6 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and II I 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in whfch 
the course Is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
I II-summer. 
Business Administration 105. Real Estate Principles I. (3-0-3); 
I. 
A general introduction to real estate as a business and as a 
profession, designed to acquaint the student with a wide range 
of subjects necessary to the practice of real estate. Topics 
include license law, ethics, purchase and listing agreements, 
brokerage, deeds, financing, appraisals, mortgages and real 
estate property managements, 
Business Administration 120. Real Estate Marketing I. (3-0-3); 
11. 
Prerequisite: BA 105 or consent of Instructor. 
A course designed to help real estate salesmen with listings, 
prospecting and showing. The students will be given an insight 
into establishing what are the true needs of his client and how 
best to fulfill these needs, and to learn how to qualify clients 
and organization of time. 
Business Administration 125. Appraising. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: BA 105 or consent of instructor. 
A course designed to enable real estate sales people to be more 
knowledgeable and ·professional in listing property for sale; to 
know and understand the different reasons for appraising real 
estate such as for loans, estates, condemnation, listings, etc.; 
and to make the student aware of the factors that contribute 
to the value of real estate. 
Business Administration 160. Introduction to Business. 
(3-0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Basic survey course; management; business organization; 
marketing; retailing; accounting; banking; finance; risk and 
insurance. 
Business Administration 200. Introduction to Data Processing. 
(3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Math 152 or i?quivalent. 
Fundamentals of data processing; punched-card applications; 
basic concepts of electronic computers; data processing 
organization; information technology; management responsi-
bility. 
Business Administration 201 . Introduction to Computers. 
(3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Math 152 or consent of instructor. 
Survey of computer systems including hardware and software 
features. Machine and program logic. Flowcharting techniques, 
use of decision tables. Survey of computer languages. 
(Students in the Data Processing programs will take this course 
in lieu of BA 200.) 
Business Administration 202. Computer Programming.BASIC. 
(3-0-3); I, II. Ill . 
Prerequisite: Math 152 or consent of instructor. 
Programming the computer using the BASIC language. No 
prior computer knowledge is assumed. Emphasis is on solving 
and interactive mode programming. 
Business Administration 206. Real Estate Princfples II. (3-0-3); 
i I. 
Prerequishe: BA 105 or consent of instructor. 
A continuation of Real Estate Principles I with emphasis upon 
law; land rights; title examinations; tax aspects; planning and 
zoning; deeds; contracts; financing; subdivision laws, rules, and 
regulations for brokers a·nd managers. 
Business Administration 210. Computer Programming 
Fundamentals. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Business Administration 200. 
Technical experience with stored program computer; machine 
design, components. logical function; machine language and 
symbolic programming language. 
Business Administration 215. Business Computer Programming 
I. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: BA 210 or consent of instructor. 
Practical business applications programming using the COBOL 
language. Card input and printed output will be used. 
Business Administration 225. Real Estate Finance. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: BA 105 or consent of instructor. 
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the role 
that real estate financing plays in the community develop-
ment; the financial instruments used in transactions involving 
real estate; the_ nature of financial institutions that are an 
integral part of the mortgage market; how the mortgage 
market is influenced by governmental policies. 
Business Administration 230. R.eal Estate Land Planning and 
Development. (3·0·3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: BA 105 or consent of instructor. 
A comprehensive course designed to acquaint the real estate 
student with the specialized field of land planning and 
development with emphasis upon the field of new home 
construction. 
Business Administration 252. Mathematics of Finance. (3-0-3); 
I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 152. 
Interest; annuities; amortization; sinking funds; bond 
valuation; depreciation; life insurance. 
Business Administration 260. FORTRAN Programming. 
(3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisites: BA 200; or consent of instructor. 
Introduction to FORTRAN Programming language. Applica-
tion of mathematical techniques to problems In programming. 
Business_, engineering, management, and modeling e_xamples 
are employed to provide comprehensive knowledge of the 
language. 
Business Administration 301 . Principles of Management. 
(3-0-3); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisites: Ac;counting 282 and Economics 202. 
History of management; the management process; the 
principles of management and their application in the 
operations of business. The fundamental concepts of manage-
ment will be applied to such areas of business activity as 
organization, personnel, production, and research. 
Business Administration 303. Real Estate Marketing II. 
(2-2-3); II. 
A follow-up course to Real Estate Marketing I. designed to 
help real estate sal~smen in closing the sale of property and the 
marketing of residential and business real estate. 
Business Admillistration 304. Marketing. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201. 
Raw materials and products; organized exchange; analysis of 
market; market price; manufactured products; warehouses; 
cooperative societies; distribution organizations. 
Business Administration 305. Purchasing, (3-0-3); II . 
Prerequisite: BA 304 or consent of instructor. 
Purchasing functions and procedure.s; organization and 
operation of the purchasing department; Inventory, quality, 
and quality controls; sources of supply; legal aspects of 
purchasing; evaluating purchase performance. 
Business Administration 310. Small-Business Organization. 
(3-0-3); I. 
Aspects of management that are unique to small firms; 
economic and social environment in which small firms 
function; student practice in making decisions on problems 
facing manage~ of small businesses. 
Business Administration 311 . Principles of Personnel Manage-
ment. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: BA 301. 
Personnel management principles; job requirements; selection 
techniques; testing programs; facilitation of employee 
adjustment; wage and salary administration; legal aspects of 
labor relations; financial incentives. 
Business Administration 315. Business Computer Programming 
II. {3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: BA 215 or consent of instructor. 
Advanced computer programming using COBOL. Tape and 
disk file structures and processing are emphasized. 
Business Administration 320. Computerized Business Systems. 
(3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Knowledge of one- high-level computer language. 
Hardware and software specifications, operating systems. 
programming systems, information theory, development and 
use of computerized business applications. 
Business Administration 325. Bank Management. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite-: Consent of instructor. 
Organization and operation of-the commercial bank. 
Business Administration 335. Real Estate Investment. {3-0·3); 
II. 
Prerequisite: BA 105 or consent of instructor. 
A course designed to aequaint the student with the theory and 
practices of real estate investments and the wide range of 
topics in this area. Included are reasons for and against 
investing, homes and business properties, sale and lease-backs 
and the real estate investor. 
Busfhess Administratioll 343. Investments. (3-0·3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 . 
(See Economics 343.) 
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Business Administration 350. Salesmanship. (3-0-3); I, II. 
The role of selling in the America_n economy; salesman's job 
and qualifications; development and application of sales 
techniques; selection, training, and management of the sales 
force. 
Business Administration 351 . Sales Management. {3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisites: BA 301 and 350. 
The changing role of the sales manager; developing a 
managerial and strategic framework concerning the sales 
manager's job; the behavior of a manager of people, money, 
and things within the sales sphere of business. 
Business Administration 360. Business Finance. (3·0·3}; I, 11, 
Ill. (Formerly Corporate Finance) 
Prerequisites: BA 252; Acoounting 282; Economics 202. 
Financial management; management of ca~h, receivables, 
inventories, plant assets, short-term debt, long-term debt, 
intermediate-term debt; owner's equity. 
Business Administration 364. Personal Finance. (3-0-3); II. 
Income and occupation, budgeting, consumer credit, banking 
services, taxes, insurance and Social Security, home owning, 
investments, and estate planning. 
Business Administration 405. Systems Analysis and Design. 
(3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: BA 320 or consent of Instructor. 
Systems analysis, feasibility studies, economic cost 
oomparisons, systems implementation, the tools of systems 
analysis. 
Business Administration 408. Risk Management and Property 
and Casualty Insurance. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Economics 202. 
Nature of risk and risk-bearing; organization, operl!tion, and 
management of insurance bUSilless; fundamentals of insurance 
and contracts; survey of fire and casualty insurance. 
Business Administration 409. Life and Health Insurance. 
(3-0-3) ; I. 
A study of the principles and practices of life and health 
insurance. Includes principal featu~es and uses of life and 
health contracts. Also covers annuities, and group, social and 
industrial insurance. 
Business Administration 410. (Changed to BA 311.) 
Business Administration 450. Consumer Behavior. (3·0-3); II. 
Prerequisi-te: Psychology 154 and Sociology 101 
recommended. 
Fundamental process of motivation, perception, and learning; 
nature and influence of individual predisposition; group 
influence on marketing; consumer decision processes; 
aggregate consumer behavior. 
Business Administration 451. Retail Merchandising. (3-0-3); I, 
II. 
Prerequisite: BA 304. 
E!ctablishjng a store; store organization; buying, pricing, and 
selling; planning and control; credit management; insurance; 
tax report.s and operating analysis; bas_ic principles of retailing. 
Business Administration 453. Market.ing Policies. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: BA 301, and 6 hrs. of marketing courses. 
Overview o f marketing functions; emphasis on formulation of 
policies and management of all marketing activities. Case 
studies used. 
Business Administration 455. Advertising Principles and 
Procedures. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: BA 304. 
Analysis of advert ising as an 1ndirect selling technique; 
emphasis on determining appeals, creating images, and 
developing coordinated campaigns. Actual campaign to be 
developed by each student; stress on ideas and concepts rather 
than mechanics. 
Business Administration 460. Problems in Finance. (3·0·31 ; II . 
Prerequisites: BA 360. 
A case problem course designed to give the student an 
opportunity to handle various types of managerial problems in 
the following areas: financing current operations.; valuation; 
long term capital structure and cost of capital; dividend policy; 
debt management; and Problems in public security issues. 
Formerly BA 560. 
Business Administration 461 . Business Law I. (3·0-3); I, II. 
Designed to acquaint the students with the basic principles of 
law as they apply to business, especially considering the 
impact of legal procedure on the business affairs of the 
individual. Coverage includes: social forces and the law, legal 
rights and remedies, court procedure, contracts, agency. 
employment, personal property. insurance, real property, 
leases. mortgages, trusts, and estates. 
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Business Administration 472. Business Policies and Problems. 
(3-0·3); I, 11, I ll. 
Prerequisites: BA 301, 304 or consent of instructor. 
Specific problems involved in the formulation of consistent 
business policies and maintenance of an efficient organization. 
Actual cases used as basis for discussions and preparation of 
rePorts for executive decision making. Formerly BA 572. 
Business Administration 476. Special Problems. (0·0-1 to 3); I, 
11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior standing and prior consent of Head of 
Department. 
Self-directed Independent study on a specific problem; based 
on written proposal and justification submitted by student 
prior to registration : each request will be considered on its 
own merit in relation to the special needs. interest, and 
abilities ot the student. 
Business Administration 504. Production Management. 
(3·0·3); II. 
Prerequisite: BA 301; Accounting 390 or 502. 
Managerial organization for production; plant design and 
layout; control of production; investment in production 
equipment and materials; working capital; labor costs; 
production operations including sclleduling, routing, and 
control. 
Business Administration 515. Data Processing Field Project. 
(3·0·3); l l. 
Prerequisites: BA 315 and 320. 
Experience in an actual data processing situation outside the 
classroom; students assigned 1n ur,iversity's data processing 
center or other approved computer f.acillty. 
Business Administration 547. Introduction 1:0 International 
Economics. (3-0·3); 11. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202. 
(See Economics 547.) 
Business Administration 552. Marketing Research and 
Analysis. (3-0·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Business Administration 304; Math 353. 
Study of use of research to minimize error in decision analysis; 
individual studies made by students in al l area~ of marketing 
including advertising, packaging, and merchandising. 
Business Administration 560. Financial Markets. (3·0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: BA 360. 
Institutional and business factors that influence demand and 
supply of funds; effect on price movements; detailed analysis 
of money and capital markets. Formerly BA 323. 
Business Administration 561. Business Law 11. (3·0·3); I, I I. 
Prerequisite: BA 461 . 
An extension of the coverage of B·usiness Administration 461 
to the application of legal procedure in the affairs of the 
business organization. Coverage includes: commercial paper, 
ba I I men ts, sales, secured transactions, ~uretyship and 
guarantee, partnerships, corporations, bankruptcy, and 
government and business. 
Business Administration 565. Human Relations for Business 
Management. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Senior standing or consent of instructor. 
A study of human and interpersonal behavior to understand, 
evaluate, and appraise business and social situations. The 
emphasis is on skill and the ability to work with people, 
groups and institut.ions. 
Business Administration 570. Research Problems In Business 
Administration. (0-0-1 to 3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Senior or graduate standing with minor or 
equivalent in business administration. 
Self directed, independent study and_ research in business 
administration. The student must present a wrinen statement 
of the proposed project, approved by the departmen1:, at the 
time he registers for the course. 
BUSINESS EDUCA TiON 
The Department of Business Education in the School of 
Business and Economics,offers the following programs: 
1 An Area of Concentration in Business Education 
2. Majors with Teacher's Certificates in Secretarial Studies 
or General Business 
3. Non-teaching minors in Secretarial Studies or General 
Business 
4. Two-year Associate of Applied Business Degrees in 
Office Management or Secretaria•1 Studles 
5. One-year Certificate Programs in Clerical Studies or 
Secretarial Studies 
Area of Concentration in Business Education 
Sem. Hrs. 
General Requirements:• 
Acct 281, 282, ~nd 3 hrs. Acct elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Secretarial Studies: 
BE 213, 221. 232. 240, 250, 260 or 261 or 262, and 331 . 17 
Elective in Secretarial Studies . ... .. . . .. ......... .. . .. 2 
General Business: 
BE 136 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 4 
BA 461 ... . .. , .... . . . , ..... . . . .•...... . . . ....... 3 
Electives in General Business .. . -. ..... . . . . . . . .... . .. 11 
Elective in Business .... , ............. . . .. . , .... . .. 2 
Professional Business Education : 
BE 375,376,471, and 475 ........ . .... . ........ . .. 6 
Total 54 
"In selecting the courses to fulfi11°thegeneral requirements for 
graduation, the area of concentration in business education 
must include Economics 201 and 202, and Speech 370. 
MAJORS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 
Students may major 1n one of two areas In business education: 
( 11 Secretarial Studies or (21 General Business. These majors 
provide an opportunity for students to. combine business 
education teaching with other disciplines. 
Major in Secretarial Studies with Teacher's Certificate• 
Sem. Hrs. 
Secretarial Studies: 
Acct 281 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
BE 136, 212, 213, 221, 232, 240, 250, 
260 or 261 or 262, and 331 .. . . .... . .. . . ... . . . ... 24 
Professional Business Education: 
BE 375. 376, and 471 . . ....... ... .. . .............. 4 
Approved electives from BA or BE ..... . . ............. 2 
Total Hours 33 
0 
In selecting courses to fUlfill the general education require-
ments for graduation. the major In secretarial studies must 
include Speech 370. 
Major in General Business with Teacher's Certificate• 
Sem. Hrs. 
General Business-: 
Acct 281, 282, and 3 hrs. Acct elective . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
BE136 ... .. ......... . . . ...... . ................. 4 
BA 200 and 4-61 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Secretarial Studies: 
BE 212,221, 240, 250, and 260 or 261 or 262 .... . . . . .. 9 
Professional Business Education: 
BE 375. 471, and 475 . . .... ..... . . . . • . . . .. ....... . 5 
Elective in General Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Total Hours 34 
"In selecting courses to fulfill the general education requi re· 
ments for graduation, the major ih general business must 
include Economics 201. 
MINORS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 
WITHOUT CERTIFICATION 
Minors are offered in Secretarial Studies or in General Business 
for those students who major In another discipline either with 
or without certification, but who do not desire certification in 
business education. 
Minor in Secretarial Studies without Certification 
Sem. Hrs. 
Secretarial Studies: 
BE 136, 213, 232, 240, 250, 260 or 261 or Q62, ahd 331 . 18 
Electives from the following: 
Acct 281 
BA 200 
BE 212, 221, 290, 332. and 363 . . . . .. .. .. .. . ..• . . .. . 3 
Total Hours 21 
Minor in General Business without Certification 
Sem. Hts. 
Acct 281 .. . ................ · ....... . ............ 3 
BA 200 and 461 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
BE 136, 2·12, 240, 250, 260 or 261 or 262, and 363 . .. .. 13 
Total Hours 22 
Associate of A-pplied Busineu Degree-A.A.B.-Office 
Management 
Office Management is designed to prepare graduates for 
positions as administrative assistants or as executive 
secretaries. 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
BE 
BE 
Acct 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
BE 
Acct 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
BA 
BA 
BE 
BE 
BA 
Speh 
136 
211 
281 
101 
212 
221 
250 
282 
102 
213 
240 
200 
252 
363 
301 
370 
First Semester 
Business Calculations .... .. ... . . . . ... 4 
Beginning Typewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Composition I . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • • • 3 
Electives ...... • . .. . ..... ... ..... .. 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Intermediate Typewriting ..... . ....... 3 
Business Communications ... . .. . ... . . 3 
Filing Systems .. . . . ...... ... . .. . .. . 
Principles of Accounting 11 ... . ...... . . 3 
Composition 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . .. ... . .. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Third Semester 
Advanced Typewriting ......... . . .... 3 
Duplicating Processes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Introduction to Data Processfng .. ...... 3 
Mathematics of Finance . . .. ....... . .. 3 
Electives . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
16 
Fourth Semester 
Machine Transcription . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Office Management ...... . ... . .. . .. . 3 
Principles of Management . _ .. . .. ... . .. 3 
Business and Professional Spee_ch . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
16 
Associate of Applied Business Degree-A.A.B.-Secretarlal 
Studies 
Secretarial Studies 1s designed to prepare graduates for 
positions in business as stenographers or secretaries iri addition 
to providing the necessary background that will enable them 
to advance to a supervisory or administrative assistant 
position. 
C 
B 
B 
B 
B 
E 
B 
B 
B 
B 
E 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
s 
a 
T 
Jr 
p 
SE 
0 
S1 
t• 
0 
a 
L 
C 
C 
a 
VI 
C 
B 
B 
B 
B 
E 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
0 
s 
~ 
sl 
B 
ii 
B 
B 
B 
E 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
Course Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BA 
BE 
BE 
BE 
Speh 
136 
211 
231 
250 
101 
212 
232 
290 
102 
213 
331 
240 
200 
221 
332. 
363 
370 
F irst Semester 
Bll$iness Calculations , ..... , .... , . , .. 4 
Beginning T ypewriting .. . . . .....•.... 3 
Beginning Short hand . . .... . .. .... . .. 4 
Fi ling Systems . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
EJe·ctive .......... , ..•.. , . . . . . . . . . 1 
16 
Second Semester 
Intermediate Typewriting ............. 3 
Intermediate Shorthand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Secretarial Accounting ............... 3 
Machine Transcription . .... . . . . . . .. . . 1 
Composition 11 • • . . . . • • . • • . • . • . . . • . • 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
16 
Third Semester 
Advanced Typewriting .•............. 3 
Dictation and Transcription ... .. ..... . 4 
Duplica ting Processes ................ 1 
In troduction to Data Processing ........ 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
16 
Fo urth Semester 
Business Communications ..... . .. .... 3 
Executive Secret arial Procedures ....... 3 
O ftfce Management ..... ... . ........ 3 
Business and Professional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... 4 
16 
ONE-YEAR CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
These curricula are designed for rhose students who have 
immediate occupational objectives and do not initially plan to 
pursue a degree program. After successful completion of 32 
semester hours of directed course work, students arn awarded 
certificates of completion in either clerical or secretarial 
studies. Sufficient preparation is provided for jobs such as 
typists, receptionistS, stenographers, and office machine 
operators. Courses completed in the one-year programs may be 
applied toward degree programs, provided the regular 
University general education requirements are met. 
One-Year Certificate Program in Clerical Studies 
Clerical Studies is especial ly designed for those students who 
are not interested In (he development of shorthand ski lls, but 
who wanr to master the related office skills and knowledge. 
Cours·e Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence: 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BA 
BE 
136 
250 
290 
101 
221 
240 
200 
F irst Semester 
Business Calculations .. .... , ...... . .. 4 
Typewriting . . .. .. . .. . •. .. . ....... . 3 
Filing Systems .. . . . .... .. ..... •... . 1 
Secretaria l Accounting .... . .. . ...... . 3 
Composit ion I . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . 3 
Elective . ...•.•.. ......... ..... . . . 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
. Duplicating Processes ......•......•. . 
Machine T ranscription . .. . .. ... . , . . . . 1 
Introduction to Data Processing . . . . . . . . 3 
Typewrit ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
16 
One-Ye« Certificate l"rogram in Secretarial Studies 
Secretarial Studies is designed pi-imarily for students who 
desire to develop proficiency in the art of shorthand writing 
and transcription in addition to acquiring the in itial secre tarial 
ski lls. 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE 
221 
231 
290 
250 
101 
136 
232 
240 
F irst Semester 
.Business Communications ....... . .. . . 3 
Typewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Beginning Shorthand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Secretarial Accounting . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Filing Systems ... . .... ... , .......... 1 
Composition I ... ... ..... , . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Business Calculations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
In termediate Shorthand . ..... . .. . . ... 4 
Typew riting . . .. . . ............. . .. . 3 
Duplicating Processes ... ... . . . . . . . .. . 
Machine Transcription ........ • ...... 1 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
SUGGESTED COURSE SEQUENCES FOR BACCALAU-
REATE PROGRAMS 
The following programs have been devised to help students in 
selecting their courses and arranging their schedules. T hese 
suggested programs need not be followed specifically from 
semester to semester, but close adherence to them will aid the 
student in meeting all requirements for graduation. 
Area of Concentration in Business Education with a 
Provisional Secondary Certificate 
FR ESH MAN YEA R 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
Sci 
Eng 
PE 
BE 
Sci 
Psy 
101 
136 
154 
First Semeste r 
Composition I .•... ... .....•. . .. . .. 3 
Business Calculations .. . ..... .. . . . . .. 4 
Typewriting ...... .. ...... . .. . . . . .. 3 
Physical Science . . . . . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sc iences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elect ive . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course ......... • ...... . .. . 
Typewriting .. . .. . . . ........ . ...... 3 
Bio logrcal Science .. . ...... . . ... .. ... 3 
Social Sciences Elect·ive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ute-orien ted Genera l Psychology . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
BE 221 
Acct 281 
BE 232 
Econ 201 
Math 
Acct 
BE 
Econ 
Ed 
PE 
282 
331 
202 
209 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Acct 
Eng 
Ed 
BE 
BE 
Hlth 
BE 
"BE 
BE 
BA 
310 
240 
250 
150 
375 
376 
461 
SENIOR YEA R 
BE 
BE 
Speh 
Ed 
475 
471 
370 
477 
First Semester 
Business Communications .. ... . .... . 3 
Principles of Accounling I ..... . ..... . 3 
Intermediate Shorthand ............. . 4 
Principles of Economics I .•.•.••.••.. 3 
Elective . ........ ......... . ••..... 3 
16 
Second Semest!)r 
Principles of Accounting II • • . . , ... , . 3 
Dictation and Transcription . . . ....... . 4 
Prineiples of Econom ics 11 •••• • •••••. . 3 
Sci/Math Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Foundatfons in Secondary Education . .. 2 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
16 
First Semester 
Elective~ upper division ... . .......... 3 
Litera tu re elective .... . . .. . . . ....... 3 
Princlples of Adolescent Development 
tor Secondary Teachers ...... . ...... . 3 
Duplicating Processes . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . 
Filing Systems •.................... 1 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Second Semester 
Teaching Typing and 
16 
Off ice Practice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Teaching Shorthand and T ranscription . . . 1 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Machine Transcription ... . ........ . .• 1 
Business Law I . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Electives (Gen. Bus.) . ....... .. ... . .. 6 
Elective 
First Semester 
Teaching Accounting 
· 16 
ane:i lia,ic Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Seminar in Business Education . . . . . • . . . 1 
Electives (Gen. Bus.) ..... ...... .... . 6 
Business a nd Professional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
Elective in Secretarial Studies . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Professional Semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
(The professional semester may be 
taken either semester of lhe senior 
year.) 
17 
43 
Major in Secretar 1al Studies with Teacher's Certificate 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
BE 
Sci 
Psy 
Eng 
BE 
BE 
Sci 
101 
212 
154 
136 
213 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Intermediate Typewriting ..•..... . ... . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biological Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Life-oriented General Psychology .. . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Calculations .. .. ......... . .. 4 
Advanced Typewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physical Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
BE 
BE 
PE 
Ed 
Hl th 
BE 
BE 
Acct 
Math 
221 
240 
209 
150 
250 
281 
J UNIOR YEAR 
BE 232 
Ed 310 
Speh 370 
BE 331 
BE 
BE 376 
SEN IOR YEAR 
BE 471 
BE 375 
Ed 477 
F irst Semester 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
D"uplicating Processes . ... ........... . 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Foundations in Secondary Education ... . 
Social Sciences Elective ............. . 
2 
3 
Sci/ Math Elective .. , . ... . • . . •.. , . . . . 3 
Persona l Heal lh 2 
15 
Second Seme,tcr 
Fil ing Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Machine Transcr iption ...... .. .. ..... 1 
Principles of Accounting I ........... 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ............. . 3 
Humanities Elective ....... .. ..... ... 3 
Li terature Elective . . ............... 3 
17 
First Semester 
In termedia te Shorthand . ............. 4 
Principles of Adolescent Development 
for Secondary Teachers . . . . . . · . . . . . . 3 
Humanit ies Ele9tive ..... : •....•..... 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G 
16 
Second Semester 
Business and 'p rofessional Speech 3 
Dictation and Transcription . . ..... . .. . 4 
Elective . . .... . ................ . .. 2 
Teaching Shorthand and 
T ranscript ion .....•... . ............ 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
16 
' First Semester 
Seminar in Business Education ... .... . . 
Teaching Typewritin_g and Office 
Practice . . .. ........ . .. . .. .... .... 2 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-2 
15 
Second Semester 
Professional Semester . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 17 
(The professional semester may be 
taken either semester of the senior 
year.) 
17 
44 
Major in General Business with Teacher's Certificate 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 101 
PE 
BE 136 
Sci 
Hlth 150 
Eng 
PE 
BE 212 
Math 
Sci 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course ... . . .. . . . ... ...... . 
Business-calculations . .. .... .... . . ... 4 
Biological Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
16 
Second Seme.ter 
Composition Elective ...... . ...... 3. 
Activity Course ........... . .... . -. . . 1 
Intermediate Typewriting . . . . ..... . . . . 3 
Elective .... ........ .. .... . .. ..... 3 
Physical Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences E1ective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Acct 
BA 
BE 
Ee.on 
Psy 
Acct 
BE 
Ed 
281 
200 
201 
154 
282 
240 
209 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Acct 
BE 
Speh 
BE 
BA 
BE 
250 
370 
221 
461 
375 
SENIOR YEAR 
Ed 310 
BE 471 
BE 475 
Ed 477 
First Seme.ter 
Principles of Accounting I . .. ... .- .. . . . 3 
Introduction to Data· Processing ........ 3 
Machine Transcription ....... . . . .... . 
Principles of Economics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sci/Math Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ufe-orien ted Gene·ral Psychology . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Principles of Accounting 11 • • . •• .••. ... 3 
Duplicating Processes .. ......... . 1 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Foundations in Secondary Education . . .. 2 
Elective . . . . . . .. . •.... ... ..... . .. . 4 
16 
First Semester 
Elective-upper division ... . . . • . . . .. . . 3 
Filing Systems ... . ... . . .. .. ...... . . . 
Business Elective ... . .. ... . ..... .. . . 1 
Business and Professional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
16 
Second Semester 
Business Communications • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Law . .. ...... .... ...... . .. 3 
Teaching Typewriting and Office 
Practice . . ............. ... . ...... . 2 
Humanities Elective . ...... . . ........ 3 
Electives ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
16 
First Semester 
Principles of Adolescent 
Development for Secondary Teachers 3 
Seminar in Business Education ... ... . , . 
Teaching Accounting and Basic 
... ..... 2 Business . • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... 9 
Electives • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 15 
Second Semester 
Professional Semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
(The professional semester may be 
taken either semester of the senior 
year.) 
17 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class. no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
I I I-summer. 
Business Education 135. Introduction to Electronic 
C_a rculators. { 1-0-1 l; I, II . 
The course ls de~igned primarily as a service course for those 
students or employed persons who desire to tamiliarize 
themselves with the operation and capabillties ot electronic 
calculators witho ut the necessity of pursuing the in-depth 
course required of business education majors or minors. 
Business Educat ion 136. B,uslness Calculations. (4·0•4i: I. II, 
111. 
Business problem solurions with aid of calculating machines. 
Payroll , banking, credit, insurance, investments, depreciation, 
amortization, weights and measures. 
Business Education 211 . Beginning Typewriting. (2-2-3); I, 11, 
111. 
Mastery of the keyboard and machine techniques. Emphasis 
on deve{opment of rapjd and accurate typewriting ski'II and 
application of these skills to fundamental communication 
forms. manuscripts, and tabulation. 
Business Education 212. lnterr,,ediat.e Typewriting. ( 1-3-3); I, 
II, 111 . 
Prerequisite: Business Education 211 or equivalent, or consent 
of instructor. 
Dev_elopment of speed and accuracy. Business letter styles, 
manuscripts, and various business forms emphasized. 
Business Education 213. Advanced Typewriting. (1·3-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 212 or equivalent . 
Production typewriting stressed. Emphasis on typing business 
letters, memorandums, manuscripts, statistical reports, and 
specialized business forms and reports. 
J 
Business Education 221. Business Communications. (3-0-3); I, 
II, 111 . 
.Recommended: English 102 and typewriting competency. 
Current principles jn business letter and report writing 
stressed. employing the human relations approach. 
Business Education 231 . Beginning Shorthand. (4-1-4); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 211 or e"Quivalent. 
Fundamental principles of Gregg Shorthand, Diamond Jubilee 
Series. The development of skill in reading, writing, and 
transcribing. Designed primarily for .tudents· with no previous 
shorthand instruction. 
Business Education 232. Intermediate Shorthand. (4-1-4); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 231 or equivalent, or consent 
of instructor. 
Mastery of principles ot Gregg Shorthand. Diamond Jubilee 
Series. emphasizing speed and accuracy in dictation and 
transcr1ption. vocabulary, punctuation, spelling, and mail-
ability. 
I 
Business Education 240. Duplicating Processes. (1 ·1·1 ); I, II, 
f II. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 212. 
Ttie four primary equipment processes used in offices are: ( 1 l 
fluid duplicating, (2) stencil duplicating. (3) offset duplicating, 
and (4) copiers. Each process has its advantages and 
limitations, and no one process is designed for all purposes. All 
other systems described as electrofax copying, hybrid 
copying/duplicating, quick-copy offset, and rnicrographics are 
offshoots of the four primary processes. 
Based on individual job requirements and cost, students are 
provided with opportunities to ex_ercise judgment in selecting 
the most desirable duplicating process. 
Business Education 260. Filing Systems. ( 1-0-1 l; I, II, 111. 
Mastery of filing rules and their application in alphabetic, 
numeric, geographic, and subject filing systems. 
Business Education 260. Machine Transcription-Gener-al. 
(1-0-1); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 212. 
Mastery of transcription techniques on office correspondence 
using belt and cassette machine transcribing units. Brief 
introduction to machine dictation. 
Business Education 261 . Machine Transcription-Legal. 
(1·0·1 ); I, II . 
Prerequisite: Business Education 212. 
Mastery of machine transcription techniques using legal office 
correspondence. Legal vocabulary stressed. Introduction to 
machine dictation. 
Business Education 262. Machine Transcription-Medical. 
(1-0-1 ); I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Business Education 212 and Nursing and Allied 
Health 302. 
Mastery of machine transcription techniques using medical 
office correspondence. Medical terminology emphasized. 
Introduction to machine transcription. 
Business Education 290. Secretarial Accounting. (3·0·3); I, 11, 
111. 
Accounting systems and fi'nancial records for professions, 
small business, and institutions. Designed for one- and 
two-year paraprofessional students. Does not substitute for 
Accounting. 
Business Education 330. Office Personnel Seminar. (1-0-1 ); 
I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisites: Recommended for a laS't semester course for 
one- and two-year preparatory programs for office employees. 
To provide the office worker with information not available In 
prescribed course work which will enable her/ him to become 
more knowledgeable with regard to the overall involvement 
of personnel. 
Business Education 331 . Dictation and Transcription. (4·1-4); 
l, 11. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 212 and 232 or equivalents. 
Accuracy and speed emphasized. Dictation and transcription 
of five-minute speed tests and mailable letters of increased 
difficulty. Office-style dicta1ion and transcription of business 
correspondence. 
Business Education 332. Executive Secretarial Procedures. 
(3·0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 331 . 
Materials, methods and techniques for the well-trained 
secretary. Includes communications, mail handling procedures, 
human relations, and travel services. 
Business Education 340. Simulated Office Education. (2·2-3). 
I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Business Education 136, 212, 221, 240, 250, 
and 260. 
Bridging the gap between theoretical classroom learning and 
employment preparation through simulation of the real work 
involved in office occupations. Materials provided for a 
realistic flow of work in sev_eral office positions within a 
specific company. 
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Business Education 345. Dictating Techniques for the Modern 
Off ice. (1-0-1); I, Ill. 
Techniques and mechanics of machfne and person-to-person 
d ictation. Planning, o rganiz ing, anct d 1ctatrng co rrespondence 
and reports in simulated situations. 
Business Education 350 .. Records Management . (2-0-2); I, 11, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 250 or permission of 
instructor. 
Emphasis on methods and systems to, storing, retrieving, and 
reta ining records. 
Business Educanon 362. Consumer Education. (3-0-3); I, 11, 
111. 
(See Home Economics 362.) 
Business Education 363. Office Management. (3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Management of d ata; e ffects o f o ffi ce environment as re lat ed 
to production. Human rela tions, systems analysis. and 
Implications o f automated da ta processing. 
Business Education 375. Teach ing Typewri ting ancl Office 
Practice. (2-0-2); I, 11. 111. 
PrereQuisites: Business Education 136. 212, 240, 250. 260, 
and formal admission to Teacher Education Program. 
Behavioral object ives. lesson plans and presentation of 
materials, m icro-teaching, simulation, cooperative education, 
instructional materia ls, evaluation, and professional develop-
menL 
Business Education 376. Teaching Shorthand and 
Transcription. (1-0-1); I. II, Il l. 
Prerequisites: Business Education 232 and formal admission to 
Teacher Education Prograrn. 
Behavioral objectives, lesson plans, and presentation of 
materials, micro-teaching, instructional materia ls. evaluation, 
and professional development. 
Business Education 398. Supervised Field Experience. (One t o 
six hours); I, 11, Ill. 
To provide work experience in an occupat ional area. St udent 
works under supervision in approved position. Credit 
commensurate with time worked, type of work, var iety of 
work experience. 
Business Education 471. Seminar in Business Education. 
(1-0-1 ); 1.11. Ill. 
P'111requisite: Senio r standing and formal admission to Teacher 
Education Protram. 
Ptofessional bu5iness education, specia l problems concerning 
vocat ional eduation. 
!!usiness Education 475: Teaching Aecountlng and hsic 
Business. 12-1}2); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Accounting 281 , 282 and formal admission to 
Teacher Education P'rogram. 
Behavioral objectives, COIKse content, unit and lesson plan-
ning, and presentation of materials, m icro-teaching. instruc-
tional materials, evaluation, anti professional developmenL 
Business Ed ucation 4 76. ~cial Problems. (One to three 
hours): I, II, Ill. "" 
• Prerequisite: Senior standing and prior consent of instructor. 
Independent research o.f a problem selected by the. student . 
Business EduCi)tion 5 16. Educational Data" Processing. (3·0-3); 
II. 
Basic concepts pertaining to unit-record equipment and 
computers. Applications in education, research, and 
administration. Designed primarily for students without 
previous data processing instruction. 
Business Education 585. Principles and Philosophy of 
Vocational Education. (3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Senior o r graduate stand ing. 
Background, development. objectives, principles, philosophy, 
status. and trends of vocational education ; int erpretation of 
legislation affecting vocational education; and o rganization 
and administration of vocational education at all levels. 
Business Edu~at ion 590, Economic Education for Business 
Teachers. (2-0-2); 111. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Fundamental economic concepts and their application and 
integration in business education. 
Business Education 591. Machine Shorthand Workshop. 
(2-0-2); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior or _graduate standing and compet ency in 
manual shorthand. 
Theory, keyboard , methodology, and basic techniques 
necessary fo r teaching machine shorthand. 
ECONOMICS 
I ii 
, . ...,; . 
~  
The Depart ment of Economics offe rs the follow ing programs: 
an OPTION in Economics in t he Bache lor of Business 
Administration (BBA) degree; 
a MAJOR in Economics le ading to either the B~helor of 
Science o r l!lachelor of Arts degree; and 
1 MINOR in Ecenomics leading to e it her the Bachelor o f 
Science or B,ct,elor of Arts degree. · 
NAO..,..-f~O.--
The economia option i.s d esigned to prepare students for 
entrw,e11 into the fields o f business economics and business 
management. The program is recommended fo r students wtio 
desire analytic.ii tools- required for production and market 
analysis. In addition, the curriculum is structured to provide a 
solid basis from which a student may pur:sue graduate study in 
either business administration o r economics. 
Degree Requirements: 
S!!m. Hfs. 
BBA Core: Acct 281 , 282; BA 200, 252. 301,304, 360, 461, 
471; Econ 350, -351; BE 221 ... • . • .... ..•. ..• ... .. . 34 
Economics Option: Econ 302. 342. 541,547, and 9 hours 
of electives in Bus. and Econ. approved by the adviser . . . . 21 
General EdUcaiion: 
Communications and Humanities (Speech 370 required) 18 
Social Sciences (Econom,cs 201, 202 required) . . . . . . . . . 12 
Mathematics and Science (Math 152, 353 required) ...... 12 
Health and Physical Edui:ation , . .. . . . . . . . . . , ..... . . . . 4 
Free Electives ... .. . . .... , . .. . . ... . . . . .... . ... , . . 27 
Tot al for BBA de_gree 128 
Major-8.S. o rRA. Degree 
Sem. Hrs. 
Requirements: 
Economics 201 , 202. 3A2, 350, 351 , and 4 71 ... . .. , . . . 16 
• El·ectives In economics approved by the adviser .. . . . . .. 15 
Minor 
Requir_ements: 
31 
Economics 201, 202,342, 350, and 351 . ... , . . • ... . .. 15 
• Electives in economics approved b y the adviser . .. , . .. . . 6 
21 
In addition to requirements listed , a ll students completing a 
major or m inor in economics must take Mathematics 152 
( College Algebra) and Mat11ematics 353 !Statisti cs). 
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• Approved Electives for Economics Programs 
Electives required for the major, minor, or option in 
Economics may, with the consent of facul ty adviser, be 
se lected frorn any of the following courses: 
Econ 
Econ 
Econ 
Econ 
301 
302 
305 
343 
Econ 348 
Econ 476 
Econ 500 
Econ 501 
Econ 540 
Econ 541 
Econ 547 
Econ 555 
Er.on 
Econ 
560 
580 
Sem . Hrs. 
Histo ry of Economic Though t .. . . .. . . . 3 
Labor Economics . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Comparative Econom ic Systems . . . ; .... 3 
Investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Hist o ry o f North Atlan tic Community . . • 3 
Special Problems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematical Econom ics ...... . •. . ... 3 
Environmental Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Wol'ld Manufacturing ..... . . . .. . . .. .. 3 
Publrc Financl! . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
International Econom ics ..... . . . .. , .. 3 
Economic Deve!opmeht and Growth . . . . 3 
Financial Markets . . ... . .... .. . . .•.. . 3 
American Business Histo ry .... . . . •.. .. 3 
SUGGESTED COURSE SEQUENCES FOR BACCALAU-
R EATE PROGRAMS 
The following pro~rams have been devised to help s tudents in 
se.lectino their courses and arranging the ir schedules. These 
suggested programs need not be followed specifically from 
semes ter to semester, but close adherence to them will aid the 
student in meeting all requirements for gradua tion. 
Major in Economics-8.S. o r B.A. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Econ 
Math 
Eng 
Hl th-
PE 
Sci 
Econ 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
201 
152 
101 
150 
103 
202 
105 
First Semester 
Principles of Economics I . ..... . • .. . . . 3 
College Algebra . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Healt h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Activity Course .. . . . . ... . . . . ... . . . . 1 
Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives .. . .... . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2 
Second Semester 
17 
(Ii\ 
Principles of Economics II • • • ...•. .. . • 3 
Composition Elec tive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biological Sciences . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences- Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course .... . . ... . . ... . .. . . . 1 
Elect ives" • .... . . . . . . .... . . .... , . .. . . 3 
16 
SOP HOM ORE YEA R 
Econ 
Math 
342 
353 
First Semester 
Money and Banking . ... ... -• · . • . . . . . 3 
Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Comnwnicatlons/Humanities Elective . . . 3 
Social Scien01!5 Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • S 
17 
Second Semester 
Econ 350 Microeconom ic T heory .. . . . ..... . ... 3 
Econ - Elective• .. . .... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. 3 
Eng 202 Introduction to Literat ure .. .. . ... .. . . 3 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Econ 351 
Econ 
Ecoh 
SENIOR YEAR 
Econ 
Econ 
Electives"" .... , . . . . . . .. . . • . . .. . .. . 8 
17 
First Semester 
Macroe.conomic T heory . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Elective • •. . .. ..... . .... . . .... .. .. 3 
Communications/ Humanities Elective . .. 3 
Electives•• . . .. .. ..... . .. . .. . . .... . 6 
15 
Second Semes ter 
Elective• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Communications/ Humani ties Elective . . . 3 
Electives • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
15 
First Semester 
Elect ive ' ...... . _ ... . _ .... . ... . ... . 3 
Electives• • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 12 
15 
Second Semester , 
Elective ' . .. . . ... . .. . . .. . .. . . ... . . 3 
Electives• • ... . ... .. . . ... . • .. . . . .. 13 
16 
'Economic elect,ves are to be selected from the list 
"Approved Electives for Economic Programs" with consent of 
faculty adviser. 
.. Elecnves (non-economic) must be arranged to include the 
second major or m inor field. Additionally, those working for 
teacher ce rti fication must complete the majo r o r minor 
requirements in seven semesters. 
~ l 
~ 
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BBA Degree with Economics Option 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Econ 
Math 
Eng 
Hlt h 
PE 
Sci 
Econ 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
BA 
201 
160 
101 
150 
103 
202 
105 
200 
F irst Semester 
Principles of Econo mics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathe matics for Bus. and Econ. . .. . .. . 4 
Co mposition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Pe rsonal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Activity Course . ... . . . .. . . .. . -. . . . . . 1 
Physical Scii;nce . . . .. • · . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
ElectiveS .. . . . ..; .. • ... . '.'. . , . ~. - . . . . . . 1 
o • • 17 
Seco nd Semester 
Principles of Econo mics II . . . ... ... ... 3 
Compositio n Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biological Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences- Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Co urse . . ....... .. . . ...... . 
Intro duction t o Data Processing ..... .. . . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Acct 
BA 
Econ 
281 
252 
302 
Acct 282 
BE 221 
Econ 350 
Math 354 
Eng 
JUNIOR YEAR 
BA 301 
BA 304 
Econ 342 
Econ 351 
BA 
Econ 
Speh 
Econ 
360 
547 
370 
SENIOR YEAR 
Econ 541 
BA 461 
Econ 
Econ 
Fir.;t Semester 
Principles of Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Math of F inance . . . . ..... ... ... . . .. . 3 
Communications/Humanit ies Elec tive .. . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . _ . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Labor Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives•• . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
16 
Second Semester 
Principles of Accounting II ..... . .. ... . 3 
Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Microeconomic Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business Statistics . ... . .. . . . . . . . ..... 3 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elec.t ives 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
16 
First ~mester 
Principles of Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Money and Banking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Macroeconomic Theo ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Communications/Humanities Elective . . . 3 
Electives• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Business F inance . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 3 
Inte rnational Economics .. .. . .. .. ... . . 3 
Business and Pro fessional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
Elective • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives•• . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
First Semester 
Public Finance . ... . . . . ... . . . . . ... . . 3 
Business Law I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives•• .... ...•. . . . .. ... . . ... . . 6 
15 
Second Semester 
Elective• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives•• ....... .. . . .. ... . . . .... 13 
16 
• Economics Electives are to be selected from the list 
"Approved Electives for Economic Programs" with consent of 
faculty adviser. 
*'Electives (non-economic) may Include courses from any 
field chosen by student. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0.3) following course title mea ns 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours c red it. Roman nu merals I. 11, and 111 
following t he credit hour a llowance indicate t he term In which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall ; I I-spring; 
I I I- summer. 
Honors Seminar in Economics. {3·0·31. I. 
Prerequisite:. Membership in University Honors Program. 
Analysis of contemporary eco nomic problems and pol icy 
alternatives. To pics d iscussed mav va, v semes10I to semester. 
Economics 101 . Introduction to the American Economy. 
{3·0-3I; I , 11. 
Introduction to fundamental concepts and principles of 
economics with emphasis on institutions basic to the American 
economic system. (Cannot be used to satisfy the requirements 
for the economics major, minor, or option.) 
Economics 201 . P.rinciplesof Economics I. (3-0-3); I, 11,111. 
Theories o f income, employment, monetary policy, fiscal 
pol icy, the price level and economic growth. 
Economics 202. Principles of Economics II. (3-0·3I; I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 . 
A continuation of Eco.nomics 201 with emphasis on the 
t heory of the firm, resource allocation and international 
economics. 
Economics 211 . Economic Geography. (3·0-3); I, 11, 111. 
(See Geography 211.) 
Economics 301 , History of Economic Thought. (3·0·3); a.s 
needed. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 an,d 202. 
The o rigin and deve lopment of economic theories from the 
Mercantilist through modern times. 
Economics 302 Labor Economics. (3-0-3) ; I, II. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 or junior standing. 
Labor manage ment relations, the labor movement, labor 
legislation, government control and re_gu lation, economic 
inequa lity, standards of living and industrial eonflicts. 
Economics 305. Comparative Economics Systems. t3·0·3); as 
needed. 
'Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202. 
A study of influent ial theories of the major economic systems: 
Capitalism, Marxism, and Communism . Descriptive analyses of 
the operation of the corresponding economies. 
Economics 342. Money and Banking. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201. 
Origin, development, and functions of money; banking 
functions and processes ; the Federal Reserve System and 
monetary policy. 
Economics 343. Investments. (3-0·3I; II. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 . 
Investment risks, security analysis, investment policy making 
both individual and institutional. 
Economics 348. Economic Hist o ry o f the North Atlantic 
Community. (3-0-3); as needed. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of instructor. 
A survey of $e evolution of economic institutions In Europe 
and North America fro m feudal t imes t o the present. Emphasis 
will be placed on the cultural, commercial and industrial 
development of the enti re North Atlantic Community. 
Economics 350. Microeconomic Theory. (3-0·3); I, 11, I ll . 
Prerequisitesc Economics 201 and 202. 
Ana lysis of the beha vio r of the household and the firm with 
emphasis o n the role of prices in al locatirJg resources, 
organ izing p roductio n dnd distributing goods and services. 
Economics '.'Jc, l_ Mac ro econom1c Theury. (3·0-3); I, 11, Il l. 
Prerequisites Econom ics 201 ancl 202 
National if. ·1me ac,:o un ting; macron:onom,c theories of 
output det, -ninatior, employment, inflMion am! growth, 
mo netary ~, I fiscal po licies ro co nn ol aggregate economic 
act,viw . 
Economi~ 
(See Socio! 
9. Sor 
389. 
Science ~ta11~t (:? ? 31. II 
Economics 471. Seminar in Economics. (1-0-1); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Senior standing-should be taken during final 
semester in r1.1sidence. 
This course is designed to acquaint students with current 
literature in the field of economics, and to provide 
opportunity for independent study and appraisal ot economic 
problems, policies and methods of investigation in ec~inomics. 
Economics 476. Special Problems. (One to three hours) ; as 
needed. 
Prerequisites: Open to majors or minors in economics with 
prior consent of the instructor. 
This course ,is designed to permit students to pursue 
independent studies of economic problems of s pecial interest 
Students must present. a suggested problem and justification 
for the study in writing prior- to registration. Each request will 
be considered on its own merit in relat ion to the special needs 
of the student. 
Economics 500. Mathematical Economics. (3·0-3); as needed. 
Prerequisites: Mathem~tics 152 and 353. 
Appl ication of mathematical and statistical techniques to the 
theory o f the firm, market and national income models. 
Economics 501. Environmental Economics. (3·0.3) ; II. 
Analysis of the economic reasons contributing to environ· 
mental degradation and e xploration of alternative economic 
policies t o reduce this p roblem. 
Economics 540. World Manufacturing. (3-0-3); as needed. 
(See Geography 540.) 
Economics 541 . Public Finance. (3-0·31; I. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202 or consent of 
instructor. 
Public expendit u~es; publ ic revenue; taxation; public credit; 
f inancial administration of government. 
Economics 547. International Economics. (3·0·3); as needed. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202 or consent of 
instructor. 
International trade theory, international monetary relation-
ships, and the balance of payments. Emphasis is placed on 
contemporary problems and possible solutions. 
Economics 555. Economic Development and Growth. (3-0-3); 
as needed. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202 or consent of 
instructor. 
Classi~ I a nd modern theories of growth a nd development and 
the ir applicat ion In both advanced and underdeveloped 
nations. 
Economics 560. Financial Markets. (3-0·3) ; I. 
Pre req uisites: Accounting 281 and Economics 202. 
(See Bus iness Ad minis tration 560. ) 
Economics 570. Research Problems in Economics. (One to 
t hree. hours); as needed. 
• e requisites: Senior or graduate standing plus a minor in 
econom ics 01 equivalent. 
Provides an opportunity and challenge for selt-directed, 
ind epende nt study on economic problems. T he student must 
present a writ ten stalemant o f t he proposed study approved 
by-!11e instructor prior tu , egistratlon. 
fconom1c~ 580. Anwric.1 !'lusiness History (3·0-3): I, II. 
(See History 580.) 
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School of 
Education 
Department of Administration, Supervision and Secondary Education 
Department of-Adult·, Counseling and Higher Education 
Department of Elementary and Early Childhood iducation 
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Department of Library Science and lnstruction~I Media 
Department of Psychology and Special Education 
The School of Education ls the administrative unit of the 
University which provides and administers the professional 
education courses directly related to the preparation and 
certification of teachers and other educational workers. Also, 
the School offers undergraduate and/or graduate curricula in 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, Psychology, 
Special Edueqtion, Library Science, Higher Edi.Jcatlon, and 
Adult and Continuing Edi.Jcation. The organization of these 
courses includes: 
1. A two-year preparation Program for auxiliary and 
para-professional personnel leading to an Associate of 
Applied Arts degree. 
2 . A pre-service preparation program for teachers leading 
to initial certification and -the baccalaureate degree. 
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM AND PROFESSIONAL 
LABOR A TORY EXPERIENCES 
The Director of the Office of Professional Laboratory 
Experiences is responsible for ( i) the administration of the 
Teacher Education Program, and (2) the administration and 
supervision of all professional laboratory experiences 
associated with the School of Education. 
Laboratory experiences are offered for Undergraduates and 
graduates in pre~chool, elementary and secondary education, 
educational administration, guidance, recreation, library 
science, special education, and psychology. 
Admission to and Retention in t he Teacher Education Program 
All students who desire to prepare for teaching must apply and 
be accepted for admission to the T eacher Education Program. 
The following criteria must be met by all students for 
admission to teacher education: 
1. The attainment of sophomore standing. 
2. A cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or higher on 
work completed at Morehead State University. 
3. The recommendation of the student's major depart-
ment. 
4. A demonstrated proficiency in wri.tten and oral 
communication. 
5. A satisfactory ratin9 in health , speech, hearing -and 
sight. 
6. The satisfactory evaluation from faculty advisers 
regarding personal-social-ethical fitness for teaching. 
Transfer stuaents must apply immediately for admission to the 
program ~and meet the applicable criteria outlined above. For 
transfer students, the Dean of the School may permit 
admission to restricted -imurses listed below pending the 
processing of "the student's application for admission to the 
program. 
Retention in the Teacher Education Program is dependen1 
upon the maintenance of the levels of performance required 
for admission. Any student denied admission to, or suspended 
from, the Teacher Educaf!on Program m.iy re-apply for 
admission once each semester through the Director of Profes-
sional Laboratory Experiences. 
Courses for Which Admission to the Teacher Education 
Program is a Prerequisite 
Art 300 Elementary Materials and Methods 
Art 321 Materials and Methods for Secondary Art 
BE 375 Teaching Typewriting and Office Practice 
BE 376 Methods of Teaching Shorthand 
BE 471 Seminar in Business Education 
BE 475 Teaching Accounting and Basic Business 
Ed 3 10 Principles of Adolescent Development 
for Secondary Teachers 
Ed 321 Teaching of Arithmetic 
Ed 322 Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary 
School 
Ed 323 Language Arts for the Elementary School 
Ed 325 Supervised Student Teaching (Elementary} 
Ed 333 Fundamentals of Elementary Education 
Ed 336 Reading in tl'ie Primary Grades 
Ed 337 Reading in the Intermediate Grades 
Ed 375 Supervised Student Teaching (Secondary) 
Ed 410 Human Growth and Development 11 
Ed 425 Supervised Student Teaching (Elementary) 
Ed 425S Substftute Student Teaching (Elementary) 
Ed 427 Professional Semester (Elementary) 
Ed 435 Student Teaching 
Ed 436 Special Education Student Teaching (TMR) 
Ed 472 Fundamentals of Secondary Education 
Ed 475 Supervised Student Teaching (Secondary) 
Ed 475S Substitute Student Teaching (Secondary) 
Ed 477 Professional Semester (Secondary,) 
Ed 529 Practicum in Early Childhood Education 
Ed 576 Reading in the Secondary School 
Eng 500 The Teaching of English 
Hlth 300 Health in the Elementary School 
Hlth 304 Health in the Secondary School 
HEc 470 Methods of Teaching Vocational Home 
Economics 
IE 300 General Shop Organization 
IE 471 Seminar for Industrial Arts 
IE 520 Industrial Arts for the Elementary 
Teacher 
LS 575 School Library Pract1ce 
PE 300 Physical Education in the Elementary School 
PE 303 Physical Education in the Secondary School 
Sci 590 Science for the Elementary Teacher 
Professional Laboratory Experiences 
The application for student teaching must be filed early in the 
semester immediately preceding the semester in which the 
student expects to enroll in the professional semester. Student 
teaching application forms are obtained from the Director of 
Professional Laboratory Experiences, Room 101 , Lyrnan V. 
Ginger Hall. To be eligible for the professional semester, the 
student must have completed the following requirements; 
1. Admission to and good standing in the Teacher Educa· 
tion Program. 
2. Senior standing and a minimum grade point average of 
2.0 o n courses completed at Morehead State University. 
3. Completion of a minimum of one semester of residence 
a1 Morehead State University. 
4-. Completion of the prerequisite courses In the sequence 
of'professional education. 
5. Completion of a minimum of seventy-five percent of 
the course work in the area or major selected for 
student teaching. 
6. Attainment of a grade point average of 2.5 or higher In 
the area or major selected for student teaching. 
Courses for which appllcation must be made with the Director 
ot Professional Laboratory Experiences one semester in 
advance include: 
Education 325/425 Supervised St udent Teaching- Elementary 
Educa1ion 427 _ .... . . . . Professional Semester-Elementary 
Education 529 . . . . Practicum in Early Childhood Education 
Education 375/475 Supervised Student Teaching-Secondary 
Education 4TT . ... .. . .. . Professional Semester-Secondary 
Education 425S ... Substitute Student Teaching-Elementary 
Education 475S . . . Substitute Student Teaching-Secondary 
Ed\Jcat1on 435 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Student Teaching 
Education 436 . . Special Education Student Teaching (TMR) 
Education 675 . .. . ... __ . .. Practicum in Special Education 
Education 669 .. . . .. Practicum in Guidance and Counseling 
Recreation 290 .. . . . . .. . . .... ... . ... . Field Experience I 
Re.creation 490 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Field Experience 11 
Recreation 477 .. .. _ . _ ... . . . .. ___ . Recreation Internship 
library Science 575 ..... . . .... . . . School Library Practice 
Admission to Pro fessional Laboratory Experiences in Lieu of 
Student Teaching 
For experienced teachers, the regulations of the State Depart• 
ment of Education permit the University to substitute for part 
or all of student teaching other de_sirable laboratory experi-
ences after the prerequisites to student teaching have been 
met. Such laboratory experiences are offered only during the 
summer term for eligible applica[lts. The application.forms for 
the professional laboratory experiences in lieu of student 
teaching may be obtained trom the Director of Professional 
Laboratory Experiences, Room 10 1, Lyman V. Ginger Hall. 
To be eligible for this program, the applicant must have 
completed the following requirements: 
1. Admission to and good standing in the T~acher Educa-
tion Program. 
2. Completion of a minimum of 108 semester hours and a 
minimum grade point average of 2.0 on cour!""' 
completed at Morehead State University, 
~ 
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3. Completion of a minimum of one semester of residence 
at Morehead State University. 
4. Completion of the prerequisite courses in the sequence 
of professional educatton. 
5. Completion of a minimum of seventy-five percent of 
the required course work in the area or major teaching 
field. 
6. Attainment of a grade point average of 2.5 or higher in 
the area or major teaching field. 
7. Presentation of evidence showing one or more years of 
successful teaching experience in the public schools or 
In a private school on a legal certificate. 
Upon receipt of the written recommendation by the candi-
date's superintendent, principal and supervisor, the University 
may waive four semester hours of the eight semester hours 
required in student teaching or of the professional laboratory 
experiences for teachers who have completed a minimum of 
four years of successful teaching experience. The waiver of 
hours in this section applies only to the student teaching 
requirement. It does not reduce the total number of hours 
required for graduation. 
RECOMMENDATION FOR CERTIFICATION 
The regulations of the Kentucky Department of Education 
stipulate that the applicant for a teacher's certificate must be 
recommended by the institution offering the teacher prepara-
tion program. The Registrar is the official designated to 
recommend for certification the graduates ot Morehead State 
University. 
The application for the appropriate certificate should be 
completed early in the semester prior to graduation. Applica-
tion forms may be obtained in the Registrar's Office, 
Administration Building. 
ADMINISTRATION, SUPERVISION 
& SECONDARY EDUCATION 
The responsibility of the Department of Administration, 
Supervision, and Secondary Education is twofold. 
1. Administration and Supervision is responsible for the 
instruction. advisement, coordination. and research 
components associated with graduate study in administration 
and supervision. Departmental personnel offer coordinated 
programs designed to prepare school leaders. improve instruc-
tton, and increase the proficiencies of individual students. 
Teaching, inservice and research activities, advisory off-campus 
and consultant services, encouraging conceptual orientation 
toward administration and enhancing faculty competencies 
lead toward the improvement of the field of educational 
administration. 
2- The primary role of Secondary Education, as a component 
of the School of Education, is to serve the various schools of 
the University by offering a professional education curriculum 
'leading to certification of teachers for the secondary schools. 
DESCRIPTI ON OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, ti, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
II I-summer. 
Education 205. Mental Health. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
A study of the models of man, philosophy of life, standards of 
mental health, social factors in memal illness, stress and its 
effect, parent-child relations, and school problems. (See Health 
205). 
Education 209. Foundations of Secondary Education.'(2-0-2); 
I, ti, 111. 
Examines objectives of secondary education; the means of 
implementing objectives; and the supportive framework at 
national. state, and local levels. Current opportunities in 
secondary education are investigated. 
Education 3 10. Principles of Adolescent Development for 
Secondary Teachers. (3-0-3), I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Admission to Teacher Education Program. 
A survey of developmental concepts and a study of adolescent 
behavior as it relates to the secondary teacher. 
Education 374. Improvement of Instruction in the Secondary 
School. (3-0·3); Extension . 
A study of the problems of curriculum organization, effective 
staff relationships, and pertinent problems concerning instruc-
. tion and management-
Educatton 375. Supervised Student Teaching-Secondary. 
(0·10-4); I, II. Ill . 
Prerequisites: (See prerequisites for Admission to the Profes-
sional Semester). 
Each student is assigned to a four-hour block in a student 
teaching center during which time observation, participation, 
and student teaching are done. Special conferences with the 
supervising teacher, attendance and part1c1pation in faculty 
meetings and out-of-school activities are also required. 
Education 410. Human Growth and Development II. (3-0-3); 
111. 
Prerequisites: Education 209, 310, and admission to the 
Teacher Education Program. 
A continuation of Education 310. 
Education 472. Fundamentals of Secondary Education. 
(3-1-4); Ill. 
Prerequisites: Education 209, 310, and admission to the 
Teacher Education Program. 
A comprehensive course emphasizing the functions and 
organization of the secondary school; principles, methods, and 
techniques of teaching; evaluating activities; professional 
activities of the teacher; and community relationships. 
Education 475. Supervised Student Teaching-Secondary. 
(0-10-4); I, II, 111. 
This course is a continuation of Education 375. 
Education 475S. Substitute Student Teaching-Secondary. 
(3-2-4). Ill. 
Prerequisites: Education 209,310, 410, and 472; admission to 
the Teacher Education Program; at least one year of full time 
teaching experience. 
Education 477. Professional Semester. (10-18-17); I. II. 
Prerequisites: Education 209, 310; admission to the Teacher 
Education Program; attainment of a scholastic standing of 2.0 
on all residence courses completed at Morehead at the time 
student teaching begins; a minimum standing of 2.5 on all 
work completed in the field in which teaching is to be done; 
completion of seventy-five percent of the course work in the 
area or major in which the student is to teach, completion of 
90 semester hours of credit; at least one semester of residence 
credit earned ar the University. 
The Professional Semester completes the individual's profes-
sional training at the undergraduate level and includes those 
phases of training found in courses carrying the titles of 
educational psychology, content and methods, instructional 
media, and supervised student teaching. The course is so 
arranged that eight weeks are spent in class work and eight 
weeks are spent in student teaching. (Application made 
through the Director of Professional Laboratory Experiences.) 
Education 516. Educational Data Processing. (3-0-3); II. 
(See Business Education 516). 
Education 576. Reading in the Secondary School. (2-2-3); I, 
It , 111. 
Emphasis is centered around reading instruction in the junior 
high and high school. Materials are included for instruction 
and studies of the administrative problems involved. 
Education 581. Introduct ion to Educational Statistics. (2-2-31; 
I, 111. 
A study of the applications of statistical and graphical 
methods to educational and psychological data. Includes areas 
of descriptive and inferential statistics that apply to educa-
tional research. 
Education 590. Supervision of Student Teaching. (3-0-3); I, It, 
11 1. 
Prerequisite: Teacher's certificate. 
Basic principles and procedures in the techniques of super-
vision of student teachers_ The course is designed to prepare 
teachers to become supervising teachers who provide the 
professional laboratory experiences during student teaching. 
Preparation for the orientation of student teaching, planning 
for and supervision of teaching and evaluation are included. 
Education 599. Workshop. (One to three hours); I, II. Ill. 
A work.shop for specifically designated task orientation in 
education. May be repeated in additional subject areas. A 
maximum of six semester hours may be earned under this 
course number. 
ADULT, COUNSELING 
& HIGHER EDUCATION 
The Department of Adult, Counseling and Higher Education is 
committed to performing three major functions: (1) to 
develop the capacity of individuals to plan, organize, and carry 
through a variety of educational and service programs to meet 
the broad spectrum of needs in today's dynamic society; (21 to 
collaborate with schools and community agencies to improve 
services provided in the region; and (3) to promote and 
conduct evaluation and research studies related to problems in 
the service region. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours dass, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and 11 1 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; I I-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Education 199. Selected Topics. (One to three hours); I, II, 
111. 
Investigation of specific problem areas in the field of study. 
May be repeated in additional subject areas. 
Education 364. Career and Vocational Guidance. (3-0-3); It. 
Study of meaning, appreciation and value of work; place and 
use of testing in vocational choice; methodology for teachers 
to implement career and vocational development in the 
classroom. 
Education 554. Principles of Adult and Continuing Education. 
(3-0-3); I, II. 
Overview of adult education; historical development; 
psychological and sociological basis of adult learning; trends 
and major issues In adult education; and the principles of 
teaching adults. 
Education 580. Measurement Principles and Techniques. 
(3-0-3); I, II , Il l. 
ld~ntification of educational objectives associated with test 
construction; table of specifications; elementary statistics; 
testing and nontesting procedures. Investigations of major 
types of tests; administration, scorin9 and interpretation of 
test results. 
Education 599. Workshop. (One to three hours); I, II, Ill . 
A workshop for specifically designated task orientation in 
education. May be repeated In additional subject areas. A 
maximum of six semester hours may be earned under this 
course number. 
ELEMENTARY & EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
The functions of the Department of Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education are: ( 1) to provide professional prepara-
tion for teachers, administrators, and other personnel at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels; (2) to provide personnel 
and instruction tor special programs such as teacher aides, 
Head Start and the University Reading Laboratory; (3) to 
cooperate with public school personnel In providing con-
sultants, assisting in workshop programs, providing laboratory 
experiences at the University Breckinridge School, and work-
ing with local, state and national educational agencies for the 
improvement of education. 
The Department maintains a close working relationship with 
the public schools within the region through the student 
teaching program by visitations to each student reacher during 
the semester. 
Associate of Applied Arb for Teacher Aides 
The two-year curriculum outlined below leads to the Associate 
of Applied Arts degree for teacher aides. Credit earned in this 
program may be applied toward a baccalaureate degree and 
provisional certif ication for teaching in the elementary 
schools. Students enrolled in this program mun complete 
approved coul'ses fram the following fields for a minimum of 
64 semener hours: 
Humanities 
Sciences and Mathematics 
Social Sciences 
Education 
Courses are approved by the student's advisor on the basis of 
the specific job to be assumed by the aide. 
Requirements for Certification in Elementary Education 
(Includes bath area and general education requirements) 
Sem. Hrs. 
EDUCATION ...... . . . . , ....... . ........ , . ... . .. 37 
Ed 208 Foundat ions of Elementary Education .. . 2 
·Ed 210 Human Growth and Development I .. .. . 3 
Ed 321 Teaching of Arithmetic .. . .. ......... 3 
Ed 322 Teaching Social Studies in Elementary 
School . .... .. . ... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
!:d 323 Language Arts for the Elementary School 3 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ea 
336 Reading in the Primary Grades . . .. . .. .. 3 
337 Reading in the Intermediate Grades ..... 3 
427 Professional Semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 17 
or 
410 Human Growth and Development II ... . 3 
412 Media Strategies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
333 Fundamentals of Elementary Education . 4 
325.425 Student Teaching ..... . .. . .......... 8 
COMMUNICATIONS & HUMANITIES . .... . ... ..... . 18 
Eng Composition ... . . . . . . . ..... , . . . . . . . 6 
Eng Literature Electives ......... • .. .. .. . 6 
Speh Speech Elective .. ..... ..... .... . .. . 3 
Communications or Humanities Elective . 3 
SCIENCE ..... . . .. . . . . ............. . .. . . ..... .. 12 
Sci Physical Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Soi Biological Science Elective ... . ... . . ... 3 
Sci 590 Science for the Elementary Teacher .. .. . 3 
Math Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
SOCIAL SCIENCE ... .. . . , ... . ... ... ...... .. .. . .. 18 
Geog Geography Elective . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Hist American History Elective . . . . ..... , , . 3 
PS Political Science Elective . .. . .. . ..... . 3 
Soc Sociology Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Science. Electives , .. ...•. .. . . , . 6 
PHILOSOPHY .. . . ... ...... . .. . ... .... . ........ , . 3 
Phil Philosophy Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
MATHEMATICS .............................. . .. 6 
Math 231,232 Math fonhe Elementary Teacher I & II , • 6 
LIBRARY SCIENCE . ......... . ...... . ..... ... . .. . 3 
LS 227 Literature & Materials for Children .. , , . 3 
PSYCHOLOGY ............... . .. . .... . ........ . . 3 
Psy 154 Life-oriented General Psychology .... . .. 3 
ART ...... . ...... . .... , .......... .. .. . ...... ... 4 
Art 121 School Art I ... •, • .... ... . . .... . . ... 2 
Art 221 School Art 11 . • . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • 2 
MUSIC ...................... , .... .. ..... .... . .. 4 
Mus 100 Rudiments of Music .... , .•... . . ... , . 2 
Mus 221 Music for the Elemen'tary Teacher ...... 2 
HEAL TH & PHYSICALEOUCATION ............. . . . 6 
Hlth 300 Health in the Elementary School .... -. , . 2 
PE 300 PE in the Elementary School . . . . . . . . . . 2 
PE Act ivity Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
ADDITIONAL COURSES ... . .. ... . ..... . .. .. . .. .. 14 
Approved Electives ..... . ........ . . , 14 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3·0-3) following course title. means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and It I 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in Which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II- spring; 
II I-summer. 
Education 101. Workshop. (One to three hours); I, II. 111. 
A workshop for specifically designated persons for task 
orientation in education. 
Education 110. Developmental Reading. ( 1·2-2) ; I, II. 
Provides a diagnostic independent guided improvement of 
reading skills. Vocabulary and improved comprehension skills 
are stressed. 
Educatfon 199. Selected Tojilics in Elementary Education. 
(One to three hours); I, II , 11 1. 
Directed study of specific areas in Elementary Education. The 
topic must be approved in advance by the instructor. 
Conferences with the instructor are by arrangement. 
Education 208. Foundations of Elementary Education. 
(2·0·2); I, II, Ill. 
A study of the changing role of pUbllc elementary education 
and the nature of the teaching profession; an analysis of 
classroom techniques and school organization; description of 
the varied services and functions at the elementary school 
level; provision ot opportunities for the student to analyze his 
personal qualifications for teaching. 
Education 210. Human Growth and Development I. (3·0-3); I, 
11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Psycl]ology 154 or 155. 
Study of the principles of physical. intellectual, emotional, 
and social growth and development from conception to 
adolescence. 
Education 212. Preparation and U(iliza tion of Instructional 
Mat erials. (1-3-3); Extension. 
(For Auxiliary Personnel in Education.) 
This course •is de.signed to develop skills In preparing instruc-
tional materials. The operation and care of audiovisual 
equipment is stressed. 
Education 250. Practicum I. (Two to three hours); Extension. 
(For Auxiliary Personnel in Education.) 
Teacher aides gain actual worklng experiences either in a 
regular ciassroorn or in a si mula t.ed classroom laboratory. 
Emphasis is placed on ihe role of the teacher aide as a member 
of the instructional team which includes the teacher and 
principal. 
Education 251 . Practicum II. (Two to three hours}; Extension. 
{For Auxiliary Personnel in Education.) 
A continuation of Education 250, Practicum I. Emphasis is 
placed on developing the teacher aide as a seli ·directed 
member of the instructional team. 
Education 280. Problems in Rural Education. (3-0·3); Exten• 
sion. 
This .course is designed to meet t he needs of students who are 
working in rural communities. Problems and activities are 
selected according to the conditions prevai ling in the local 
school system. 
Education 321. Teaching of Arithmetic. (2-2-3); I. 11, Ii I. 
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program. 
Effective presentation of essential number concepts to the 
learner; emphasis on functional arithmetic and its application. 
Laboratory experiences' are an integral part of this course. 
Education 322. Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary 
School. (3·0-3); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program. 
Presents the scope and sequence of the skills and concepts of 
the social studies program In the elementa.ry school. Emphasis 
is given to instructional methods and recent trends in t he 
social studies area. 
Education 323. Language Arts for tl]e Elementary School. 
(3--0·3); I. II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Admission to t he Teacher Education Program. 
Focuses on role of language arts program in elementary school 
curriculum. Identification of language arts skills and 
subsequent teaching techniques ot those skills will be central 
to the course. Skills emphasized are in areas of listening, 
speaking, writing, and spelling. 
Education 325. Supervised Student Teaching-Elementary. 
(0-10-4); 1. 11. 11 1. 
Prerequisites: (See pre.requisites for Admission to the 
Professional Semester). 
Each student is assigned to a four-hour block in a student 
teactiing center during which time observation, participation 
and student teaching are done. Teaching may be done in any 
of the elementary grades. Special conferences with the 
supervising teacher, attendance. and participation in faculty 
meetings and out-of-school activities are also required. 
Education 333. Fundamentals of Elementary Education, 
(3-1-4); I, Ill. 
See Education 42-7. (When taken separately. permission of the 
Head of the Department is required.) 
Prerequisite: Admission to tha Teacher Education Program. 
The purpose and organization of the elementary school and 
the role of the teacher. Systematic observation and partici pa· 
t ion in all phases of instruction is an integral part of the 
cour.se. 
Education _336. Reading in the Primary Grades. (2-2-3); I, II. 
(Alternate summers with Education 337.) 
Prereq uisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program. 
An examination and evaluation of the materials and methods 
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of teaching developmental reading and relawd language arts In 
grades K-3. Laboratory experiences are an integral part of this 
course. 
Education 337. Reading in the Intermediate Grades. (2·2-3) ; I, 
II. 
(Alternate summers with Education 336. ) 
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program. 
An examination and evaluation of the materials and methods 
of teaching developmental reading and related language arts in 
grades 4-8: Laboratory experiences are an integral part of this 
course. 
Education 360. History of Education. (3·0·3); 11. 
Education in ancient. medieval. and modern periods; early 
American backgrounds; early campaigns for the irnprovernent 
of instruction and teacher training; the development of present 
practices; great educators of each period and their contribu-
tion. 
Education 410. Human Growth and Development 11. (3·0·3): 
11 1. 
See Education 427. (When taken separately, permission of the 
Head ot the Department is required.) 
Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program. 
A continuation ot Educa·tion 210. 
Education 425. Supervised Student T1µ1ching- Elementary. 
(0-14-4); I, 11, Ill. 
This course is a continuation of Education 325. 
Education 425S. Substitute Student Teaching- Elementary. 
(3·2·4); 111. 
By permission from t he Director of Professional Laboratory 
Experiences. 
Prerequisites: Admission to Teacher Education Program; at 
least one year of full-time teaching experience within the last 
ten years; completion of a minimum of 108 semester hours of 
col lege credit; attainment of a scholastic standing of 2.0 on all 
residence work completed at Morehead; a minimum standing 
of 2. 5 on the work completed in area requlremen·ts; 
completion of the professional education courses-Education 
208,210.321 , 333,336 or 337. and 410; at least one semester 
of residence credit earned at Morehead State University. 
Experiences cover all classroom activities @xcept teaching. 
(Application rnade through the Director of Professional 
Laboratory Experiences.) 
Education 427. Professional Semester, (Elementary) 
111-20-17); I. II . 
The professional semester is comprised of Education 325, 333, 
41 0,412, and 425. 
Prerequisites: Education 208. 210, 321, and 336 or 337; 
admission to the Teacher Education Program; attainment of a 
scholastic standing of 2.0 on all residence courses completed at 
Morehead; a minimum standing of 2.5 on all work completed 
in area requirements; completion or a minimum of 90 semester 
hours of work; at least one semester of residence credit earned 
at this University and permission of the Committee on Teacher 
Education. 
Eight weeks are spent in student teaching and eight weeks are 
spent in class' work. (Application made 1:hrough ·the Director of 
Professional Laboratory Experiences.) 
i . < . 
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Education 527. The Pre-School Child. (3-1-3); I. II. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
The princ1ples of growth and development from the prenatal 
period to age six. Focuses attention on learning experiences 
for nursery and kindergarten age children. 
Education 528. Activities and Materials in Early Childhood 
Education. (3-1-3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
Investigates the needs and Interests of early childhood and 
provides opportunities to explore objectives, materials. and 
techniques of instruction for this age group. 
Education 629. Practicum in Early Childhood Education. 
(1-4-4); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Education 527. Education 528, and admission 
to the Teacher Education Program. 
Students are assigned to a pre-school classroom for observa-
tion, participation and teaching. On-campus seminars are held 
weekly. (Application made through the Director of Profes-
sional Laboratory Experiences.) 
Education 562_ Remedial Reading. (2-2-3); I. II. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Education 336 or 337, or the equivalent. 
Materials. meth0ds of diagnosing and treating_ reading 
difficulties. 
Education 599. Workshop. (One to three hours) ; I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Upper division or graduate classification. 
A workshop for specifically designated task orientation in 
education. May be repeated in additional subject areas. A 
maximum of six semester hours may be earned under this 
course number. 
HEALTH, PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION & RECREATION 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation offers graduate and undergraduate professional 
preparation programs in health, physical education, ,md 
re.creation. Also, the Department Provides a service program 
with a wide variety of activity courses available to all students. 
A broad intramural sports program is also ottered with 
student, -faculty, and staff- participation. 
HEALTH 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major: 
Health 160,203,205,301,320,341,342,360, 402.471. 
475, and 532 . .. . ..... .. . .... . .... . ... .... . . .. • . 31 
Additional Requirements: Health 304, Biology 331, 
Biology 332 
Recommended: Speech 11 O. Philosophy 200 
For a Minor: 
Health 160. 203,205.301. 303. 320. 360 
and 475 . ........... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Additional Requirement: Heal th 304 
For a Mfnor in Safety Education: 
Health 203, 310,410,501 , 503, 504, and 512 ..... . .. . . 21 
For an Endorsement in Driver Education; 
Health 203,310,410, and 512 ......... . . .... . .... . . 12 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class. no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance. indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled : I-fall; II- spring; 
II I- summer. 
Health 150. Personal Health. (2·0-2); I, II, Ill. 
(Course wlll not be accepted as Cfedit toward a major, minor, 
or emphasis in Health Education. ) 
Principles and practices of healtpful living:. personal , family, 
and community aspects of heanh. 
Health 160. Introduction to Health. (2-0-2); I. IL 
Prerequisite: Major, minor, or emphasis in Health Ed ucation. 
Fouridations of health, physical heal th, mental health, social 
health, environmental heal th. 
Health 203. Safety and First Aid . (3-0·3 ), I, II, Ill. 
Safety education and accident prevention program in school, 
industry, and public service; Red Cross St andard, Advanced, 
and Pre-Inst ructor First Aid . 
Health 2 04. Instructor First Aid. (1 ·0· 1 ); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Current Red Cross Advanced First Aid Certifi-
cate. and permission of instructor. 
Red Cro~s First Aid Instructor T raining Course. 
Health 205. Mental Health. 13-0-3); I, 11, Il l. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or equivalent. 
(See Education 206.) 
Health 300. Health In the Elementary School. (2-0·2); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Admissio, . to. the Teacher Education Program. 
The elementary school health program; educational theory and 
methods as applied to health teaching on the elementary 
school level. 
Health 301. Evaluation in Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation. (3-0-3); I, II 111. 
(See Physical Education 301.) 
Health 303. co·mmunity Health. (3-0--:3); I, II. 
Principles and practices of health as applied to the com-
munity: the nature of the community, problems of com-
munity health, community health educa tion. 
Health 304. Health in the Secondary School. (2-0-2); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program. 
The secondary school health program, educational theory and 
method as applied to health teaching on the secondary school 
I eve.I. 
Health 31 O. Introduction to Driver Education. (3-0-3) ; I, 11 , 
111. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 
Emphasis upon the ettect of attitudes, emotions, and motiva• 
tions on behavior. Review of research on accident causation 
and other relevant research. 
Health 320. Elements of Nutrition. (3-0-3); I, II, 111. 
(See Home Economics 320.) 
Health 341 . Affiliation in School Health. (0-2-1 l ; 1, 11. 
Prerequisite: Major in Health Education, Health 304, and 
permission of instructor. 
Guided observation and assisting in school health. 
Health 342. Affiliation In Community Healt h. (0-2-1); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Major in Health Education, Health 303, and 
permission of inst ructor. 
Guided observation and reporting in community health. 
Health 360. Family Health. (3·0-3); I, II, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Major, minor, or emphasis in Health Education. 
or senior standing. 
Study of the family and family living: the nature of the 
family, love, marriage preparat ion, marriage. -family living. 
Healt h 402. Kinesiology. (3°0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Biology 332. 
Study of human motion : -anatomy, physiology, mechanics. 
analy:sis, application. 
Health 410. Intermediate Driver Education. (2-2-3); I. II. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Health 310. 
Teaching the student how to teach others to drive. Discussion 
~f all levels of organization and appropriate teaching proce-
dure. 
Health 471 . Seminar. (1·0-1); I, 11, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Major, minor, or emphasis in Health Education, 
and senior standing. 
Seminar relat ive to current issues, problems, and research in 
the field o f health. 
Health 475. The School Health Program. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Major, minor, or emphasis in Health Education, 
and Heal th 300 or 304. 
Study of all aspects ot .elementary and secondary level school 
health: philosophy, organization and administration. Elnviron· 
ment, services, education. evaluation. 
Health 501. Organization and Administration of Driver and 
Traffic Education. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Health/PE 310 and Health/PE 410. 
The organization and administrative aspects of driver and 
traffic education as they relate to the total school and other 
spec:iallzed programs. Historical and philosophical aspects, 
evaluation, related professional organizations and occupational 
opportunities. 
Health 503. The Administration and Supervision of Safety 
Education. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Health 203. 
This course examines the responsibilities. activities and 
problems of administering safety programs, and school bus 
transportation will be discussed. A thorough examination of 
the operational procedures of safety educational programs on 
the high school, college, city and state levels will be discussed. 
Health 504. Methods of Teaching Secondary Driver and 
Traffic Education ( 3·0·3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Health/PE 310. 
The course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
the specifics of classroom instruction in the various subject 
matter fields. Selection of presentation and evaluation 
techniques based on recognized course objectives. 
Health 512. Advanced Driver Education. (3-0-3) ; I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education/Hlth 310 and 410. 
Teaching the psycho-physical problems of human behavior as 
it relates to safety and driver education. To analyze the 
causation of problems involving accidents. 
Health 518. Use and Abuse ol Drugs. (3·0·3); I, 11, Ill. 
The course is designed to survey the field of psychoactive 
drugs with particular emphasis on the behavioral effects of 
these agents. The course will give an understanding of the 
social. therapeutic, and research uses of psychoactive drugs. 
Emphasis will also be centered on current instructional 
techniques and model dru9 curriculums now in use. 
Health 519. Emergency Medical Techniques. (5·1-6); I , II. 
Prerequisite: Heal th 203. 
The course emphasizes the development of skills in recognition 
of symptoms of illnesses and injuries and proper procedures of 
emergency care. Reliance is placed heavily on demonstration 
and practice as a teaching method. 
Heal th 532 Physiology of Exercise. (2-0-2); I, II. 111. 
Prerequisite: Health 402 or concurrently. 
(See Physical Education 532. ) 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in Physical Education (Men):• 
Physical Education 104, 120, 130 or 131 , 132, 150, 
Sem, Hrs. 
203, 204, 301 , 303, 401 , 402, 532 and 575 . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Selected from Physical Education 222M or 223M ........ 2 
Selected from Physical Education 309M, 319M. 
409M, or 419M ..... .. ....... . . .. .......... ..... . 2 
Six activit y courses approved by the department .......... 6 
36 
For a Major in Physical Education (Women): 
Physical Education 104. 120, 130, or 131. 132, 
150. 203, 222, 223, 301 , 303, 309W, 319W, 401, 402, 
532, and 575 ..... .... . . . .. . .... . ........... . ... 32 
Four activity courses approved by the department . .... ... 4 
36 
For a Minor in Athletic Training: 
Physical Education 302, 502. 514, 515,516, 517 .. ..... 13 
Healt h/ Physical Education 203, 402. 532 ...........•.. 8 
Health 320 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... , .... . ....... 3 
24 
Highly Recommended Course: Health 519• 
Ot her Courses fat N.A.T.A. Certification: Science 331.,, 
33201 ; Psychology 154 .. ; Education 210; Physical Ed ucation 
309M, 319M, 409M, 575; and Health 150 ... . . . ...... . 22 
•s tat e Requi rement for certification in EMT 
... Counts toward General Education or Professional Prepara-
tion Requiremen ts 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3·0-3) lollowlng course title means 3 hours c lass, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and II I 
following rhe credi t hou1 allowance indicate the term 1n which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fa ll, I I spring; 
I II - summer. 
All activity courses carrv111g one hour ot cred it meet two hours 
per week fo1 the entlrl! scmesh!I o, four hours r er week tor 
half of the semester . 
Physical Education 100. Golf. {0·2-1).1, II , Ill. 
Emphasis on skill, knowledge and techniques tor 111d1v1dual 
participation. 
Physical Education 101 . Tennis. {0 ·2-1 ). I, II, 111. 
Emphasis on ski II, knowledge, tact ics and techniques for 
individual participation. 
Physical Educa11on 102. Badminton. (0-2·1 ); I, II , Ill. 
Emphasis on sk ill. knowled Q!!, tactics and techniques fo r 
ind ividua l part icipa tion. 
Physical Education 103. Archery. (0·2·1); I, II , Ill. 
Emphasis on skill , knowledge, tactics, and tech niques for 
Individual participation. 
Physical Education 104. Gymnastics, (0-2-1); I, II. 
Emphasis on self- test ing activities. Locomoto r act ivities, rolls, 
springs and dual stunts will be stressed. 
Physical Education 105. Conditioning. (0·2-1); I, II. 
Emphasis on developing physical fitness through a variety of 
exercises and actlvlt ie.s. 
Physical Education 106 (For Men). Wrestling. {0·2 ·1); I, II. 
Rules of interscholastic and intercollegiate wrestling, various 
holds and escapes, and conditioning necessarv to perform 
skills. 
Physical Education 107. Bowling. (0-2,1); I, 1'1 , Ill. 
Acquaints the student with the basic movement skills involved 
in bowling. O"ther factors considered will be knowledge of the 
rules, scoring, and the accepted procedures used in individual 
and team play. 
Physical Education 108. Restricted Physical Education. 
(0-2-1); I, II . 
For students wlth e lther a structural or functional problem 
which prevents their participation in the regular program, 
(May be repeated one time for credit.) 
Physical Education 109. Elementary Horsemanship. (0-2· 1 ); I, 
II. 
(S~ Agriculture 109). 
Physical Education 110. Judo. (0·2· 1); IL 
Basic throwing and mat technrques used in sport judo are 
stressed. Introduction to rules, competitive s-..:stems and 
physical condi Llon ing necessary t o perfo rm the re lated 
techniques are covered. 
Physical Education 111 . Angling. I0· 2·1); I, II , Ill . 
T he basic skill in becoming an angler is casting; fly and bait. In 
fl y casting, the fundamenta l techniques and skills to be taught 
would be grip, stance, aim and cast. 
Pfiysical Educat ion 11 2. Handball and Squash. (0·2· 1); I, 11. 
Emphasis on knowledge, tactics, sk lH and techniques for 
individual participation. 
Physical Education 11 3. Socce r. (0·2-1 ); I, II . 
Rules, techniques and pa rticipation in soccer. 
Physical Education 11 4. Track and Field. (0·2·1 ); I. I I. 
Emphasis on skill, knowledge and techniques for Individual 
participation. 
Pt,vsical Ed ucation 115. Apparaws. (0·2·1); t, II. 
Stress wil l be to acquaint the individua l with the many pieces 
of appara tus on which self-testing actfv11ies can be pArformed. 
Phys1r.al Ed ucation 116. Lacrosse. (0·2•1 ); I. 
Acqua int the student wit h the basic skills involved 1n lacrosse. 
Other factors considered wil l be techniques and methods of 
p laying and knowledge of mies. 
Physical Ed ucation 11 7. Stunts 1nd Tumbling. (0 ·2· 1 ); I, 11. 
Stunis and tumbling is a constructive and s igniffcant part of 
physical education. T he course wi ll presen t a wide range of 
activities and illust ra te I.he values from each. The course wi ll 
provide ski ll s t ha t p romote strength, 1nd1vidua l control and 
development, and gro up perfection. 
Physical Education 118. Volleyball. (0·2·1): I, II , Ill . 
Rules, techrnques and part1cipa'110 11 111 volleyhall 
Physical Education 1 19. Intermediate Horsemanship. (0·2· 1 ); 
I, II. 
Pre, equ1site: PE 109 or equivalent. 
(See Agriculture 1 i9). 
Physical Educa11nn 120. Basic Rhythms. f0·2 · 1). I, 11, 111. 
An ac11vity course designed to develop both skil ls and 
knowledge In the fundamentals o f dance. 
Physical Education 121. Modefn Dance. (0-2· J ); I, II . 
Modern dance technique, composition. and production. An 
introductkin 10 movement as a means of self expression. 
Physical Educatfon 122. Social Dance (0-2· 1 I; I. II . 
T he basic steps and combina tion of popular dances; to acquire 
a skill in these steps to participate in dahcing fo, p leasure and 
satisfaction. 
Ph.yslcal Education 123. Folk and Square Dance. (0 -2·1 ); I, I 1. 
T raditional socia l dances ot peo ple o f many na tions, including 
the American square dance. 
Physical Educat ion 124. Canoe in_g. (0·2· 1); I, Ill. 
Emphasis on sk ill, knowledge, and tactics in a ll types of 
streams·. 
Physical Education 125. Basketball Skills. {0-2· 1 ); I, 11. 
The c lass will teach the skills of basketba ll such as catching, 
t h rowing, shoo ting, d ribbling, stance, and footwork. It will 
also include lead UP games to basketball such as keep away, 
twenty-one, hide line basketba ll, f reeze out and others. 
Physical Education 127. Racquetball. (0·2·1); I, ti. 
Emphasis on skill, knowledge and strategy. 
Physical Education 130. Beginning Swimming. (0·2·1); I, II, 
111. 
Learning to swim well enough to care tor one's self under 
ordinary conditions. 
Physical Education 131. Intermediate Swimming. (0·2· 1); I, 11, 
Ill. 
Perfection of standard s~rokes-; diving, 
Physical Education 132. Lif e Saving. (0-2-1 ); I, II, II I. 
Personal safety and self-rescue skills so that one may be 
capable of taking care of one:s self. The ability to aid or rescue 
anyone In danger of drowning, if rescue is possible, by the best 
and safest method applying to the situation. 
Physical Education 133. Instruction in Water Safety. (0-2·1); I, 
II. 
Prerequisite: Current Senior Lifesaving Certificate. 
Development of personal skills in swimming and lifesaving 
with emphasis on teaching methods and techniques. Successful 
complet ion of t his course will provide certification as an 
American Red Cross W.S. I. 
Physical Education 135 (for Women). F ield Hockey. (0·2·1); 
II. 
Designed to familiarize the student with tundamentat skills 
and techniques in field hockey. 
f:hysical Education 136 (For Women). Basketball. (0·2·1) ; I, 
II . 
Designed to familiarize the student w ith fundamental skills 
and techniques fn basketball. 
Physical Education 138. Fencing. (0 ·2-1 ); I: II . 
Emphasis on skill. knowledge and strategy, 
Physical Ed ucat ion 150. Introduc tion 10 Physical Ed ucation. 
(2·0·2); I, II , 111. 
PrincTples and basic philosophy; aims and o bjectives; 
standards, and significance in lhe profession of physical 
educat ion. 
Physical Education 203. Safety and F irs t Aid. (3·0·3) ; I, 11, 111. 
(See Health 203.) 
Physical Education 204. Offtc1at1ng. {2-0-2); I, 11. 
Interpretation of rules for all maier spons. Methods and 
techniques of o fficiating; laborarory experience In offieiating. 
Physical Education 206. Rhythmical Activi ties in t he Elemen· 
tary School. (1-1·2); I, II . 
Prcrequis1ce: Physical Education 120. 
The c lass would aid the student in understand ing how lo keep 
time, co move in keepmg with rhythm, to understand 
poss1b1hties of fitness in a rhYt hm activitv, and the possibil ity 
of the student understanding the body mechanics and poswre. 
5·1 
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Physical Education 222 (For Men). Individual Sports I. 
(2-0-2); 1.11. Ill . 
Prerequisites: Tennis, badminton, and golf. 
Emphasis on the development of performance sklll and 
teaching techniques in tennis. badminton, and golf. 
Physical Education 222W (For Women). Individual Sports I. 
(1 -1· 2); I, 11. 
Emphasis on the development of performance skills. teaching 
techniques, and officiating in tennis, track, and field. 
Physical Education 223 (For Men). Individua l Sports 11. 
(2-0-2); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisites: Wrestling, gymnastics and swimming. 
Emphasis on the development of performance skills and 
teach ing techniques in wrestling, gymnastics, and swimming. 
Phys ical Education 223W (For Women ). Individual Sports II. 
( 1-1-2); I, I I. 
Emphasis on the development of performance skills and 
teaching techniques in archery, golf, and badminton. 
Physical Education 300. Physical Education In t he Elementary 
School. (2·0·2 ); I, II , 111. 
Selection and o rganization of materials and techniques of 
instn.iction for the elementary school program. 
Physical Education 301 . Eva luat ion 1n Health, Physical Ed uca• 
t ion, and Recreation. (3·0 -3 ); I, II , Il l. 
Methods, techniques, and procedures used in the eva luation of 
students in health, physlcal educa tion and rec reation. 
Physical Education 302. Athletic Inj uries. (2·0-2); 111. 
Theory and practice of massage, bandagihg, taping and caring 
fo r athletic in juries. 
Physical Education 303. Physical Education in the Secondary 
School. (2·0-2); I, II , Ill. 
Selec t.ion and organizat ion of materials and techniques of 
Instruction for the secondary school p rogram. 
Physical Education 304-305. Affiliation In Physical Educa.tion. 
(0·2·1); I, II . 
Students w ill observe and assiS1 a slaH member in one or more 
of the service classes. The course is designed to give the 
s1.udent practica l teaching experience under the guidance of 
quali fied Instructors with in a particular area. 
Physical Education 308 (Fo r Men). Ba.seball T echniques. 
12·0·2), I. II. 
The fundamentals and strategy of baseball are covered from 
both the theoret ical and practical aspects. 
Physical Educat ion 309 (For Men). Team Sports I. (2·0·2); I, 
II. 
Emphasis on t he developmem o-t performance sk ill and 
teaching t echniques in baske tball. 
~ 2 
Physical Education 309W (For Women). Team Sports I. 
(1-1-2); I, I I. 
Emphasis on the development of performance ski lls, teaching 
techniques. and officiating in volleyball and soccer. 
Physical !education 310. Introduction to Driver Education. 
(3·0·3); I, II , Ill. 
(See Heal th 310.) 
Physical Education 311. Movement Exploration. (2-1-3); I, II. 
Emphasis ~i ll be on all the basic movements of th!! body. 
Physical Education 312. Individual and Team Games for 
Elementary School. {2-3-4); I, 11. 
Emphasis will be on the development ot the individual skills in 
a team game atmosphere. 
' Physical Education 319 (For Men). Team Sports II. (2·0 ·2); I, 
II, Ill. 
Emphasis on rhe. development of performance skill and 
teaching techniques in baseball. 
Physical Education 319W (For Women). Team Sports 11. 
(1 -1-2); I, 11. 
Emphasis on ttie deve lopment of performance skills, teaching 
techniques, and officiating in basketbal l and field hockey. 
Physical Education 401. Organization and Admir,istration ot 
Physical Education. (3-0-3); I, II, I 11. 
The arrangement of the units making Up the physical 
~ducatlon program, and the process of leadership by which the 
various aspects are brought together in a functioning whole. 
Physical Education 402. Kinesiology. (3·0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequ isite: Biology 332. 
(See Health 402.) 
Physical Educatio n 409 (For Men). Team Sports Il l. (2-0 -2); I, 
IL 
Emphasis on the development o f performance skill and 
teach ing techniques In footba ll. 
Physical Ed ucation 4 10 . Intermediate Driver Education. 
(2-2-3); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Physical Education 3 1 0. 
(See Health 41 0 .) 
Physical Education 419 (For Men). Team Sports IV. (2·0-2); I, 
11. 
Emphasis on the development of performance skills and 
t eaching techniques in cross-count ry and track and field. 
Physical Education 602. Administration of School Athletic 
Programs. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
The study of sound administrative principles and procedures 
applicable to the school athletic program, with special 
emphasis at the secondary level. 
Physical Education 512. Advanced Driver Education. (3-0-3); 
I, II, Il l, 
Prerequisite: Physical Education 310 and 410. 
(See Healtti 512). 
Physical Educa tion 514. Training Room Modalities. (1-1-2) ; I, 
I I, 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 203. 302. 
Emphasis on panicipation and use of machinery by the 
students involved with training room procedures. 
Physical Education 515. Medical Aspects o f Athletic T raining. 
(1 -1-2); I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 203, 302. 
The study of relatlonships existing between training programs-
and medical society, including case history studies. 
Phys ical Education 516. Training Room Practice. (0-3-3); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Pt)ysical Education 203, 302. 
Actual work-participation situation invo lving the studern In 
training room work. 
Physical Education 517. Diagnostic Techniques of Athle1ic 
Injuries. (1-1-2). I, II. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 203, 302. 
Diagnosis of athletic injuries. 
Physical Education 520. Coaching Women's lnter-ScholaSLic 
Athleucs. (2-0·2) : I, 11. 
Emphasis will be on the coaching techniques ot women's 
inter-scholastics. 
Physical Education 532. Physiology of Exercise. (2-0-2); I, II, -
111. 
Prerequisite: Physical Educatio n 402, or concurrently, or 
permission of instructor. 
Study of the response of the body to muscula1 actlvl ty: nature 
of contraction. work ar,d efficiency. circutorespiratorv adjust• 
ment, train ing and fitness. 
Physical Educatio n 575. Adapted Physical Education. (2-0-2): 
I , II. 
The nature and ex tent of the problem of exceptional students 
and the means whereby these students, can be aided through 
physical education. 
Physical Education 576. Special Problems in Phys ical Educa-
tion. (One to three hours) I. II. 
Prerequ1s1te: Upper division or graduate classification. 
This course·is designed to meet the special needs of individual 
students. An intensive study of approved specific problems 
lrom the area of Heal th, Physical Education and Recreation. 
under the direction of the instructor. 
RECREATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major, 
Recreation 201, 209, 285, 286, 288, 290, 305, 310, 
Sem. Hrs. 
388,471,475,477, 490, and 580 ... . . , . , . . ... . _ .... 31 
For a M inor ..... . . . , ...... . . . ..... .. . . .. . . . .. . . 21 
Arrangements for this minor may be made with t he 
Director f the Program in Recreation. 
For the Associate Two-Yea.r Program in Recreation: 
Recreation 201, 209, 285, 286. 288 , 290, 305, 
310,375,475 , 580 .. . . . . . , . ... ..... . ...... . .... . . 25 
Physical Education 100,101, 102, 103,107, 112, 
l 13. 118, 132, 203, 222, 223, 300 ..... . ... ... ..... . . 18 
English 101. 10 2 .. ... .......... ... .......... . . ... 6 
Psychology 164 . . .... . .. . ..... , . . ... . ...... .. . '. . . 3 
Ed ucation 210 . ..... . .. . .......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sociology 101 ,203 .. ........ .. .. . . . . . .. . .... . . , .. 6 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3} followi ng course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numera ls I, 11, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall; II- spring; 
I I I-summer. 
Recreation 124. Canoeing. (0-2·1); I, Ill. 
(See Physical Education 124). 
Recreation 201. Outdoor Recreation. (3-0-3); II, 111. 
Scope and history of outdoor recreation. Development of 
camp craft skills. 
Recreation 209 . Recreational Sports. (2-0-2); I, 11, 11 1. 
Prerequisite: Three of five activities. 
History, knowledge of rules, proficiency of the- skills. and 
teaching abflitv of: bowling, archery, volleyball, soccer and 
squash-handball. 
Recreation 285. Community Recreation. (2-0-2); I. I I, 111. 
Emphasizes the general aspects of community recreation, the 
place of the school and other social institutions in recreation. 
Recreation 286. Recreation Leadership. (2-0 -2); I, 11, 11 1. 
History, theory, and philosophy of recreation. Practical 
techniques of leadership for low organization activittes. 
Recreation 288. Recreational Arts and Crafts. (1-2-2); I, ll, Ill. 
Me.thods and materials, techniques o f producing all types of 
crafts suitable for playground, community center~. hospital, 
school, camp and club programs. 
Recreation 290. Field Experience I. .(0-2-1); I. 11. 111. 
The course is designed to give the student practical experience 
under tt,e guidance of quaHfied leadership. (Application made 
through the Director or Professional Labora1ory Experiences.) 
Recreation 305. Social Recreation. (2-0-2): IL 
Practical application of planning, demonstration and 
conducting activities and programs for various social events 
and gatherings. 
Recreation 310. Youth Organizations. (2-0·2); 11. 
History, principles, purposes of the major youth service 
organizations with emphasis on leadership techniques and 
programming. 
Recreation 388. Community Centers and Playgrounds. (3·0·31. 
I. 111. 
Leadership techniques, programming and o peration related to 
the planning and administration of community centers and 
playgrounds. 
Recreation 471. Seminar (1-0·1); I, II. 
Discussion and reponlng ot current issues and problems in t he 
recreation protess1on. 
Recreation 475. Recreation for the Handicapped. (3·0-3); II. 
Il l. 
Philosophy, objectives and basic concepts of therapeutic 
recreation. Emphasis on rehabilitation needs within institu-
tional and commur,i'tV settings. 
Recreation 477. Recrna tion Internship. (Four ro eight hours.) 
Planning, leadership, supervision. ·and program evaluation 
experience in a community recreation public agency program 
under qualified administrative leadership and University 
faculty supervision. (Application made through the Director of 
Professional Laboratory Experiences. ) 
Recreation 490. Field Experience II. (0-2-1); l, I I, Il l. 
The course is des,igned to give the sludent. practical experience 
under the guidance of qualified leadership. (Application made 
through the Director of Pro fessiona l Laboratory Experiences.) 
Recreation 570. Children's Theatre. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequis1te: Theatre 100. 
(See Theatre 570.) 
Recreation 676. Special Problems in Recreation. (One to three 
hours); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Upper division or graduate classification. 
T his course is designed to meet the special needs of individual 
students. An intensive study of approved specific problems 
from the area of recreation under the direction of the 
instructor. 
Recreation 580. Outdoor Interpretation. (2-2-3); II, 111. 
Procedures for conducting and supervising naturalist and 
outooor interpretive programs. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE & 
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 
The Department o f Librarv Science and Instructional Media is 
responsible for the instruction. advisement. research, and 
service components of programs associated wi th library science 
and instructional media. The undergraduate and graduate 
curricula are designed to fulfill the requirements for certifica· 
tion tor school media librarians and to provide supportive 
courses in media for teachers. media specialists, and 
para-professionals. 
Requirements for Certification as a School Media Librarian 
1. The specialization component shall include a major of at 
least 30 semester hours credit in the following areas of 
study: 
a. School media organization and administration; theory 
and function 
b. Media classification; cataloging, and processing 
c. Printed and non-printed curriculum related media 
d . Production of Instructional media 
e. Selection, evalUa'tion, and use of media 
f. Reference and bibliography 
g, Children's literature, ages 1-10 
h . Adolescent literature, ages 11 -14 
i. Young adult lfterature, ages 14 plus 
2. It shall also include a 21-semester hour minor or 21 
s,,inester hours credit in two academlc subject fields with 
not less tran 9 semester hours credit in each. Courses taken 
in the gen~ral education component may be included. 
3. The pro-fessional preparation component shall consist of a 
minimum of 26 semester hours c redit distributed among 
the following areas o ·f study. 
a. Human Growth and Development; Educational Psychol-
ogy. 6 semester houn 
b. Basic Concepts Concerning Education; Curriculum 
Study {K-1 2), 6 semester hours 
c. Teaching o~ Reading, 6 semester hours 
d. Supervised Practicum in a Media Center, 8 semester 
hours 
Advisers counsel wl th students in rile selection of courses and 
development of a total program of study. Students should 
consul t wrth the Head of the Department of Library Science 
and Instructional Media. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours credit. Roman 
numerals I. 11. and 111 Indicate the term the course is normally 
ottered: ! - Fall Semester, 11-Sprlng Semester and 
I I I-Summer Term. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
ubra1 y Sciencl! 227. Literature and Materials for Children. 
(3-0-3); 1, 11, 111. 
Study of poetry, picture books, folk and fairy tli les, fiction, 
biography and informational books for children. 
Library Science 301 . Library Organization and Adminima-
tion, (3'0-3) ; l, 11, 111. 
Introductory c_ourse; broad picture of school library and Its 
function 1n total school program. Units on: history of libraries; 
philosophy of school librarianship; housing and equipment ; 
acquisition and mechanical processing of materials; circulation 
routines; public relations; use of student staff; and knowledge 
of library standards. 
Library Science 511. Cataloging and Classification. (3-0-3); I, 
II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Skill in typing r.equired. 
Dewey Decimal Classification, Sears subject headings, prin-
ciples of simplified cataloging of book and non-book materials,. 
Library Science. 521. Books and Materials for Young People. 
(3-0-3); l, II, 111. 
Principles of selecting books and non-book rnaterials; reading 
interests and needs; criteria for judging materials; reading 
guidance through ·use o·f book talks, reviews, and dfscussions; 
emphasis on reading books for the adolescent. 
Library Science 522. Books and Materials for Adults. (3·0-3); 
II. 
The library in adult education; books and other informational 
materials; appraisal of reading interests. habits, needs and 
abilities; techniques or reading guidance. 
Library Science 523. Reference and Bibliography. (3-0·3); I, 
111. 
General referenee books by types and a bio-bibliography. 
Library Science 575. School Library Practice. (Three to four 
hours); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: All other library sdenqe courses required for 
certification except those taken at the same t ime as practice 
work. 
Practical application of procedures in modern school library. 
Reading guidance, story telling, ,book talks, organization of 
teaching materials are stressed. (Application made through the 
Dlre.ctor of Profe~sional Laboratory Experiences.) 
Library Science 582 Audiovisual Aids in Instruction. (3, 0-3); 
I, 11, Ill. 
(See Education 582) 
Library Science 599. Library Media Workshop. (One to six 
hoursl; on demand. 
Subject matter and length of time vary; prerequisites deter-
mined for each. May be repeated but not to exceed a total of 
six hours. 
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 
Educatfon 212. Preparation and Utilization of Instructional 
Materials. (l-3-3); on demand. 
Primarily for paraprofess·ional educational workers. The course 
is designed to develop skills in preparing media materials. care, 
operation-and simple maintenance of media equipment. 
Education 412. Media Strawgles. (3-1-2, eight weeks); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Enrollment in the Professional Semester. 
The course content deals with communication, mediated 
tea.:! i,ig, l;hoosing, producing, evaluating and using audiovisual 
materials ot fnstruction. Heavy emphasis is placed upon 
practical laboratory work m which competence is developed in 
the use of the mafor types of audiovisual equipment found in a 
modern school. 
Education 547. Utillzati~n o f Educational Television. (3·0-3); 
I, 11,111. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing. 
The use of television in the classroom. The h istory and 
background o-1 ETV; how a telecourse Is developed; personnel 
needed; examples of lelelessons and their use by outs tanding 
teachers. 
Education 582 Audiovisual Aids in Instruction. (3-0-3); I, I I, 
Ill. 
Prerequisite: Upper oivision standing. 
Overview of the instructional media In use in up-to-date 
schools. Lectures, demonstrations and practical applications of 
widely available audiovisual equipment, materials, and 
methods are used. 
Education 583. Producing Audiovisual Materials. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequlsi te: Education 582 or equivalent. 
Production of various types of audio-visual learning materials 
with emphasis upon the design and production of overhead 
transparencies, photographic copying, extreme closeup 
photography, "Super 8mm" fllmin_g as applicable to school 
programs and audio technology. 
PSYCHOLOGY & 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
The Department of Psychology and Special Education 1s 
responsible for the Instruction, advisement, research, and 
service components normally associated with under-graduate 
and graduate studies In psychology and special education. The 
undergraduate curricula include a major and minor in 
psychology and an area of concentration, major, and minor in 
special education. 
Requirem11nts for a Major: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Psychology 154,155,581, and 585 .. . . .. . , . . ..... ... 12 
Electives in Psychology approved by the department . . . . . 18 
30 
Additional requirement- Statistics, Ed 581 or Math 353 ... 3 
33 
Requirements for a Minor: 
Psychology 154 or 155 ... ... , . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electlves in Psychology approved by the department ... .. 18 
21 
Additional requirement-Statistics, Ed 581 or Math 353 ... 3 
24 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3·0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory. 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and Ill 
following- the credlt hour allowance Indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall; II-spring; 
I I I-summer. 
Psychole_gy 154. Life-oriented General Psychology. (3·0·3); I, 
II, Ill. 
An introductory and general course concerning the application 
of psychological theories and principles in the areas of 
personality, abnormal psychology, clin !cal psychology, 
psychodiagnostics, developmental psychology, psychotherapy 
and counseling_; includes some understanding of methods used 
In personaljty and clinical research. 
Psychology 155. Science-odem:ed General Psychology. (3-0-3) ; 
I, 11, Ill. 
Psychology as a behavioral science. !:mphasis on the experi-
mental areas in psychology including learning, motivation, 
emotion, perception. blopsychology, and development. 
Psycholo_gy 221 . Child Psychology. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 15~ 
General principles of child development; factors influencing 
development of motor abilities, emotions, and social inter-
actions; covers changes in behavior that occur between the 
time of conception and the time of puberty. 
Psychology 222. Adolescent Psychology. (3-0·3) ; I I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
Tine meaning and significance o f adolescence; physical, emo-
tional , ,social, and mental growth; adolescent interests; home, 
school, a11d communicv problems of 1:he adolescent; person-
ality development. 
Psychology 353. Industrial Psychology. (3-1-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
Applied experimental and engineering psychology. Surveys ot 
basic engineering data with emphasis on experimental pro-
cedure, receptive and motor capacities, -a nd their application 
to equ1pmer1t design and other problems. 
Psychology 390, Psychology of Pe rsonality. (3-0-3); I, II , II 1. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 15.5. 
An introduction to the major approaches, methods, and 
findings in the field of gersonalitY, including an overview of 
basic theories, straTegies, issues, and conc lusiQns, some 
attention to assessment and personality change. 
Psychology 422. Comparative Psychology. (3-0-3}; II. 
Prerequ1S1te i Psychology 154 or 155. 
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Theory and application of field and laboratory techniques 
used in unde~standing behavior of animals. Areas studied 
include: instinct, learning, motivation, sensory discrimination, 
heredity, and perception. 
Psychology 521. Physiological Psychology. (3•0-3); I. 
Pre.requisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
Physiological mechanisms of normal human and animal 
l;iehavior. Anatomy and physio logy relevarJt to the study of 
sensory and motor tunctions, emotion, motivation and 
learning. 
Psychology 554. Social Psychology. 13-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
The scientific study of the individual's relationships with his 
social environment. Emphasis is placed on attitudes, person-
ality, prejudice, discrimination dominance, role theory, social 
learning, social and interpersonal perception, and social 
movements. 
Psychology 555. Environmental Psychology. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
The study of the ways in which social and physical environ· 
ments affect hurnan behavior. Direct effects of physical 
settln_gs on behaviors, individual utilization of various physical 
settings, analysis of personal space utilization, and other 
nonverbal behaviorcS are examined. 
Psychology 556. Introduction to Clinical Psychology. (3-1-3); 
I. 
Prerequisite: Psycho logy 154 or 155 and Ed. 581 or Math 353. 
A survey of basic theoretical issues and research in the areas of 
assessment and psychotherapy. Consideration of ethie81, legal. 
and o ther professional problems in clinical psychology. 
Emphasis on clinical aspects of the school psychologist's 
functions in working with school age children. 
Psychology 558. Psychological Testing. (1-3·3); I, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155 and Eel 581 or Math 353. 
A general int-reduction to psychological testing. Topics 
·covered include interest lnven\ories, measurement and evalua-
tion of personality, measurement of proficiency, performance, 
attitudes, temperament, -aptitude, capacity, and intelligence 
through use of group assessment instruments used ln psycho• 
logical research, guidance, eclucation, social research, business 
and industry. 
Psychology 559. Behavior Modification. (2-2-3); 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
Operant learning ·principles that govern human behavior will be 
applied to the modification of behavior In the school setting. 
The course is designed to give exper1ence in dealing with 
behavioral problems in the classroom and in other settings. 
Psychology 575. Selected Topics. (2-2-3- 6 hours); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Consent of fastructor. 
Various methods courses in instrumentation and data reduc-
tion, Innovation and research design, directed study of special 
problems in psychology, various application courses, and 
others. 
Psychology 580. Measurement Principles and Techniques. 
(3-0-3); I, 11 , 111. 
(See Education 580.) 
Psychology 581. Experimental Psychology I. (2·2·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 581 or Math 353. 
The study of experimental methods and design related to 
sensation, perception, discrimination, learning, forgetting, and 
retention. 
Psychology 582. Experimental Psychology II. (2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Ps'/'chology 581 or consent of instructor. 
A seminar course in experimental psychology emphasi-zlng the 
content areas of learning, motivation, perception, and 
physiological psychology. The course is aesigned to give the 
student practice in critical thinking, evaluation of experi· 
menta l design, and original research, and affords the student 
an opportunity to present and debate his own ideas. 
Psychology 583. Sensory Psychology. (2-2-3); I. 
Prerequisites: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 581 or Math 
353. 
The study of the biolo_gical and the physical bases of sensory 
experience. Presentation of psychophysical data and basic 
techniques for scaling of sensation. Coverage of all sensory 
systems with primary emphasis on vision and audition. 
Psychology 584. Perception. (2-2-31 : 111. 
Prerequisite : Psychology 154 or 165. 
An examination of the role ol perception as a·n information-
extraction process. Includes the constancie~. space perception, 
illusions, and the influence of learning and experience on the 
development o f perception. 
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Psychology 585. Systems and Theories. (3-0-31: I. 
Prerequisites: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 581 or Math 
353. 
An intensive study of the most influential historical systems of 
psychology Including structuralism, funct.ionalism, associa-
tionism, behaviorism, Gestalt psychology, and psychoanalysis, 
and a treatment of contemporary developments. 
Psychology 586. Motivation. {2-2-3): II . 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
A consideration of the bases of human and animal motivation 
in relation to other psychological processes. 
Psychology 589. Psychology of Learning. (3-0-3); II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
The fundamental principles of learning including acquisition, 
retention, forgetting, problem solving, and symbol formation; 
experimental studies; the application of principles to practical 
problems in habit formation, development ot skills, 
remembering, and logical thinking. 
Psychology 590. Abnormal Psychology. (3-1-31; I, II , Ill ,, 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
The psychology, behavior, and treatment of individuals having 
superior or Inferior mental abilities, perceptual handicaps. 
orthopedic problems, and behavioral disorders; the general 
methods used in therapy. and research in this area. 
Psychology 599. Workshop. (One to six hoursl; I, 11, Ill . 
Supervised practice in working in specific areas of ~sychology. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
This program is designed to provide the special education 
student with skills in teaching and administering a special class 
program and competencies for acting as resource personnel to 
others in the school. The program emphasizes training in 
techniques of working with pupils who have perceptual 
handicaps and physical, mental, and emotional handicaps that 
Inhibit learning and development. 
The department currently has a major and minor program in 
special education which corresponds to the old State 
Department of Education certification requirements for 
teachers of Educable Mentally Handicapped and Trainable 
Mentally Handicapped children. The department also has an 
area of concentration in learning and behavior disorders which 
corresponds to the new State Department of Education 
certification requirement.s tor teachers of children with 
learning and behavior disorders {educable mentally handi-
capped, orthopedically handicapped, learning disabilities. and 
mild er.1otionally disturbed). Students entering the preparation 
program in 1976-77 may elect either the major, minor, or area 
of concentration. Students who have not filed a check sheet 
by the fall semester. 1977, must follow the requirements of 
the area of concentration in learning and behavior disorders. 
Students who elect in 1976-77 a major or minor in special 
education must also elect a minor or major in a secondary 
certification area or an area of concentration in elementary 
education. 
Requirements for a Major: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Education 230, 550, 555 or 556, 336 or 337, 320, 
537, and 559 ................................... 21 
Electives In Special Education to be selected from the 
'following: Recreation 288 or 475 or Physical Education 575, 
Psychology 585, Psychology 590; Psychology 390, Psychology 
589. Psychology 558. and Education 562, Education 581. 
Education 552, Education 321, Music 100 and Art 121 .... 9 
laboratory Experience, Education 435 or 436 . . .. .... , 4·8 
TOTAL 34-38 
Professional Semester for students seeking certification . . . 17 
Requirements for a Minor: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Education 230,550.555 or 556,336 or 337,537, 559 ... 18 
Electives in Special Education approved by the department 3 
21 
Laboratory Experience, Education 435 or 436 . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Education 230 is a prerequisite for all Special Education 
courses. 
A student not working toward teacher certification may major 
or minor In Special Education without having a teaching major 
or minor in another field and is exempted from the profes-
sional semester and professional education courses outside of 
this program of studies. 
At least 15 houts of approved Special Education credit, 
including Education 555 or 556, must be completed prior to 
admission to the Laboratory Experience. During Laboratory 
Experience. students will teach in 'either an educable or 
trainable Special Education class. depending upon their profes• 
sional goals. 
Requirements for an Area of Concentration in Learning and 
Behavior Disorders {includes both area and general educa• 
tion requirements). 
SPECIAL EDUCATION ..... ...... .......•........ 24 
Ed 230-Education of Exceptional Children .......... 3 
Ed 550-Nature & Needs of Exceptional Children .. .... 3 
Ed 537-Educational Assessment of Exceptional Children 3 
Ed 551-Curriculum for Pre-School Exceptional Children 3 
Ed 557-Curriculum for Elementary Exceptional Children 3 
Ed 553- Curriculum for Secondary Exceptional Children 3 
Ed 555- Teaching Children with Learning & Behavior 
Disorders .... . ..... , .......... . ............. 3 
Ed 231- Field Experience with Children with Learning 
& Behavior Disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 3 
EDUCATION .. ..•........ ...... ................ 41 
Ed 208-Foundations of Elementary Education ....... 2 
Ed 210-Human Growth & Development . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ed 321 - Teaching ot Arithmetic ........... .. ...... 3 
Ed 322- Teaching Social Studies in the Elem. School ... 3 
Ed 323-Language Arts for the Elementary School . . . . . 3 
Ed 336-Reading in the Primary Grades .....•....... 3 
Ed 337-Reading in the Intermediate Grades .......... 3 
Ed 410-Human Growth & Development II ....•..••• 3 
Ed 412-Media Strategies ...................... ... 2 
Ed 333-Fundamentals of Elementary Education .. .... 4 
Ed 435- Student Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
COMMUNICATIONS & HUMANITIES ............••. 20 
Eng-Composition ...•.......................... 6 
Eng-Literature Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Speh 320- lntroduction to Corrective Speech ......... 3 
Art 121-School Art I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 2 
Art 221-School Art 11 .......... ..... ........... 2 
Mus 100-Rudiments of Music .................. ... 2 
Mus 221-Music for the Elementary Teacher .......... 2 
SCIENCE ......... .... .. ...... ..... . .•....•. . .. 15 
Sci-Physical Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sci-Biological Science Elective ............. . ...... 3 
Math 231-Math for the Elementary Teacher I .. .. : ... 3 
Math 232~ Math for the Elementary Teacher 11 ........ 3 
Sci 590-Science for the Elementary Teacher . .... . . .. 3 
SOCIAL SCIENCE ......... .... .................. 12 
A total of 12 hours from at least two of the followlng 
fields: 1. Economics, 2. Geography, 3. History, 4. Political 
Science. 5. Sociology. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE .... ...... ... ......... .. ...... 3 
LS 227-literature & Materials for Children .......... 3 
PSYCHOLOGY ..•.. . .............. . . . ......... .. 3 
Psy 154-Ufe-oriented General Psychology ....... .... 3 
HEAL TH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION . . ..... ....... 6 
Hlth 300-Health in the Elementary School . . . . . . . . . . 2 
PE 300-Physical Education in the Elementary School . . 2 
PE- Activity Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
ELECTIVES ....... _ . ..... ............•..... .... . 4 
TOTAL .... ..... ....... .. ...... 128 
Students electing an area of concentration in learning and 
behavior disorders should contact the department for 
assistance in completing their schedules and for general 
advising. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: {3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratoty, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I , 11, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance Indicate the term in which 
the course 1s normally scheduled: l-'fall ; I I- spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Education 230. Education of Exceptional Children. (3·0-3). I, 
II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
Procedures for the identification. education. and treatment of 
exceptional children-the gifted, 1:hose with low intelligence, 
and the handicapped- including the behavioral deviations 
involved. 
Education 231. Field Experiences in Learning and Behavior 
Disorders. (0-6-3); I. 11, Ill. 
Involves the student in on-site experiences In a variety of 
schools. institutions. and agencies providing services to 
children with learning and behavior disorders. To be taken 
concurrently with Education 230 or 550. 
Education 320. Introduction to Corrective Speech. (3-0·3); I, 
II . 
Introductory course in speech correction for the classroom 
teacher. (See Speech 320. I 
Education 435. Student Teaching. (Four to twelve hours}. 
Prerequisites: Completion of 15 hours of approved courses; 
admission to the Teacher Education Program; attainment of a 
scholastic standing of 2.0 on residence courses at Morehead; 
completion of 90 semester hours; minimum of one semester 
residence; and permission of the Teacher Education 
Committee. 
Four weeks are spent m a public school special education 
classroom during intersession or on an arranged basis during 
the fall or spring semester. (Application made through the 
Director of Professional Laboratory Experiences.) 
Education 436. Special Education Student Teaching (TMR). 
(Four to eight hours). 
{See Education 435.) 
Education 537. Educational Assessment of Exceptional 
Children. (2·2·3); I, II , 11 1. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
Assessment methodology relating to the identification of 
behavioral deficits and excesses of students which lessen their 
performance level in one or more core academic subject areas. 
Education 550. Nature and Needs of Exceptional Children. 
(2-2-3); I, II. Ill . 
Prerequisite: Education 230. 
The physical, psychological, and educational needs of educable 
and trainable mentally retarded children; research pertaining 
to the nature and needs of the mentally retarded; ways of 
developing maximum abilities. 
Education 551. Curriculum for Pre-School Exceptional 
Children. (2-2-3); I, II, Ill . 
Designed to prepare the teacher to work with pre-school 
children having handicapping conditions. Curriculum 
procedures involving perceptual-motor activities, prosthetic 
devices. and system approaches in special education will be 
featured. 
Education 552. Special Problems in Learning Disorders. 
(0-4-2); I, 111. 
An examination of psychological. medical, and educational 
literature involved with survey, clinical, and experimental 
work concerning a specific learning disorder. 
Education 533. Curriculum tor Secondary Exceptional 
Children. (2·2-3); I. 11,111. 
Designed to prepare the teacher of exceptional children to 
develop procedures for modifying curriculum to include 
concepts related to preparation of exceptional children for 
employment. Vocational and career education instructional 
methods and materials will be explored along with the 
establishment and implementation of work-study programs for 
exceptional children. 
Education 555. Teaching Children with Learning and Behavior 
Disorders. {2·2-3); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Education 230. 
A consideration of curriculum sequence and specialized 
methods of instruction applicable to handicapped learners in 
classes for educable mentally retarded. The construction, use, 
and adaption of materials by teachers who are working with 
retarded children. 
Education 556. Teaching The Mentally Retarded {TMR ). 
(2·2-3); I, II . 111. 
Prerequisite: Education 230. 
Application of methods and materials tor teaching the 
trainable mentally retarded. The construction and use of 
Instructional aids to be used with the retarded individual. 
Education 557. Curriculum for Elementary Exceptional 
Children. (2·2·3); I. 11. 111. 
Designed to prepare the teacher to develop curriculum for 
exceptional children that integrates the use of prosthetic 
devices and equipment, parent counseling, and utilization of 
special education support services with the school program. 
Education 559. Behavior Modification. (2·2·3); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
(See Psychology 559.) 
Educat'ion 599. Workshop. (One to three hours); I, 11 , Ill. 
Supervised practice in working In specific areas of psychology 
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, 
School of 
Humanities 
Associate o f Arts Degree 
For the individual who desires a two-year general program 
with emphasis in the humanitie,s. 
FRESHMAN ¥EAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Psy 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
FA 
Hlth 
101 
103 
154 
102 
105 
160 
150 
F irst Semester 
Composition I . ... , ...... , . . • . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . ..... , ... , .. . . . .. , l 
Intro. to Physical Sci. .. .. . . . ......... 3 
General Psychology ..... . ... . . , . , . . . 3 
• Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition II .• . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . 3 
Activit y Course . ... . . . . ...... . . , . . . 1 
Intro. to Biological Sci. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Apprec. of the Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . .. . ... . .. . . .. .. . .. . 2 
• Electfves . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Phil 
Hist 
Eng 
Speh 
Hist 
PS 
Econ 
200 
241 
110 
242 
141 
201 
First Semes ter 
Literature elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Philosophy· . .. .. . ... . . . .. . . . 3 
U.S. of Amer .• 1492-1865 . . . . ... .. .. . 3 
• E lectives . . . . ..... . .. ... . . .. . .. ... 6 
15 
Second Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 
Basic Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
U.S. of Amer. Since 1865 ... .... . • .. .. 3 
Government of the U.S. 
or 
Principles of Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
• Electives . . .. . . . ........ . . . ..... . . 5 
17 
Minimum for the Degree 66 
.. Electives to be approved by the adviser and may be selected 
from two of the following f ields: art, drama, English 
(literature) , foreign language, history, music. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE; (3-0-3) following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours credit. Roman 
numerals I, 11, and 111 indicate the course is normally offered : 
I-Fall Semester, I I- Spring Semester and I I I-Summer Term. 
Fine Ans 160. Appreciation of the Fine Arts. (3-0-3); 1, 11, I ll. 
To make students aware of the relationship of t he common 
core which permeates a ll the arts. 
Fine Arts 187-588. Opera Workshop. (0-2-1); I, II. 
An introduction to tl:le techniques of musical theatre wt th 
emphas is placed on the integration of music and 
action-d ramatic study of operatic roles. 
Fine Arts 660. Comparative-Arts. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A study of music, literature, and the visual a rts in relation to 
t heir social. religious. a11d h istorical backgrounds. 
Department of Art 
Division of Communi-cations 
Division of Languages and Literature 
Department of Music 
Department of Philosophy 
ART 
The Art Department offers undergfaduate a11d graduate 
programs In Art Education and Studio Art. eourses on the 
beginning, intermediate and advanced leve ls are available in: 
Art Education, Art History, Ceramics, Crafts, Drawing, Figure 
Drawing and Pa in ting, O il Painting, Photography, Printmaking, 
Sculpture and Water Color. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For an Area ot Concent ration: • 
Sem. Hrs. 
Art 101,103.202, 204,213.216, 245, 251 . . 
263,264,283, 291,294,300,304,313, 316, 321, 
465 or 565, 342 or 345 o r 394, 555, 571, plus eight 
hours of elective credit in Art .. .. .... . . . . . . . .. . . . • . 54 
For a Major: • 
Art 101, 103, 202. 204, 213, 216, 300, 304, 241 
or 245, 251 , 263 or 264, 465 or 565, 291, 294, 
321, 571 , plus two hours of elective credit in Art . . . . . .. . 35 
Fo r a Minor:• 
Art 101. 103, 204, 213, 216.300, 304. 241 or 245, 263 
or 264 or 465 or 565, 291 , 294, 321 .. . . . ..... ... .. . . . 2~ 
•students wish ing to have this certificate validated for service 
in t he elementary grades must include Education 333, 
Fundamentals of Elementary Education, in their programs. 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
The following program for freshman and sophomore years has 
been dev ised to help students in selecting their courses and 
making their schedules. These suggested schedules need not be 
followed specifically from semester "to sem~ter. However, 
close adherence to them, wi ll aid the student in meeting all 
requirements prior to the time a check sheet is completed. 
Provisional High School Certificate with an A rea of Concentra-
tion in Art 
FR.ESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Art 
Art 
Hlth 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Art 
Art 
Art 
Ed 
Ed 
101 
103 
101 
264 
150 
102 
105 
103 
263 
291 
208 
209 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Intro . to Physical Sci . .. . . . . .... . .. . .. 3 
Drawing I .. ....... . . . .. . . . . . ... . .. 2 
History of Painting . . . . .. ..... . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Elective ... . . ... . .. .. .... , . , . . . , . . 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition II . . .. . .. . . • . , . .. . ... .. . 3 
Activity Course .. . . . .. . . .... . . . .. .. 1 
Intro. to Biological Sci. . .. . .. . ..... . . . 3 
Drawing 11 . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . 2 
Hlst. of Arch. and Sculp. . ............ 3 
Color and Design . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. ... . 2 
Foundations of Elementary Education 
(Elementary Art Education majors) . .... 2 
or 
Foundations of Secondary Education 
(Secondary Art Education majors) . . . . . . 2 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
First Semester 
E11g 
Psy 
literature Elective ..... . , . , ... . .. . . . 3 
154 
202 
204-
General Psychology .... ...... . . , , .. . 3 
Art 
Art 
Sci. o r Math Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Comp. and Draw. I . ... . .. .... • ..... . 2 
Figure Drawing .... . . . . ... . . .. . ..... 2 
Elective ........ ... . . . . ... . , . . . . . . 2 
15 
Second Semester 
Social Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ed 
Art 
Art 
Art 
Art 
210 
213 
216 
251 
294 
Human Gr. & Develo pment I . . .. . .. .. . 3 
Oil Painting 1 • . • • •• . . ••••.••. • •• •.. 2 
Water Color I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Printmaking I .. . . . . . ....... , . . . . . . . 2 
Sculpture I . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Elsctive ....... .... . . .. ... ... . . . , • 2 
16 
DESCRIPTION O F COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title meaps 3 hours class. no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman 11umerals I, II , and 11 1 
following the credit hour allowance Ind icate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall ; I I-spring; I II-sum-
mer. 
Art 101 . Drawing I. (2-2-2); I, II. Ill. 
Introduction to objective and subjective drawing using various 
graphic media. 
Art 103. Drawing II. (2-2·2); I, II. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Art 101 . 
A continuat ion of Art 101. 
Art 121. School Art I. (2-0-2); I, 11, Il l. 
Introduction t o Art and to the teaching of Art in the- lower 
(1·3) e lementary _grades. 
Art 202. Composition and Drawing. (2-2-2); I. 11, 111. 
Prerequisites: Art 101 and 103. 
A continuation of objec tive and subjective drawing wi1h 
emphasis on composition. 
Art 203. Fashion Illustration. (2·2·-2); I, II. 
Fundamentals of drawing the clo thed figure, with subsequent 
emphasis on t he fashion figure, executed in wash, pen and ink, 
and color. Projects in fashion layout and design are included. 
Art 204. Figure Drawing I. (2-2-2); I. 11. 
Prerequisite: Art 101. 
An introduction to the human figure as an expressive form ; 
composition, gesture, proportion and anatomical observations. 
Art 213. Oil Painting I. (2-2-2); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Art 101, 103, 291 or permission of department. 
An introduction t o oil painting, materials a nd methods, 
arran_gement of the palette; and the use of a variety of 
d ifferent subjects. 
Art 216. Water Color I. (2·2-2); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite; Art 101 , 103, 291 o r permission of department. 
Methods and materials; a rrangement o f palette; composing and 
painting, still life, Figure, and abstracts. 
-
l 
II 
.,, 
!i& -
Art 221. School Art II. (2--0-2); I, 11, Il l. 
The philosophy and mett,ods of teaching art to children in the 
elementary grades; a study of rmterials, media, and tools. 
Art 241 . Crafts I. (2-2-2); I, II , Ill. 
Creative and technical procesi;es of -aving, fabric design, 
metal, and jewelry making. 
Art 245. Ceramics I. (2-2-2); I, ti , Ill . 
Introduction to ceramic forms in hand-buildi"I, 
whN!throwing, glazing. ~ decorative techni~ues. 
Art 251. f'rintmaki"I I. 12-2·2); r, II. 
,-....,_~teJ: An 101 and 103. 
a..6w •~il"MnU with the !)l"intifltl PfOCIS5eS of 1ilksore1n, 
elOline, drypoint, aquatint, collot,'~y, monoprint, wood-
~ . Md lithotrapt!y. 
Art 263. History of Architecture and Sculpture. (3-0-3) ; I, II. 
A historical survey of architecture and sculpture ..cl a study 
e,f mfluences that produced them. 
Art 264. History of Painting. (3-0-3) ; I, II. 
f'aintlng5 are studied in their respective periods and schools 
and comparative studies of paintings of d ifferent periods are 
m.de. 
Art 283. Photographic Design I. (2·2·2); I, II. 
Experiment al and standard photographic processes and tech-
niques ,re approached with an aesthetic view of the medium. 
Art 284. Commercial -Photography. (2-2-2); I, II. 
Concentrated study on fashion and product photography. 
Emphasis is placed on the commercial applicat ion of photo-
graphy as an e lement of advertising design. 
Art 291 . Color and Design. (2-2·2); I, 11, 111. 
A study in t wo and three d imensional designs with emphasis 
on perception and the fundamentals of visual organization. 
Art 294. Sculpture I. (2·2-2); I, II , 111. 
Creative experiences in the techniques, media, and tools of 
sculpture, work in sto ne, wood, metal, clay, and plaster. 
Art 300. Elementary Materials and Methods. (2-0-2); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite; Acceptance into the Teacher Educ:ation Program. 
Presentation of the background and philosophy of element ary 
art in education. 
Art 304. Figure Drawing II . (2·2-2); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Art 204. 
A MJious search into the expressive possibilities of the figure; 
1n1tomical Investigation of parts, variety of media and 
tec:hftiques leading to individual interpretation. 
Art 313. OH f'ainti119 II. (2·2•2)-; I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Art 213. 
l'ainting from still life and landsca~ with 1111phasis on creatiw 
inlll'J)retation ■nd exp(eSsion. 
Art 316. Water Color 11. (2·2-2); I, 11, 111. 
ftrereq uisite: Art 216. 
Water color is used as a medium for visual interpretations of 
various subjects. Studio and field work are Included. 
Art 321. Materials and Met hods for Secondary Art. {2-0-2); I, 
II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. 
Presentation of the background, philosophy, and techniques 
for the teaching ot·art in the secondary school. 
Art 342 Crafts II. (2-2·2); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Art 241 . 
Advanced experimentations with techniques of weavil'IQ, fabric 
design, metal arwl jewelry making. 
Art 345. Ceramics II. (2-2-2); I, 11, Ill. 
_ ""'requisite: Art 245. · 
Individual work in wheel-throwing, hand building, operation 
of kilns and basic experiments in tlazing. 
An 351 . Printmaking II. (2-2-2); I , IL 
-fll-erequisite: Art 2-51. 
An intensified investigation of the printing technique, both 
relief, intaglio, and planographic, studied in Printmaking I. 
Art 383. Photographic Design 11. (2·2-2); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Art 283. 
Advanced work in the use of photographic design concepts 
and techniques. 
Art 394. Sculpture 11. {2·2-2); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Art 294. 
Studio problems involving the manipula tion of var ious sculp-
ture media. 
Art 4e6. Modern and Contemporary Art. (3-0-3' ; I, 11, Ill. 
A survey of painting; architecture and sculpture, dealing with 
Neo-Classicism, Romanticism, Realism, and contemporary art. 
Art. 502. Advanced C'.ompositiof' Mid Drawing. (2-2-2); I, 11, 
111. . 
Prerequisite: Permission of 1he department. 
Advanced studio work in dr-int with 90 empt.sis Of'I 
comPQSition. 
Art 513. Oil P■intinw Ill. (2-2-2); I. 11, Ill. . 
Prerequisites: Art 213 and 313 Of panniuion of 1h.. de;.c. IIIN\lt. 
Experiences leacflnt toward individwit illChievenwnll in stvles 
.-Id tedu:tiques. 
Art 5l6. W■-K ColOJ Il l. (2·2·2); I, 11, Ill. 
~it\!$: An 211 ar'ld 318. 
Experienws ietlcli~ toward iftdwtdual iMffpret■tion. 
Art 521 . Art Woricshop. (3-3-3); (taught on demand during 
interses5ioo). 
l"articiparion In art activities according to il'ldivldual n.ds. 
Art 537. Jewelry and Metal Work. (2-2-2); I, 11, Ill. 
l'rerequisite: Permission of the department. 
Advanced techniques in the des9'I ;ind production of jewelry 
and household objects in precious meuls. 
Art 545. Independent Studio. (Two to four hoors); I, 11, 111. 
f'nlr.equisite: Permission of the department. 
I nclependent studio for advanced students In studio art 
Art 551. Printmaking Ill. (2·2· 2); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Art 351. 
Advanced studio in printmaking. Emphasis is given to the 
processes of etching and engraving. 
Art 555. Advanced Art Problems. (2· 2-2); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Permiss ion of -t he department. 
A studio course involving research in an art area of t he 
student's choi~. 
Art 565. Arts of the United Sta-res. (3-0·3); I, 11. 
An in-depth study of the social. political, and cultural 
movements which affected the course of American artistic 
development 
Art 571. Seminar. (1-0-1 ); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
An 583. Photographic Design Ill. (2-2· 2); I, II. . 
Prerequisites: Art 383 and permission of the department. 
lndiv~ual problems in pholographic design. 
Art 594. Sculpture Ill. (2-2-2); I, II, 111. 
f'ritrequisites: Art 294 anQ 394. 
Advanced problems in_ scutptur-e involving a combin■ tion of 
111eterials and their uniqueness as media. 
COMMUNICA no,n 
The Division of Communications ~es students for protes-
5ional, business, and educatiQnal C#'Nl'S in spNd'I, theatrl, 
.-.dio-television, and journalism. R11C011nition of the literary, 
arti£tic and psychological elements of lhe.9e studies enhances 
the student's 1.ppreeiation of man's: expre$$ive achievements. 
,.,.. • Cew111ralioft i.i Cw~ 
ea,. -.. t,.e,,,ui,ed of ,II ~ CMi,w the Alw of 
~ion it Oo""1Hlffiurionr) 
Joor 
Jou, 
5-dl 
101 
201 
MIO 
- s-. Hn. 
Intro. to MISli Coml'IIUllic:arioM .. . •. . .. 3 
News Writlnw • Pl..-iing . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Voicr • Ani.c:ulatlGft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
~ 370 hine,s • P'rofasieMI s,..ch ........ 3 
R-TV 155 Ir~ Perlo!Tlla'Ml8 . . . _ . • . • • . . • • • • 3 
R-TV 240 Continuit,y Writing . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ttw■ 1.00 Fundlmentah of thl Theatre . .... . .... 3 
TNI 200 lntrodwctien to Dramatic l.illfat- .... 3 
Cofl!Total 2-4 
SJ»cifk Rl!QuirMl'Hlflts- E~, in JoUfflllliwl 
Joumalism 204, 285, 301 or 380, 36'4 or 383 .. .. . .. ... 11 
Electiws in .louf'Nlism . . ... . . ..... ..... . .. . ........ 9 
Electi¥es in Communications ... ..........•.......... '4 
Total 24 
Specific R11quirM1ents- Emphllsis in Radio• Tt1/evision 
Radio-TV 250, 340, 344 or 3 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Electives in Radlo-Teievision ................ . ...... 11 
Electives in Communications ... , .................... 3 
Total 24 
Specific RequirtNT1ents-Emphasis in Speech 
Speech 110, 200, 382, 383, 385, 595 ............. , .... 18 
Elect ives in Speech ............... . ..... .. ... . ...... 3 
El~ves in Communications . ...... . ....... ........ . 6 
Total 27 
Specific Requiremenrs- Emphasis in Theatre 
Speech 382 or 383, 595 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Theatre 210, 284,322, 380 ...... . ............... .. 12 
Electives in 7"heatre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives in Communications ........................ 4 
Total 25 
NOTE: Total in student's program will be 24 hours of core 
courses plus total hours in his specialty. 
JC'.>UtlMALISM 
REQUIREMENTS 
For aM■ief, c..-81 MNI T....._ S••u-: 
Joumalitm 101, 201 , 204, 285, 380, 366, and 504 • . . . . . 20 
Communa1iom 247, Of 347, or 477 ........... .. . . .. 1 
Approved journ■6iem electives •........ ·. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 9 
30 
•504 required only for teacher certification; may be 
substituted with anot her 3-hour journalism course for 
anyone not seeking cenification. 
F~ I Mlje(, l"rirlt-madia SIMIU-: 
Journalism 101, 201 , 204, 285, 305 and 365 . . . .. .. .... . 17 
Communications247, .:34-7or447 .......... ....... ... 1 
Approved journalism electives •........ . .. . ...... ... 12 
30 
For ■ Ma;of, Br~-,.... S111 Hae: 
Journalism 101, 201, 240, 2S6. 344 or 365 .. . .... . .... . 17 
Communications 247,347 or -447 ...... . . .. . .. ... • . .. 2 
Approved journalism electives ............ . .. . ....... 11 
30 
Fer I Ma;er, 011 ■11Mit.Pi.W.c: R■lilti1111 s..--: 
Journalis,n 101 , 201 , 204, 285 or 316, 3112, 482, 
.-,(1483 ........... . ......................... 22 
Electives to be chosen from list below . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
30 
Electives for Advertising-Public R1in- Sequence: 
Journalism 344 and 464 
Speech 370 
Communications 247, 347 or 447 
Sociology 376 
Business Education 221 
Business Administration 200, 304 
For• Millor, General and Print...-..edia ......,ces: 
Journalism 101 , 201 , 204, 285 ..... . ............ .. ... 11 
Elec tives in 300 $eries from journalism ........ . . .... . . 10 
21 
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For a Minor, Broadcast-media Sequence: 
Journalism 101, 201, 285, 240 and 344 ...... •. .. . . ... 14 
Electives in 300 series from Journalism ..... ..•... ... ... 7 
21 
For a Minor, Advertising-Public Relations Sequences: 
Journal ism 101, 201, 285, 382, 383, 482, 483 . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Electives from courses listed above for major in sequences . . 2 
21 
For the Associate of Applied Arts (Journalism) 
(required course.sonly) 
Journalism 101, 201, 204. 285 or 386,365,383 ........ 17 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
The following program has been devised to help students in 
selecting courses during their first two years of study. These 
suggested schedules need not be followed specifically, but 
substitutions should' be made only after careful study of 
degree requirements has been made. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Jour 101 Introduction to Mass Communications . . . 3 
Eng Composition .............. . .. .. . ... 3 
BE 211 Beginning Typewriting• .............. 3 
PE Activity Course ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Electives .. ..... .... . . . . ..... . : . . . . 5 
15 
Second Semester 
Jour 201 News Writing and Reporting .. . .. . . . . .. 3 
Eng Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
FA 160 Apprecfation of Fine Arts .. . .. . . . ... . 3 ' 
Social Scierces Elective ..... .. • . . . . . . 3 
R•TV 155 Broadcast Performance . ............. , 3 
PE Activity or Health Course (1 or 2 hrs) .. 1 ·2 
16· 17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Jour 204 
Comm 247 
Jour 285 
Eng 
Sci 
Jour 382 
Jour 383 
Speh 370 
Geog 211 
First Semester 
Copyreading and Editing ............ , 3 
Internship . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1 
Introduction to Photojournalism'• ..... 2 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Science Elective .... , . . . , , . . ... , . , . , 3 
1::tectives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
17 
Second Semester 
Principles of Public Relations . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Advertising .... , ........ , . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Business and Professional Speech . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Economic Geography ...... .... . . . .. . 3 
Electives . .•. • .. ..•. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
•or show proficiency in typing. 
.. Or Journalism 386 if proficiency is shown in photography. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (2-1·2) following course title means 2 hours class, 1 
hour laboratory, 2 hours credit . Roman numerals I. 11, Ill 
following t he credit allowance indicate the semester in which 
the course is normally scheduled: l·Fall Semester; II-Spring 
Semester and I II-Summer Term. 
GENERAL 
Communications 139-539. Field Experiences. 
The Division of Communications offers a series of cooperative 
study courses-Communications 139, 239, 339, 439 and 
539-allowing students to alternate semesters of on-campus 
studies with periods ot fUll·time related work experience. See 
general section of the catalog for a more complete description 
of Cooperative Education. 
INTERNSHIPS 
Communications 247. Internship. (One to three hours); I, II , 
111. 
Cornpetencv•baseri practical experience aimed at Increasing 
the proficiency of the student in the specified µositions to 
wh lc:h he is assigned. 
Cornmunica1ions 347 lnte1nsh1p. (One to three hou•~1; I, II . 
111 
Competencv·based practical oxpermnce aimed at increasing 
the 11rof1c1e11cy of rhe student in the speciti~d positions to 
which hu is assigned 
Communications 447. Internship. (One to three hours); I, 11 , 
111. 
Competency-based practical experience aimed at increasing 
the proficiency of the student in the specified positions to 
which he is assigned. 
JOURNALISM 
Journalism 101. Introduction to Mass Communications. 
(3·0·3); I. II. 
Survey of history, functions. career opening.s, and inter· 
relationship of newspapers, radio, television, other media and 
attendant agencies. 
Journalism 155. Broadcast Performance. (3·2·3); I, II . (See 
Radio•TV 155.) 
Journalism 192 . Technical Composition. (3-0:3); 1.11, Ill . 
(See English 192.) 
Journalism 201. News.Writing and Reporting. (3-0·3); I, 11, Ill . 
Gathering news from sources on at1d ott campus; organizing 
and writing basic types of news items. some for campus 
newspaper. 
Journalism 204. Copyreading and Editing. (3-0-3); I. 
Copy correcting (using some "live" wire-copy news). proof-
reading, headline writing, editing, and executing page layouts. 
J ournalism 240. Radio-TV Continuity Writing. (3·0-3); I, II . 
(See Radio-TV 240.) 
Journalism 285. Introduction to Photojournalism. (1-1·2) ; I. 
11 , 11 1. 
Lecture and laboratory. introduction to camera use, darkroom 
operation, photo layout, and practic•es in reporting news 
picto·rial_ly. 
Journalism 301. Advanced News Writing and Reporting. 
(3·0·31 ; II . 111. 
Basic reporting plus in·d~pth interpretative writing based on 
personal investigation, including sports, social news, and 
criticism. 
Journalism 305. Newspaper Typography and Design. (3·0·3): 
I. 
Prerequisite: Journalism 204. 
A study ot the elements of newspaper design, wi1h emphasis 
on typography and photo display. 
Journalism 344. Broadcast News and Public Affairs. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: 9 hours of under.graduate Radio·TV or consent of 
the faculty. 
(See Radio-TV 344.) 
Journalism 357. Sportscasting. (2-2-3); I. 
The basic philosophy and ethical considerations in developing 
sports reporting style in oral or written presentation. 
Application of principles in play•by•play description of 
seasonal sports. (Cross referenced as Radio-Television 357 .) 
Journalism 358. Sports Writing. (3-0-3); II . 
Philosophy and techniques in Writing sports and sports analysis 
or commentary for print media. 
(Cross referenced as Radio·Television 358.) 
Journalism 364. Feature Writing. (3·0·3); I, 11. 
The researching, organiz.ing, and composing of non·fiction 
articles, including feature items. 
Journalism 36.5. Editorial Writing,. (3·0·3); I. , 
A study of the purposes and methods of editorial writing, 
including et.hies and values. 
Journalism 380. History of Journalism. 13·0·31; I. 
(See History 380.) 
) r ' , -~ ·~ \ 
.... 
57 
Journalism 382. Principles of Public Relations. 12·0·2); I. 
A study of purposes, methods, and r1!$ponsibilities in the 
profession of public rela tlons. 
Journalism 383. Principles of Advertising. (3·0·3); II . 
A study o'f advertising principles and practices. 
Journalism 386. Photo Essay and Editing. (2-0-2); I. 
Prerequisite: Journalism 285 or photograplw proficiency. 
An emphasis upon photographic composition and selection of 
pictures for various kinds of publications. 
Journalism 464. Magaz.in~ Writing and Editing. (3·0·3); II . 
A study of practices in wrlting for and editing magazines. 
Journalism 476. Special Problems in Journalism. (1-0-3); I, II, 
II I. 
(By prior arrangement with instructor only.) 
Research or an original project with appropriate w, itten 
report, within a subject area. 
Journalism 482. Public Relations Campaigns. (3·0-3); II . 
A study of specific practices in carrying out campaigns in 
public relations. 
Journalism 483. Advertising Copy Wrlting. (2·0-2); I. 
A study of methods used in conveying t he advertising 
message. 
Journalism 504. School Publications. (3-0-3); 111. 
Advisement of students in the production of school news· 
papers, yearbooks, and magazines; includes a complete review 
of journalism principles. (Scheduled concurrently with Jour 
599-Yearbook Workshop.) 
Journalism 505. Law and Ethics of-the Press. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Six hours of advanced journalism credit. 
An examination of law as It affects publications. 
Journalism 558. PUblic Broadcasting. (3-0·3); II . 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and consent of the faculty. 
(See Radio·TV 558.) 
Journalism 565. Public Opinion and News Media. (3·0-3); I. 
A study of the cultural, social, and psychological nature of 
public opinion and its influence on press. television, radio, and 
film; t he nature of propaganda in advertising. 
Journalism 591 . Technical Writing t. (3-0·3); I, II, Ill. 
(See English 591.) 
Journalism 592. Technical Writing II. (3-0-3); I. II, Ill. 
(See English 592.) 
Journalism 599. Yearbook Workshop.(1-0· 1 ); 111. 
A workshop on planning, staffing, financing, and producing a 
high schooi yearbook. 
RADIO-TELEVISION 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major (Non-Teaching): Sem. Hrs. 
Radio-TV 101 , 151 , 155, 240. 250, 340 ............. . 18 
Electives/ Internships . .. ... ..... ... ... . ... . ....... 12 
30 
For a Minor (Non·Teaching): 
Radio•TVlOl,151,155, 240 ......•............... 11 
Electives/Internships .. ... . ... .....•........ , •..... 10 
21 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
Associate of Applied Arts 
Radio and Television Broadcasting 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
R•TV 
R·TV 
R-TV 
R-TV 
R-TV 
Eng 
RTV 
R•TV 
Jour 
101 
151 
155 
240 
338 
101 
250 
283 
201 
First Semester 
Sem. Hrs. 
Intro. to Mass Communications ....... 3 
Broaclcast Techniques ................ 2 
Broadcast Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Continuity Writing . . . . . ............ 3 
FCC License . . . .. ... . ..... . .... 1 
Composi11on I .......•............. 3 
Second Semesrn1 
Audio Production and Direc11on 
Photog1 aphic Design 
Ne,w$ Writing and Rcpo1 Unq ..... 
Elect l\<es/l 11temsh1ps 
15 
4 
2 
3 
7 
16 
~••, • • .1. I 
~ ... '58 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
First Semester 
A-T V 340 Video Production and Direction ........ 3 
R-T V 344 Broadca_st News and Public Affairs . . . . .. 3 
Jour 382 Public Re lations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Electives/ Internships .. ... ..... . ...•. 8 
16 
Second Semester 
R-TV Internship .............. ..... ...... 3 
R-TV 353 
A-TV 440 
Jour 383 
Program Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Video Production & Direction . 4 
Advertising . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elect lves/lnternships .. .............. 4 
17 
TOTAL 64 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE (3-0-3) following course ti tle means 3 hours class. no 
laboratory. 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II , and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term ln wh ich 
the course 1s normally scheduled: L-Fal l; 11-Spr ing, I II-Summer 
Radio· rv 101. Introduction to Mass Communications. 13-0-31; 
I, 
(See Journalism I 01.J 
Radio-TV 151. Introduct ion to Broadcast Techniques. (2-0-2), 
I. II. 
A basic familiarization wrth radro, relev1s1on and mm 
equipment u11liz-eo in studio and remote broadcast nroduc• 
trans. 
Radio-TV 155. Broadcast Performance. (3·0-3l; I, II. 
The fundamentals of broadcast announcing. with special 
emphasis on vocal communication skills of enunciation, 
pronunciarion, inflection and pacrng. 
Radio-i:'J 240. Radio-TV Continuity Writing. (3-0-3); I. II. 
The technrques used in writing commercial~ and programs for 
radro and te lev1s1on. Special emphasis is p laced on sto ryboards 
and advertising presentation. 
Radio -TV 250. Audio Production and Direction. (3-2-4); I, II. 
Basrc end advanced work in all areas o1 audio production. 
including radio, television, aud,o, and tilm audio. 
Radio-TV 283. Photographic Design t. (2·2·21: I, 11. 
Experimental and standard photograph ic processes and 
techniques are approached with an aesthetic view of the 
medium. 
Radio-TV 338. FCC License. (1-0·1 I; I, II. 
(See Industrial Education 338.) 
Radio-TV 340. Video Pr.oduction and Direction t. (2-2-3); I, 
II. 
Prerequisite: Radio-TV 250. 
Basic television production techniques and introduction of 
d irecting skills in a laboratory situation. 
Radio-TV 344. Broadcast News and Public Affairs. (3,0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: 9 hours of undergraduate radio-TV or consent of 
the faculty. 
Theory and practice o f news and public affai~ writing and 
reporting as ,t applies to the broadcast media. 
Radio-TV 353. Radio and TV Program Planning. (3·0·3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Radio-TV 250 
The administrative functions of program departments in radio 
and te levision. Analysis of purpose and basic ideas of programs 
in relation to audience composition. 
Radio-TV 357. Sportscasting. (2-2-3); I. 
Philosophy and techniques utilized in d_eveloping style of 
presentation in sports broadcasts. Theory practically applied in 
play-by.play description. interviewing and presentation of 
copy. (Cross-referenced as Journalism 357 .) 
R-adio-TV 358. Sports Writing (3-0·3); II . 
Philosophy anq techniques in writing sports news and sports 
analysis or commentary for print media. 
Radio-TV 383. Photographic Design II. (2-2·2); t. 11. 
Prerequisite: Rai:tio·TV 283. 
Advanced work in the use of photographic design concepts 
and techniques. 
Radio-TV 440. Video Prod uction and Direction 11. (3-4-4~; I, 
11. 
Prerequisite: Radio-TV 340. 
An extension of Radio-TV 340, with advanced instruction in 
studio o perations. Emphasis upon the opportunity to produce 
and direct several program types and to serve on crews for 
such productions. 
Radio-TV 476. Special Problems. (1-0·3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Major in -ommunicatfons and prior arrangement 
with the instructor. 
Research or an ori_ginal p roject with appro priate written 
report, with in a subjec~ area. 
Radio-TV 558. Public Broadcasting. (3-0·3) ; 11. 
Prerequisite: Junior sranding and consent ot the faculty. 
A study of the development of public broadcasting from both 
theoretical and opeT1jtional srandpoints. 
Radio-T V 583. Phocog1aph1c Design Ill . (2-2-2); I, It. 
Prerequisite: R-TV 383. 
lndivldual problems in photographic design. 
SPEECH AND THEATRE 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in Speech and Theatre !leaching); 
Sem Hrs. 
Speech 100,110.382 or 383 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 9 
Radio-TV 165 or 250 or 255 .•..•. ... ....... 3 
Theatre 100,200. 210, 284, and 380 ....•..•....... 15 
Electives in speech anti theatre, to be 
approved by the division .... ... , . . • . • . . ..•... . 9 
For a Major in Speech and Theatre (Non-Teachrng). 
Speech 110, and 38201 383 
36 
6 
Radio TV 155 or 250 01 255 . . . • .. , • • . . ........ . 3 
Theatre 100 and 200 6 
To be <;elected wfth lhl! dpproval of the division ....... . 15 
30 
For a Majot In Speech: 
Speech 100, 1 10, 200, 382 or 383, and 385 . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
To be selected with the approval or- rhe division. . .... 15 
(Non teaching majors rnav select nine hou, s of the 
e lective credit from related areas within the Division of 
Communrcauons.) 
For a Minor in Speech: 
30 
Speech 100, 110, 200, and 38_2 or 383 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Eleorives m speech approved by the division ... .. .... _ _ _ 9 
21 
For a Minor in Theatrn; 
Theatre 100, 200. 21 1J, and 284 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 12 
Electives In theatre ~pproved by the division ... . . ....... 9 
21 
SUGGESTED PROGRAMS 
The following prQgrams have been devised to help students in 
selecting their courses and making their schedules during t he 
freshman and sophomo re years. These suggested schedules 
need not be followed specifically from semester to semester. 
but close adherence to them will aid the student in meeting all 
requirements. 
Provisional High School Certificate with a Major in Speech and 
Theatre 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
Thea 
Eng 
Hl th 
Sci 
PE 
Speh 
Thea 
100 
160 
100 
210 
First Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biological Sci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Fundamentals of the Theatre . .. . ...... 3 
General Education and/or Electives . . . . . 7 
17 
Second Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Physical Sci . . _ . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Voice and Articulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technical Production . . . ...•.. . .. . .. . 3 
Elective ........... ... , . . . .. . . . . . . . 2 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Thea 
Thea 
Speh 
200 
284 
110 
First Semester 
Literature Elective ... ... ............ 3 
Intro. to Dramatic Literature . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Actihg Techniques . .... ............. 3 
Basic Speech . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ...... .. ...... 3 
Speech or Drama Activity .... ... . .. .. 1 
16 
Second Semester 
Ed 209 Foundations of Secondary Education 2 
Speh 200 Oral Interpretation ....... .. .. .... . . . 3 
R-TV 155 Broadcast Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Approved m rnor elective .... . . ..... . . . 3 
Humanities Elective .......... .. . .... 3 
Speech or Drama Activity .... ....... . 2 
16 
Provisional High School Certificate wit h a Major in Speech 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
Speh 
Eng 
Hlth 
Sci 
PE 
Spoh 
100 
150 
110 
First Semester 
Composition ....................... 3 
Biological Sci ......•... .. . .... ..... 3 
Activity Cour~e . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Voice and Articulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Education and/or Electives . . . . 7 
17 
Second Sernes1er 
Co111positi_on .. . . ..... ; . , . . . . . . • . 3 
Personal Health . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Physical Sci . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . 3 
Activity Course 
Basrc Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • 3 
Sacral Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J 
Ehictive , 2 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Enq 
Srich 200 
Ed 209 
First Semester 
Uteratur e Elr.ttive 3 
Oral lnternretatron .... .......• _ . • , . , 3 
Humanltil!s Elective .•. 
Approved Minor Elecllve 
Social Sciences Electrve 
Elective . . . . 
Second Semester 
.••.•.•...•.. 3 
............ 3 
3 
2 
17 
Foundations of Secondary EdLrcation 2 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Science or Math Elective . . ...... , . 3. 
Speech Elective ............... , ... , 3 
Approved Mino r Elective ...... . ...... 3 
Elective ... , .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
16 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
16 
3 
3 
1 
3 
7 
17 
3 
2 
3 
1 
3 
3 
2 
17 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
17 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
16 
~ 
t0 r 
im 
I 
~i ,~ 
:r~~~ 
I I 
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Speech 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
Speh 100 
First Semester 
Composition .................... .. . 3 
Biological Sci ...... . .. . . . . . ........ 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 8 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physical Soi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . ...... .. . .. .... _ . .. . 1 
Voice and Articulation . .. . ........ . .. 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
15 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Thea 
Hlth 
Speh 
Speh 
Math 
100 
150 
110 
200 
152 
First Semester 
Fundamentals of the Theatre ... ... . . . . 3 
Personal Health .. . ..• ........ . . .... 2 
Basic Speech . ... .... .. . . . ...... .. .. 3 
Social Sciences Elective ....... . . . .... 3 
Approved Minor Elective ............. 3 
Elective ... . . . . . ............ ... ... 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Oral Interpretation . ... .. ........... . 3 
Speech or Comm. Elective .. . . .. ..... . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
17 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title indieates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory, and 3 hours credit. Roman 
numerals I, 11, and 111 indicate the term the course is normally 
offered: I-Fall, I I-Spring, and I II-Summer. 
SPEECH 
Speech 100. Voice and Articuiation. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Essentials of distinct utterance. phonetic transcription, and 
other uses of the vocal mechanism. 
Speech 110. Basic Spe_ech. (3-0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Development of proficiency in the use of oral language 
presentations. 
Speech 200. Oral Interpretation. (3-0·3); I, II. 
Study of communicating the meanings of prose, poetry and 
dramatic literature through the use of body, voice, thought, 
and emotion. 
Speech 210. Listening. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
The study and practice of skills in both retentive and 
empathetic listening. 
Speech 220. Introduction to Communication Theory. (3-0-3); 
I, 11. 
A survey of communication theory with emphasis on the 
Interpersonal aspects. 
Speech 280-281. Debate Practicum I. (2-2-11; I, II. 
Activity and research for students involved in intercollegiate 
debate. 
Speech 300. Oral Communications. (3-0-3); I, 11. 111. 
Development of appropriate classroom voice through study, 
exercise, and practice in reading. describing and motivating. 
Designed for elementary teaching majors. 
Speech 301 . Voice and Articulation 11. (3--0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Speech 100. 
To develop the ability to use major dialects essential to 
interpretation of dramatic literature and radio scripts. 
Speech 305. Advanced Or.ii Interpretation. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Speech 200 or permission of the instructor. 
A combination theory and performance course to further 
develop techniques in communicating the content and 
emotion of the printed page by use of voice and body. 
Speech 320. Introduction to Corrective Speech. (3-0-3); I, II . 
Introductory course In speech correction for the classroom 
teacher. 
Speech 370. Business and Professional Speech. (3·0·3); I, 11, 
111. 
Study and practice in techniques of committee work, 
conference, interview, and other speech forms required in 
business and the professions. 
Speech 380·381. Debate Practicum 11. (2-2-1); I, 11. 
Continuation of Speech 280-281. 
Speech 382. Argumentation and Debate. (3-0-3); I. 
Instruct ion in making rational decisions through the debate 
process entailing analysis, evidence, briefing, and refutation. 
Speech 383. Group Discussion. (3-0-3); I I. 
Analysis of the roles of participants and leaders in problem 
solving with experience ln conducting formal and informal 
group.s. 
Speech 385. Persuasion. (3-0-3); I, 111. 
Study of the nature and methods of persuasion for influencing 
group opinion and action. Recommended for business majors. 
Speech 386. Speech Practicum I. (2-0-2); I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Speech 100 and 110 and approval of the division 
chairman. 
Provides independent guided study for the development of 
specialization in specific areas of speech. 
Speech 387. Speech Practicum I I. (2-0-21; I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Speech 386 and approval of the division 
chairman. 
Continuation of Speech 386. 
Speech 388. Speech Practicum Ill. (2-0·2); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Speech 387 and approval of the division 
chairman. 
Continuation of Speech 387. 
Speech 4 71 . Speech-Dramatic Arts Seminar. ( 1-0-1 ) ; l, 11. 
Study of resources and research techniques in speech and 
dramatic arts. 
Speech 476. Special Problems. ( 1 ·0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Major in communi.cations and permission of the 
instructor. 
Research on an original pro ject, with appropriate written 
report, within a.n approved subject area. 
Speech 480·481 . Debate Practicum 111. (2-2-1 ); I, 11. 
Continuation of Speech 380-381 . 
Speech 510. Advanced Public Speaking. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Preparat ion and delivery of longer and more complex 
speeches. 
Speech 527. American Public Address I. (3-0-3). 
Speeches, speakers and movements in America from the 
colonial period through the Civil War era. 
Speech 528. Ame(ican Public Address 1_1 . (3-0-3). 
Speeches, speakers and movements from Reconstruction 
through the New Deal. 
Speech 530. Contemporary Public Address. (3-0-3). 
Major speeches, speakers and movements from the 1930's to 
the present. 
Speech 570. Parliamentary Procedure. (2-0-2); 11. 
Theory and application of procedures used by profit and 
non-profit organizations. 
Speech 571. Interviewing for Employment. ( 1-0-1 ); II. 
Theory and practice of interviewing techniques for prospective 
employees. 
Speech 583. Advanced Group Discussion and Leadership. 
(3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Speech 383 or permission of instructor. 
Current theory and related concepts regarding the discussion 
process. 
._.59 
Speech 595. Administering the Communications Program. 
(3-0-3); I, 11. 
Development and management .of communications programs, 
including co-curricular activities. 
Speech 597. Administering and Supervising the Co-Curricular 
Communication Arts Program. (3-0-3); 11 . 
Prerequisite: Spee-ch 110 and Speech 220. 
A study of the nature. objectives and values of a forensics 
prograrn. The student will study the traditional high school 
forensic events and will have a laboratory experience in each. 
THEATRE 
Theatre 100. Fundamentals of the Theatre. (3-0-3); I, II . 
An introduction to the theatre as an art form, its historic and 
organizational structure. 
Theatre 130. Summer Theatre I. (3·0-3); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Acceptance to summer theatre or by permission. 
Practical experience in production with work in laboratory 
environmenL 
Theatre 131. Summer Theatre I. (3-0-3); 111. 
Prerequisite: Acceptance to summer theatre or by permission. 
Continuation of T heatre 130. 
Theatre 200. Introduction to Dramatic Literature. (3-0-3); I, 
11. 
A study of representative dramatic literature from Greek 
antiquity to the present. 
Theatre 210. Technical Production. (3·0-3); I, II. 
A study or the teclrnical elements in theatrical production: set 
construction, lighting, and sound. 
Theatre 284. Acting Techniques. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 100. 
A study of acting tram both the aesthetic and the practical 
viewpoints; exercises in pantomime and vocal techniques. 
Theatre 300. Elements of Play Prapuction. (3-0-3); I. 
Problems of play production: choice of scrip_t, casting, 
production and backstage organization, and directing. For the 
non-major who will be involved in producing plays. 
Theatre 3 11 . Theatre Practicum I. (2·0·2); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Theatre 100 and approval of division chairman. 
To provide independent guided study for the development of 
specialization in specific areas of the theatre. 
Theatre 312. Theatre Practicum II. (2-0·2); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 311 . 
A continuation of Dramatic Arts 311. 
Theatre 313. Theatre Practicum Ill. (2-0-2); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 312. 
A continuation of Dramatic Arts 312. 
Theatre 321. Stage Lighting. (3-0·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 210. 
The mechanical and artistic approach to stage lighting; study 
of electrical theory and instrument utilization. 
Theatre 322. Scene Design. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 21 O. 
Creation of set designs wi·th emphasis on drawing -and 
rendering techniques. 
Theatre 325. Costuming. (3--1·3); I. 
A study of the histoty of costuming and application of design 
techniques. 
Theatre 330. Summer Theatre 11. (3-0-3) ; 111. 
Prerequisite: T heatre 130 and acceptance to summer theatre 
company. 
Crew assignments in areas other than those completed in 
Theatre 130. 
Theatre 331. Summer Theatre 11. (3-0-3); 11 I. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 130 and acceptan·ce to summer theatre 
company. 
A continuation of Theatre 330. 
Theatre 375. Creative Dramatics. (3-0·3); 11, Ill. 
An analysis and application of principles of creative dramatics 
as applied to classroom teaching recreation activities. 
Theat re 380. Play Directing. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 210. 
Theories and principles of directing; director's interpretation; 
casting; planning actian and making the prompt-book. 
60 · '. 
Theatre 476. Special Problems. (1-0-3); I, II, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Major in communications and permission of the 
instructor. 
Resea rch on an original p roject, w ith appropriate written 
report, within an approved subject area. 
Theatre 530. Summer Theatre 111. (3·0-3); 111. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 300 and acceptance to summer theatre 
company. 
Advanced assignments in set and costume design or advanced 
acting and d irect ing. 
Theatre 531 . Summer Theat re IV. (3-0-3); Ill . 
Prerequisite: Theatre 300 and acceptance to summer theatre 
company. 
A continuation of Theatre 530. 
Theatre 552. Early Dramatic Literature. (3-0-3) ; I. 
A detailed study of representative plays from the great periods 
o f d ramatic literatu re from the Greeks to mid -nineteenth 
century. 
Theatre 553. Modern Dramatic Literatu re . (3-0·3) ; II. 
A detailed study of the d rama from the growth of realism to 
the present day. 
Theatre 554. Theatre History. (3-0-3); II . 
Prerequisite: Theatre 200. 
A study of the origins and development of theatre. 
Theatre 562. Advanced Acting. (2-2·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 284. 
Advanced study of acting, Including analysis and development 
of characters in acting situa tions. 
Theatre 563. Advanced Costuming. (3-0·3). 
Prerequisite: Theatre 325 or permission of instructor. 
Designing costumes for theatrical productions, making 
patterns, and the fabrication of garments for the stage. 
Theatre 564. Advanced Scene Design. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Theatre 210, 312 or permission of instruc tor. 
To develop greater proficiency in the skills of scenic design as 
applied to specific problems and theatrical productions. 
Theatre 565. Advanced Stage Lighting. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Theatre 321 or permission of instructor. 
To develop proficiency in the skills of lighting specific 
productions; to research topics and special problems pertaining 
to nage lighting. 
Theatre 570. Children's Theatre. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 100. 
A concentrated study of the problems involved in organization 
;ind production of plays for and with children. 
LANGUAGES & LITERATURE 
The Division of Langi..ages and Literature teaches six languages 
and 1he1r literatures: English, French, German, Latin, Russian, 
and Spanish. 
ENGLISH 
The English curriculum has a two-fold purpase. It seeks to 
make a contribution to lhe general education of all students 
by providing them with the study of writing so that they may 
use their language as effec tive ly and precisely as possible and 
by in troducing them to the sympathetic understand ing of 
lite rature so t ha t their personal lives will be enriched by 
lite rary art. It p repares students for such vocations as teachi ng, 
publishing, bus iness, public re lations, and for further profes-
sional st udies. 
R £QUI R EMENTS 
(In addition to the requirements listed. a m inimum of one year 
of a foreign language is required of students comple ting an 
area or major In English. Two years of a foreign language are 
recommended.) 
For., Area of Concentration• 
English 101 , I 02 or 192 
At least one but no more than two litera ture courses at 200 
level 
At least one course in advanced composition 
At least one course in American literature 
English 435 Shakespeare 
English 505 Linguistics: Grammar 
No more than two literature c lasses at 300 level 
All remaining (four to eight) electives at 400 and 500 level 
excluding 510 and 511 
Speech 100 or 110, and 200 
Theatre Elective 
Journalism 201 
For ■ Majer• 
En91ish 101, 102 or 192 
Total semester hours 54 
At least one but no more than two literature courses at 200 
level 
At least one course in advanced composition 
At least one course In American literature 
English 435 Shakespeare 
505 Linguistics: Grammar 
No more than two literature courses at 300 level 
All remaining (two to six) electives al 400 and 500 level 
exduding 510 and 511 . 
Tatel semester hours 36 
FeJa~• 
En!;ith 101 , 102 or 192 
At least one but no moTe than two lite rature courses at 200 
level 
At least one course in advanced composition 
At leas-t one course in Arnef'ican literature 
505 Linguistics: Grammar 
No more than one literature course at 300 level 
All remaining (two to four) electives at 400 and 500 level, 
excluding 510 and 511 
Total semester hour, 27 
•For teac:her certification and AREA or MAJOR, one must take 
as two of his electives Ell!flish 500 and one of the following: 215, 
393, 409, 431, 434, 501 , 516. MINOR mun take as one of his 
electives English 500. Certification requires a course in the 
teaching of reading; Education 576 is recommended. 
For Iha M.astef of Arts degree: 
Students interested in doing graduate work in English should 
consult the Graduate Bulletin or write the Associate Dean, 
Academic Protrarm (Graduate), Morehead State University. 
The followmg programs have been devised 10 help students in 
selecting their courses and making thei r schedules durmg the 
freshman and sophomore years. These suggested schedules 
need not be followed specffically from semester to semester, 
but close adherence to them wi ll aid the student in meeting all 
requirements fo r graduation. 
Area of Concentration in English 
(Asterisks indicate requirements for Provisional High School 
Certification.) 
FRES HMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Hlth 
Eng 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
•Psy 
•Ed 
101 
103 
150 
102 
192 
105 
154 
100 
Firs t Semester 
Composition I . ....... . ............ 3 
Activity Course . . ....... . ........... 1 
Intro. to Physical Sci ...... . . ...... . .. 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Fo reign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3 
Personal Health ...............•.... 2 
Elect ive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Composition 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
or 
Technical Composition ....•.•........ 3 
Activity Course •. . .............. , . . 1 
Intro . to Biological Sci. . .. . . ... . ... . . 3 
General Psychology . ..... . . .......•. 3 
Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Orientation in Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Elective ...... . .. . . . . . . . ...... .. , . 2 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Speh 
Speh 
•Ed 
Eng 
Speh 
Jour 
100 
110 
210 
200 
201 
First Semester 
Elective .... ... ...... . ............ 3 
Voice and A rticula tion 
or 
Basic Speect, . .. . ... . . . .... .. .. . .. .. 3 
Human Growth and Development I . .. .. 3 
Social Sciences Elective (Hist. 351 ) . . . . . 3 
Foreign language .. . . .. . . . ..... . ... . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Electives • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Oral Interpretation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
News Writ. & Reporting .•.... . ....... 3 
Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . .. •.. . . . ....... . , . . . . 2 
17 
MlioriflE'llliltl 
Fl'IESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Hlth 
Eng 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
•Ed 
101 
103 
150 
102 
192 
105 
100 
First Semettef 
Composition I . . .... ..... .. . . ...... 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Intro. To l"hysic;il Science . . .. ... , . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Elee1ive .... . . .. .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
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Composition II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
or 
Technical Composition .....•. _ .•... . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 
Intro. to Biological Science . ... ..•.... 3 
Social Sciences Elective .... .. . . ...... 3 
Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Orientation In Education ... . ..... .. . . 
Elective .. . ... . . . ....... . . . ... , . . . 2 
16 
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Science or Math Elective .. .. .. . . . .... 3 
foreign L.nguage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! 
;cti~I .. .• :. · ~ -~- . 
. , -t,._ 
..... .,.I ,--~-I --'·~ 
. ,-... ~ 
SeQond Semeswr 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... , 6 
Human Growth and Development . . . . . . 3 
Science o r Math Elective . . . . . . , ... . . 3 
Foreign Language . . ......• •.• , . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
17 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) followi ng course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit Roman numerals I, 11, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is no!"fllally scheduled: I- fall ; I I-spring; 
I I I-summer. 
Honors Seminar in Modern Literature. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Intensive analytical study of a particular modern literary 
technique, movement, theme, or author. Restricted to Honors 
Program students. 
NOTE: English 101 and 102 or 192; or English 103 are 
prerequisites for all other English courses. 
English 101. Composition I. (3·0-3); I, 11, Ill . 
Development of writing ability; basic problems of structure of 
language, frequent papers. 
English 102. Composition II. (3-0-3) ; I, 11, Ill. 
Continuation of English 101; emphasis on crit ical thinking; 
frequent papers, including a short research paper. 
English 103. Composition Ill. (3·0·31; I. 
For entering freshmen of high ability, th is course covers 
composition with more emphasis on rhetoric than English 101 
and 102. 
English 192. Technical Composition. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill . 
Continuation of principles of 101, with emphasis on the 
writing of scientific-industrial directions, letters and memos. 
abstracts, minor project reports, and the use of visual aids. 
English 202. Introduction to Literature. (3·0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Extensive reading in poetry, fiction, and drama, with emphasis 
on basic principles of literary evaluation. 
(Not recommended for English area, major, or minor 
students.) 
English 211. World literature to 1650. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Analysis of selected masterpieces of literature from the early 
Greeks to the Renaissance. 
English 212. World Literature since 1650. {3-0-3); I. II. 
Analysis of selected masterpieces of literature from the 
Renaissance to the present. 
English 215. Structure of Englist,. (3-0-3); on demand. 
The structures of the English language from the perspective of 
descriptive and .structural linguistics. 
English 231. English Literature to 1750. (3-0-3); I, II. 
A survey of Englist, literature from Its beginning t-0 the end of 
the neoclassical period in the.eighteenth century. 
English 232. English Literature since 1750. (3-0-3); I, II. 
A survey of English literature fmm 1750 to the pr,esent. 
English 241. American Writers before 1850. (3'0-31; I, II. 
A survey of puritan and colonial backgrounds, the essayists of 
the early national period, early poets and novelists. 
English 242 American Writers since 1850. (3-0-3); I, I I. 
A survey of American literature-from Whitman to the present. 
English 293. Advanced Creative Composition I. (3·0-3); I, 11, 
111. 
Study of and practicum -in description, narration, exposition, 
or poetry as literary forms, with extensive practice in writing. 
English 294. Advanced Creative Composition 11. (3·0-3); I, 11, 
111. 
Continuation of English 293. 
English 325. Religious Literature of the World. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
The literature 9f the major relig1ons of the world. 
English 344. The Short Story and the Novel. (3·0-3); I, 11. 
Study of representative forms of the short story and the novel. 
English 365. Literature of the South, (3-0-3); on demand. 
Re~ings In the major re,resentatille Southent authors. 
:erac ...... . 
_ _ _ nd cultur~und In biblical 
narrative, biography, drama, poetry, and sermons; scriptural 
history. 
English 370. Greek and Roman Literature. (3-0·3); on 
demand. 
Major literary and philosophical figures and movements of 
Greek and Roman antiquity. 
English 372. Oriental Literature. (3-0-3); on demand. 
The major literary -figures and genres of the literatures of 
China, Japan, India, Arabia, and Iran. 
English 393, History of the Language. (3·0·3); annually. 
The English language from an early Germanic dialect to its 
present form. 
English 409. American English: Use and Usage. (3-0·3); on 
demand. 
A study of the dialects and the effectiveness of the language of 
the various parts of American society. 
English 431. Introduction to Old English. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Introduction to the language and the literature of the period. 
English 434. Chaucer. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Intensive reading of some ot the major works of Chaucer with 
emphasis on his language. 
English 435. Shakespeare. (3·0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Study of selected histories, comedies, tragedies, and sonnets. 
English 436. The English Renaissance. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Selected poetry and drama from 1500-1600-excluding 
Shakespeare. 
English 441. Neoclassical Writ ers. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Representative selections from English prose and poetry of-t.he 
Neoclassical Period. 
English 442. Romantic Writers. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Representative selections of English prose and poetry from the 
Romantic Period_. 
English 443. Victorian Writers. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Representative selections from English prose and poetry of the 
Victorian Period. 
English 444. Twentieth Century British Literature. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
Study of modern British poetry, novels, and short stories. 
English 466. American Poetry. (3-0-3); on demand. 
The development of American poe.try from its beginnings to 
the present. 
English 471 . European Literature 1100-1600. (3---0-3); on 
demand. 
Selected works from such major writers as Dante, Petrarch, 
Boccaccio, Machiavelli, Erasmus, Montaigne, and Rabelais. 
English 472. European Lili!rature 1600-1800. (3-0-31; on 
demand. 
Selected works by such major wrrters as Cervantes. Racine, 
Moliere, Pascal, Voltaire, Diderot, Goethe, and S,chiller. 
English 473. European Li1e111t~e 1800 to the P~esent. (3-0-3); 
<>n demaAd. 
Selected works by such major writers as Chekhov, 
Dostoyevsky, Proust, Kafka, Mann, and Naba,kov. 
English 499. Senior Seminar. (3-0-31; on demand. 
Intensive stlldy of a single topic or figure in the literatlJ(e of 
the world. Open only to sen"ior English majors with at least a 
3.0 in their English courses . 
.English 500. Studies in English for Teachers. (3·0·3); I, 11, 111. 
The philosophy, rationale, and content of English in the 
American junior and senior t,igh schools. 
English 501. Linguistics: Semantics. (3-0-31; II (Alternate 
years). 
Presents the problems of meaning as related to referential. 
distributional, and rational ways of encountering experience. 
English 505. Linguistics: Grammar. (3-0-3) ; I, II, Ill. 
Principles of structural, transformational, generative. and 
tagmemic grammar. 
English 510. Programmed Writing and Leaming. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
Using, writing, and understanding programmed texts; 
instruction Individualized to the student's particular area of 
study. 
-~glish 528. Modern Literary Critlciam. (3·0-3) ; on demand. 
Study of ~elected crirics such as the New Humanists, New 
Critics, neo-Aristo telians. and various linguistic structuralists. 
English 533. English Fiction. (3-0-3) ; on demand. 
Developmenr of the English novel from its beginnings TO the 
twentieth century, 
61 
English 539. Milton. (3-0-31; on demand. 
Intensive· reading of Milton's poetry and major prose. 
English 544. Folk literature. (3·0·3); I. 11, Ill. 
The origin of such primitive literary forms as the proverb, tale, 
epic, ballad, and folk drama. 
English 545. Jacobean and Restoration Literature. (3-0·3) : on 
demand. 
Representative works of seventeenth century England. 
English 552. Early Dramatic Literatµre. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Representative dramas from the Greeks to the mid-nineteenth 
century. 
English 553. Modern Drama. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Representative dramas from the advent of real ism to the 
present. 
English 560. Early American Authors. (3-0-3); on demand. 
The writings and backgrounds of Bradford, Taylor, Edwards, 
Franklin, Paine, and Jefferson. 
English 562. Nineteenth Century American Fiction. (3-0-3); 
on demand. 
The development of American fiction from Charles Brockden 
Brown to Stephen Crane. 
English 564. Twentieth Centurv American Fiction. (3·0·3); on 
dema~nd. 
The development of American flotion from· 1900 to the 
present. 
English 570. Introduction to Film Literature. (3·0-3); I, 11. 
An introduction to the study of film as literature with 
extensive reading in the history of film and viewing of selected 
film classics. 
English 591. Technical Writing I. (3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Principles of analysis, process, and definition; progress, 
recommendation, and research reports; proposals and 
memoranda; visual aids; transitions, mechanics of clear and 
precise statement. 
English 592. Technical Writing II. (3-0::3); I, II, Ill . 
Continuat ion of English 591. 
English 593. Fiction and Poe.try Writing I. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Practicum in sustained writing. Evaluation and marketing of 
manuscripts. 
English 594. Fiction and Poetry Writing II . (3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
Continuat ion of English 593. · 
English 595. Linguistics: Composition. (3-0-3); I. 
Language patterns, Inherent symbols and their meanings, and 
tagmemics. 
t·' ~ 
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FRENCH 
The French curriculum at Morehead State University teaches 
the language and literature of France, whereby the student will 
perceive areas of thought and action different from his own. 
More specifically, it surveys French civilization through its 
literature as a complex development of France's history, 
geography, fine arts, and political and social Institutions. It 
helps students attain a comfortable proficiency in speaking, 
reading, and writing French. Finally, it trains prospective 
teachers in techniques of foreign language teaching. 
NOTE: French 202 or the equivalent is prerequisite to all 
courses numbered 300 or above. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in French: 
Sem. Hrs. 
French 101. 102, 201,202, 203, and 435 ........... .. 18 
Approved electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
30 
For a Minor in French: 
French 101, 102, 201, 202, and 203 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Approved electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
21 
Students with high school a-edit in French may be placed in a 
course more advanced than 101 to begin their studies. 
Students who expect to teach French should choose French 
405 as one of their electives. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours crediL Roman 
numerals I, 11, and Il l Indicate the term in which the course is 
normally scheduled: I- fall, II - spring and 111 summer. 
French 101 . Beginning French I. (3-2-3); I, II. 
Drill in hearing and speaking; reading ot simple texts; basic 
points of grammar. 
French 102. Beginning French II . (3·2·3); I, 11. 
Review of grammar: stress on active use of the language; 
reading, speaking, writing, and understanding. 
French 201. Intermediate French (3·0-3); I. 
Exercises in writing compositions based on readings. Labora-
tory work designed to complete mastery of basic language 
patterns and active vocabulary. 
French 202. Conversation and Composition. (3-0-3); 11. 
Intensive training in correct writing and fluent speech. Subject 
matter taken from literary selections. 
French 203. Introduction to France. (3-0-3) : I. 
The elements which have contributed to the culture of France. 
French 321. Literature of the Middle Ages and Renaissance. 
(3-0-3); I. 
An introduction to tYPical epics, romances, and bourgeois 
poetry, followed by study of selections from Villon, Marot., 
Rabelais, the Pleiade, and Montaigne. 
French 322. Seventeenth-Century Literature. (3·0-3); II. 
Study of French Classicism through representative plays. 
French 323. Eighteenth-Century Literature. (3-0-3); I. 
Development of rationalistic and democratic tendencies as 
expressed in the writings of the period leading up to the 
Revolution. 
French 324. Nineteenth-Century Literature. (3·0-3); 11. 
Examination o f representative works illustrating the develop-
ment of literature from Romanticism to Realism and 
Symbolism. 
French 405. Linguistics and Language Teaching. (3-0-3); 111. 
For French majors and minors. 
A seminar ,n various foreign languages and requiring projects 
appropriate to the specialty in each. 
French 435. Twentieth-Century Literature. (3·0·3); on 
demand. 
Selected works of recent writers: France, Romains, Gide. 
Proust, Giraudou, Sartre, and others. 
French 541. The French Novel. (3·0·3); on demand. 
Intensive study of a few selected novels considered to be 
representative of the genre. 
French 542. The French Drama. (3·0-3); on demand. 
Intensive study and analysis of selected plays viewed as 
representative of the genre. 
French 543. French Lyric Poetry. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Intensive study and analysis of masterpieces of French lyric 
poetry. 
French 550. Reading French I. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
Intensive practice In reading of the French language, with 
rapid and correct idiomatic translation as the aim. 
French 551. Reading French II. (3-0,3); on demand. 
Prerequisi te: French 560 or permission of the instructor. 
Further study of grammar and drill in reading, with emphasis 
on reading in the student's own subject area. 
GERMAN 
The German program teaches the language and literature of 
Germany, whereby a student will understand cultural points of 
view different from his own. It surveys German culture as seen 
through its literature as a complex development of historical, 
aesthetic, artistic, and social elements. It helps students attain 
a comfortable proficiency in speaking, reading, and writing 
German. Finally, it trains prospective teachers in techniques of 
foreign language teaching. 
NOTE: German 202 or its equivalent is prerequisite to all 
courses numbered 300 or above. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in German: 
Sem. Hrs. 
German 101 , 102, 201,202,301 , 302 ... ..... . . ..... . 18 
Approved electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
30 
For a Minor' in German: 
German 101 , 102, 201, and 202 or 203 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Approved electives . . .... ...... ...... . .... . ..... . .. 9 
21 
Students with high school credit 1n German may be placed in a 
course more advanced than 101 to begin their studies. 
Students who expect to teach German should choose German 
405 as one of their electives. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture. 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours credit. Roman 
numerals I, 11, and Ill indicate the term the course is normally 
offered: I- tall, II-spring, and II I-summer. 
German 101 . Beginning German I. (3-2-3); I, II. 
Fundamentals of structure; basic vocabulary; read Ing, writing, 
pronunciation and some conversation. 
German 102. Beginning German II. (3·2·3); I, II. 
A continuation of German 101. 
German 201 . Intermediate German I. (3-0-3); I. 
A review of grammar and pronunciation, with emphasis on 
reading of contemporary writings. 
German 202. Intermediate German 11. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: German 201. 
A continuation of German 201. 
German 203. Expository German. (3-0-3); I. 
Techniques of reading for accurate information In expository 
writings in the natural and social sciences and the humanities. 
Germari 301. Grammar and Conversation. (3·0·3); II. 
Further development of skills involved in the use of the 
language. Extensive experience in the language laboratory is 
required. 
German 302. Composition and Conversation. (3·0-3); on 
demand. 
A continuation of German 301 with greater emphasis on 
stylistics. 
German 303. Advanced Expository German. (3-0-3); on 
demand 
Extensive reading ,n the contributions of the Gerrnan-speaking 
world to the fine arts, business, and soclal and exact sciences. 
German 310. The German Novelle. (3-0-3); on demand. 
The Novelle from Goethe to the present. 
German 311 , German Literature to 1880. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A general survey of German literature from old High German 
to Hebbel and Ludwig. 
German 312. German Literature Since 1880. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
A survey of German literature from Hauptmann to the 
present. 
German 320. German Literature from 1750 to 1800. (3·0·3); 
on demand. 
A survey of the literature of Germany In the latter half of the 
eighteenth century. 
German 330. The German Lyric. (3-0-3); on demand. 
An intensive study ot German lyric poetry from 1730 to the 
present. 
German 405. Linguistics and Language Teaching. (3·0·3); 111. 
For German majors and minors. 
A seminar for majors or minors in various foreign languages 
and requiring projects appropriate to the specialty of each. 
German 420. German Drama of the Nineteenth Century. 
(3-0·3); on demand. 
Study o f major representative plays and their background. 
German 440. Li terature of the Twentieth Century. (3·0·3); on 
demand. 
Study of major modern German writers. 
German 480. Independent Study. (3·0·3); on demand. 
A close reading of selected texts for their literary merit. Open 
only to students majoring or minoring in German. May be 
repeated once for credit. 
LATIN 
In addition to training teachers of Latin for the schools, the 
Latin courses serve an additional two-fold purpose of 
providing students in the arts with a firm background in 
class1cal culture and students in pre-professional programs with 
a clear understanding of technical vocabulary. 
NOTE: Latin 202 or the equivalent is prerequisite to courses 
numbered 300 or above. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Minor: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Latin 101, 102,201, and 202 ... . . . ......... . .. .. ... 12 
Approved electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
21 
Students with high school a-edit in Latin may be placed in a 
class more advanced than 101 to b'egin their studies. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3·0·3) following courSe tit le means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II , and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall, I I- spring, 
Ill- summer. 
Latin 101 . Beginning Lat in I. (3-2·3); I, II . 
Drill in the basic elements of Latin grammar, word study, and 
reading ot simple Latin selections. 
Latin 102. Beginning Latin 11. (3-2-3); I, II . 
A continuation of 101 . 
Latin 201. Intermediate Latin I. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Selections from Catullus, Cice.ro, Horace, Pliny, Martial, Livy, 
and Ovid. 
Latin 202. Intermediate Latin 11. (3-0-3); II. 
Writings of Cicero; his life and influence. 
Latin 301 . Advanced Latin I. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Poets of the Augustan Age, together with the history of the 
period. I 
Latin 302. Advanced Latin II . (3-0-3); 11. 
Further study of the poetry of the Augustan Age. Selections 
from Vergil's Aeneid. 
Latin 401 . Latin Literature I. (3·0·3); I. 
Selections from the works of Horace, Vergil , Catullus, and 
others. Rotation of course content allows students to repeat 
the course for additional credit. 
Latin 402. Latin Literature II. (3-0-3); II. 
Selections from Livy, Tacitus, Suetonius, Caesar, and others. 
Rotation of course content allows students to repea t the 
course for additional credit. 
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RUSSIAN . 
OBJECTIVES 
1. To develop the ability to speak, read, write and understand 
the Russian language. 
2. To provide students an introduction to lhe culture of the 
Russian-speaking world. 
3. To develop a bener understanding of Russian society and 
history t hrougl, a study of Russian literat ure. 
4. To prepare t eachers of Russian for the elementary and 
secondary schoo Is. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
For a Minor 
Sem. Hrs. 
Russian 101 , 102, 201 ,202, 301 ,302,405 . . ..... . . . .. 21 
NOTE : Students desiring a minor in Russian are advised to 
begin the program In the freshman year ancl take courses 
wit hout interruption. 
D ESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE. (3-0-3) following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours credit Roman 
numerals I, It, and 111 indicate tile term in wh1cl1 the course ts 
normally offered: I-fall· II spring; and Ill-summer. 
Russian 101. Beginning Russian I. Thrr.e Hours. {11,ree class 
periods and a minimum ol two laboratory periOds per 
week) 
An introduction to Russian grammar beginning with the 
learning of the Cy11il•c alphabet and prog,essing througll a 
brief inrroduc1ion to con1ugation of verb forms and declension 
of adjpct,ve and nouns. 
Russian 102. Be!linning Russian 11. Ttiroe hours. (Three class 
periods and a minimum of one laboratory period per week.) 
Prcrequ1sito: Russian 10l or Oil!! year or h ,gh school Russian. 
A com,nuation of Russian 101. An analysis of Russian 
11rarnmar with 1:mphasis on writing and speaking. 
Russian 201. Intermediate Russian I Ttiree hours. (Three class 
periods and a minimum of one laboratory period per week.) 
Pre requisite: Russian 102. 
A continuation or Russian grammar with emphasis on 
vocabulary building and language structure. Russian literature 
and elementary translation exercises are introduced in this 
course. 
Russian 202. In termediate Russian 11. Three hours. 
Prerequisi te: Russian 201. 
A continuat ion o f Russian 201 with addit ional e mphasis on 
Russian li terature, translatio n, conversation, and writ ing. 
Russian 301 . Readings in Russian Literature. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Russian 202. 
Directed study In Russian literature. The short story, poetry, 
prose, and essays. Review of Russian grammar as necessary. 
Oral practice.. 
Russian 302. Advanced Readings in Russian Literat ure. Three 
hour.s. 
Prerequisite: Russian 301. 
Readings in Russian from Lermontov, Turgenev, Tolstoy, 
Gogol , Dostoyevski, and others. Assigned readings on Russian 
culture and history. Review of Russian grammar as necessary. 
Russian 405. Linguistics and Language Teaching. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Minoring in Russian. 
A seminar for majors or minors In various foreign languages 
and requiring projects appropriate to the specialty of each. 
SPANISH 
The Spanish curriculum at Morehead State University teaches 
the language and literature -of Spain, whereby the student will 
perceive areas of th·oUght and action different from his own. 
More specifically, it surveys Spanish civilization through its 
history, geography, fine arts. and political and social institu• 
tions. I l helps students attain a comfortable proficiency in 
speaking, reading, and writing SPariish. Finally, it trains 
prospective teachers in techn·iques of foreign language 
teaching. 
NOT E: Spanish 202 or the equivalent is prerequisite to courses 
numbered 300 or above. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major 
Sem. Hrs. 
Spanish 101 , 102, 201, 202, 301 , 302, and 401 .. .. · ... . . 21 
Approved electives . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
30 
For a Minor: 
Spanish 101 , 102,201 , 202.301 , and 302 ... . ......... 18 
Approved electives • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
21 
Students with high school credit in Spanish may be placed in a 
course more advanced than 101 to begin their studies. 
It is strongly recommended that Spanisti be started in the 
freshman year and that the courses be taken without inter-
ruption. 
Students who expect to teach Spanish should choose Spanish 
405 as one of their eleclives. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOT E: (3-0-3) following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours cred it. Rom~n 
numerals I, 11, and 111 Indicate the t erm in which the course is 
normally offered: I- fall; II-spring; and Il l- summer. 
Spanish 101 . Beginning Spanish I. (3·2 -3); I, 11. 
Practice in hearing and speaking through patterns. 
Spanish 102 Beginning Spanish II. (3·2-3), I. II. 
Fo, those students who have had a year of Spanish in high 
school and those who have passed 101. A continuation of 
Spanish 101; practice hearing and speak mg wrth patterns 
Essentiab of grammar. 
Spanish 201 tntetmediale Spanish. (3 1-3). l 
Pre, equis, te: Spanish 102 or perm 1ss1on of the mslrucror 
A reading courS<.. Selection of famous modern authors used to 
d.:velop the understanding and in1erpreta1ion of the writ1en 
language. 
Spanish 202 Advanced Conversation. (3-1-3). II 
Prerequisite; Spanish 102 01 permission ot the instructor , 
I nlensivl' training In conversation. FIims, magazines, and books 
will be used m practice d ifferent kinds of language. 
Spanish 220. Gramma1 Jnd Composition (3-0-3), I. 
Prerequisite: Spanish 202 or permission of the Instructor 
Study and analysis or speaking and writing !.lyles. Emphasis on 
written composition. 
Spanish 301. Spanish Literature. (3-0-3); I. 
A survey of the major periods -and tendencies of Spanish 
l iterature from Its beginning through the twentieth century. 
Spanish 302. Spanish American Literature_ (3·0"31; 11 
A survey of major periods and tendencies of Spanish A merican 
li terature from I LS beginning through 1:he twentieth cen tury. 
Spanish 311 . Spanish and Spanish American Poetry. (3-0-3); 
11. 
A study of Juglares, Gantares de Gesta, Romances, Mistica, 
Poesia del Siglo de Oro. Romancismo, Post Romanticismo, 
Modernismo, Siglo XX. 
Spanish 312. Spanish Theatre. (3-0-31; on demand. 
A study of the evolution of the theatre from Juan Del Encina 
to Garcia Lorca. 
Spanish 313. Spanish Novel. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A survey of the novel from the thirteenth century, la Novela 
de Caballeria, la Picaresca, la Morisca, la Pastoril , Cervantes, el 
Costumbrismo, la Generacion del 98, el Siglo XX. 
Spanish 405. Linguistics and Language Teaching. (3-0-3); 11 1. 
For Spanish majors and minors. 
A .seminar in various foreign languages and requiring projects 
appropriate to the specialty of each. 
Spanish 501 . Advanced Grammar. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Compulsory for those who plan to t.each Spanish. A 1:horough 
study of the verbs and the structure of the language. Based on 
the Royal Academy Grammar. 
·•J,' 63 
Spanish 523. Don Quixote de la Mancha. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A study of this maste.rpiece of Spanish literature. 
Spanish 532. Contemporary Spanish and Spanish American 
Literature. (3-0-3) ; on demand. 
A survey. of significant characteristics of twentieth centurv 
Hispanic literature. Including the novel , short s tory, drama, 
essay, and poetry. 
Spanish 540. Seminar in Hispanic Literature. (3-0·3) ; on 
demand. 
Group instruction and practice in research methods peculiar to 
Hispanic lit era ture. 
Spanish 545. S panish Drama from t he Generation of 1898 lo 
rhe Present . (3·0•3). on demand. 
A study of the major d ramatists and d1 amatic trends from 
Benavente and his contem poraries through Garcia Lorca, 
Casana, and Buero Vallejo. 
. Spanish 550. The Spanish Essay from the Eighteenth Century 
to the Present (3-0-3); on demand. 
A study of rhe ma1or essayists from Feijoo through Madaiiga . 
Spanish 555. Lope t;fe Vega. (3-0·3), on demand. 
A study ol the major dramatic and nonclramatic works or 
Lope de Vega. 
MUSIC 
T he Depa11men1 nf Music offers programs of study which 
prepare srudents ln1 careers 111 teaching ~nd pertom11ng. The 
department also oilers musical train,ng and performance 
opportunities fu, srnden!S who are not pl,1nnlng for musical 
careers. The otte,ings of the department include a Bachelor of 
Music Educar,on deg,ee for those who are planning to teach 
music, a Bachelor of Music dl!!Jree for those who are nlanning 
fo1 caree,s in nerformanai, and a major or minor in music 
wi'thin the Bachelor of Arts curriculum. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For t he Bachelor of Music Education: 
This progrnm ,s de-signed for swdenrs who -are planning for 
careers as music teachers in the public scl,ools. It includes the 
requ iremems for a twelve-grade m usic certificate 
Sem. Hrs. 
1. Applied Music ... , ............................ 23 
Private lessons ............... .. ....... . . • ... 6 
Senior recital .. _ ... . . ~ ....... ..•. ............ 1 
Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Class p iano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
(Piano and organ ,najo rs may subst itute pr ivate 
keyboard lessons. ) 
Class vo ice and instruments .... .. . . . . ..... . •... 5 
2. Music Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H; 
Music Theory I- IV _ . . _ .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . ..... . 6 
Sight Singing and Dictation I-IV ................. 6 
Form Analysis ....... . .. ...... . ... .. ....•.. . 2 
Theory Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2 
3 . Music History and Literature . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Music Literature 1-11 . ............. . ........... 4 
History of Music 1· 11 ... . . . . .. .... ..... . . . .. . .. 6 
4. Con.ducting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Choral Conducting .. .. . . ... __ ... _ . . ... . _ . . : . . . 2 
Instrumental Conducting ... .. · . ... ..... ........ 2 
5. Music: Education ...... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . , .. . .. 8 
Elementary Materials and Methods ... _ . . .... .... _ 4 
Vocal or lnsvumental Materia ls .and Methods . .... . 2 
Seminar . ....... .. . ... .... ... .... .. ... .. .. . 
60 
For the Bachelor of Music: 
T his program is designed for students who are planning for 
professional careers in music either as performe-;; or as private 
studio leachers. It does not meet the requirements for 
certification to teach in the public schools. 
Sem. Hrs. 
1. Music Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Music Theory I-IV ..... ... .. . ...... .... . . . ... 6 
Sight Singing and Dictat ion I-IV . . . _ ........... _ 6 
Form Analysis 1-11 ... . . .......... , ............ 4 
2. Music History and Literature ..... ..... . .. . ..... . . 10 
Music Literature 1-11 __ . _ . .. . . . ... .. .• . ...... _ . 4 
History of Music 1-11 ... .............•.. ....... 6 
64, ~ ..  f_f 
3. Ensernhles . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
4. Cond,,cting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 4 
Choral Conductihg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2 
Instrumental Conducting .... . . . . . . .. ... ....... 2 
NOTE: Jazz and Studio Music students will take e ither 
Instrumental or Choral Conducting. To complete their con· 
ducting requirement, they will take Rehearsal Techniques 
for Jazz Ensembles (Music 473). 
5 . Specialization . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ..... . • ...... 40 
a. Voice 
Private Voice . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Class Voice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Junior Recital ... ... ......... .. ..... .. .. .... . 
Senio r Recital ...... . . .. ..... . ... . .. . . . .. , .. . . 2 
Class and/or Private Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Languages ~A minimum of six semester 
hours In each of two languages) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
b. Piano 
Private Piano • .. . . . ... . .. .. .. .. . .. . . ..... . . 21 
Private Organ and/or Harps ichord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Junior Recital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Senior Reci ta I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Counterpoint .. .. .. .• . . . . .. . ............... . 2 
Class Voice . .. . . . . ..... . .. ..... ... . .. •. . .. . . 1 
Priva-te Voice . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Piano Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
c. Organ or Harpsichord 
Private Organ or .Harpsichord .. ........ . .. ... . . 24 
Class or Private Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Junior Recital . .. .. . ..... ... ..... .. . . .. .. . .. . 1 
Senior Reci'lal ... · ....... ....... . . ...... . . . . .. 2 
Class Voice ...... . .. , . ..... . .. . . ..... ...... . 
Private Vo ice . . .... .. . . . ... .. . . ....... . . . . .. 3 
Church Music ..... ... .. . . , . . . .. . . . . ·. . . .. . . . . . 2 
Counterpoint . .... .. .. . . .. .. . ... . . ..... .. . . . 2 
d. Strings 
Private St rings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Class Piano and/or Private Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Junior Recital .. ..... ... ......... . .. .. . . . . .. . 
Senior Recital . . .... ...... . . .. . ., .. ... ...... .. 2 
Class Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Class Woodwinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Class Brasswinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Class Percussion . .. . .. .... . .. . ... ... ..... 1 
Class Voice .. . . .•.. . . . . . . . ................. .. 
Private Voice . . .... . ... . . ... . .... .. .. . .. .. . . 
e . Wind lnstrumen'ts 
Private Lessons in Major Instrument .. .. ..... . . . . 16 
Junior Re.cital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Senior Recital .. ...... . . . ... . . .. . . . ........... 2 
Class Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Class Brasswinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Class Woodwinds ............. : .... . . ... . 
Class Strings ........................ . .. . 
Class Percussion ............ ....... . .. . . . 
Class Piano and/or Private Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Class Voice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Private Voice .. .. ....... ... . . . . . .. . •.• . . .... 
Arranging .... ..... .... ........ .. ... .. . • . . . .. 4 
Music Electives ... . ... . .... ..... . , ... . , ..... , ' 5 
f. Theory-Composition 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Arranging .. . ..... .. .. . ...... . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 4 
Counterpoint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Recital of Original Composition .. ......... ..... . 2 
Class and/or Private Keyboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Class Instruments . . ....... . ..... ... . . .. ...... 4 
Class Brasswinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Class Woodwinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Class Strings . ... ........ , ............ . . . 
Class Percussion . . . . . .. ... ...•. . .... .. .. . 
Class Voice . , .. ... . . , . .... , .......... .. .. .. . 
Private Lessons in Major Instrument or 
Voice . . . ...... . .. . . . .............. .... . . .. 7 
g. Jpzz and Studio Music 
Private Applied Music . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Junlor Recital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Senior Recita I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Class Piano and/or Jazz K!iyboard . .... .. .. .. . ... 4 
Jazz History and Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Arranging for the Stage Band . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . 4 
St udio Improvisation . . . . . . . . •• .... . . . ....... 7 
For a Major (Bachelor of Aru degree- Teaching) : 
This proqrnm provide~ a basic backgr'ouncl of w eparatron for 
either rnstrumcntal or vocal music at the secondary level . Ir 
does not quality the student fnr the 1wt1lvc-grade certificate 
and is not recommended for the s tuclen r who plan~ ro ,each 
music exclusively 
Program for Instrumental Majors: 
Sem. Hrs . 
Applied Music . . . . . .. ~ .• ... .. . .. . . .. . . . ... . ... . 20 
Priva te lessons . ...... •... . ...... . . ... ... . . . . 6 
Senior recital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Class instruments and voice . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Class piano 
Ensembles 
.... .. .... ..... .. .... .. ... .. .. . .. ! 
Music Theory . . .......... . .. .. , . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Music Theory I-IV .... . ..... ... ..... . . .. , . ... 6 
Sight Singing -and Dictation I-IV . . . ... .. ..... .... 6 
Music History and Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
History of Mus ic I and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Music Education and Conducting ....... ' ....... .. .. . . . 4 
Instrumental Conducting . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. ..... 2 
Instrumental Materials and Methods .. . .. .. . . . ... . 2 
42 
Program for Vocal Majors: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Applied Music .. . .. ...... ... ... ..... .. . ... ... ... 16 
Class voice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Private voice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Class or private piano ... . .. .. . . ..... . . ..... . , . 4 
Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Senior recital ..... ..... .. . .. . . .. .• .. .• .. .... 
Music Theory ... .. . . .. . . . .•..... ... . . . .. . . . .. ... . 12 
Music Theory I-IV .......... . ................ 6 
Sight Singing and Dictation .... . ... . .... . ... . . . 6 
Music Histo ry and Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Music Literature I and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
History of Music I and I I ...................... 6 
Music l:ducation and Conducting . . · .... . ...... . .... . . . 4 
Choral Conducting .. .. .. . . ......... . ...... , . • . 2 
Vocal Materials and Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2 
42 
For a Major (Bachelor of Arts degree-No n-T eaching) : 
This program is designed for students who are planning for 
careers in music which do not req_uire certification. It dbes not 
meet the. requirements for teaching music in the public 
schools, nor does it prepare a student to enter graduate study 
in music without further preparation at the undergraduate 
level. Sem. Hrs. 
Applied Music .... ...... .... . .. . ....... •.. . .. .. . 12 
Private lessons . .. . . . ... .•... . . ... ... .... .... 7 
Senior recital . ... . ............ . . .... ... . . ... 1 
Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Music Theory ..... .... ..... . ..... • . • . . . · .. ... . ... 12 
Music Theory I, II, Ill, IV .. ..... ... ........... 6 
Sight Singing and Dictation I, II, 11 1, IV ............ 6 
Music History I and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
30 
For a Mino r (Non-Teach ing) : Sem. Hrs. 
Applied Music ....... . . ..... . .. . .. ..... . ....... .. 8 
Private Lessons .............................. 6 
Class or Private Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Music Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Music Theory I and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Sight Singing and Dictation I and 11 . . .. ... ... . ... ·4 
Music literature I and 11 ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 4 
Music Electives . . ... . . . . .. ... . . . . . .... .... ..... ... 3 
21 
For the Associate of Applied Arts Degree-Music Emphasis: 
Music Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Music Theory I-IV .. . . ... . .. .. ............... 6 
Sight Singjng and Dic1ation .... . ........ ... . ... 6 
Music History and Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 O 
Music Literature I and 11 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
History of Music I and 11 .... ... . . .. . . ..... .. . . . 6 
Applied Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
34 
SUGGEST ED PROGRAMS 
The followlng programs have been devised to help students in 
selecting their courses during their first two years of study. 
These suggested schedules need not be followed specifically, 
but substitutions should be made only after careful study of 
degree requirements has been 1T1ade. 
Bachelor of Music Education Degree 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 101 
Sci 103 
Psy 164 
Mus 131 
Mus 133 
Mus 111 P 
Mus 157 .. 
F frst Sernester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Physical Science • . . . • . . • • • . . . 3 
Li fc Orient ed Psychology . • . . • . . • . 3 
Music Theory I 
Sight Singing and Dictatron I 
Class Plano I ..... . 
Ptivale Applied 
Ensemble . . . ..•. , • 
Student Recital .. . ••... . • 
Elective . • •. • • . • . • .... 
. . . . .. . . . . . 1 
2 
1 
. . • . • . 0 
2 
17 
Second Semeswr 
Eng 102 Composi tlon 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 
Sci 105 1nrro. to Biological Science ..... . . .. .. 3 
Hlth 150 Personal Health . .... .. . ... . . . . . . . , . 2 
Mus 132 Music Theory 11 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Mus 134 Sight Singing and Dictation 11 ........ . 2 
Mus 112P Class Piano II • .. . .. • .. • .. .. .. • . .. • . 1 
Mus 211 Class Instruments or Voice .. .. .. .. .... 1 
Mus 158 Private Applied . . ..... . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Ensemble ....... . .. • . . .. .. . . .. . . . . 1 
Studeht Recital .... . ............... 0 
Elective .. .... . . . .. .. . ...... . . . . . . 2 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Mus 231 
Mus 233 
Mus 211P 
Mus 161 
Mus 211 
Mus 257 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . .. . -............ . . 3 
Activity Course ..... : . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Music Theory 111 .... ... ..... ... .. .. 2 
Sight Singing and Dictation 111 . . . . . . . . . 1 
Class Piano 11 1 ..................... 1 
Music Literature I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Class Instruments or Voice ..... . ... ... 1 
Private Applied ............ . ...... . . 1 
Ensemble ........ . . .... .. . ... • . -, • , • 
Student Recital ... . . . ... . . ... ... ... 0 
Gen. Ed. Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
PE Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Mus 232 Music Theory IV .. . .... . . .. .. ..... . 2 
Mus 234 Sight Singing and Dictation IV . . . . . . . . . 1 
Mus 212P Class Piano IV . . .... .. . . . .. ¥ • • • •• •• 
Mus 162 Music Literature II . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2 
Mus 211 Class Instruments or Voice ....... .. ... 2 
Mus- 258 Private Applied . . ......... . .. ...... . 1 
Ensemble . . ... .. .. .. .. ..... . .. .... 1 
Student Recital . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 0 
Gen. Ed. Elective . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 6 
17 
Bachelor of Music (Non-Teaching- Piano Specialization) 
F RESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 101 
Sci 103 
Hlth 150 
Mus 131 
Mus 133 
Mus *157P 
Mus •1a1P 
Eng 102 
Sci 105 
PE 
Mus 132 
Mus 134 
Mus *168P 
Mus "188P 
Mus ' 161 
First Semester 
Composition I ...... .. . . ..... . . .... 3 
Intro. to Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Music Theory I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Sight Singing and Dictation I • . . . . . . . . . 2 
Private Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Piano Ensemble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Elective . ... . .. . .• . • . . . •. ......... 2 
Student Recital ......... .. ...... ... 0 
17 
Second Semester 
Composition 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to Biological Science . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course .......... • ... , ... ... 
Music Theory 11 .................... 
Sight Singing and Dictation 11 ....... .. 2 
Private Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Piano Ensemble ............ . . . .. .. . 
Private Organ or Harpsichord . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Elective ... ...... .. .. .. ........... 2 
17 
I 
Psy 
Mus 
Mus 
Mw 
Mus ... 
Mus 
MJJS 
l'E 
i.. ... 
Mus 
Mus 
Mus ... 
Mus 
Mus 
• itoi 
sp 
A stu 
gradu. 
must 
demo1 
for th• 
1. Fa 
2. Pei 
dif 
Ba 
3. Si~ 
VOi 
4. Pia 
ap1 
Mittie 
Oneh; 
per ser 
Each ~ . 
Practic 
lnstru, 
Junior 
SlnKJf' 
Seniot-
Gradu, 
NOTE: 
eppliec 
for 1ns 
charge1 
a-• 
Appliet 
p r ivate 
stude n1 
case tt 
establi 
private 
These 
numbe1 
numbe1 
m inimL 
11 1 · 
117-
151-
157-
The ins1 
ind icate 
be used 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
7 
I 
SOPHOMORE VEAR 
Psy 
Mus 
Mus 
Mus 
Mus 
Mus 
Mus 
Mt.IS 
PE 
Ent 
Mu& 
Mus 
Mu, 
Mus 
Mui 
MU5 
Mus 
154 
1(i1 
231 
233 
• 2571t 
•111w 
"152P 
•m, 
First S.-ter 
~ral Psychology . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 
Liter.twe of Music I • • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . 2 
Music Theory 111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Sight Singing and Dictation 111 . . . . . . . . . 1 
,r1wate Piano • ... .........•..... ,. . . 3 
a-voice .. ... .. ......... . ....... . 
Private Organ or Harpsichord ......... . 
Piano Ell5efflbta .•..•...••.•• ....... 
St.-nt Reciul . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . o 
Activity coune .........••. •. • • . . . . . . 1 
Etectiw ....•....•.... .. • ·, . . . . . . . . 2 
• 17 ~~--
LiwrRura Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
162 lilarabKa of Mt.le II ...... ... . .... .. 2 
232 "'-ic The«y IV .... .. . ...... . . ..•. 2 
234 Sight Singi"il and Dictation IV • . . . . . . . . 1 
•2511P ,riqte P~ ................. . .... 3 
•15JW Private Voice ..... .. . ............. . 
•251 Private O,van or Harpsichord ......... . 
• 288P Piitfto EnseR\ble . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 
Student Recital .•.. ................ 0 
Electlve .................... . ..... 2 
16 
0 P'oints a,t which substitutions should be made for other 
specializations. 
Piano ,roticiency 
A student who expects to be certified to teach music upon 
graduation ind whose major applied instrument is not piano 
mun successfully complete four semesters of class piano or 
demonstrate piano proficiency by examination. The material 
tor the examination will consist of the following: 
1. Facilitv in scales, arpeggios, and cadences. 
2. Performance of compositions of approximately third grade 
difficulty from the works of Clementi, Bach, Mozart, 
Bartok, etc. 
3. Sight reading of easy piano music and instrumental and 
vocal accompaniments. 
4. Playing of simple melodies by ear and improvising 
appropriate harmonizations. 
Mwticfaes 
One half-hour private lesson per week, 
per semester ...... . ....................... . . . . $20.00 
Etch additional half-hour private lesson per 
-'t, per semester .............................. 20.00 
Pnctice room and organ fee . . ...... .. ......•. ....• 5.00 
Instrument rental fee .... . . . ...... ....... . ......... 3.00 
Junior recital .•............................... 20.00 
Sanior NCital lone hour aedlt) ...•.........• • .... 20.00 
SeniOf recital ltwo t)our credit) ..•..............•.. 40.00 
Graduate recital ... . . .......................... 40.00 
NOTE: Under certain conditions, beginning students in 
IPf)lied music may be asaitfied to an unde!-graduate assistant 
foc instruction. In this elient, the lesson fee is one-half that 
charged for lessons with members of the music faculty . 
Cl- and Privata Ata,liad Mulic C..rMs 
Applied music courses may be taken througti either class or 
private instruction. Private instructipn may be taken by 
students who are not followin9 a music curriculum, in which 
case the requirements are different from those which .ire 
established for music student,. Music students may take 
private lessons on instruments other thar their applied major. 
These will be referred to as secondary instrument$. Course 
numbers will be assigned from the following sequences of 
numbers. In order to progre.ss from one level to the ne1<t a 
minimum grade of C must have been earned. 
111 -212. Class Applied Mwic. One hour. 
117-511. Private Applied Music (non-inusic 
students). One heur. 
151 -552. Private AppliH Mwsic (sacondary 
instruments or voice). One hour. 
157-558. Private Applied Music (major instruments 
or voice). One to tour hours. 
The instrument or family of instruments being studied will be 
Indicated by a postscript to the course number. The letters to 
be used and their meanings are as follows: 
A- Woodwinds 
8- Flute 
C-Oboe 
D- Bassoon 
E- Clarine.t 
F- Saxophone 
G-Trombone 
H-Brasswinds 
I- Horn 
J.-Trumpet 
K-Ellphonium 
M- Tuba 
N-Percussion 
0-0rgMI 
P-Piano 
T-Viola 
U-C.ello 
V---Oouble Bass 
W- Voice ' Q- Harl)lichord 
R-Stri~f 
$-Violin 
X-to be specified 
Y-Winds and P!!rcussion 
O>urN numbers will be assigr,ed • 1aquence. Elitibillty to 
reginer for the first cour-se in the !lfaduate S11Quence (500 
level) will be de..-mined bv an audition. 
Tha MW>Unt of CHllit in private appl-ied music is variable. A 
11Mdant is expected to prKtk:e at lent one hour per day for 
eedl hGw' of credit being .. Md. The number of te!lsons in a 
given ~H of private study will no.t ordinarily exceoo two 
half-houri per -k. 
I Id s 
Eactl ffllltic student is required to ,-,ticrpata in an mwmi-
1enenting his maior performintt medium uch semester of 
resi~ except the studeffl_ teaching semftter. 
Enambles may be taken with or without credit. A maximum 
of eitht hours of credit in ensembles nay be ~ppliad toward 
fulfillinl the requiremt!f'IU of music curricula. ( Refer to the 
curricula requirements lined pre11iously.) 
DESCtHPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: 13·0·3) followin·g course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and 111 
following the credit_hour allowance indicate ~ ter1T1 in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall ; II-spring; 
I I I-summer. 
Fine Ans 187W-588W. Opera Workshop. (0-2-1 I; I, 11. 
An introduction to the techniques of musical 
emphasis placed on the integration of 
action-dramatic st'udy of operatic roles. 
Music 187H-488H. Brass Choir. (0-2·1); I, II. 
theatre with 
music and 
Open to brass players with the consent of the Instructor. 
Music 187N-488N. Percussion Ensemble. (0-2-1); I, 11, Ill , 
Open to all students who play percussion instruments, With 
the consent of the Instructor. 
Music 187P. Piano Sight Reading I. (0-2· 1); I. 11. 
Designed to develop competent sight re~lng. Required for 
piano majors. 
Music 188P. Piano Sight Reading II. (0·2-1); I, II. 
Continuation of Music t87P. 
M~ic217f'. Kavboard H.-mony. (0-2·1); I, II. 
Designed to develOP matery of applied keyboard harmony. 
Ml.Ille 288P. P'ialfO Ensemble. (0-2-1); I, II. 
flra,--ation and parformance of piano ensemble literature. 
Music387P. ACCOfflP8rlying I. (1· 2·1); I, II. 
Two hours of studio accompanying per- week. 
Music 388f>. Accompanying II, (1-2-1); I, II. 
Continuat ion of 387P. 
Music 187-488Y. Traditional Music Ensemble. l0-2-1); I , II. 
Prerequisite: Some play.ing experience. ( It is intended that this 
course will include players of modest ability as well as those of 
considerable proficiency.) 
Performance of traditional American and English music by ear 
and from printed sources. 
Music487P. Recital Accompanying. (1 -2-1}; 1.11. 
Performance of accompaniments for junior or senior recitals. 
Consent of piano faculty required. 
Music 488P. Aeci'-tl Accompanyint. (1 ·2·11; I, II_. 
Continuation of487P'. 
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Music 187A-488R. Orchestra. (0·2-1); I, II . 
Open to all string students and to selected wind and percussion 
players as needed. · 
Music 187W-488W. Concert Oloir. (0-3·1); I, II . 
Seventy-voice choir. Frequently performs with orchestra. 
Admission by audition. 
Music 187W-488W. Olamber Singer.. (0--3-11; I, II. 
Select _group of sixteen singen. O>ncerts on and off campus. 
Admiuioo by audition. · 
Music 187W-418W. UAinrsitv Chorus (0-3-11; I, II. 
()pa,, to ail univenity studaftls i111Mamd ;,i singine. 
Music ·187Y-488V. 0>11C9J1 I .id. I0-3-t>; II. 
°""1 to ail students. 
Muuc 187V-488V. Macching Band. {0-5·1); I. 
Open to -all students. Required for brasswind, woodwind, and 
percussion music studenn. 
Music 187Y-488Y. Stag. Band. (0-2·1); I, II. 
Open to all students. Admission by audition. 
Mu5ic 187V-48BY. Symphony Band. l0-4-1); II . 
AdlT\iSsion by audition. 
Music 187Y-488Y. Studio Improvisation. (0-2· 1) ; I, II. 
Jazz styles, improvisational theories and techniques, with 
emphasis on small ·group playing and supervised improvisation. 
Music 100: Rudiments of Music. (1·2·21; I, II , Ill. 
Fundamental.s of music theory, with emphasis on prepatation 
for teaching music to elementary school children. May be 
waived by examination. For elementary areas. Should not be 
taken by students who ha\·e earned credit in Music 101, 131 , 
132, 133, or 134. 
Music 101 . Introduction to Music Theory. (1 -2-2); I , II. 
An introduction to the basic eleme.nts of music theory. 
(Formerly Fundamentals of Music. ) 
Music 102. Introduction to Music Reading. ( 1·2-2); I, II. 
An invoduction to the concepts and applications of reading. 
music, vocally and Instrumentally. 
Music 131 . Music Theory I. (2·2·3); I. II. 
Prerequisite: Music 101 or demonstration of equivalent 
competencies on the Music Department Entrance Examina-
tion. 
An intensive study of the basic elements of music (c.lligraphy, 
rhyt.tvn, meter, pitch materials). emphasizing monodic, two 
and three·voice textures; timbral qualities af the lnttruments; 
bnic diatonic harmony. 
Mu&ic 132. Music Theory II. (2·2·3); I, II. 
Ptiwequisite: Music 131 or demonstration of equivalent 
'conipetency on the Music Department Entraoce El'afflination. 
A continuation of Musk: Theory I with emphasis on three and 
four-voice textures, figured bass, secondary dominants, binary 
and ternary forms, transposition and scoring for small 
ensembles, and tonality changes, Supportive ear training to 
accompany these areas where applicable. 
MUsic 133. Music Reading I. (0-2· 1 ); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Music 102 or determination of equivalent 
COIT\petencv by Music Department Entrance Examination. 
An ensemble approach to the development of basic skills of 
tonal and rhythmic reading through supervised vocal and 
instrumental reading experiences. 
Music 134. Music Reading 11.10·2·1); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Music 133. 
Continuation of Music 133. 
Music 161 . Literature of Music I. (2·0-21; I. 
Qesifoed to promote intelligent listening to music and the 
understilnding of music of various periods and styles-. 
Music 162. Literature of, Music 11. (2·0·21; 11. 
Continuation of Music 161 . 
Music 221 . Music for the Elementary Teactier. (2·0·21; I, II , 
111. 
Prerequisite: Music 100, 101 , 132, or 133. 
Music fundamental~ and methods for teaching music to 
elementary school children. 
Music 231 . Music Theory 111. (2-2· 3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Music 132 Of determination of equivalent 
competency by Muslc Department Entrance Examination. 
A continuation of Music Theory 11, with empha,i, placed on 
the broadening of botll the tonal and rhythmic vocabula.ry 
lhrough the study of chromatic harmony and more complex 1 
metric/rhythmic patterns. 
II , .. 
~. 
,..._.,, 
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Music 233. Music Reading 111. (2·2·31; I, II. 
Prerequisites: Music 134 or determination of equivalent 
competency by the Music Department Entrance Examination. 
A continuat ion at Music Reading 11 with emphasis placed ori 
the individual development of vocal and instrumental music 
reading skills. 
Music 245. Jazz Keyboard I. (().2-1); I. 
Prerequis ite: Music 112P or consent of the instructor. 
An Introduction t o jazz keyboard techniques, with primary 
emphasis on ensemble playing. 
Music 246. Jazz Keyboard II. (0·2·1); II . 
Prerequisit e: Music 245. 
Continuation of Music 245. 
Music 263. Elementary Composition I. ( 1- 1-2); L 
Prerequlsi"te: Music 232 or consent of the instructor. 
Study and practice of basic formal compositional principles. 
Music 264. Elementary Composition 11. ( 1-1-2); 11. 
F'rerequ1s1te : Music 263. 
Continuadon o f Music 263. 
Music 325. Materials and Methods for Elementary Grades. 
(4-0-41; I, II. 
Materials and methods for the elementary school with 
emphasis on the teaching of musical concepts t hrough develop· 
mental techniques. 
Music 329. Church Music. (2-0·21; on demand. 
Brief history ; techniques of hymn and anthem playing and/or 
d irecting; planning the worship service. 
Music 331. CounterpoinL (2-0-21; I I. 
Prerequisite: Music 132. 
Writing of s1xteenth and eighteenth cent ury strict and free 
counterpoint, canon. invention, fugue. Some twentieth 
century techniques. 
Music 335. Fie ld Experience. ( 1-31; on demand. 
Two full days weekly of teaching under supe(vision in public 
schools in nearby communities. • 
Music 336. Field Experience. (1-3); on demand. 
A continuation of Music 335. 
Music 34 5. Jazz Keyboard 111. (0-2-1 I; I. 
Prerequisite: Music 246. 
Jazz keyboard techniques with special emphasis on solo 
playing. 
Music 346. Jazz Keyboard IV. (0·2-1); II. 
Prerequisite: Music 345. 
Continuation of Music 345. 
Music 360 . .:Junior Recital. (1-0-1); I, 11, I l l. 
A solo public recital of at least thirty minutes. 
Music 361 . History of Music I. (3-0-3); I, 111. 
A survey of the history of music in Western Europe from its 
ancient Greek beginnings t hrough t he early eighteenth 
century. 
Music 362. History of Music II. (3·0.31; II, I l l. 
Toe history of music in Western Europe, Russia, and America 
from t he e ighteenth century to the present. 
Music 363. Intermediate Composition I. [1-1-2); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Music 264. 
Study and writing of students' original creative work. One 
hour weekly in private study; one hour in composition 
seminar-colloquium. 
Music 364. Intermediate Composition II. (1-1-2); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Music 363. 
Continuation of Mus1c 363. 
Music 365. Ja22 History and Literature. (3-0.3); I. 
A survey of jazz history_ from its beginning (ca. 1850) to the 
present. 
Music 375. Vocal Materials and Methods. (2·0·21; 11. 
Prerequisite: Music 325. 
The teach'ing of general music in the junior and senior high 
schools with emphasis on choral activities. 
Music 376. Instrumental Materials and Methods. ( 2-0-21; I, 11. 
Prerequisi te: Credit for applied music in at least two of the 
followtn!J fields: strings, brasswinds, woodwinds, percussion. 
Instructional procedures and materials used ln instrumental 
teaching from the elementary grades through high school. 
Music 377. Instrumental Repair and Maintenance. (1 -1·1); I. 
Demor, tration and practice in simple· repairs and maintenance 
of band and orchestral Instruments. 
Music 378. Piano Pedagogy. (2-1-2); II. 
Survey and evaluation of materials and met'iods for teaching 
class and private piano. 
Music 379. Double-Reed Making. (1 -0-1 ); I. 
Concepts and skills .of double-reed making; oboe through 
contrabassoon. 
Music 433. Arranging for Jazz Ensembles I. (2·0:2); I. 
Techniques of arranging for large and small jazz ensembles. 
Music 434. Arrangfng for Jazz Ensembles 11. (2-0-2); II . 
Pre requisite: Music 433. 
Continuation of Music 433. 
Music 450. Senior Recit al. (1-0-1 ); I, II, 111. 
A solo public recital of approximately thirty minutes duration. 
Music 460. Senior Recital (2-0-2); I, 11, Il l. 
A solo public recital of approximately one hour duration. 
Music 465. Form Analysis I. (2·0·21; on demand. 
Prerequisit e: Music 132. 
A study of the elements of musical design through aural -and 
score analysis. 
Music 470. Composition Recit al. (1 ·0-2); I, II, Ill. 
Preparation and performance in recital of students' original 
compositions. 
Music 47 1. Chmal Conducting. (2-0-2); I, II. 
Baton technique, rehearsal procedures, ·choral diction, and 
style and interpretation of choral works. 
Music 472. Instrumental Conducting. (2·0-2); I, i i, 111. 
Baton technique, rehearsal procedures, and style and interpre-
tation of instrumental works. 
Music 473. Rehearsal Techniques for Jazz Ensembles. (2-0-2); 
II. 
A study of the special techniques needed in rehe·arsing jazz" 
pop, and rock ensembles. 
Music 480. Seminar. (1 ·0·1); I, II. 
Discussion of special problems related to t he teaching of 
music; readings in literature in the field. 
Music 531 . Arranging. (2·0-2); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Music 232 or the equivalent. 
Scoring, arranging, transcribing of selected or original materials 
for voices and/or instruments. 
Music 532. Advanced Arranging. (2-0.2); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Music 531. 
Continuation of Music 531. 
Music 5o3. Advanced Composition I. (1 ·1·21; I, II. 
Prerequisite: Music 364. 
Study, writing, and performance of students' original creative 
work. Private conferences and composition seminar in 
colloquium. 
Music 564. Advanced Composit ion 11. , 1-1-2); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Music 563. 
Continuation o.f Music 563. 
Music 565. Music In America. (3·0-3); I. 
A survey of the history of AmeriC"an Music from colonial times 
to the present. 
Music 578. Teaching of Percussion. (2·0·21; 11, 111. 
A study of the development of percussion instruments, 
I iterature and perform ing techniques. 
Music 579. Marching Band Workshop. (2-0-2); I, 111. 
Techniques of preparing marching bands for performance. 
Music 581 . Literature of the Piano. (3·0·3); I. 
Survey of keyboard music from the sixteenth century to the 
present 
Music 591. School Bend Lit erature. {2·0·21; 11, 111. 
Examination anc1 criticism of music for training and concert 
use by groups at various levels of attainment. 
Music 592. Vocal Literature. (3-0·3) ; 11. 
A survey of music for solo voice and vocal ensemble, sixteenth 
t hrough twemieth centuries; stylistic traits, types of composi-
tions, sources, and performance practices. 
Mus-1c 595. Voice Pedagogy. (3-0·3); J. 
An introduction to the physiological. acoustical, and phonetic 
bases of singing and private voice instruction. Emphasis will be 
placed on the relationship between scientific fact and t he 
practical application of principle through the use of imagery 
and phonetic choice. 
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PHILOSOPHY 
The Department of Philosophy serves two basic functions in 
Sci 
>e 
'hil 201 
the programs offered by the University. First, the Department 
otters general education courses which stl!dents may select as SO 
partial fulfillment ot the general educat ion requirements in the PHOMO 
humanities. These courses are designed to increase the scope E 
and depth of the ,tudents' understanding of some of man's ng 
most basic beliefs. Second, t he Department offers a minor or E 
major for those students who have a strong interest in d 20 
philosophy, for those who may want to prepare themselves for 
graduate work ln the subject, and for those who want to Hlth 
acquire a good foundation in philosophy to supplement their 
preparation for graduate study In the professions or other 
disciplines. 
REQUIREMENTS 
'1 il 
'1il 
For a Major: i1ath 
Sem. Hrs. 
Pti ilosophy 200, 306, 505, and 506 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Additional credit in philosophy approved by the 
department . . . . .... . .. .. .. ....... . ... ...... . .... 18 
30{ 
Minimum for a Major 30 'OVisional H 
For a Minor: Id 8 Major i1 
Philosophy 200, 306, 505, and 506 . . . ... .... . .... . .. 12 qESH 
Additional credit in philosophy approved by the MAN 
department ... . .. . .. . ...... . .......... .. ... .. . . . . 9 
M. . f M. 21 10 101 m1mum or a mor · ri 
SUGGESTED PROGRAMS V 
th 
The following programs have been devised to help students in. 
selecting thejr co.urses and making their schedules during th! 
freshman and sophomore years. T hese suggested schedules 
need not be followed specifically trom semester to semester, 
b_ut close adherence to them will aid t he student in meeting al~g 
requirements for graduation. ti 
Bachelo r of A_rts Degree w ith a Major in Philosophy 
(Without a certificate) 
F RESHMAN YEAR 
First Semester 
ii 
154 
102 
200 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
101 Composition I ... ·, · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · ~PHOMORE 
Physical Science Elective ... . .... ... .. ~ 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
Phil 
102 
200 
Activity Course ..... .. ...... • • • • • • · 
Social Sciences Elective . ..... . . . . . . .. \g 
Humanities Elective .. . • , • • • · · · · · · · · · !ii 
Elective (foreign language J 209 
recommended) . .. . . . . .. . .. ........ . · 
Second Semester , 
Composition I I .. . . . ....... ... .. . . . . · 
Biological Science Elective . . . . . ..... • • i i 
Activity Course . ..... , , . • • • • • • • • · · · i1 306 
Introduction to Philosophy . ... • , • • • • • it h 
Socia.I Sciences E lective .... . . . . ...... · 
Elective (foreign language 
recommended) .........•........... 
\ 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Phil 
Hlth 
i,.,ath 
Phil 306 
First Semester 
Literature Elective .................... 3 
Second Major . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Philosophy Elective ... ............ . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ......... . . . . 3 
Health Elective ............... . ..... 2 
Elective (foreign language 
recommended) .....••....... · ....... 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Mathematics Elec~ive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ...........•.. 3 
Second Major . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Logic .... ............ . ........... 3 
Bective (foreign language 
recommended) . .. ..... .. ..... ..... . 3 
15 
Provisional High School Certificate with a Major in Philosophy 
111d a Major in a Teachin.9 Subject 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Sci 
Pw 
PE 
Eng 
1 Sci 
IPE 
Pllil 
101 
154 
102 
200 
First Semester 
Composition I • • .•. •.••• ....••.•. • . 3 
Physical Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Psychology .. ...... . . . .•. ... 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . .. .... . . . . .. . .. 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition 11 ••••••••.•. ... •••••.• 3 
Biological Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Introduction to Philosophy . .. .. .. .... 3 
Second Major . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
First Semester 
Eng Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective .. . .. . ... ... . . 3 
Ed 209 Foundations of Secondary Education ... 2 
Philosophy Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Hlth Health Elective .... . .... .. . .. ....... 2 
Second Major . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
!Phil 306 
[Phil 
Logic ... . ..... .... ... ..... .. . . ... 3 
Elective in Philosophy ......... .. .. .. 3 
!Math Math Elective ......... . ... . .. ... .. . 3 
Second Major . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ..... -: - ....... 3 
15 
isional High School Certificate with a Minor in Philosophy 
a Major in a Teaching Subject 
101 
154 
102 
200 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physical Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
General Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Health Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives .......................... 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Composition 11 • • • • . . . • • • . . . • . • . • . . • 3 
Biological Science Elective .. .. . . . .. . .. 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Major ................... .. ....... 3 
Introduction to Philosophy . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
IPHOMORE YEAR 
First Semester 
Humanities Elective .... . ............ 3 
Literature Elective ....... .' . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Philosophy Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
1:r 
209 Foundations of Secondary Education ... 2 
Major .. ... , ......... ........ . .... 3 
Elective . . ... .... ....... . ... ..... . 3 
17 
3 Second Semester 
3lil 1 It 306 
3 th 
3 
Philosophy Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Logic .............. . ............. 3 
Mathematics Elective .......... : ...... 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Major ............... . ............ 3 
.. . . .. . 3 Elective .......................... 2 
16 17 
Bachelor of Arts Degree with a Minor in Philosophy (Without 
a Certificatel 
FR ESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Sci 
PE 
Eng 
Sci 
Hlth 
Phil 
101 
102 
WO 
First Semester 
Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physical Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . ..... .............. 1 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . .... ............ 3 
Elective . .. ....... ................ 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition 11 • . . • . • • • • . • . . . • • • • • . • 3 
Biological Science Elective .....•. ...... 3 
Elective in Health ............ . .. . . . . 2 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Introduction to Philosophy ...... . . ... 3 
Major ... ......... ....... . ... ..... 3 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Math 
Phil 
PE_ 
Phil 
Phil 
306 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematics Elective .... ....... ..... 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Philosophy Elective ....... . ... . ..... 3 
Major ........... .. .. ... . .. .. . . ... 3 
Activity Course .... ...... . . ..... .. . 
16 
Second Semester 
Logic . . .... .. . ... ... .. ... • .. ..... 3 
Philosophy Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Math or Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Major .......... . ...... .. .. .. . . ... 3 
Elective . .. ..... . . . .......•....... 2 
17 
DESCRIPT ION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I - fall; I I-spring; 
I I I- summer. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Honors Seminar in Philosophy. {J.0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Membership in the Junior-Sen ior Honors Pro• 
gram . 
Contemporary moral issues are examined, discussed, and 
evaluated. The topics may vary from semester to semester. 
. Phllosophy 200. Introduction to Philosophy. (3-0-3); I, II, 111. 
A study of alternative views concerning the nature of reality, 
knowledge, truth, God, man, art, and the good life, 
Philosophy 300. Philosophy of Science. (3-0-3); II. 
A study of scientific meviod and explanation; the role of 
mathematics in empirical science; and theories of matter, 
space, time, motion, and causallty. 
Philosophy 303. Social Ethics. (3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
A study of theoretical and practical problems of moral 
conduct and proposed solutions to them. 
Philosophy 306. Logic'."(3-0-3); 11. 
A study of informal fallacies, the methods of constructin.9 
deductive and inductive arguments, and the ways of justifying 
or testing them. 
Philosophy 307. Philosophy of Religion. (3-0-3); 11, Il l. 
Prerequisite: Any one of the following courses; Philosophy 
200, 505, 506. 
An inquiry into proposed sources of religious knowledge and 
the meaning of God, Jesus, sin, and salvation in four major 
theories of the universe. 
Philosophy 308. Philosophy of the Arts. (3-0-3); I. 
An examination of the major theories of art, aesthetic 
experience, the structure of art, problems In aestt,etics, and an 
criticism. 
Philosophy 309. Existentialism. (3-0-3); I. 
Designed to develop an understanding of theories of the nature 
of reality, knowledge, and the good life from the point of view 
of those who appeal to our "existing situation" rather than 
reason. 
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Philospphy 310. Analysis of Ideas. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Philosophy 200 or consent of the department 
Introduction to the theory and technique of analysis of 
statements and the application of this technique to basic 
statements in the various scienoes. 
Philosophy 311. Ordinary Language Philosophy. (3-0·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Any one of the following courses: Philosophy 
200, 505, 506. 
An introduction to a contemporary philosophy which 
attempts to solve philosophical problems by appealing to 
language as ordinarily u~ed. 
Philosophy 312. Symbolic Logic. (3·0-3); on demand. 
Prerequ1s1te: Permission of instructor. 
An introduction to the methods of constructing and justifying 
deducti·ve arguments as they have been developed by the use 
of modem symbols. 
Philosophy 313. American Philosophy. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Philosophy 200 or consent of the departm,mt. 
A survey of phi losophical thought In America from the 
eighteenth century to the present with special attention given 
to the Pragmatists . 
Philosophy 410. Contemporary Philosophy. (3·0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Any one of the following courses: Philosophy 
200, 505, 506. 
An examination, interpretation, and evaluation of the philo-
.sophic ideas of leading representatives of twentieth-century 
philosophies. 
Philosophy 476. Special Problems. (One to three hours); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours in philosophy or consent of the 
department. 
The student selects an approved topic In philosophy on which 
he will do a directed study. 
Philosophy 505. History of Philosophy I. (3·0-3); I. 
Ancient and Medieval philosophy; a history of Western 
philosophy from Thales (624-546 B.C.) to the beginning of the 
Renaissance. 
Philosophy 506. History of Ph ilo.sophy 11. (3-0-3); 11. 
Modem and Contemporary philosophy; a history of Western 
philosophy from the Renaissance to the present. 
RELIGION 
NOTE: Credit in Philosophy is not given for any of the courses 
In rel igion. 
Religion 221 . World Religions I. (J.0-3); I, 111. 
Prerequisite: Philosophy 200, Introduction to Philosophy, is 
recommended. 
A study of the origin. development, assumptions, values, 
beliefs, practices, great leaders. and principal evem:s of 
J udaism, Christianity, Islam, and Zoroastrianism. 
Religion 222. World Reliiiions II. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Phi losophy 200, Introduction to Philosophy, is 
recommended. 
A study of the origin, development, assumptions, values, 
beliefs, practices, great leaders, and principal events of 
Hindu ism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Jainism, 
Sikhism, and Shintoism. 
Religion 321 . Early and Medieval Christian Thought. (3-0·3) ; 
on demand. 
Prerequisite: Philosophy 200, Introduction to Philosophy, is 
recommended. 
A study of. ideas concerning the nature of God, Jesus, the 
Church, man, sin, salvation, the good life, and other issues 
presented by Jesus. Paul. John, and the early and medieval 
church fathers or leaders to t he beginning of the Reformation. 
Religion 322. Modern Christian Thought, ( 1500 to 1900). 
(3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequis ites: Religion 321 and/or Philosophy 200 
recommended. 
- A study of the ideas concerning the nature of God, Jesus, the 
Church, man, sin, salvation, the good life, and other issues 
presented by theologians and religious leaders from the 
beginning of the Reformation to the twentieth century. 
Religion 323. Twentieth-Century Christian Thought,. (3·0-3); 
on demand. 
Prerequisi te: Religion 322 or Philosophy 200; or consent of 
instructor. 
A study of the ideas concerning the nature. of God, Jesus, the 
Church, man. sin. salvation, the good life, and other ideas 
presented by major twentieth-century theologians such as 
Barth, Bultmann, TIiiich, Niebuhr, Wieman, Hartshorne, A. T. 
Robertson, Karl Rahner, Karl Adam, Thomas Altizer, and 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 
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School of 
Scie.nces and Mathematics 
Department of Biologica·1 Sci_ences 
Center for Environmen-tal Studies 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Department of Physical Sciences 
Department of Science Education 
Intensive basic courses of study in each major fie ld of science 
and mathematics, coupled with a broad background in related 
d iscipl ines, prepare Morehead graduates for profes.sional 
opportunities In teaching, research, and technologital develop-
ment and the professions o r related fie lds. Course offerings are 
varied to meet the general needs of tt,e non-science oriented 
student 10 the special ized requirements of the graduate 
student. Curricula are reviewed and revised periodically in 
order to stay abreast of rapidly advancing technologies. 
PrograJns are administe red by four departments: Biological 
Sciences, Mathematical Sciences, Physical Sciences, and 
Science Education. The School of Sciences and Mathematics 
also has a special program in Environmental Studies. The 
Master of Science degree is offered in the fields ot biology and 
mathematics. 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE DEGREES 
General Science 
Suggested curriculum.for the individual who desi res a two-year 
general program wlth emphasis on the sciences and/or mathe-
mat ics. 
Requirement$: 
Sem. Hrs. 
English ... . . . ..... ... ... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Physical Science ..... .. ..... . . . . .. . ... . -. . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biological Science . . .. . ... ..... . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . 3 
Mathematics . . . . .. . . ... .... .... ... .. ... . . .. • . . . . . 6 
Psychology ... . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Health and P.E. . .... .. ..... . . . . .. . .. . ... . . .... . . . 3 
Social Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Philosophy . . .. . . .... ..... . .. . .. ...... • . . . .. . ..... 3 
Electives .... .... . ....... . ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Electives f rom two fields in Sciences and/or Mathematics 
(to be approved by adviser) ... . .... . .. . .... . . ...... 21 
Minimum for the associate degree ..... 64 
laboratory Technology 
The Associate of Science Degree in Laboratory Technology 
was designed for studen ts who desire to do general laboratory 
work such as is found in agricu ltural experiment stations and 
industrial laboratories. This degree Is not intended for students 
who wish to work in hospitals as medical technologists. 
Requirements: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Science _ .. _ .. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Biology . ....... . .... ..... ... . • . ......... . ...... . 5 
Chemistry .............. ... . .. • . . . .. . . . •. . . ..... 12 
Mathemalics ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
lndust rfal Education . ..... .. ....• . . . . . . .. .. . _ ..... . 3 
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . ... . 9 
Electives ( to b!l approved by ai:lvlser) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Minimum tor the associate degree 64 
BIO LO GICAL SCIENCES 
The Departnrent of Biological Sciences: ( 1) offers comprehen-
sive major and minor programs designed to produce quality 
teachers; (2) provides specia lized programs sufficient to 
produce professional biologis ts; (3) offers progressive ·courses 
of study in the preprofessional programs of medicine, 
dentistry, medical technology, pharmacy, and chlropract1c 
medicine; and (41 supports other departments, d1v1sions. and 
institutional programs by offering a variety of courses essential 
t9 general and specialized areas of study. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For an Area of Concentration in Science (Emphasis on 
Biol0gy) with a Provisional High School Certificate. 
Required Courses Sem. Hrs. 
Biol 206 Biological Etymology . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. 1 
Biol 208 Invertebrate Zoology . . . .. .. . . . . . .... 3 
Biol 209 Vertebrnte Zoology .. .. _ .. . .. . .. . . .. 3 
Biol 
Biol 
Sci 
215 
317 
471 
General Botany ... ... ... ... . . . . .. .. 4 
Principles of Microbiology ...... . ... . • 4 
Seminar . . . . . .. .... . ..... . . . ..... . 1 
Biology Electives (300 level or above) 6 
22 
Additional Requirements: 
Chem 111, 11 1 A, 11 2, and 112A . . .... . .. . ... . . . ... . . 8 
Chem 326 and 327 .... .. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 8 
Physics 201 , 202, and 350 • . ••... , .....•••••. , • ; .•. 12 
Geoscieni:e 510 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mat hematics 141 and 152 (or equivalent) .. . . . . ..... . . . 6 
For a Major in Biology: 
Required Courses Sem. Hrs. 
Biol 206 Biology EtymolQgy ... . .. , . . ... . . ... . 1 
Biol 208 lnvenebrate Zoology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biol 209 Vertebrate Zoology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biol 215 General Botany . . .... . .... . . . .. . . . . 4 
Biol 304 Genetics . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. _. . . . . . . . . 3 
Bio l 317 Pri nciples of Microbiology .. ... .. .. . . . 4 
Bfol 337 Comparatfve Anatomy or 
Biol 551 Plant Morphology . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
Biol 380 General Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 3 
Sci 471 Seminar . .. . . .. .... ....... . .. ... . . . 
Biology field course . . .. . . . . . .. . .. , .. 3 
28 
Student$ majoring in Biology are also required to take the 
following courses: 
Chem 11 1, 111 A, 112 and 112A . ... .•.... . .... . .... . 8 
Physics 201 and 202 ... . . .. .. • . . .... .. . . ... . . . . .... 8 
Geoscience 510 .... . .... ....... . ...... .. .... . . .. . 3 
Mathematics 141 and 152 (or equivalent) . . .. .. ... . .. .. 6 
Electives 
Students majoring in Biology must earn a rplnimum ol 
hours credit from t he fo llowing categoties. 
(1 l Biol 337 Comparative Anatomy 
(2) Biol 338 Vertebrate· Embryology 
(3) Biol 514 Plant Pathology 
Biol 515 Food Microbiology 
Biol 518 Pathogenic Microbiology 
Biol 519 Virology 
(4) Biol 320 Microtechniques 
Biol 520 Histology 
Biol 574 Biological Techniques 
(5) Biol 540 Parasitology 
Biol 545 Medical Entomology 
(6) Biol 550 Plant Anatomy 
(7) Bio l 551 Plant Morpholo_gy 
(8) Biol 356 Environmental Biology 
Biol 357 Environmental Tes-ting Methods 
(9) Biol 513 Plant Physiology 
Bio l 525 Animal Physiology 
Biology Elective Hrs. . . . . ..... . ... . ... . . ......... . 
TOTAL HOURS-BIOLOGY MAJOR .. 
NOTE: Not more than one course from any single catei 
may be used as an elective. 
For a Minor in Biology: 
Sem. 
Biology 206, 208, 209, and 215 .... _ ... ... . . . . ... . . 
Approved electives in advanced biology . , ... . ... . . .. . 
Minimum for a minor ....... . . . . .. . 
Students minoring in Biology are also required to 
Chemistry 111 and I IIA. 
Medical Technology 
Medical technology is one of the newest and fastest grd 
professions associated with modern advances in rr,' 
science. The medical technologist performs analytical w-
body fluids, cells and products. The information providl 
test results is used by the physician in diagnosing d~ 
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seleotlng and monitoring trealment, and in counseling for 
prevention of disease. 
Personal attriQutes necessary for success in I.his profession 
include aptitude for physical and biological sciences, 
dependability, a stron_g sense of responsibi lity, and capacity to 
work well under stress. 
Approximately two-thirds ot a ll medical technologists are 
employed in hospital laboratories. Most others are employed 
in physicians' offices, private laboratories, clinics, armed 
forces, city. s tate and federal agencies, industrial medical 
laboratories, pharmaceutical houses, and in public and private 
research programs directed toward combating specilic diseases. 
Admission to American Medical Association-approved 
programs of medical technology requires at lea, t 90 semes1er 
hours of academic credit in a college or university, including 
appropriate course work in biology. c'1ernis lrY. and math-
ematics. This must culminate in a baccalaureate deg ree after 
the professional courses In a medical technology program are 
completed. The professional program is usually 12 months in 
length. 
Morehead State Universiry is affillated with the following 
AMA approved schools of medical technology : 
1. Beckley Appalachian Regional Hospital 
Beckley, West Virginia 
2. St. Elizabeth Hospital 
Covington. Kentucky 
3. Methodist's Evangelical Hospital 
Louisville, Kentucky 
4. Mobile Infirmary 
Mobile. Alabama 
5. Good Samaritan Hospital 
Lexington, Kentucky 
In accordance with th is program, the student completes the 
three years of prescribed work at Morehead State University 
and is then eligible for the transfer to an accredited school-of 
medical technology for their fourth year of clinical study. 
Acceptance into an accredited school of medical technology 
for the fourth year of clinical study is generally based on the 
applicant's academic record, personal interview and leners of 
recommendation. The final decision oi admittance into the 
program will be made by the appropriate school of medical 
technology. Morehead State U~iversity Will make every effort 
to secure each ·student a position at one ot the before• 
me.ntioned affiliated schools of medical technology, or at 
another approved school of medical technology for the 
student's dllnical year of training after the completion of the 
required courses at Morehead State University. Upon the 
completion of the four-year program, Morehead State 
University confers upon the candidate the Bachelor of Science 
degree with an Area in Medical Technology. 
CURRICULUM 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
Biol 
Chem 
and 
Marh 
Hlth 
PE 
Eng 
8101 
Chem 
and 
Math 
101 
208 
111 
111A 
152 
160 
331 
112 
112A 
123 
First Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
• Invertebrate Zoology . . .... . . . . . . . .. 3 
.. General Chemistry I ........ .... _ .. 4 
College Algebra or equivalent .......... 3 
Personal Health .. ..... . . . ....... . .. 2 
Activity 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective ....... . ...... .. 3 
Human Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
.. General Chemistry II .....• . ....... 4 
Statistics or equivalent .. ... ... ........ 3 
Social Science Elective . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Biol 
Phys 
Chern 
Psy 
PE 
Phys 
Biol 
Biol 
206 
201 
223 
154 
202 
332 
317 
Firsr Semester 
Literature Elective ••. . •• . ••.••...•. 3 
•Biological Etymology ..... . , . .... . .. 
Elementary Physics I . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . • 4 
¾ "Quantitative Analysis ... . . • .. . .. . . . 4 
General Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Act ivity . . ................. .. .. . .. 
16 
Second Semester • 
Elementary Physics 11 . • ..•••• • ••.• • •• 4 
Human Physiology . . ... _ . .• __ . . . . . 3 
*Prin. of Microbiology .............. 4 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3 
Soc ial Scien~ Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
17 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Biol 304 
Biol 333 
Biol 518 
Chem 326 
Biol 
Biol 
380 
540 
First Semester 
•Genetics ............... . .... , . ... . 3 
Human Physiology Lab . ..• . • .. ... .. . 1 
•Pathogenic Micro . . .. . ............. 3 
• •·organic Chemistry .... - . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Science Elective .... ... . , ... . .. . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
*General Physiology .... , . . . . . . . . . 3 
"General Parasitology ... . . . .... . .. . .. 3 
Humanities Elective . . . .. . ...... . .... 3 
Social Science Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Science Elective . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 
Recommended e lectives related to program: 
Biol 520 •Histology ............ . ... .. ...... 2 
Chem 560 .. Instrumental Analysis .... . ...... . . . 3 
Chem 595 • •Biochemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
~counts toward major in biology 
0 counts toward major in chemistry 
SENIOR YEAR (Clinical) 
Completed a t an accredited school of medical technology 
Pre-Dentistry 
The Council on Dental Education of the American Dental 
Association has estab lished m inimum requirements for admis· 
sion to demal schools. Ba·s,c requiremen"ts are built around the 
successful completion of two full years of work in an 
acoredited ljberal arts and sciences college or university. 
Minimum course requirements include one year of study in 
each of the areas ef English, biology. physics, general 
chemistry, and at least one semester of organic chemistry. It is 
Important tha, all science classes include both lecture and 
laboratory instruction. Dental schools do not encourage 
students to apply with such minimal preparation. because the 
selection of applicants is also based on the den:ionstration of 
superior ciualifications in personal maturity and academic 
competence. Three, and preferably four, years of under-
graduate preparation are necessary to provide students with 
those qualifications that will permit entry into dental schools. 
Pre-denta l stLldents shoLlld have a good background in sc iences 
and mathematics beyond the minimum requiremems and they 
should also cultivate interests in literature , music, art, speech, 
languages, social sciences, and psychology. For purposes of 
scheduling, course selection, and complete preparation for 
professional sclwol, the pre-dental student m ust work closely 
with his faculty adviser, 
A stude nt:- who follows a program that includes the require-
ments for gradua tion and enters dental school at the end of his 
junior year, may, after successfully completing his first year a t 
dental school, 1ransfe1 his c redits to Morehead S tale University 
and receive the bache lor's degree. 
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Pre-Medicine 
Most medical schools require a minimum number of specific 
science course.s. Applicants must have completed the following 
courses prior to entrance: one year each of biology, physics, 
general chemistry, and or.9anic chemistry. Addi tional require-
ments include one year of English and at least one semester of 
algebra and trigonometry. These specific courses and the 
successful completion of three years o'f undergraduate study 
represent basic requirements for en trance to medical schools, 
and it ls highly recommended that these requirements be 
supplemented by additional study in a variety of su~ject a reas. 
It is desirable. but not essential. that the pm-medical student 
take advanced courses in chemistry, mathematics, and biology. 
It is most important that the pre-rnedicai student balance his 
scientific education with ·courses selected from the arts, 
humanities, and social sciences. For purposes of scheduling, 
course s.election, and complete preparation for professional 
school, the pre-medical student must work closely with his 
faculty adviser. 
Since specific requirements vary between medical schools. it is 
essenttal that the student investigate the requirements of the 
school of his choice during the first two years of his 
preparatory program. 
Pre-Pharmacy 
Students who plan to take a degree 1n pharmacy should 
consult the catalog of the school of pharmacy which they plan 
to attend to be certain that they fulfill the requirements of the 
chosen school. For purposes of scheduling, course selection, 
and complete preparation for professioTial school, the 
pre-pharmacy student must work closely with his faculty 
adviser. 
Pre-Physical Therapy 
Students who plan to take a degree in physical therapy should 
consult the catalog of the school of physical therapy which 
they plan to attend to be certain that they fulfill the 
requirements of the chosen school. For purposes of 
scheduling, course selection, and e-0mplete prepara tion for 
professional school, the pre-physical therapy student must 
work closely with his facultv adviser. 
Pre-Chiropractic 
The 1968 General Assembly of the Commonweal th of 
Kentucky passed the resolution (H.B. No. 1471 requiring a 
minimum of 60 semes te r hours of study in an accredited 
college o r University as prerequisite to any person becoming 
eligible tor !icensure to practice any healing an (Including 
c'1iropractic medicine), A student who desires to pursue this 
course of study sho1Jld consult the catalog of t he chiropractic 
school which he plans lo attend. 
For purposes of scheduling, course selection. and cornplete 
preparation tor pro fessiona l school, the pre-chiropractic 
student must work closely wi th his faculty adviser. 
It 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE; Field courses are designated with an asterisk ( '). 
(3-0-3) following course 11tle indicates: 3 hours lecture, 0 
hours laboraton; anti 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II. 
and 111 Indicate the term in Which the cou, se ls normally 
offered: I fall; II spring;and Ill- summer. 
Biology 206. Biological Etymology. (0·2 1); I, 11. 
Roor•concepts of terms necessa1 y for a !Jetter understanding 
of the biological sciences. 
Biology 207. Biological Illustration. (3-0-3). I, II. 
Techniques of representa tion with pencil, pen and ink, 
blackboard, af')d photography; Il lustrative procedure for class-
room and publication. 
Biology 208, Invertebrate Zoology. (2·2-3); I, II. 
Basic principles: morphology, physiolO!IY, embryology, 
composition, and metaboJism; general characteristics, life 
h Is torles, taxonomy, ecology, and evo!Ution of the 
invertebrates. 
Biology 209. Vertebrate Zoology. (2-2-3); I, I I. 
Prequisite: Biology 208. 
General characteristics, anatomy, physiology, taxonomy, 
ecology, and evolution of the vertebrates. 
Biology 215. General Botany. (2-4-4); I, 11. 
Structure and physiology of vegetative and reproducti,ve plant 
organs-; Introduction to plant genetics and plant kingdom in 
terms of structi.ire, ecology, and evolution. 
Biology 217, Elementary Medical Microbiology. (3-2-4); I, II , 
111. 
An elementary microbiology course for students interested in 
understanding the characteristics and activities of micro-
organisms and their relationship to health and disease. Course 
will not be accepted as credft for biology majors. 
Biology 218 . Elementary Laboratory Microbiological 
Techniques. (0-2-1 ); I. 
This Is a laboratory course that will include exercises that wil l 
allow the students to obtain first-hand knowledge of micro-
biological techniques employed in a clinical laboratory. Proper 
laboratory technique and use of the equipment will be 
emphasized. Course will not be. accepted as credit for the 
biology major. 
Biology 232. Anatomy and Physiology. (3-2-4); L 11. 
Prerequisite: Science 105 or equivalent. 
Anatomy and physiology of the major systems of the human 
body. {Not accepted for a major in biology.) 
Biology 304. Genet ics. (2-2-3) ; I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Biology 209 and 215. 
Mendelism. chromosomes and heredity, gene theory, 
cytological and physiological analyses. and population 
genetics. 
Biology 3 17. Prmcfples of Microbiology. (2•4-4); I, II, Ill . 
Prerequisites; Biology 209 and Chemistry 112 and 112A. 
Identification and classification of bacte ia; morphology, 
di6-\rlbution of microorganisms; cultivation, observation, 
methods of examination, and physiology of microorganisms, 
fermentation and decay: health. 
Biology 3 18. Local Flora, (1-4-31. I · 
Prerequisite: Biology 215. 
Identification and class, ficat,on of plants nat ,ve to the a, ea. 
Collection and he1barium technique;, 
Biology 320. Basic Microtechn,ques. (0-4-2); I I -on demand. 
Prerequisites: Biology 209 or 215.a11d Che1mstry 111 and 111 A. 
Techniques for preparing plant an<i animal tissues to, 
microscopic study; preparation of microscope slides. 
Biology 331. Human Anatomy. (3-0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Science 105 or equlvalenL 
Human organism with emphasis on gross morphology. Course 
will not be accepted as credi t for the biology major. 
Biology 332. Human Physio lo!Jy. [3-0-3) ; I, II, Ill. 
Prereqwsite: Biology 331. 
Physiology of the various systems of the hum11n body as 
particularly related to exercise. Course will not be accepted as 
credit for the biolog,y major. 
Bio logy 333. Laboratory for Human Physiology. (0-2-1); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Biology 332 or equivalent may be taken 
concurrently. 
This is a laboratory course and the experiments included will 
be to allow students to obtain first-hand knowledge of 
fundamental physiological principles of the human body. Each 
system of the body will be explored. Lalroratory animals such 
as the mouse, rat, pigeon, turtle, and frog will be utilized for 
some ot the experiments as will human subjects. Correct 
laboratory technique and use of 1:he equipment will be 
emphasized. 
Biolo9y 334. Entomology. (2-2-3); I I-on demand. • 
Prerequisite: Biology 208. 
General strucrure of insects, life histories, common orders and 
families; insects in relation to man. 
Biology 337, Comparative Anatomy. (1-4-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite; Biology 209. 
Vertebrate structure based on the recognition of morphol-
ogical deviation In body plan. 
Biology 338. Vertebrate Embryology. (2-2-3); I, 11 • 
. Prerequisite: Biology 209. 
Vertebrate development from gamete formation 1hrough the 
fetal stage; emphasis on comparative structural development. 
Biology 350. Heredi ty, Evolution. and Society. (3-0-3); I, I f. 
Prerequisite: Science 105 or equivalent. 
See Science 350. 
Biology 355. Population, Resources, and Environment 
(3-0·3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisi te: Science 103 and 105 or equivalent. 
See Science 355. 
Biology 356. Environmental Biology (3-0-3); II . 
Prerequisite: Science 355, or consent of inst, uctor. 
Basic ecological principles and population af')d commu111lY 
ecology are discussed as they apply to current environmental 
Problems. Biology 357 1s a companion course. although either 
may be ti;tken separately. 
Biology 357. Environmental Testing Methods. 10-4-2); 11. 
Prerequisite: Consent of 111srruc1or. 
The study of methods used in determrning water quality and 
air and noise pollution levels. The course will include 
techmques of animal end plant population estimation. Biology 
356 1s a companion course, although either may be taken 
separately. 
Biology 380. General Physiology. (2·2-3); I, 11 . 
Prerequisites: Biology 209,215, and Chemistry 112 and 112A. 
(Chemistry 326 h·elpfuJ.) 
Physiology of organisms from the cellular to organismic level. 
Biologic~!. chemical, and physical aspects of physiological 
processes. 
Biology 510. Limnology. (1-4-3); I. 
Prerequisites: Biology 209,215, and Chemistry 112 and 112A. 
Characteristics of fresh water conditions including chemical 
and physical etfects, seasonal changes, lhermocline develop-
ment, and pressure in the ecology of aquatic forms. 
Biology 513. Plant Physiology. (2-2-3) ; I- on demand. 
Prerequisites: Biology 215 and Chemistry 327 or equlvalerrt. 
Diffusion, osmosis, ce ll wall and membrane structure, mineral 
nut r1 t1 on, pho tosynthesis, respiration, macromolecules, 
photoperiodism, and other aspects of plant growth and 
development. 
Biology 514. Plant Pathology. (1-4-3); I- on demand. 
Prerequisite: Biology 215. 
Plant diseases; classification of fungi ; diseases caused by rusts, 
smuts, fleshy fungi, bacteria, and viruses; physiogenic diseases; 
principles and procedures In the control of plant diseases; 
resistant varieties and culture control. 
Biology 515. Food Microbiology. (1·4·3); t. 
Prerequisite: Biology 217 or 317. 
Microbiology of food production, food spoilage, and 
food-borne diseases. 
Biology 518. Pathogenic Microbiology. (2-2-3) ; I. 
Prerequisite: Biology 217 or 317. 
Microbial diseases of man and animals; host responses to 
diseases. 
Biology 519. V1rology. (2-2-3); 11- on demand. 
Prerequisite: Biology 317, or consent of instructor. 
Morphology and chemistry of the virus particle; symptoms, 
ideatification, and control of more common virus diseases of 
plants and animals; host-virus relationships-; research methods 
concerned with viruses. 
Biology 520. Histology. {2,2-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Biology 209. 
Characteristics of tissues and organs otvertebrates. 
Biology 525. Animal Physiology. (2-2-3); I-on demand. 
Prerequisites: Biology 209 and Chemistry 326 or equivalents. 
Comparison of fundamental physiological processes In 
represen tatives of invertebrate and vertebrate animals. 
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Biology 534. Ichthyology and Herpetology, (1-4-3); II- on Prer, 
demand. • (See 
Prerequisite: Biology 209. 
Anatomy, physiology, taxonomy, adaptations, and natural Biol, 
history of fishes, amphibians, and reptiles; emphasis on groups Pren 
common to eastern Nor th America. (See 
Biology 535. Mammalogy. (1-4-3); I- on demand. 
Prerequisite: Biology 209. 
Mammals' of eastern North America with emphasis on 
mammals of southeastern North America. Taxonomy, The 
adaptation, natura l history, and methods of skin preparation. optic 
Biology 537. Ornithology. ( 1-4-3); 11. • 
Prerequisite: Biology 209. 
Anatomy, physiology, classification, and idemificat1on of 
birds; life histories, habits, migration. and economic 
Importance of native species. 
Blolo.9y 540 General Parasitology. (1-4-3); II. 
Prerequisi te: Biology 209. 
Pro-rozoan, he.lm1nth, and arthropod parasites of man and 
domestic animals: emphasis on etiology, epidemiology, 
diagnosis, control and general life histories of parasites. 
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Biology 545. Medical Entomology. (2-2-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Biology 334. or consent of instructor. 
Arthropod vectors of disea~es with special emphasis on insects 
of medical importance. Anatomy, physiology, identification, 
ecology. and control measures. 
"Biology 550. Plant Anatomy. (2-2-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Biology 215. 
Gross and microscopic studies of- internal and external 
structures of vascular plants. The cell, meristem, cambium, 
primary body, xylem and phloem; roots, stems, and leave.s; 
flowers and fruits; ecological anatomy. 
Biology 551. Plant Morphology. (2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Biology 215. 
Fossil and living non-vascular plants (except bacteria) and 
vascular plants; emphasis on morphology, ecology, -and 
evolution. 
Biology 553. Workshop In Environmental Biology. (3-0-3); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
See Science 553. 
Biology 561. Ecology. (2-2-3) ; I. 
Prerequisites: Biology 209 and 215. 
Energy flow, biochemical cycles, limiting factors, and 
ecological regulators at the population, community, and 
ecosystem levels. 
Biology 674. Biological Techniques. (1 ·2-2); 11. 
Prerequisites: Biology 209 and 215. 
Collecting, preserving, and caring for biological materials; 
rearing and culturing a variety of animals and plants unde_r 
laboratory conditions; construction and maintenance of 
laboratory equipment. 
Biology 575. Scanning ElectronlTiicrnscopy. (1-2-2) ; II. 
Brief descriptfon of the theory of the electron gun, the 
magnetic control of electron pathways, and variations in 
electron microscope construction. The major portion of the 
course will be concerned with the preparation of specimens 
and actual application of the scanning electron microscope. 
Biology 595. Biochemistry I . (2-4-4); I. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 327 or 332 or consent of instructor. 
(See Chemistry 595) 
Biology 596. Bioahemistry II. (2-4-4); II. 
Prerequisite: Biology 595. 
(See Chemistry 596) 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
The Center for Environmental Studies offers a major with four 
options. The four options are in Ecology; Geology; Social 
Sciences and Economics; and Chemistry and Physics. With 
careful planning between the student and his adviser, a 
teaching certificate can be obtained in one of the option fields. 
The major js primarily designed to produce professionals in a 
variety of fields, depending ~pon the option chosen. Private 
industry, governmental agencfes in various fields, 
municipalities, public utilities and ecological contracting 
companies are primary sources of ernpiovment. The Center for 
Environmental Studies cooperates with the Schools of 
Business and Economics and Social Sciences in procuring 
employment and wilt participate in the Cooperative Education 
Work Program to give students actual work experience before 
graduation. The Center also offers an Environmental Studies 
Minor. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in Environmental Studies, all students must take 
the Environmental Studies Core of 19 hours: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Science 355 and 471 ..... . . ........ , .. . .... ... , . .. 4 
Biology 356 ..... ... . . .. . ................ .. , . , . . . 3 
Ge.oscience 376 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Economics 501 .... . . ....... . . , , . , . , .. . . . , .... , . .. 3 
Political.Science 505 ..... ... . . .. . . ,., , , . ... . . .. .. . , 3 
Geography 505 ........ .•. .. . . .. . . .... ... . . ..... . , 3 
All Environmental Studies Majors are also requested to take 
certa[n complementary general education courses to complete 
University requirements. 
For a Major in Environmental Studies with the Ecology 
Option : 
Environmental Studies Core courses .... .. . ....... , , . . 19 
Biology 208,209,215,357,510,561 plus 
one course chosen from Biology 318,334, 
534, 535 or 537 ...... . .. . . ...... .. .......... .. 21 
Supplemental Requirements: 
Chemistry 101 -101 A or 111-1 11 A .•.. ..... . .. .. .. . . .. 4 
Chemistry 102-102A or 112·112A . .... , . , .... , . .. . ... 4 
Geosc1ence 240 . .. . .. . .. .. , ...... . • . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematics 353 .. . ..•.. .. .. .. . . . . . .... . . , . .... , , 3 
For a Major in Environmental Studies with the Geology 
Option : 
Environmental Studies Core courses .. ..... ........... 19 
Geoscience 100 9r Science 107 ... . .. .. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . 3 
Geoscience 101 and 240 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Geoscience electives approved by adviser .. . ... . . . . . .... 9 
Supplemental Requirements: 
Mathematics 353 ...................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biology 357 .... . . .... . .... .... . ..• . . , . , . . . . . . . . 2 
Any three courses chosen from Chemistry 101-101 A and 
102-102A or 111-lllA or 112-112A or Physics 201 and 
202 ·· · · ·· · ··· · ······--· · ·· · ······· · ·· · · · · · · · 12 
For a Major in Environmental Swdies with t he Social Sciences 
and Economics-Option: 
Environmental Studies Core courses ......... . . , . . . .. . 19 
Geography 211 and 390 .. . . .. .... . ..... . . ... ...... . 6 
Economics 201 and 540 .. . .. . .. . .... . . . .... , .. , , . , . 6 
Political Science 500 and 548 .. . ...... . . . .• . . ... . ... . 6 
Social Sciences and Econ. electives approved by adviser . . . . 12 
Supplemental Requirements: 
Geoscience 240 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biology 357 . . . ... • ... ..... ..... ... .. ..... .. , .... . 2 
For a Major in Environmental Studies with the Chemistry and 
Physics Option : 
Environmental Studies Core courses • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 19 
Chemistrv 101-101A, 102-102A, 223, and 560 ... . ..... 15 
Physics 201 , 202. 350 and 361 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Supplemental Requirements: 
Geoscien!le 240 ..... . . . ..... .. . , , , ...... . . , .•.... 3 
Mathematics 353 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
Biology 357 . ..... . ... .. •..•................... .. 2 
71 
For a Minor in Environmental Studies (for students desiring to 
supplement other majors): 
Geoscience 240 and 376 ...... ........ .. ..... , . , . . . . 6 
Science 355 and 471 ... . . . , . . , . . . . . . . ..... , ..... . . 4 
Biology 3'56 ........ . ..... .... , . . ....... . , .. , . . . . 3 
Political Science 505 .. ...... .. . . ... . . . .... .. ... , . . 3 
Two courses chosen from Philosophy 31hl, Mathematics 353, 
Biology 357, Economics 501. Geography 505, Agriculture 
512 and Biology 653 (a maximum of one course may be 
chosen from the last three listed) ......... ... , . . . . 5-6 
· MATHEMATICAL SCIINQI 
The Department of Mathematical Sciences Is committed to ·ne 
education o•f students who intend ( 1) to teach mathemati<:$ al 
any level, (2) to apply mathematics in industry or governrnent, 
or (3) to use mathematical techniques and concepts in their 
chosen fields of endeavor, 
STAT EM E NT REGARDING PLACEMENT I N 
MA TH EMA TICS 
Students who have credit for courses in mathematics 
equivalent to Mathematics 141 and 152, or Mathematics 175 
are excused from taking the Mathematics Placement Examin~· 
tion. All other students are required to take the Mathematics 
Placement Examination prior to enrollment in Mathematics 
courses numbered above 140 except 231 and 232. This 
examination is administered to entering freshmen (as a group) 
at the beginning of each fall term or it may be taken by 
individuals at any time at the Office of the Testing Bureau 
(501 Education Building), The purpose of the examination is 
to determine the level of mathematical maturity of a student 
enabling him to begin the study of mathematics al the highest 
level his background and achievement warrant. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Mathematics 175, 275, and 471 .... . ...... . .... .... . . 9 
Electives in mathematics above 170 except mathematics 
231, 232, and 260 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Electlves in mathematics above 300 as approved by 
the Head of the Department of Mathematical Sciences . . . 16 
30 
For a Minor: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Mathematics 175. 275 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B 
Electives In Mathematics above 170 except 
Mathematics 231, 232, and 260 ... ..... .... ... ... . . , , 6 
Electives in mathematics above 300 as approved 
by the Head of the Department of Mathematical 
Sciences •. . ..... ... ... . . .. , .. . . . ...... . .... . . ... 7 
21 
For a Minor in Statistics: 
A student should consult the Head of the Department of 
Mathematical Sciences for approval of one of the following 
options. 
OPTION I 
Sem. Hrs. 
Mathematics 123, 132, 260, 301, 353 or 501 *, 553, 555 .. 21 
OPTION II 
Mathematics 301,312, 353 or 501 • , 519, 520, 55'3, 555 .. 21 
-. A student may not take both 353 and 501 for credit toward 
a Minor in Statistics. 
For the Marter of Science Degree: 
Students interested in doing graduate work in mathematics 
should consult the General Catalog, Graduate Section, or write 
the Associate Dean of Academic Programs (Graduate), More-
head State University. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: l3-0-3) following c.ourse title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II , and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normal ly scheduled: I- fall ; I l-1ipring; 
II I- summer. 
Mathematics 110. Problem Solving Techniques. (1-0-1); I, II. 
A basic course emphasizing problem interpretation, transla-
tion, and solution Hand-held electronic calculators are used 
fo1 the solution of problems. 
;rw 
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Mathematics 123. lntreduotion to Statistics. (3-0-3); I. 11. 
Basic concepts of probability, sampli!"lg. and the algebra of 
events. Properties of selected discrete and contfnuous distribu• 
tions. 
Mathematics 131. General Mathematics I. (3·0·3); I, II. 
Sets, logic; induction, flow-charting, and _!lumber theory. 
Mathematics 132. General Mathematics 11. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 131. 
Computers; algebraic sentences; probability; expectation; and 
statistics. 
Mathematics 135. Mathematics for Technical Students. 
(3-0,3); I. II, Ill. 
Practical mathematics as applied to technical programs to 
include a study of fracLlons, ratio and proportion, percentage, 
elementary algebra, formulae, areas, volumes, and right 
triangle trigonometry. 
Mathematics 141. Plane Trigonometry. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 152 or consent of the Mathematics 
Placement Examination Committee. (A sufficiently high score 
on the Mathemat'ics Placement Examination entitles a student 
to choose a more advanced course.) 
Trigonometric functions, trigonometric Identities; inverse 
functions. 
Mathematics 152. College Algebra. (3-0-3) or (5-0-3); I. 11. 11 1. 
Prerequisite: Consent of Mathematics Placement Examination 
Committee. (~ sufficiently high score on the Mathematics 
Placement Examination entitles a student to choose a more 
advanced course.) 
Field and order axioms; equation~; Inequalities; relations and 
functions; exponentials; roots; IOgarithms; sequences; 
µrobability and statistics. 
Mathematics 160. Mathematics for Business and Economics. 
(4-0-4); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: High School Algebra It or equivalent. 
A course consisting of an introduct1on to finite mathematics 
and calculus. Systems of linear equalities and inequalities; 
matrix algebra; linear programming; differentiation and 
integration; applications. 
Mathematies 173. Pre-calculus Mathematics I . (3-0-3); I, II. 
Sets and logic; relations and functions; number systems 
through the reals; systems of equations. 
Mathematics 174. Pre-calculus Mathematics 11. (3·0-3); I, 11. 
Exponential , logarithmic, and trigonometric functions; 
complex numbers; theory of equations; sequences and series. 
Mathematics 175. Analytic Geome~ry and Calculus I. (4•0-4); 
I, II. 
Prerequisite: Satisfactory score on the Mathematil!S Placement 
Examination, or Mathematics 141 and 152 
Functibns and graphs; linear equalities and inequalities; conic 
sections; limits and continuity; difteremia·tion and its applica-
tions:,the definite integral. 
Mathematics 231. Mathematics for the Elemen'tary Teacher I. 
(3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
(For ele_mentary teachers only.) 
Number systems; primes and divisibility; fractions. 
Mathematics 232. Mathematics for the Elementary Te-acher II. 
(3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
(For elementary teachers only.) 
Prerequishe : Mathematics 231. 
Algebraic sentences; real numbers; geometry of measurement; 
mathematical systems; methods of presentation of mathe-
matical concepts. 
Mathematics 260. FORTRAN Programming, (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisites: BA 200; or consent of instructor. 
Introduction to FORTRAN Programming language. Applica-
tion of mathematical techniques to prol:)lems in programming. 
Business, engineering, management, and modeling examples 
are employed to provide comprehensive knowledge of the 
language. 
Mathematics 275. Analytic Geometry and Calculus ·11 . (4-0-4); 
I, I!. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 175. 
Definite inte9ral with applications; trigonometric and 
exponentral functions; methods and applications of integra-
tion; infinite series. 
Mathematfcs 276. Analytic Geometry and Calculus Ill. (4·0-4); 
I , 11. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 275. 
Solfd analytic ,geometry; space and plane vectors; systems of 
linear equations; matnces; partial differentiation; multiple 
integration. 
Mathematics 301 . Elementary Linear Algebra. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 175. 
Vector spaces; determinants; matrices, linear trans·formations; 
eigenvectors. 
Mathematics 304. Mathematical Logic and Sat Theory. (3·0-3) ; 
I, II. 
Proposit_ional calculus; sets; relations; functions; Boolean 
algebras; cardinality. 
Mathematfcs 310. Calculus IV. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 275. 
Algebraic and topological properties of the reals; limits and 
continuity; differentiarion; lnfinlte series; Riemann integra-
tion. 
Mathematic;s 312. Nurnerical Analysis. (3·0-31; ! I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 275. 
A basic course ln numerical analysis including error analysis, 
series approximation, numerical integration techniques, 
practical applications of matrices, solution of simultaneous 
non-linear equations, and curve-fitting. 
Mathematics 350. Introduction to Higher Algebra. (3-0-3); 11. 
Pre, equisite: Mathematics 304. 
Groups; rings; integral domains; related topics. 
'"Mathematics 353. Statistics. (3-1 -3); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: High School Algebra II or equivalent. 
Introduction to basic statistics with applications. 
• Mathematics 354. Business Statistics. (3-1-3); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: High School Algebra II or equiviilent. 
Introduction to basic statistics with applications to business. 
Mathematics 363. Differential Equations. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Mathematlcs 275. 
Special types of first order differentia•I equatJons; linear 
differential equatJons; operator methods; Laplace transforms; 
series methods-; applications. 
Mathematics 372. College Geometry. (3-0 -3); I, I I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 175. 
Rigorous development of elementary geometry as a logical 
system based upon postulates and undefined terms. 
Mathematics 373. Principles and Techniqul)s of Mathematics. 
(3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 275. 
For prospective teachers of secondary mathematics. Material 
from advanced mathematics extends topics of high school 
mathematics. 
Mathematics 390. Theory of'Numbers. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 275. 
Postulates; division algorithm; divisibility; prime numbers; 
linear and quadratic congruences. 
Mathematics 391 . Classical Mechanics. (4-0-4); I, in alternate 
years. 
(See Physics 391.) 
Mathematics 481. Mathematical Physics. (3-D-3); on demand. 
(See Physics 481.) 
Mathematics 501. Design and Analysis of Experiments. 
(3-2-4); 111. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 123 or 152. 
Basic statistics with applications. Analysis of enumeration 
• A student may not receive credit toward graduation in both 
- Mathematics 353 and Mathematics 354. 
data; hypothesis testing; confidence intervals; analysis of 
variance; correlation; regression. 
Mathematics 504. Topology. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisites: Mathematics 304 and 350, or consent of 
Instructor. 
Elementary set theory; topological spaces; metric spaces; 
compactness and connectedness; mappin9 of topological 
spaces; related topics, 
Mathematics 510. Real Variables. (3·0·31; I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 310. 
Top0logical properties of Euclidean space; theory of differen-
tiation and integration; s_equences and series of functions; 
metric spaces. 
Mathematics 511 . Functional Analysis. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Prerequisites: Mathematics 301 and 510 or consent of 
instructor. 
Lineat spaces; normed and Banach spaces; Hilbert spaces; 
applications to sequence 5paces and Fourier series. 
Mathematics 519. Probability. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 275. 
A first course in mathematical probability and its applications 
to statistical analysis. 
Mathematics 520. Mathematical Statistics. (3·0-3) ; 11. 
Prerec;:iuis ite: Mathematics 519. 
Hypothesis testing and estimation; bivariate and multivariate 
distributions; order statistics; test of fit; nonparametric 
comparison of locations; distribution theory. 
Mathematics 553. Statistical Methods. (3·0·3) ; I. 
' Prerequisite: Mathematics 353 or 501. 
A second course in basic statistical methods with applications. 
Analysis of variance; general regression analysis; hypothesis 
testing; confidence intervals. 
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Mathemat ics 555. Nonparametric Statistics. (3-0-3); II. , 
Prerequisite: Math 353 or 501. ~DD/Tl 
A course in basic nonparametric statistical methods With tat~em_ 
applications. thysrcs · 
[German 
Advance Mathematics 573. Projective Geometry. (3-0-3); I I I. 
Prerequisites: Mathematics 372 or consent of instructor. 
A synthetic treatment of projective- geornetry leading into 
natural homogeneous coordinates; analytic projective 
geometry; conics; axiomatic projective geometry; some 
descendents of real projective geometry. 
Mathematics 575. Selected Topics. (One to six hours); I. II. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
Topics are offered which meet the needs of the students and 
which are not otherwise included in the general curriculum. 
Mathematics 585. Vector Analysis. (3·0-3); I. 
Co-requisite: Mathematics 276. 
Vector algebra; vector functions of a single variable; scalar and 
vector·f lelds; line integrals; generalizations and applications. 
Mathematics 586. Complex Vadables. (3-0-3); ll. 
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Prerequisites: Mathematics 310 or 585, or permission of il\lOTE: ( 
Instructor. · ,laborator 
Algebra of complex variables; analytic functions; integrals; following 
power series; residues and poles; conformal mappings. ~. he cou 
Ut-sumn 
Mathematics 599. Mathematics Curriculum Workshop. (One to 
six hours); 111. 
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PHYSICS 
:Chemistry offers two kinds of majors: the Professional Major 
1lor those students committed to becoming practicing chemists, 
the Non·protes_sional Major for those Wishing to teach in 
[ltllondary schools or for those who desire strong support in 
chemistry for other scientific pursuits such as medfcine. The 
Area of Concentration is designed for those students who may 
:have scientifically oriented career objectives which do not fit 
!
easily fnto any other curriculum or who wlsh a broader scope 
111preparation -for teaching in the secondary schools. 
REQUIREMENTS 
1for an Area of Concentration in Science (E mphasis on 
Chemistry): 
Sem. Hrs. 
1
Twenty-four hours in Chemistry .. . .... . . . . . . . .. ... . 24 
!Additional requirements: 
isiology 208, 209, 215, and three hours elective 
'iii advanced blology ..................... . .•. ... .. 13 
'Physics 201, 202 and 350 ... . .. .. . ...... . ...... .. .. 12 
Geoscience 100 ......•........................... 3 
Mathematics 141 and 152 (or their 
iqulvalent) .......... , ............... .. ... . . .. .. . 6 
For a Major in Chemistry (for t hose students planning to 
become professional chemists). 
Sem. Hrs. 
I Chemistry 111-11 1 A. 112-1 12A, 223. 330, 331, 332, 350, 
1
541, 542, 550. 560, Science 471 plus one course chosen 
from Chemistry 351, 595, and Science 476 ........ . . 46-48 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: 
Mathema tics 175, 275, 2.76 . .... . ........•. .. ..•... 12 
Physics 231 , 232 . . ..... .... .. ... .. .... . . . . ...... 10 
German101 , 102 . ......... . ...... . .... • ......•... 6 
Advanced technical elective ....... . • ....... . .. .. . .. 3·4 
'This curriculum ls designed to meet the standards of the 
American Chemical Society. 
For a Major in Chemistry: (for students who desire a strong 
background in chemistry; recommended for certif ication 
for high school teachers). 
Thirty·two hours of chemistry including Chemistry 541 .. 32 
jFor a Minor in Chemistry: 
!Twenty-one hours of chemistry .. ..•...... ...... ... . 21 
'DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
1N0TE: (3-0·3·) following course title means 3 hours class. no 
11,boratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and 111 
,following the credit hour allowance indicate the term ln which 
ilhe course is normally scheduled: I- fall; I I- spring; 
Ill-summer. 
!Chemistry 100. Basic Chemistry. (3-2-4); 11. 
11To fulfill the general education science requirement, also 
ll!COmmended for nursing students.) 
A survey of chemistry with emphasis on health and life 
,processes. 
!
Chemistry 101 . General Chemistry I. (J..0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Chemistry applied to home economics and agriculture. Atomic 
1
1tieory, oxygen, hydrogen, metals, non-metals, acids, bases, 
,salts. and periodic arrangement of the elements. 
!Chemistry 101A. Genera) Chemistry I Laboratory. (0-2-1); I, 
I II. 111. 
i Laboratory tor Chemistry 1 01 . 
IOiemistry 102. General Chemistry II. (3-0·3); I, II , Il l. 
1
Prerequisite: Chemistry 101. 
Continuation of Chemistry 101. Major emphasis on intro-
jduotion to organic chemistry and topics relating to foods, 
111utrltion, and textiles. 
!Chemistry 102A. General Chemistry II Laboratory. (0-2-1); I, 
II, Ill. 
'Laboratory for Chemistry 102. 
[Chemistry 11 1. General Chemistry I. (3·0·3); I, II, Ill. 
[Atomic structure, periodic relations, and electronic structure. 
itates of matter, gas laws, and introduction to tlie properties 
lot solution. 
Chemistry 111A. General Chemistry I Laboratory. (0·2·1); I, 
11, 111. 
Laboratory for Chemistry 1 l 1. 
Chemistry 112. General Chemistry II. (3-0·3); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 111 . 
Continuation of Chemistry 111. Kinetics, equilibria, electro· 
chemistry, and descriptive chemistry of selected groups of 
elements. 
Chemistry 112A. General Chemistry I Laboratory. (0-2-1); I, 
11, Ill . 
Laboratory for Chemistry 11 2. 
Chemistry 223. Quantitative Analysis. {1·6-4); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 102 and 102A or 111 and 11 lA. 
Principles and practices of volumetric analysis including 
electrometric titrations. 
Chemistry 326. Organic Chemistry I. (3-2-4); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 102 end 102A or 111 and 1 1 lA. 
Homologous series of alkanes. alkenes.. alkynes, alicyclic 
compounds, benzenold compounds, alcohols, phenols, and 
molecular structure. 
Chemistry 327. Organic Chemistry 11. (3-2-4); 11. 
Prereq\Jislte: Chemistry 326. 
Continuation of Chemistry 326. Aldehydes, ketones, _acids, 
and compounds of biological interest. 
Chemistry 330. Organic Chemistry I. (2-0-2). 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 112 and 112A. 
Structure. dipole moments, spectr-1, and electron delocaliza-
tion of organic molecules. Reaction rates, energetics of organic 
reactions, and kinetics. • 
Chemistry 331 . Organic Chemistry 11. (2-6-5). 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 330. 
Organic· stereochemist ry, reactive intermediates, conforma 0 
tional analysis, and formation of various functional groups. 
Chemistry 332. Organic Chemistry I II. (2·6-5). 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 331. 
Organic synthesis, the carbonyl functional groups, aromaticity, 
mono- and polysaccharides and proteins, and heterocyclic 
chemistry, 
Chemistry 350. Inorganic Chemistry I. (3-0·3); I, in alternate 
years. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 112 and 112A. 
Electronic structure and bonding in inorganic compounds. 
Physical properties related to structure and acid·base theories. 
Chemistry 351. Inorganic Chemistry 11. (2-2-3); 11, on demand. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 350. 
Complex ion and transition matal chemistry. Introduction to 
non·aqueous solvents. 
Chemistry 541. Physical Chemistry I. (3-2-4) ; I, in alternate 
years. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 223; Mathematics 275; Physics 202 
or 232. 
Gases. liquids. and solids; thermodynamlcs, properties of 
solutions, thermochemistry; equilibria and electro-chemistry. 
Chemistry 542. Physical Chemistry 11. (3-4-5); 11, in alternate 
years. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 541; Co-requisite: Mathematics 276. 
Chemical kinetics, quantum theory, molecular structure, and 
nuclear chemistry. 
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Chemistry 550. Qualitative. Organic Analysis. (2-4-4); II, in 
alternate years. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 326 or 332. 
Qualitative analysis of organic compounds; physical and 
chemical methQds. 
Chemistry 560. lnstwment al Analysis. ( 1-4·3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 102 and 102A or 112 and 112A. 
Theory and practice of instrument~! analysis. Opticometric 
and electrometric methods. 
Chemistry 595. Biochemistry I. (2-4-4); I. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 327 or 332 or consent of instructor. 
Carbohydrates, lipids. and proteins. intermediary metabolism; 
protein synthesis, enzymology, blood chemistry. bioenergetics, 
fluid electrolyte balance, vitamin and steroid chemistry. 
Chemistry 596. Biochemistry 11. (2•4-4 I; 11. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 595. 
Continuation of Biochemistry I. Intermediary metabolism of 
carbohydrate.. l[pids, proteins, and nucleic acids; function and 
mechanism of action of enzymes; energetics of living systems, 
and regulation of Hfe processes. 
GEOSCIENCE 
KentUcky is an important mining state. and a significant 
producer of oil and gas. As such the attention of its residents 
has been directed to problems related to the exploration for , 
and the development and conservation of, ear th materials. 
Interest is furthe r stimulated by the fact that the region 
abounds in excellent examples of geologic phenomena. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in Geology: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Geoscience 100. 101,260.261. 300. 314,325, 
377, 378, 400, and Science 471 . .. ......... .. ... ; ... 31 
Students desiring to pursue graduate study in Geology also 
must take: 
Biology 208 ..... ..... ... ..•..... ....... . ... , . . . .. . 3 
Chemistry 1 11-111 A and 112-112A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Mathematics 141 and 152 
(or their equivalent) ..... . ....... . ... . .. ... . . ..... 6 
Physics 201 and 202, or Physics 231 and 232 ... . . . . .. 8-10 
It is recommended that students who major In geology and 
desire to pursue graduate study take one year of foreign 
language {French, German, or Russian). Mathematics 175, and 
attend a summer !Jeology field camp. 
However, students seeking careers in industry and state or 
federal agencies are requested to take up to 15 semester hours 
In other supportive courses approved by adviser. 
For a Minor in Geolo.9y: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Geoscience 100, 101, 250 or 260, 400 and 51 0 . . . . . . . . . 15 
Electives approved by adviser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Minimum for a minor 21 
For a Major in Earth Science: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Science 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 
Geoscience 100, 101, 250 or 260, 400, 511 
and Science 471 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Agriculture 211 ........ . • .......... .... .......•.. 3 
Geography 390 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives approved by adviser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Minimum for a major 31 
For a Minor in Eart h Science: (For teacher certification only, 
the earth science minor must be taken in conjunction with a 
major or minor in another science or In mathematics). 
Sem. Hrs. 
Science 200 ... ....... . . ...... .. . ...... ....... _ . . 3 
Geoscience 100, 101 , and 400 ... .. ......... ..... . . .. . 9 
Geography 390 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives·approved by adviser ... ... . .. . ......... ... .. 6 
Minimum for a minor 21 
Students seeking teacher cenification with a majo_r or minor in 
Earth Science also must rake: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Biology 208 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematics 141 and 152 
(or their equivalent) ..... .. . . . .............• ·" . . . . . 6 
A minimum of 12 hours trom the following: 
Chemistry 101-101 A and 102-102A (or 111--111 A 
and 112-112A) and Ptwsics 201-202 (or 231-232) .... ... 12 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: Field courses are designated with an asterisk ( •1. 
(3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, ffO labora-
tory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and Ill following 
the credit _hour allowance indicate the term in which the 
course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; I I I-summer. 
Geoscience 100. Physical Geology. (2-2-3); I. 
Weathering, erosion, vulcanism, dlastrophisr:,, common 
minerals and rocks, topographic maps, geologic features and 
proeesses. 
Geoscience 101 . Historical Geology. (2-2-3); 11. • 
Prerequisite: Geosc.ience 100. 
Physical events in the earth's history; s\ructure or sedimentary 
facies of each major stratigraphic subdivision; fossil record 
from the Precambrian period. 
Geoscience 240. Oceans. (3·0·31; I, 11, 111. 
An elective semi-technical course providing a broad general 
background in the biological, chemical, physical , and 
geological aspects of oceans and ocean basins; various types of 
Pollution and future economic potential.s of the oceans. 
Geoscience 250. Minerals and Rocks. (2-2-3); on demand." 
(Geology majors wfll not receive credit for this course.) 
Prerequisite: Geoscience 100. 
Principal rock-forming and economic minerals and their 
occurrence. 
Geoscience 260. Mineralogy I. (1-4-3); I. 
Pferequisites: Geosciitnce lOO and Chemistry 112. 
Physical and chemical properties of minerals; crystal models, 
crystals, chemical methods, and rock relationships. 
Geoscience 261 . Mineralogy II. (1-4-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Geoscience 260. 
Continuation of Geoscience 260 w ith a systematic survey of 
common mineral groups. 
Geoscience 300. Petrology. (2·2·31; I, in alternate years. 
Prerequisite: Geoscience 261. 
Modes of occurrence and origin of igneous and metamorphic 
rocks in relation to geologic processes; methods of identifying 
and cl assi tying rocks. 
Geoscience 301. Economic Geology I. (Metals). (3·0·31; on 
demand. • 
Prerequisite: Geosc1ence 100. 
Formations and occurrence of metallic ore deposits. Economic 
factors affecting the mining industry. 
Geoscience 302. Economic Geology II. (Non-metals). (3-0-3); 
on demand.* 
Prerequisites: Geoscience 100 or consent of instructor. 
Formation and occurrence of non-metallic mineral deposits. 
Methods and equipment used in exploration. Sampling and 
evaluation of mineral properties. Uses and economic factors. 
Geoscience 314. Principles of Stratigraphy. (2-2-31: 11, in 
alternate years.• 
Prerequisite: Geo.science 101 or 610. 
Geologic correlation of surface and subsurface stratal units; 
tacies analysis and biostratlgraphic studies. 
Geoscience 325. Structural Geology. (2-2-3); 11, in alternate 
years. 
Prerequisites: Geoscierrce 101 and Mathematics 141 (or Its 
equivalent). 
Mechanical properties of rocks and the dynamics of rock 
deformation. Folds, faults, joints, cleavage, igneous structures. 
Geoscience 360. Geomorphology. (2-2-31; on demand. 
Prerequisite: Geoscience 100, or Science. 107, or Geography 
101. 
Land surfaces; topographic form and geolo_gic history; 
morpholo9ic analysis. 
Geoscience 376. Environmental Geology. (3·0·31; I, II, Ill. 
Man's relationship to the geological environment. Geological 
hazards and hostile environments; mineral reso.urces and the 
environment; urban geology. 
Geoscience 377. Invertebrate Paleontology I. (2-2-3); I, in 
alternate years. • 
Prerequisites: Geoscience 101 ; Biology 208 or Geoscience 610. 
Invertebrate animals. their morphology, classification, 
paleoecology, phylogeny, and stratigraphic succession. 
Geoscience 378. Invertebrate Paleontology II. (2>2-31; 11, in 
·' alternate years. ' 
Prerequisite: Geoscience 377. 
Continuation of Geoscience 377. Faunal assemblages and 
re·search techniques. 
Geoscience 381 . Principles of Sedimentation. (1 -4-3); on 
demand.' 
Prerequisite: Geoscience 101 . 
Mechanics of sedimentary rocks, wi th emphasis on chemical 
and mechanical analysis. Laboratory work based in part on 
required field studies. 
Geoscience 400. Field Methods. (1-4-3); I, in alternate years.• 
Prerequisites: 15 hours of geoscience. 
Field techniques; use of basic field instruments; collection and 
organization of samples; measurement of stratigraphic 
sections. 
Geoscience 415. History of Geology. (2·0·21; on demand. 
Development of geological thought: important men and their 
contributions to our knowledge of the earth. 
Geoscience 510. Geological History of Plants and Animals. 
(2-2-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Biology 208 and 216, or Geoscience 101 . 
The evolutionary history of plants and animals throughout 
geological time. 
Geoscience 513. Micropaleontology. (2-2-3); on demand. • 
Prerequisites: Geoscience 378 or 510. 
Collection, preparation, microscopic investigation, classifica-
tion, paleoecology and stratigraphic succession of microfossils. 
Geoscience 520. Optical Mineralogy. 12-2-3); on demand. 
P(erequisites: Geoscience 261. 
Behavior of light .in isotropic and anisotropic minerals. 
Identification of minerals with polarizing microscope. 
Geoscience 525. Petrol.eum Geology. (2-2-3); on demand. 
Prerequisites: Geoscience 314 and 325. 
Origin, migration and accumulation of oil and gas. Exploration 
methods, reservoir development; logging, testing and 
completing wells. 
Geoscience 660. Geological Oceanography. (3-0-3); 11, in 
alternate yeats. 
Prerequisites; Geoscience 101 or 510. 
Marine erosion, transportation and deposition, continental 
shelves, slopes and ocean basins; marine environments. 
Shoreline processes and analysis. 
PHYSICS 
Physics is fundamental to the study of the laws which govern 
the behavior of all nature and hence contributes to the 
foundations for chemistry, biology, geology, and engineering. 
Physics provides a complete undergraduate curriculum which 
is flexible enough to permit graduates a choice of careers in 
applied research, teaching of physics in secondary schools, or 
of pursuing graduate study. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in Physics: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Physics 231°. 232° , 332, 340, 341. 352, 
391,593; Science471 .. ... . . .......... ... . ....... 29 
Electives in physics, 400-level .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
32 
For a Major in Physics: (for those students desiring to tef 
Physics in secondary schools) 
Sem.lt 
Physics 231 ', 232', 340, 360, 352, 374, Science 4 71 . . . 
1 
Electives in physics, JOO-level or above ..... . .. .... .. . 
All physics majors are also required to complete the I ollow 
Sem. 
Mat hematics 176, 276. 276 . . . ... . ..... . ......... . 
Mathematics elective, 300-level or above . ....... • .... , 
Chemistry 111-111 A and 112-112A . .. . • ........... . , 
For a Minor in Physics: 
Sem. 
Physics 231 • . 232' ... . ... . ...... . ... . . . ... . .... . 
Physics electives. 300-level or above, as approved 
by adviser .... . .. . .. ..... .. .. . . . . . . . . . ..... .. .. • 
*Physics 201 , 202, and 212 may be substituted for Ph~ 
231 and 232. (Substitution is recommended only to stud 
who decide to minor or major in physics after comple 
Physics 201 and 202.) 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS IN PHYSICS: 
Pte-Enpneering/Associate of Science Degree in Engin 
Science 
The two-year pre-engineering program is designed to prov' 
student with a basic background in mathematics, chemi 
physics, and English. Successful completion of the pro 
will qualify students for admission, with junior standln 
most engineering schools and for the Associate of Sc 
Degree in Engineering Science. 
FIRST YEAR 
Eng 
*Math 
Chem 
Chem 
IE 
.. PE 
101 
176 
111 
11 lA 
103 
Eng 192 
~Mat h 275 
Chem 112 
Chem 112A 
... Hist 142 
.. Hlth 160 
SECOND YEAR 
Math 276 
••Hist 142 
Phys 231 
.. Econ 201 
**PE 
Math 363 
Phys 232 
.. Econ 202 
.. Phil 200 
.. Phil 303 
, 
First Semester 
Composition I .................. . 
Analytical Geometry and Calculus I •• • 
General Chemistry I ............ .. . 
General Chemistry I Laboratory ..... . 
Technical Drawing I .... .......... . 
Activity Course .. . ..•............ 
Second Semester 
Technical Composition ..... . ..... . . 
Analytical Geometry and Calculus II .. 
General Chemistry 11 • ••••• ••••••.. 
General Chemistry II Laboratory . .... 
Introduction to Early American History 
Personal Healt.h . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . 
First Semester 
Analytical Geometry and Calculus Ill 
lnrro. to Recent American History ... , 
Engineering Physics I ••••••••.•••• , 
Principles of Economics I . . ....... . . 
Activity .... .. . .......... . . . . .. . 
Second Semester 
Differential Equations 
Engineering Physics 11 
Principles of Economics 11 •. . •.••• •• 
Introduction to Philosophy . ..... • . , 
Social Ethics ... . ........ • ........ 
MINIMUM TOTAL ..... . ..... . .. . 
•Math 173 (Pre-calculus I) and/or Math 174 (Pre-calcul~ 
may also be taken if additional preparation is needed bl/. 
taking Math 175. 
• •substitutions can be made with approval of adviser. 
Pre-Optometry 
The Commonwealth of Kentucky has approved a fin1 
plan to aid in the support of several students in pursui 
optometry program at the University of Houston, 
pre-optometry program at Morehead State Universi 
designed to meet entrance requirements at the Univers 
Houston School of Optometry and •~ generally accep 
other universities. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0·3) following course title means 3 hours class. no 
la~oratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and 111 
tallowing the credit hour allowance indicate the term 1n which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II- spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Physics 170. Perspectives in Modern Physks. ( 1-0-1 ) ; I. 
Non-mathematical presentation of current developments in 
physics and their impact on society. Nuclear power reactors, 
laser applications in fusion, energy research, holography, 
communications and medicine. Astronomy, neutron stars, and 
black holes. 
Physics 201 . Elementary Physics I. (3-2-4); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Working knowledge of algebra and trigonometry. 
Mechanics and heat. Newton's laws of motion, ener_gy and 
momentum, and heat transfer. 
Physics 202. Elementary Physics II. (3-2-41; I , II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Physics 201 . 
Electricity and magnetism, light, nuclear and atomic physics. 
Physics 212. General Physics Problems. (2-0-2) ; on demand. 
Prerequisites: Physics 202 and Mathematics 175. 
Selected problems from Engineering Physics. Application of 
elementary calculus to the solution of general physics 
problems. (This course Is designed exclusively for students 
who have completed Physics 201 and 202, and are interested 
in taking additional upper-division physics oourses. For courses 
for which Physics 231 and 232 are the recommended 
prerequisites, (he sequence Physics 201, 202, and 212 is 
acceptable in lieu of Physics 231 and 232. ) 
Physics 231. Engineering Physics I. (4-2-5) ; I. 
Co-requisite: Mathematics 175. 
Introduction to physics for scientists and engineers. Statics, 
kinetics and dynamics of linear and rotational motion; 
gravitational fields ; thermal properties of matter and heat 
transfer. 
Physics 232. Engineering Physics 11. (4-2-5); II. 
Prerequisite: Physics 231 . 
Electromagnetism, optics, atomic and nuclear physics. 
Physics 25b. Light, Color, Cameras, and Perception. (3-0-3); I, 
II. 
A non-mathematical study of the phenomena of light and 
perception. Applications of light and color are presented in 
art. psychology, photography, and other areas. 
Physics 310. Physics for Radiologic Technologists. (2-2-3); II. 
Basic physics for radiologic technologists; atomic and nuclear 
structure, electricity and magnetism, X-ray production, basic 
X-ray circuitry, diagnostic X-ray beams, X-ray interaction with 
matter, radiobiology and radiat.ion protection in radiology. 
Physics 332. ElectricitY and Magnetism. (4-0-4); 11, in alternate 
years. 
Prerequisite: Physics 232. 
Classical electricity and magnetism; Maxwell's equations, 
Lorentz foree equation; electrodynamics, electrostatics, and 
magnetostatics; ci~cuit theory, electromagnetic waves and 
radiating systems. 
Physics 340. Experimental Physics I. (042); I. 
Prerequisite: Physics 232. 
Selected experiments in mechanics, electricity and magnetism. 
and optics. The computer Is utilized in analyzing data. 
Physics 341. Experimental Physics II. (0-4-2); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Physics 232. 
Selected experiments in atomic and nuclear physics. Computer 
analysis of experimental data is treated. 
Physics 350. Nuclear Science. (3-2-4); 11. 
Prerequ1site: Physics 202 or 232. 
Interdisciplinary course in nuclear science for students in 
pre-medicine, environmental studies. physics. chemistry, 
geology, pre-dentistry, and pre-veterinary medicine. 
Physics 352. Concepts of Modern Physics. (3·0-3); I, in 
alternate years. 
Prerequisi te: Physics 232. 
Special relativity, quantum mechanics, atomic and molecular 
structure, solid state, and nuclear physics. 
Physics 361. Fundamentals of Electronics. 11-4-3); 11. 
Prerequisires: Ptwsics 202 or 232. 
Labora tory oriented electronic principles, components, basic 
circuits, servo systems, amplifiers. feedback control and digital 
circuits; transistor and vacuum tube devices. 
Physics 374. Physics tor Secondary Teachers. (2-4-4) ; I , in 
altern~te years. 
Prerequisite· Phys,r,,; 202 or 232. 
For prospective re~chers of htgh school physics. Ha1vard 
Projec1 Physics, PSSC 
Physics 391. Classical Mechanics. (4-0-4); I, in alternate years. 
Prerequisite: Physics 232. 
Vector analysis; statics and dynamics of particles and rigid 
bodies; oscillations; Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations. 
Physics 410. Solid State Physics. (3-0-3) ; on demand. 
Prerequisite: Physics 352. 
Lattice dynamics. electrons In metals, semi-conductors, and 
dielectric and magnetic properties of solids. 
Physics 411 . Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics. 
{3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Physics 232. 
A unified thermodynarnics and statistical mechanics. Quantum 
systems, entropy. thermodynamic laws. kinetit theory. 
Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions. 
Physics 412. Light and Physical Optiq;. {3·0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Physics 232. 
Dualistic nature of light; interferenllll, refraction, reflection, 
diffraction, polarization. laser action, and spectra. 
Physics 452. Nuclear Physics. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Physics 232. 
Binding energies, nuclear forces, transmutat ion of nuclei; 
natural and artificial radioactivity, etc. 
Physics 481 . Mathematical Physics. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 276. 
Series solutions of differential equations, Lengendre 
polynomials, Bessel functions, partial differential equations, 
integral transforms, and applications of mathematics to 
physical problems. 
Physics 520. The Science of Music. {3·0-3); I, II. 
Properties of sound, the hearing process, musical scales, 
production of music by wind and stringed Instruments, 
electronic recording and reproduction, and architectural 
acoustics. 
Physics 593. Quantum Mechanics. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Physics 391 or consent of the instructor. 
The wave function; Hermitian operators and angular 
momentum; Schrodinger·s equation, barriers, wells, harmonic 
oscillators, and the hydrogen atom. 
SCIENCE EDUCATION 
Many science and non-science majors enrolled at the 
University have not had ample opportunity to develop an 
understanding of science, its nature and its processes. There is 
a genuine awareness at Morehead State University of the 
necessity to increase the degree of scientific literacy of each 
student as science moves to the forefront In everyday life. 
For a Minor in Integrated Science 
Science 103, 105, 551, 552 or equivalents, and 
twe lve additional hours of 
Electives approved by the Department of 
Sem. Hrs. 
Science Education . ...... ...... ...... .. . . . ..... . - 24 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
(Courses in this section are recommended for non-science 
majors in meeting the general education requirements.) 
NOTE: 13-0-3) following course title Indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours credit. Roman 
n ,m,.•rals I 11, and 111 111dicate the course 1s normally offered: 
1- Litt. II- ~pringi and 111- surnrner. 
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Honors Semjnar in Sciences and Mathematics. (3-0-3); I, l I. 
A study ot c:urrent environmental problems and issues, and 
possible solutions to these problems. In future semesters the 
topics and times may vary. 
Science 103. Introduction to Physical Sciences. (3-0·3); I, 11 , 
111. 
Measurements, energy, states of matter, nature and processes 
of physical sciences. An interdisciplinary approach to 
astronomy. chemistry, earth sciences and physics. 
Science 105. Introduction to Biological Sciences. ( 3·0·31; I , II, 
111. 
Fundamental life processes; photosynthesis, respiration, 
reproduction, growth, evolution. Emphasis on man. 
Science 107. Introduction to Geoscience. (3-0-3) ; I , II, Ill. 
A general survey of Earth: its astrogeological setting, its fluid 
portion, its solid part, its active processes, its history, the role 
of geology in preserving Earth's resources. 
Science 200. Descriptive Astronomy. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
A non-mathematical presentation of methods and results of 
astronomical exploration of the solar system, our stellar 
system and the galaxies. 
Science 350. Heredity, Evolution, and Society. (3-0-3) ; I, II. 
Prerequisite: Science 105 or equivalent. 
Evolutionary processes and intricacies. of genetic rransmission. 
Evolution in human thought, experience, and affairs. 
Science 356. Population, Resources, and Environment. ('3-0-3); 
I, 11, I II. 
Prerequisites: Science 103 and 105 or equivalent. 
Human ecology with special emphasis on relationships 
between man, his resources, and his environment. 
Science 471 . Seminar. (1-0-1) ; I, II. 
Prerequisite: Senior standing. 
Designed to give the student an introduction to research and 
literature in t he sciences. 
Science 476. Special Problems. (One to three hours); I, 11, (II. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
Topic to be approved prior to registration. 
Science 551. Plant Natural History. (3-0-3); II, 111 in odd 
years. 
Prerequisite : Science 105 or equivalent. 
The survey of major taxonomic groups, with emphasis on the 
natural history of local plants. 
Science 552. Animal Natural History. (3-0-3); I, Ill In even 
years. 
Prerequisite: Science 105 or equivalent. 
The survey of major taxonomic groups, with emphasis on the 
natural history of lac.al •animals. 
Science 553. Workshop in Environmental Biology. (3-0-3); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
Regional distribution and reserve depletion of wildll fe, forest, 
land, water, air, and mineral resources; emphasis on pollution 
and environment. (Especially designed for in-service and· 
pre-service teachers.) 
Science 570. Earth Science. (3-0-3); 1, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
The fundamentals of the geological sciences. (Especially 
designed for in-service and pre-service teachers.) 
Science 580. History of Science. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Six hours of science credit. 
An interdisciplinary approach to the development of scientific 
traditions, discoveries, and concepts from the \ i1ne •of ancient 
Egypt to the present. 
Science 590. Science for the Elementary Teacher 2-2-3); I. 11, 
111. 
Prerequisite: The student should have complete 
general education r.equfrements in sciences an, 
A study of teaching scientific concepts to elem~ 
Science 591 . Science for the Junior High Teac 
II. 111. 
Prerequisite: The student should have completr.:, 
general education requirements in sciences am 
A study of pedagogy, science content, 
applicable to -rhe teaching of science to 11 
intermN:llate children. 
Science 592. Science for the Secondary Teac1 
111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Adt 
Teacher Education Program. 
Concepts of teaching high scho1 science w1 
curriculum inno, lions. 
e minimum 
Jthemati cs. 
y children. 
(2-2-3) ; I , 
. minimum 
,chematics. 
echniques 
h igh and 
2-2-3); 11, 
-i to the 
:1hasis on 
• 
.'. 
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School of 
Social Sciences 
The School of Social Scienais consists of the Departments of 
Geography, History, Political Science, and Sociology. Bacca-
laureate. degree program~ are offered by each of t hese 
departments and master's degree programs are offered in 
History and Sociology. 
The School of Social Sciences provides, chrough the Depart-
inent of Political Science. a number of Internship programs 
(legislative and administrative internships in state government) . 
The Department also offers an interdisciplinary major in 
Public Affairs. 
The Department of Sociology otters -a four-year undergraduate 
program in social work. This is an area of concentration 
composed of a social work core and includes practice methods 
and experiential learning, social and behavioral sciences, and 
humanities courses deiigned to prepare professional social 
work personnel for social welfare agencies a.nd certified school 
social workers. 
Are■ c,f c:...c...tntien 1ft Social Sciencas 
REQUIREMENTS 
Sem. Hrs. 
Economics 201-Principles I 
.Economics 202-Prindples 11 
. .. ' . . .. .. ' .•.• ' '.' . '' .' 3 
. ' • .. ' . .... .. . .. ·- ..... 3 
Geography 100-Fund~tals . . . , , . . . . .. ... . .... ... 3 
Geogr-aphy 211- Economic Geography . . . . .. .- . . . . .. . . . . 3 
History 131- lntro. to Civilization I . . ..... .... .. . ... .. 3 
Hist ory 132- lntro. to Ci:vilization 11 • .• ••• •• • , • , , •••• , 3 
History 141 - lntro. to Early American History . .... . .... "3 
History 142- lntro. to Recent American History ... .. .... 3 
AdvaAood additional credit in History . .. . ....... . ... 9 
Political Science 141--Governme.nt of U.S ... .. . .. . . . .. . 3 
Polit ical Science 242- State and Local Gov't . .. , . •.... . , 3 
Sociology 101 - General Sociology .. ..... . ... • .. . . . . . 3 
Sociology 505-Sociological Theory , . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced e.lec tlves from either Geog., Pol. Soi.. ~ 
or Sociology .. . .. . .. •. ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Total .. . . .. . . . ........... . .. 57 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
The following program outline has been devised to help 
students In selecting their courses and arranging the ir sched· 
ules. These schedules need not be followed specifically from 
semester to semester b ut close adherence to them will aid 
st udents in meeting the requirements for gradua tion . 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sai 
Geog 100 
Hist 13 1 
Hlth 
First Semester 
Composi tion ... .. . . . . .. .• ... . . ... ... 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Physi"cal Science . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Fund. at Geog .. . . . .. ... ... . ........ 3 
Intro. to Civflization I . .. •• ... ... •.• .. 3 
Health .. . .... . . . . . .. , .. . ... . ... . . 2 
Elective . . .. .... ... · .. • ........... 2 
17 
Department of Geography 
Department of History 
Department of Political Sciences 
Department of Sociology 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Ed 100 
Hist 132 
PS 141 
Second Semester 
Composit ion .. . . .... .. . .... . . . .. . , . 3 
Activity Course .. .. .. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Biological Sci. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Orienta tion in Ed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Intro. to Civilization II ..• ....... .. .... 3 
Govt. of the U.S. . .... . . . .... .... ·. . . 3 
Elective . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .... 3 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Hist 141 
Soc 101 
Econ 201 
PS 242 
Geog 211 
Hist 142 
Ed 210 
Econ 202 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . .. . . .. . . . . . .... . . 3 
Intro. to Early American History , .... , . 3 
General Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Prin. of Econ. I . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 3 
State & Local Govt. . . . ... •... . . .. . .. 3 
Elective .... . . . . • . . . ... ..... . .. .. . 2 
17 
Second Se.master 
Economic Geography . . . ... .. . .. ... . . 3 
Intro. to Recent Amef'ican History . . . . . . 3 
Human Growth & Development I .•• . •• • 3 
Pr. of Econ. II .. , . . . .. , . . . . . .. . . . , . 3 
Math Elective . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Elective . •. ..... • . .... .. .... .. .... 2 
17 
GEOGRAPHY 
The Department of Geography o ffe rs a well•balamced 
undergraduate program which includes a JO-semester hour 
major and a 21 -semester hour minor . 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Geography 100. 101 . 211, and 241 , ..... . . .. . . .... . • 12 
Electives in Systematie Geography .. . .. . . . .. . .... . . .. 9 
Electives In Regional Geography .. . .... . . . . ........ , . 9 
Minimum for a Major . .... .. . . . ... • . .. . . 30 
For a Minor: 
Geography 100, 101 . 211 , and 24 1 .. . .. .. . . . , , ...... 12 
Elective in Systematic Geography . . .. . . . . .... , ..... . • 3 
Other Geography Credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 6 
Minimum for a Minor . .. .. . . ... . . . .. . .. . 21 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
The foll owing program has been devised to help students in 
selecting t heir courses and making their schedules, These 
suggested schedules need not be followed specifica lly from 
semester to semester, but close adherence to t hem will aid the 
student In m111?tlng all requirements for graduation. 
• Provisional High School Certificate with Major in Geography 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Geog 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
H1th 
Geog 
100 
150 
101 
First Semester , 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l, 
Activit y Course .. . . . . .. . .. •. ... . , , . \ 
Physical Science .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . ~ 
Fundamentals of Geog. . . ..... , .. , •. , 1 
Social Sciences Elective . . ..... . . . . . . . l 
Minor ... . . . . • . . , ....... . . ....... . ! 
11 
Second Semester . 
Composition ... • . . . ..•. ..... . .. . . . . 3 
Activity C-Ourse ... .. . . .. ... . ..... , . \ 
Biological Sci ... . .. . . . ... . . . , ... .. . . 3 
Personal Health . .... . . . . . . · • . ... .... ( 
Physical Geog. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . ... . l 
Minor . .. . .......... .. . . . . • .. . .. . . . l 
11 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Geog 
Ed 
Geog 
Ed 
211 
209 
241 
210 
Firsts-ter 
Literature Elective . . .. . . "" . . . . . .. .. . j 
Econ. Geography • . ••••.• • . ..••. • .. . • I 
Math Elective . ....... .... . ... . ... . . 
MinOf' . , , . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . , . .... . . . 
Social Sciences E~ive . . . . ..... . . .. . 
Foundations of Secondary Education 
Second Semestl!r 
Humanities Elective .. . . . .... . ... . .. . 
Anglo-:America ... . . . . . ..... .. . . . . . . 
Sci. or Math Electlve • . •.•... .. ..... , 
Human Growth & Devel. .. . . ... . .... . 
Minor 
•11 teacher certification is not desired, consult your advisor. 
C, 
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hu 
Ge 
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Ian 
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cor 
affi 
Ge, 
Ma_ 
ph\ 
Get 
Pla1 
unc 
regi 
mar 
Geo 
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Paci 
t hes 
Geo 
Mex 
t he 
tradi 
Geo! 
Regi 
trea1 
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deve 
Geoi 
Resa 
tions 
reasc 
affai1 
Geo 
Geog 
struc 
distrl 
Geog, 
A ge 
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in the 
Geogr 
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•Geo! 
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projec 
"Geog 
Prereq 
Selecti 
mecha 
tions; 
0 Geog 
I. 
Prereq, 
Descri1 
inces. 
and lhi 
• lndiec 
graphy 
.. .. 3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
16 
3 
1 
3 
2 
.. .•. 3 
. . . . . 3 
15 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
,n . .. 2 
17 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
15 
1dvisor. 
CESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours credit. Roman 
numerals I. II, and 111 Indicate the term in which the coUrSe is 
normallV offered: I- Fall .Semester, II- Spring Semester and 
Ill-Summer Term. 
Geography 100. Fundamentals of Geography. (3-0-3); I. II. 111. 
Man's varied responses and adjustments to his natural and 
cultural environment; human activity within major regions ot 
the world. ·easic to further study in geography. 
Geography 101. Physical Geography. (3-0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Physical elements of the earth and their distribution; weather, 
climate, landforms, earth materials, water resources and 
natural vegetation analyzed and interpreted as elements of 
human habitation; correlated field trips and laboratory studies. 
Geography 2 11 . Economic Geography. (3·0·3); I, 11, 111. 
World commodities and their regional distribution. Analysis of 
land uses, agriculture, manufacturing, and extractive industries 
against a background of natural and cultural environments; 
consideration of economic factors in current international 
affairs. 
Geography 241 . Anglo-America. (3-0-3); I, 11 , Ill , 
Major land-use regions of the United States and Canada, their 
physical and cultural landscapes. 
Geography 300. Regional Geography. (3·0·3); I, 11, 111. 
Planned primarily to guide the elementary teacher toward an 
understanding of the nature o.f regional geography. Brief 
regional description o f the earth's surface, Including both 
man-m·ade and natural features. 
Geography 310. Australia. (3·0·3); I. 
Resources of Australia , New Zealand, and islands of the 
Pacific; significance of posit ion and poli tical connections of 
these lands. 
Geography 319. Middle America. (3-0-3); II . 
Mexico, the Central American Republics, and t he islands of 
the Caribbean; emphasis upon cultural and historical 
traditions. 
Geography 320. South America. (8-0-3) ; I. 
Regional analysis on national and continental basis with 
treatment of the physical , cultural, and economic character-
istics; stress upon prospects of expansion for settlement, 
development of resources, and growth of industries. 
Geography 328. Africa. (3-0-3); I. 
Resources, both natural and cultural ; changing political condi· 
tions and affiliations of African courJtries; recognition of, and 
reasons tor, the growing importance of this continent in world 
affairs. 
Geography 331. Europe. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Geographic factors in the economic, social, and political 
structure of Europe; emphasis on natural regions, resource 
distribution, and industrial development. 
Geography 341. Appalachia. (3-0-3); I, Ill. 
A geographic analysis of the various physical and human 
elements of the Appalachian Highlands. Emphasis is placed on 
the relationship of the physical environment to man's activities 
in the region. 
Geography 344. Kentucky. (3-0-3); II. 
Physiographic divisions and subdivisions; interpretations of 
natural features; occupations and land use; a survey ot political 
units and consideration of traditions and potentialities. 
*Geography 349. Cartography I. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
History of map-making; properties and qualities of maps; 
characteristics of map projections; construction of basic 
projections. 
"Geogr,,ohy 350. Cartography II. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Geography 349. 
Selection of source material for the ba.e and body of the map; 
mechanical reproduction; construction of complex projec-
tions; basic aerial photo interpretation. 
"Geography 360. Physiography of the United States. (3-0' 3); 
I. 
Prerequisites: Physical Geography or Geology. 
Description and detalled analysis of the physiographic prov-
inces. An explanation and interpretation of surface features 
and the,r evolution. 
"Indicates Systematic Geography Courses. 
Geography 366. Political Geography. (3·0·31; I. II . 
A study of the principles and concepts of polftical geography 
and their application to understanding the variation of 
political phenomena from place to plac'e on earth. 
Geography 375. The Teaching of Social Studies. (3·0·31; I, 11. 
(See History 375.J (Does nor count ln major or minor. ) 
Geography 383. Asia. (3-0·.3); II. 
The man-land , relations characterizing this large and diverse 
region. An evaluation of a continent in the midst of change in 
terms of geographic potentials. 
•Geography 390. Weather and Climate. (3-0-3); f. II. 
Introduction to the physical elements of weather and climate; 
classifications of types and their distribution, wi th particular 
reference to t he effects of climate on the earth's physical and 
cultural landscapes. 
Geography 500. Soviet Union. (3·0·3); I. 
Systematic and regional study, with special attentiori given to 
the resource base. Appraisal of the ag_ricultural and Industrial 
strength of the country; consideration of the effects- of 
governmental policy and economic growth. 
Geography 502. Geographic Factors and Concepts. (3·0 ·3); on 
demand. 
A general survey of the· f ield of geography in its various 
branches. Designed for beginning teachers and students not 
having a background for advanced work in geography. 
•Geography 505. Conservation of Natural Resources, (3·0-3); 
on demand. 
Natural resources baste to human welfare ; emphasis on lands, 
water, minerals, forests, and wildlife including their in.ter-
relationships. 
"Geography 510. Urban Ge_ography. (3-0-3) ; II. 
Origin and development of cities, urban ecology, central place 
theory, functional classifications, arid a consideration of si te, 
s ituation, and land utiltzation of selected cities. 
Geography 516. Seminar. Geography Field Tour. (0-0-3); on 
demand. 
Geographic reconnaissance of selected regions. Directed read-
In~ and briefing sessions followed by lecture and observation 
in the f ield; interpretation and analysis for a written report. 
•Geography 540. World Manufacturing. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Interpretive analysis of the distribution and function of 
selected manufacturing industries; location theory; trends in 
regional Industrial changes. 
Geogr.aphy 550. Geography for Teachers. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A study of the basic concepts, materials and techniques for the 
teaching of geography. 
•Geography 590. Advanced Meteorology. (3·0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Geography 390. 
Weather elements; emphasis on meteorological skills; appli-
cation to industrial, aviation, maritime, ami military needs. 
• indicates Systematic Geography Courses. 
tl :?{ 
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HISTORY 
The opportunities open to the student who selects history as a 
career are many and varied. The appreciation of human nature 
gained by an individual who has majored In history at the 
bachelor's level makes him especially valuable in such fields as 
public relations, journalism, personnel work, counseling, 
advertising, military service, civil service, sales, or elementary 
and secondary school teaching. 
An undergraduate speciality in history also provides solid 
background for numerous postgraduate studies. such as 
political science, law, medicine, business administration, and 
library science. 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major: 
Sem. Hrs. 
History 131,132,141 , and 142 . . . . . . . ............ . . 12 
Advanced credit In hl!>tory . .. . ...... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 18 
Minimum for a major 30 
The d istribution of the 18 hours of advanced credit for the 
major will be planned in conjunction with the department 
chairman and/or departmental advisors with care taken to 
avoid Undue concentration of courses in only field~ history. 
.(t 
The courses offered by the department are olassifiel;llfltO three 
fields : American History, European History, and N'~-Western 
History. For matters of convenience, Non-Western History 
~efers to African, Latin-American and Asian studi11$: 
For t hose students seeking teacher .certification, History 375, 
The Teaching of Social Studies, is required in addition to the 
major. It is recommended that History 375 be taken the 
semester prior to the professional semester. 
For a Minor: 
History 131,132, 141 , and 142 .. . . .... . . .. . ... .. . .. 12 
A'dvanced credit in history . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Minimum for minor 21 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
The following program has been devised to help undergraduate 
students in selecting their courses and arranging their 
schedules. These suggested schedules need not be followed 
specifically from semester to semester, but close adherence to 
them will aid the student in meeting all requirements for 
graduat ion. 
The Provisional High School Certificate with a Major ir, -~ History• 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Hist 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Hist 
Hlth 
131 
132 
160 
First Semester 
Composition . . ... . ....... . 
Activity Course .. ... ... .. -~ 
Physical Science ...... . . .. . 
Intro. to Civilization I .. . . . . . 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . 
Elective ....... . ... . ... . . 
Second Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • 
Activity Course . , ... _ .... . :, 
Biolog!cal ~~i~n~ .... .. ... -,~,., 
Intro. to C1v1llz.at1on II .. . . . -~"' 
Personal Health . . . ... . . . . 
Elective ..... .. ,J 
. . . . .. .. . . ·,.·_· . .,  
;."-; 1 
•, 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Hist 
Math 
Ed 
Hist 
Sci 
141 
209 
142 
First Semester 
U terat ure Elective .. . .. . , . 
Intro. to Early American His· 
Elective . . . . .. . . . . ... .. . 
Foundations of Secondary E, 
Humanities Elective .... . , 
Elective . ... .. . ... . . .. . 
Second Semester 
Humanities Elective . .. 
Intro. to Recent American H 
Elective .. . . . . . . .. . 
Social Sciences Elective 
Minor . . . : . , ... . .... . . 
Elective ... . . . ... • . . • 
"If teach~r cf', tlf, ·ation Is not desired, con\ull · 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
16 
, 3 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
15 
.. .. 3 
3 
3 
I • •• 2 
3 
2 
16 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
17 
i~er. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class. no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is nonnally scheduled: I-fall; I I-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Honors Seminar in History. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Open only to juniors and seniors in the Honors 
Program. 
An analysis and discussion of the philosophies of- world 
history; their origlns and effects. 
History 131. Intro. to Civiliz.ation I. (3·0'3); I, II , Ill. 
Western man trom the cities of Sumer to the end of the 
religious wars. 
History 132. Intro. to Civilization II. (3-0-3); I. II. Ill . 
From the Age o r Reason to the Atomic Age. 
History 141. Intro. t o Early American Historv. (3-0-3); I, II, 
Ill. 
A survey of tile basic tenets of American life from the Age of 
Discovery to the War B_etween the States. 
History 142. Intro . to Recent Ame~lcan History (3-0-3); I, 11, 
111 . 
A continuation of History 241, ctilmin.iting with today's social 
and economic probl!!ms. 
History 261. Hlstorv of Appalachia. (3-0-3); II. 
A study, In historical perspective, of the people who have 
resided and events that have taken place along the spine and 
slopes of the Appalachian mounta ins. 
History 287. Genealogy and Family History. (3-0-3): I. 
The techniques of tracing anoes1ors combined with a study ot 
the "common man" ihus individualizing American history. 
History 325. The Old South. (3·0-3); I, Ill. 
The growth of southern secttonaflsm and the development of 
regional charactensucs. 
History 326. The Civil War and Reconstruction. (3-0-3); 11. 
The role of tl1e southern states In the r-ebirth ot the American 
nation. 
History 330. Ancient History. (3-0-3); I. 
The rise of civilization With emphasis on the cultural contribu-
tions of the Greeks and Romans. 
History 331. Historical Background of-the Bible. (3-0-3); II. 
Consideration of the Bible as the most important single source 
f~r the study of ancient Mediterranean history and cultures 
and the foundation of Western Civilization. 
History 333. Medieval Europe. (3·0-3); 11. 
Western man from the collapse of Rome to the Renaissance of 
the sixteenth centurv. 
History 334. The Renaissance and Reformation. (3-0-3); I. 
A social and intellectual history of the beginning of the 
modern world. 
History 335. Revolutionary Europe, 1648-1816. (3-0 -3); II. 
Europe from the Age of Absolutism to the overthrow of the 
Napoleonic Empire. 
HistOl'y 338. Nineteenth Century Europe. (3-0-3); I, II. 
The political isms, nationalistic trend, and unification 
mOYements leading to World War I. 
History 342. The Age of Jackson. (3-0-3); I. 
An analysis of national, political, and social movements of our 
westward trek, when America sought compromise and fvund 
Civil War. 
History 343. American Political Parties. {3~3); I, 11, 111. 
(See Political Science 343.l 
History 344. A History of Kentucky. (3-0-3}; I. 
Colonial birth t(! the creation of the Commonwealth with 
emphasis uporJ its constitutional and social development. 
History 345. The American Fron tier. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
The Westward Movement in the shaping of American life and 
institutions. 
History 351. England to 1660. (3-0-3); I . 
The politica l, social and econorpic institutions of England to 
the fall of the Puritan Commonwealth. 
History 352. England Since 1660. (3-Q-3); 11 . 
A detailed history of England from the Reuor.itioo to me rise 
. of the Bri.tish Commenwealth. 
-
His~ory 353. Russia to 1917. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Russia from Kievan times to the overthrow of the Romanov 
dynasty. 
History 354. Russia Since 1917. (3·0·3); I I. 
A detailed h istory of Soviet Russia from the revolution to the 
Cold War. 
History, 360. Africa to 1900. (3-0-3); I. 
The basic developments of the African continent culminating 
in the establ ishment of the European colonial system. 
History 361. Africa since 1900. (3-0-3); 11. 
The European influences; the advance of na tionalism; and the 
problems of independence. 
History 366. The Moslem World. (3-0-3); I. 
A survey of the Moslem World beginning with the great surge 
of the eightl) century and culminating in the present Middle 
Eastern si tuatlon. 
History 375. The Teaching of Soda! Studies. (3-0-3); I. II. 
Prerequisite: Open only to majors in the Social Sciences with a 
minimum of eighteen credit hours , during the semester 
preceding student teaching. 
A Jaborawry experience designed to develop methods, tech• 
niques and mater ials for the teaching of Social Studies In t he 
secondary schools. 
(Does not count in a major or minor.) 
History 377. Colonial Lat in-America. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Lat in-America trom the Amerindian civiliza11on through the 
revolutions of 1810-1825. 
History 378. Republican Latin-America 11. (3-0-3); 11. 
The politica l. economic -and social developments of the former 
colonies with special emphasis on the recent dangers from 
external interference. 
History 380. History o f Journalism. (3-0-3); I. 
Origins and development o f American journalism as a 
profossion: mainly through newspapers and their roles in 
history. 
Hi~tory 382. War ln the Modern World. (3-0-3); 11. 
The origins, course and results ot a century of total war and its 
effect upon the social. cultural and economic life or the world. 
Hist0ry 385. Technology and America (3-0-3). I. 11. 
Technology in the modern world: It s development as a 
response to social, political, and economic forces. 
History 387. " Herstory": Womanhood and Civilization. 
(3-0-31; I . 
The e·xperiences and "thoughts of women who have played 
outstanding roles in the social, political and economic develop-
ment of civilization. 
History 388. Hf story ot Corrections. (3-0-3); I. 
{See Correct ions 388.) 
History 400. American Foundations. (3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
A study of the great issues of American History. 
History 530. The Negro in American History. (3-0-3); I, Ill. 
The origin of African slavery in America to its demise in the 
Civil War. 
History 531 . The Negro Faces Freedom. (3-0-3}; 11, II I. 
The revolt of the American Negro in his efforts to make legal 
fre.edom an actuality and to gain a position in the life of the 
nation. 
History 540. Colonial America. (3-0-3); I. 
The nation from the Age of Discovery to the Revolutionary 
War. 
HistOJY 541 . American Revolution and Federal Period. (3-0-3); 
II. 
A continuation of 540 cov~rinll the period from the American 
Revolution to the Era of Good Feelings. 
History 543. The United States, 1876-1900. (3·0·3); I I. 
Empha.sis is placed upon the rise of big business with its 
resultant epoch of America as a world power. 
History 545. The United States, 1900-1939. (3-0-3); I, Ill. 
The American people from the Progressive Period through tile 
New Deal. 
History 546. The United States, 1939-1970. (3-0-3); 11, Il l. 
America from World War to world leadership. Emphasis is 
placed upon the resultant social problems. 
History 548. United States Foreign Relation~. (3-0-3); I. 
A survey designed to acquaint the slldent with the foreign 
relations of the United States trom fts conception to our 
present role ln the United Nations. 
History 549. American Life and Thought. (3-0·3); I. 
A survey of the American intellectual heritage from Puritanism 
to the "mod" world. 
History 550. The World, 1914-1939. (3·0-31; I. 
A study extending from World War I to' the outbreak of the 
Second World War with special emphasis on communism. 
facism and nazism. 
History 551. Religion in American History. (3-0-3); II. 
Religion in all facets of American History: cultural, secular 
and institutional. The role of religion In the molding of our 
nation. 
History 552. The World, 1939 to the Present. (3-0-3); II, Ill. 
A detailed study of World War 11 and the aftermath of a world 
div ided. 
History 555. European Intellectual History. (3-0-3) ; I. 
The stream o f European t hought from the French Revolution 
to the Atomic Age. 
History 556. American Urban History. (3-0-3); I. 
An examination of the rise of the American city from colonial 
days to twentieth century ghettos. 
History 558. The Slavery Controversy. (3-0-3); I, I II. 
The isst1es growing ou 1· of differences concerning s lavery 
within voluntary societies. 
History 576 American History: Directed Readings. (One to 
three hours); I. 11. 
Prerequisite: Open only to history majors and minors with 
permission of the Chairman. 
History 577. European History:· Dtrected Readings. (One 10 
three hours); I. 11. 
Prerequisite• Ope-n only to history majors and minors with 
permii;sion of the Chairman. 
History 578. Non-Western History: Directed Readings. (One to 
three hours); I. 11. 
Prerequisi te: Open only to history majors ancl minors with 
permission of the Chairman. 
History 580. Amer ican Business History. (3-0-31; 1, II. 
Early colonial commerce; r ise of business: monopoly and 
antitrust laws; the labor movement; agricultural deve lopment; 
government and economy; foreign policy and trade; effects of 
war; business cycles; basic principle of the American economy. 
l'OLITICAL SCIENCE 
The Department of Political S~ience offers courses in major 
areas of study including: American Government, State and 
Local Government, Comparative Government, International 
Plelations. Group Dynamics, Constitutional Law, and Public 
and Personnel Administration. 
Pre-Law l"ro!Jram 
The field of political science is recommended as a type of 
desirable training for pre-law students. While there is no 
officially prescribed pre-law curriculum, most law schools 
require the bachelor's degl"ee for entrance; therefore it Is 
recommended that preparatory studies be directed toward that 
goal. All general education requirements should be met, as well 
as a degree in some particular field . 
Preparing for Governmem S«vice 
Students preparing for government service should pursue the 
general poli t ical schince major requiremerits. Those wishing,o 
specialize in public administration should select courses in 
public administration, finance, and personnel. 
Internship programs are available for qualified students 
desiring to enter governmental service. A structured 
work-study experience in state and local government is 
obtained by the participating student. Opportunities are 
available to gain valuable experience with such public officials 
as: city managers, mayors, other govemmental officers, county 
aAd stabl atencies. 
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REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Political Science 141, 242, and 330 or 450 ... .......... 9 
Approved electives in Poll tical Science .. . . . .. . . . ...... 21 
Minimum for a major . . .... , .... . • . .. 30 
For a Minor: 
Political Science 141, 242, and 330 or 450 ..... . .. ..... 9 
Approved electives in Poli·tical Science .......... . . ..... 12 
Minimum for a Minor ....... .. . ..... 21 
Major in Public Affairs 
The major in Public Affairs program seeks to attract and 
prepare talented and socially•qlmmitted men and Women for 
public services. This program offers a mufti-disciplinary 
approach for those persons interested in employment at ail 
levels of governrnern. The scope and flexibility of this program 
al lows partfcipants to plan their studies consistent with desired 
career objectives. · 
REOlJ IR ED COURSES 
PS 
PS 
PS 
PS 
PS 
PS 
141 
242 
300 
540 
541 
546 
Sem. Hrs. 
Government of the United States ....•. . 3 
State and Local Government .. ....... . 3 
Municipal Government .... ...... . . ... 3 
Public Administration . . . .. . . . .... .. . 3 
Public Finance ........ .. .. . .. . ... .. 3 
Public Personnel Administration 3 
18 
SUGGESTED ELECTIVES 
Acct 528 Governmental Accounting 
Geog 349 Cartography I 
Geog 510 Urban Geography 
Hist 556 American Urban History 
PS 346 Intergovernmental Relations 
PS 555 Internship in Public Affairs 
Rec 388 Community Centers and Playgrounds 
Soc 323 Urban Sociology 
Total for the degree 36 
It is strongly suggested that students with a major in Public 
Affairs consult with his adviser to select an appropriate second 
m~jor or minor In such disciplines as: accounting, corrections, 
economics, environment, geography, recreation and social 
welfare. 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
The following program has been devised to help students in 
selecting their courses and arranging their schedul.es. These 
suggested schedules need not be followed specifically from 
semester to semester. but close adherence to them will aid the 
students In meeting all requirements for graduation. 
Provisional High School Certificate with a Major in Polit ical 
Science" 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
PS 
Hlth 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
PS 
141 
150 
242 
First Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Physical Sci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Gov't of U.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Person,!I Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Soc. Science Elective . .... . .... . . .. .. 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course .. •. . ·:,· : .·. , • ~; . . ; . . . 1 
Biological Sci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
State and Local Gov't . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ... . ..... . ... . 3 
Minor ............................ 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
PS 
Ed 
Math 
PS 
330 
209 
F1 rst Semester 
Literature Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 
Parfiarpentary Democracies ...... .. , . . 3 
Foundations of Secondary Education , . . 2 
Elective . . . ... ...... . ....... ..... . 3 
Humanities elective .. ......... . .... . 3 
Minor ......... ... . . .. ... . . . . .... . 3 
17 
Second Semester 
Humanities Elective .. ... ... ......... 3 
Elective .......•... . ...•.......... 3 
Science or Math Elective . .... • ........ 3 
Minor .... . . . . .. . .. .. ...... . .. ... . 3 
Elective , . .......... .... ...... .... 3 
15 
' I I teacher certification is not desired. consult your adviser. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3·0·3l following course title indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 hours ciedit. Roman 
numerals I, 11. and 11 1 indicate the term in which the course is 
normally offered : I-Fall Semester; I I-Spring Semester and 
Ill- Summer Term. 
Political Science 141. Government of the United States. 
(3·0-3); I, II, 111. 
The nature, organization. powers. and functions of the United 
States government. 
Political Science 242. State and Local Government:. (3-0-3): I, 
11, I fl . 
The nature, organization, powers, and functions of American 
state and local governments. 
Political Science 275. Introduction to Political Research. 
(3-0-31; I. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141, Government of- the United 
States, or consent of the instructor. 
Methods and mechanics of political research, writing and oral 
expression. 
Political Science 300. Municipal Government. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
The nature, organrzation. powers. and functions of American 
municipal governments. 
Political Science 305. l11troduction to Political Behavior. 
( 3·0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
A study of political personality and attitudes, public opinion, 
voting behavior. political socialization and culture as it relates 
to the overall understanding of the political process. 
Political Science 310. Current World Problems. (3·0-3) ; I. fl , 
111. 
(Political Science majors and minors will not receive credh: for 
this course.) 
Emphasis on United States domestic and international 
problems since World War 11. 
Poli tical Science 330. Parliamentary Democracies. (3-0-3); I, 
fl. 
Constitutional development, political organization, legisla-
tures, administration, courts of the governments of the United 
Kingdom, France, and Germany. 
Political Science 334. Soviet Union and Eastern European 
Governments. (3-0-3); Ii. 
Soviet pol itical system: its contemporary ideological base, 
governing structures and political processes.; analysis of other 
governments in Eastern Europe. 
Political Science 340. Publlc Opinion and Propaganda. (3·0·3); 
II. 
The nature, formation, and role of public opini.on, techniq,ues, 
strategies and effects of propaganda. 
Political Science 343. American Political Parties. (3·0·3); 11. 
Nature and role of parties and interest groups; party structure 
and development; functions of primaries; nomination system 
and campaign methods; p1,1blic opinion and policy making. 
Pqlitical Science 344. Kentucky Government. (3·0·3) ; I. If. 
The nature, organization. powers, and functions of Kentucky 
state government. 
Political Sciencj! 348. The Legislative Process. (3·0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Po litical Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Legislative behavior in the context of the political system; 
procedures and influences ,n the formation of pllbfic policy. 
Political Science 352. Survey In Political Theory. (3·0-3); I. 
Early political ideas of Greeks, Romans, and Medieval Church; 
evolution of states and acquis.ition of sovereignty; contract 
theory; rise of liberalism, totalitarianism, and Marxist 
Socialism. 
Political Science 360. United Nations and World Organiza• 
tlons. (3·0·3); II. 
Evolution of international organizations. from League of 
Nations to the United Nations; problems and issues of present 
world organization. 
Political Science 364. Intergovernmental Relations. (3·0 ·3); I. 
Prerequisites: Political Science 141 and 242. 
Structure, allocation of power, and t he political process 
relating to activities and programs involving different levels of 
government. 
Political Science 366. Political Geography. (3-0-3) ; I, t I. 
(See Geography 366. ) 
Political Science 375. The Teaching of Social Studies. (3·0·3); 
I, 11. 
(See History 375.) (Does not count in ttie major or minor.) 
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Political Science 380. American Courts and Civil Rights. 
(3-0·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
A study of the American court systems, jurisdiction, 
terminology, and an enumeration of man's rights and 
responsibi lities in a democratic society. 
Political Science 450. International Relations. (3·0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Pol it ical Scierace 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Survey of interstate relationships in theory and practice; 
concepts of power and its application; machinery of foreign 
policy making and enforcement; world politics and law; the 
world community. 
Political Science 470. American Chief Executives. (3·0-3); on 
demand. 
Prerequisite: Polftical Science 141 . 242, or consent of 
instructor. 
Analysis of executive position and leadership in federal. state, 
and local governments. 
Political Science 476. Special Problems. (One to three hours); 
on demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
Original research project or rea.dings in a particular subject 
area. 
Political Science 480. Comparative Political Systems. (3-0-3); 
on demand. 
Prerequisites: Political Science 330 or permission of instructor. 
An examination, on a comparative basis, of existing govern· 
mental systems: Liberal Democratic states, totafitarianis,rn, and 
Third World states. 
Political Science 500. Pressure Groups and Politics. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Theory of interest groups: the role of interest groups in the 
political process; group ideology; techniques of political 
propaganda. 
Political Science 505. Politics of Ecology. (3-0·3) ; fl . 
Prerequisite: Political Sc.ience 141 or consent of the i'nStructor. 
A political analysis of the problems of the environmental 
crises. 
Political Science 510. Law of Corrections. (3-0-3); on demand. 
(See Corrections 510.) 
Politic:af Science 535. Modern Asian Governments. (3-0-3) ; 11. 
Background, development, ideologies and structure of Asian 
governments including Japan, China, India. 
Political Science 540. Public Administration. (3·0-3); L 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the Instructor. 
Historica l evolution; "theory of organization and 
administration; personnel. financial. and legal aspects of public 
administration. 
Political Science 541. Public Finance. (3-0-~) ; I. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202. 
(See Economics 541 .) 
Political Science 544. The American Constitution. (3-0-3) ; If. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Sources of American heritage in the evolution of constltu• 
tionafism; interpretation of principles and precedents in suc:h 
fields as civil rights, federal-state relationships. 
Political Science 546. Public Personnel Administration. (3·0-3); 
11,11 1. ' 
Prerequisite: Pol itical Science 540 or consent of the instructor. 
Manpower utlllzatlon ; concepts, principles and practices of the 
merit system; leadership; decision-making process; motivation 
of public employees. 
Political Science 555. Internship in Public Affairs. (One to six 
hours); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
On-the-job work-study experience in government. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
The Departmem of Sociology offers three programs of study: 
sociology, social work. and corrections. 
SOCIOLOGY 
The course of study offered in sociology complements a broad 
liberal arts education and is suitable preparation for persons 
wishing to pursue careers in law, human relations, industrial 
relations. urban and rural planning and zoning, the ministry, 
high school social science teaching, and a wide variety of 
positions in public and private agencies. 
Students may choose from the following programs: 
Undergraduate 
I. Major in Sociology 
11. Major in Sociology with an Emphasis in Correction 
Ill. Minor in Sociology 
Graduate 
Master of Arts Degree in Sociology 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Major in Sociology: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Sociology 101 ....... . ...... . ...... . ... • ......... 3 
Sociology 305, 389 or 550, and 505 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Sociology electives of which 12 hours must be on the 
300 level or above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Minimum tor a major .. . ........... 30 
For a Major in Sociology with an Emphasis in Corrections: 
Sociology 101, 203. 354, 374,505, and 550 ........... 18 
Corrections 201, 301, 320, and 590 ... ..... .... . . .... 15 
Advanced corrections elective .... . .... . ............. 3 
Minimum for a Major in sociology 
with an emphasis in corrections . . . . . . . 36 
For a Minor in Sociology: 
Sociology 101, 203, 389 or 550, and 505 . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Adll3nced sociology e lectives on the 300 level and above 
approved by the adviser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Minimum for a minor In sociology ...... 21 
SOCIAL WORK 
Social work is a growing human service field with increasing 
opportunities for persons with baccalaureate and associate 
degrees. 
The program of study combines liberal arts. social sciences, 
and social work philosophies and principles of practice to 
provide the student with a sound foundation for social work 
practice. 
Students may choose from two programs of study: 
I. Bachelor of Social Work Degree 
II. Associate of Arts Degree in Social Work- two-year 
program 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Bachelor of Social Work: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Social Work 210, 230, 310, 322, 325, 389 
or 550,490,510, 525. and 530 . .... ... ....... . . . ... 33 
Electives in Social Work . . ........... . .............. 6 
Sociology 101, 203,305,354, 374, 505 or 510 . .. ...... 18 
Economics 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Political Science 242 and 380 ........... . ...... ... ... 6 
Psychology 154 and 390 or 590 . • • • • . . . • . • • . . . • • • . . . . 6 
Philosophy 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
English 591 or 592 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total 78 
For an Associate of Arts in Social Work: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Social Work 210. 230. 310,315, 322, and 325 .....•... 18 
Sociology 101 , 203, and 354 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Economics 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
English 101 and 102or 192 ......................... 6 
Philosophy 200 ...•..... , •........... , . , . , .. , , . . . 3 
Political Science 141 and 242 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 6 
Psychology 154 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Health 105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Approved Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Total 64 
CORRECTIONS 
Corrections is a rapidly expanding field which provides 
challenging opportunities for those desiring a career focused 
upon the treatment and rehabilitation of criminal offenders. 
The corrections program at Morehead State UmversitY is 
desi!11ed to provide well-trained, highly skilled personnel to 
man the many new positions created by this expansion and to 
provide retraining and in-service training for existing 
correctional personnel. 
The program of study combines the liberal arts, social sciences, 
and corrections philosophies and principles of practice. In 
addition to participating in traditional classroom leam,ng 
situations, students are required to work in correctional 
settings so that they may acquire practical experience in the 
profession. 
Students may choose from three programs of study: 
I. Bachelor of Arts in Corrections 
11. Minor in Corrections 
111. Associate of Arts Degree in Corrections-two-;year 
program 
REQUIREMENTS 
For a Bachelor of Arts in Corrections: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Corr 201 , 301 , 320,510.515, 550. and 590 ....... . ... 24 
Advanced electives in Corrections ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Sociology 101, 203, 354, 374, and 505 . .... ... .. .. .. . 15 
Advanced electives in Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Social Work 520 and 535 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Psychology 154 or 155 and 590 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
English 591 or 592 .... . ...... .. ...... . .... . . . .... . 3 
Total 66 
Fora Minor in Corrections: 
Corrections 201, 301 , and 320 ... . .............. .. ... 9 
Advanced electives in corrections .. ........ . .. . .. .. .. 12 
Total 21 
For the Associate of Arts Degree in Corrections-two-year 
program: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Corrections 201, 301, 320, 390 . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . . 12 
Advanced Corrections electives ... .. . . . ........ . ..... 9 
Sociology 101. 203. 354, and 374 .... .. • . .... . .... . . 12 
Social Work 210 and 315 . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 6 
Political Science 380 .. . ............ . . . .........•.• 3 
Psychology 154 or 155 . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
English 101, 102 and 192 ...... . ...... . ....... . ..... 9 
Mathematics 131 . ........................... , ..... 3 
Approved electives ... . ............ . . .... ... ... .... 7 
Total 64 
SUGGESTED PROGRAMS 
The following programs have been devised to help students in 
selecting their courses and arranging their schedules. These 
suggested programs need not be followed specifically from 
semester to semester. but close adherence to them will aid the 
student in meeting all requirements for graduation. 
The Provisional High School Certificate with a Major in 
Sociology• 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Soc 
Psy 
Eng 
PE 
Sc, 
Soc 
Math 
Hlth 
101 
101 
154 
150 
First Semester 
Composit ion I . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
ActivitY Course ................... . 
Biological Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 3 
General Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective ............. . . .. 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 
Physical Science . . . ..... . . • ........ 3 
Elective (200 level) . ..........•.. . ... 3 
Elective . .. ........... . ......... 1 
Elective ....•...•. • ...... • ... • .... 3 
Personal Health ............. . .... .. 2 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Ed 
Soc 
Phil 
Soc 
209 
200 
305 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 3 
Foundations of Secondary Education ... 2 
Soc. Sci. Elective . .. ..........•..... 3 
Minor Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective .... . ...... • .............. 3 
Elective .............. .. .......... 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Intro. to Phil ........... . ........ .. 3 
Minor Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Soc. Sci. Elective . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Cult. Anthropology ...•............. 3 
Elective ...... . ... . ....... . ......• 1 
16 
Bachelor of Social Work 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PS 
Psy 
Soc 
Hllh 
PE 
Eng 
Econ 
SW 
Phil 
101 
242 
154 
101 
105 
101 
210 
200 
First Semester 
Composition I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
State and Local Government . . • . . . . . . . 3 
Life-oriented General Psychology . . . . . . . 3 
General Sociology ... .. . . ..... . . . .•. 3 
Personal Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Activity . ............. . ........... 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Intro. to the American Economy . . . ... . 3 
Orientation to Social Welfare ....... .. . 3 
Introduction to Philosophy ........... 3 
General Electives . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Soc 203 
SW 230 
Math 
Sci 103 
SW 
Sci 
SW 
PS 
Hum 
322 
105 
380 
JUNIOR YEAR 
SW 325 
SW 310 
Psy 390 
Psy 590 
Soc 305 
SW 
Soc 354 
Soc 374 
Soc 505 
Soc 610 
SW 
SENIOR YEAR 
SW 625 
SW 510 
SW 530 
Eng 591 
Eng 592 
SW 490 
SW/Soc 389 
SW/Soc 560 
First Semester 
Lite(ature Elective ...... .. .......... 3 
Contemporary Social Problems ... . . . .. 3 
Social Work Values & Policy .. .... .... 3 
Elective ...... . ... ... . .. ... . ...... 3 
Intro. to Physical Science .....• . ...... 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Human Behavior in the Social Environment 3 
Intro. to Biological Science.s .. .... .. ... 3 
Elective ...... . ................ . .. 3 
American Courts & Civil Rights .... . ... 3 
Elective (Speech suggested) . ..... . . . .. 3 
Elective (History suggested) . ..... .. ... 3 
18 
First Semester 
Social Work Basic Skills . . ........... . 3 
Field Experience In Social Work . . . .. ... 3 
Psychology of Personality •.... ... .... 3 
or 
Abnormal Psychology . . . . ........ . .. 3 
Cultural Anthropology . .•...... ..... . 3 
Elective ..... . .... . 
Second Semester 
3 
15 
Social Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3 
American Minority Problems .... . ..... 3 
Sociological Theory . .... .... . . . .... . 3 
or 
Advanced General Sociology .. . ... • ... 3 
Elective . . . . . ..... ... . , . .. ........ 3 
General Electives ......•............ 6 
18 
First Semester 
Social Work Advanced Skills .......... 3 
Practicum In Social Work ............. 6 
Social Policy and Planning . ........... 3 
or 
Technical Writing ........... .... .... 3 
15 
Second Semester 
Senior Seminar ....... .. .... .. ...... 3 
Social Science Statistics . .. . .••....... 3 
or 
Research Methodology . .. . ...... . .... 3 
General Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
15 
In order to assure that courses are taken sequential ly, students 
must see their advisor before registering for classes. To assure 
this process is followed, students, when picking up class cards 
for registration, must have their trial schedule signed by their 
advisor beforehand. 
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Bachelor of Arts in Corrections 
FR ESH MAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sc, 
Soc 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Soc 
Cor 
101 
101 
203 
201 
F 1rst Semester 
Composition I . . . •...... . •........ 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . ........ 1 
Biological Science ................... 3 
General Sociology ...... .... ..... ... 3 
Humanities Elective ................. 3 
Elective .......................... 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective ................ 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 1 
Physical Science . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Contemporary Social Problems ....... . -:3 
Introduction to Corrections .....•.... . 3 
Humanities Elective ................. 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Hlth 
Soc 
Cor 
Sci 
Soc 
Cor 
Eng 
150 
354 
301 
374 
320 
591 
F 1rst Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Personal Health .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2 
Social Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Contemporary Treatment Concepts ..... 3 
Elective ...•......... ... .......... 3 
Elective ........................... 2 
16 
Second Semester 
American MinoritY Problems . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Probation and Parole ............. ... 3 
Technical Writing . .. ...... , . ...... . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
16 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course tltle indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 houri laboratory and 3 hours credit. Roman 
numerals I, II. and Ill indicate the term in which the course is 
normally ottered: I- Fall Semester: II-Spring Semester and 
I I I- Summer Term. 
SOCIOLOGY 
Sociology 101 . General Sociology. (3·0·31.1, 11, Ill. 
The nature and dynamics of human society. Basic concepts 
include: culture, groups, personality, social institutions, social 
processes, and major social forces. Prerequ1S1te for all advanced 
sociology courses. 
Sociology 170. Rural Sociology. (3·0·3); I. 
The cultural and social organizations or rural and urban 
societies with emphasis on the impact of economic changes 
and population movements. 
Sociology 203. Contemporary Social Problems. (3·0·3); I, II, 
111. 
A systematic and objective mterpretation of contemporary 
social problems such as crime, delinquency, povertY, race 
relations, family problems, problems of mass communication, 
and health problems with emphasis on societal conditions 
under which deviance emerges, and the alleviation of such 
deviant behavior. 
Sociology 206. The Family. (3·0-3): I, 11. 
The family in cross-cultural and historical perspective; as a 
social institution; the impact of economic and social 
conditions on family values, st:11Jcture, functions and roles. 
Sociology 302. Population Dynamics. (3-0·3); II. 
The U.S. population: social and economic characteristics; 
migration, mortality and fertility trends; influence ot social 
factors on population processes; basic techniques of popula· 
t1on analysis; survey of population theories: data on inter• 
national migration. 
Sociology 304. Social Change. (3-0·3); I, II. 
Change theories from early to contemporary scholars. Ante-
cedents and ettects of change; function, structure, and 
ramifications of change; normality of change in moderniza-
tton, social evolution contrasted with social revolution. 
Sociology 305. Cultural Anthropology. (3-0-3); I. II, I II. 
An introduction with special emphasis on man's biological and 
cultural developmenL 
Sociology 306. Juvenile Delinquency. 13-0·3); I, 11. 
The extent, ecological distribution, and theories of delin· 
quency In contemporary American society, including a critical 
examination of trends and methods of treatment of delin· 
quency. 
Sociology 310. The Sociology of Deviance. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Designed to introduce the student to the sociological 
perspective with respect to the definition, causes, and social 
consequences of deviance. 
Sociology 323. Urban Sociology. (3-0·3); 11. 
The rise of modern cities; theoretical explanations ot urbaniza-
tion; and the analysis of modern urban problems. 
Sociology 364. Social Psychology. (3-0-3); I, II. 
The influence of group processes on individual behavior. 
Topics covered include personality formation, social percep-
tion, conformity and deviance, attitude formation and change; 
small group behavior and leadership patterns. 
Sociology 374. American Minority Problems. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Examines various processes of social and cultural contact 
between peoples; theories dealing with the sources of prejudice 
and discrimination: basic processes of intergroup relations; the 
reactions of minorilies to their disadvantaged status; and 
means by which prejudice and discrimination may be com• 
bated. 
Sociology 375. The Teaching of Social Studies. (3·0·31; I. II . 
(See History 375.) {Does not count in the major or minor.) 
Sociology 376. Industrial Sociology, (3·0·3); I. 
Modern industrialization as social behavior. Social conditions 
in the rise of industrialism and effects on the worker; 
collective bargaining and industrial conflict: the mdustrial 
community; social classes and the industrial order. 
Sociology 389. Social Science Statistics. (2·2·31; 11. 
Basic stausucal methods applicable to the social sciences. 
Frequ~ncy d1stribut1on; charts and graphs; measures of cen1ral 
tendency and dispersions; probabihlV theory; point and 
Interval estimation; hypothesis testing, analysts of variance; 
regression and correlation, sampling. 
Sociology 476. Special Problems. (One to three hours); I, 11, 
111. 
Arranged with the department to study some particular aspect 
of the field of Sociology. 
Sociology 501. Criminology. (3·0-3); I, 11, Ill . 
Cause, treatment and prevention of crime. 
Sociology 505. Sociological Theory. 13·0·3); I, II, Ill. 
Modern sociological theory, including an introduction to basic 
theoretical approaches to the study of society and a survey of 
contributions to the field by major theorists. 
Sociology 510. Advanced General Sociology. (3-0·3); I. 
This course Is designed to give sociology majors an integrated 
perspective of the discipline and to provide an advanced 
introduction to graduate students entering sociology from 
related disciplines. 
Sociology 616. Advanced Family Analysis. (3-0-3); II. 
An intensive analysis of the family in its social context. 
Emphases are placed upon social 111teract1on within the family, 
socio-cultural and socio-economic factors whicli bear influence 
upon it, and the relationship of the family to the total social 
system. 
Sociology 525. The Community. (3-0-3): 11. 
The general character of community relations in society; the 
structure and function ot the community as a social system 
and the processes of balancing community needs and 
resources; the planned and unplanned social change. 
Sociology 540. Gerontology. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
(See Social Work 540.) 
Sociology 560. Research Methodology. (3·0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Methods of sociological research including the fundamental 
assumptions underlying research; some practical experien'ce in 
research design, data collection, techniques, and data analysis. 
SOCIAL WORK 
Social Work 210. Orientation to Social Welfare. (3·0·3); I, II, 
111. 
An introduction to the philosophy and early development of 
social welfare services, and the organization and function of 
social work practices in both the primary and secondary 
settings. 
Social Work 230. Social Work Values and Social Policy. 
(3-0-3); I, II. 
A study ot values and pollcy formulation. Dominant values of 
the American society which Influence social policy will be 
compared with professional social work value commitment 
and social policy development and implementation. 
Social Work 310. Field Experience in Social Work. (0-0-3); I, 
11, 111. 
Observation and work experience in a social work agency 
under the supervision of a professional worker. 
Social Work 315. Child Welfare Services. (3,0-3); I, II. 
Local, state, and national programs and services for care, 
protection, and support of children. 
Social Work 322. Human Behavior in the Social Environment. 
(3-0-3); I , II. 
A study of the development of human behavior in the context 
of social systems. Special emphasis ls placed on the physical 
and social functioning of the individual in the various stages of 
the life cycle. 
Social Work 325. Social Work Basic Skills. (3-0-3); I , II. 
The course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
the social work principles, practice skills, and processes which 
are essential in facilitating change in various individual and 
social systems. 
Social Work 389. Social Science Statistics. (2-2-3); I, 11. 
{See Sociology 389.) 
Social Work 490. Senior Seminar. (3-0-3). I, II. 
This course ls the last in the socia) work sequence. The various 
educational experiences the student has had tluring the time he 
has been in the program will be examined in relauon to social 
work practice. 
Social Work 610. Practicum in Social Work. (0·0-6). I, 11. 
Actual work experiences in the various agencies of Social 
Welfare under supervision of a trained and certified profes-
sional worker. Comparable to student teaching in professional 
education. 
Social Work 515. Correctional Counseling. (3-0-3); II . 
{See Corrections 515.) 
Social Work 620. Administration and Management. (3·0·3): I. 
The history, nature, organi1.ational structure, and philosophy 
of the administration of public programs of income 
maintenance and other welfare services; consideration of the 
role of voluntary agencies. 
Social Work 525. Social Work Advanced Skills. (3-0-3); I, II. 
The course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
how the application of the basic social work problem-solving 
methods and systems analysis are applied to group work and 
community organization. 
Social Work 530. Social Policy and Planning. (3-0-3); I, II. 
An intensive study of the emergence of social welfare 
programs in the United States and the events that have shaped 
their developmenL A major emphasis is given to the 
conceptual tools of analysis as a basis for evaluating social 
policy alternatives and developing new ones. 
Social Work 535. Gro~p Dynamics. (3·0·31; I. 
This course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
group method and the theories underlying the use of groups in 
the helping process. Special emphasis will be given to the 
processes that affect the development and functioning of all 
types of groups. 
Social Work 540. Gerontology: Problems and Services to the 
Aging. (3-0-3); I, II . 
An analysis of aging designed to provide the student witli a 
knowledge of the special factors involved in the aging process 
as well as the social work techniques designed to aid such 
individuals to cope with the changes inherent in the aging 
process. 
Social Work 560. Research Methodology. (3·0-3); I, II, Ill. 
(See Sociology 550.) 
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Bachelor of Arts in Corrections 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Soc 
Eng 
PE 
Sci 
Soc 
Cor 
101 
101 
203 
201 
First Semester 
Composltlon I . .. . .. ... .....•...... 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 
Biological Science .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
General Sociology ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective , ........ .. ........... , . . . 3 
16 
Second Semester 
Composition Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Activity Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 
Physical Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3 
Contemporary Social Problems . . . . . . • . 3 
Introduction to Corrections . .. . . . ..... 3 
Humanities Elective . .. .. . .. ......... 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Eng 
Hlth 
Soc 
Cor 
Sci 
Soc 
Cor 
Eng 
150 
354 
301 
374 
320 
591 
First Semester 
Literature Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 
Personal Health ... ...... , . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Social Psychology . ........... . . .. . . . 3 
ContemP,orary Treatment Concepts ..... 3 
Elective .. . . . .. . .. . . . ............ . 3 
Elective ..... . . ....... . . .. ..... . . . 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Amern:an Minority Problems . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Probation and Parole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technical Writing ... .. ......... . . .. . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electives .. , .... .. ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
16 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course utle indicates: 3 hours 
lecture, 0 hours laboratory and 3 ho urs credit. Roman 
numerals I, 11, and 11 1 indicate the te1 m in which t he course is 
normally offered. I-Fall Semester: II-Spring Semester and 
Ill-Summer Term. 
SOCIOLOG Y 
Sociology 101 . General Sociology. (3-0·3) ; I, II . 111. 
The nature and dynamics of human society. Basic concepts 
include: culture, groups, personality, social institutions. social 
processes, and major social forces. Prerequisite+or all advanced 
sociology courses. 
Sociology t 70. Rural Sociology (3--0-3): I. 
The cultural and social organizations of- rural and urban 
societies with emphasis on the impact of economic changes 
and population movements. 
Sociology 203. Contemporary Social Problems. (3-0-3); I, t I, 
I II. 
A systematic and objective interpretation of contemporary 
social problems such as crime, delinquency, poverty, race 
relations. family problems, problems of mass communication, 
and health problems with emphasis on societal conditions 
under whict, deviance emerges, and the alleviation of such 
devianrbehavior. 
Sociology 205. The Family. (3-0-3) ; I, II. 
The family in cross-cultural and historical perspective; as a 
social Institution; the impact of economic and social 
conditions on family values, structure, functions and roles. 
Sociology 302. Population Dynamics. (3-0-3); II. 
The U.S. population: social and economic characteristics; 
migration, mortality and fertilitY trends; influence of social 
factors on population processes; basic techniques of popula-
tion analysis; survey of population theories; data on inter-
nat ional migration. 
Sociology 304. Social Change. (3·0-3); I, II. 
Change theories from early to contemporary scholars. Ante• 
cedcnts and effects of change; function, structure, and 
ramificat ions of change; normality of change in moderniza-
tion, social evolution contrasted with social revo lution. 
...... ~' 
Sociology 305. Cultural Anthropolo_gy. [3-0-3); I, 11, 111. 
An introduction with special emphasis on man's biological and 
cul turaJ development. 
Sociology 306. Juvenile Delinquency. (3-0-31; I, 11. 
The extent, ecological distribution, and theories of delin· 
quency in contemporary American societ y, including a critical 
examination of trends and methods of treatment of- de tin• 
quency. 
So!=iology 310. The Sociology of Deviance. 13·0·3); I, II. 
Designed to introduce the student to the sociological 
perspective with respect to the definition, causes, and sa.cial 
consequences of deviance. 
Sociology 323. Urban Sociology. (3·0·31 ; 11. 
The rise of modern cities; theoretical explanations of urbaniza-
tion; and the analysis of modern urban problems. 
Sociology 354. Social Psychology. (3-0-3) ; I, 11. 
The influence. of group processes on individual behavior. 
Topics covered include personality formation, social percep-
tion, conformity and deviance, attitude formation and change; 
small group behavior and leadership patterns. 
Sociology 374. American Minority Problems. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Examines various proeesses of social and cultural contact 
between peoples; theories dealing with the sources of prejudice 
and discrimination; basic processe~ of intergroup relations; the 
react ions of minorities to their disadvantaged status; and 
means by which prejudice and discrimination may be com-
bated. 
Sociology 375. The Teaching of Social Studies. (3-0·3); I, II. 
(See History 375.) (Does not count in the major or minor.) 
Sociology 376. Industrial Sociology. (3-0-3); I. 
Modern Industrialization as social behavior. Social condi tions 
in t he rise of industrialism and effects on the worker: 
collective bargaining and industrial conflict; t he industrial 
community, social classes and the lndiJs1rial order. 
Sociology 389. Social Science Stat1st.1cs. (2-2-3): II. 
Basic statistical methods applicable to the social sciences. 
Frequency dimlbution, chans and graphs; measures of central 
tendency arid dispersions; probability theory; point and 
Interval estimation; hypothesis testing; -analysis ot variance; 
reg, ession and correlation; sampling. 
Sociology 47~. Special Problems. (One to three hours); I, II, 
111. 
Arranged wit h the department to study some part icular aspect 
of the field of Sociology. 
Sociology 501. Criminology. (3-0 ·3); I, II, Il l. 
Cause, treatment and prevention of crime. 
Sociology 505. Sociological Theory. (3-0-3); I, II. 111. 
Modern sociological theory, including an introduct ion to basic 
theoretical approaches to the study of society and a survey of 
contribut ions to the field by major theor.is-ts. 
Sociology 510. Advanced General Sociology. (3-0-3); I. 
This course is designed to give sociology majors an integrated 
perspective of the discipline and to provide an advanced 
introduction to graduate students entering sociology from 
related disciplines. 
Sociology 515. Advanced Family Analysis. (3-0-3); II. 
An intensive analysis of the family in its social context. 
Emphases are placed upon social interaction within the family, 
socio-cultural and socio-economic factors which bear influence 
upon it, and the relationship of the family to the total social 
system. 
Sociology 525. The Community. (3·0.3); II. 
The general character of community relatjons in society; the 
structure and function of the community as a social system 
and the processes of balancing community needs and 
resourees; the planned and unplanned social change. 
Sociology 640. Gerontology. (3·0·3) ; I, II. 
(See Social Work 540.) 
Sociology 550. Research Methodology. [3·0-3) ; I, II. Ill. 
Methods of sodologieal research including the fundamental 
assumptions underlying research; some practical experience in 
research design, data collection, techniques, and dat a analysis. 
' 
81 
SOCIAL WORK 
Social Work 210. Orientation to Social Welfare. (3-0-3); I, 11, 
11 t. 
An introduction to the philosophy and early development of 
social welfare services, and the organization and function of 
social work practices in both the primary and secondary 
settings. 
Social Work 230. Socia.I Work Values and Social Policy. 
(3-0·3); I, II. 
A study of values and policy formulation. Dominant values of 
the American society which Influence social policy will be 
compared with professional social work value commitment 
and social policy development and implementation. 
Social WorJ< 310. Field Experience in Socfal Work. (0-0-3) ; I, 
II, Ill . 
Observation and work experience in a social work agency 
under the supervision of a professional worker. 
Social Work 315. Child Welfare Services. (3·0·3); I, 11. 
Local, state, and national programs and serviees for care. 
protection, and support of children. 
Social Work 322. Human Behavior in the Social Environment. 
(3-0·3); I, 11. 
A study of the development of human behavior In the context 
of social systems. Special emphasis is placed on the physical 
and social functioning of the individual in the various stages of 
the life cycle. 
Social Work 325. Social Work Basic Skills. (3·0-3); I, 11. 
The course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
the social work principles, practice skills, and processes which 
are essential in facilitating change in var ious individual and 
social systems. 
Social Work 389. Social Science St atistics. (2·2·31; I, 11. 
(See Soci~logy 389.) 
Social Work 490 . Senior Seminar. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
This course is the last in the social work sequence. The various 
educatmnal experiences the st udent has had during the t ime he 
nas been in the program will be examined in relation 10 social 
work practice. 
Social Work 510. Practicum m Social Work. 10·0•6). I, II. 
Actual work experiences in the various agencies o f Social 
Welfare under supervision ot a trained and certified profes• 
sional worker. Comparable to student teaching in profe.ssional 
education. 
Social Work 515. Correctional Counseling. (3·0 ·3); 11. 
(See Corrections 515.) 
Social Work 520. Administration and Management. (3-0·3); I. 
The history, nature, organizat ional structure, and philosophy 
of the administration of public programs of income 
maintenance and other welfare services; considerat ion of the 
role of voluntary agencies. 
Social Work 525. Social Work Advanced Skills. (3-0-3); I, II. 
The course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
how the application of the basic social work problem-solving 
methods and systems analysis are applied to group work and 
community organization. 
Social Work 530. Social Polley and Planning. (3-0-3); I, II. 
An intensive study of the emergenee of social welfare 
programs in the United States and the events that have shaped 
their development. A major emphasis is given to the 
conceptual tools of analysis as a basis tor evalua·ting social 
policy alternatives and developing new ones. 
Social Work 535. Group Dynamics. (3-0-3); I. 
This course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
group method and the theories underlying the use of groups in 
the helping process. Special emphasis will be given to the 
pfocesses that affect the development and functioning of all 
types ot groups. 
Social Work 540. Gerontology: Problems- and Services to the 
Aging. (3--0-3); I, II, 
An analysis of aging designed to provide the student with a 
knowledge of the special factors involved in the aging process 
as well as t he social work techniques designed to aid such 
individuals to cope with the changes inherent in the aging 
process. 
Social Work 550. Research Methodology. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
(See Sociology 550.) . 
...,_ 
CORRECTIONS 
Co1 rections 21 0. I ncroduc1ion to Corrections. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
An analysis of the historical, theoret ical. and Philosophical 
foundations ot the American correctional system. An examina-
tlon of the correctional system and its role in society. 
Corrections 301. Contemporary Treatment Concepts. (3-0-3); 
I, 11. 
A survey of con temporary treatment methods for adult and 
juvenile offenders. An analysis of new programs, half-way 
houses, detoxification centers, furloughs, conjugal visiting, and 
others. 
Corrections 306. Juvenile Delinquency. (3·0-3); I, 11. 
(See Sociology 306) 
Corrections 310. The Sociology of Deviance. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
(See Sociology 310) 
Corrections 320. Probation and Parole. (3-0-3); 11 . 
An analysis of community t r-eatmem in the process of 
corrections. Emphasis is placed upon the development, 
organization, administration, operation, and results of 
probation and parole. 
Corrections 388. History of Corrections. (3·0-3); I. 
T his course PfOVides the student with a background knowledge 
of the development of the ideas and actions taken against 
those prople who have been the objects of society's punish· 
ment. 
Corrections 390. Field Experience in Corrections. (0·0-3); on 
demand. 
Field experience in a jail, detention home, Juvenile or adult 
correctional institution, juvenile or adult probation or parole 
agency. In addition, issues and practices for field study in 
corrections are examined. 
Corrections 501. Criminology. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
(See Sociology 501) 
Corrections 502. Readings in Correct ions. (One , to three 
hours) ; on demand. 
A critical analysis of research literature on crime causation and 
control. Emphasis is placed upon theoretical contributions-and 
methodological foundations. 
Corrections 510. Law of Corrections. (3-0-3); on demand. 
An analysis of civil law in the United States related to the 
protection of society. the accusea and adjudicated offender, 
and the administration of justice. 
Corrections 515. Correctfonal Counseling Services. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
The basic concepts and principles involved In interviewing, 
counseling, group 1herapy, etc., which are employed in 
correctional facilities. 
Corrections 550. Research Methodology. (3-0-3); I, II, I l l. 
(See Sociology 550) 
Corrections 590. Practicum fh Corrections. (0-0-6); I, II, Ill. 
The course consists of practical experience in a jail, detention 
home. juvenile o r adult correctional institution, juvenile or 
adult probation and parole agency, or other related agency. A 
minimum of twenty hours per week will be spent working at 
the assigned agency. 
Department of 
Military Science 
Military Science 
The objective o f the Military Science Program, offered on an 
elective basis, is to Impart leadership and management skills 
required in both civilian and military enterprises. The program 
affords both men and women the opportunity to be 
commissioned as officers In the mi lltary service upon 
graduation. 
National Security (NS 100) 
This is an elective course covering the various aspects of 
America's security system. The course is structured around a 
series of guest lecturers whose subjects concern the establish-
ment and maintenance of our nation's security. The course, 
which carries one semester hour of credit, is offered to all 
stude-nts. 
Military Science Minor 
Sem. Hrs. 
0 MS 101,102 .... . ...... ... . . . .. ..... .. . ......... 4 
• MS 201, 202 ... .... ......... . .... ............ ... 4 
MS 301,302 ...... ........ . . • ........... , ...•. .. . 4 
MS 401, 402 . ... ....... , . ... ............ , .. : .... . 4 
. 16 
Electives of particular interest and 
value to military service .. . . . . . . .. .... ....... 7 to 9 hrs. 
Total 23 
• Placement credft for these courses may be given to veteran$, 
graduates of college level ROTC summer programs, and 
participants in high school level ROTC programs. 
The following criteria must be met by all students in order to 
minor in Military Science: 
1. Acceptance into the Advanced Course. 
2. A cumulative grade point average of 2.3 o r higher, 
3 . A grade point average of 2.5 or better in his major field 
or area of concentration. 
4. A grade point average of 3.0 or better in Military 
Science. 
The above standards may be waived, providing the cadet has a 
cumulative grade point average of 2.25 or better, with the 
approval of a board consisting of the Professor of Military 
Science, the Dean of Academic Programs, and an MS-IV cadet 
who has the rank of major or above. 
Scholarship Program 
The U.S. Army Scholarship Program provides financial 
assistance to highly qualified, highlV motivated students who 
are in the ROTC Program. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
NOTE: (3-2-4) following course title means three hours class, 
two hours laboratory, four hours credi-c. Roman numerals I, II , 
111 following the credit allowance indicate the semester in 
which the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II - spring; 
I II-summer. 
Military Scienc:ll 101 . Introduction to MIiitary Science. (2-1-2); 
I. 
Analyzes the purpose of our nation's security and defense 
establishment. Explains the structure and organization of our 
present-day m11itary forces. 
Military Science 102. U.S. Army; Its Evolution and Develop-
ment. (2-1-2)·; II. 
Study of the United States Army and rts roles from colonial 
t imes to the present. 
Military Science 201 . Leadership Principles and Techniques. 
(2-1-2); I . 
St udy of leadership and management principles and techniques 
related to both military and civilian applications. 
Military Science 202. Instructional Techniques and Survey of 
Army Career Fie lds. (2· 1· 2); 11. 
Study of instructional processes with a practical e.xper jence 
enabling the student to effectively increase his leadership 
ability; the roles and mission of the branches of the Army 
emphasizing available career fields. 
Military Science 301. Advanced Military Science. (2·2·2); I. 
Study of general military subjects relating to map reading, 
communications and operations in preparation for Advanced 
Camp. 
Military Science-30?. Advanced Military Science. (2-2-2); II. 
Appl ication ot leadership and management skills to military 
command and staff responsibilities; preparation for Advanced 
Camp. 
Mllltary Science 339. Cooperative Education In Military 
Leadership. (4-0-4 ); 11 1. 
Attendance at ROTC Advanced Summer Camp (six weeks in 
duration). 
Military Science 401 . Advanced Military Science. (2-2-21; I. 
Development of cadet understanding and awareness of military 
operations, their geo-political impact and the role of the 
officer /leader in unit administration and readiness. 
Military Science 402. Advanced Military Science. (2-2-2); I J. 
Development of cadet awareness of Lhe United ·states' position 
in the- contemporary world scene and the Army's role in 
support of this position, as well as preparation of the cadet for 
his entry on active duty as a commissioned of"!icer. 
Personal Dev~lopment Institute 
Thr. Personal Development Institute se, ves the public schools, 
industry, higher education, government, clubs and volunteer 
c1v1c groups. The Institute provides the opportunity for 
individuals and groups on campus to enroll fo1 a definite 
period of time as well as off-campus groups for education, 
government, civic clubs and volunteer o rganizations to 
part 1c1pate In workshops and seminars. 
The Personal Devclopme_nt Institute was established to 
encourage 1he development ot the personal values and 
standards of moral and ethical character in the individuals who 
enroll. The objectives of the Personal Development Institute 
are: 
1. To identify and better understand the foices that affect 
the personal develoµment potential of students and 
adults fn today's changing social, economic. and 
profess,onal climate. 
2. To develop In those who attain knowledge and skills, 
confidence, poise, personal appearance, and. self• 
assurance. 
3 . To assist the student in a realistic assessment of himself 
and his surroundings. 
4 . To develop in the sturlent a set of personality trait s to 
carry him to the successful completion of any endeavor. 
5. To assist the student in developing attractive vo1ce 
quality, good speech habits and the art of conversation. 
Personal Development (POI 100) 
This ,s an elective course structured in the Institute format 
The course carries one semester hour of credit and covers such 
areas as: personality enhancement, attitude improvement, 
psychology ot achievement, visual poise, sharpening S-Ocial 
skills, the art of entertaining, voice improvement, speech anrl 
conversation, v.ocabulary ex.pans,on, interview preparation and 
improved interpersonal relationships. 
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
OBJECTIVES 
The graduate programs offered at Morehead State University 
are designed to meet the needs of three types of students-
1. those who look upon the attainment of the master's degree 
as their u ltimate educational goal; 
2. those working toward a non-degree objective beyond the 
baccalaureate level; and 
3. those Individuals who plan to pursue specialist and/or 
doctoral programs. 
Speoitfc_ally, tt,e goals of graduate study are to: 
a. Emphasize the ab ili ties to read and think ciritically-judge 
values and limitations; 
b, Improve the skills required for clear and concise 
expression-correct and coherent exposition; 
c. 'Familiarize the student with the basic principles and 
techniques of research as well as the recognized forms for 
reporting ~earch findin_gs; 
d. Develop the ability to recognize problems and to improve 
the faQility tor gathering data, organizing these data, and 
reporting logical results and conclusions; 
e. Encourage creative thinking, initiative. resourcefulness and 
responsibility on the part of the student; 
t. Strengthen the undergraduate preparation, particularly in 
those areas in which the student may be weak; 
g. Provide advanced training and experience in the field of the 
student's specialization; 
h. Broaden the student's general education; 
1, Develop an awareness, and stress tbe significance, of current 
knowledge and developments-the- importance of becoming 
an Informed person. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
ADMINISTRATION 
,1]11,.Ug.. I ·◄"''' J ,. 
Thel•E>\!en bf iticadernic' Programs 'Serves as Ch-airman of the 
Curriculum Council and, along with the Associate Dean for 
Graduate Programs, is responsible for executing policies and 
regulations governing graduate study as determined by the 
Curriculum Council and approved by the faculty. 
The Associate Dean for Graduate Programs serves as a member 
of the Curriculum Council and directs the activities of the 
Graduate Office. Inquiries concerning graduate study at 
Morehead State University should be directed to him. The 
Graduate Office is located in the Bureau of Academic Affairs, 
201 Ginger Hall. 
CURRICULUM COUNCIL 
The University Cumculum Council is composed of the Dean 
of Academic Programs as chairman, the- Associate Dean for 
Graduate Programs, the Associate Dean for Undergraduate 
Programs, two faculty members from each school, and one 
student from each school. The University Curriculum Council 
is charged with the responsibility for establishing policies and 
1egulations pertainin9 to all 1c1cademic programs; for the 
approval of academic programs and course. offerings at the 
graduate. baccalaureate and associate levels of instruction; and 
for the overall supervision and coordination of the academic 
programs of the University, 
ADVISERS 
Shortly after the graduate student is admitted to a degree 
program, an adviser from the graduate faculty is appointed. It 
is the function of th is adviser to counsel the student in 
preparing and completing his program of graduate study. The 
student should consult his adviser concerning any problems 
that may arise in connection with his work. 
The adviser also serves as a member, often the chairman, of the 
student's graduate committee, which conducts the final 
examination for the degree. 
ADMISSION 
Admission to graduate study is granted to students who meet 
the academic requirements and who hold a baccalaureate 
degree from Morehead State University or some othe, 
accredi ted institution of higher education, and to certain 
qual ified Morehead seniors. 
The general requirement for /Jnconditional admission is an 
overall quality-po1nt average of 2.5 (4.0 scale), 
Seniors at Morehead who meet the academic requirements and 
who lack no more than six semester hours (three hours in 
summer) for completion· of the requirements for the.baccalau· 
reate may app ly for permission to enroll in graduate courses 
1;0ncurrently with the remaining undergraduate work. Appllca· 
tion is made to the Associate Dean for Graduate Programs on a 
form supplied by the Graduate Office. A senior taking 
graduate courses may not enro ll·for more than °14 hours (eight 
hours in slimmer) of course work. If admitted, such a student 
registers as a senior. 
A student who has been admitted to a graduate program in 
another accredited graduate school may enroll at Morehead as· 
a trans/enc student Instead of submitting a transcript of his 
previous college work, he may supply a letter from the dean of 
his graduate scilool stating that he is a _graduate student in 
good standing and has permission to enroll for graduate work 
at Morehead State University. He must also file an application 
for graduate study at Morehead-. 
A student who meets the requirements for admission to . 
graduate study, but who does not wish to work for a graduate 
degree or does not meet the GPA requirements for a particular-
degree program, may enroll as an unclassified student. Suet,· 
students are reminded that no more than eight semester hours 
of credit earned as an unclassified student may later be applied 
toward a mast~r•s degree. and only then at the discretion of his 
adviser and the Associate Dean for Graduate Programs. 
International students, when quali1ied for admission. are 
required to take the English language Institute Test of the 
University of Michigan or the Test of English as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFL) given by the Educational T esting Service. 
They will be- officially admitted arid issued a Form 1-20A only 
after the Graduate Office has been notified that they have 
passed the English Test successfully. The TOEF L examination 
is given regularly in most foreign countries. For further 
information regarding these tests, the applicant should contact 
the U. S. Consul In the country in which he resides. 
Graduates of non-accredited colleges must meet the Morehead 
requlremenrs for graduation before their applications for 
graduate study will be approved. If a stUderit's undergraduate 
preparation 1s inadequate, this deficiency mus1 be satisfied by 
taking designated courses that will not be counted as graduate 
credft. 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Master of Arts with emphases in Art, English, Hist ory, 
Psychology, Physical Education, Sociology, and Com· 
munications 
Master of Science with a major in Biology. Mathematics, 
Industrial or Vocational Education 
Master of Music 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Business Education 
Master of Arts in Adult and Continuing Education 
Master of Arts in Education with emphases in Elemen• 
tary Teaching, Secondary T9<1ching. Guidance and 
Counseling, Library Science, Special Education, and 
Reading 
Mast er of Higher Education 
Specialist in Education Degree 
A joint doctoral program with the University of Ken-
tucky. 
Programs designed to qualify public school personnel 
for Ranks I and II on the Kentucky salary schedule. 
CANDIDACY 
A student is eligible for candidacy consideration for a master's 
degree when: 
The Graduate Record Examination scores on the aptitude 
sections have been received in the Graduate Office (arrange-
ments for these tests must be made in the Testing Service 
office). 
At least efgfn, but not more than 15 semester hours of 
credit have been completed with a minimum grade-point 
average of 3.0 (on a 4 .0 scale). 
Approval has been granted by the school committee and 
the application is filed in the Graduate Office. 
MARKING SYSTEM 
The faculty evaluates the work done by the graduate student 
on the following scale: 
A-Superior work 
B-Average 
C-Below average, but counts as graduate credit 
D-No credit allowed 
E-No credit allowed 
A minimum average of "B" is required for all graduate degrees. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
A minimum of 30 semester hours without a thesis, or 24 
semester hours Wlth an acceptable thesis, is required for the 
completion of a master's degree program. 
A minimum of 15 semester hours of credit mun be earned 
after the requirements for admission to candidacy have been 
met and the application for candidacy has been filed. 
No credit earned by correspondence may be applied on the 
minimum requlremepu for the master's degree. 
A minimum of 20 semester hours of graduate work must be 
completed in residence. Not more than six hours of approved 
transferred work will be accepted toward the minimum 
requirements for the master's deg[ee and not more than 10 
semester hours of transfer and/or Morehead extension work 
may be applied toward a master's degree. 
Credit for full-time residence as a graduate student will not be, 
granted for a semester or term during which the student is 
removing undergraduate deficiencies. 
Apply for the degree at the beginning of the term during 
which it is anticipated that all requirements will be met. 
STUDENT LOAD 
The mimmum full-rime graduate load for a semester is nt.ne 
semester hours; for a summer term, it is five semester hours. 
The maximum load Is 15 hours for a semester and nine hours 
for a summe1 term. 
A graduate assistant may not exceed 12· semester hours credit 
during a regular semester or five semester hours during a 
summer term. 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
Fifty per cent of the total course work (mm!mum -of 15 
semester hours} must be earned in courses open only to 
graduate students- courses numbered 600 and above. 
Fifty per cent of the total course work (minimum of 15 hours) 
must be earned in one field of study. 
A minimum average of "B" is required on all work offered tor 
the degree, and no credit is allowed for a mark below "C". 
OFF-CAMPUS COURSES 
The University offers a number of graduate.,,courses in suitable 
study centers away from the main campus. Expected student 
performance and quality of instruction for these courses are 
comparable to that for on-campus study. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
A maximum o f six semester hours of graduate credit earned at 
another Institution may be accepted toward t he master's 
degree provided-
1. lhe credit has been earned at an accredited graduate 
institution within 10 years of the date on which lhe 
master's degree requirements are completed; 
2. the work is acceptable as credit toward a comparable degree 
at the institution from which transfer is sought; 
3. the courses to be transferred are approved by the Associate 
Dean for Graduate Programs and the head of the depan• 
ment In which the same or similar courses are offered at 
Morehead; 
4. the student has maintained a "B" average on all graduate 
work shown on the transcript. 
In any event, only those courses with a mark of "B" or better 
will be accepted. 
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Atter adinission to a graduate program at Morehead, students 
who wish to take courses elsewhere for transfer to Morehead 
should consult with the Associate Dean of Academic Programs 
(Graduate) before the courses are taken. A bulletin containing 
descriptions of the courses and information with regard to the 
level at which t hey are offered should be presented with the 
request for transfer. 
THESIS 
For most master's degree programs at Morehead, a thesis is 
required- and credit, not to exceed si_x semester hours, is 
allowed. The student who expects to do advanced graduate 
work will find the preparation ot a thesis invaluable, and other 
capable students may find the·experience to be of great worth. 
Before beginning the thesis, the student should obtain a copy 
ot the Regulations -for the Master's Thesis from the Graduate 
Office. In these regulations are included certain procedures 
and requirements such as type of paper, due dates, formats, 
and announcements otthe f inal examination. 
LANGUAGE REQUI REMENTS 
The Master of Arts and the Master of Science degree pro.grams 
ordinarily require a reading kn.owledge of a modern foreign 
language. Students should consult the specific requirements 
for the degree involved for a complete explanation of this 
requirement. 
Arrangements for the language proficiency examination should 
be made with the student's adviser and/or the Assistant Dean 
for Graduate Programs. 
GRADUATION 
All credit offered for a master's degree must have been 
completed within 10 years immediately preceding granting of 
the degree. 
The student must file an application for the master's degree 
with the Graduate Office before his name will be placed on the 
list of graduates. This application should be made early in the 
term preceding the one in which he expects to receive the 
degree. 
The student must pass a comprehensive examination- oral 
and/or written- in his field(s) of study during the final term of 
his program. This examina·tion will include the student's 
defense of his thesis, if one is written. 
ASSISTANTSHIPS 
A number of graduate assistantships are avai lable each year for 
qualified graduate students who have been admined to a 
degree program. A graduate assistant registers for up to 12 
hours of work each semester and devotes 20 hours a week to 
the duties o-f his assistantship. A stipend of $2,400 is paid for 
the academic year and the recipient pays the regular Kentucky 
resident and incidental fees. Applications for graduate 
assistantships are available In the Graduate Office, 201 Ginger 
Hall. 
FINANCIAL AID 
Graduate students interested in obtaining financial aid, other 
than graduate assistantships, should write the Director of 
Student Financial Aid. 
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School of 
Applied Sciences and Te~hnology 
DEGREE: 
Master of Science in Vocational Education 
DEPARTMENTS: 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Industrial Education 
The school of Applied Sciences and Technology offers a 
Master's Degree in Vocational Education with emphases in 
Agriculture, Home Economics or Industrial Education. A 
minimum of 12 semester hours is required by all students In 
the core curriculum. Addit ional requirements are in the 
technical field or approved electives. 
These programs are designed primarily for persons who have 
completed undergraduate program in Vocational Agriculture, 
Home Economics. and Industrial Education. These depart-
ments offer graduate courses which may be used in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the Master's Degree in 
Vocational Education. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
VOCATION AL EDUCATION 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Minimum standing of 3.0 in courses in the major field. 
Students who meet all entrance requirements except the 
3.0 standing in the major field may be admitted 
conditionally. 
REQUI REMENTS FOR THE DEGREE 
1. Completion of a minimum of 24 semester hours of 
approved course work, plus a thesis, or 30 semester hours 
without a thesis. 
2. Completion of an approved thesis. maximum credit 
allowance of six hours. 
Sem. Hrs. 
I . Core Area .. . ..... . .. . ... . ...... . ........ . .... 12 
VE 530 Evaluation Techniques . .. .. ....... . . . a 
VE 585 Principles and Philosophy of Vocational 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
VE 598 Career and Vocational Guidance . . . . . . . 3 
VE 660 Trends and Issues in Vocational 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
II. Technical Area . .. . . . . . ..... . . . ... . ..... . . .. ... 9 
Students must elect to take courses from one of the following 
technical areas: Agriculture. Home Economics, or Industrial 
Education. 
Ill. Approved Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
A student interested In completing the requirements for a 
standard certificate may elect t o take nine hours of required 
course work for certification in the School of Education. 
Students who do not wish to work toward a standard 
cert ificate but are working toward renewing a wovisional 
certificate for continuous service may take nine hours of 
course work approved by their graduate committee. 
Students may elect Thesis 699 for six hours of credit. 
AGRICULTURE 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I , II, and Il l 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; I I-spring; 
II I-summer. 
Agriculture 503. Agricultural Policy. (3·3·3); I. 
Prerequisite: AgricLJlture 203. 
A history of agricultural policy and policy makers; defining 
the problems and their setting; government participation in 
supply of and clemand for agricultural products. 
Agriculture 506. Form Business Analysis. (2-2-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
A basic course in the applicability of form records to the 
efficiency analysis of whole farms and of specific enterprises. 
Actual university farm enterprises will be used to provide the 
data source for laboratory work. 
Agriculture 512. Conservation Workshop. (2-2-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent ?f instructor. 
Development of the conservation movement with broad 
treatment of the basic natural resources including land, water, 
air, minerals, forests. and wildl ife. 
Agriculture 515. Animal Nutrition. (3-0-3) ; 11. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture 316. 
Chemistry, metabolism, and physiological functions of 
nutrients; digestability, nutritional balances, and measures of 
food energy. 
Vocational Education 530. Evaluation Techniques. (3-0-3) . 
The use and development of a framework of measurement and 
evaluation jn vocational education. Includes validitY and 
reliability of measuring instruments, objectives and programs. 
interpretation of material, statistical analysis and research. 
Agriculture 580. Methods in Teaching Vocational Agriculture. 
(4-0-4); I, 11. 
The principles of methods applied to teaching vocational 
agriculture to high school students. Course organization, 
farming programs and ·Future Farmers of America activities. 
Agriculture 582. Adult and Young Farmer Education. (3-0·3); 
I, ) I. 
The principles and techniques needed In organizing and 
program planning in post high school vocational agriculture 
and conducting young farmer and adult farmer classes. 
Agriculture 584. Teaching Vocational Agriculture. (8-0-8); I, II. 
Supervised teaching in centers selected by the state agricul• 
tural education staff and members of the ti,aching $taff. 
,Teacher experience with in-school and out-of-school groups. 
Agriculture 585. Principles and Philosophy of Vocational 
Education. (3-0-3); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisi te: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development. objectives, principles, philosophy, 
status, and trends of vocational education. 
Agriculture 586. Planning Programs in Vocational Agriculture. 
(3-0-3). 
Organization and analysis of the program of vocational 
agriculture. Departmental program of ac_tivities, summer 
programs, advisory committees, and Future Farmers of 
America activities. 
Agriculture 588. Curriculum Development and Content 
Selections-. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Each student prepares the content for a four-year program in 
vocational agriculture. 
Agriculture 592. Supervision in Agriculture. (3-0·3); I, 11. 
The · principles and techniques needed in individual group 
supervision of vocational agricultural programs. 
Vocational Educa'tion 598. Career and Vocational Guidance. 
(3-0-3). 
Study of the importance of work; use and selection of tests to 
assist In t he vocational choice; methods and techniques which 
promote career planning and vocational development. 
Vocational Educat ion 640. Administration and Supervision of 
Vocational Education. (3-0-3). 
Problems include program planning in vocational education, 
staffs and relationships, supervision of instruction, educational 
conflicts, curriculum, supervision principles and approaches to • 
professional improvement. 
Vocational Educat ion 650. Organization and Administration 
of Vocational Educati.on. (3-0-3); 11, 11 1. 
The,ory of administration and formal organization. organiz:a• 
tlonal and administration of vocational education on the local. 
state and national levels. 
Vocational Education 660. Trends and Issues in Vocational 
Education. (3·0·3); I. 
The identification and study of problems and issues in 
vocational education. 
Agriculture 670. Research Problems. (One to three hours); I, 
11, 111. 
A self-directed independent study on a special problem. 
Agriculture 671 . Seminar. (1·0·1 ). 
Agriculture 675. Analysis of Research. (2-0-2). 
Agriculture 676. lndep.endentStudy. (One to three hours). 
Prerequisite: Degree in agriculture. 
Agriculture 699. Thesis. (One to six hours); I, II , Ill. 
Independent research and thesis writing. 
.,. 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normalfy scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
lll~ummer . 
Vocational Education 530. Evaluation Techniques. (3-0-3); 11. 
The use and development of a framework of measurement and 
evaluation in vocational education. Includes validity and 
reliability of measuring instruments, objectives and programs, 
interpretation of material, statistical analysis and research. 
Home Economics 536. Advanced Nutrition. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 431 or equivalent. 
Selected topics in nutrition; emphasis on classical and current 
literature; practical application of findings. 
Home Economics 538. Experimental Foods. (1-4-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 231, Chemistry 102. 
Methods applied to food research through individual and class 
investigation. 
Home Economics 539. Child Growth and Nutrition. (3·0·3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 431 or equ1valent. 
Selection, application, and evaluation of nutritional data 
concerned with infancy and child growth. 
Home Economics 541. Tallorjng. (0-4-3); I. 
Prerequisite; Home Economics 241 or consent of instructor. 
Fitting and tailoring techniques in the construction of a 
tailored garment based upon individual problems. 
Home Economics 542. Social-Psychological Aspects of 
Clothing and Textiles. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Slx hours in clothing and textiles. 
Social, psychological. and economic factors in the selection 
and use of clothing. 
Home Economics 543. Advanced Textile Testing. (1-4-3). 
Prerequisfte: Home Economics 240. 
Advanced study of textile fibers and fabrics, with emphasis on 
trends in wear and end-use testing. 
Home Economics 544. Dyes and Finishes. (2·2-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 340. 
Types of dyes and finishes used currently on fibers and fabrics 
as ·they affect wear, care and storage. 
Home Economics 545. Clothing Design in Draping. (0-6-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 241. 
Original garments created by draping on the dress form. Dress 
form will be constructed in the course. 
Home Economics 555. The Child and the Fam ii¥, (3-0-3). 
Environmental factors favoring family life and family inter-
action; stages of family life and the changing role of members. 
Home Economics 557. Interior Design. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 451 or equivalent. 
Pdnciples and elements of design related to selection and 
arrangement of furniture, use of fabrics, accessories, and other 
media used in furnishing a home. 
Vocational Education 585. Principles and Philosophy of 
Vocational Education. (3-0-3); I, II. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development, objectives, principles, philosophy, 
status, and trends of vocational education; interpretation of 
legislation affecting vocational education; and organization 
and administration of vocational education· at all levels. 
Home Economics 590. Creative 'Foods. ( 1-4-3). 
The study and preparation of gourmet foods. Emphasis on 
foods from different cultural backgrounds and geographical 
regions. 
Vocational Education 598. Career and Vocational Guidance. 
(3-0-3). 
Study of the Importance of work; use and selection of testS to 
assist in the vocational choice; methods and techniques which 
will promote career planning and vocational development in 
students. 
Vocational Education 640. Administration_ and Supervision of 
Vocation.II Education. (3·0-3). 
Problems to be considered will include: program planning in 
vocational education, staffs and relationships, supervision of 
instruction, educational conflicts, curriculum, supervision 
principles, and approaches to professional improvement. 
Home Economics 642. Textiles and Clothing Workshop. (One 
to three hours). 
Prerequisite: Degree in home economics. 
Current problems, trends in teaching, and research in clothing 
and textiles. Discussion. demonstrations, and projects planned 
to meet needs of students. 
Vocational Education 650. Organization and Administration 
of Vocational Education. (3-0-3); II, Ill. 
Theory of administration and formal organization, organiza-
tional and administration of vocational education on the local, 
state and national level. 
Vocational E~ucation 660. Trends and Issues in Vocational 
Education. (3-0-3); I. 
The identification and study of problems and issues in 
vocational education. 
Home Economics 670. Researc'1 Problems. (One to three 
hours); I, 11, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Degree in home economics. 
Research in a phase of home economics of special interest to 
the student. 
Home Economics 672. Home Economics Education 
Workshop. (One to three hours); 111. 
Prerequisite: Degree in home economics. 
A ~udy of the opportunities provided by legislation for 
secondary schools; recent developments in vocational 
programs in Kentucky; study of available teaching guides; 
pertinent developments in phases of home economics chosen 
for emphasis. 
Home Economics 673. Curriculum Development in Home 
Economics. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Degree in home economics. 
Responsibility of home economics in the sehool and 
community. New developments in secondary school programs. 
Consideration of the homemaking curriculum; a critical survey 
of resources. Development of plans and units. 
Home Economics 674. Supervision of Home Economics. 
(3-0-3); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Degree in home economics. 
The nature, function, and techniques of supervision of home 
economics in high school and adult.programs. 
Home· Economics 675. Currem Problems in Home Economics 
Education. (One to three hours). 
Prerequisite: Degree In home economics or consent of 
Instructor. 
A study of change as it relates to home economics education. 
Relevant topics chosen for library research and class discus-
sion. 
Home Economics 676. Independent Study. (One to three 
hoyrs); I, 11.111. 
Prerequisite: Degree in home economics. 
Original research of a technical or professional nature 
supported by adequate library reference work. 
Home Economics 677. Home Economics Education 
Workshop. (continued). (One to three hours). 
Offered alternately with Home Economics 672 
Home Economics 699. Thesis. (One to six hours); I, II, Ill. 
Independent research and thesis wrf-ting. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Industrial Education 520. Industrial Arts for the Elementary 
Teacher. (2-2-3); 111. 
Prerequisite; Formal admission to the teacher education 
program. 
Designed to develop professional and technical competencies 
of pre-service and in-service elementary school teachers. 
Vocational Education 530. Evaluation Techniques. (3-0-3); 11. 
The use and development of a framework of measurement and 
evaluation in vocational education. Includes ·validity aRd 
reliability of measuring instruments, objectives and programs, 
interpretation of material, statistical analysis and research. 
Industrial Education 541 . Electricity-Electronics Workshop for 
Teachers. (2-2·3); 11 1. 
Prerequisite: Must have at'least one year teaching experience, 
must have taken Industrial Education 241 or have the 
permission of the ins.tructor. 
Designed for teachers at all levels to improve background in 
electricity-electronics. Laboratory experiments, demonstra-
tions, demonstration equipment, projects, curriculum, and 
methods of teach Ing electrical concepts, and teaching aids. 
Industrial Education 560. Foundations of Industrial 
Education. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing in Industrial Education. 
Study of the philosophical positions underlying the develop· 
ment of industrial education; leaders, their influence and 
contributions; contemporary educational theories affecting the 
current programs of industrial education. 
Vocational Education 585. Principles and Philosophy of 
Vocational Education. (3-0-3); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development, objectives, principles, philosophy, 
status and trends of vocational education; interpretation of 
legislation affecting vocational education; and organization 
and administration of vocational education at al I levels. 
· Industrial Education 588. Machine Shop Ill. (1-4-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Education 388. 
Advanced tool and machining theory, with emphasis on 
production machining and progessive tooling design for 
numerical control applicafions. 
Industrial Education 690. Supervised Internship ( Industry or 
Administration). (One to six hours); I, 11, Ill. 
(Al To provide work experience in an occupational area. 
Student works under supervision in an approved position. 
Advanced credit commensurate with time worked, type of 
work, variety of work experience and research paper. 
(Bl A person may choose to do the internship in administra· 
tion, in which case he would be assigned to work in a 
secondary, post-secondary or higher education institution or 
for the State Bureau of Vocational Education in an administTa· 
tive capacity approved by his advisor. 
In each case, conditions will be agreed upon by , ljfTIP,_loyer. 
student and graduate advisor prior to registration. 
,, 
Vocational Education 598. Career and Vocational Guidance. 
(3-0-3). 
Study of the importance of work; use and selection of tests to 
assist in the vocational choice; methods and techniques to 
promote career planning and vocational development.. 
Vocational Education 640. Administration and Supervision of 
Vocational Education. (3-0-3); 111. 
Problems to be considered will Include.: program planning and 
development; state and federal legislation; planning vocational 
education shops and laboratories; selecting -and purchasing 
equipment and supplies; organizing and administering the 
vocational program; and school and community relations. 
Vocational Education 65.0. Organization and Administration 
of Vocational Education. (3-0·3); II, Ill. 
Theory of administration and formal organiution, organize· 
tional and administration of vocation.al education on the local, 
state and national level. 
Vocational Education 660. Trends and Issues in Vocational 
Education. (3-0-3); I. 
The identification and study of problems and issues in 
vocational education. 
Industrial Education 671. Seminar. (1-0-1); 111. 
(All graduate students in residence must enroll for this class.) 
A study of current technological developments within industry 
and their concommitant impact upon society. 
Industrial Education 675. Analysis of Research. (2·0-2); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Advanced graduate standing or consent of 
instructor. 
Current research related to the field of industrial educafion 
will serve as the basis for developing an Understandfng of 
research desl11n sampling procedures, hypotheses testing and 
statistical analyses by using parametric and nonparametric 
procedures. 
Industrial Education. 676. Independent Study. (One to three 
hours); I, II, Ill. 
Provides the creative and resgurceful graduate student with the 
opportunity to pursue a technical problem wi'th a laboratory 
orientation. 
Industrial Education 699. Thesis. (Orie to six hours); I, II , Ill. 
Independent research and thesis writing. 
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
NOTE: (3-0-31 following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credl t. Roman numerals I, 11, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II- spring; 
I I I-summer. 
Business Administration 504. Production Management. 
(3-0-31; II. 
Prerequisite: Business Administration 301, Accounting 390 or 
502. 
Managerial organiz.ition for production; plant design and 
layout; control of production; investment in production 
equipment and materials; working capital; labor costs; produc-
tion oper.itions including scheduling, routing, and control. 
Business Administration 515. DalB Processing Field Project. 
(3-0·31; 11. 
Prerequisites: Business Administration 315 and 320. 
Experience In an actual data processing situation outside the 
classroom; students assigned in University's data processing 
center or other approved computer facility. 
Business Administration 547. Introduction 10 International 
Economics (3·0·31; II 
Prequ1si1es: Economics 201 and 202. 
(See Economics 5471 
Business Administration 552. Market,nQ Research and 
Analysis. (3·0·31; I. 
Prerequisite: Busmess Administration 304. Math 353. 
Study of use of research to minim1ie error ,n decision analysis , 
individual studies made by students ,n all areas of marketing 
including advertising, packaging, and merchandising. 
Business Administration 560. Financial Markets. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Prerequisi-re: Business Admmistration 360. 
Institutional and business factors that influence demand and 
supply of funds; effect on price movements; detailed analysis 
of money and capital markets. 
Business Administration 561. Business Law II . (3-0-3), I, II. 
Prerequisit e: Business Administration 461. 
An extension of the cover;ige of Business Administration 461 
to the app lication o1 legal procedure in the affairs of 1he 
business organization. Coverage includes: commercial paper, 
ba I I men ts, sales, secured transactions, surety sh Ip and 
guarantee, partnerships, corporations. backruptcy, and govern· 
ment and business. 
Business Administration 665. Human Relations in Business 
Management. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing. 
A study of human and interpersonal behavior to understand, 
evaluate, and appraise business and social situations. The 
emphasis is on skil l and ability to work with people, groups, 
and Institutions by demonstrations In the classroom and use of 
theory and 1.echniques. 
Bus,ness Administration 570. Research Problems in Business 
Administration. (3-0-31; I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Senior or graduate with minor or equivalent in 
business administration. 
Self directed independent study and research in Business 
Administration. 
Bus,ness Administration 600. Survey of Management and 
Marketing. (3·0-31. on demand. 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or consent of the instructor. 
This course ,ncludes the fundamental concepts of the 
processes and organizational behavior in management, and an 
overview of the marketing function in the modern organiza-
tion. 
Business Administration 601. Survey of Finance. (3-0·3); I, II. 
Prerequisite : Graduate standing or consent of the instructor. 
A general course in the financial concepts in the business firm. 
Business Administration 602. Survey of Quantitative Analysis 
for Business. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Graj:iuate standing (assumes basic knowledge of 
algebra). 
Designed to supply students with an adequate quantitative 
background for the MBA core courses, especially BA 620; 
includes introduction to business statistics. 
Business Administration 611 . Personnel and Industrial 
Relations. (3-0-3); 11, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or consent of the lnstrtJctor. 
Deals with human resource utilization; prepares managers for 
developing strategies for solving organizational personnel 
problems. 
Busmess Administration 612. Advanced Management. (3-0-3); 
I. II. 
Prerequisite. Business Administration 301, 304 or 600, or the 
consent of the instructor. 
An analysis of the development of management theory as 
found in the major schools of thought and of current 
literature Executive characteristics, inter-d1sc,plinary contri• 
butions to management thought, and influences that have 
molded management as a profession will be covered In this 
course. ( Formerly BA 605). 
Business Administration 619. Business Policy and Strategy. 
(3-0-3); I , II. 
Prerequisite: Completion or or concurrent enrollment 1n 
Accounting 611, Business Administration 612. 620, 650, 660, 
Economics 661, or permission of the instructor. 
Designed for later stages of MBA degree completion, course 
gives the student an opportunity to integrate and apply 
special ized disciplinary skills to practical business problems of 
company-wide scope. The course utilizes comprehensive case 
materials and emphasizes the "sorting out" of a mass of facts, 
development of sound courses of action, presentation of these 
in written and oral form, and class discussion 
Business Administration 620. Quantitative Business Analysis. 
(3-0-3); I, II 
Prerequ,si te: Mathematics 162 and 353 or BA 602. 
Designed to give business students an understanding of 
quantitative methods and models used in solving many 
problems in business and industry The student will have an 
exposure to the language oi mathem.itics and quantitative 
methods used as a basis for better communication with 
operation researchers and system analysts. 
Business Administration 650. Marketing Administration. 
(3-0·31; I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Busmess Administration 301 and 304 or Business 
Administration SQQ_ 
A systematic and comprehensive approach to marketing 
decision-m.iking dealing with basic marketing strategies- the 
problems involved in a given decision, how they may be 
solved. and how solutions impinge on their strategies. 
Business Administration 660. Financial Management. (3-0-3); 
I. 
Prerequisite: Business Administration 360 or Business 
Administration 601 . 
This course considers an analysis of the problem and policies 
related to the allocation, acquisition, and control of funds 
within the individual firm. Topics covered are: management of 
current assets and fixed assets, capital budget ing, source of 
funds, financial forecasting and statement analysis, 
refinancing, financial growths and development, business 
failure, and government regulation. Cases are used to demon-
strate financial theory and to develop analytical ability. 
j . 
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BUSINESS EDUCATION 
NOTE: (3-0-31 following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and Il l 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall; ti-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Business Education 616. Educational Data Processing. (3-0·3); 
I I. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Basic concepts pertaining to unit record equipment and 
computers. Applications in education, research and administra· 
tion. Designed primarily for students without previous data 
processing instruction. 
Business Education 586. Principles and Philosophy of 
Vocational Education. (3-0-31; I, ti , 111. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing. 
Background, development, objectives, principles, philosophy, 
status, and trends of vocattonal education; interpretation of 
leg,slatlon affecting vocational education, and organization 
and administration of vocational education at all levels 
Business Education 590. Economic Education for Business 
Teachers. (2·0·2); Ill. 
Prerequisite : Senior or graduate standing. 
Fundamental economic concepts and their application and 
Integration in business education. 
Business Education 591. Machine Shorthand Workshop. 
(2-0-2); 111. 
Prerequisite : Senior or graduate st.rndlng and competency in 
manual shorthand. 
Theory, keyboard, methodology. and basic techniques 
necessary for teaching machine shorthand. 
Business Education 600. Foundations of Busmess Education. 
(3-0-3): I. 
Basic and historical factors, profess,onat aspects, ISSUes, trends. 
and principles of business education. 
Business Education 601. Problems in Business Education 
(3·0·3); 11. • 
Curriculum trends, federal legislation, pertinent researoh, and 
teaching aids. 
Business Education 603. Busme.ss Curriculum. (3-0-31; II . 
Principles. concepts, and procedures of evaluating and 
constructing business curriculum at all levels. Includes 
pertinent research. 
Business Education p21 . Improvement of Instruction in 
Typewriting. (2·0-21; 111. 
learning theory, pertinent research, teaching aids, method· 
ology. and testing and evaluating instruction in typewriting. 
Business Education 622. Improvement of Instruction in 
Shorthand. 12·0-2); Ill. 
learning theory, pertinent research, methodology, teaching 
aids, and testing and evaluating instruction in shorthand. 
Business Education 623. Improvement of Instruction in 
Bookkeeping and Accounting. (2-0-21: Ill . 
Leaming theory, pertinent research, methodology, teaching 
aids, and testing and evaluating instruction in bookkeeping and 
accounting. 
Business Education 630. Business Communications for 
Management. (3-0-3); I. 
Designed to give the graduate student in-depth study in 
communication theory and practical application. 
Business Education 631. Testing and Evaluation in Business 
Education (3-0·3); It. 
Development, selection and interpretation of tests. Includes 
statistical technique~ 
Business Education 640. Introduction to Research in Business 
Education. (3-0·3); I. 
Research design and applications in business education. 
Significant research reviewed. 
Business Education 670. Research Problems. (0-0-1 to 3); I, II, 
11 1. 
Prerequisite: Business Education 640 or equivalent. 
Research in business education. Designed for candidates 
selecting the non-thesis option of the Master in Business 
Education degree. 
Busmess Education 676. Independent Research. (0-0· 1 to 3); I, 
II, 11 1. 
Research initiated by the student. Problem and justification 
must be in writ.Ing. 
Business Education 698. Advanced Supervised Field Study. 
(0·0·1 to 6); I, 11, Ill. 
This course Is designed to give the student actual work 
experiences 1n business or industry. Number of credit hours 
for each student will be determined by the instructor. 
Business Education 699. Thesis. (0-0·1 to 61; I, II, Ill. 
Independent research and thesis wrltin9. 
ECONOMICS 
NO=rE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals· I. II, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall ; I I-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Economics 500. Mathematical Economics. (3-0-3); as needed. 
Prerequisites: Mathematics 152 and Mathematics 353. 
Application of mathematical and statistical techniques to the 
theory of the firm, market and national lncome models. 
Economics 601. Environmental Economics. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 and 202 or consent of the 
instructor. 
Analysis of the economic reasons contributing to environ-
mental degradation and exploration of alternative ·economic 
policies. 
r, no, 
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Economics 540. World Manufacturing. (3-0-3); as needed. 
(See Geography 540.) 
Economics 541 . Public Finance. (3-0--3) ; I. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 and 202 or the conse_nt of the 
instructor. 
Public expenditures; public revenue; taxation; public credit; 
financial administration of govemment. 
Economics 547. International Economics. (3-0-3); as needed. 
Prerequisite: Economics 201 and 202 or the consent of the 
instructor. 
International trade theory, international monetary relation-
ships, and the balance of payments. Emphasis is placed on 
contemporary problems and po~ible solutions. 
Economics 555. Economic Development and Growth. (3,0-3); 
as needed. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202 or consent of 
instructor. 
Classical and modern theories of growth and develo_pment and 
their application in both advanced and underdeveloped 
nations. 
Economics 560. Financial Markets. (3-0-3); I. 
(See Business Administration 560.) 
89 
Economics 570. Research Problems in Economics. (3-0-3); as 
needed. 
Prerequisite: A minor in economics or equivalent. 
Provides an opportunity and challenge for self-directed study 
on economic problems. 
Economics 580. American Business History. (3-0-3); I, II. 
(See History 580.) 
Economics 600. Survey of Economics. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Graduate stand Ing. 
A survey of economic analysis including both the theory of 
the firm and national income determination. 
Economics 645. Economic Aspect of Government Regulation 
of Business. (3-0-3); as needed. 
Prerequis·ite: Economics 201 and 202 or Economics 600. 
Forms of business combination; the problem of busines_s 
concentration and monopoly; the role of the regulatory 
ag_ency; antitrust legislation and interpretation. 
Economics 661. Managerial Economics. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Economics 201 and 202 or Economics 600. 
Application of economic th·eory to management decisions; 
demand analysis; cost determination; pricing; capital 
budgeting. 
" 
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School of 
Education 
DEGREES: 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Arts in Adult and Continuing Education 
Master of Higher Education 
Specialist in.Education 
Joint Doctoral 
Master of Arts in Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Post-Master's Programs 
DEPARTMENTS: 
Administration, Supervision and Secondary Education 
Adult, Counseling and Higher Education 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Library Science and Instructional Media 
Psychology and Special Education Elementary and Early Childhood Education 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
L Non-Degree Program: Fifth Year-for elementary and 
secondary teachers, librarians and special education 
teachers. 
II. Master's Degree Programs: 
Master of Arts in Psychology 
1. Major ln general-experimental psychology 
2. Major ln school-clinical psycholo9y 
Master of Arts in Education 
1. For elementary teachers- General professional core with 
courses outside education selected ,o meet ,he needs of 
the student. Students may elect a specialization in 
pre-school or special education in I ieu of an outside of 
education emphasis. 
2. For secondary teachers-General professional core wi,h 
areas of concentration in appropriate teaching fields. 
3. For elementary or secondary teachers- Specialized 
programs available In: 
la) reading 
(bl library science 
(c) special education 
(d)guldance counseling 
(e) school business administrator' 
'"Teacher's certificate not reQujred for rhis program. 
Master of Arts in Adult and Continuing Education 
Professional courses in adult education plus a specialization 
planned to meet the needs of the studenL 
Master of Arts In Health, Physical Education and Re-.reation 
A general core of courses covering all areas of Heal th, 
Physical Education and Recreation plus curricular selec-
tions planned to meet the needs of the student . 
Master of Higher Education 
Professional courses In Higher Education plus specialization 
in: 
(a) teaching (concentration in appropriate field) 
(bl counseling 
(c) general administration 
(d) student personnel administration 
111. Post-Master's Programs: 
A. Certification for Administration and Supervision (45 
hours including master's degree) 
I. elementary principal 
2. secondary principal 
3. director of pupil personnel 
4. school supervisor 
8. Rank I (60 hours inclui;ling master's degree, or 62 hours 
including fifth year) 
1. elementary teacher 
2. secondary teacher 
C. Rank I (60 hours including master's degree) 
1. guidance counselor 
2. school supervisor 
3. elementary principal 
4. secondary principal 
5. school superintendent (certification) 
IV. Specialist in Education (Ed. S.) Degree 
(a) administration and supervision 
(bl adult and continuing education 
(c) higher education 
(di curriculum and instruction 
(e) guidance and counseling 
V. Joint Doctoral Program with the Uriiversity of Kent ucky 
THE FIFTH YEAR NON-DEGREE 
PROGRAM 
(Departments: Elementary and Early Ghildhood 
Education and Secondary Education) 
Morehead State University offers a fifth-year, non-degree 
program which qualifies Kentucky te,acJ,ers for Rank 11 on the 
salary schedule and which also may be used to renew the. 
Provisional Teaching Certificate, or in some cases, obtain 
initial certification in special education or librarianship. 
The Fifth Year Program may also serve as a basis for 
advancement to a Rank I program for teachers. 
Required for admission to the program: 
1. A baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or 
university. 
2. A Kentucky Provisional Teaching Certificate or equivalent 
certificate from another state. 
The program must be ' completed within ten years. (In 
exceptional cases the graduate committee wll l, upon the 
recomme.ndation of the student's advisor, consider a request 
for extension of time.) 
Grades of "C" or better are required in all work submitted for 
the program. 
In accordance with the regulations ot the Kentucky State 
Board of Education, additional specific requirements tor this 
program are: 
1. The program must be planned with the student's advisor. 
2. A minimum of 32 semester hours must be completed. 
3. A minimum of 18 semester hours must be earned in 
residence at Moreheao. 
4. A minimum ot 12 semester hours must be earned in courses 
carrying graduate cre.diL 
5. A minimum of 12 hours must be earned in courses in 
professional education. 
6. A minimum of 12 semester hours must be earned.in courses 
outside professional education. Students may elect a 
specialization in pre-school or special education. 
MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Requirements for admission: General admission to graduate 
study. The separate programs may have additional require-
ments that must be met. 
Prerequisites for Admiss.ion to Candidacy: 
In all cases, the student must file appffcation for candidacy 
and be recommended by the appropriate department. 
Applications will be considered when the following conditions 
have been met: 
1. The appropriate Graduate. Record Examination tests have 
been completed. 
2. The al)plicant has completed 8 to 15 semester hours of the 
pro9ram. 
3. The application for candidacy has been filed with the 
Graduate Office. 
For the specific criteria for admission to candidacy in a 
particular master's degree program, the section in the catalog 
dealing with that program should be consulted. 
Applicants who are denied admission to candidacy may file a 
written appeal containing the rationale for e~ception to the 
standards with ,he department to which the program lrelon9s. 
At least 15 hours of ,he program must be completed after 
admission to candidacy. 
Requirements for the Degree: 
1. A minimum ot 30 semester hours of graduate work or a 
minimum of 24 semester hours and an acceptable thesis. 
2. At least 15 hours of work must be done In cou.rses open 
• only to graduate students (courses numbered 600 or 
above). 
3. Not more than six semester hours of worK transferred from 
another Institution and not more than Len semester hours 
of transferred and/or Morehead extension work may be 
applied toward the master's degree, i.e .. at least 20 of the 
30 hours must be done for residence credit. (See regulations 
concerning the acceptance of transferred credit.) 
-----
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4. A minimum o f lwo-thfrds of t he 30•hour program must iJe 
earned in regularly organized courses other tha~t-elev1sTon, 
independent study, research problem;31pd1.fiesis . 
5. A mimmum grade-point ave~3.0 (A=4.0 ) is required 
for all work taken in the,,!5rogram and no credit is allowed 
for a mark b~low " C" . All graduate courses attempted are 
counted in computing the grade-point average. 
6. A minimum of 15 semester hours must be earned in one 
field of study 
7. The Grn& ate Record Examination is required of all 
stude~ts pu r:suing master's degree. programs m the School of 
Educatfon. It is a prerequisite to t he application for 
candidacy, and if not taken prior to entrance It should be 
taken during the first rerm of enrollment. 
8. The appl ication for the degree must be filed with the 
Graduate Office e.arly in the term preceding the one in 
which the student expects to complete his work. 
9. A comprehensive examination-oral and/or writ ten- is 
required of all candidates for the master's degree. If a thesis 
is wri tten, this examination wi ll Include the st udent's 
def ense of his thesis. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
The Master of Arts in Educat ion is a professional degree. If a 
student holds, or is eligible to hold, a provisional elementary 
or secondary teacher's certificate. he may, t hrough the 
different curricula leading to this degree, qualify for the 
corresponding standard teacher's certificate or the provisional 
certificate for the guidance counselor, school librarian, or 
special education teacher in Kentucky. 
Students co mpleting_ a program for the Master of Arts fn 
Education and meet ing certificate requirements in Kentucky 
ara fully accepted tor a similar certificate in many other stat es. 
A st udent who expects to meat certificat ion requi rements in 
another state should contact the certi fica tion authorit y in that 
state to determine it there are specific requirements which 
should be included in his program of st udy for the degree. 
Requirements for Admissior, to the Program: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. A minimum of nine semester hours of undergraduate credit 
In professional education. Requirements for the Provisional 
Teacher's Certificate must be completed before the degree 
is granted when these requirements were not met !n the 
undergraduate program. 
Requirements for Candidacy in the Program: 
1. The student must have the written recommendation of his 
advisor and concurrence of the depan mer,t head that he is a 
suitable candidate for admission to candidacy in his 
program. 
2. The student must have completed 8 to 15 hours of graduate 
work. In elementary education currrculum, this shall 
include Ed 600 and Ed 61 0, 634, or 680. In secondary 
curriculum, Ed 600 and Ed 610, 634, or 683. In guidance 
program, Ed 600 and one course in guidanca. 
3. The st udent must have earned a minimum grade point of 
3.0 on the -8 to 15 hours of graduate work. 
4 . The student must have satisfactory scores on the Graduate 
Record Examination (Aptitude). 
Comprehensive Examination: 
The advance in Education Test of Gra duate Record 
Examination is required of all candidates for the Master of 
Arts In Education degree. The test should be taken early 
enough to assure the return of the scores prior to the end of 
the semester in which the degree is to be awarded. Addi.tional 
written and/or oral examinations may be required as part of 
the comprehensive examination. 
"-~. ...... _ __,.-r 
The Curricula: 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
(Department : Elementary and Early 
Childhood Educat ion) 
Sem. Hrs. 
600 Research Methods in Ed ucati.on . .... .. . 2 
610 Advanced Human Growth & Development 3 
630 Curriculum Construction . . ... . . , . . .. , 2 
680 History & Philosophy of Ed . . ... . ... .. 3 
627 Reading In the Elementary School ...... 3 
699 Thesis (6 hrs.) or Approved Electives . . .. 5 
Specialized area outside professiona l 
education or specialization in pre-school 
or special education . ..... . . . . . . .... 12 
Minimum Total 30 
SECONDARY TEACHERS 
(Department: Secondary Education) 
Sem. Hrs. 
600 Research Methods in Education . . . . . . . . 2 
683 
634 
610 
681 
699 
The American Secondary School . . . . . . . 3 
Secondary School Curriculum . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Human Growth & Development 3 
Seminar- Methods for S_econdary Teachers 1 
Thesis or Approved Electives • . . . . . . . . . 6 
From specialized area of preparation (other 
than professional education) . . . . . . . 12 
Minimum Total 30 
ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM 
FOR THE READ.ING ~ IALIST 
ENDORSEMENT'' 
>--
Basic Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 S emester Hours 
Re.search Methods tn Education Ed 600~ 
Ed 630 • Curriculum Construction 
Ed 680 History and Philosophy of .Educat ion 
Specialized Area in Education . . . . . . . . . 12 Semester Hours 
Ed 562 Remedial Reading 
Ed 626• Investigations in Reading 
Ed 624 Practicum in Reading (4 hrs.) 
Ed 627 Reading in the Ehimemary School 
or 
Ed 
Ed 
677 
676 
Reading in t he Conteht Areas 
Independent Study in Reading 
Specialized Area Outside of Ed . . . . . . • . 12 Semester Hours 
Psy 610 Advanced Human Growth and 9 hours of 
advisor-11pproved courses in psychology 
or linguistics. 
TOT AL - 31 Semester Hours 
•These courses carry two semester hours of credit; alt other 
courses carry three hours, with the except ion of Ed 624, 
Pract icum in Reading, which carries four, and Ed 676, 
Independent St udy in Reading, which carries one to three 
hours of credit . 
>-+Three years of successful t eaching experience must be-
completed before the endorsement:- Is granted. 
SECONDARY CURRICULUM 
FOR THE READING SPECIALIST 
ENDO RS EM ENT"' 
Basic Curriculum •. ................... 9 semester hours 
Ed aoo• Research Methods in Education 
Ed 634 Secondary School Curriculum 
Ed 683 The American Secondary School 
Ed 681 Seminar: Methods for Secondary Teachers 
Special ized Area in Education ... . ...... 12 semester ho urs 
Ed 562 Remedial Reading 
Ed 626* Investigations in Reading 
Ed 624 Practicum in Reading (4 hrs.) 
Ed 576 Reading in the Secondary School 
or 
Ed 
Ed 
677 
676 
Reading in the Content Areas 
Independent Study in Reading 
Specialized Area Outside of Education . . . . 12 semester hours 
E'sy 610 Advanced Human Growth and 9 hours of 
advisor approved courses in psychology 
or linguistics. 
TOTAL - 33 Semester Hours 
--rhese courses carry two semester hours of credit; all other 
courses carry 'three hours, with the exception of Ed 624, 
Practicum in Reading, which carries four; Ed 681, Seminar, 
which carries one; and Ed 676. Independent Study in Reading, 
which carries one to three hours of credit. 
.. Three years of successful teaching experience must be 
completed before the endorsement 1s granted. 
Ed 600 
Ed 610 
Ed 630 
Ed 680 
LS' 511 
LS 521 
LS 523 
LS 575 
LS 627 
-----=:.:~ -~~9~1 
SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 
(Department: Library Science and 
Instruct ional Media) 
Sem. Hrs. 
Research Methocls In Ed ucation ... ... .. 2 
Advanced Human Growth & Development 3 
Curriculum Construction . . . . . .. . .. ... 2 
History and Philosophy of Education .... 3 
Cataloging and Classificatior, . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Books and Materials for Young People .. . 3 
Reference and Bibliography ... ... .. . . . 3 
School Library Practice .... . . .. .... . 3-4 
Research rn Children's Lit erature . . ..... 3 
Electives (Must include two hours .at 
600 level) .....•..... , ..... . . . . . 4-5 
Minimurn Total 30 
• If credit in Children's Literature ( LS 227) and/or Libra"' 
Organization and Administration (LS 301 ) has not been-earned 
at the undergraduate level, they must be taken as a part of t·hls 
curriculum. These courses do not carry graduate credit. 
If any listed library science courses have been taken for 
undergraduate credit , LS 522, 521, 670 or course(s) approved 
by the Director of Library Science Program may be taken. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
(Department: Psychology and Special Education) 
Prerequisi tes: To be eligible to apply for this program, a 
student must have earned credit m each of the following areas; 
1. Either Exceptional Children or Psychology of Exceptional 
Children. 
2. Either Educat ional Psychology or Psychology o f Learning. 
3. Either Statist ics or Tests and Measurements. 
The Curriculum : 
Sem. Hrs. 
Ed 600 Research Methods in Education .... . .. , 2 
Ed 610 Advanced Human Growth & Development 3 
Ed 630 Curriculm Construction ..... . .. . . . .. . 2 
Ed 680 History and Philosophy of Ed ucat ion ... . 3 
Selected from the following: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . • . . 10 
Ed 537 Educational Assessment of Exceptional 
Children 
'Ed 550 Nature an(l Needs of Exceptional Children 
Ed 552 Special Problems In Leaming Disorders 
Ed 565 Auditory and Visual Problems 
Ed 601 Survey of Exceptlo11al Children 
Ed 602 Speech and Languag11 Problerns 
'iEo 655 Teaching the Exceptional Child 
Ed 668 Organization of Special Classes in the School 
"t Ed 675 Practicum in Special Education 
Psychology - Selected from the following: .... . , .. . .... 6 
Psy 
Psy 
Psy 
Psy 
Psy 
590 
609 
612 
633 
634 
Abnormal Psychology 
Educational Psycholo!JY 
Aspiration and Abili ty Evaluatinr-
Personallty Theory 
Learning Theory 
Approved Electives- Outside Professional 
Educat ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Minimum Total 32 
,..Required for the program and Kentucky certification. 
t The student may qualify for teaching In more than one area 
of special education by takin.9 addit ional sections of Ed 655 
and Ed 675. 
SCHOOL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR 
(Department: Administration, Supervision 
and Secondary Educat ion) 
This program is d.esign~d to prepare personnel to se.rve in the 
capacity of finance officer or school business administrator, to 
direct the financial affairs of a school district under the 
jurisdictfon of the local superintendent and school board. It 
should appeal particularly to teachers with a major or minor in 
business administration. 
For th11 Provisional Certificate: 
1. Provisional certification rnay be attained by a student 
admitted to the pro11ram upon completion of 18 hours in 
approved courses from the curriculum for the Standard 
Certificate. 
2, The Provisional Certificate may be renewed once with the 
completion of at least eight additional hours of work 
leading to the Standard Certificate. 
~ 
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For the Standard Certificate: 
Admissic,n to and sati sfactory completion of the program. 
The Program: 
In addition to meeting the requirements for the master's 
degree, the following curriculum must be included in the 
student's undergraduate and graduate work. 
Sem. Hrs. 
From Education ..................... •..... .... 15· 18 
Ed 628 School Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ed 686 The School Plant ........•... , ....... 2 
Ed 684 School Finance . . .. .......... . ...... 2 
Ed 680 History & Philosophy . ...... . .. ...... 3 
Ed/Bus 516 Educational Data Processing .... ..... . . 3 
Elect two of the following three: 
• Ed 645 Prine. of Educational Adm . . .. . .. , .. . . 3 
"Ed 678 Internship rn School Adm ..... . ...... 1·3 
'Ed 692 Administration of School Personnel ..... 3 
• Approved e lectives in school organization and administration 
may be substituted. 
Course must be approved prior to registration. 
From the School of Business and Economics 
(undergraduate) .................. .. .. .. , ... ..... 12 
tAcct 281 & 
tBE 
Acct 
BA 
Econ 
282 
363 
528 
311 
541 
Principles of Accounting I & 11 • ••••.. •• 6 
Otfiee Management ................. 3 
Governmental Accounting ........ . ... 3 
Personnel Management . ...... .... , ... 3 
Public Finance .... , ...... .. ......... 3 
One of the following: 
BA 461 Business Law I (Undergraduate) ......... 3 
BA 561 Business Law II (Graduate) .... ...... . 3 
tThese courses must be completed for undergraduate credit If 
the student has not taken them prior to admission to the 
program. 
COUNSELOR EDUCATION 
(Department: Adult, Counseling and 
Higher Education) 
The Guidance and Counseling programs are designed to 
provide the candidate with learning and supervised train ing 
opportunities In Individual and group guidance counseling in 
the following areas: 
1. Guidance counselors for elementary schools. 
2. Guidance counselors for secondary schools. 
•3, Counselors to work with adolescents and adults in non-
school settings. 
"4. Guidance counselors to work In higher educarion. 
•NOTE: Persons doing guidance and counseling outside of 
schools-as pastors, social workers and others-are expected to 
apply for the Master of Arts in Adult and Continuing 
Education degree program with a specialty in counseling. 
Persons interested In counseling students in higher education 
should consider the Master of Higher Education degree 
program with a specialized area In gu idance counseling. These 
two programs do not qualify the candidate for certificalion as 
a guidance counselor in the public schools. 
Elementary 01 secondary teachers who complete the corre-
sponding guidance counseling program wlll qualify for provi-
sional certification as guidance counselor In Kentucky and in 
most other states. Students expecting certification in another 
state should check requirements of that state so that particular 
requirements may be included in their pro.9ram. 
Certificat ion as a secondary school guidance counselor Is 
required of co_unselors in Kentucky's vocational schools. 
Students plannlng to IM)rk in vocational schools who do not 
have an undergrad.uate background In vocational education 
should plan to take additional courses in the School of-
Applied Sciences and Technology. 
General admission to graduate study and a teacher's certificate 
based on a four-year undergraduate program at the level for 
wtiich the applicant seeks certification as a guidance counselor 
is required; at least one year's teaching experient:e is needed 
for certification. 
Program of Study Leading to the Provisional Counselor and 
Standard Teacher Certificates. 
ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE COUNSE LOR 
Counseling ....... _ ...... .. . ....... Minimum hours 18 
Sem. Hrs. 
Ed 656 PrincipJes of Guidance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ed 664·A Information Services and Vocational 
Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ed 665 Organization anu Administration of 
Guidance Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ed 666-A Techniques of Counselfng ............ . 3 
Ed • 667-A Group Procedures ......... _ . . • ...... 3 
Ed 669-A Practicum In Guidance & Counseling . . . . 3 
Professional Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minimum hours 9 
Required Courses: 7 hours 
Ed 600 Research Methods in Education 
Ed 610 Advanced Human Growth & Development 
Ed 627 Reading in the Elementary School 
Electives: A course in general curriculum development 
Ed 630 Curriculum Construction 
Electives: A course in education history: 
Ed 680 History & Philosophy of Education 
Supportive ........ . .......... ... , . . Minimum hours 3 
Graduate course in tests and measurements : 
Ed 580 Measurement Principles & Techniques 
Ed 662 Individual Inventory Techniques 
Psy 612 Aspiration and Abflity Evaluation 
- - TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED 30 
SECONDARY GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
Counseling .................. . ..... Minimum hours 18 
Sem. Hrs. 
Ed 656 Principles of Guidance ..... . ......... 3 
Ed 664·8 Information Services and Vocational 
Development ..... ... ........... . 3 
Ed 665 Organization and Adminis.tration of 
Guidance Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ed 666-8 Techniques of Counsel ing ... . ....... .. 3 
Ed 667-B Group Procedures ................. .. 3 
Ed 669-8 Practicum in Guidance & Counseling .. .. 3 
Professional Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minimum hours 9 
Required Courses: 5 hours 
Ed 600 Research Methods lh Education 
Ed 6fO Advanced Human Growth & Development 
Electives: ........... . ...... . ........ ...... ....... 4 
A course In general curriculum development: 
Ed 630 Curriculum Construction 
A course. in foundations in education : 
Ed 680 History & Philosophy or Education 
Ed 683 The American Secondary School 
A course in psychology of learning: 
Psy 589 Psychology of Learning 
Supportive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minimum hours 3 
Gr.iduate course in tests and measurements: 
Ed 580 Measurement Principles & Techniques 
Ed 662 Individual Inventory Techniques 
Psy 612 Aspiration and Ability Eval.uation 
TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED 30 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY 
Students majoring in Psychology for the Master of Arts degree 
may emphasize either Generai-Experimental Psychology or 
School-Clinical Psychology. An identical core of 12 semester 
hours of course work is required in each of the programs. The. 
remaining 18 hours are devoted to the student's major field of 
interest. 
The General-Experimental program leads to the master 's 
degree, which will enable the holder to begin employment or 
continue his studies. 
The master's degree in School-Clinical Psychology enables the 
holder to apply for certification from the State Board of 
Examiners in Psycholo.9y in the certification areas of school 
psychology and psychodlagnostics. 
- -----~ 
Requiteme~ for the Unconditional Admission to braduate 
Study in Psychol.!!t!t 
..... 
1. Completion of: 
(a) 18 semester hours of psychology, including: 
Experimental Psychology .............. ... .. 3 hrs. 
Systems and Theories ..................... . 3 hrs. 
(b)3 semester hours of statistics. 
2. A minimum average of 3.0 on all undergraduate psychology 
courses above the freshman level. 
Requirements (and Procedure) for Admission to Candidacy in 
Psychology 
Students should apply to the Chairman of the 0epartmentof 
Psychology and Special Education to take the comprehensive 
qualifying examinations for candidacy. Comprehensive 
examinations will be given in . the student's major area of 
interest and three e lected areas to be chosen by the student 
from the following: 
Group I 
1. Learning and Motivation 
2. Physiological Psycnology 
3. Research Design and Statistics 
4. Sensation and Perception 
Group II 
1. Personality and Psychopathology 
2. Human Development 
3. Psychological T esting and Dia9no.sis 
4. Psychotherapy 
No more than three areas may be taken from one group. 
These examinations will be given two weeks following the 
mid-semester grade due date of each of the three regular 
semesters. Applications for candidacy examinations must be 
submitted to t he department chairman prior to the mid• 
semester grade due dat.e of the semester In which the studen t 
applies for candidacy. 
Students will be endorsed for candidacy after havi n.9 achieved 
or completed the following five requirements: 
1. A satisfactory grade on e.ach of the fC>ur candidacy 
qualifying examinations. 
2. A 3 ,0 or higher grade-point average with a minimum of 
eight hours of graduate credit. 
3. A combined m inimum of 800 on the quantitatfve and 
verbal ~ores and satisfactory completion of the psycholo.9y 
area test of the Graduate Record Examination. 
4. Recommendation of Psychology faculty. 
5. Removal of all admissi·on conditions. This is applicable only 
to students who were admitted on a provisional or 
conditional basis. 
The student's advisor and committee will determine at the 
time he is admitted to candidacy those courses, thesis and 
internship requirements that must be taken to complete the 
master's pro.9ram. A minimum of 15 semester hours of 
graduate credit must be earned after admission to candidacy. 
General Requirements for the Degree: 
1. Core requirements. All students must complete at least one 
course in each of the following areas: 
(a) Clinical: Psychology 556. 558, 590,633. 
(b) Developmental: Psycho logy 610 
(c) Experimemal : Psychology 621, 682, 583, 584, 586, 
621 
(d) Statistics: Mathematics 553 
2. Succe.ssful completion of a written and/or oral examination 
in gener.il psychology and topics included in the major 
emphasis ot his graduate studies. 
Special Requirements for lhe Degree: 
1. G~neral-Ex,perimental Requirements: Completion and 
defense of an approved thesis-maximum credit allowance 
of six hours. Completion of a minimum of 18 semester 
hours of approved course work in psychology and related 
fields. Minimum of 30 semester hours for the. de.QT11e. 
2. School-Clinical Psychology Requirements: Completion of 6 
to 12 hours of intemship. Complet ion of a minimum of 18 
semester hours of approved course vv<>rk in psychology and 
related f ie lds. Minimum of 30 semester hours for the 
degree. 
--._, i 
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MASTfR IN,-ARTS IN ADULT 
AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 
The Adult and Continuing Education graduate program is 
desipned to develop the capaclLy of individuals to plan, 
organize, end carry through a variety of educational and 
service programs to meet the broad spectrum of adult needs In 
today's dynamic society. The program is flexible in that a 
course of study is designed with each student. This will 
de11elop the special competencies and understanding needed in 
accordance with the professional role that the student plans to 
assume in working with adults. 
Requiremenb for Admission: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Two years of relevant professional experience is advisable. 
Requirements for Admission to Candidacy; 
1. A written recommendation by the student's advisor and 
concurrence of the department head. 
2. Completion of 8 to 15 hours of graduate work ,ncludrng Ed 
600, an approved course In Adult and Continuing Educa-
'lion, and one course from the student's area of cspeclallza-
tion. 
3. The student must have earned a minimum grade-point 
average of 3.0 on the 8 to 15 hours of graduate work. 
4. The student must have satisfactory performance on the 
Graduate Record Examination (Aptitude test). 
A minimum of 15 hours must be completed after requirements 
have been met and application for candidacy has been filed. 
The Curriculum: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Ed 600 Research Methods in Education ....... 2 
Adult and Continuing Education selected from the 
following: .... . ...... . . ...... .. . ............. 12 
Ed 554 Principles of Adult and Continuing 
Education 
Ed 650 Basic Education for the Disadvantaged 
Adult 
Ed 651 Human Development in Adulthood 
,Eij 6,52 The Community School 
Ed 653 Planning and .Evalu~tlng tne Adult 
Program 
Ed 654 Special Problems in Adult Education 
Ed 670 Research Problems: Adult Education 
Ed 676 Independent Study: Adult Education 
Ed 678 Internship 
Ed 688 Seminar in Adult Education 
Ed 699 Thesis 
Area of Specialization .............. ... ..... ......• 9 
• Electives (to be selected by student and 
graduate committee) ....... . .. . . ...... •. . ..... 7 
30 
"The student may pursue a thesis, Ed 699, (3-6 sem. hrs.) in 
lieu of an equal number of elective hours. 
MASTER OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
The Master of Higher Education degree program is speciticially 
designed to provide advanced study and preparation for: 
1. Tea.Ching in higher education. 
2. General Administration in higher education. 
3. Student Personnel Administration. 
4. Counseling in higher education. 
Requirements for Admission to the Progr11:n: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Students must have an area of specialization based on an 
undergraduate major or minor in the teaching field or an 
aptltUde that indicates interest and potential' In non-
teaching _areas. 
Requirements for Admission to Candidacy in the Program: 
1. Written recommendation of the student's advisor and 
concurrence of the department head. 
2. Completion ot 8 to 15 hoUrS of the prognim. including Ed 
600, an approved higher education course, and one course 
from the teaching field or area of specialization. 
3. Must have earned a minlmur-, grade-point average of 3.0 or 
better on the 8 to 15 hours. 
4. Must have satisfactory performance on the Graduate 
Record Examination (Aptitude test). 
A minimum of 15 hours must be completed after requirements 
have been met and application for candidacy has been tiled. 
The Curriculum: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Ed 600/ Research Methods In Education . ....... 2 
Higher Education-selected from the fo llowing: . ...... . 7-10 
Ed 635, Curriculum Construction In Higher 
Education 
Ed 640 The Two-Year College in Higher 
Education 
Ed 641 .... Academic and Administrative Probhims 
rn Higher Education 
Ed 642"' Student Personnel Work in Higher 
Education 
Ed 643"' Seminar in Higher Education 
Ed 670 Research Problems: Higher Education 
Ed 676 ,,.. Independent Study: Higher Education 
Ed 678 - Internship in Higher Education 
•Teaching field or area of specialization . .. .. ..... . .. 15-18 
(AL least nine hours of this work must be don-e in courses 
restricted to graduate students. l 
Thesis, or courses approved by the advisor . . . ......... 3-6 
Minimum Total 30 
• it is especially Important that the student clearly determiri.e 
the discipline or area of specialization he wishes to pursue, and 
carefully plan his program with his advisor. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION & RECREATION 
The curricula leading to the degree of Master of Arts fn Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation are designed to meet the 
needs of students who wish to further their training for a 
particular role as instructor. supervisor or administrator in a 
health, physical education or recreation program in the school 
or community. 
Requirements for Admission: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. A major, minor, or a minimum of 18 approved hours in 
Health. Physical Education and Recreation. 
Requirements for Admission to Candidacy: 
1. Written recommendation of the student's advisor and 
concurrence of the department head. 
2. Completion of 8 to 15 hours of approved graduate course 
work including Ed 600 and two of the following: PE 601, 
PE 604, Hlth 601, Hlth 612, Rec 630, Rec 635. 
3. The student must have earned a minimum grade-point 
average of 3.0 on the 8 to 16 hours of graduate work. 
4. The student must have satisfactory performance on the 
Graduate Record Examination (Apritude Test). 
A minimum of 15 hours must be completeo after requirements 
have been met and application tor candidacy has been filed. 
Requirements for the Degree: 
1. A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate 
course work, includirig the following: Ed 600, PE 601, PE 
604, Hlth 601 , or Hlth 612, Rec 630 or Rec 636. A 
maximum of six semester hours may be allowed for an 
acceptable thesh. 
2. A minimum of 18 semester hours In courses in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation. 
3. A minimum ot 10 semester hours in Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation must be in courses restricted to 
graduate students. A minimum of 15 semester hours of the 
total course wort< must be in courses restricted to graduate 
students. 
4. A minimum quallty•point standing of 3.0. 
5. Satisfactory completion of an oral examination, which will 
include defense of the thesis, when a thesis is written. 
NOTE: Completion of this program will serve to renew or 
extend ,tie Kentucky provisional certificate fot elementary or 
secondary ,eachers on a cominuing basis. Students haloing the 
Provisional Secondary Certificate who wish to obtain the 
Standard Secondary Teachers Cenifica'te mun complete as a 
part of. and/or in addition to. this program: Ed 600, Ed 610, 
Ed 630, and Ed 680. Elementary teactiers mun complete Ed 
600, Ed 626, or Ed 627 and two of the foll;wlng : Ed 610, Ed 
630, Ed 680 to qualify for the Standard Elementary Certlfi· 
cate. 
POST-MASTER'S PROGRAMS 
In keeping with state certificat ion requirements, Morehead 
State Unlversi ty offers programs of study beyond the master's 
degree for teachers, supervisors, guidance counselors, prin-
cipals, and superintendents, which may qualify them for 
add[tional certification and/or for Rank I on tho Kentucky 
salary schedule. 
Programs consisting of a minimum of 45 semester hours of 
graduate work, including the master's degree, are availab'8 for 
Kentucky certlficauon of elementary principals, secondary 
principals, school supervisors and directors of pupil personnel. 
A Rank I Program for teachers Is planned for 60 graduate 
hours, including the master's degree. Also, a Rank I Program 
for teachers is planned for 30 graduate hours in addition to the 
requirements for the Fifth· Year Program. 
If the student has not previously met the Kentucky require-
ments for a standard te,acher's certificate he must do so for the 
Rani< I programs for elementary or secondary teachers, and for 
those In administration and supervision. 
Requirements for Admission to the Rank I Programs: 
1. Must hold a master's qegree from an accredited college or 
university, or completed a Fifth-Year Program. 
2. Must hold a valTd teaching certificate. 
In addition to the above requirements, the following apply to 
applicants for guidance counseling, or administrative and 
supervisory programs: 
(a) Applicants must hold a master's degree from an 
accredited college or university. 
\ 
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(b) Applicants who hold valid and active certificates in 
guidance counseling, administration or supervision may 
be admitted to programs in the areas in which they are 
certified. 
(cl Applicants may qualify for programs in guidance 
counseling, administration or supervision by having 
earned a standing of 3.3 on all graduate work or a score 
of 800 or better on the Aptitude section of the Graduate 
Record Examination. 
(d)Applicants must be recommended for admission to the 
program by the screening and interview committee. 
Students who are not recommended for admission may file a 
written appeal containing a rationale for exception to the 
standards with the Graduate Committee, School of Education. 
General Requirements for the Rank I Programs: 
1. The program must be planned with the student's advisor. 
2. A minimum of 60 graduate hours including the master's 
degree, or the Fifth-Year plus 30 hours. 
3. A grade-point average of "B" or better in all work offered 
for the program. No credit is accepted on grades lower than 
"C". 
4. A minimum of 30 semester hours (of the total 60 hours) in 
courses open only to graduate students. 
5 . A :n,r11mum ol 15 semester hours (of the last 30) in 
residence credit at Morehead State University. 
If the student desires that the University certify to the State 
Department of Education and/or his local superintendent that 
he has completed a Rank I program, request for this should be 
filed with the Graduate Office during the term in which he 
expects to complete the program. Applications for Kentucky 
certificates must be filed on official forms. 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
(45 graduate hours, including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administration, Supervision, 
and Secondary Education) 
Each of the following courses must be included in either the 
master's or post-master's work. (Additional courses may be 
necessary in instances where the prerequisites to these courses 
have not been completed.) Qualifying for the Standard 
Elementary Teacher's Certificate and three years of successful 
teaching experience are prerequisite to the issuance of the 
elementary pnncipal's cenificate. 
The Curriculum: 
Ed 632 
Ed 656 
"Ed 660 
"Ed 672 
• Ed 695 
Ed 580 
Ed 
Sem. Hrs. 
Elementary Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Principles of Guidance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Supervision . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Seminar: Problems of the Principal . . . . . 1 
The Elementary School Principal . . .... . 2 
Measurement Principles & Techniques . . . 3 
Approved elective . . .. . . . ... .. . . , . . . . 1 
Minimum Total 15 
"These courses are open only to students approved for the 
program. 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM FOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
(45 graduate hours. including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administration, Supervision, 
and Secondary Education) 
Each of the following courses must be included in e ither the 
master's degree or post-master's work. (Additional courses 
may be necessary where the prerequisites to these courses have 
not been completed.) Qual ifying for the Standard Secondary 
Teacher's Certificate and three years of successful teaching 
experience are prerequisite to the issuance of the secondary 
principal's certificate. 
Tho Curriculum: 
Ed 
Ed 
"Ed 
" Ed 
'Ed 
Ed 
634 
656 
660 
672 
696 
580 
Sem. Hrs. 
Secondary Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Guidance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Seminar: Problems of the Principal ... . . 
The Secondary School Principal . ..... .. 2 
Measurement Principles & Techniques ... 3 
Minimum Total 15 
"These courses are ope,1 only to students approved for the 
program. 
PROGRAM FOR EXTENDING SECONDARY PRINCIPAL'S 
CERTIF ICATE TO ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALSHIP 
A person holding a secondary principal's certificate in 
Kentucky may, with institutional approval, qualify for the 
elementary principalship by satisfactorily completing the 
following 15-hour curriculum: 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
632 
695 
627 
678 
Sem. Hrs. 
Elementary Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Elementary Principalship . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2 
Reading in the Elementary School . . . . . . 3 
Internship (in the Elementary School) ... 2 
Electives- Approved by the student's advisor, 
considering previous academic record and 
experience . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Minimum Total 15 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM FOR DIRECTORS 
OF PUPIL PERSONNEL 
(45 graduate hours, Including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administration, Supervision, and 
Secondary Education) 
Prerequisites for Professional Certification of Directors of 
Pupil Personnel: 
1. Completion of the requirements for either the Standard 
Elementary Certificate or the Standard High School 
Certificate. 
2. Admission to, and satisfactory r ompletion of, the 
prescribed program of the irr. tltution, consisting of a 
minimum of 45 graduate ho. in, -ullmg the master's 
degree. 
3. T hree years of successful teaching experience. 
The Curriculum: 
In addition to meeting the requirements for the master's 
degree, the minimum of 45 graduate hours must include: 
Sem. Hrs. 
From the following . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 to 10 hrs. t 
•Ed 
•Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
•Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Hlth 
600 
656 
645 
692 
628 
691 
665 
601 
Research Methods in Education . . . . . . . . 2 
Principles of Guidance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Principles of Education Admin. . . . . . . . . 3 
Admin. of School Personnel • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
School Law . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
The School and the Public . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Organ. & Admin. of Guidance Services . . . 3 
School Health Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
From the following . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 12 to 15 hrs. t 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
*Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Psy 
Soc 
Soc 
PS 
PS 
Ed 
580 
662 
666 
537 
610 
609 
560 
590 
600 
525 
546 
548 
698 
Meas. Prine. and Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Individual Inventory Techniques . . . . . .. 3 
or 
Techniques of Counselfng . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
or 
Diag. and Remed. Techniques . . . . . . . . . 3 
Advanced Human Growth & Development 3 
Advanced Educ. Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Nature & Needs of Retarded Children 3 
or 
Abnormal Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Educational Sociology . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 3 
The Community . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
or 
Public Personnel Administration 3 
or 
Public Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Pupil Personnel AccL & Records Mgmt. . . 3 
*Course is required in the program. 
tlncluded in the minimum of 45 hours of graduate work. 
CERTll-1\..r,-rt()N PROGRAM FOR 
SCHOOL SUPtRVl:;c)RS 
(45 graduate hours, including the Ma:ter's Degree) 
(Department: Administration, Supervi(ion, 
and Secondary Education) 
Each of the following courses must be included in either the 
master's or post-master's W?rk. (Additional courses may be 
necessary in instances where the prerequisites to these courses 
have not been completed.) Qualifying tor either the Standard 
Elementary Teachers Cenificate or the Standard Secondary 
Teacher's Certificate and three years of successful teaching 
experience are prerequisite to the issuance of the certificate 
for school supervisors. 
The Curriculum: 
Sem. Hrs. 
Ed 
Ed 
• Ed 
•Ed 
Ed 
632 
634 
660 
672 
691 
Elementary Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Secondary Curriculum .......... . .... 3 
Supervision . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Seminar: Problems of the Principal ..... 
The School and the Public . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Ed 580 Measurement Principles & Techniques . .. 3 
An approved course in the advanced study 
of reading) ...•...........•....... 2·3 
One course from the following: 
Ed 550. 537. 552, 601 or 655 ........ 2-3 
Minimum Total 16 
"These courses are open only to students approved for the 
program. 
(The program must be planned with the student's advisor on 
checksheets available for the program). 
RANK I PROGRAM FOR 
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
(60 graduate hours, including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education) 
The m inimum of 60 graduate l\outs, including the master's 
degree, must conform to the following area distribution: 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Studies dealing with research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6-8 
II. Studies dealing with the nature and psychology 
of the teamer ... . ......... .. ...•... . . . .. 8-12 
11 1. Studies dealing with the programs of the schools .. 9· 16 
IV. Outside professional education (from student's 
areas of preparation, or supporting courses) . . . . . 24 
V. Electives ........ . ....... . .... .. ....... ... 0-13 
•Minimum Total 60 
(The program must be planned with the student's advisor on 
checksheets available for the program.) 
•52 hours for Fifth-Year students. 
RANK I PROGRAM FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS 
(60 graduate hours. including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administration. Supervision and 
Sl>r ondary Education I 
The minimum of 60 graduate hours. including the master's 
degree, must conform to the following area distribution: 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Studies dealing with research . . . . ... .. ... .. . . . . 6-8 
II. Studies dealing with the nature and psychology 
of the learner . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 -12 
111. Studies dealing with the programs of the school . . 8 -12 
IV. Outside professional education (from student's 
majors or minors or supporting courses from other 
disciplines) .. ..•... .. . . . .. ... ... ..• ... . .. 36 
V. Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . 0-8 
" Minimum Total 60 
The program must be planned with the student's advisor on 
check sheets available tor the program.) 
•52 hours for Fifth-Year students. 
RANK I PRQG,;AM FOR GUIDANCE COUNSELORS 
(60 gradu,,.e hours, including the Master's Degree) 
,Department: Adult, Counseling and 
Higher Education) 
Tt:a minimum of 60 graduate hours, including the master's 
degree, must conform to the following area d istribution: 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Guidance and Counseling ...... .•........... 21-30 
JI. Professional Education . ....... ...... . . ....... 6-9 
Ill. Testing ..............•........••.. . ... 6-15 
IV. Studies dealing with nature and psychology 
of the individual . . . . . . . , ............ 9 ·17 
V. Studies dealing with research ..•....... .. ..... 6-9 
VI. Studies dealing with administration 
and supervision . . . . . . . . ................. 3-6 
VII. Approved electives from categories 
I- IV listed above ... .... .............•..•.. 0-3 
VIII. Approved Electives ..... ...... ........ ... . .. 0-6 
Minimum Total 60 
(The program must be planned with the s tudent's advisor on 
check sheets available for the program.) 
; r , 
RANK I PROGRAM FOR SCHOOL SUPERVISORS 
(60 graduate hours, including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administration, Supervision 
and Secondary Educauon) 
A minimum of 60 semester hours, including the master's 
degree and the requirements for the School Supervisor's 
Certificate, must be completed for this program. Tho student's 
work must be planned with his advisor m accordance with the 
check sheet for the program to conform to the following 
distribution of courses in the master's and post-master's 
programs: 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Studies dealing with administration and 
supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8· 11 
•· ,. U..St\lqi~ d!JalUJQ wi!h.-1.esearch •.. . , .. . ........ . ... 5-8 
111. S!,l,Jdi11s 9eaJin11, Y1ith na~1,1~e and psychology 
of the learner . . . .. . .. . . .. . ............ 9-12 
IV. Studies dealing with programs of the 
school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-15 
V. Specialized non-professional (other than 
professional education) areas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
VI. Approved electives in education or other 
areas . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-11 
Minimum Total 60 
RANK I PROGRAM FOR 
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALS 
(60 graduate hours, including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administra1ion, Supervision 
and Secondary Education) 
A minimum of 60 semester hours including the master's degree 
and the requirements for the Elementary Principal's Certifi• 
cate, must be completed for this program. The student's work 
must be planned with his advisor in accordance with the check 
sheet for the program to conform to the following distribution 
of courses in the master's and post-master's programs: 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Studies dealing with administration and 
supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ........ 9-12 
II. Studies dealing with research ................. 5-8 
111. Studies dealing with nature and psychology 
of the learner .........•....... ........ . .. . 8-1 0 
IV. Studies dealing programs of the school .... . . ... 11 -14 
V. Specialized non-professional (other than 
professional education) areas . . . . . . . . . . ... 18-24 
Minimum Total 
RANK I PROGRAM FOR 
SECONDARY PRINCIPALS 
(60 graduate hours, including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administration, Supervision 
and Secondary Education) 
60 
A minimum of 60 semester hours including the master's degree 
and the requirements for the Secondary Principal's Certificate, 
must be completed for this program. The student's work must 
be planned with his advisor in accordance with the check sheet 
tor the program, to conform to the following distribution of 
courses in the master's and post-master's programs: 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Studies dealing with admin1stra11on and 
supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . ...... . 9 -12 
II. Studies dealing with research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-8 
Ill. Studies dealing with nature and psychology 
of the learner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 8-10 
IV. Studies dealing with programs of the school ..... 11-14 
V. Specialized non-professional (other than 
professional educatien) areas .... , . ........ 18-24 
Minimum Total 60 
CERTIFICATION AND RANK I PROGRAM 
FOR THE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT 
(60 graduate hours, including the Master's Degree) 
(Department: Administration, Supervision 
and Secondary Education) 
A minimum of 60 semester hours, including the master's 
degree and the requirements for either the elementary or 
secondary principal's certificate (see above). must be 
completed for this program. The student's work must be 
planned in accordance with the check sheet for the program, 
to conform to the following distribution of courses in the 
master's and post-master's programs: 
Sem. Hrs. 
I. Studies dealing with administration or 
supervision ............................ 13-16 
11. Studies dealing with research ................. 6-9 
111. Studies dealing with nature and psychology 
of the learner ............................ 6-9 
IV. Studies dealing with programs of the school ..... 9-12 
V. Specialized and supportive non-professional 
(other than education) areas ............. .. 18-24 
Minimum Total 60 
THE SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
(Ed .S.) DEGREE 
The Specialist in Education degree program offers students 
who have demonstrated superior scholastic ability and special 
Interest end aptitude In certain areas 1he opportu1111y to gain a 
high level of competency in a chosen specialized field for 
service as instructors, supervisors or adminis trators. In some 
cases, the program may serve to advance the candidate toward 
the doctorate. It should also be noted that tho Education 
Specialist Program may qualily school personnel for 
Kentucky's h ighest salary for teachers; however, it is not 
intended as an alternative to the "Rank I" programs. 
Programs of study for the Specialist in Education Degree are 
ottered in: 
1. Administration and Supervision 
2. Higher Education 
3. Curriculum and Instruction 
4. Guidance 
5 . Adult and Continuing 
Requirements for Admission to the Specialist Degr-ee Program 
I. A master's degree from an accredited college or university. 
2. One year of successful work experience. 
3 . Acceptanc.e by the Graduate Committee of the School of 
Education. and by the Associate Dean for Academic 
Programs (Graduate). Criteria for admission are based 
upon: 
a. Records of scholastic ability in undergraduate and 
graduate programs. 
b. Performance on standardized tests. 
c. Interviews administered by the School of Education. 
d. Applicant's background in field of specialization. 
e. Recommendations from selected references. 
JOINT DOCTORAL PROGRAM WITH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENYUCKY 
Morehead State University and the University or Kentucky 
have an agreement whereby students desiring to pursue e 
doctor's degree (Ed.D.) at the University of Kentucky may, 
upon being admined jointly by these Institutions, complete up 
to one year o f their course work at Morehead State University, 
Application for the joint program must be filed with the 
Associate Dean, Academic Programs (Graduate) at Morehead 
State University. A joint screening committee, composed of 
members from both institutions, will decide upon the 
applicant's eligibility. 
In order to be admitted to the program, the applicant must 
meet the requirements for admission to the doctoral program 
of the School of Education al the University of Kentucky. To 
support his application, he must submit a transcript of his 
scores on the Graduate Record Examination (Aptitude and 
Advanced in Education tests), and the National Teachers 
Examination. 
After admission to the program, the student will be assigned to 
a doctoral committee composed of faculty members from 
both institutions. He will be permitted to do approximately 
one year of his work on campus at Morehead. In any case, a 
minimum of one academic year In residence at the University 
of Kentucky will be required. 
One planning to pursue a doctoral program should, at an early 
stage in his graduate work, familiarize himself with the general 
nature and requirements for advanced graduate degrees, and 
secure additional information about the joint Morehead• 
University of Kentucky program from the Associate Dean, 
Academic Programs (Graduate) at Morehead State University. 
PROFESSION Al EDUCATION 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE : (3·0·3) following course titlo means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11 , and Ill 
following the credit hours allowance indicate the term in 
which the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
I II-summer. 
Education 516. Educational Data Processing. (3-0-3); II. 
(Same as Business Education 516.) 
Education 627. The Pre-School Child. (3-1·3); I, II , (Alternate 
summers with 528.1 
Prerequisite:. Junior standing. 
The principles ot growth and development from the prenatal 
period to age six. Focuses attention on learning experiences 
for nursery and kindergarten age children. 
Educa11on 528. Activities and Materials in Early Childhood 
Education. (3-1-3); II, 111. (Alternate summers with 527.) 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
Investigates the needs and interests of early childhood and 
provides opportunities to explore objectives, mawri!115. and 
techniques of 1nstruc11on for this age group. 
Educat ion 529. Practicum in Early Childhood Education. 
(1-4•4 ); I, II, 111 
Prerequisites: Education 527, Educauon 528, 1unior standing, 
and admission to · he teacher education program 
Students are assigned 10 a pro-school classroom for observa-
t1011, part1cipat1on anu teachmg. On-campus i;emi11urs ~10 hold 
weekly (Application m,,de through the Dir,- :tor ol Profes-
sional Laboratory Experiences.) 
,~~~-
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Education 537. Educational Assessment of Exceptional 
Children. (2·2-3); I, 11, Ill . 
Assessment methodology relating to the identification of 
behavioral deficits and excesses of students which lessen their 
performance level in one or more core academic subject areas. 
Education 547. Utilization of Educational Television. (3-0-3) ; 
I, II. 111. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing. 
The use of television in the classroom. The history and 
background of ETV; how a telecourse is developed; examples 
of telelessons and their use by outstanding teachers; the 
importance of the cour~e guide; effective motivational and 
follow-up techniques with the help of other media, with 
particular emphasis on the role af the classroom teacher. 
Education 550. Nature and Needs of Exceptional Children. 
(3·0·3); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Education 230. 
The physical, psychological, and educational needs of educable 
and tr~inable mentally retarded children; research pertaining 
to the nature and needs of the me·nt_ally retarded; ways of 
developing maximum abilities. 
Education 551. Curriculum for Pre-School Exceptional 
Children. (2·2·3); I, II, Ill. 
Designed to prepare the teacher to work with pre-school 
children having handicapping conditions. Curriculum 
procedures involving perceptual-motor activities, prosthetic 
devices, and system approaches in special education will be 
featured. 
Education 552. Special Problems In Leaming Disorders. 
(0-4-2); I, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Education 350 and 355. 
An examination of psycholos9ical, medical, and educational 
literature With survey, clinical, and experimental work 
concerning a specific learning disorder. 
Education 553. Curriculum for Secondary Exceptional 
Children. (2-2-3); I, II, Ill. 
Designed to prepare the teacher of exceptional children to 
develop procedures for JTiodifying curriculum 10 include 
concepts related to preparation of exceptional children for 
employment. Vocational and career education instructional 
methods and materials will be explored ·along with the 
establishment and implementafion of work-study programs for 
exceptional children. 
Education 554. Principles of Adult and Continuing Education. 
(3-0-3); I, II. 
Overview of adult education; historical development; 
psychological and sociological basis of adult learning; trends 
and major issues in adult education; and the principles of 
teaching adults. 
Education 555. Teaching Children with Learning and Behavior 
Disorders. (2·2·3); I, 11 , 111. 
Prerequisite: Education 230. 
A consideration of curriculum sequence as specialized methods 
of instruction, applicable to handicapped learners in classes for 
educable mentally retarded. The construction, use, and 
adaption of materials by teachers who are working with 
retarded children. 
Education 556. Teaching the Mentally Retarded. (2·2-3); I, 11, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Education 330. 
Application of rnethods and materials for teaching the 
trainable mentally retarded. The construction and use of 
instructional aids to be used with the retarded individual. 
Education 557. Curriculum for Elementary Exceptfonal 
Children. (2-2-3); I, II, Ill. 
Designed' to prepare the teacher to develop curriculum for 
exceptional children that integrates the use of prosthetic 
devices and equipment, parent counseling, and utilization of 
special education support services with the school program. 
Education 559. Behavior Modification. (2·2·3); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
(See Psychology 559.) 
'Education 562. Remedial Reading. (2·2·3); 11, 111 (Alternate 
summers with Education 677 .) 
Prerequisite: Education 336 or 337. 
Materials. methods of diagnosing and treating reading diffi· 
culties. 
Education 565. Auditory and Visual Problems. (2-2-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Education 330. 
Techniques for measuring hearing threshold with emphasis on 
the educational implication of impaired hearing; group screen· 
ing; individual pure-tone testing; and speech audiometry. 
Education 576. Reading in tt,e Secondary School. (2·2·3}; I, 
11, Ill. 
Emphasis is centered around reading instruction in the junior 
high and high school. Materials are included for instruction 
and studies of the administrative problems involved. 
Education 680. Measurement Principles and Techniques. 
(3-0·3); I, 11, Ill . 
Identification of educational objectives associated with test 
construction; table of specifications; elementary statistics; 
testing and nontesting procedures. lnvestigauons of major 
types of tests; administration. scoring and interpretation of 
test results. 
Education 581 . Introduction to Educational Statistics. (2-2-3); 
I , Ill. 
A study of the application$ of statistfcal and graphical 
methods to educational and psychological data. Includes areas 
of descriptive and inferential statistics that apply to educa· 
tional research. 
Education 582. Audiovisual Aids in Instruction. (3-0-3); I, II, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Upper division standing. 
Overview of the instructional media in use in up-to•date 
schools. Lectures, demonstrations and practical applications of 
the widely available audiovisual equipment, materials and 
methods are used. 
Education 583. Producing Audiovisual Materials. (2-0-2); II. 
Prerequisite: Education 582 or equivalent. 
Production of various types of audio-visual learning materials 
with emphasis upon the design and production of overhead 
transparencies, photographic copying, extreme closeup 
photography, "Super-8-mm" filming as applicable to school 
programs. 
Education 590. Supervision of Student Teaching. l3-0·one to 
four hours}; I, 11 , 111. 
Prerequisite: Teacher's certificate. 
Basic principles and procedures in the techniques of super-
vision of student teachers. Designed to prepare teachers to 
become supenlising teachers who provide the professional 
laboratory experiences during student teaching. 
Education 599. Workshop. (One to three hours); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Under division or graduate classification. 
A workshop for specifically designated task orientation in 
education. May be repeated in additional subject areas. A 
maximum of six semester hours may be earned under this 
course number. 
Education 600. Research Methods in Education. (2·0·2); I. II. 
Ill. 
Selection. delineation, and statement of a research problem, 
techniques of bibliography building, methods of organization, 
recognized methods of investigation, application of statistical 
methods to research problems and style-standards for research 
writing. 
Education 601. Survey of Exceptional Children. (3-0-3); I, II, 
111. 
The study of personality theory and psychopathology, devel• 
opmental problems of exceptional children, and educational 
characteristics and needs of exceptional children. 
Education 602. Speech and Language Problems. (3-0-3); I, II, 
111. 
Defines various speech and language problems and their causal 
factors at the elementary and secondary school level. Presents 
methods for the analysis, prevention, and correction of these 
problems. 
Education 610. Advanced Human Growth and Development. 
(3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155 and Education 210. 
The developmental processes in childhood and adolescence. 
Application of principles of development, research findings, 
and theory to human behavior. 
Education 624. Practicum in Reading. (3-5-4); II, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Education 562. 
Supervised practice in working with students who have reading 
dl.fficulty. 
Education 626. Investigations in Reading. (2-0·2); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Education 336 or 337, or the equfvalent. 
A study of current literature and research in the study of 
reading. 
Education 627. Reading In the E~mentary School. (3-0·3); I, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Education 336 or 337, or the equivalent. 
Extensive study of recent trends in materials and methods In 
teaching reading in the elementary school. 
,.,.. 
Education 628. School Law. \.c-o ~I: I , lll . 
Responsibilities and liabilities of school "'cards and officials; 
Kentucky Code, legal provisions affecting scl.,ol funds, school 
personnel, attendance, discipline, textbooks ai,'1 curriculum. 
Education 630. Curriculum Construction. (2-0-2): I, II, 111. 
A study of basic principles of curriculum development in the 
local school system. 
Education 632. Elementary School Curriculum. 12-0·2); II, Ill. 
Implications of the wider goals of elementary education; the 
relat1·on of each area of learning to the total progran, research 
studies, and promising classroom experiences. 
Education 633. Systematic Instructional Development. (3·0·3). 
Prerequisite: Admission to graduate program. 
A time concentrated 40 hour sequence presented in five days 
with eight hours of instruction per day. The course presents an 
Instructional development system from the definition through 
development and evaluation sta9es. Nine major instructional 
development functions are explored in depth. 
Education 634. Secondary School Curriculum. (3·0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
A course designed to acquaint the teacher. supervisor. and 
administrator with the nature, development, and organization 
of the secondary school curriculum. 
Education 635. Curriculum Construction In Higher Education. 
(3·0-3); II, 111. 
Theoretical and practical basis for curricu1um construction and 
evaluation of curriculum aims and practices of comprehensive 
two-year a.alleges; relationship to secondary schools and 
four-year colleges. 
Education 640. The Two-Year College in Higher Education. 
(3·0·3); I, Ill. 
Unique role. philosophy and functions of two-year colleges In 
American education; patterns of organization and admlnistra• 
ti-on for academic, business, student personnel, public relations 
and development activities. 
Education 641. Academic and Administrative Problems in 
Higher Education. (3-0-3); II , Ill. 
Selection, assignment, guidance, evaluation. paymeht, promo-
tion and retirement of academic personnel. organlzat.ion and 
development of curricular policies and instruetional re~urces. 
Education 642. Student Personnel in Higher Education. 
{3-0·3); I, 11. 
Principles of organization and administration of personnel 
programs and services in higher education. 
Education 643. Seminar in Higher Education. (2·0·2); 11. 111. 
Group study on issues In higher education. 
Education 645. Principles of Education Administration. 
(3-0-3); II, 111. 
Historical development of professional school administration; 
basic principles and changing concepts; organization and 
control of the American school system; functions of the 
administrators. 
Education 650 . . Basic Education for the Disadvantaged Adults. 
(3-0-3); I, II. 
The sociological, psychological and economical problems of 
the disadvantaged; investigation of traditional and innovative 
approaches utilized in working with the disadvantaged adult. . 
Education 651. Human Development in Adulthood. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Education 554 or permission of instructor. 
The psychological and physiological changes in adulthood; 
designed to provide opportunities to apply knowledge of 
human development to the problems of working with adults. 
Education 652. The Community School. {3·0-3); 111. 
The philosophy and operation of a sch~ol to serve the needs of 
all people in the community. The community-wide use of 
school facilities and total community involvement in the 
educative process. 
Education 653. Planning and Evaluating the Adult Program. 
(3-0·3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Education 554 or permission of instructor. 
A study of program development with special emphasis on 
designing and improving programs through the evaluation 
process. 
Education 654. Special Problems in Adult Education. (One to 
three hours); I, II, Ill. 
Directed lndividual study of problem areas in teaching and 
administering adult programs. 
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Education 655. Teaching the Exceptional Child. (Two Hours 
for each sub-section of the course); I, II, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Education 550. 
A-Educable Mentally Retarded. 
B- Trainable Mentally Retarded. 
C-Gifted. 
0 -Emotionally Disturbed. 
E-Physically and Perceptually Handicapped. 
Evaluation and practice in the use of materials, methods, and 
curricula sequences for special class children. Emphasis is 
placed on adapting learning environments related to language, 
art, social skills, quanti Live operations, health, and creative 
activities to meet the demands of children with special learning 
disorders or talents. 
Education 656. Principles of Guidance. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
History, pt\llosophicat principles, and development of the 
guidance movement; the plai;e of the specialist; guidance and 
the teacher; present status of guidance meeting the needs of 
the individual school; ob1ectives, types and scope of guidance. 
Education 660. Supervision. (3·0·3); I, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Admission to an administration program. 
Nature and scope of supervision. principles governing super· 
visory process; planning supervisory programs; facilitating 
teacher growth ; Improving curricula; using Instructional 
materials; evaluation; and remedial programs. 
Education 661. Exceptional Child Research and Problems. 
(Two to six hours); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Education 550. 
A seminar research problems course that provides students 
with an opportunity to explore in depth particular problems 
related to learning disorders. 
Education 662. Individual Inventory Techniques. (3-0·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
Special training in the choice and utilizauon of achievement 
and psychological rests and inventories not requiring clinical 
training; sociometrics, and observational and interview 
techniques. 
Education 664 A. B. C. Information Services and Vocat.ional 
Development (3·0·3) ; 11, 111 
Sources, descriptions. and evaluation of informational 
materials appropriate for different age levels together with 
methods of dissemination, theories of how mental, env,ron· 
mental, emotional, and attitudinal factors influence career 
choice and vocational developmenL 
Section A- For elementary school counselors 
Section B- For secondary school counselors 
Section C-For community agency counselors 
Education 665. Organization and Administration of Guidance 
Services. (3-0·31; II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Admission to the program for guidance coun· 
selors. 
Organizational goals, procedures and patterns; lines and limits 
o f authority; relationships of the counselor with school 
personnel and with community members and organizauons; 
referra.1 procedures; and legal implications for the counselor. 
Education 666 A. B, C. Techniques of Counseling. (3·0•3); I, 
111. 
Basic philosophies, principles and procedures in counseling; 
partlclpat ion in lab experiences; study of pertinent research. 
Section A- For elementary school counselofs 
Section B- For secondary school counselors 
Section C- For community agency counselors 
Education 667 A, B, C. Group Procedures. (3-0·3); I, II, 111. 
Study of theories and principles of individual reaction under 
stress in group situations and application in group counseling 
and guidance programs. Groups include the school, the family 
and the community. 
Section A-For elementary school counselors 
Section B- For secondary school counselors 
Section C-For community agency counselors 
Education 668. Organization of Special Classes in the School. 
I 1·3·2); 11, Ill . 
Preret1u1site: Education 550. 
The reiation between the special class teacher and students 
within the matrices of the larger school community. 
Techniques of parental counseling and introduction of the 
students into the work and social aspects of the larger 
community. 
Education 669 A, B, C. Practicum in Guidance and 
Counseling. (One to three hours); I, II, Ill . 
Prerequisites: Ed 666 and permission of instructor. 
Supervised experience in guidance and counseling m groups 
and on an individual basis. 
Section A-For elementary school counselors 
Section B-For secondary school counselors 
Section C-For community agency counselors 
(Application made through the Director of Professional 
Laboratory Experiences.) 
Education 670. Research Problems. (One to three hours); I, 11, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Education 600. 
An Independent research study of a professional problem. 
Conferences with the instructor are by arrangement. 
Education 671. Seminar-Problems of the Teacher. (1-0·1); I, 
II. 111. 
Individual research problems and theses; review of current 
educational research; significant problems in education 
especially related to the role of the teacher. Oral reports and 
group discussion. 
Education 672. Seminar-Problems of the Principal. ( 1 ·0-1); I, 
II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Admission to an administrative program. 
Independent research problems, review of current educational 
research and theses. Oral reports, group discussion. Significant 
problems in education related to the principalship. 
Education 673. Seminar-Problems of the Supervisor. (1-0·1); 
I, 11, II I. 
Prerequisite: Admission to an administrative program. 
Similar to Education 671, except problems of the supervisor 
are considered. 
Education 674. Seminar in Guidance and Counseling. (2-0-21; 
I , 111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
Group study and discussion of individual research or study of 
problems having special significance to the field of guidance 
and counseling. 
Education 675. Practicum in Special Education. (Three to six 
hours); I, II, Ill. 
Supervised practice in working with specific groups of excep• 
tional children In educational, clinical, 01 institutional settings 
using a holistic, multi-discipline approach 10 therapy and/or 
prescriptive teaching (Application made through the Director 
of Professional Laboratory Experiences.) 
Education 676. Independent Study.(One to three hours); I, II, 
IIL 
An mdepend, tudy of a professional pro1 m in education. 
Education 677. Reading In the Content Areas. (3·0·3). 
Prerequisite: An approved course m reading. 
The basic reading ability and study skills needed by elemen-
tary and high school students in all types of reading materials. 
Emphasis ts placed on special skills needed for study in 
science. social studies, mathematics and literature. 
Education 678. Internship. (One to six hours) . 
Supervised experience in ac1ivities appropriate to area of 
specialization. 
Education 679. Advanced Practicum. (Two to six hours); I, 11, 
111. 
Prerequisi ce: One year's experience as a qualified counselor; 
permission of instructor. 
Supervised practice for counselors desiring a different 
experience of counseling than that secured In previous training 
or present work. 
Education 680. History and Philosophy of Education. (3·0-3); 
I, II, 111. 
Beginnings of the American system of education; survey of 
theories of education, factors and forces changing American 
education philosophies of learning applied to contemporary 
educational problems. 
Education 681. Seminar-Methods for Secondary Teachers. 
(1-0-1); I, II, Ill. 
Individual research into modern and Innovative teaching 
techniques; review of current teaching methods; study of 
significant problems related to innovative approaches 
concerning the secondary school teacher. Written and oral 
reports and group discussion. 
Education 683. The American Secondary School. (3-0-3); I, II , 
Ill. 
Traces the development of the American secondary school, 
identifying historical and philosophical influences upon this 
development; relates current practices to their historical bases; 
examines present-day trends and innovations. 
Education 684. School Finance. (2·0·3); 11. 
Sources of school support; state, local, federal; apportionment 
of state funds; the local district and finance; and admini5tra· 
tion control of school funds- budgeting and accounting. 
Education 685. Research Problems of the School Leader. (One 
to three hours) : I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Education 600 or equivalent experience. 
Intensive and comprehensive investigation of problems in 
educatlonal administration, involving collection and analysis of 
original data. 
Education 686. The School Plant. (2-0-2); Ill. 
Problems of school plants and auxiliary facilities; evaluation of 
existing facilities, planning and financing building programs 
and selecting equipment. 
Education 688. Seminar in Adult Education. {1·0·1); on 
demand. 
A series of presentations by graduate students, visiting 
lecturers, and members of the graduate faculty on problems 
and issues confronting adul1 educators. 
Education 691 . The School and the Public. (2·0·21; II . 
School-community relations; changing concept of, Influence of 
social and economic factors and role of public relations in 
school-community relations. 
Education 692. Administration of School Personnel. (3-0·3); I, 
111. 
D1mens1on and direction of school personnel work, faculty, 
staff. special service, pupil. custodial, and transportation. 
Education 695. The Elementary School Principal. (2·0·2); I, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Admission to an administrative program. 
Organization and administration of elementary schools; super• 
vision of pupil, professional and non-professional activities; 
community relations; scheduling, and special services. 
Education 696. The Secondary School Principal. (2·• 
Prerequisite: Admission to an administrative prograr 
Organization and administration of secondary schl 
vision of personnel; co-curricular activities; guidanc, 
in-service development; schedule makmg, and publ 
Education 698. Pupil Personnel Accounting ~ 
Management. (3·0·3); Ill . 
Prerequisite: Admission to program for dlrec 
personnel. 
Analysis of various methods of pupil personnel acr 
records management systems including compute 
Responsibilities of school and non-school 
agencies. Influences of socio-economic f,. 
attendance. 
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Education 699. Thesis. (Two to six hours) . I, II, 111. 
Education 700-799. lndepem;lent Study. (One to three hours); 
I, 11, Ill. 
Students desiring in-depth study in certain areas of·education 
may register for independent study in any education course 
completed for graduate credit with the exception of Ed 
600-Research Methods, other research cau~es. or seminars 
and workshops. Approval of the student's advisor, the head of 
the department under which the course is offered, and the 
professor who will supervise the study is required. Indepen-
dent study courses are prefixed by the number "7" followed 
by the two numbers that regularly identify the course, e.g. , 
advanced independent study in curriculum construction (Ed 
630) would be designated Ed 730. It should be noted that 
independent study courses are not offered tor students to earn 
off-campus credit but are intended to provide students desiring 
in-depth study and prof~ciency in specific areas to do advanced 
study not offered through regular courses. Independent study 
courses will not be approved unless a faculty member, 
competent in the area and with sufficient time to supervise the 
study, is available. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours medit. Roman numerals I, II, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in l(llhich 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall ~ II-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Psychology 521. Physiological Psychology .
1 
{3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 165. 
Physiological mechanisms of normal human and animal 
behavior. Anatomy and physiology relevant to the study of 
sensory and motor functions, emotion, motivation and 
learning. 
Psychology 554. Social Psychology. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
The scientffic study of the Individual's relationships with his 
social environment. Emphasis is placed on attitudes, pttrson· 
ality, prejudice, discrimination, dominance, role theory, social 
learning, social and interpersonal perception, and social 
movements. 
Psychology 555. Environmental Psychology. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
The study of the ways in which social and physical environ-
ments attect human behavior. Direct effects ot physical 
settings on behaviors, individual utilization of various physical 
settings, analysis of personal space utilization, and other 
nonverbal behaviors are examined. 
Psychology 556. lntrod_uction to Clinical Psychology. (3-1-3) ; I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 581 or Math 353. 
A survey of basic theoretical issues and research in the areas of 
assessment and psychotherapy, ethical, legal. and other 
professional problems in clinical psychology. Emphasis on 
clinica.1 .aspects of the school psychologist's functions in 
working with school age children. 
Psychology 058. Psychological Testing. (1-3-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 581 or Matti 353. 
A general introduction to psychological testing. Topics 
covered include interest inventories, measurement and evalua-
tion of personality, proficiency. performance, attitudes, 
temperament, aptitude, capacity, and intelligence through use 
~ 
-..._____~~-~-~~-~. 
--
of group assessment instruments used in psychological 
research, guidance, education, social research, business and 
industry. 
Psychology 559. Behavior Modifica.tion. 12-2-3); II, Ill: 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
Operant learning principliis that govern human behavior will be 
applied to the modification of behavior in the school setting. 
The course is designed to give e.xperienee in dealing with 
behavioral problems in the classroom and other settings. 
Psychology 575. Selected Topics. (2-2/3-6). 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
Various methods courses in instrumentation and data reduc-
tion, innovation and research design, directed study of special 
problems in psychology, various application courses. and 
others. 
Psychology 580. Measurement Principles and Techniques. 
(3-0-3); I, II , 111. 
Identification of educational objectives associated with test 
construction; table of specifications; elementary statistics; 
testing and nontesting procedures. Investigations of major 
types of tests; administration, scoring and interpretation of 
test results. {Formerly 381 G.) 
Psychology 581. Experimental Psychology I. (2-2-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 581 or Math 353. 
The study of experimental methods and design related to 
sensation, perception, discrimination, learning, forgetting, and 
retention. 
Psychology 582. Experimental Psychology 11. (2-2-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 581 or consent of instructor. 
A continuation of Psychology 581 . This course includes 
theory, original psychological experimentation by the student, 
laboratory method. and data analysis. 
Psychology 583. Sensory Psychology. (2-2-3): I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 581 or Math 353. 
The study of the biologfcal and the physical bases .of sensory 
experience. Presentation of psychophysical data and basic 
1:echniques for scaling of sensation. Coverage of all sensory 
systems with prirnary emphasis on vision and audition. 
Psychology 584. Perception. (2-2-3); 111. 
An examination of the role of perception as an Information-
extraction process. Includes the constancies, space perception, 
illusions, and the influence of learning and experience on the 
development of perception. 
Psychology 585. Systems and Theories. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154.or 155 and Ed 581 or Math 353. 
An intensive study of the more influential historical systems of 
psychology including structuralism, functionalism, ~oc1a-
tionism, behaviorism, Gestalt psychology and psychoanalysis, 
and a treatment of contemporary developments. 
Psychology 586. Motivation. (2-2-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
A consideration of the bases of human and animal motivation 
in rel.ation to other psychological processes. 
Psychology 589. Psychology of Learning. (3-0-3); II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 154 or 155. 
The fundamental principles of learning including acquisition, 
retention, forgetting, problem solving, and symbol formation; 
experimental studies; the application of principles to practical 
problems in habit formation, development of skills, remember· 
ing and logical thinking. 
Psychology 590. Abnormal Psychology. (3· 1-3); 11. 
Prerequisite': Psychology 154 or 156. 
The psychology, behavior, and treatment of individuals having 
superior or inferior mental abilities; perceptual handicaps, 
orthopedic problems, and behavioral disorders, and the general 
methods of facilitating growth, therapy, and research in this 
area. 
Psychology 600. Seminar. (One to nine hours) . 
Prere-quisite: Permission of major professor in psychology, 
May be repeated for a maximum of nine hours. 
Psychology 609. Advanced Educational Psychology. (3-.0-3); 
11, 111. 
Advanced and applied study of the nature of learning, 
evaluation of learning, outcomes and the characteristics and 
developmen t of students and teach mg met hods. 
Psychology 610. Advanced Human Growth and Oevelormenl. 
(3·0·3); I. II, Ill. 
Pre, equisites: Psychology 154 or 155 and Ed 2 10 or 310. 
A study of the developmental processes in childhood and 
adolescence. Application of principles of development, 
research findings, and theory to human behavior. 
Psychology 612. Aspiration and Abil,.v Evaluation. (1-3-3); Ill. 
Prerequisites: Psycholo.9y 154 or Hr. and permission of 
instructor. 
Administration, interpretatian and use of te!>\S in individual 
and group guidance; educational diagnosis; e•,iluation of 
student interests and abilities. Establishing evaluation 
programs in the schools to measure achievement, attitudes, 
interests, and pupil abilities. 
Psychology 621. Advanced Physiological Psychology. 12·2·3); 
II. 
Prerequisites: Psycholagy 154 or 155 and Psychology 521. 
Interaction of physiology and behavior including the study of 
the peripheral and central nervous systems as they re.late to 
motor coordination and reflex processes. 
Psychology 633. Personality Theory. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisites: Psychology 154 or 156 and permission of 
Instructor. 
An examination of theories of personality. The relation of 
current theories to psychological research will be examined. 
Psychology 634. Learning Theory. (3-0·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 164 or 155. 
An examination of theories of learning and the relationship of 
these theories to psychological research. 
Psychology 657. Mental Measurements. (1-5-3); I. 
Prerequisites:·Psychology 558 and admission to gtaduate study 
in the Departmen·t of Psychology. 
Types of psychometric and objective methods for the measure-
ment of mental ability and behavior. Special emphasis on 
training students to evaluate. ability and transmit data on 
learning and behavior problems of clients to other profes• 
sionals and school personnel. 
Psychology 658. Mental Measurements II. (1-5-3) ; II. 
Prerequitite: Psychology 657. 
A continuation of Psychology 657. Increased emphasis on 
evaluative procedures. 
Psychology 661. Introduction to Projective TechniQUes. 
(1-5·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 558. 
Projective tests as instruments for collecting thought co·ntent, 
attitudes, and feelings; their ~se 'in cfh,ical clfagnoslt and 
therapy. Practice in administering, scoring, and interpretation, 
Psychology 662. Advanced Projective Techniques. (1 -5·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 661 . 
A continuation of Psychology 661. 
Psycholo9y 664. Construction of Testing Instruments. (1-4-3); 
I. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 558. 
Principles Involved in construction of different types of 
standardized tests, followed by the construction and item 
analysis of two original tests by the student. 
Psychology 670. Research Problems in Psychology. (One to 
three hours); I. 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
An independent research study of a professional problem in 
psychology. 
Psychology 672. lntership in School-Clinical Psychology. (Six 
to twelve hours); I, 11, Ill. 
Permission of instructor required. 
Placement of school psychology trainees in school and clinical 
settings for internship under qualified supervision. Open only 
to advanced graduate students in the school i:,sychologist 
program. Six hours minimum credit required. 
Psychology 673. Clinical Methods. (1-5-3); I. II. 
Permission of Instructor r.equired. 
Techniques and theories of the psychotherapeutic. and 
psychodiagnostic processes. Intensive use of projective arid 
objective instruments with pre-school and school age poplJla· 
tions. Open only to advanced students in the school · 
psychologist program. 
Psychology 676. Independent Study. (One to six hours); I, II. 
Independent study in specific 11reas of psychology. 
Psychology 678. Internship in School-Cllnlcat Psychology. 
Psychology 690. Psychological Research. (Two to nine hoursl ; 
I, 11, 111. 
Pe, missioJ1 of instructor required. 
A seminar research design and problems course to exglore in 
depth specfflc aieas af research related to thij student'! 
principal professional objective. 
Pwchology 699. Thesis. (One to six hours.) 
Permission of Instructor re·quired. 
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HEALTH, PHYSIGAL t:OUCATION 
AND RECRE"rlON 
HEALTH 
NOT!:: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
l11o'oratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
I II-summer. 
Health 501. Organization and Administration of Driver and 
Traffic Education (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Health/PE 310 and Health/PE 410. 
Organization and administrative aspects of driver and traffic 
education. 
Physical Education 502. Administration of School Athletic 
Programs. (3-0-3); I, II . 
Study of sound administrative principles ana procedures 
applicable to the school athle_tic program, with special 
emphasis at the 5!!condary level. 
Health 503. The Administration and Supervision of Safety 
Education. (3-0-31: I, II. 
Prerequisite: Health 203. 
Responsibilities, activities and problems of administering 
safety programs. 
Health 504. Methods of Teaching Secondary Driver and 
Traffic Education. (3-0-3); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Health/PE 310. 
Designed to provide an understanding of the specifics of 
classroom instruction in the various subject matter fields. 
Selection of presentation and evaluation techniques based on 
recognized coursn objectives. 
Health 512. Advanced Driver Education. (3-0·3) ; I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Physic.al Education 310 and 410. 
Teaching the psycho-physical problems of human bc!iavior as 
1t relates to safety and driver Pducation. 
Health 518. Use and Abuse of Drugs. (3·0·3); I, 11, II I. 
Designed to survi:y the field of psychoactfve drugs with 
~il'Ji~MIM e11jphas1s 01<1Jie behavioral effects-of th~se agents. 
Health 519. E~ .. rgency Medical Techniques. (5·1 ·61; I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Health 203. 
Development of skills in recognition of symptoms of illnesses 
and injuries and proper procedures of emergency care. 
Health 532. Physiology of Exercise. (2-0·2}; I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Health 402 or concurrently. 
(See Ptwsical Educaticn 532.I 
Health 601. School Health Services. (2-0-2); I, alt. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of undergraduate credit in health. 
Seminar approach to the total program of health in the school: 
education for health, administration, ecology, management, 
improvement. 
Hq!!ilm lt1 ;2. ,f'JJblic Health Services. (2·0·2); II , alt. 111. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of undergraduate credit in health. 
Seminar approach to the total prO!Jram of public health: 
history and philosophy, administration, services, future. 
Health 614. Principles of Epidemiology. (2-2-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Health 612. 
Ecology and causes of dise.ases: factors influencing occurrence 
of diseases; critical incident s in epidemiology, epidemiologic 
investlgatio,,s. 
=- - '··~99 
Health 670. Research Problems. (One to three hours); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of undergraduate credit in health 
and permission of instructor. 
Intensive investigation of a problem in health; problem must 
be approved prior to enrollment. Conferences wit~ instructor 
as necessary. 
Health 676. Independent Study. (One 1:0 1:hree hours); I, II , 
111. 
Individual investigation Into special areas of health. 
Health 678. Internship. (One to six hours); on demand. 
Supervised experience in activities appropriate to area of 
specialization. 
Health 699. Thesis. (One to six hours) ; I , II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Approval of thesis topic by thesis committee. 
Maximum of six hours allowed. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
NOTE: (3-0·3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance _indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; I I- spring; 
I II-summer. 
Physical Education 501. Organization and Administration of 
Driver and Traffic Education (3-0·31; I, 11. 
Prerequisites: Health/PE 310 and Health/PE 410. 
(See Health 50,1.1 
Physical Education 502. Administration of School Athletic 
Programs. (3-0-3). I. 11. 
Administrative princlpfes and procedures applicable to the 
school athletic program, with special emphasis at the 
secondary level. 
Physical Education 503. The Administration and Supervision 
of Safetv Education. (3·0·31; I, II. 
Prerequisite: Health 203. 
(See Health 503.) 
Physical Education 504. Methods of Teaching Secondary 
Driver and Traffic Education. (.3-0-31; I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Health/PE 310. 
(See Health 504.) 
Physical Education 512. Advanced Driver Education (3-0-31: I, 
II. 11 I. 
Prerequisite: Physical Education 310 and 410. 
(,ee Health 512.) 
Physical Education 514. Training Room Modalities. (1-1·2); I, 
II. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 203, 302. 
Emphasis on participation and use of machinery by the 
s-tudents Involved with training room procedures. 
Physical Education 515. Medical Aspects of Athletic Training. 
(1-1 -2); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 203, 302. 
Study of relationships existing between training programs and 
medical society, including case histQry studies. 
Physical Education 516. Training Room Practice. (0-3-3); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 203, 302. 
Actual work-participation situation involving the student in 
training room work. 
Physical Education 517. Diagnostic Tectiniques of Athletic 
Injuries. (1·1 ·21; I, fl. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 203, 302. 
Diagnosis of athletic injuries. 
Physical Education 520. Coachmg Women's Alhhmcs. (2-0-2); 
I, 11. 
Emphasis will be on the coaching techniques of women's 
sports. 
Physical Educat ion 532. Physiology of Exercise. (2·0·2); I, 11 , 
111. 
Prerequisite: Physical Education 402, or concurrent ly, or 
permlss1on of Instructor. 
Study of the response of the body to muscular activity: nature 
of contraction, work and efficiency, c1rculorespwatory adjust -
ment, training and fitness. 
Physical Education 575. Adapted Physical Education. (2·0 2) ; 
I, II. 
The natu,e ~nd extent of the problem of exceptional students 
and the means whereby these studem:s can be aided through 
physical education. 
Physical Education 576. Special Problems in Physical 
Education. (One to three hours I; I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Upper dfvision or graduate. classification. 
This course is designed to meet the special needs of individual 
students. An intensive study of approved specific problems 
from the area of health, physical education and recreation, 
under the direction ot the instructor. 
Physical Education 600. Current Problems in Physical 
Education. (2-0-2); I, II I. 
The purpose of this course Is to identify, evaluate and propose 
solutions for problems confronted by individuals and groups 
who are concerned with health, physical education, and 
recreation. 
Physical Education 601. Tests and Measurements in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation. (3-0-3); I, II I. 
Advanced principles of evaluation in health. physical 
education and recreation. 
Physical Education 603. Theory and Philosophy of Da.nce. 
(2·0·2); I. 
The relationship of aesthetics and dance in education and as a 
performing art. 
Physical Education 604. History and Principles of Physical 
Education. (3-0-3); I. 
Development of physical education; analysis of Its aims, 
objectives and principles. 
Physical Education 605. Planning Facilities l·or Physical 
Education. (2-0·2); I I. 
A study of school facilities, equipment, site selection. building 
plans and equipment placement in programs of health, 
physical education and recreation. 
Physical Education 606. Physiological EHects of Motor 
Activity. (3·0-3); I, 11. Ill . 
Physiolojjical changes resulting from motor activity. Familiar-
ization with. -and use of, the. various instruments nnd devices 
for measuring physiological changes in the body. 
Physical Education·608. Analysis of Motor'SRills. (3-0-3); I. 
Application of the principles of physics to the various skills, 1n 
motor act ivities. 
Physical Education 610. Readings in Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation. (2-0-2); I, Ill . 
Extensive. guided reading to further acquaint the student with 
the total a.rea of health, physical education, and recreation. 
Physical Education 612. Curriculum Construction in 
Elementary Physical Education. (2·0·2); I, II. 
An evaluation of the curriculum of the elementary school in 
relation to the needs of the pupil in the are.a of health, 
physical education and recreation; curricular planning to meet 
these needs. 
Physical Education 615. Physical Education for the 
Exceptjonal Child. (2-0-2); II, Ill. 
Diagnosing the abnormal child in relation to his individual 
needs and capabilities in the areas of physical education and 
recre.ation in the rehabilitation or development of the. 
abnormal child. 
Physrcal Education 616. Foundations and Trends in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation. (2·0-2); I, Ill. 
Physiological, psychological, sociological and scientific founda-
tions of health, physical education and recreation. Current 
trends in health, physical education and recfeation. 
Physical Education 625. Adaption of Muscular Activity. 
(2·2·2); 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Physical Education 575. 
Advanced study of physical educatiof1 for the exceptional 
studenL Organization and administration of adapted physical 
education programs; program planning, prlnciples and 
techniques. evaluation. 
Physical Education 670. Research Proplnms. (One to three 
hours.) Arranged to meet the needs of the student. ii 
Physical Education 676. Independent Study. (One to three 
hours); I, II, 111. 
I ndividuaf mvestlgation into special areas of physical 
education. 
Phys.ical Education 678. Internship. {One 10 six hmir~.) 
Supervised experience in activ1ues appropriate to area of 
speciallzarlon. 
Physical Education 699. TheSIS. (One rcrs1x hoursl; !, II, Ill. 
Pferequisite: Approval of thesis topic by thesis committee. 
Max:mum of ~1x how. allOWP.d 
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RECREATION 
NOTE: '3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and I'll 
following the credit hour allowance Indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall; I I-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Recreation 570. Children's Theatre. (3-0·3) : 11. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 100. 
(See Theatre 570.) 
Recreation 576. Special Problems ln Recreation. (One to three 
hours); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Upper division or graduate classification. 
Designed to meet the spec.ial needs of individual students. An 
intensive stUdY of approved specific problems from the area of 
recreation under the direction of the instructor. 
Recreation 580. Outdoor Interpretation. 12-2-3); II, 111. 
Procedures for conducting and supervising naturalist and 
outdoor Interpretive programs. 
Recreation 630. Programs in Recreation. {2-0-2): II, Ill. 
A study of the different media through which recreation is 
presented. Sponsoring groups, personnel, administration, 
organization, fac11lties, tinances, maintenance, equipment. 
supplies and promotion. 
Recreation 635. Organi-:zation and Administration of lnua-
mural Activities. (2-0-2); 11, 111. 
The history and philosophy of intramural activities; the 
relationship of intramural activities to education, physical 
education, and recreation. 
Recreation 640. Recreation In the Senior Years. (2-0-2); I, Ill. 
A study of the needs and interests of older people with the 
implications for recreation programs and activities, In addition 
to the practical appJication of these ideas and programs. 
Recreation 670. Research Problems in Recreation. (One to 
three hours): I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Education 600. 
Intensive investigation of a problem in recreation. Problem 
must be approved prior to enrollment. Conferences arranged 
with instructor as necessary. 
Recreation 699. Thesis. (One to sii< hours) : I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Approval of thesis topic by thesis committee. 
Maximum of six hours allowed. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
NOTE: (3-0·3) following course title means 3 hours ctass, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II , and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-tall; II-spring; 
I I I-summer. 
Library Science 511 . Cataloging and Classification. (3-0-3); I. 
II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Skill in typing required. 
Dewey Decimal Classification, Sears subject headings, 
principles of simplified cataloging of book and non-book 
materials. 
Library Science 521. Books and Materials for Young People. 
(3·0·3); I, 11, Ill. 
Principles of .selecting books and non-book materials; reading 
interests and needs; criteria for judging materials, reading 
guidance th'rough use of book talks, reviews, and discussions; 
emphasis on reading books for the adolescent. 
Library Science 522. Books and Materials for Adu I.ts. (3-0·3): 11. 
The library in adult education; books and other informational 
materials; appraisal of reading interests, habits, needs and 
abilities; techniques of reading g1,1idance.. 
Library Science 523. Reference and Bibliography. (3-0-3): I, 111. 
General refer,ence books by types and a bio-bibliography. 
Library Science 575. School Library Prai..ice. (Three to four 
hours). I, II, 111. 
Prereq_uisite: All other library science courses ,qquired for 
certification except those taken at the same time as 11ractice 
work. 
Practical application of proeedures in modern schooi library. 
Reading guidapce, story telling, book talks. organization of 
teaching materials are stressed. (Application made through the 
Director of Professional Laboratory Experiences.) 
Library Science 582. Audiovisual Aids in Instruction. (3-0-3); 
I, II, 111. 
(See Education 582) 
Library Science 599. Library Media Workshop. (One to six 
hours): on demand. 
Subject matter and length of time vary; prerequisites deter· 
mined for each. May be repeated but not to exceed a total of 
six hours. 
Library Science 621. Research in Media for the Adolescent; 
(3-0-3); II, 111. 
Prerequisite: Library Science 521, Books and Materials for 
Young People, or comparable course. Open to students 
prepared to carry on semi-independent study in media for 
adolescen!S with an in-depth study in one or more areas. 
Library Science 627. Research in Children's Literature. 
(3-0-3); II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: A course in literature for children. 
Open to students prepared to carry on semi-independent study 
in literature for children and adolescents. Reading of books for 
children and adolescents, in-<lepth study in one or more areas. 
Library Science 670. Research Problems. (3-0·3): I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: · Education 600; school library experience; and 
courses necessary for provisional library certificate. 
Investigation of a problem in library services utilizing basic 
methods of research; methodology to include collection and 
analysis of original data; prospectuS and written report. 
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School of 
Humanities 
DEGREES: 
Master of Arts in Art Master of Arts in English 
Master of Arts in Communications Master of Music 
DEPARTMENTS: 
Art 
Communications 
Languages and Literature 
Music 
Philosophy 
The School of Humanities presently grants four graduate 
degrees: Master of Arts in Art. Master of Arts in English. 
Master of Arts in Communications, and Master of Music; 
The Master of Arts in Art degree is available in two options: 
art education or studio art. 
The Master of Arts in English provides for varying degrees of 
emphasis in American literature, English literature, and 
lingul,tlcs. 
The Master of Arts in Communications provides for an 
emphasis m the fields of journalism, radio-television, speech, 
and theatre, or a dual emphasis in any two of these fields. 
The Master of Music degree 1s offered with major fields of 
study In perfoH'tlance and music edueation. 
FINE ARTS 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE: (3-0-3) tollowing course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; II-spring; 
Ill-summer. 
Fine Arts 588. Opera Workshop. (0-2-1); I. I I. 
An introduction to the techniques of musical theatre with 
emphasis placed on the integration of music and action-
dramatic study of operatic roles. 
Fine Arts 660. Comparative Arts. (3·0-3); on demand. 
A study of music, literature, and the visual arts in relation to 
their social, religious, and historical backgrounds. 
ART 
Requirements for Unconditional Admission to Graduate Study 
in An: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Completion of an undergraduate major or its equivalent in 
art. 
3. A minimum standing of 3.0 at the undergraduate level in 
art. 
4. Submission of an acceptable portfolio to the Department of 
Art, indicating a competency in art on the part of the 
applicanL 
Requiremenu for the Degree: 
1. A minimum of 30 hours of work will be required for the 
degree. 
2. Those applicants who elect the Master of Arts Degree in Art 
with an emphasis in art education may choose to take eight 
hours credit in the School of Education. 
3. Those candidates who elect a studio emphasis for the 
degree must take a minimum of 24 hours in studio art. 
4. All candidates for the degree of Master of Arts in Art must 
complete six hours in art history, the graduate seminar in 
art, and six hours of drawing at the .9raduate level. 
5. Those candidates electing· the art education emphasis will 
be required to complete an approved thesis or monograph. 
6. Candidates electing the emphasis in studio art will be 
required to have a one-man exhibit of work completed al 
the graduate level in studio art. 
7. All candidates will be required to present themselves to 1he 
art faculty for a final oral examination where they will 
defend their theses· or their exhibitions. 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE: (3-0-3) followmg course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory. 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II, and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course Is normally scheduled: I-fall; I I-spring; 
111-ummer. 
Art 502. Advanced Composition and Drawing. (2·2·2); I, II , 
111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
Advanced studio work in drawing with an emphasis on 
composition. 
Art 513. Oil Painting Ill. (2·2·2); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Art 213 and 313. 
Experience.s leading toward individual achievements in styles 
and techniques. 
Art 516. Water Color 111. (2·2-2); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisites: Art 216 and 316. 
Experiences leading toward individual Interpretation. 
Art 521 . Art Workshop. (3-3-3); (taught on demand during 
intersession). 
Participation In art activitieScaCCQrding to individual needs. 
Art 537. Jewelry and Metal Work. (2·2-2); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
Advanced techniques in the design and production of jewelry 
and household objects in precious metals. 
Art 545. Independent Studio. (Two to four hours); I, II. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of tbe department required. 
Independent studio for advanced students in studio art. 
Art 551. Printmaking Ill. (2-2-2); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Art 351. 
Advanced studio in printmaking. Emphasis is given to the 
processes of etching and engraving. 
Art 555. Advanced Art Problems. (2·2-2); I, 11,1 11. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department required . 
A studio course involving research in an art area of the 
student's choice. 
Art 565. Arts of the United States. (3·0·3); I, 11. 
An in-<lepth study o'f the social, political, and cultural 
movements which affected the course of American artistic 
development. 
Art 571. Seminar. (1-0•ll; I, II. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department required. 
Art 583. Photographic Design Ill. (2-2-2); I, II. 
Prerequisites: Art 383 and permission of 1:he department. 
Individual problems in photographic design. 
Ar1 594. Sculpture. Ill. (2·2-2); I, II, Ill. 
Prer11quisites: Art 294 and 394. 
Advanced problems in scuptu~e involving a combination of 
materials and their uniqueness as media. 
Art 6<;>3. Drawing. (3-3·3). 
Prerequisites: Art 304 and permission of the departmcnL 
An advanced approach to drawing with extensive use at 
various materials and techniques. 
Art 604. Advanced Figure Drawing. (3-3·3); I. 11. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
A course designed to acquaint the student With advanced 
problems in tigure drawing and anatomy. 
Art 605. Figure Painting. (2-2-2); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisites: Art 304 and permission of the department. 
Use at oil paint on large- canvases. Both male and female 
models used. 
Art 606. Portrait Painting. (3-3-3); I, II, Il l. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the-department. 
A study of the techniques involved in painting the portrait. 
Emphasis is given to anatomy, color, and techniques of 
developing a proficiency In rendering the human figure. 
Art 613. Painting. (2-2-2); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisites: Art 213, 313, and permission of the department. 
For art majors and area students who wish to do graduate 
work on techniques in art. 
Art 616. Watercolor. (2·2·2); I, 11, I 11. 
Prerequisite: Art 316. 
Research and experimentation in the techniques of various 
types of water color and water color materials. 
Art 627. Reading in An Education. (2-0-2); I, II , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
Subjects related to current research in art education will be 
given primary consideration. Other related educational 
research will be given secondary consideration. 
Art 651. Printmaking IV. (3-3-3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
Special problems in various printmaking techniques witl:I 
individual problems designed to meet the specific needs of 
each graduate printmaking student. 
Art 655. Advanced Ceramics. (3·3·3); I, II , 111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
Advanced study of ceramic glazes, kiln firing procedures. kiln 
construction and experimental treatment of clay bodies. 
Art 670. Directed Graduate Studies. (3-3·3); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permiss.ion of the department. 
A cours_e de~igned to allow for independent directed projects 
tailored to fit the individual needs of each graduate student. 
Art 671. Seminar. (2·0-2); I, II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
A course designed to familiarize students with various methods 
of art criticism. A discussion course in which each student is 
required to participate. 
1~i 
Art 676. lnd1v1dual Problems. (3-3-3); I, 11 , Ill. 
PrerequiSlle: Permission of the department. 
Investigation of special problems which are not included as a 
regular part of the curriculum. 
Art 680. History and Philosophy of Art Education in the U.S. 
{3-0-3); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisi te: Permission of the department. 
A survey of the major philosophical movements and how they 
relate to the changing emphasis given to art education in 
America. 
Art 692. Sculpture: Metal Casting. (3·3·3); I, II. Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 
Exploration of techniques in metal casting. A study of 
foundry construction, operation, and maintenance. 
Art 694. Sculpture. (3-3-3); I, 11, Ill . 
Prerequisite: Art 594, or permission of the department. 
An advanced approach to sculpture with extensive use of 
various materials and techniques. 
Art 699. Thesis. (One to six hours) ; I, 11 , Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department.. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Requirements for Admission to Graduate Study in 
Communications: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Completion of an undergraduate major or minor In a 
JJl"oOr&m in communications. 
3. A minimum standing of 3.0 on all undergraduate commu-
nications courses above the freshman level. 
Requirements for the Degree: 
1. The student must meet all requirements of a general nature 
prescribed by the University for the master's degree. 
2. A minimum of 30 hours of work will be required for the 
degree. 
3. Each candidate will be required to pass a comprehensive 
examination (oral and/or written) in his field of study 
during his final term. 
4. If t he option selected requires a thesis, it may take the form 
of either a creative or research thesis. A creative thesis may 
be an original work such as a script, production, or design 
project related to the area of interest. 
5. Students may elect any one of the four options presented 
below in the fields of journalism, radio-television, speech, 
or theatre. The various options. with the hour requirements 
for each, are as follows: 
PLANA 
Single Emphasis with Thesis 
Techniques & Areas of Research 
Area of Specialization 
Electives 
Thesis 
Sem. Hrs. 
3 
12 
9• 
6 
TOTAL HOURS 30 
PLAN B 
Dual Emphasis with Thesis 
Techniques & Areas of Research 
Area of Specialization 
Electives 
Thesis 
Sem. Hrs. 
3 
21 
0 
6 
TOTAL HOURS 30 
PLAN C 
Single Emphasis without Thesis 
Techniques & Areas of Research 
Area of Specialization 
Electives 
Sem. Hrs. 
3 
18 
9• 
TOTAL HOURS 30 
PLAN D 
Dual Emphasis without Thesis 
Techniques & Areas of Research 
Areas of Specialization 
Electives 
Sem. Hrs. 
3 
24 
3 
TOTAL HOURS 30 
"Three of the nine hours must be in comm~nications. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE : (3·0·3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit . Roman numerals I, II, and Il l 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course Is normally scheduled: I-fall; II - spring; 
lll~ummer. 
Communications 600. Research Methods In Communications. 
(3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Methods of research in areas of communications, including 
fundamentals of research design, data collection and analysis, 
and reportingiindlngs of communications research. 
Communications 601. Independent Research. (One to three 
hours.) 
Original research by the student on some particular problem 
related to his field of study. The proposal must be approved 
by t he faculty member designated. 
Communications 602. Independent ReseaTch. (One to three 
hours. ) 
Original research by the student on some particular problipn 
rehrted to his field of study. The proposal must be approved 
by the faculw member designated. 
Communications 647. Internship. (One to three hours) ; I, 11, 
111. 
Competency-based practical experience aimed at increasing the 
proficiency of the student in the specified positions to which 
he is assigned. 
Communications 699. Thesis. (One to six hours.) 
JOURNALISM 
Journalism 504. School Publications. (3-0-3); Ill. 
Advisement of students in the production of school news-
papers, yearbooks, and magazines; includes a complete review 
of journalism principles. (Scheduled concurrently with Jour 
699-Yearbool< Workshop.) 
Journalism 505. Law and Ethics of the Press. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Six hours of advanced journalism predit . 
An examination of law as it affects publications. 
Journalism 558. Public Broadcasting. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and consent of the faculcy. 
(See Radio-TV 558.) 
Journalism 565. Public Opinion and News Media. (3-0-3): I. 
A study of the cultural, social and psychological nature of 
rublic opinion and its influence on the press, television, radio, 
and film; the nature of propaganda in advertising. 
Journalism 591. Technical Writing I. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill. 
(See English 591.) 
Journalism 592. Technical Writing II. (3--o·3); I, II, Ill. 
(See Engllsh 692.) 
. ~ 
Journalism 599. Yearbook Workshop. (1 O 1); Ill. 
A workshop on planning, staffing, financing and producing a 
high school yedrbook. 
Journalism 601. Interpretative Reporting. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisi te: Six hours (200 or above) advanced credit in 
journalism, including one basic newswriting course. 
Writing in-depth analysis of current events by use of inves· 
t1gative research. 
Journalism 603. Seminar. (3-0·3). 
Prerequisite: Comple tion of a major or minor in journalism. 
Exploring problems ot contemporary journalism, including 
d irected research project and forum discussions. 
Journalism 630. History of U. S. Newspapers. (3·0·3). 
Study of U. S. newspapers, editors, and put-'.ishers, based on a 
select list of biographical publications. 
Journalism 659. Law, Ethics and Broadcasting. (3·0·31; I. 
(See Radio-TV 659.) 
Journalism 660. Reviews and Criticism. (3-0-3). 
Evaluating and writ ing critical review of drama, literature, art 
and music for the mass media. 
RADIO-TELEV ISION 
Radio-TV 558. Public. Broadcasting. (3·0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and consent of the faculty. 
A study of the development of public broadcasting from both 
theoretical and operational standpoints. 
Radio-TV 583. Photographic Design Ill. (2-2-2); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Radio-TV 383. 
Individual problems in photographic design. 
Radio-TV 603. Seminar. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisi te: Graduate stancing. 
Individual research of pertinent t'lChnical and ,>rofessie>nal 
literature in the radio-television industry shared in seminar 
discussion. 
Radio-TV 650. Problems in Contemporary Broadcasting. 
(3·0·3). 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or consent of instructor. 
Seminar on broadcasting problems; the role of broadcasting in 
the communication process; radio and television structure, 
controls, and f inancing; recent research, and public affairs; 
educational broadcastin;i; analysis of current program content; 
programming for minoritY groups. 
Radio-TV 651 . History of Broadcasting. (3-0-31. 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or consent of instructor. 
A historical study of radio-television as a com munication 
service and its development in America. 
Radio-TV 654. Television Production Arts. (2·2·3); I. 
Prerequisite: Radio-TV 340. 
Advanced course in television production to give students 
opportunity for planning, developing and directing programs. 
Skills will be learned under broadcast conditions. 
Radio-TV 659. Law, Etliics, and Broadcasting. (3·0-3); I. 
An in-depth study of the legal and ethical aspects of 
broadcasting through precedent and current cases before the 
Federal Communications Commission and courts. 
SPEECH 
Speech 610. Advanced Public Speaking. (3·0·3); I, II. 
Preparation and delivery of longer and more complex 
speeches. 
Speech 527. American Public Address I. (3-0·3}. 
Speeches, speakers and movements in America from the 
colonial period through the Civil War era, 
Speech 528. American Public Address II. (3·0-3). 
Speeches, speakers and movements from Reconstruction 
through the New Deal. 
Speech 530. Contemporary Public Addr,ess. (3-0-3). 
Major spee~hes, speakers and movements from the 1930's to 
the present. 
Speech 670. Parliamentary Procedure. (2·0 ·21; 11. 
Theory and application of procedures used by profit and 
non-profit organizatoons. 
Speech 571 . Interviewing for Employment. (1-0-1); II. 
Theory and practice of interviewing techniques for prospectivt 
employees. 
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Speech 583. Advanced Group Discussion and Leadership. 
(3-0·3). 
Prerequisite: Speech 383 or permission of instructor. 
Current theory and related concepts regarding the discussion 
prociess. 
Speech 595. Administering the Communications Program. 
(3-0·3); I, 11. 
Development and management of communications programs, 
including co-curricular activities. 
Speech 697. Administering and Supervising the Co-Curricular 
Communication Arts Program. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Speech 110 and Speech 220. 
A study of the nature, objectives and values of a forensics 
program. The student will study the t raditional high school 
forensic events and will have a laboratory experience in each. 
Speech 603. Seminar. (3·0-3). 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and completion of 21 hours in 
speech. 
To explore problems in speech with special research projects. 
Speech 605. Psychology in Communications. (3-0-3). 
A study of the psychological proce.sses underlying communica• 
tions. 
Speech 620. British Public Address. (3·0·3). 
A study of outstanding British orators, and the impact of their 
speeches on the social and political affairs of their time. 
Speech 621. Classical Rhetorical Theory. (3·0-3). 
In-depth study of the rhetorical theory of Plato, Aristotle, 
Cicero and other writers of the Greek and Roman periods. 
Speech 622. Contemporary Rhetorical Theory (3·0-3). 
Prerequisite: Spi:ech 621 or permission of the instructor. 
Study of the development of rhetorical and communications 
theory lrom the Renaissance to the present. 
Speech 623. Rhetorical Criticism. (3·0·3). 
The appllcation of classical and modern rhetorical theory in 
order to analyle and critique selected speeches 
THEATRE 
Theatre 530. Summer Theatre 111 (3-0·31; 111. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 300 and acceptance to summer theatre 
company. 
Advanced assignments in set and costume design or advanced 
1eting and directing. 
Theatre 531. Summer Theatre Ill . (3-0-3); Ill. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 300 and acceptance to summer theatre 
oompany. 
A continuation of Theatre 530. 
Theatre 552. Early Dramatic Literature. (3-0-31; I. 
A detailed study of represenlative plays tram the great periods 
of dramatic literature from the Greeks to mid-nineteenth 
century. 
Theatre 553. Modern Dramatic Literature. (3-0-3); II. 
A detailed study of the drama from the growth of realism to 
the present day. 
Theatre 554-. Thearre History. (3·0·3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 200. 
A study of the origins and development of theatre. 
Theatre 562. Advanced Acting. (2·2-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 284. 
Advanced study of acting, including analysis and development 
of characters in acting situations. 
Theatre 563. Advanced Costuming. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Theatre 325 or permission of instructor. 
Designing costumes for theatrical productions, making 
patterns and the ·fabrication of garments for the stage. 
Theatre 564. Advanced Scene Design. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Theatre 210, 312 or permission of instructor. 
To develop greater proficiency in the skill.s of scenic design as 
applied to specific problems and theatrical productions. 
Theatre 565. Advanced Stage Ligl1ting, (3-0-31. 
Prerequisite: Theaue 321 or permission of instructor. 
Advanced study in lighting design including actual 
implementation for University theatre productions. 
Theatre 570. Children's Theatre. (3·0·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Theatre 100. 
A concennated nudy of the problems involved rn organization 
111d productron of plays for and wrth children. 
Theatre 603. Seminar. {3·0·3). 
Prerequisite: Complet ion of a major or minor in theatre. 
To explore problems of cootemporary theatre, with directed 
individual research projects to be shared in seminar discussion. 
Theatre 612. Playwrit ing. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Theatre 200, Theatre 100, or by permission of 
instructor. 
An analysis of the structure of plays and the writing of original 
scripts. 
Theatre 613. Advanced Play Direction. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Theatre 360. 
To develop greater proficiency in techniques of directing as 
related to specific productions and staging problems. 
Theatre 655. Dramatic Criticism. (3-0-3), 
Prerequisite: Theatre 200, Theatre 100. Theatre 554, or by 
permission of the Instructor. 
Dramatic theory and criticism as developed through Aristotle, 
Horace, the middle ages, the Renaissance, and the twentieth 
century. 
ENGLISH 
FOR THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 
Requiremenu for Admission to Graduate Study in English: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2 Completion ot an undergraduate major or minor in English. 
3. A minimum nanding of 3.0 on all undergraduate English 
courses above the freshman level. 
Requirements for the Degree: 
PLANA 
1. Thirty graduate hours with at least twenty-four in Engl ish 
(up to six hours may be in one other field). At least twelve 
hours mun be earned in "600" courses; a minimum of six 
hours must be in each of two different areas of English 
studies (English literature, American literature, linguistics). 
2 English 500 and 603. 
3. A general written examination. 
4. A reading knowledge of a foreign language. 
PLAN B 
1. Thirty-three graduate hours with at least twenty-seven In 
English (up to six hours may be in one other field). At least 
twelve hours must be earned in "600" courses; a minimum 
of six hours mun be in each of two different areas of 
English studies ( English literature. American literature. 
linguistics). 
2 English 600 and 603. 
3. A general written e,caminarion. '!.',-.,. I i I 
PLAN C 
1. Thirty graduate hours, with at least twenty-four in English 
(up to six hours may be in one other field). At least twelve 
hours must be earned in "600" courses; a minimum of six 
hours must be ln each of two different areas of English 
studies (Enghsh literature, American literature, linguistics). 
2. A thesis for six credit hours and an oral examination 
defending it. 
3. English 603. 
4. A reading knowledge of a foreign language. 
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PLAN D 
1. Thirty graduate hours, with at least twenty-four in English 
(up to six hours may be in one other field). At least twelve 
hours must be earned in "600" courses; a minimum of six 
hours must be in each of two different areas of English 
studies {English literature, American literature, linguistics). 
2. A thesis for six credit hours and an oral examination 
defending it. 
3. English 603. 
4. A general written examination. 
ENGLISH 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE: (J..0-3) following course title means 3 hours cl2ss, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, 11, and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-tall; II-spring; 
I I I-summer. 
English 500. Studies in English for Teachers. (3-0·3); I, II. 111. 
The philosophy, rationale, and content of English in the 
American junior and senior high schools. 
English 501. Linguistics: Semantics. (3-0-3); 11 (alternate 
years). 
Presents the problems of meaning as related to referential, 
distributional, and rational ways of encountering experience. 
English 505. Linguistics: Grammar. (3·0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Principles of structural, transformatiomil, generative, and 
tagmemic grammar. 
English 510. Programmed Writing and Leaming. 13-0-3); on 
demand. 
Using. writing, and understanding programmed texts, instruc-
tion individualized to the student's partrcular area of study. 
English 516. Reading and Linguistics. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Basic elements essential to good reading; centers on phonology 
and morphology; major emphasis is phonological. 
fa1glish 628. Modern Literary Criticism. (3-0-3); on demand 
Study of selected critics such as the New Humanists, New 
Critics, neo-Aristotel ians, and various hnguisuc structuralists. 
English 533. English Fiction. (3·0·3); on demand. 
Development of the English novel from its beginnings to the 
twentieth century. 
English 539. Milton. (3·0-3); on demand. 
Intensive reading of Milton's poetry and major prose. 
English 544. Folk Literature. (J.0·3); I, II. Ill. 
The origrn of such primitive literary forms as the proverb, tale, 
epic, ballad, and folk drama. 
English 545. Jacobean and Restoration Literature. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
Representative works of seventeenth century England. 
English 662. Early Dramatic Literature. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Representative dramas from the Greeks to the mid-nineteenth 
century. 
English 553. Modem Drama. (J..0-3); on demand. 
Representative dramas from the advent of realism to the 
present. 
English 560. Early American Authors. (3-0·3); on demand. 
The writings and backgrounds of Bradford, Taylor. Edwards, 
Franklin, Paine, and Jefferson. 
Engl ish 562. Nineteenth Century American Fiction. (3-0-3); 
on demand. 
The development of American fiction from Charles Brockden 
Brown to Stephen Crane. 
English 564. Twentieth Century American Fiction. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
The development of American fiction from 1900 to the 
present. 
Englrsh 570. Introduction to Film Literature. (3-0-3); I, II. 
An introduction to the study of film as literature with 
extensive reading in the history of film and viewing of selected 
film classics. 
English 591. Technical Writing I. (3·0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Principles of analysis, process, and definition; progress, 
recommendation, and research reports , proposals and memo-
randa; visual aids; transitions, mechanics of clear and precise 
1 
statement. -I 
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English 592. Technical Writing II. (3-0·3); I, II , Ill . 
Continuation of English 591 . 
English 593. Fiction and Poetry Writing I. (3-0-3) ; I, II , Ill. 
Practicum in sustained writing. Evaluation and marketing of 
manuscripts. 
English 594. Fiction and Poetry Writ ing Ii. (3·0-3); I, II, Ill. 
Continuation of English 593. 
English 595. Linguistics: Composition. {3-0-3) : I. 
Language patterns, inherent symbols and their meanings, and 
tagmemics. 
Engl ish 603. Bibliography. (3-0-3); I, Iii. 
An intreduction to graduate research in American and English 
literature. Required of a ll candidates for Master of Arts with a 
major in English. 
English 611 . Grammar, Composition, Listening, Oral Ski lls, 
and Literature for Grades 1-8. (3-0-3): I, 11, 111. 
Elements of gramma r, spell ing, oral skills, composition-
fuctional and creative- auding, use of language a nd language 
development. and the language o f mass media. 
English 613. Literary Crit icism. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A h istorical survey of literary criticism in Europe from the 
classical period to the twentieth century. 
English 619. American Renaissance. (3-0-3); 11. 
An intensive st udy of the t ranscendental movement and its 
influence upon American literature as seen primari ly in the 
works of Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, and Melville. 
English 620. Major American Poets. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Intensive study of Whitman, Dickinson, Frost, Stevens, Eliot, 
and others. 
English 624. American Writers in Perspective. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Thematic development, growth of a genre, and regional 
qualities. 
English 631 . Studies in O ld English literature. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
An intensive reading at selected 01(1 English poetry and prose. 
English 641. Chaucer's Era and Middle English. (3-0-3): on 
demand. 
A study of the works of Chaucer and other significant English 
literat ure from the twel'fth through the fifteenth centuries. 
English 643. English Renaissance. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Elements of the Renaissance and Reformation, together wit h 
the poetry, prose, and drama of the period from 1500-1600. 
English 647. Neoclassical Period. (3-0-_3.} ; on demand. 
Poetry and prose of majo r British writers from 1660-1780. 
English 648. English Romantic Period. (3-0-3); on demand. 
The works of Wo rdsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats. Byron, 
and others. 
English 650. Victorian Period. (3-0-3) ; on demand. 
The works of Tennyso n, Arnold, Browning, Newman, Huxley, 
Ruskin, and others. 
English 652. Twentieth Century English Lite rature. (3-0-31; on 
demand. 
The works of Eliot, Auden, Ye_ats, Joyce, Co nrad, Woolf , 
Lawrence, Forster, and ot hers. 
English 670. Directed Studies. (One to three hours); I, II, 111. 
Prerequisite (For English majors only): fifteen hours of 
graduate credit in English. 
Individual stuJy in any area in English under the d irection of 
the faculty. 
English 680. English Synt ax. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Stresses syntactical studies primarily in the English language, 
and specifically in the use of American English structures. 
English 685. Psycholinguistics. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Both theoretical and practical applications o f all psychological 
aspects of language. 
English 691. Dialectology. (3-0-3); 11. 
Regional varieties of a language, the dialect boundaries, the 
phonological differences, and the lexical variatiom. 
Engllsh 693. Phonology. (3-0·3); on demand. 
St udy of the definit ion o f phonemes and combinations of 
phonemes. 
English 697. Sociolinguistics. (3-0·3): on demand. 
Theory and practice involved in individual and institutional 
1-anguage patterning. 
English 699. T hesis. (One to six hours); I, II , 111. 
Thesis requirement consists of a total of six semester ho urs to 
be d istrlbuted according to the particular program followed by 
the student. 
FRENCH 
French 541 . The French Novel. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Intensive study ot a few selected nove ls considered to be 
representative of the genre. 
French 542. The French Drama. (3-0-3); on demand. 
Intensive study and analysis of selected plays viewed as 
representative of the genre. 
French 543. French Lyric Poetry. {3·0·3); on demand. 
Intensive study and analysis of masterpieces of French lyric 
poetry. 
French 550. Reading French I. (3-0-3): on demand. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
Intensive practice in reading of the French language, with 
rap id and correct idiomatic t ranslation as the a im. 
French 551. Reading French II. (3-0·3); on demand. 
Prerequisite: French 550 o r permission of the instructor. 
Furthe r study of grammar and drill in reading, with emphasis 
on readirig In the student•~ own subject area. 
SPA NISH 
Span ish 501 . Advanced Grammar. (3-0-3): on demand. 
Compulsory for those who plan to teach Spanish. A thorough 
study of the verbs and the structure of the language. Based on 
the Royal Academy Grammar. 
Spanish 523. Don Quixote de la Mancha. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A study of this masterpiece of Spanish literature. 
Spanish 532. Contemporary Spanish and Spanish American 
Literature . (3·0-3); on demand . 
A survey of significant characteristics of twentiett, century 
Hispanic literature, including the na vel, short story, drama, 
essay, and poet ry. 
Spanish 540. Seminar in Hispanic Literature. (3-0-3); on 
demand. 
Group instruction and practice in research methods peculiar to 
Hispanic literature. 
Spanish 545. Spanish Drama from the Generation of 1898 to 
the Present. (3-0·3); o n demand. 
A study of the major dramatists and d rama tic trends from 
Benavente and his contemporaries through Garcia Loree, 
Casona, and S uero Vallejo. 
Spanish 550. The Spanish Essay rrom the Eighteenth Cent ury 
to the PresenL (3·0·3): on demand. 
A swdy of the major essayists from Feijoo through Madanga. 
Span ish 555. Lope de Vega. (3-0-3); on demand. 
A study of the major dramatic and nondramatic works of 
Lope de Vega. 
Spanish 670. Research Problems. ( One to three hours). I, II, 
Ill. 
Original research of an approved subject under faculty 
supervision. 
Spanish 676. Independent Study. (One t o three hours); I, II, 
111. 
lqdividually planned study of a specific topic under d irection 
o f the faculty. 
MUSIC 
Requirements for Unco nditional Admissio n to Graduate Study 
in Music: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Completion of a bachelor's degree in rnl!sic or its equiv• 
alent. 
3. A minimum standing of 3.0 on all undergraduate music 
courses above the freshman level. 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
In addit ion to meeting all of t he requirements of a general 
nature p rescribed by the University for the master's degree, 
the candidate must complete entrance examinations in music 
and one of the following curricula: 
Emphasis o n Performance 
Sem. Hrs. 
Applied music ... ... , .. . .... . . . .... . . • . . . .. ... .. . 8 
Graduate Recital .. . ....... , .... . . . . . . ..... .. .. ... 2 
Independent Study (related to performance area) .. • ... . 1-3 
Studies in Musical Style . . .. ... .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. , , , . 3 
Seminar in Music Research . . . . .. . ... . . . . ....... , . . . 3 
Electives in music history and litera ture , . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. 6 
Electives .... , . • . . . ...... . ... . . . ... .. , ........... 5·7 
Total 30 
( Music electives may be chosen without limitation except for 
applied music, tn which a maximum of eight semester hours ,n 
t he major performing area may be taken. A maximum oi \\~ 
ho urs irom disciplines other than m usic may be taken.) 
Emphasis on Music Education Plan 
A 8 C 
Applied Music 2 4 2 
Stud ies in Musical Style 3 3 3 
Seminar in Music Research 3 3 3 
Foundations of Music Education 3 3 3 
Psycho logy of Music 2 2 2 
Independent Study 0 1-3 3 
*Graduate Recital 0 2 0 
T hesis 6 0 0 
Electives in music history and literature 4 4 4 
Electives 7 6-8 10 
Total 30 30 30 
(Music electives may be chosen without limitation except !01 
applied music, in which a maximum of eight semester hours in 
the major performing area mav be taken, A maximurn of 5I~ 
hours f rom disciplines pther than music may be taken.) 
*The graduate recital may be gh1en in composition er 
conducting as well as other performance areas, with tt. 
approval of the graduate faculty in these areas. In this case I 
minimum af two hours in applied music is required, along wldl 
at least four hours of course work in composition Of 
conducting. 
Certification , 
A student who is following a Master ot Music degree progr11111 
may qualify for the Kentucky Standard Certificate (providedl 
he holds, or is e ligible to hold, a provisional certifinatel. A 
student who expects to meet certification requirements ill 
another state should contact the certification authority in th 
state to determine specific requirem ents. In o rder to quail 
for the Kentucky Standard Certificate, a minimum of ni 
hours of credit must be earned in courses selected trom 
following twp areas: 
MUSIC 
578 
616 
625 
653 
656 
661 
680 
681 
Sem. Hn 
Teaching of Percussion ...... : . . . ....... , . l 
Teaching of StrinijS ........... . ... • ...... . .. 
Psychology of Music . . .. . .•....... . . . : .... • 
Teach ing of Woodwinds .. . . ... .. . ....•... . . 
Teaching of Brasses ..........•.... . .. . .... • , 
Teaching of General Music . . . ..... . . . ..... .. 
Seminar In Music Research . . . , .............. . 
Foundations of Music Ed ucation 
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EDUCATION 
Sem Hrs. 
600 Research Methods in Education .. ....... . . ... . 2 
609 Advanced Educarlonal Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
610 Advanced Human Growth & Development .... . .. 3 
630 Curriculum Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
632 Elementary School Curriculum . . . . . . • . . • . • . 2 
634 Secondary School Curriculum . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
680 History & Philosophy of Education .. , ....... , . 3 
Music Fees 
One hall-hour private lesson per week, 
per semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $20.00 
Each additional half-hour private lesson per week, 
per semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• 20.00 
Practice room and organ lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .. 5.00 
Instrumental rental fee . . . ... ... ... . .. . .. ......... 3.00 
Recital fee ... . ... . ..... .... ....... . . ... . . . . .. 35.00 
Private •Applied Music 
A graduate student usually 1akes pnvate instruction only in his 
major instrument or voice. Under certain conditions, with the 
approval of his advisor, a student may take private instruction 
for graduate credit 1n a secondary instrument. A student who Is 
not following a music curriculum may rake private instruction 
for graduate credit provided he can demonstrate graduate 
proficiency. 
Course numbers will be assigned from the following sequences. 
517-518 Private Applied Music (non-music students). One 
hour. 
551 ·562 Private Applied Music (secondary instruments or 
voice). One hour. 
557-558 Private Applied Music (major instruments or 
voicel. One to four hours. 
Music St1..1dent Handbook 
In addition to the information contained In this catalogue, 
there are certain other requirements and policies which apply 
to music students. These are contained m the Music Student 
Handbook. Students following either of the programs of study 
leading to the graduate degree in music should consult the 
handbook. 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE: (3·0-3) following course title. means 3 hours class. no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II , and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I-fall; I I-spring; 
II I-summer. 
Music 531 . Arranging. (2-0-2); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Music 232 or the equivalent. 
Scoring, arranging, transcribing of selected or original materials 
for voices and/or Instruments. 
Music 532. Advanced Arranging. (2·0-2); on demand. 
Prerequisite: Music 531. 
Continuation of Music 531 . 
Music 563. Advanced Composition I. (1 ·1·21; I. II. 
Prerequisite: Music 364. 
Study, wriung, and performance of students' original creative 
work. Private conferences and composition serninar 1n 
colloquium. 
Music 564. Advanced Composition II . (1-1-2); I, II . 
Prerequisite: Music 563. 
Continuation of Music 563. 
Music 565. Music in America. (3-0·3); I. 
A survey of the history of American music from colonial times 
to the present. 
Music 578. Teaching of Percussion. 12·0·2); II, 111. 
A study of the development of percussion Instruments, 
literature and performing techniques. 
Music 579. Marching Band Workshop. (2-0-2); I, Ill . 
Techniques of preparing marching bands for performance. 
Music 581 . Literature of the Piano. (3·0·31; I. 
Survey of keyboard music from the sixteenth century to the 
present. 
Music 591. School 8and Literature. (2·0-2); 11, Ill . 
Examination and criticism of music for training and concert 
use by groups at various levels of attainment. 
Music 592. Vocal Literature. (3-0·3); 11. 
A survey of music for solo voice and vocal ensemble, sixteenth 
through twentieth centuries; stylistic traits, types of composi• 
tions, sources, and performance practices. 
Music 595. Voice Pedagogy. (3-0·3) ; I. 
An introduction to the physiological, acoustical, and phonetic 
bases of singing and private voice instruction. Emphasis will be 
placed on the relationship between scientific fact and the 
practical application of principles through the use of imagery 
and phonetic choice. 
Music 616. Teach mg of Strings. (2· 1 ·21; 11. 
A survey of teaching techniques and materials with primary 
emphasis on the public school level. 
Music 625. Psychology of Music. (2-0·2); 11, 111. 
A study of the psychological processes upon which musical 
behavior depends. 
Music 631. Arranging for the Marching Band. (2-Q.2); I, II. 
Study of current trends In half•time show styles; creative 
experiments in arranging in various styles; attention to 
individual projects. 
Music 635. Practicum in Music Teaching. (Three hours); I, II, 
Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Head of the Department of 
Music. 
Practical experience on an individual basis in some area of 
music teaching under the supervision of a member of the 
music faculty. The credit will be offered only 10 the student 
whose need can be met with an appropriate situation for 
supervised teaching. 
Music 653. Teaching of Woodwinds. 12·0·2) ; I, 111. 
Comparative study of the various techniques and recent trends 
In the teaching or woodwind instruments. 
Music 666. Teaching of Brasses. (2·0·21; I, Ill. 
Comparative study of varfous techn1Ques and recent trends 1n 
the teaching or brass instruments. 
Music 660. Graduate Recital. 12-0·21. I, II , Ill. 
A solo public recital of approximately one hour' s duration. 
Music 661 . Teaching of General Music. 12-0-21; on demand. 
A pedagogy course with emphasis upon music for the 
non-performing student in the elementary and secondary 
schools. 
Music 663. Crearive Writing I. (2·0·2), I, 11, Ill. 
Private coaching and critique rn developing indiv, ckiai'. 
compositional style. 
Music 664. Creative Writing 11. (2-0-2); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Music 663. 
Continuation of Music 663. 
Music 6, 1. Advanced Conducring. (2·2·31. I, l I, 111. 
Advanced lnnruction and experience m the preparation, 
rehearsal, and performancP of ensemble mi,sic. 
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Music 676. Independent Study. (One to three hours); I, II, 111. 
Definition and investigation of a problem in music. A written 
report of the problem, procedure, and results of the study 
must be submitted. 
Music 680. Seminar in Music Research. (3·0-31; I, 111. 
A study of the types of research appropriate to the field of 
music and the methodology of each 
Music 681. Foundations of Music Education. (3·0·3); II , 111. 
Examination of the historical. philosophical, and sociological 
foundations of the teaching of music in the public schools. 
Music 690. Studies in Musical Style. (3-0-3); II, Ill. 
Detailed analysis of the music of individual composers, musical 
styles, and periods. 
Music 691 . Symphonic Literature. (3·0·31; I, Ill. 
Orchestral literature from the Mannheim School to the 
presenL Emphasis upon formal structure, harmonic idioms. 
and orchenration. 
Music 693. Contemporary Music. (3·0·31; I, Ill , 
A study of the compositions and theories of those comµosers 
who have contributed significantly to the music of the 
twentieth century. 
Music 694. Chamber Music. (2·0-2); 11, Ill. 
A study of the literature for small ensembles from the 
eighteenth century to the pr\lSBnt. 
Music 699. Thesis. (One to six hours); I, II, Il l. 
Prerequisites: Music 580 and approval of thesis topic. 
May be divided among two or more semesters. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Philosophy 505. History of Philosophy I. (3-0-3); I. 
Ancient and Medieval philosophy; a history of Western 
philosophy from Thales 1624-546 B.C.) to the beginning of the 
Renaissance. 
Philosophy 506. History of Philosophy 11. (3-0-3); 11. 
Modern and contemporary philosophy; a history of Western 
philosophy from the Renaissance to the present. 
Philosophy 676. Research Problems. (One to three hour~); on 
demand. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of undergraduate credit or 'lhree 
hours of graduate credit in philosophy. 
The student selects an approved topic in philosophy on which 
he will do a directed study. 
~ 
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School of 
Sciences a nd Mathematics 
DEGREES: 
Master of Science in Biology 
Master of Science in Mathematics 
DEPARTMENTS: 
Biological Sciences 
Mat tlcal Sciences 
Physical Sciences 
Science Education 
The School of Sciences and Mathematics offers the Master of 
Science de9ree In biology and mathematics. Although 
advanced degrees are not offered in other areas of natural 
sciences. instruction Is offered in graduate level courses in 
cooperation with the SchGol of Education. 
A limited number of graduate assistantships are avanable to 
permit graduate students to work in ~heir areas of interest. 
SCIENCE 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE: (3-0-3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I. II , and Ill 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall; II-spring; 
I II-summer. 
Science 651. Plant Natural History. (3-0-3); 11 , 111. 
Prerequisite: Science 105 or equivalent. 
The survey of major taxonomic 9roups, with emphasis on the 
natural history of local plants. 
Science 552. Animal Natural History. (3·0-3); I, 111. 
Prerequisite: Science 105 or equivalent. 
The survey of major taxonomic groups, with emphasis on the 
natural history of local animals. 
Science 553. Workshop in Environmental Biology. (3-0-3); 111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
Regional distribution and reserve depletion of wildlife, forest, 
land, water, air, and mineral resources; emphasis on pollution 
and environment. (Especially designed for in-service and tuture 
teachers.) 
Science 570. Eartli Science. (3-0-3); I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
Basic fundamentals of the earth sciences. 
Science 580. History of Science. (3•0-3); I. II, fl I. 
Prerequisite: Six hours of science credit . 
Development of scientific traditions. d iscoveries, and concepts 
from the time of ancient Egypt to the present. 
Sci~nce. 590. Science for the Elementary Teacher. (2-2-3); I. II, 
111. 
Prerequisite: The student should have cornpletedthe minimum 
general education requirements in sciences and mathematics. 
Admission to the teacher education program. 
A study of teaching scientific concepts to elementary children. 
Science 591 . Science for the Junior High Teacher. (2-2-3); I, 
II, Ill. 
Prerequisite: The student s.hould have completed the minimum 
general education requirements in sciences ~nd mathematics. 
Admission to the teacher education program. 
A study of p~dagogy, science content, and techniques 
applicable t.o the teaching of science to junjor '1igh children. 
~r- , , -. I I , , .. ., .. I 
Science 592. Science for the Secondary Teacher. et2-Ji;' 1'i, 
111. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Admission to the 
teacher education program. 
Concepts of teaching hig'1 school science with emphasis on 
curriculum innovations and laboratory activities. 
Science 676, Research Problems. (One to six hours); I, 11, Ill. 
Independent research in science education. (Problem must be 
approved by the Department of Science Education prior to 
registration.) 
Science 690. Advanced Science for the Elementary School 
Teacher. (2-2-3); I, 11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Science 590 or equivalent. 
A comprehensive overview of teacher competencies applicable 
to the effective-teaching ot elementary school science. 
BIOLOGY 
For the Master of Science Degree: 
Students pursuing a Master of Science in biology rnay elect to 
follow a thesi$ or a non-thesis route. The student purs~ing the 
tliesis route may emphasize botany, zoology, microbiology, 
taxonomy, molei:ular·biology, reproductive physiology, or any 
combination of tliese. 
Requirements for Admission to Graduate Study in Biology: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Completion of a·n undergraduate major or minor in biology. 
3. Minimum standing of 3.0 in all upper division biology 
courses. 
4. Acceptable proficiency In chemistry, mathematics, and 
physics as determined by the biology graduate admissions 
committee. 
Admission to Candidacy: 
(See University requirements.) 
Requirements for the Degree (Thesis}: 
1. Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours of graduate 
work. {This includes credit allowance of six hours for the 
thesis.) 
2. Completion of a minimum of 24 semester hours of 
approved course work in biology. At least 16 hours ('this 
includes a maximum credit allowance of six semester hours 
for the thesis} of this work must be earned in courses open 
only to graduate students (600 level). 
3. The remaining hours may be selected from biology as well 
as from approved related fields. 
4. A minimum GPA of 3.0 is required 011 all work completed 
for the degre~ and no more than six hours of course work 
may be applied toward degree requirements In which grades 
of " C" a.re earned. 
5. A maximum of six semester hours of graduate credit earned 
at another institution may be applied toward the degree 
requirements. Transfer credit m\JS'l be acceptable to the 
student's advisory committee. 
6. Each candidate (thesis) Master of Science degree will be 
required to take final written examinations as determined 
by the student's advisory committee. 
7 . Each candidate tor an M.S. degree with a thesis must pass a 
final oral examination wliich includes the defense of t he 
tliesis and general information. 
Requirements for the Degree (non-thesis): 
1. Completion of a mini mum of 32 semester hours of graduate 
work. 
2. Completion of a minimum of 24 semester hours of 
approved course work in Biolc19y. At least 16 hours of this 
work must be earned in courses open only to graduate 
students (600 level). 
3. The remaining hours may be selected from Biology as well 
as from related fields with the approval of the advisory 
committee. 
4. In general, the specifics of a course distribution are to be 
arranged by the student with the advice and consent of his 
advisory committee. The department does establish tile 
following minimum requirements for all non-thesis master's 
students. 
A. Successful completion of at least one course from each 
of the following six areas of study: General Biology, 
Zoology, Cell Biology and Animal Physiology, Micro-
biology, Botany and Plant Physiology, and Environ-
mental Biology. 
8 . A minimum GPA of 3.0 is required on all work 
completed for the degree and no more than six hours of 
course work may be applied toward degree requirements 
in whic'1 grades of "C" are earned. 
C. A maximum of six semester hours of graduate credit 
earned at another institution may be applied toward the 
master's degree. Transfer credit must be acceptable to 
the student's advisory committee. 
D. Eac'1 student will be required to take one hour of 
graduate seminar and two to three hours of research 
problems. (Biology 676) to' dern~'nsfrhte . tke 'student1s 
ability to carry out independent research under labora-
tory conditions. 
6. Each candidate for the (non-thesis) Master of Science 
degree will be required to take final written examinations as 
determined by, the student's advisory committee. 
6. Each candidate for a non-thesis Master of Science degree 
must pass a final oral examination to determine his/her 
comprehension of biological principles. 
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
CHEMISTRY 
Chemistry 541. Physical Chemistry I. (3-2-4) ; I. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 223; Mathematics 275; Physics 202 
or 232. 
Gases, liquids, and solids; thermodynamics. properties of 
solutions, thermochemistry; equilibria and elecirochemistry. 
Chemistry 542. Physical Chemistry 11. (3-4-5) ; 11. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 541 ; co-requisite: Mathematics 276. 
Chemical kinetics, quantum theory, molecular structure, and 
nuclear chem ist.rv. 
Chemistry 550. Qualitative Organic Analysis. (2-4-4); 11. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 326 or 332. 
Qualitative analysis ot organic compounds; physical and 
chemical methods. 
Chemistry 560. Instrumental Analysis. (1-4-3); I. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 340 or 541. 
Theory and practice of instrumental analysis. Optlcometric 
and electrometric methods. 
Chemistry 595. Biochemistry I. (2·4-4) ; I. 
Prerequisite: Chemist~y 327 or 332 or permission of instructor. 
Carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins, intermediary metabol ism. 
protein synthesis, enzymology. blood chemistry. bioenergetics. 
fluid electrolyte balance. vitamin and steroid chemistry. 
Chemistry 596. Biochemistry II. (2·4-4) : II. 
Prerequisite: Chem is try 595. 
Continua'tion of Biochemistry I. Intermediary metabolism of 
carbohydrates. lipids. proteins. and nucleic acids; function and 
mechanism of action of enzymes; energetics of living systems, 
and regulalion of life processes. 
Chemistry 670. Independent Study in Chemist ry. (One to 
three hours) ; I, 11, ti I. 
Invest igation of a special area of chemistry not treated in detail 
In any course ottering. The problem to be studied must be 
approved by the instructor prior to registration. 
Chemistry 676. Research Problems. !One i:o three hours) ; I, 
ti, 111. 
Independent resean:h in chemist ry. Problem must be approved 
prior to registration. 
GEOSCIENCE 
Geoscience 510. Geological History of Plants and Animals. 
12·2·3); I, II. 
Prerequisi res: 81ology 208 and 215, or Geosc1ence 101 . 
The evolutionary history of Plants and animals ttirougJ,out 
geological time. 
Geoscience 513. Mlcropaleontology. (2·2-3). 
Prerequisite: Geoscience 510 or 378. 
Collection, preparation, microscopic Investigation, classifica-
tion, paleoecology and stratigraphic succession of microfossils. 
Geoscience 520. Optical Mineralogy. (2·2-3). 
Prerequisites: Geoscience 261 and Physics 202 or equivalent. 
Behavior of light, In isot ropic and anisotropic minerals. 
Identification of minerals with polarizing microscope. 
Geoscience 525. Petroleum Geology. (2·2·3). 
Prerequisites: Geoscience 3 14 and 325. 
Origin, migration and accumulation of oil and gas. Exploration 
meth ods. reservoir development; loggjng, testing and 
completing wells. 
Geoscience 560. Geological Oceanography. (3·0-3) ; I. 
Prerequisites: Geoscience I 01 or 510. 
Marine erosion. tra.nsportation and deposition, continental 
shelves, slopes and ocean basins; marine environments. Shore· 
line processes and analysis, 
PHYSICS 
Physics 520. The Science of Music. (3·0·3); I, II. 
Properties of sound, 1:he hearing process. musical scales, 
production of music by wind and stringed instruments; 
electronic recording and reproduction, and architectural 
acoustics. 
Physics 593. Quantum Mechanics. (3·0·31; I. 
Prerequisite: Physics 391 or consent of the instructor. 
The wave function; Hermitian operators / aqcfJ )iTOU,ilr 
momentum; Schrodinger's equation, barriers, wells, harmonic 
oscillators, and the hydrogen atom. 
Physics 676. Research Problems. (One to three hours.I 
Prerequisite: Consent of t he instructor. 
Independent researcti in physics under ttie direction of a 
member of the physics faculty. Research interests of the 
faculty include physics education, solld state physics, nuclear. 
and theoretical physics. The problem must be approved ,in 
;;-1 advance ohegistration. 
MATHEMATICS 
FOR THE MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE : 
Requirements for Admission to Graduate Study in 
Mathematics: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Completion ot an undergraduate major or minor in 
mathematics. • 
3. A minimum grade average of 3.0 on all undergraduate 
mathematics courses above and including the beginning 
course In calculus. 
Requirements for the Degree: 
1. Completion of a minimum of 18. semester hours o,f 
approved course work In mathematics. At least 12 hours of 
this work must be earned in courses open only to graduate 
students. 
2. A student must complete Mathematics 586, 610, 650, and 
651. ( If a student has taken Mathematics 586 or Its 
equivalent ln his undergraduate work. he may substl tUte an 
approved course in analysis provided he can demonstrate 
proficiency in complex variables to a committee of the 
graduate faculty In mathemat ics appointed by the 
mathematics chairman.) 
3. In addition to the requirements listed in 1 above; a student 
must complete one of ttie following : 
a. prepare an approved thesis for which maximum credit 
allowance is six hours, 
OR 
b. complete an additional six hours in mathematics courses 
open only to graduate students. 
4. Completion ota minimum of30 semester hours of graduate 
work, including the credit allowance for the thesis. 
5. Successful completion of a finiil examination to determine 
the candidate's proficiency in mathematics. (If a thesis was 
prepared the candidate must successfully defend it before 
the mathematics faculty.) 
COURSE OFFERI NGS 
NOTE: (3·0 '3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I, II. and 111 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term In which 
the course is normally scheduled: I- fall; II-spring; 
I I I -summer. 
Mathematics 501. Design and Analysis of Experiments. 
(3-2-4): 111. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 123 or 152. 
Basic statistics with applications. Analysis of enumeration 
data; hypothesis testing; confidence intervals; analysis of 
variance; correlation, regression. 
Math 504. Topology. (3-0·31; II. 
Plei'equis1teS:' IIJ!athematici'' 304 and . 350, or •'consent 'bf 
lrfStrUCt\'.ll"'.' 1 ,•, ' ·1~1 ~ ' 
Elementary set theory; topological spaces: metric spaces; 
compae1ness and correctedness; mappings of topological 
spaces; related topics, 
Mathematics 51 O. Real Variables. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 310. 
Topological properties of Euclidean space; theory of differen-
tiation and integration; sequences and series of functions; 
metric space's. 
Mathematics 511 . Functional Analysis, (3·0-3); I. 
Prerequisites: Mathematics 301 and 510 or consent of instrue1or. 
Linear spaces; normed and Banach spaces; Hi lbert spaces, 
applications to sequence spaces and Fourier series. 
Mathematics 519. Probability. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 275. 
A course in mathematical probability and its applications to 
statistical analysis. 
Mathematics 520. Mathematical Statistics. (3-0-3); 11. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 5 19. 
Hypothesis testing and estimation; bivariate and mul tivarlate 
distributions; order statistics; test of fit; nonparametric 
comparison of locations; distribution theory. 
Mathematics 553. Stat istical Methods. (3-0-3) ; I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 353 or 501. 
A second cou~se in basic statistical methods with applications, 
Analysis of variance; general regression analysis; hypothesis 
testing: confidence intervals. 
Mat hematics 555. Nonparametric Statistics. (3·0·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Matt, 353 or 501. 
A course in basic nonparametric statistical methods with 
applications. 
Mathematics 573. Projective Geometry. (3·0·3); Il l. 
Pr,erequisites: Mathematics 372 or consent of Instructor. 
A synthetic treatment of proj~ctive geometry leading into 
natural homogeneous coordinates; analytic projective 
geometrv; conics; axiomatfc projective geometry, some 
descendents of real project ive geometry. 
Mathematics 575. Selected Toplcs. (One to six hours); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . 
Topics are ottered which meet the needs of the students and 
which are not otherwise included in the general curriculum. 
Mat hematics 585. Vee-tor Analysis. 13-0-3) ; I. 
Co-requisite; Mathematics. 
Vector functions of a single variable; scalar and vector fields; 
line integrals; generalizations and applications. 
Mathematics 586. Complex Vailables. (3·0·3); II. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 310 or 5~5, or permission of 
instructor. 
Algebra of complex variables; analytic functions; integrals; 
power series; residues and poles; conformal mappings. 
Mathematics 599. Mathematics Curriculum Workshop. (One 1:0 
six hours) ; 111. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
New curricula developments in mathematics. 
Mathematics 605. Advanced Topics. (3-0-3) ; 1. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
Advanced study in some area ot mathematics. 
Mathematics 610. Real Analysis. (3-0-31; II. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 510. 
Abstract measure spaces; Lebesque integration; differentiation 
t heory; classical Banach spaces. 
Mathematics 631. Problem Solving and the Teaching of 
Mathematics in the Ele.mentary School. (3-0-3); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Consenrof the Instructor. 
An activltY oriented course designed for the elementary school 
teacher in curricular materials and problem solving. 
Mathematics 650. Higher Algebra I. (3·0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 351 or consent of instructor. 
Groups, rings. 
Mathematics 651 . Higher Algebra II. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Mat hematics 650 or consent of instructor. 
Vector spaces and modules, fields, I inear tr.ansformations. 
Mathematics 67'0. Research Problems. (One to three hours); I, 
11, 111. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
Individual research in mathematics. The problem to be 
Investigated must bl! ·approved prior' ro regimation. 
, , , ,, ,, . - t - · 11 
Mathematics 675. Selected Topics. (One to six hours) ; I. II. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
Topics are offered which meet the needs of students and 
which are not otherwise included in the general curriculum. 
Mathematics 699. Thesis. (One to six hours) ; I, 11, Ill. 
Prerequisite: Department permission required. 
Research and t hesis writing. Varying portions of the total 
credits may be elected to best iit student-schedules. 
School of 
Social Sciences 
DEGREES: 
Master of Arts in History 
Master of Arts in Sociology_ 
DEPARTMENTS: 
The School of Social Scienc:es offers the Master of Arts degree 
in history and sociology. 
HISTORY 
For the Master of Am Degree: 
Students majoring ln history for the Master of Arts degree may 
emphasize either American history, European history, non· 
western history, or a combination of these. 
Requirements for Admission to Graduate S tudy In History: 
1. General admission to graduate study. 
2. Completion of an undergraduate major or minor in history. 
3. A minimum standing of 3.0 on all undergraduate historv 
courses above the freshman level. 
4. General proficiency in the social sciences. 
Requirements for the Degree: 
The student is permitted a choice of pro.grams for the 
attainment of the degree, and it is recommended that he seek 
the advice of the graduate coordinator in selecting his option. 
The History Department recommends that st udents expecting 
to seek a terminal degree select Plan A. 
The opt ions offered the student are as follows: 
PLAN A 
•1. Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours of 
approved graduate work tn history. Al least 15 hours of the 
history credit must be earned in courses open only to 
graduate students. 
2. Completion of an approved thesis. 
3. A reading knowledge of a modern foreign language. 
PLAN B 
•,. Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours of 
approved graduate work in history. At least 15 hours of the 
history credit must be earned in oourses open only to 
graduate students. 
2. A written comprehensive examination over the course 
work. 
3. Completion of an approved thesis. 
PLAN C 
*1 . Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours of 
approved graduate work in history. The student is r,equired 
to enroll In a minimum of two 600 level seminar courses 
involving different Instructors, ln which he will be required 
t o write scholarly research papers. The student wi ll 
designate at the time he enrolls in the course as to whether 
or not he wish!!s to researc.h jn t.his particular are<1 Qr, fie lei, 
The papers will be accepted upon the recommendation of 
two members of the history faculty, one of whom must be 
the instructor in the course. Copies of the accepted papers 
will be filed in the Department office for future reference. 
The two courses in which research is carried out will count 
as six of the required 15 hours of history credit which must 
be earned in courses open only to graduate students. 
2. A written comprehensive examination over the course 
work. 
3. A reading knqwl\1<!gf pf a11 al?pro~ed foreign langua11e. 
Geography 
History 
Political Science 
Sociology 
PLAN D 
•1. Completion of a minimum of 33 semester hours of 
approved graduate work in history. The student is required 
to enroll in a minimum of two 600 level seminar courses 
involving different instructors, in which he will be required 
to write scholarly research papers. The studerrt will 
designate at the time he enrolls in the course as to whether 
or not he wishes to research In this particular area or field. 
The papers wilt be accepted upon the recommendation of 
two members of the hi&tory faculty, one of whom must be 
the ihstructor in the course. Copies of the accepted papers 
will be filed in the Department office for future reference. 
Toe two courses in which research is carried out will count 
as six of the required 15 hours of history credit which must 
be earned in courses open only to graduate students. 
2. A written comprehensive examination over the course 
work. 
' The total hoJ.m include the credit allowance for t he thesis 
and a m aximum of six hours which may be. taken in a cognate 
area with the approval of the Department. 
SOCIOLOGY 
For the Master of Arts Degree: 
Students working toward the Master of Arts degree in 
sociology must have earned a minimum of 18 semester hours 
of undergraduate work in sociology from an accredited 
institution of higher education. The apP.i icant must also have 
earned a quality-point average of 3.0 on all sociology courses 
taken subsequent to the freshman year. 
Those who have graduated from non-accredited institu tions, 
have not maintained the 3.0 average quality point standing, or 
have not completed 1B semester hours of undergraduate credit 
in sociology may gain admission to this program by success-
fully completing one or more of the following: 
1. Entrance examir;iations prepared and administered by the 
sociology graduate facu ltv of the School <>f Social Sciences. 
2. Satisfactory scores on the Graduat e Record Examination. 
3. An interview by the admissions committee of the 
Department of Sociology. 
Admission to Candidacy: 
To be admitted t o candidacy, a student must have a 
satisfactory score on the Graduate Record Examination and 
have achieved a 3 .0 or higher quality-point average on a 
minimum of 12 graduate hours of sociology completed at 
Morehead State University. 
General Program Requirements: 
In addition to meeting all requirements of a general nat ure set 
by the UniversitY for the Master of Arts degrees, all students 
must take Sociology 616, Se1T1inar fn, ~ciological Res~!1rGh-, 
and Sociology 650, Sociological Thought and Theor.y, and 
complete one of the following programs: 
PLAN A 
•,. Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours of 
approved graduate work in sociology. At least 12 hours of 
the sociology credit must be earned in courses open only to 
graduate students. 
2. Completion of an approved thesis. 
3. A reading knowledge of a modem foreign langua!!e-
PLAN B 
• 1. Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours of 
approved graduate work in sociology. At least 12 hours of 
the sociology credit must be earned in courses open to 
graduate students only. 
2. A written comprehensive examination over the course 
11york. 
3. Complet ion of an approved thesis. 
PLAN C 
•1. Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours of 
approved graduate work in sociology. At least 12 hours of 
the sociology credit must be earned in courses open only to 
graduate students and must include a research seminar in 
sociology. 
2. A written comprehensive examination over the course 
work. 
3. A reading knowledge of an approved foreign language. 
PLAN D 
•1 . Completion of a minimum of 33 semester hours of 
approved graduate work in sociology. At least 15 hours of 
sociology credit must be earned in courses open only to 
graduate students and must include a research seminar. 
2. A written comprehensive examination over the course 
work. 
• The total hours include the credit allowance for the thesis 
and a maximum of six hours which may be taken in a cognate 
area with the approval of the Department. 
Students writing a thesis must sit for a final oral examination 
before a committee composed of at least three faculty 
members chosen from the sociology graduate faculty . The 
candidate's advisor or director of his/her research shall be one 
of the committee members. Success or failure in the oral 
examination will be determined by a majority of the 
examining committee. If a sec.and examination Is needed, the 
same committee shall , if at all possible, examine the candidate. 
There will be no third oral examination. 
A maximum of 10 years will be allowed for completion of this 
degree. 
COU RSE OFFERINGS 
NOTE: (3·0·3) following course title means 3 hours class, no 
laboratory, 3 hours credit. Roman numerals I. II , and !II 
following the credit hour allowance indicate the term in which 
t he course Is normally scheduled: I-fall ; II- spring; 
Ill-summer. 
HISTO RY -.•, 
History 530. The Negro in American History. (3-0-3); I, Ill. 
The N_egro's role in the social, economic, cultural and political 
developn,ent of the United States. 
History 531. The Negrp Faces Freedom. (3-0-3); 11, Ill. 
The revolt of~he American Negro in his efforts to make legal 
freedom an actuality and to gain a position in the life of the 
nation. 
--,, 
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Histo,v 540. Colonial America. (3·0·31; I. 
The nation from the Age o f Discovery to t he Revolutionary War. 
History .341. American Revolution and Federal Period. (3-0-3); 
II. 
A continuation of 540, covering the period trom the American 
Revolution to the Era of Good Feelings. 
History 543. The United States, 1876-1900. (3·0·3 I; 11. 
Emphasis is placed upon the rise of big business with its 
resultant epoch of America as a world power. 
History 545. The United States, 1900-1939. (3·0-3); I, 11 I. 
The American people from the Progressive Period through the 
~
New De~ 
\ . 
y 546. Tj,e United States, 1939-1970. (3·0-3); 11, 111. 
k:.r'from World War to world leadership. Emphasis is 
placed upon the resultant social problems . . 
History 548. United States Foreign Relations. (3-0-3); I. 
A survey designed to acquaint the student with the foreign 
relations of the United States from its conception to our 
present role in the United Nations. 
History 549. American Life and Thought. (3·0-3); I. 
A survey of the American intellectual heritage from Puritanism 
to the "mod" world. 
History 550. The World, 1914-1939. (3-0-31; I. 
A study extending from the results of World War One to the 
outbreak of the Second World War with special emphasis on 
communism, facism and nazism. 
History 651 . Religion in American History. (3-0-3); 11. 
Religion in all facets of American history: cultural, secular 
and institutional. The role of rellgion in the molding of our 
nation. 
History 552. The World, 1939 to the Present. (3-0·3); 11, 111. 
A detailed study of World War 11 and the aftermath of a world 
divided. 
Hi.story 555, European Intellectual History. (3·0·3); I. 
The stream of European thought from the French Revolution 
to the Atomic Age. 
History 556. American Urban History. (3-0-3); I. 
An examination of the rise of the American city from colonial 
days to twentieth century ghettos. 
History 558. The Slavery Controversy. (3·0·3); I, Ill. 
(Formerly History 541.) 
The issues growing out of differences concerning slavery 
within voluntary societies. 
History 576. American History: Directed Readings. (Qne to 
three hours); I, 11. 
Prerequisite: Open only to history majors and minors with 
permission of the chairman. 
History 677. European History: Directed Readings. (One to 
three hours I; I. 11. 
Prerequisite: Open only to history majors and minors with 
permission of the chairman. 
History 578. Non-Western History: Directed Readings. (One to 
three hours); I, II. 
Prerequisite: Open only to history majors and minors with 
permission of the chairman. 
History 580. American Business History. (3·0·3) ; I. II. 
Ea;ly colonial ,commerce; rise of big business; monopoly and 
antitrust laws; the labor movement; agricultural development; 
government and the economy; foreign policy and trade; effects 
of war; business cycles; basic principles of the American 
economy. 
History 610. American Biography. (3-0-3). 
The characteristics of and services rendered by men and 
women who have played leading roles in the history of the 
nation. 
History 630. European Historiography. (3-0-3). 
The development of history as a wrinen subject; the works of 
European historians from Herodotus to the contemporary 
scene. 
History 632. The French Revolution. (3-0·3). 
A study in detail of the causes. course and results of- the 
French Revolutionary period. 
History 638. The Ne9ro in the 20th Century. (3·0·3). 
The Negro's world from a sociological. economic. political and 
historical point of view. 
History 640. American Hisroriog-raphy. (3·0-3) . 
An analysis of the works of prominent American historians 
from the colonial period to the present. 
History 643. Seminar: The United States-Formative Years 
(1763-1815). (3·0·3). 
History 644. Seminar : The Sectional Controversy 
(1846-1876). (3·0·3). 
History 645. Seminar: Twentieth Century United States. 
(3-0-3). 
History 646. Seminar: Emerging America (1876-1900). 
(3-0-3). 
History 647. Seminar: The Jacksonian Era. 13-0·3); on 
demand. 
History 650. Seminar: Latin-America. (3·0·3). 
History 660. Seminar: The World in the 20th Century. (3-0-3). 
History 670. Seminar: Africa. (3-0-3). (Formerly 570.) 
History 676. Independent Study. (One to three hours. ) 
Individually Planned study on a particular topic. Program to 
be approved by head of the Department. 
History 680. American History for Teachers. (3-0-3). 
Designed as a "refresher" in content, interpretations o'f history 
and method, for the public school teacher. 
History 682. World History for Teachers. (3-0-3). 
A detailed review and study of world civilization including the 
evaluation of historical values and teaching methods. 
History 684. The Improvement of Social Studies Instruction. 
(3·0-3). 
Designed as a seminar to permit public school teachers to 
exchange ideas, strategies, techniques, and materials. 
History 699. Thesis. (One to six hours.) 
Required of all candidates for the A.M. in history enrolled in 
option A or B. 
SOCIO LOGY 
Sociology 501. Grlminology. (3·0·3); I, II , Ill. 
Cause, treatment, and prevention of crime. 
Sociology 505. Sociological Theory. {3•0-3); I, LI. 
Modern soc1olo91cal theory, including an 1ntroduct1on to basic 
theoretical approaches to the i;tudy ot society and a survey of 
contributions to the field by major theorists. 
Sociology 510. Advanced General Sociology. (3-0-3); I. 
This course is designed to give sociology majors an integrated 
perspective of the discipline and to provide an advanced 
Introduction to graduate students en.tering sociology from 
related disciplines. 
Sociology 515. Advanced Family Analysis. (3-0-3); II. 
An intensive analysis of the family in its social context. 
Emphasis is placed upon social interaction within the family, 
socio-economic and socio-cultural factors which bear influence 
upon it, and the relationship of the family to the total social 
system. 
Sociology 525. The Community. (3-0·3); on demand. 
The general character of community relations in society; the 
structure and function of the communhy as a social system 
and the processes of balancing community needs and 
resources; the planned and unplanned socfal change. 
Sociology 540. Gerontology. (3·0·3); II. 
(See Social Work 540.) 
Sociology 550. Research Methodology. (3·0·31; I, II , Ill. 
Methods of- sociological research including the fundamental 
assumptions underlying research; some practical experience in 
research design, data collection, "techniques, and data analysis. 
Sociology 600. Independent Research. (One to three hours);). 
II. 
Ouantied students may arrange w1th staff for individual 'work 
on some particular sociological problem. Credit hours will 
depend on the qualitV and- quantity of achievement by the 
nudent. 
Sociology 601 . Criminological Theory. (3-0-3). 
An intensive analysis of the major areas of criminological 
theory. Primary emphasis is placed upon contemporary 
theoretical Issues. 
Sociology 603. Appalachian Sociology. (3-0·3); I. 
A study of major Appalachian social institutions including the 
family, relig1on, education, the economy and government; a 
survey of health and welfare institutions, major value orienta· 
tions. population characteristics and social change. 
Sociology 605. Seminar in Social Psychology. (3-0-3): I. 
An examination of the historical background, basic assump• 
tions, and theories of contemporary social psychology. 
Sociology 610. Western Cultural Heritage. (3-0·3). 
Research course dealing with the contributions of ideas and 
technology made to Western culture by earlier civm-zatlons. 
Sociology 615. Seminar in Sociological Research. (3-0·3); 11. 
Advanced study in behavioral research methodology; empirical 
generalizations. proposition formation and analysis, data 
gathering and interpretation, instrumentation, scaling 
techniques and supervised application of methods. 
Sociology 620. Educational Sociology. (3-0-3); I. 
Contributions of sociology to understaoding education as a 
social process. Sociological concepts and principles are used to 
point up crucial problems in education. 
Sociology 625. Seminar In Deviance. (3-0-3); II. 
Analysis of deviance as social behavior. Emphasis is placed 
upon acquisition of an understanding of the major sociological 
theories of deviance. 
Sociology 630. Social Stratification: Basic Issues. (3-0·3); II. 
A critical analysis of the theories and issues of social 
Inequality. 
Sociology 636. Seminar in Complex Organization. (3-0-3); 11. 
An analysis of organizations as social systems. An inquiry into 
bureaucratic developments in educatiunal, industrial, military, 
and welfare institutions. 
Sociology 650. Sociological Thought and Theorv. (3-0·3) ; I. 
An intensive study of certain selected pioneer sociological 
theorists such as Weber, Durkheim, Marx and contemporary 
theorists. 
Sociology 698. Research Seminar. (3-0-31. 
Mav be taken by candidates for the M.A. in sociology enrolled 
in Plan C or D. The candidate must write and present a formal 
research paper. 
Sociology 699. Thesis. (One to six hours.) 
Students electing to write a thesis for the M.A. program will 
work under the supervision of a faculty member and must 
present.a thesis approved by the graduate faculty. 
SOCIAL WORK 
Social Work 510. Practicum 1n Social Work. {0-0-6); I, II, Ill. 
Actual work experiences in the various agencies of social 
welfare under supervision of a trained and certified profes-
sional worker. Comparable to student leachihg in professional 
education. 
Social Work 515. Correctional Counseling. (3-0-:3); 11. 
(See Corrections 515.) 
Social Work 520. Administration and Management. (3-0-3); I. 
The history, nature, organizational structure. and philosophy 
of the administration of public programs of income 
maintenance and other welfare services; consideration of the 
role of voluntary agencies. 
Social Work 525. So_cial Work Advanced Skills. (3-0-3); I, II. 
The course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
how 1:he application of the basic social work problem-solving 
methods and systems analysis are applied to group work and 
community organization. 
Social Work 530. Social Policy and Planning. (3-3-3); II. 
An analysis of basic issues ahd principles underlying social 
welfare services. 
Social Work 535. Group Dynamics. (3-0-3); I. 
This course is designed to give the student an understanding of 
group method and the theories underlying the use of groups in 
the helping process. Special emphasis will be given to the 
processes that aHect the development and functioning of all 
types of groups. 
Social Work 540. Gerontology: Problems and Services to the 
A_ging. (3-0-3); I, II. 
An analysis of aging designed to provide the student with a 
knowledge of the special factors involved in the aging process 
as well as the social work techniques designed to aid such 
individuals to cope with the changes inherent in the aging 
process. 
Social Work 550. Research Methodology. (3-0.3); I, 11, Ill. 
(See Sociology 550.) 
CORRECTIONS 
Corrections 501. Criminology, {3-0-3); I. II. Ill. 
/See Sociology 501.) 
Corrections 502. Readings in Corrections. (One to three 
hours.) 
A critical analysis of research literature on crime causation and 
control. Emphasis is placed upon theoretical contributions and 
methodological foundations. 
Corrections 510. Law of Corrections. (3-0-3). 
An analysis of civil law in the United States related to the 
protection of society, the accused and adjudicated offender, 
and the administration of justice. 
Corrections 515. Correctional Counseling Services. (3-0-3); II. 
The basic concepts and principles involved in interviewing, 
counseling, group therapy, etc., which are employed in 
correctional facilities. 
Corrections 550. Research Methodology. (3-0-3); I, II, Ill . 
(See Sociology 550.1 
Corrections 590. Practicum in Correctio,ns. (0-0-6); ti. ·111. 
The course- consis-rs of practical experience in a jail, detention 
home, juvenile or adult correctional institution, fuvenile or 
adult probation and parole agency, or other related agency. A 
minimum of twenty hours per week will be spent working at 
the assigned agency. 
Corrections 601 . Criminological Theory. (3·0-3); on demand. 
(See Sociology 601.) 
Corrections 625. Seminar in Deviance. (3-0-3); 11. 
(See Sociology 625.) 
PO LITICAL SCIENCE 
Political Science 500. Pressure Groups and Politics. (3·0-3). 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Theory of interest groups; the role of interest groups in the 
political process; group ideology; techniques of political 
propaganda. 
Political Science 505. Politic~ of Ecology. {3-0-3); II. 
A political analysis of the problems of the environmental 
Lcrises. 
Political Science 510. Law of Corrections. (3-0.3); on demand. 
{See Corrections 510.) 
Political Science 535. Modern Asian Governments. (3-0.3); II. 
Baokground, development, ideologies an!f struc_ture of Asian 
.9overnments including-Japan, China, India. 
Political Science 540. Public Administration. (3-0-3); I. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Historical evolution; theory of organization and administra-
tion; personnel, financial, and legal aspects of public adminis-
tration. 
Political Science 541. Public Finance. (3·0-3); I. (See 
Economics 541.) 
Public expenditures; public revenue; taxation; public credit; 
financial administration of government. 
Political Science 544. The American Constitution. (3-0-3) ; I, II. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Sources of American heritage In the evolution of constitu-
tionalism; interpretation of principles and precedents in such 
fields as civil rfghts, federal-state relationships. 
Pol itical Science 546. Public Personnel Administration. 
(3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 540 or consent of the instructor. 
Manpower utilization; concepts, principles and practices of the 
merit system; leadership; decision-making process; motivation 
of public employees. 
Political Science 555. Internship in Public Affairs. (One to six 
hours.) 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
On-the-job work-study experience in government. 
Political Science 600. Seminar: State and Local Government. 
(3-0-3). 
Prerequisites: Political Science 141 and 242 or consent of the 
instructor. 
Intensive and detailed study of state and local government; 
problems of metropolitan areas; interstate and local coopera-
tion; compacts and regional planning. 
Politic11I Science 610. Development of American Democra·cy. 
(3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Political Science 141 or consent of the instructor. 
Ideas, institutions, customs and experiences In the develop-
ment of American democracy as well as European influences. 
Political Science 620. Seminar: In ternational Relations. 
(3-0-3). 
Prerequisite: Political Science 550 or consent of the instructor. 
Training in methodology and use of the tools for individual 
research in international relations. Emphasis on Europe, Asia; 
Latin America, and Africa. 
Political Science 630. Contemporary World Problems. (3-0-3). 
Historical, physical, cultural and political factors underlying 
current international issues; the United Nations, and other 
contemporary international agencies and arrangements. 
Political Science 660. Politics in Edu.cation. (3-0-3). 
Comparative case studies and discussion of policy outputs 
(curriculum, facilities, budget) and who wields influence in 
American school politics. 
1l,11 
Polltical Scien~ 676. Special Problems ih Political Science. 
(One to three hours.) 
Prerequisl te: Consent of the insrruttor. 
Original graduate research project or readings in a particular 
subject area. Classes arranged for studying a particular 
problem. 
GEO GRAPHY 
Geography 500. Soviet Union. (3-0-3); I. 
Systematic and regional study, with special attent ion given to 
the resource base. Appraisal of the agricultural and lndllstrial 
strength of the country;. consideration of the effects o· 
governmental policy and economic growth. 
Geography 502. Geographic Factors and Concepts. (3-0-3). 
A general survey of the field of geography in its various 
branches. Designed for beginning teachers and other students 
lacking an adequate background for advanced work in 
geography. 
0 Geography 505. Conservation of Natural Resources. (3-0-3). 
Natural resources basic to human welfare; emphasis on lands, 
water, minerals, forests, and wildlife including their inter-
relat.ionships. 
•Geography 510. Urban Geography. (3-0-3); II . 
Origin and development of cities, urban ecology, central place 
theory, functional classifications, and a consideration of site, 
situation, and land utilization of selected cities. 
Geography 515. Seminar. Geography Field Tour. (0-0-3). 
Geographic reconnaissance of selected regions. Directed 
reading and briefing sessions followed by lecture and observa-
tion in the field; interpretation and analysis for a written 
report. 
•Geography 540. World Manufacturing. (3-0-3). 
Interpretive analysis of the distribution and function of 
selected manufacturing industries; location theory; trends in 
regional industrial changes. 
Geography 550. Geography for Teachers. {3-0-3). 
A study of the basic concepts, materials and techniques for the 
teaching of geography. 
*Geography 590. Advanced Meteorology. (3-0-3); II. 
Prerequisite: Geography 390. 
Weather elements; emphasis on meteorological skills; applica-
tion to Industrial, aviation, maritime. and military needs. 
Geography 600. Political Geography. (3-0·3). 
Recognition of content and concepts of political geagraphy; 
basic factors In evaluatfng strength of a nation; application of 
these understandings to world pol itical patterns. 
Geography 601. Special Problems. (3-0-3). 
Prerequisite.: Permission of the instructor. 
Supervised co1T1prehensive investigation of selected problems 
in the field of geography. (May be repeated to a maximum of 
six hours. ) 
Geography 623. Southeast Asia. (3-0-3). 
Geopolitical, socio-economic, and resource potential problems 
of the countries of Southest Asia. 
Geography 629. The Med, terranean. {3-0-3). 
The Mediterranean Sea as a focal point of Western culture; 
emphasis on the related areas of three continents: Southern 
Europe, Northern Africa, and Southwestern Asia. 
Geography 631. Cultural Europe. (3-0-3); II. 
A culturally•oFiented study of Europe, which is really nor a 
continent in the traditional sense, but whose boundaries can 
best be defined ,n HUMAN terms. Emphasized are European 
life-and-thought patterns, which are the heritage of a great 
majority ot Americans. 
Geography 640. Resources and Industries. (3-0-3). 
The resource base, nature, structure, and distribution of 
industry and Its function in a national economy. 
Geography 676. lndependem Study. (One to three hours); I, 
11, 111. 
Self-directed independent study of a special problem or 1:opic 
in geography. The proposed topic must be submitted in 
writing and be approved by the department head and a faculty 
member who will supervise the study. 
'Indicates Systematic Geography courses. 
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B.S .. M.B.E .• Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
QUINN, MILDRED H. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.A., Eastern Kentucky University 
Ed.D .. University of Kenwcky 
At Morehead since 1968 
SMILEY, JAMES M. 
Associate Professor 
B.S .• M.A., Morehead State University 
Ph.D., Ohio State University 
At Morehead since 1973 
SCHAFER, STEVE 
lnstructar 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
Department of Economics 
BUCKLEY, STEPHEN J . 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison 
M.A., University of Missouri-Columbia 
At Morehead since 1976 
B.S., Wayne State University 
M.A., Ph.D., Michigan State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
BUECHEL. CHAR LES 
Assistant Professor 
WATTS, VINSON A. 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Berea College 
M.A .. Eastern Kentucky-University 
At Morehead since 1968 
WEST. CHARLES 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.A., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1976 
COPELAND, JOE B. 
Assistent Professor 
8 .A., M.A., Ph.D .. , University of Arkansas 
At Morehead since 1975 
Department of Administration, 
Supervision and Secondary Ed. 
ARNETT, SHERMAN 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
BACK, REEDUS 
Professor 
B.S., Berea College 
M.S., Ed.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1962 
BOWEN, RUSSELL. JR. 
Professor 
S.S .. M.A., Morehead State University 
Ed.0 ., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1969 
CRAGER.BUFORD 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., M.A .. M.H.E .. Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1967 
FRANKLIN, JERRY 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Eastern Kentucky University 
M.Ed .• Xavier University 
At Morehead since 1969 
GILBERT, HARRY 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Transylvania University 
M.A., Univ~rsity of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1969 
GRIESINGER, LAWRENCE E. 
Professor 
A.B., M.Ed., University of Kentucky 
Ed.O .• University of Cincinnati 
At Morehead since 1965 
HART, RONOAL 
Associate Professor 
B.A., B.S., M.S., Morehead State University 
Ph.D., Union Graduate School 
At Morehead since 1958 
HICKS, CHARLES 
Professor 
A.B., Georgetown College 
M.A., University of Louisville 
Ph.D., Southern Illinois University 
At Morehead since 1971 
KIRK, ELAINE R. 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., M.Ed., University of Louisville 
At Morehead since 1964 
MCCORD, MICHAEL 
Associate Professor 
B.A., M.A., West Georgia College 
Ed.D .• University of Georgia 
At Morehead since 1974 
MILLER. EDWARD J ., Ill 
Associate Professor 
S.S., M.A., Louisiana Tech University 
Ed.D., North Texas State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
MILLER. ROONEY DON 
Associate Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
Ed.O., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1966 
MOORE, BILLY F. 
Associate Professor 8 .E.E., M.BA, Cornell University 
At Morehead since 1974 
MAGDA, LOUIS S. 
Professor 
S.S., 8.8.Ed., M.B.A., PhD., Jozsef Nador S.S .. Lincoln Memoriel University 
M.A., Western KentJJcky University 
Ph.D., University of Iowa WHITAKER. WILLIAM M., 11 1 
Associate Professor 
B.S., Morehead State University 
M.B.A., University of Kentucky 
Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1975 
Unlvenity 
At Morehead since 1966 
MORRISON. THOMAS C. 
Professor 
S.S., Western Kentucky University 
M.S., University of Kentucky 
Ph.D., North Carolina State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
At Morehead since 1970 
MURPHY, OTTIS 
Professor 
A.B .• M.A., Morehead Stete Univer1ity 
Ed.S., Ed.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1968 
NEEDHAM, ROBERT C. 
Professor 
A.B., Transylvania University 
M.A .• Morehead State University 
Ed.D .• University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1961 
PATTON, BEN K .• J R. 
Professor 
A.B., Ph.D .. Louisiana State University 
A.M., University of Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1960 
PAYNE, JOHN W. 
Professor 
11-3 
· B.A., M.S., Ed.0., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1969 
POWELL, JAMES H. 
Professor 
A.B., Transylvania University 
A.M., Ed.O., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1968 
WELLS, RANDALL 
A.ssoclate Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State Un,. , ,ty 
Ph.D., Union Graduate School 
At Morehead since 1968 
WOTHERSPOON, CLARK D. 
Professor 
S .S., Texas Wesleyan College 
M.A., Texas Christian University 
Ed.O., North Texas State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
Department of Adult, Counseling 
and Higher Education 
BAILEY, C.J. 
Visiting lnstruetor 
A.B., M.A., M.A.C.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1971 
BIGHAM, WANDA 
Instructor 
B.M.E., Murray State University 
M.M., M.H.E., Morehead State Universitv 
At Morehead since 1973 
BOLEN, JAMES 
Assistant Professor • 
A.B .• M.A., Ed.D .• University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1974 
DANIEL, RICHARD 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.Ed., Ed.D., North Carolina State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
DAVIS, PAUL F. 
Professor 
A.B., A.M .• University of Kentucky 
Ed.O., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1966 
OORAN,AORON 
Professor 
B.S., A.M .• Murray State University 
Ed.O., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1954 
DUNCAN, JOHN R. 
Professor 
A.B., A.M., Morehead State University 
Ed.D., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1964 
EYSTER, GEORGE W. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.S .• University of Michigan 
A.M., Eastern Michigen University 
Ed.S., Michigan State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
MARTIN, CHARLES F. 
Professor 
A.8., M.A., Ed.0., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1970 
MAYHEW, HARRY C. 
Associate Professor 
A,B., A.M., Morehe.ad State University 
Ed.O .• Ball State University 
At Morehead since 1963 
\ 
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NORFLEET, MORRIS 
Professor 
B.S., M.S., University ot Kentucky 
Ph.D., t>urdue University 
At Morehead since 1962 
PETERS, ROBERT E. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., MA .. Ph.D., Ohio State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
PIERCE, WILLIAM 
Associate Professor 
B.S., Morehead State University 
M.B.A., University of Kentucky 
Ed.0., Wayne State University 
At Morehead since 1964 
RATLIFF, LINDA 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M .A., University of Kentucky 
Ed.D., University of Virginia 
At Morehead since 1975 
ROSE, HAROLD 
Professor 
B.S., M.Ed., Nonh Carolina State University 
Ph.D., Florida State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
TAYLOR. STEPHEN 
Associate Professor 
B.A.. Glenville State College 
M.A., Stetson Un-iversity 
Ph.D .• Florida State University 
At Morehead since 1973 
THOMAS. DAN 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Cumberland College 
A.M., Ohio University 
Ph.D .. University of Southern Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1969 
WEIKEL, WILLIAM 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., Temple University 
M.A., University of Scranton 
Ph.D., University of Florida 
At Morehead since 1975 
Department of Elementary 
and Early Childhood Education 
BARR, KATHLEEN 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., University of Arizona 
Reading Specialist, Arizona State University 
At Morehead since 1973 
BURKETT, LEONARD 
Professor 
B.S., M .A .. Eastern Kentucky University 
Ed.O., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1967 
CONLEY, DOROTHY 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1959 
GRINDSTAFF, COLETTA 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., A.M., East Tennessee State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
HAMPTON, WILLIAM 
Professor 
A .B., A.M., Harding College 
Ed.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since t 959 
LOGAN, NOAH 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M .A., Morehead State University 
Ed.D., University of Missouri 
At Morehead since 1966 
NORTHCUTT, MARY 
ProfeSSOI' 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
Ed.O., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1955 
ROBY, CECIL EDGAR 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., Glenville State College 
M.A., West Virginia University 
At Morehead since t 973 
SABIE, LAYLA 
Associate Professor 
A.B., A.M., University of Beirut 
A.M., Ed.D., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1965 
STANLEY, JOHN 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.S., Mississippi State College 
At Morehead since 1964 
THOMPSON, KELLY 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Pikeville College 
M.A., Eastern Kentucky University 
Ed.0., University of Alabama 
At Morehead since 1974 
WATTS, PATRICIA 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Berea College 
M.H.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
WILSON, ROGER 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Eastern Kentucky University 
A.M., Ed.S., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1953 
Department of Heahh, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
ALLEN, JOHN E. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
Al Morehead since 1954 
BENTLEY, EARL J. 
Professor 
B.S., Troy State University 
M.S .• University of Tennessee 
Ed.D., University of Southern Mississippi 
Al Morehead since 1959 
BROWN, LARADEAN 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
BROWN. W. MICHAEL 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.S., University of Tennessee 
Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1966 
CHANEY.REX 
Associate Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
R.E.D., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1961 
DAWSON,A.L. 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., Morehead State University 
M.A., Georgetown College 
At Morehead since 1973 
GLASER. BILL 
Instructor 
A.B., Bellarmine College 
At Morehead since 1976 
HAMILTON, STEVE 
Instruct.or 
A.B., MA., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
JENNINGS, JOHN 
Assis1lmt Instructor 
A.B., University of Georgia 
At Morehead since 1976 
LUCKE, EDWARD 
Professor 
A.A., Tennessee Wesleyan College 
B.S., East Tennessee State University 
M.A., Ed.O., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1969 
LUCKE, SUE 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Radford College 
M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
MACK, WILLIAM J . 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.A., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1957 
MINCEY, MICHAEL 
Instructor 
<" 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1975 
MORAN, G.E. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., Morris Harvey College 
M.A., West Virginia University 
At Morehead since 1974 
MULLINS, RAFFORD 
lns1ructor 
B.S., Tennessee Technological University 
M.S., Morehead State Univer~ity 
At Morehead since 1972 
NESBITT, ELIZABETH 
Assistant Professor 
B.A.E., University of Mississippi 
M.Ed., University of Southern Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1973 
NESBITT, HOWARD 
Professor 
B.A., Washington College 
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University 
At Morehead since 1973 
OSBORNE. GRETTA GAYE 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.A., Ball State University 
At Morehead since 1965 
OSBORNE. JAMES 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .. M.A., Morehead State University 
Al Morehead since 1967 
RACHEL, RICHARD 
Assistant Instructor 
A.B., Parsons College 
At Morehead since 1976 
RAI MES, PAUL A. 
Professor 
B.S., Seton Hall University 
C.P.T., M.A., Ph.D., University of Iowa 
At Morehead since 1966 
RUSSEU, JAMES 
Instructor. 
B.S., Louisiana State University 
,M.Ed., University of Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1974 
SABIE, MOHAMMED 
Professor 
B.S., Florida Southern College 
M.A., Ed.D., Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1964 
SADLER, GEORGE A. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.A. in Ed., Western Kentucky 
University 
At Morehead since 1966 
SHEEHAN, MARK 
Instructor 
B.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
SWEENEY, HARRY F. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.S .• West Virginia University 
Ed.D., University o(Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1969 
THOMPSON, CHARLES B. 
Professor 
B.S., M.S., University of Tennessee 
Ed.0., University of Southern Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1963 
UNSE.LD, ISAAC 
Instructor 
B.A .• M.A.. Morehead State Umversity 
At Morehead since 1974 
WALTERS, STEVE 
Assistant Instructor 
A.B .. University of Arkansas 
At Morehead since 1976 
WELLS, ROBERT M. 
Assistant Ptofessor 
A.B., MA., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
WILSON, LARRY 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
WR IGHT, STEVE 
Instructor 
A.B .. M.A .. Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
Coaches 
CHAPMAN, WAYNE 
Head Football Coach 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
SCHALOW, JACK 
Head Basketball Coach 
B.S., University of the Pacific 
At Morehead since 1974 
Department of Library Science 
and Instructional Media 
ELLIS. JACK D. 
Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
A.M .. George Peabody College 
Ed.D., University of Southern Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1968 
LeMASTER , OPAL 
Assistant Professor 
B.S .. Concord College 
M.A., Marshall University 
At Morehead since 1965 
ROSENBERG, WILLIAM T. ,, 
Assistant Professor 
:1 
A.B., A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
TANT, NORMAN 
Professor 
B.S., J acksonville Stat e University 
A.M., Ph.D., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1952 
YOUNG, STEPHEN 
Instructor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
Department of Psychology 
and Special Education 
BIRCH, DANIEL 
Assistam Professor 
B.A., University of Michigan 
M.A., Michigan State University 
Ph.D., University of New Mexico 
At Morehead since 1975 
BERRIAN, M. ADELE 
Professor 
A.B., B.M., Bethany College 
A.M., Stanford University 
A.M .. George Washington University 
Ph.D., University of Colorado 
At Morehead since 1964 
CHILDS, ALANW. 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., Maryville College 
Ph.D., University of Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1975 
,.. 
CLOUGH, L BRADLEY 
Professor 
A.A., Ouinn1piac College 
B.A .. M.S ., University of Bridqeport 
B.S .. So. Connecticut College 
Ph.D., University ot COnnecticut 
At Morehead since 1966 
GEORGES. CAROL ANN 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.A. University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1970 
GOTSICK, JAMES E. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.Ed., Pennsylvania State University 
Ph.D., Syracuse University 
At Morehead since 1968 
HICKS, ANNA L. 
Assistant Professor 
B.A .• Georgetown College 
M.A., University of Louisville 
Ed. Spec., Southern Illinois University 
At Morehead since 1971 
MONAHAN.ROBERT 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .• Morehead State University 
A.M .• Marshall University 
At Morehead since 1970 
OSBORNE, FRANCIS 
Associate Professor 
B.A., Cornell University 
M.S., Ph.D., Syracuse University 
At Morehead since 1967 
SMYTH, LARRY D. 
Assistant Professor 
B.A .. University of Puget Sound 
M.A., Ph.D., Michigan State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
TAPP, GEORGES. 
Associate Profeuor 
A.B., Transylvania University 
M.A .. Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1968 
TROUTT, GEORGE E., JR. 
Professor 
B.A .• McKendree College 
M.S., Eastern Illinois Univer5ity 
Ph.D .. University of Connecticut 
At Morehead since 1976 
Unwersity Breckinridge School 
ANDERSON. ELIZABETH 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .• A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
BLAIR, SHIRLEY 
Instructor 
A.B., A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
BURNS, FRANK 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1973 
BURTON.LEON 
Assistant Professor 
B.S .. M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1967 
COLLINS, NELL 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
A.M .. University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1969 
CRUSIE, KATHRYN 
Instructor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1974 
DALES, LARRY 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
A.M .. Brigham Young University 
At Morehead since 1967 
DAUGHERTY, THOMAS 
Instructor 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1973 
DENNIS, DIENZEL 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Anderson College 
A.M .. Eastern Kentucky University 
At Morehead since 1966 
DENNIS. JOY 
Instructor 
B.S., Anderson College 
A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
DUNCAN, GRETTA 
Assistant Professor 
A.B ., A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
ELGIN.JACK 
Assistant Instructor 
B.M.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
GILLUM, CHARLOTTE 
Instructor 
B.S., A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
HAMMONS, KAR EN 
Instructor 
A.B., University of Kentucky 
M.A.C.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
HAMPTON, COLEENE 
lnstructOI' 
B.A., A.M .• Morehead State University 
At Morehead since ·1973 
HOFFMAN, TERRY 
Instructor 
B.S .• M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1971 
HOWELL, LOIS 
Instructor 
B.S .• University of Tennessee 
A.M .. Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
HUANG, LOIS 
Assistant Professor 
B.S .. Western Michigan University 
A.M .. University of Michigan 
At Morehead since 1969 
JACKSON, BERNICE 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .• A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1959 
JORDAN, MARY LYNN 
Instructor 
A.B., A.M., Ed.S., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1975 
MANGRUM, JESSIE 
lnstructOI' 
A.B., A.M .. Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
MARTIN, HAZEL 
Instructor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.A., Miami University 
At Morehead since 1985 
PRICE, DREAMA 
Assistant Instructor 
A.B., M.A .. Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1974 
PYLE, ROY L. 
Assinant Instructor 
B.M.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1975 
REEDER.JAMES 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., A.M .• Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
SADLER, ELIZABETH 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., A.M., Western Kentucky University 
At Morehead since 1966 
SAXON, JOYCE 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1964 
WELLS, SUE 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
WILSON, NANCY 
Instructor 
B.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
FACULTY, SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES 
Department of Art 
ADAMS, DOUGLAS G. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.A., Eastern Kentucky University 
M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1967 
BOOTH, BILL R. 
Professor 
A.B., Eastern Kentucky University 
M.A., Ed.S., George Peabody College 
Ph.D., University of Georgia 
At Morehead since 1970 
BOOTH, LOUISE T . 
Instructor 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
M.A., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1971 
HARRIS, JOHN PAUL 
Assistant Professor 
B.F.A., M.F.A., University of North 
Carolina-Greensboro 
At Morehead since 1976 
HOWARD, RYAN 
Associate Professor 
A.B .• B.S .• M.A., University of Texas 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 
At Morehead since 1972 
JONES. ROGER H. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Georgetown College 
M.A., University of Kentucky 
Ed.D., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1965 
MAORTUA. JOSE M. 
Associate Professor 
A.B .. B.S., Institute Del C. Cisneros and 
Universidad Central, Madrid (Spain) 
M.F.A., Maryland Institute College of Art 
At Morehead since 1965 
PYLE, GENE 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Colorado College 
Dip., Kansas City Art Institute 
At Morehead since 1972 
SARTOR, JOE D. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Centenary College 
M.A., University of Missouri 
At Morehead since 1968 
STRIDER, MAURICE 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Fisk University 
M.A., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1966 
YOUNG, DONALD B. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1967 
llt5 
Division of Communications 
BAYLEY, RICHARD 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Illinois 
At Morehead since 1976 
BROWN, W. DAVID 
Associate Professor 
B.A .. Louisiana Tech Unfverslty 
M.A., Louisiana State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
BURGESS, GEORGE 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1964 
COULTER, GEORGE E. 
Associate Professor 
A.B .. Greenville College 
M.A., University of Georgia 
At Morehead since 1973 
CROUCH, JOYCE 
Instructor 
A.B., M.A .. Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1975 
DEAN, RUSSELL C. 
Instructor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1974 
HAMM, HARLEN 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .. Morehead State University 
A.M .. Bowling Green State University 
At Morehead since 1965 
HENSLEY, FRED 
Instructor 
A.B., M.H.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
HUFFMAN, MARTIN 
Instructor 
B.S., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1967 
HUGHES, RONALD L 
Assistant Professor 
A.S., Amarillo College 
S.S., M.A., University of Texas 
· At Morehead since 1970 
KAPPES, KEITH 
Instructor 
A.B., M.H.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
KUNKEL, RICHARD 
Instructor 
B.-S .• M.S .• Syracuse University 
At Morehead since 1972 
LAYNE, SYLVIA 
Instructor 
B.A., Morehead State University 
M.A., University of Nor1hern Colorado 
At Morehead since 1976 
LAYNE, WILLIAM J. 
Associate Professor 
A.B .• Morehead State University 
M.A., Brigham Young University 
Ph.D., Northwestern University 
At Morehead since 1971 
MURRAY, GAYLON EUGENE 
Assistant Professor 
B.S .• Murray State University 
M.A., Ohio University 
At Morehead since 1968 
NETHERTON, LARRY 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .. A.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
PHILIPS, MARVIN J. 
Associate Professor 
8.F.A .• M.F.A .• Carnegie Institute 
of Technology 
At Morehead since 1967 
., 
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QUISENBERRY, JAMES E. 
Associate Professor 
A.A., L;ndsey Wilson College 
A.B., Kantucky Christian College 
A.B., Centre College 
A.M., University of Kentucky 
Ph. D., Ohio University 
At Morehead since 1968 
ROWE, MARK 
Assistant Instructor 
B.A., West Georgia College 
M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
RUSSELL, DON 
Instructor 
A.B .• M.A .• Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
SAWYER, JAMES 
Assistant Professor 
B.A .. Bates College 
M.S., Syracuse University 
At Morehead since 1976 
SCOTT, TOM E., 111 
Instructor 
A.A., Freed-Hardeman College 
B.A., Abilene Christian University 
M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
SHACKLEFORD.SANDRA 
Assistant Instructor 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
VOIGT, FREDERICK 
Professor 
CLARKE, BETTY M. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .• M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1965 
CUNNINGHAM, DONALD H. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., M.A., Ph.D., University of Missouri 
At Morehead since 1972 
DOBLER, G. RONALD 
Associate Professor 
B.A., M.A., Case Western Reserve University 
Ph.D., University of Iowa 
At Morehead since 1972 
GLASSER, MARC D. 
Associate Professor 
B.A., University of Massachusetts 
Ph.D., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1972 
HAMILTON, BERNARD G. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., A.M .• University of Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1963 
HELPHINSTINE. FRANCES L. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A. (Ed.). M.A. (Eng.), Morehead 
State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
LOWE, INAM. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1970 
MAYS, GEORGE A. 
Assistant Professor 
THOMAS, M. K. 
Professor 
A.B., Travancore University (India) 
B. of Div., Sena1e of Serampore College 
M.Th., Princeton Theological Seminary 
A.M .. Morehead State University 
M.A., Ed. D., Tulsa University 
At Morehead since 1964 
TROXEL, EMMA C. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .. Emory and Henry College 
A.M., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1967 
VENETTOZZI, VICTOR A. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., A.M., Eastern Kentucky University 
M.A .• Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1960 
Department of Music 
BARR, WALTER L. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., Arizona State University 
M.A., Northern ArilOna University 
Ed.D .• Arizona State University 
At Morehead since 1973 
BEANE. ANNE 
Instructor 
B.M., Stetson University 
M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
BEANE, JAMES R. 
Associate Professor 
B.M., Stetson University B.S .. Eastern Illinois University 
M.S., Ph.D., Southern Illinois University 
At Morehead since 1966 
A.B., M.A., M.H.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
M.M., Louisiana State University 
At Morehead since 1959 
WHALEY, PAUL 
Instructor 
B.S.E., M.A. Kansas State Teachers College 
At Morehead since 1973 
WILSON, JACK E. 
Professor 
A.B., Kentucky Christian College 
A.M., Kent State University 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 
At Morehead since 1967 
MORROW, EDWARD E. 
Assistant Pi-ofessor 
A.B .• A.M., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1961 
MOURINO, OLGA 
Professor 
A.B., B.S., Institute de Oriente (Cubal 
Teacher's Degree, Escuela Normal Oriente 
Ed.D., Ph.D. m Philosophy and Ph.D. in 
LiJerature, Universidad de la Habana (Cuba) 
At Morehead since 1963 
Division of Languages and Literature NETHERTON, MARY M. 
BARNES, LEWIS W. Assistant Professor 
Professor A.B., Western Kentucky University 
B.S., Louisiana State M.A., Morehead State University 
B.P.H.E., A.M., University of Toronto (Canadal M.A., University of Kentucky 
LLB .. John Marshall Law School {Georgia) At Morehead since 1964 
A.M., Universit y of Birmingham (England) 
A.M., Ph.D .. University of Ottawa (Cenada) 
D.Ut., Ph.D., London University (England) 
At Morehead since 1963 
BARNES, RUTH B. 
Professor 
A.B., A.M .. Ph.D., D.Lit., London 
University ( England) 
At Morehead since 1963 
CALHOUN, HAZEL H. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
A.M., George Peabody College 
AtMore~ad since 1965 
CAMPBELL, GLENNA E. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A .. (Ed.), M.A. (Eng.), Morehead 
State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
CHANEY, JQYCE B. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1961 
CHARLES, ROBERT A. 
Professor 
B.A., Gettysburg College 
M.A .. University of Winconsin 
certificat, I universite de Toulouse 
Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University 
At Morehead since_1971 
ORLICH, ROSE 
Associate Professor 
B.S., St. Mary of the Plains 
M.A., Ph.D., Notre Dame University 
At Morehead since 1970 
PAYNE, ESSIE C. 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., A.M., Auburn University 
At Morehead since 1966 
PELFREY, CHARLES 
Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
A.M., Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1962 
ROGERS, GLENN C. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Centre College 
A.M., University of Kentucky 
Ph.D., University of Nonh Carolina 
At Morehead since 1967 
ROGERS, JUDY 
Associate Professor 
A.B .• Centre College 
A.M., Ph.D.~ Univers"ity of North Carolina 
At Morehead since 1967 
BIGHAM, WILLIAM M. 
Professor 
B.M.E., Murray State University 
M,M .. University of Miami 
Ph.D .• Florida State University 
At Morehead since 1965 
BLAIR, HAROLD LEO 
Assistant Professor 
B.M., West Virginia University 
M.F.A., Ohio University 
At Morehead since 1975 
BLAIR, SUANNE H. 
Assistant Professor 
B.M., Willamette University 
M.M., University of Southern California 
At Morehead since 1966 
BRAGG, JAMES W. 
Associate Professor 
B.M., M.M., New England Conservatory of Music 
At Morehead since 1963 
CRUM, MARTIN 
Assistant Instructor 
B.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
DUNCAN, JOHNSON E. 
Professor 
B.M.E., M.M., Northwestern University 
Ph.D .• George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1956 
FIGG,JOEW. 
Assistan! Professor 
B.Mus .• Oklahoma City University 
M.S .• University of Illinois 
At Morehead since 1972 
FLIPPI N, A. JAY 
Assistant Professor 
B.M .• Mars Hill College 
M.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
FULBRIGHT, E. GLENN 
Professor 
B.S .• Abilene Christian College 
B.M .. M.M., Northwestern University 
Ph.D., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1960 
FULBRIGHT, HELEN F. 
Professor 
B.M.E., Murray State University 
M.M., American Conservatory of Music 
D.M.A., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1961 
GALLAHER, CHRISTOPHER S. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.M., Indiana University 
Ph.D., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1972 
HAKL, PAMELA 
Instructor 
B.M., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1975 
HAWKINS. ROBERT V. 
Professor 
B.S., M.S., Indiana State University 
Ed.D., Columbia University 
At Morehead since 1967 
HUFFMAN, KEITH M. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
A.M .• University of Iowa 
At Morehead since 1947 
KEENAN, KATHERINE JOANNE 
Instructor 
B.M.E., Morehead State University 
M.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
KEENAN, LARRYW. 
Associate Professor 
B.M .• University of Louisville 
M.M., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1967 
KUHN, MILFORD 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., Houston Baptist College 
M.M., Un!verslty of Miami 
At Morehead since 1976 
LEE, CHARLES A. •' 
Assistant Professor 
B.M.E., M.M., Morehead State Unlvetsity 
At Morehead since 1974 
LOUDER, EARLE L. 
Associate Professor 
B.M., Michigan State University 
D.M., Florida State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
MUELLER, FREDERICK A. 
Professor 
B.M., University of Houston 
M.M., Eastman School of Music 
D.Mus., Florida State University 
At Morehead since 1967 
NORDEN, EUGENE C. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Western State College of Colorado 
M.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
PAYNE, KARL A. 
Assistant Professor 
B.M., M.M., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1965 
PRITCHARD, ROBERT D., II 
Instructor 
B.M., Florida State University 
M.M., Duquesne Universitv 
At Morehead since 1972 
SCHIETROMA, ROBERT J . 
Assistant Professor 
B.S. in Music, Indiana University of Pa. 
M.A., Morehead State University 
D.M.A., University of Iowa 
At Morehead since 1966 
STETLER, JOHN K. 
Associate Professor 
B.M., Cincinnati Conservatory of Music 
M.M •• Wichita State University 
At Morehead since 1959 
' VENETT 
Assistant 
B.M .. Bale 
M.M., Ear 
At Mor 
1epa 
GURLE 
Associat1 
B.A.,ea1; 
M.A., So, 
Ph.D., S 
At Mo 
LUCKE 
Associat 
A.B., MuJ 
M.A., Un1 
At Mo 
MANGRI 
Professor 
A.B., Was 
Ph.D., U~ 
AtM 
:FACUL' 
SCIENJ 
Depa~ 
BRUMAGj 
At Mort 
:EVERSO-
Assist1nt P, 
,e.s .. Easter 
M.A .. Mor 
At More 
HEAS LIP, 
Professor 
B.S., M.S., 
At Mor, 
LAKE,ALJ 
T ED, 
'J 
I.S., ~ 
' .• Virti1 
State Uni 
At~et 
PRYOR, MJ. 
Professor 
,.8 ., B.S., ~ 
1.D , Univ 
At More 
STETLER, LUCRETIA M. 
Assistant Professor 
8.M., Wichita State University 
M.M., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1964 
VENETTOZZI, VASI LE J. 
Assistant Professor 
B.M., Baldwin Wallace College 
M.M., Eastman School of Music 
At Morehead since 1966 
Department of Philosophy 
GUR LEY, BETTY R. 
Associate Professor 
B.A., California State College (LA.I 
M.A., Southern Illinois University 
Ph.D., Southern Illinois University 
At Morehead since 1969 
LUCKEY, GEORGE M. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Murray State University 
M.A., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1961 
MANGRUM, FRANKLIN M. 
Professor 
A.B., Washington University 
Ph.D., University of Chicago 
At Morehead since 1959 
FA CUL TY, SCHOOL OF 
SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS 
Department of BiologicaJ Sciences 
BRUMAGEN, DAVID M. 
,lessor 
;., M.S., Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
,At Morehead since 1965 
ROE, FRED M . 
stant Professor 
, Lincoln Memorial Univershy 
~ ~-. •~v ot Virginia. 
At Morehead since 1967 
. S., M.S., Morehead State University 
'Ph.D .• University of Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1968 
EVERSOLE. RICHARD G. 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University 
M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1965 
HEASLIP, MARGARET 8. 
Professor 
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Ohio State University 
At Morehead since 1955 
LAKE, ALLEN L. 
,ociate Professor 
,.S., Edinboro State College 
I.M., State University of New Yerk at Buffalo 
At Morehead since 1957 
,GRANE, DAVID T. 
,istant Professor 
I.A., M.A., Drake University 
1.D., University of Ariwna 
At Morehead since 1976 
istant Proffflor 
1.S., M.S., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1971 
ociate Professor 
:.s .. M.S., Morehead State University 
,.D., Vir1inia Polytechnic Institute-and 
State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
I
PffYOR, MADISON E. 
Professor 
,.8., B.S., M.A., Morehead State University 
h.D., University of Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1964 
SAXON, DAVID J . 
Associate Professor 
B.S .. M.S., Morehead State University 
Ph.D., Southern Illinois University 
At Morehead since 1967 
SETSER, HOWARD L 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.A., Morehead State University 
M.S., Kansas State University 
At Morehead since 1964 
SPEARS, JAMES R. 
Associate Professor 
B.S •. Western Kentucky University 
M.S., Ph.D., University ot Kentucky 
At Morehead sinr:e 1965 
Center for Environmental Studies 
HOWELL.JERRY F.,JR. 
Professor 
B.S.F ., B.S.W .M., North Carolina University 
M.S., Eastern Kentucky University 
Ph.D., University of Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1972 
Department of Mathematical 
Sciences 
COOPER, LAKE C. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1956 
F LORA, BEN, J R. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University 
M.A., C3eorge Peabody College 
M.S., University of Illino is 
Ph.D., Ohio State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
FRYMAN, JOHNNIE G. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .. Morehead State University 
M.M., University of South Carolina 
Ed.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1969 
HAMMONS, CHARLES RODGER 
Associate Professor 
A.B., Transylvania College 
M.S., ·Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1971 
JOHNSTON, GLENN E_ 
Professor 
B.S., North Texas State University 
M.S .. Ph.D., Texas Tech. University 
At Morehead since 1969 
JONES, CHAR LIE- L. 
Associate Professor 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1962 
LINDAHL. ROBERT J. 
Professor 
A.B., University of Mlnnesota 
Ph.D .• University of Oregon 
At Morehead since 1970 
MAHANEY, NELL F. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1963 
MANN, JAMES D. 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Morehead. State University 
M.M., University of South Carolina 
At Morehead since 1966 
MOORE, DIXIE M. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., UniwtrSity of Kentucky 
M.A., Marshall Unjversity 
At Morehead since 1963 
NOLEN, GORDON 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Morehead State· University 
M.M., University of South Carolina 
M.S., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1967 
THOMSON, STEVEN F. 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Oregon State University 
M.S., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1976 
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FIEL, RONALD L. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., Kansas State College 
M.S., Emporia Kansas State College 
Ed.D .. lndi.ana University 
Department of Physical Sciences RAMEY. CARL VICTOR 
Chemistry 
At Morehead since 1972 
JENKINS. CHARLES J. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.S .. Auburn University 
At Morehead since 1959 
PAYNE, CHARLES A. 
Professor 
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Auburn University 
At Morehead since 1966 
PAYNE, LAMAR B. 
Profes50r 
B.S., M.S., Auburn University 
Ph.D., University of Alabama 
Ar Morehead si nee 1962 
PHILLIPS, TONEY C. 
Associate Professor 
A.B. , Athens College 
M.A., George Peabody College 
At Morehead since 1951 
S IMON, VERNE A. 
Professor 
B.S., University of Toledo 
M.S., Purdue University 
Ph.D., Florida State 'University 
At Morehead since 1968 
Geoscience 
CHAPLIN, JAMES R. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., Cornell College 
M.S., University of Houston 
At Morehead since 1961 
DuBAR, JULES R. 
Professor 
B.S., Kent State University 
M.S., Oregon State University 
Ph.D., University of Kansas 
At Morehead since 1967 
HYLBERT, DAVID K. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.S., Ohio University 
At Morehead since 1963 
PHILLEY, JOHN C. · 
Professor 
B.S., Millsaps College 
M.S., Ph.D., University of Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1960 
Physics 
BRENGELMAN, Rl:ISSELL M. 
Professor 
B.S., Auburn University 
M.S., Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology 
At Morehead since 1967 
CUTTS, DAVID R. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., David Lipscomb College 
M.S., Ph.D .• University of Tennesaee 
At Morehead since 1968 
WHIDDEN, CHARLESJ. 
Profttssor 
B.S., Geo.-gia Institute of Technology 
Ph.D., Virgini1 PolYteCMic Institute and 
State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
Department ol Science Eel'. 
ESHAM, MAURICE E. 
Associate Professor 
B.S., M.A., Moreheed State University 
Ed.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
FALLS, WILLIAM R. 
Professor 
B.S .. Rio Grande College 
M.A., Marshall University 
Ed.D., Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1961 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Morehead State University 
M.S., Michigan State University 
Ed.D .. Indiana University 
At Morehead since 1973 
FACULTY, SCHOOL OF 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Department of Geography 
BURNS, ROLAND L. 
Associate Professor 
,l\.B., M.H.E., Morehead State University 
M.S., Indiana State University 
Ed.D., University of Southern Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1972 
CLARK, WILLIAM T . 
Professor 
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1964 
COX,GARYC. 
Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
D.A., University of Northern Colorado 
At Morehead'since 1970 
GOULD, ROBERT B. 
Professor 
8.S., University of Tennessee 
AM., Memphis State University 
Ph.D., University of Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1963 
ROBINSON, JAMES R. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1965 
Department of History 
ANDERSON, ELMER 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
FLATT, DONALD F. 
Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1962 
HANRAHAN, JOHN J . 
Professor 
B.S., M.A., Boston College 
M.A., Columbia University 
M.Ed., Fairfield University 
Ph.D., For~ham University 
At Morehead since 1969 
HICKS, EDMUND 
Professor 
A.B., Alderson-Broadus College 
A.M., University of Louisvi lle 
Ph.D., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1966 
HOLT, CHARLES E. 
Associne Professor 
A.B., Ottawa University 
A.M., Central Missouri State Uni1'8rSity 
Ph.D., University of Kentacl(y 
At Morefilead since l968 
HOWARD, VICTOR B. 
Profes.50f 
B.A., Morehead State University 
A.M .. George Peabody College 
Ph.D., Ohio State University 
At Morehead since 1966 
JACKSON, BROADUS B. 
Professor 
A.B., Fisk University 
A.MT. Ph.D., Indiana University 
·' 
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KLEBER.JOHN E. 
Professor 
A.B .• Beltdrmine College 
A.M .• Ph.D .• Universitv of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1968 
LEROY. PERRY E. 
Professor · 
A.B .. University or Connecticut 
A.M .. Ph.D .• Ohio State University 
At Morehead since 1961 
RANDOLPH, PAUL G. 
Professor 
A.A., Freed-Hardeman College 
B.A., M.A., University of Illinois 
Ph.D .• University of Michigan 
At Morehead since 1970 
SPRAGUE, STUARTS. 
Professor 
A.B., M.A.T., Yale University 
Ph.D., New York University 
At Morehead since 1968 
WALKE, RONALD 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Eastern Kentucky University 
M.A., Un•v'!rsity of Kentucky 
Ed.D., University of Indiana 
At Morehead since 1968 
Department of Political Science 
BACK, LINDSEY R. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., Berea College 
M.A .. University of Tennessee 
Ph.D., University of Tennessee 
At Morehead since 1974 
BIZZEL, JACK E. 
Professor 
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Southern Illinois University 
At Morehead since 1966 
HOFFMAN, KENNETH E. 
Associate Professor 
Ph.B .• University of Vermon1 
M.A .. University of Nebraska 
At Morehead since 1968 
HUANG, WILLIAM E. 
Professor 
A.B., St. John's University (Shanghai) 
A.M., Ph.D., University of ~ lchigan 
At Morehead since 1965 
YOUNG,"'GEORGE T. 
Associate Professor 
A.B .. Centre College 
A.M., Columbia University 
At Morehead since 1932 
Department of Sociology 
BOO, SUNG-LAI 
Associate Professor 
B.A., Central Theological Seminary 
B.A., Hong IK University 
M.S.S.W .• Ph.D., Florida State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
CHANG, HWA-BOA 
Associate Professor 
B.A.. National Taiwan University 
M.A., University of Oregon 
Ph.D., University of Texas 
At Morehead since 1972 
CRAWFORD, HUBERTV. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .. Morehead State University 
M.S.S.W .• Kent School of Social Work 
A1 Morehead since 1966 
CROSTHWAITE, LOLAR. 
Assislant Professor 
A.B .• University of Kentucky 
M.S.W .• University of North Carolina 
Al Morehead since 1968 
FRAZIER, GARY K. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
KIM, DONG I. 
Assistant Professor 
A.B .• Law School of Seoul National University 
M.A., East Carolina University 
At Morehuad since 1975 
MUNSON, THOMAS 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., M.A., Ohio State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
PATTON, MARGARETD. 
Associate Professor 
A.B., M.S., Louisiana State University 
A.M., University of Mississ1pp1 
At Morehead since 1960 
RESER, RICHARD M. 
Professor 
A.B., King College 
A.M .. George Peabody College 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
At Morehead since 1967 
RICHTER, LOREN W. 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., Phntip University 
M.D1v., D.Min., Vanderbilt University 
D.S.W., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1974 
WHEELER, ALBAN L 
Professor 
B.A .• M.A .• Mississippi College 
Ph.D., Miss,ss,ppi State University 
At Morehead since 1972 
WHITSON, PATSY RUTH 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., Abilene Christian College 
M.A., Pepperdlne University 
At Morehead since 1970 
WHITSON, SAMUEL MONTGOMERY 
Professor 
B.A., Abilene Christian College 
M.A., Butler University 
Ph.D., Texas A&M University 
At Morehead since 1970 
DEPARTMENT OF 
MOJTARY SCIENCE 
AVERITT, SHIRLEY A .• Captain 
Assistant Professor 
B.A., Kentucky Wesleyan College 
M.A., Depauw University 
At Morehead since 1976 
BALDA, EDWARD J ., JR., Lieut. Cot. 
Professor 
B.S., Loyola College 
M.A., University of Missouri 
At Morehead since 1975 
CULLINANE, PAULE., JR .• Captain 
Assistant Professor 
B.S., University of Tampa 
At Morehead since 1975 
FLAUTO, FRANK J., Captain 
Assistant Professor 
B.S .• Ohio University 
At Morehead since 1973 
GORDON, ROONEY, Master Sergeant 
Instructor 
At Morehead since 1974 
JONES, JACKIE G .• Major 
Associate Professor 
8.5 .• Auburn University 
At Morehead since 1976 
STANLEY WILLIAMS., Captain 
Assistant I ofessor 
B.S., Uni1, ·sity of Tampa 
At Mot head since 1975 
SULLIVA I. JEROME F., Staff Sergeant Ma1or 
lnstructo1 
Al Mo. ,ead since 1974 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
INSTITUTE 
CRAGER, JENNY 
Instructor 
B.S .• M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1975 
DORAN, MIGNON 
Founder and Director 
Murray State Universi1y 
Graduate of Personal Development 
Institute, New York 
Attended Patricia Stevens Charm School 
LH.D., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1954 
FLATT, CAROLYN 
Instructor 
B.A., M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1971 
JOHNSON CAMDEN 
LIBRARY STAFF 
ARNETT, MARY 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B., Morehead State Universi ty 
M.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
BACK, CARRIE 
Assis!llnt Librarian 
A.B .. Morehead State University 
M.A., Morehead Slate University 
At Morehead since 1968 
BELCHER.FAYE 
Associate Professor 
A.B., A.M., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1965 
BENTLEY,LEMERLE 
Assistant Librarian 
B.S., Troy State University 
M.S .• Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
BLAIR, ROBERTA JEAN 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1968 
BOWEN, ANNA DALE 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B., University of Kentucky 
M.LS., University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1971 
DAVIS, MARGARET C. 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B., Centre College 
At Morehead since 1967 
ELLIS, JACK D. 
Profussor 
A.B .• Morehead State University 
M.LS., George Peabody College 
Ed.D., University of Southern Mississippi 
At Morehead since 1968 
EVANS. ALBERT 
Assistant Librarian and Instructor 
A.A., Canal Zone Junior College 
B.S., Tennessee Technological University 
M.S .. (LS.), University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1973 
HALL, JUANITA 
Assistant librarian and Assistant Professor 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.S. (LS.). University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1966 
JACKSON, MYRT LE 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B., Kentucky State University 
At Morehead since 1969 
KILLIAN. MICHAEL 
Assistant Librarian and Assistant Professor 
A.B., East Texas State University 
M.S. ( LS.). University of Illinois 
At Morehead since 1970 
MALONE, ALTON 
Assistant Professor and Assistant Librarian 
8.A., Carson-Newman College 
M.S.LS., University of Illinois-Urbana 
At Morehead since 1976 
MEADE. CLAUDE E. 
Dial Access Coordinator 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.A.C.E., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1971 
MORRISON, BESSIE W. 
Assistant Librarian 
8.5., Morehead Slate University 
M.A.C.E., Morehead Slate University 
At Morehead since 1975 
NUTTER , CAROL 
Assistant Librarian 
B.A., Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1976 
PR ITCHARD. ELSIE 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B .• Old Dominion University 
M.LS .• University ot Pittsburgh 
At Morehead since 1972 
RANDOLPH, VIRGINIA 
Assistant Librarian and Instructor 
B.A .• Pepperdine University 
M.A., Morehead Stale University 
M.S. (LS.I. University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1974 
STANLEY, MILDRED 
Assistant Librarian 
8.5.E., Henderson State College 
A.M .• Morehead State University 
At Morehead since 1965 
STONE. MARGARET 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B., Morehead State University 
M.S. (LS.), University of Kentucky 
At Morehead since 1965 
TEMPLETON, MOLLY B. 
Assistant Librarian 
A.B .• Eastern Kentucky University 
M.A., Morehead State Univursity 
At Morehead since 1971 
WIGGINS, LAJEAN 
Assistant Librarian 
B.S., Murray State University 
M.S. ( LS.I. University of Illinois 
At Morehead since 1967 
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Speech 
Graduate . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . ... . . . . . . . . 102 
Undergraduate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Statistics ... . ........ . . . . . ....... . . . ... . . 71 
Student Organizations . .. . ...... . .. . . . .. ... 15 
Students' Rights in Access to Records ...... ... 15 
Student Teaching - see Professional Semester 
Teacher Aide . . ............ . .... . ........ 48 
Television Courses . . .. ... . .. .. .. ..... . . ... 14 
Testing Center .. ..... . . ..... . . . .. .. .. . ... 14 
Theatre 
Graduate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103 
Undergraduate . . .. . .... . .. .... ......... 58 
Thesis ............... . . . . . . . .......... . . 84 
Transcripts ............................. . 15 
Transfer Credit 
Graduate . . ... .......... .. .... ........ 83 
Undergraduate . ....... . .... . . .. . . .. ... .. 9 
Two-Year Programs - see Associate Degrees 
University Studies ........ . ... . . ... ...... .. 5 
Veterans Affairs .. ....... . ........ . ..... . . 14 
Veterinary Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Vociational Agriculture, Undergraduate ...... . . 16 
Vocational Education, Graduate ... .. . . ... . .. 85 
Vocational Home Economics ... .. .. ..... . .. . 22 
Vocational Industrial Teacher Education ... . .. . 26 
Vocational Rehabilitation . ... . . . ........... 13 
Welding Technology . .. .. . ... ....... .. ..... 29 
Withdrawals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Fall Semester 
August 23 
August 24 
August 25 
August 26 
August 27 
August 28 
August 30 
September 6 
September 7 
September 20-24 
October 25 
November 1 
November 2 
November 24 
November 29 
December 13-17 
December 18 
Spring Semester 
January 10 
January 11 
January 12 
January 13 
January 14 
January 15 
January 17 
January 24 
February 21 
February 22 
March 11 
March 11-20 
March 21 
March 29 
April 8 
April 11 
May 9-13 
May 13 
May 14 
Intersession 
May 23 
June 10 
Academic Calendars 
1976-77 
Freshman and transfer student orientation 
Registration of seniors and graduate students 
Registration of juniors and sophomores 
Registration of juniors and sophomores 
Registration of freshmen 
Registration of freshmen 
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m. 
MWF classes meet 
Registration of part-time students for night and Saturday classes 
Last day to register for a full load 
Labor Day Holiday (classes dismissed; offices closed) 
Class work resumes at 8:00 a.m. 
Last day to register for credit 
Freshman advisement week 
Mid-term grade reports due in Registrar's Office 
Students who drop courses after this date will automatically 
receive a mark of "E" in the courses dropped 
Election Day (classes dismissed; offices closed) 
Thanksgiving Holiday begins at 11 :20 a.m. 
Class work resumes at 8:00 a.m. 
Final examinations 
First semester closes at 12:00 noon 
Freshman and transfer student orientation 
Registration of seniors and graduate students 
Registration of juniors and sophomores 
Registration of Juniors and sophomores 
Registration of freshmen 
Registration of freshmen 
Classes begin at 8 :00 a.m. 
MWF classes meet 
Registration of part-time students for night and Saturday classes 
Last day to register for a full I oad 
Last day to register for credit 
Washington's Birthday Observance (classes dismissed; offices c losed) 
Class work resumes at 8:00 a.m . 
Mid-term grade reports due in Registrar's Office 
Spring vacation (holiday) begins at 12:00 noon 
Class work resumes at 8 :00 a.m. (MWF schedule) 
Students who drop courses after this date will automatically 
receive a mark of "E" in the courses dropped 
Good Friday Holiday begins with the close of all classes on 
Thursday, April 7 
Class work resumes at 8 :00 a.m. 
Final examinations 
Commencement at 2:00 p.m. 
Second semester closes at 12 :00 noon 
Registration, 8:00 a.m. • 12:00 noon 
Classes begin at 12:40 p.m. 
Registration, 6:00 p.m. • 8:00 p.m. 
Intersession ends 
Fall Semester 
August 22 
August 23 
August 24 
August 25 
August 26 
August 27 
August 29 
September 5 
September 6 
September 19-23 
October 24 
October 31 
November 23 
November 28 
December 12-16 
December 17 
Spring Semester 
January 9 
January 10 
January 11 
January 12 
January 13 
January 14 
January 16 
January 23 
February 20 
February 21 
March 10 
March 11-19 
March 20 
March 24 
March 27 
March 28 
May 8· 12 
May 12 
May 13 
Intersession 
May 22 
June 9 
1977-78 
Freshman and transfer student orientation 
Registration of seniors and graduate students 
Registration of juniors and sophomores 
Registration of Juniors and sophomores 
Registration of freshmen 
Registration.of freshmen 
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m. 
MWF classes meet 
Registration of part-time students for night and Saturday classes 
Last day to register for ful l load 
Labor Day Holiday (classes dismissed; offices closed) 
Class work resumes at 8:00 a.m. 
Last day to register for credit 
Freshman advisement week 
Mid-term grade reports due in Registrar's Office 
Students who drop courses after this date will automatically 
receive a mark of "E" in the courses dropped 
Thanksgiving Holiday begins at 11 :20 a.m. 
Class work resumes at 8:00 a.m. 
Final examinations 
First semester closes at 12:00 noon 
Freshman and transfer student orientation 
Registration of senio rs and graduate students 
Registration of juniors and sophomores 
Registration of juniors and sophomores 
Registration of freshmen 
Registration of freshmen 
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m. 
MWF classes meet 
Registration of part-time students for night and Saturday classes 
Last day to register for a full load 
Last day to register for credit 
Washington's Birthday Observance (classes dismissed; offices closed) 
Class work resumes at 8:00 a.m. 
Mid-term grade reports due in Registrar's Office 
Spring vacation begins at 12:00 noon 
Class work resumes at 8:00 a.m. (MWF schedule) 
Good Friday Holiday begins with the close of all classes on 
Thursday, March 23 
Class work resumes at 8 :00 a.m, 
Students who drop courses after this date wi ll automatically receive 
a mark of "E" in the courses dropped 
Final examinations 
Commencement at 2 p.m. 
Second semester closes at 12:00 noon 
Registration, 8 :00 a.m. • 12:00 noon 
Classes begin 12:40 p.m. 
Registration, 6:00 p.m. · 8:00 p.m. 
Intersession ends 
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